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PREFACE 

As in my Commentary on Revelation so also in this Commen
tary I have been often obliged to break with the traditions of 
the elders-alike ancient and modern-and to pursue my path 
unaccompanied by any of my great predecessors in this field of 
research. But there is no great scholar in the past who has 
made contributions to our knowledge of this Old Testament Seer, 
to whom I am not under the deepest obligations. These obli
gations have been duly recorded where I am conscious of them 
and the occasion required. I have not, however, made it a practice 
to enumerate all the scholars who have supported any particular 
emendation or interpretation I have adopted. No more have 
I done so, when the suffrages of all the learned world are against 
me, and when I have had to reject their guidance, and pursue my 
own solitary path. But in any real contribution I may have made 
in this work to the emendation and interpretation of Daniel, I can 
seldom make any claim to merit, seeing that with the exception 
of Dr. Montgomery in his Commentary in the International 
Critical Commentary Series, all my forerunners in the study of 
Daniel have been handicapped in many respects owing to the 
lack of an Aramaic grammar 1 which dealt with the historical 
development of the language, a lack which it is now possible 
in a great degree to make good through the discovery of the in
valuable Elephantine papyri and various isolated inscriptions. 
But since no attempt was made till last year to supply this lack, 
I was obliged to make a first hand study of the CIS, the Elephan-

1 Kautzsch's splendid grammar (1884) is limited to Biblical Aramaic. It was 
not till 1927, when Baumgartner published his very admirable and compressed 
study 'Das Aramiiische im Buche Daniel' in the ZATW 1927, 81-133, that 
a comprehensive view of the development of Aramaic from the eighth century 
B. c. to the first century B. c. was laid before the world of scholars. In the 
same year Bauer and Leander published their Gramm. d. Biblisch-Aramiiischen, 
which, though not so able and stimulating, is very helpful to the student of 
Aramaic. Unfortunately my Commentary had been sent into the Oxford Press 
six ~onths before these works appeared, and I had to pursue my work indepen
dently. Happily I have been able to avail myself of their help in my Introduc
tion, though from time to time I have been obliged to adopt different views 
both in respect of the grammar and the actual extent of the original text. 
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tine papyri and other, for the most part, fragmentary survivals of 
Aramaic from the eighth century down to the second century B.c. 
The results of this study are given in§§ 17-21 of the Introduction. 
Some months after my Commentary had been sent to the Oxford 
Press, I had the great satisfaction of receiving from Professor 
Baumgartner an elaborate sketch of this development which con• 
firmed in the main the conclusions at which I had already arrived, 
and helped to enrich my own treatise. Fortunately for my 
readers and myself my Introduction was only in part written 
though a vast accumulation of materials, digested and undigested, 
was at my disposal for the completion of this task in the briefest 
form possible. I need hardly add that Professor Baumgartner's 
conclusions and mine own do not always agree, but in the main 
they lead to the same goal. Moreover, though his treatment of 
individual forms is often fuller than mine, there are several 
distinctive idioms which he has failed to recognize. 

Without such a study of the development of Aramaic we can
not interpret our author. The importance of such an historical 
study of Aramaic may be illustrated by two out of nearly thirty 
expressions. In Aramaic down to 300 s.c.-in fact down to the 
second century B.c., so far as I can discover, the Aramaic order 
of words in mentioning an Oriental monarch was always' Nebu
chadnezzar the King': but never' King Nebuchadnezzar'. The 
impression given is that there was only one King. The rest 
were Kinglets, petty rulers. Ezra, which in its present form is 
dated by Driver c. 300 s.c., always reproduces this idiom faith
fully. Cf. Introduction, § 20. dd. But Daniel, in keeping with the 
usage of the second century B.c., uses the later order of this phrase 
• King Nebuchadnezzar ' once out of every three times. Neither 
Baumgartner nor Montgomery nor anyone else so far as I know 
has noticed this fact. Again in Daniel the proper preposition 
after the verb 'to say' in addressing a Divine Being or a semi
divine (as an Eastern monarch) was 'before '-not 'to'. See 
Introduction,§ 20. w. This usage is common in the New Testament 
and always in the Targums, as Dalman points out. Even in 
Egypt a subject never spoke 'to' the King, but 'before' him. 
Now the interpolator of 43--73 (G-IOa) in Daniel has not the slightest 
knowledge of the author's usage, and actually represents the great 
Eastern potentate Nebuchadnezzar as reporting his address to 
the wise men in the following phrase: 'I told the dream BEFORE 
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them', 44 l7>. A similar blunder occurs in the next verse. It is 
worth observing that the LXX omits this passage and thus con
firms the above conclusion. This passage includes other idioms 
conflicting with our author's usage. Accordingly a large section 
of the Introd. is devoted to the grammatical development of 
Aramaic idioms, so far as these have any bearing on the Ara
maic of our text. 

With regard to the Versions I have made the best use I could 
of them in their present -condition. But they all require to be 
critically edited. Notwithstanding, their evidence, even as they 
are, is invaluable. Owing to the lack of space I have not dis
cussed them, save in the case of the pre-Theodotion version, 
of which a genuine fragment is, I feel convinced, preserved 
in Justin Martyr, Dial. 3r. See Introd., § 13 (c) n.: § 25. 
I have not even mentioned the three Additions to the 
Versions. They and their bibliography are dealt with in the 
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha which I edited for the Oxford 
Press in 1913. 

Furthermore, though I had intended to give a brief historical 
sketch of the history of the Eastern Empires, so far as our 
author was concerned with them, for the same lack of space I 
have been obliged to relinquish this intention. At the same time 
these historical questions have been concisely dealt with in the 
special Introductions to Chapters 5 and 6 and in Introd. § 26. 

Notwithstanding recent attempts to establish the sixth century 
date of our author, I cannot but regard it as an absolutely hopeless 
task. Even linguistically it is now possible to prove the later 
date. 

Again I may remark that though many of the greatest Semitic 
scholars have edited Daniel, not one of them seems to have had 
a first hand knowledge of the characteristics of Apocalyptic out
side Daniel. It is not strange, therefore, that they fail often to 
observe special characteristics of this type ofliterature. I may add 
three examples out of many, wherein such a knowledge is indis
pensable. In u 41, 44 there are two interpolations, which are 
impossible in literature of this type. The apocalyptist never 
designates the national enemies of Israel by their actual names, 
especially when the events occur near or in the time of the actual 
Writer. Again no apocalyptist was ever guilty of the incredible 
irreverence of calling God 'an old man' (Dan. ]9), an irreverence 
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which is camouflaged by the splendid English phrase 'an ancient 
of days'. Yet no commentator save myself has ever censored 
this impossible phrase, as I did in my small Commentary. 
Since then I have found my early emendation of that phrase 
into 'like unto an ancient of days' actually in Clem. Alex., 
Paed. ii. ro (c. A. o. 200) and in the LXX in J13 (c. 145 B. c.). 

In publishing this Commentary my chief claim is, so far as 
possible, to recover the oldest form of the text, and to interpret 
that text in conformity with the usages of Jewish Apocalyptic.' 

When the renderings in the Translation differ from those in 
the Commentary, as they do in a few cases, the former are to 
be accepted as my final conclusions and not the latter. 

Finally I cannot refrain from expressing my deep gratitude, 
first of all to the Secretary of the Press· and his assistants and 
next to the Printer, the readers and compositors for their unfail
ing courtesy, patience, and skilled service in the publication of a 
Commentary and Translation, which involved a continuous 
revision of the entire text, and which has proved to be the most 
difficult of all my studies in an experience of nearly forty years 
of research in apocalyptic literature. 

4 LITTLE CLOISTERS, WESTMINSTER ABBEY 

August 1928. 

R.H. C. 

1 By a special arrangement made in 1912 with Messrs. T. C, and E. C. Jack 
I reserved the right of reproducing in this larger Commentary paragraphs or 
sections contained in the small Commentary which was published in the 
Century Bible in 19r3. 
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INTRODUCTION 

§ r. Short Account of the Book. 

(a) Historical Antecedents. In the closing years of the Syrian 
domination of Palestine, Antiochus Epiphanes sat on the throne 
of Syria. With his invasions of Egypt and other countries we 
are not here concerned, but only with his dealings with the Jews. 
His ambition was to hellenize the various provinces and peoples 
of his great empire. In this aim he met with little opposition 
except in Judea, and even there he secured without difficulty 
the support of the hellenizing High Priests. Thus the High 
Priest Jason, a creature of Antiochus, who had superseded his 
brother, the faithful High Priest Onias III, set up a Greek 
gymnasium in Jerusalem, to join in the games of which the very 
priests abbreviated the sacred services of the Temple. Through 
his agency also contributions were sent for the celebration of the 
festival of Heracles at Tyre. Jason was succeeded by Menelaus, 
who had secured the High Priesthood by the promise of a huge 
sum of money to Antiochus, a sum which he was unable to raise 
save through plunder of the Temple treasury. For rebuking 
this treacherous act, Onias I II, referred to above, paid for his 
fidelity with his life. In r70 B. c., while Antioch us was warring 
in Egypt, the rumour that he had fallen encouraged the exile 
Jason to make an attempt to recover the High Priesthood. This 
attempt led to much bloodshed in Jerusalem, and Antioch us on 
his return treated the Jews with the utmost severity. 

Multitudes of men, women, and children, were put to the 
sword, and thousands were sold into slavery. This visit of 
Antiochus closed with his seizure of the last treasures of the 
Temple. Thus the Jews suffered from without as well as from 
within, but the cup of their sorrow was not yet full. Two years 
later Antiochus marched with a vast force into Egypt with the 
intention of making the kingdom of the Ptolemies a province of 
his own Empire. 

But when his plans seemed on the eve of fulfilment he was 
met by envoys from Rome, who required him, on the penalty 
of joining issue with the Republic itself, to withdraw at once 
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from Egypt. Enraged and embittered, Antiochus turned home
ward, resolved now to devote all his power to the hellenization 
of Judea. With this object in view he forbade the observance 
of the Sabbath and the practice of the rite of circumcision. The 
sacrifices of the Temple were done away with, and every form 
of Jewish worship and ceremonial. The sacred books were 
destroyed, and the Temple dismantled and laid waste. The 
walls of the city were overthrown, and a fortress erected com
manding the Temple enclosure. But the culminating horror of 
this awful time was yet to come. On the 15th of December, 
168 B. c., a heathen altar was planted on the site of the great 
altar of burnt offering, in honour of Olympian Zeus. On the 
25th of the same month the profanation of the sacr~d precincts 
was consummated by the sacrifice of swine on the altar. Further
more, every city and village was required to build temples and 
raise idolatrous altars on which swine were to be sacrificed 
daily. 

At last the anguish of the faithful Jews became unendurable 
and an insurrection burst forth at Modein, under the leadership 
of Mattathias and his five stalwart sons. All that were zealous 
for the Law and the Covenant speedily joined them, and amongst 
these notably the l:f asidim, or the league of the pious ones. This 
small body of Jews met with many marvellous successes. Not• 
withstanding, in the face of the vast forces of Syria, the Jews 
could repose no hope in their own powers. If they were to 
succeed it could not be in reliance on an arm of flesh. Now it 
was just at this crisis, this hour of mingled hope and despair, 
that the Book of Daniel 'appeared with its sword-edge utterance, 
its piercing exhortation to endure in face of the despot, and its 
promise, full of Divine joy, of near and full salvation. No dew 
of heaven could fall with more refreshing coolness on the parched 
ground, no spark from above alight with a more kindling power 
on the surface so long heated with a hidden glow. With winged 
brevity the book gives a complete survey of the history of the 
kingdom of God upon earth, showing the relations which it had 
hitherto sustained in Israel to the successive great heathen 
empires of the Chaldaeans, Meda-Persians, and Greeks-in 
a word, towards the heathenism which ruled the world; and 
with the finest perception it describes the nature and individual 
character of Antiochus Epiphanes and his immediate predeces-
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sors so far as was possible in view of the great events which had 
just occurred. Rarely does it happen that a book appears as 
this did, in the very crisis of the times, and in a form more suited 
to such an age, artificially reserved, close and severe, and yet 
shedding so clear a light through obscurity, and so marvellously 
captivating. It was natural that it should soon achieve a success 
entirely corresponding with its inner truth and glory. And so, 
for the last time in the literature of the Old Testament, we have 
in this book an example of a work which, having sprung from 
the deepest necessities of the noblest impulses of the age, can 
render to that age the purest service; and which by the develop
ment of events immediately after, receives with such power the 
stamp of Divine witness that it subsequently attains imperishable 
sanctity 1• 

(b) Pseudonymous character of the Book. The pseudonymous 
character of this book has been a source of great trouble to many, 
but to the student who is acquainted with the facts of the time, 
it is obvious that, if the book were to realize the end it aimed at, 
it could not have been otherwise than pseudonymous.2 Owing 
to the Law having achieved an absolute supremacy, the calling 
of the prophet had ceased to exist, and there was no room for 
a religious teacher, except in so far as he was a mere exponent 
of the Law. From this it followed that all real advances to 
a higher theology could appear only in works of a pseudonymous 
character. Accordingly, when a man of God felt that he had 
a message to deliver to his people, he was obliged to cast it in 
this form. And thus it was that the brilliant visionary, to whom 
we owe the Book of Daniel, issued under the name of an ancient 
worthy this book of transcendant worth not only to his own, but 
to all after ages. It has taught to mankind many imperishable 
lessons, and of these there is none nobler than the incomparable 
testimony of the three Confessors when, in answer to N ebuchad
nezzar's demand : 'What god can deliver you out of my hands', 
they reply : 'We have no need to answer thee in this matter; 
for there is a God whom we serve, who is able to deliver us .. . 
and he will deliver us out of thy hands, 0 King: but if not .. . 
we will not serve thy god nor worship the golden image which 
thou hast set up' (317

-
18

). 

1 Ewald, v. 305 (translated by Stanley). 
2 See fuller treatment of this question in § 2, 

s255 b 
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(c) Origt'nally written in Aramaic, r-24 "', 8-12 were translated 
t"nto Hebrew at latest before r53 B. c. The Book of Daniel was, 
as I hope to prove, written originally in Aramaic, and 1-2

4
"' and 

8-r2 were subsequently translated into Hebrew.1 In these 
chapters the Aramaic original was superseded by the Hebrew. 
Now since the book is divided into narratt'ves (1-6) and visions 
(7-12), we should expect that this division of the book as to its 
subject matter would correspond with the linguistic division of 
the book. But a comparison of the above facts shows that this 
is not so. Hence Dalman has ascribed 1-6 to an earlier writer 
and 7-12 to our author. A redactor then took the two works in 
hand and translated r-2u into Hebrew and 7 into Aramaic and 
issued the two works as one. This hypothesis, though it has 
been developed in various forms by Torrey, Holscher, Preis
werk, and Montgomery, is very arbitrary, save in so far as it 
maintains that 1-2•"' is a reversion into Hebrew. With Mont
gomery's hopeless attempt to distinguish the Aramaic of 7 from 
that of 2•b-6 I have dealt exhaustively in § 7. 

The conclusion that Daniel was written originally in Aramaic 
is confirmed by the fact that there appear to be three distinct 
types of Hebrew in r-2•"' and 8-12, the first appearing in 1-2' "', 

the second in 8-10, 12 (?), and the third in II. See§§ 10-rr. 

If the conclusions of the present writer are valid in this respect, 
then the ~ypothesis of a Daniel written originally in Hebrew 
may be dismissed from further consideration. 

The Book of Daniel was an appeal to the majority of the 
faithful Jews. If this appeal were to be successful, it could only 
appear in Aramaic. The knowledge of Hebrew in the second 
century B. c. was confined to a very small body of scholars. 

From Aramaic 1-24a and 8-12 were rendered into Hebrew by 
three different translators-probably before 161 B.c. or at latest 
before 153 B.c. Without such a translation from the vernacular 
into Hebrew in the opening and closing sections the book could 
not have won its way into the Canon. 

(d) The book suffered much fr~;:,, interpolaltons and dislocations. 
From the beginning to the end the book has suffered at the 
hands ofinterpolators.2 One of the earliest interpolations 1212 - 13 

1 For various hypotheses advanced in explanation of the bilingual character 
of Daniel, see § 5 (a)-(f). 

2 See§ 14, h. 
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must have been made as early as 164 B.c., but 1211 was earlier 
still. The book originally ended with the encouraging words 
in 1210, 'they that be wise shall understand'. These are likewise 
an answer to Daniel's prayer in 128 for the gift of understanding 
the divine mysteries. Thus the book closes with the theme 
which pervades it from the beginning (cf 1 17) that divine en• 
Jightenment attends on unflinching obedience to the Divine Will. 

But not only did the book suffer at the hands of glossers and 
interpolators, but also of careless copyists and redactors. Thus 
we find frequent dislocations of the text.1 Of these we may 
mention here the two most important, i.e. 1 20- 21, which in the 
original text followed immediately after 2 49 a and 331- 33 (41 - 3) 

after 434•2 The first of these dislocations must have taken 
place in the Aramaic before the translation of 1-24a into Hebrew. 

(e) The Versfrms. About twenty years after the publication of 
the book it was translated into Greek This Greek version, 
known as the Septuagint or LXX, 3 has been preserved to us in 
a single very corrupt Greek MS. of the eleventh century A.D., 

but happily it was translated into Syriac about the year A.D. 617. 
In the meantime, probably in the latter half of the first 

century B.c. a second Greek translation-which on various 
grounds we call pre-Theodotion 4-was made from the bilingual 
text under the guidance of the older translation. But by this 
time the bilingual text had undergone disastrous dislocations in 
4-6. Accordingly, since all versions save the oldest LXX 
Version are derived from this later bilingual text, they all attest 
the same dislocations in these chapters. But this pre-Theodotion 
text has not survived independently but only in quotations of 
the first and second centuries A. D., and in the Version of 
Theodotion, of which it formed in a large measure the basis. 

The Version of Theodotion, which belongs to the second 
century A. D. approximates closely to the Massoretic text, but 
implies in some two score or more passages a purer form of the 
Semitic text. The Peshitto and Vulgate Versions were made 
from a still later form of the Semitic text than that used by 
Theodotion. The two Egyptian Versions-the Sahidic and 
Bohairic-and the Ethiopic are versions of Theodotion. 

Beside the above versions there is the Syriac Version of Paul 
1 See§ 14,g. 
8 See§ 13, a. 

2 See Commentary, pp. 79-86. 
4 See § 13, c: § 25. 
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of Tella 1 and the fragments of the versions of Aquila and 
Symmachus, which are to be found in Field's Origenis hexaplorum 
quae supersunt, 1875. 

(j) The Massoretz'c text. This text is essentially of a secondary 
character. As we have already briefly stated and given some 
grounds for the statement, the Massoretic consists partly of a 
corrupt form of the original Aramaic (24 b-7) and partly of Hebrew 
versions of the remaining sections. In §§ 6-11 I have furnished 
what I hold to be conclusive evidence for this statement. Thus 
half the Massoretic is, to begin with, itself a version, a Hebrew 
version of the original Aramaic, and both halves of the book, 
the original Aramaic half and the remaining half consisting of 
a Hebrew version from three hands, have been very imper
fectly transmitted. That this is so should cause no surprise. 
The Book of Daniel as all other pseudonymous writings was 
especially exposed to corruptions, interpolations, dislocations, 
and other evils incident to literature of this description, as a 
work composed in secret and by an unknown author at a special 
crisis in the national history, though claiming to have been 
written some centuries earlier by some notable worthy of Israel, 
and copied and circulated, in some cases no doubt, under the seal 
of secrecy.during its first or even second decades. It was during 
this critical period when the book met the clamant needs of the 
faithful and when, passing with incredible rapidity from hand to 
hand, it kindled anew the courage of its readers to face over
whelming odds, and inspired them with a loyalty that feared 
nothing so much as disloyalty to the God of their fathers-it 
was just during this period that the book suffered so grievously 
at the hands of its copyists alike in respect of dislocations, inter
polations, and other depravations of the text. It was during 
this period that the dislocation of the text in 1 20- 21 occurred.2 

How early the most disastrous dislocation of all supervened, i.e. 
that in chap. 4 cannot be definitely determined.3 In the LXX 

1 See § 13, g. 
2 See Commentary, p. 52 seqq. 
3 See Commentary, p. "/9 seqq. I am inclined to believe that this disastrous 

dislocation was effected soon after the publication of the book in the copy from 
which the MT and the later versions are derived. But happily the LXX was 
made from a copy which still preserved the original order of the text, though in 
other respects its corruptions are all but incredible. The closing words of this 
chapter are preserved by the LXX in three distinct forms ! 
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(i. e. c. 145 B. c.) the order of the text is still that of the original. 
It is not until we come down to the second century A. D. that 
the dislocated text is attested, and in due course came to be 
accepted by the Jewish Church and subsequently by the Christian 
as authentic. But this dislocation may have originated in a copy 
as old or still older than that from which the LXX was 
translated. 

For the scores of corruptions in the MT, where the older and 
truer text is preserved in the Versions, the reader can consult 
the foot-notes in the Translation or the more critical list of these 
in§ 14. From a comparative study of the MT and the Versions 
we cannot escape the conclusion that the present form of the 
MT is in many respects later than the fourth century A. D. 

But the MT is not only dislocated · and corrupt. The very 
words of the text have at times been replaced by others which 
either misrepresent the meaning of the original word or else by 
others which cannot be used in the sense assigned to them in 
their new context. See § 14, £-k. The MT contains phrases, 
where the Semitic order is wrong or not that of our author. 
It also misuses phrases: see § 14, 1-m. 

For the relation of the MT to the various versions the reader 
can consult the genealogical tree in § I 5. 

(g) The date of the work has been implicitly assumed in all 
the preceding paragraphs. Since the question is dealt with fully 
in § 16 there is no occasion for recapitulating the main arguments 
here. 

§ 2. Why did Apocalyptic become Pseudonymous 
in Judaism? 

The fact of a religious teacher issuing his work under the 
name of another has been a source of profound difficulty to most 
biblical students in the past and to a large section at present. 

(a) If the book is really pseudonymous, many scholars would 
declare and indeed have categorically declared that the book is 
a forgery. It must be confessed that the grounds which scholars 
have in the past adduced for the use of pseudonymity by Jewish 
teachers have quite failed to justify themselves at the bar of the 
ordinary conscience. It is of no avail to state that such writers 
Were wholly devoid of literary ambition and were only concerned 
that their teaching should be accepted. No more will it avail to 
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argue that they were merely making use of a literary form that 
was common throughout antiquity, as in Egypt already in the 
third century B. c., i. e. in the Demott"c Chronicle, first edited by 
Spiegelberg. For a discussion on 'Hebrew and Egyptian 
Apocalyptic Literature' see McCown in the Harvard Theo!. 
Rev., 19251 357-4n (quoted by Montgomery, p. 77). But if 
the Jewish writers of Apocalyptic pursued the same lofty and 
religious aims as the older prophets, as unquestionably they did, 
how is it that they did not come forward with their message 
in their own persons? Their failure to do so is certainly not due 
to any fear of sharing the fate that had befallen so many of the 
prophets and that would assuredly have befallen them if they 
had delivered their message iri person (cf. Zech. 133 seqq•). 

The religious leaders of the Maccabean period had no such 
fear of death; they were only too ready for martyrdom as we 
know from actual history. · 

(b) The real grounds, therefore, for pseudonymity must be 
found elsewhere. Into these, which I have discussed at some 
length in the second edition of my Eschatology, pp. 196-206, 
I cannot enter here. I will, however, for the sake of the reader, 
summarize my results. 

From the time of Ezra onwards, the Law made steady progress 
towards a position of supremacy in Judaism. And just in pro
portion as it achieved such supremacy, every other form oi 
religious activity fell into the background. This held true even 
of the priesthood, which in due course became subordinate to 
the teachers of the Law. But in an infinitely higher degree was 
it true of prophecy. When once the Law had established an 
unquestioned autocracy, the prophets were practically reduced 
to the position of being merely its exponents, and prophecy, 
assuming a literary character, might bear its author's name or 
be anonymous. But when a book of prophecy brought disclosures 
beyond or in conflict with the letter of the Law, it could hardly 
attain to official recognition or a place in the Canon. This was 
the case as we know with Ezekiel, which narrowly escaped being 
declared apocryphal by Jewish scholars (Shabb. r3b1 Men. 45a) 
as late as the first century of the Christian era. The next claim 
made by the Law was that it was all-sufficient for time and 
eternity, alike as an intellectual creed, a liturgical system, and a 
practical guide in ethics and religion. Thus theoretically and 
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practically no room was left for new light and inspiration or any 
fresh and further disclosure of God's will; in short, no room for 
the true prophet-only for the moralist, the casuist, or the 
preacher. How then from the third century B.c. onward was 
the man to act who felt himself charged with a true message 
from God to his day and generation? The tyranny of the Law, 
and the petrified orthodoxies of his time, compelled him to resort 
to pseudonymity. 

(c) And if these grounds had in themselves been insufficient 
for the adoption of pseudonymity, there was the further ground 
-the formation of the Canon. When once the prophetic Canon 
was closed no book of a prophetic character could gain canoniza
tion as such, nor could it gain a place among the sacred writings 
at all unless its date was believed to be as early as the time of 
Ezra. On this ground again the prophetic type of man was 
forced to resort to pseudonymity to obtain a hearing, and so to 
issue his work under the name of one of Israel's ancient worthies 
of a date earlier than Ezra or at all events contemporary 
with him. 

In Ps. 749 the words 'there is no prophet more', whether 
they are authentic or merely a gloss, express the belief that the 
time was characterized by the absence of true prophets. In 
r Mace. this belief is still that of the people as a whole ; for in 
446, 927, 1441 no decision on great questions could be arrived at 
'untill a prophet should come '. 

Such pseudonymous works were said to have been concealed 
in some secret place (in loco abscondi1o, 4 Ezra 1237 ) and not made 
known till the crises with which they dealt had arrived. Thus 
our author represents the following command being given to 
Daniel in 124, 'Thou, 0 Daniel, shut up the words and seal the 
book even unto the time of the end' -the end being the advent 
of the Kingdom, which in the view of the writer was immediately 
impending. The secret and esoteric character of this literature is 
enforced in 4 Ezra 1444 seqq. 'The 24 books (i. e. the 0. T.) that 
thou hast written publish ... but the 70 last thou shalt keep to 
deliver to the wise among the people'. 

All Jewish Apocalypses were pseudonymous from 200 B. c. to 
the thirteenth century A.D., but not all Christian, the greatest 
among the latter being the N. T. Apocal ypse.1 

1 See also§ 16(adinitium) on thequestionofpseudonymityofJewishApoca
lypses. 
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§ 3. Points tn common between Prophecy and Apocalyptic 1 

and points of Divergence. 
(a) The forms of the prophetic experiences as beheld by the 

inner eye, or heard by the inner ear, as well as their literary 
expression, must take their character largely from the spiritual 
a~d literary standards of the time. This psychical experience 
of the prophet was generally one of sight or of sound ; that is, 
in the psychical state he either saw certain things or heard 
certain things. Now the things so seen or heard he could grasp 
only so far as his psychical powers and the spiritual development 
behind him enabled him to do so; that is, in the case of a 
heavenly vision he could at the best only partially apprehend its 
significance. To the things seen he perforce attached the symbols 
more or less transformed that these naturally evoked in his mind, 
symbols that he owed to his own waking experience or the 
tradition of the past; and the sounds he heard naturally clothed 
themselves in the literary forms with which his memory was 
stored. 

And yet, however successful the prophet might be in setting 
forth his visionary experiences, he laboured, as we have pointed 
out, under a double disadvantage. His powers of spiritual 
perception were generally unequal to the task of apprehending 
the full meaning of' the heavenly vision, and his powers of 
expression were frequently unable to set forth the things he had 
apprehended. 

Now these visions and trances belong both to prophecy and 
apocalyptic. Furthermore, just as the prophet came not un
frequently to use the words, 'Thus saith the Lord', even when 
there was no actual psychical experience in which he heard a 
voice, and his sole wish was to set forth the will of God which he 
had reached by other means, so the term 'vision' came to have 
a like conventional use both in prophecy and apocalyptic. It is of 
especial importance to remember this in connexion with chapter 
11, which of course is not to be taken as a literal vision. The 
Seer is attempting to represent the course of events sub speet"e 
aeternitatis. A like attempt on a larger scale will be found by 
the reader in 1 Enoch B9--90. 

1 In the above section I have only mentioned a few of the characteristics com
mon to prophecy and apocalyptic. For a detailed comparison see the second 
edition of my Eschatology, 1913, pp. 178-206. 
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(b) But prophecy and apocalyptic need to be distinguished in 
regard to their eschatologies.1 Eschatology in the first place 
must not be confounded as it often has been by careless writers 
with apocalyptic. Eschatology is strictly the doctrine of the last 
things, and the eschatologies of prophecy and apocalyptic differ. 
The eschatology of prophecy dealt only with the destiny of Israel 
as a nation and the destinies of the Gentile nations, so far as this 
world was concerned, it had no message of comfort for the 
individual beyond the grave. Sheol was the final and everlasting 
abode alike of nations and individuals from the standpoint of 
prophecy. 

Every advance on this heathen conception is due to apocalyptic. 
The belief in a blessed future life is the contribution of apo
calyptic and not of prophecy. No hint of it is to be found in 
0. T. phophecy. But the apocalyptist on the other hand found 
that it followed necessarily from his conception of God. Apo
calyptic was a Semitic philosophy of religion and concerned itself 
with the questions of whence? wherefore? whither? It sketched 
in outline the history of the universe and of the angelic and 
human worlds, the origin of evil, its course and ultimate over
throw. It was thus apocalyptic and not prophecy that was the 
first to grasp the great idea that all history, human, cosmological, 
and spiritual is a unity-a unity that follows inevitably as a 
corollary to the unity of God as enforced by the 0. T. prophets. 
Thus whereas prophecy deals with the present destinies of 
individuals and nations, and their future destinies as arising 
organically out of the present and on the present earth without 
reference to the life of the individual after death, apocalyptic 
dealt with the past, the present, and the future as linked together 
and forming one whole, and thereby sought to justify the ways 
of God to man. Prophecy, it is true, looked forwards to a blessed 
future of the nation, pure and noble from the ethical standpoint 
but materialistic. But in apocalyptic this hope was gradually 
transformed, till the expectations of the faithful were fixed, not 
on any transitory individual blessedness in an eternal Messianic 
kingdom on this present earth, but to an eternal personal 
blessedness in a new heaven and a new earth. This transference 
of the hopes of the faithful from the material world took place 

1 See my Eschatology2 177 seqq., where the above questions are more fully 
dealt with. 
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about 100 B.c. The writer of the Book of Daniel had not yet 
reached this stage of spiritual development. The eternal kingdom 
of God according to his view is to be established on the present 
earth, and only the pre-eminently righteous are to rise to enjoy 
eternal life upon it. The writer further believed that he could 
determine the exact date of the advent of this kingdom.1 When 
this prediction in 814 failed of fulfilment, two appendixes were 
added, the first (1211) by the author(?) The second 1212- 13 by 
a reviser, who wrote not from the standpoint of the author, i. e. 
sixth century, B. c. but from that of the second century B. c. 
(c. 165-164), in which he states that Daniel should survive its 
coming 2 and share in its everlasting blessedness. 

We have now to ask how did this expectation arise? It cannot 
be explained from the standpoint of prophecy. Prophecy is a 
declaration, a forthtelling, of the will of God--not a foretelling. 
Prediction is not in any sense an essential element of prophecy, 
though it may intervene as an accident-whether it be a justifiable 
accident is another question. Prophecy, therefore, takes no 
account of days or months or years or millenniums. It sets 
forth God's Will and declares in no uncertain note the things 
which must follow on the fulfilment or the violation of this Will. 
Since it is only beings morally responsible, who are capable of 
the conscious fulfilment or violation of this Will, it follows that 
the development of such beings depends, not on any mechanical 
divisions of time, but on the steady acceptance or rejection of 
the Will of God as the law of their being, in the course of which 
they reach the consummation oflife eternal or else of annihilation. 
Life so considered is essentially a never ending growth in good
ness and in knowledge, in the realization of the Will and Being 
of God. But annihilation is a deliberate suicide in the pro
foundest sense of the term. If it occurs in the case of any moral 
being, it is due to his persistent and continuous rebellion against 
the laws of the Divine life, till at last he extinguishes life in all 

1 In Daniel there are three conflicting dates in 814, 1211, 12, the second and 
third being extensions of the first, which were added subsequently to Lhe book, 
in the hope that by such adjournments the text might be brought into agreement 
with historical fact. The book ended originally and rightly with I210• 

2 Ezekiel was a forerunner of apocalyptic and in large measure an apocalyptist 
himself. He declared that the captivity would last forty years (Ezek. 4'), and 
he expressed in the last words that came from his pen the conviction that he 
would survive its advent (!1911), 
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its senses-spiritual, moral, intellectual, and ontological. Thus 
annihilation is self-entailed and not the result of any arbitrary pre
script of the Divine Being. Prophecy, I may repeat, is not 
concerned with any definite periods of time but only with the 
development of character and its issues. Hence our Lord 
declares in terms that cannot be mistaken : 'Of that day or that 
hour knoweth no one, not even the angels, neither the Son, 
but the Father' (Mark 1332). 

So far we have dealt with prophecy and its rejection of 
determinism and prediction. How then did determinism, and 
prediction come to be all but essential elements of apocalyptic? 
A partial explanation can here be given. When the Canon of 
the Law and of the prophets was closed, every jot and tittle of 
these books came to be regarded as infallibly inspired. But 
there were many unfulfilled prophecies and this according to 
the orthodox view was impossible. The most tragic instance 
of such unfulfilled prophecy or rather of prediction was that of 
Jeremiah, who foretold that after 70 years (J er. 2511

, 2910
) Israel 

was to be restored to their own land (245, 6), and there enjoy 
the blessings of the Messianic Kingdom under the Messianic 
King (235, 6). But this prophecy was not fulfilled. I have called 
this a tragic error on the part of Jeremiah, since it gave birth to 
an endless succession of idle reinterpretations in order to justify 
the original forecast, these reinterpretations beginning with our 
author and extending down all the centuries to our own day. 
It is tragic too that the most spiritually-minded of all the 0. T. 
prophets should have given the sanction of his great name to 
this radical misconception of his prophetic office. That Ezekiel, 
Haggai, and Zechariah should have adopted this mechanical 
view of the Divine rule of the world is not strange ; for the 
mechanical conception of the prophet's office is manifest in later 
0. T. prophecy and comes to a head in the Book of Daniel. 

(c and d') Two further points of divergence should here be 
mentioned. First the prophet spoke in his own person, when he 
addressed his contemporaries. Secondly he delivered his Divine 
message mainly in respect to the present and only in respect to 
the future as arising organically out of the present. He, therefore, 
sought to lead into the ways of righteousness the individuals, 
nations, or countries of his own time, addressing them definitely 
by their respective names, or else, if they deliberately pursued 
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their evil ways, he fulminated God's judgements against them. 
In apocalyptic the case was otherwise. The seer, wn'ting i'n the 
name of some ancient worthy, sought to justify the ways of God to 
man by rewrt'ting history in the form of prediction. Such a method 
required him to avoid the mention of any individual, nation, or 
country by its specific name. These were denoted by symbols. 
In most Jewish apocalypses this method is pursued without 
exception from start to finish. But in a few apocalypses, as in 
Daniel, it is only in dealing with his own generation and a few 
generations earlier that the seer rigorously foJ!owed the above 
method and confined himself absolutely to the use of symbolic 
terms. See note in Comm., pp. 281-3. 

§ 4. The Book divided into f.,,, Sections
each dated by the Author. 1 

(a} The method pursued by our author in the dates he assigns 
to the narratives and visions-ten sections in all-must be 
mastered, so far as possible, if the reader is to ascertain the 
right text in several passages. We shall discover, as we advance, 
that to every narrative and vision a definite date is assigned. 
This date is given at the beginning of each section, save in the 
case of the fifth, where the date is given at the close of the 
section. For Belshazzar's feast synchronizes with the day of 
his death in 538 B. c. 

The book falls naturally into two parts, chapters r-6 consisting 
of narratives, which follow each other chronologically, beginning 
with the third year of J ehoiakim, King of Judah, while 7-12 

consist of visions, which also follow each other chronologically 
beginning with the first year of Belshazzar. 

The first half of the book consists of an Introduction 1 1- 19 and 
five narratives, which are embodied in chapters 2-6. The 
second half consists of four visions, embodied respectively in 
chapters 71 8, 91 and 10-1210• There is thus an Introduction and 
nine distinct sections, or ten sections, if we reckon the Intro. 
duction as one of them, into which the book naturally falls. 

1 The division of the Bible into chapters and verses was first made by Stephen 
Langton who afterwards became archbishop of Canterbury and died in A.D. 1228. 
This division was singularly infelicitous in the case of 10-r2, which are concerned 
with one vision only and not three as the division into three chapters would 
lead the reader to suppose. 
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(b) Next in the oldest Version--the LXX-each section begins 
with a definite date, with the exception of the fifth, but even 
there it is given by implication at its close. The much later 
Version-that of Theodotion, which in its present form is nearly 
three centuries later than the LXX, contains all these dates save 
that in the fourth section. There is no valid ground for question
ing the genuineness of these dates on the ground that the MT, 
which in its present form is not older than the fourth century A,D., 

omits two of them. 
(c) This method of our author is apparently abandoned in 111, 

where in the midst of a section a date is given. But that there 
is no valid objection to a reference to a past event by the angel 
see my Comm. in loc. 

(d) Now that we have on fairly reasonable grounds recognized 
our author's method of dating his narratives and visions, it 
becomes our duty to consider the divergence of the MT from 
this method in 31 and 41, where the dates are lacking. Since 
the evidence already furnished as to the observance of this 
method by our author is reasonably conclusive, we might without 
further inquiry describe the MT as here untrustworthy. And 
this criticism we shall find on an examination of the passages 
justified on other grounds. 

(e) The sections with their dates are as follows : 
Section I : Introduction, i. e. 1 1- 19• In the third year of 

jehoiakt'm (11). 

Section II: i. e. 2 1- 49 a, 120- 21 , 2 49 b. Nebuchadnezzar's first dream 
in the second year of his reign (21). 

Section III: i.e. 31- 30• Nebuchadnezzar in the eighteenth year 
of Ids reign (31) sets up a golden image to do honour to his 
god and to celebrate his victories, which image all his 
subjects are required to worship. 

Section IV: i. e. 41- 2, 7b-34, 331- 33 (see pp. 79-82). N ebuchad
nezzar's second dream, in the eighteenth year ef his reign (41) 

-in which his humiliation follows within the same year close 
on the heels of his guilty pride. 

Section V: i. e. 51
- 30, Belshazzar's feast on the same day as 

his death (i.e. in 538 B. c.). 
Section VI: i.e. 61- 29 (531, 61- 28). Darius thereupon becomes 

King and reorganizes the entire empire 'being about 
threescore and two years old' (61 (531)). Conspiracy against 
Daniel and its failure. 
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Section VII : i. e. 7. Daniel's first vision of the four world 
Empires, i. e. in the first year <if Belshazzar (?1). 

Section VIII: i.e. 8. Daniel's second vision in which fuller 
disclosures are given regarding the vision in 7, in the third 
year <if the reign of Belshazzar the King (81 ). 

Section IX : i. e. 9. Daniel's third vision, in which Gabriel 
explains to him the meaning of the seventy weeks in the 
first year of Darius (91). 

Section X : i. e. IO-12
10

• Daniel's fourth vision i'n the thi''rd year 
of Cyrus (ro1

), which contains a survey of oriental history 
from the time of Cyrus to that of Antioch us Epiphanes with 
a forecast of the age of everlasting blessedness on the 
present earth on the death of Antiochus Epiphanes. 

It will be observed that Daniel's visions take place in the 
reigns of Belshazzar, Darius, and Cyrus. The narratives 
{chapters 1-6) are recounted in chronological order from the 
first year of Nebuchadnezzar to the first year of Darius. The 
visions are also recounted in the chronological order of their 
occurrence from 'the first year of Belshazzar' to 'the third year 
of Cyrus' {chapters 7-12). 

§ 5. Problems connected with the later bilt'ngual character of 
the Book of Daniel. Written originally in Aramaic. 
Wide divergence between the Versions of the LXX 
and Th. 

I shall begin with a short statement of the facts. This state
ment will be followed by a brief sketch of the various theories 
which have been offered for the solution of these problems. 
It is possible, indeed, that none of the theories advanced is in 
itself adequate, and that it may be necessary to invoke the joint 
aid of two or more of them. For as the problem is complex it 
is possible that the solution must likewise be complex. 

I. The first notable difficulty in the Book of Daniel is con
nected with its use of two languages. Chapters r-24 a <!nd 8-12 

are written in Hebrew, and 2 4b-?2b in Aramaic. The diffi. 
culties occasioned by this diversity of language are somewhat 
accentuated by the fact that in the first six chapters Daniel is 
spoken of in the third person, whereas in the latter six he is 
represented as generally speaking in the first. But even in 71 
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Daniel is spoken of in the third person, but in 72 the writer is 
obliged to use the first person since tbe subject-matter of 7-12 
naturally prescribes it, dealing as it does with Daniel's visions 
from start to finish. Daniel is the foremost personality through
out the visions: whereas in 1-6 sole and dominant human 
personalities there are none: there are a number of lesser 
personalities, such as Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, Darius, 
Daniel, Hananiah, Misael, and Azariah. There is no difficulty, 
therefore, in the fact that Daniel is spoken of in the third person 
in 1-6, and that he speaks in the first in 7-12. In fact the 
change is exactly what we should expect from the change in the 
subject-matter. 

Having shown that what was supposed to point to a difference 
of authorship really tends to support the unity of authorship, we 
must now address ourselves to the real difficulties-the chief of 
which is the fact that with the change of language there is no 
corresponding change of subject-matter. This is the main 
difficulty. A like change oflanguage is found in Ezra 4 8-618, ?12--:-26, 

which is Aramaic, and 619-711 which is Hebrew: but there this 
change can be explained from the subject-matter. 

How then is the change oflanguage in Daniel to be explained? 
Are we to explain it as due to diversity of authorship or origin, 
in the case of the sections in question, and thus assume that 
these sections were originally written in the language in which 
they have been transmitted to us? or, rejecting this hypothesis 
and assuming the literary unity of the book, are we to believe 
that this present difference of language is not original, but that 
the book was first written in Hebrew, and that the loss of certain 
chapters of the Hebrew original was subsequently made good 
from the Aramaic translation? or conversely, that the book was 
written in Aramaic and subsequently translated into Hebrew, 
and that the Hebrew translation was in part destroyed and the 
missing portions supplied from the Aramaic original? or, finally, 
that the present Hebrew renderings of chapters 1-24a, 8-12 were 
deliberately substituted for their Aramaic originals in order to 
gain an entrance for the book into the canon of the Holy 
Scriptures; for Hebrew, of course, was regarded as the sacred 
language. 

II. The second notable difficulty connected with Daniel centres 
in the wide divergence between the two Greek Versions, i.e. 
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those of the LXX and Theodotion. Where this divergence 
appears, which is the more trustworthy? Here also full con
sideration must be given to the theory that, whereas Theodotion's 
Version is practically based on the MT text, that of the LXX is 
said by two recent scholars to have been made from a Hebrew 
original throughout. This problem is dealt with in the individual 
divergencies as they arise. 

In the present connexion we can only enumerate the theories 
that have been advanced to explain the diversity of language in 
the text of Daniel. 

(a) Some scholars {Kliefoth, Dan., p. 44; Keil, Dan., p. 14) 
were of opinion that Aramaic was the vernacular of Babylonia, 
and was accordingly used in the sections relating to that 
country. 

But this theory cannot for a moment be sustained. The 
cuneiform inscriptions prove that the language of Assyria and 
Babylonia was indeed Semitic, but a Semitic language distinct 
from Biblical Aramaic. 

The latest connected inscription of this nature is that of 
Antiochus Soter, 280-260 B.c. Gutbrod (see Prince's Book ef 
Daniel, p. rr, note) is of opinion that this Semitic language 
of Assyria was spoken until Hellenic times. As a language of 
the learned it may have survived till the second century B.c. 
In connexion with this theory we may notice the popular but 
now discredited fallacy, that the Jews forgot their Hebrew in 
Babylonia and spoke ' Chaldee' on their return to Palestine
a discredited fallacy we repeat; for we know from Nehemiah 
that Hebrew was the nominal language of the Jews in Jerusalem 
in 430 B.c. (Neh. 1324). 

Biblical Aramaic, misnamed Chaldee, was not brought across 
the Syrian desert by the Jews, but they 'acquired gradually' 
the use of it 'from their neighbours in and about Palestine' 
{Driver, Dan., p. lix} after their return from the captivity.1 

(b) Other scholars seek to explain diversity of language by 
divers£ty of origt'n. Thus this theory finds its starting-point and 
justification in the various attempts that have been made to 
analyse Daniel into different independent elements. Spinoza 
(Tradatustheologz"co-politicus, ed. 16741 p. 189) was thefirst to deny 

1 See Wright, Comparative Grammar, r890, p. 16; Kautzsch, Gramm. des 
Bibi. A ram.,§§ 1, 2, 6. Bauer-Leander, p. 4 sqq. 
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the integdty of the book on the ground of the difference of 
language. Thus he writes : 'Transeo ad Danielis librum ; hie 
sine dubio ex capite ipsius Danielis scripta continet. Uncle 
autem priora septem capita descripta fuerint nescio. Possumus 
suspicari, quandoquidem praeter primum Chaldaice scripta sunt, 
ex Chaldaeorum Chronologiis.' A distinct advance was made, 
when Sir Isaac Newton recognized the difference in character 
between 1-6 and 7-12. In his Observations upon the Prophecz'es 
of Daniel and the Apocalypse oj- St. John, 1733, p. IO (edited 
afresh by Sir William Whitla in 1922, p. 145) he writes: 'The 
book of Daniel is a collection of papers written at several times. 
The six last chapters contain Prophecies written at several times 
by Daniel himself; the six first are a collection of historical 
papers written by others .... The first chapter was written 
after Daniel's death . . . the fifth and sixth chapters were also 
written after his death.' 

Beausobre (Remarques sur le nouveau Testament, 1742, p. 70) 
assigns 7-12 to Daniel but not 1-6. He observes that the author 
of 1-6 writes in the third person, not as the author of 7-12 in 
the first. 

]. D. Michaelis (Deutsche Uebersetzung des A/ten Testaments, 
1781, vol. x, p. 22) threw doubts on the antiquity of 3-6 and 
was the fi:st to draw attention to the presence of many Persian 
words 'which one could hardly expect before the time of Cyrus 
and the Greek words before the time of Alexander the Great'. 

Eichhorn (Einleitung4, § 615) regarded 2 4 b-6 as a tradition about 
Daniel written by a Jew at an early date, and 1-2-la, 7-12 as 
a subsequent addition written by a Jew in the time of Antiochus 
Epiphanes. 

One of the most reasonable theories offered under this head 
is that of Meinhold (Die Composition des B. Dame!, 1884, and 
Bei'triige zur Erkliirung des B. Dante!, 1888 in Strack-Z5ckler's 
Kurzgef. Kommentar, 1889). According to Meinhold, chapters 
2 4 b-7, were a piece of narrative written in Aramaic about 300 B.C. 
about Daniel and his history. These chapters a writer of the 
Maccabean age accommodated to the needs of his own time, and 
having prefixed 1-2h as an introduction to 2 4b-7, he supple
mented these with chapters 8-12, containing visions of his own 
composition with special references to the persecutions of 
Antiochus, and issued the whole as a bilingual work. Bertholdt 

3266 C 
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(Daniel neu ii-bersetzt und erk/art, 1806) discovers nine distinct 
sources, of which the last is rn-12 written in the time of 
Antiochus Epiphanes. His analysis is accepted by Augusti. 

Barton ( The Composition of the Book of Daniel reprinted from 
the JBL, XVII, 62-86, 18g8) discovers four sources, A, B, C, A2, 
and a redactor. To the last he assigns 1, 249, 61, 125- 10, 13 and 
regards a few phrases in 629 h, 921, 101, 9, 1211, 12 as later glosses. 

Another form of this theory is that enunciated by Dalman 
(D£e Worte Jesu, p. n, 1898). Dalman supposes that r--6 and 
7-12 existed independently. The former was written in Aramaic, 
giving an account of Daniel's experiences and those of his 
companions at the court of Babylon. In a work in which the 
visions of the King of Babylon were interpreted, Aramaic, which 
was the lingua franca of the whole East at that time, was 
naturally considered suitable. The second part of the book, 
7-12, was written in Hebrew, as its recounts Daniel's own 
visions with their interpretation by an angel, who of course 
would use only the sacred. language. The redactor then took 
the two works in hand, and translated 1-24a into Hebrew and 7 
into Aramaic, and compressed into one whole the two halves 
which were distinguished by their contents. Dalman's solution 
of the difficulty was arrived at independently by Torrey (Notes, I. 
249), who, together with Holscher(' Die Entstehung des B. Dan.', 
Theo!. Stud. u. Krit., 1919, p. n3). and Preiswerk (Die Sprachen
wechsel im B. Dan., 1902), maintains that 1-24" is a reversion 
into Hebrew.I 

Montgomery ( The Book of Daniel, p. 90, 1927) states that 
Dalman's solution is 'the only one that recommends itself' to 
him. On p. 95, however, he becomes doubtful and 'is therefore 
inclined to leave it an open question whether 7 is a distinct 
composition, a forerunner of the apocalypses in the following 
chapters even without deletion of verses which would relate it 
to the Maccabaean age'. 

(c) The third. theory is that which commands the assent of 
Driver, Behrmann, and Kamphausen, though it is to be observed 
that Driver with his usual caution and judgement does not 
absolutely commit himself to it, but only terms it as 'relatively 
the best' among the explanations offered. According to 
Kamphausen (Encyc. Bibi. I. rno5) 'the author has introduced 

1 So also Ryssel, TLZ, 1B95, 56o (quoted from Montgomery, p. 91 n). 
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the Chaldeans as speaking the language wht"ch he believed to be 
customary w#h them : afterwards he continues to use the same 
language on account of its greater convenience both for himself 
and for his original readers, both in the narrative portions and 
in the following {seventh) chapter, the piece in companionship to 
chapter 2 : for the last three visions 8, 9, 10-12, a return to 
Hebrew was suggested by the consideration that this had of old 
been the usual sacred language for prophetic subjects'. Accord
ing to Behrmann, the Chaldeans, that is, the learned priestly 
class among the Babylonians, are introduced as speaking Aramaic 
in 2 4b in order to give a local colouring. But to this the rejoinder 
is obvious. The distinction between Western and Eastern 
Aramaic had not yet arisen, see § 18. Aramaic was practically 
the same in our author's time in East and West. To ascribe to 
such a scholar as our author such ignorance of the situation and 
of the linguistic problem, as do Driver, Behrmann, and Kamp
hausen, is simply incredible. How can they do so in face of the 
fact that in 1 4 it is said clever and chosen Jewish youths required 
three years to learn the literature and tongue of the Chaldeans. 
The tongue of this language could hardly therefore be a form 
of Aramaic, but rather Babylonian, a Semitic language very 
different from the Hebrew, or, it might be, even a ~on-Semitic 
Sumerian preserved in many of the marginal texts in the 
cuneiform script. That Babylonian was an unknown language 
is stated in J er. 515• 

If, therefore, we may presume that our author was familiar 
with his Jeremiah, and if, as Lenormant informs us, he had 
'an excellent knowledge of Eastern usages', we may reasonably 
conclude, first, that he does not confound Bc!.bylonian ·with 
Aramaic, and, secondly, that he would be very unlikely to 
represent the Chaldeans as speaking a language which accord
ing to this theory was fami'/iar to both Jew and Chaldean. The 
words 'in Aramaic' in 2 4 are therefore with Oppert, Lenormant, 
Nestle, Prince, and Marti to be rejected as an interpolation. 
Driver holds that this excision is probably right. 

On the above grounds, therefore, we feel bound to conclude 
that the change of language in Daniel did not originate 
with its author. From considerations of a different nature 
we have previously shown that it was impossible that this 
change could be explained by diversity of origin. 

C2 
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Two other theories are possible ; and these ascribe the present 

form of the book not to its author, nor to a diversity of origin of 
its different sections, but to the fortunes it met with after its 
publication. 

(d) The first of these theories, which is advanced by Lenor
mant, Bevan, Zeydner, Von Gall, Paul Haupt, Prince, and 
Barton, is that Daniel was originally written in Hebrew. But 
as the author lived in a time of intense excitement, and the 
book was evidently meant, not for a small circle, but for all 
'the holy people' (see especially rr 33, 123), 'the author himself 
or one of his associates' (Bevan, Dan., p. 27) translated the book 
into the Aramaic vernacular, since the Hebrew language was 
then unintelligible to the ordinary people. 'But if the book was 
originally written throughout in Hebrew, why', Bevan asks 'has 
it reached us in its present form ? ' To this he answers: ' The 
most plausible supposition is that a portion of the Hebrew text 
having been lost, a scribe filled up the gap by borrowing from 
the Aramaic version.' 

Objections to this theory have been advanced by Driver and 
Marti. The former maintains that this theory 'does not account 
for two facts (which can hardly both be accidental) that the 
Aramaic part begins in chapter 2 just where the Aramaic 
language is mentioned, and breaks off just at the end of a 
chapter' 1 {Dan., p. xxii). Marti further asserts that the Aramaic 
section does not convey the impression of being a translation, 
that the assumption of such an accident as the theory makes is 
a mere makeshift, and that it is not at all probable that a book, 
which was written when the Maccabees were gaining the upper 
hand, should be translated and yet not secured against destruction. 
These objections have some weight, but are by no means con
clusive. But if it can be shown that the Hebrew sections (see 
§ 10) come from three distinct hands, then this theory ceases to 
be tenable. 

(e) The preceding theory has assumed a further development 
in the hands of Riessler and Jahn. These scholars maintain 
that chapters 2-7 of the version of the LXX were made directly 
from the Hebrew, and not from the Aramaic, as was that of 

1 Since the book was not divided into chapters till the middle ages, it would 
be better to transform this phrase into the form 'at the end ,of a vision', or 
'section'· 
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Theodoti~n, and that the Hebrew text presupposed by the LXX 
is more original than the Aramaic of the Massoretic text, and 
formed moreover the Hebrew source from which the Aramaic 
version was translated in a revised form. The facts are altogether 
against this theory. 

(/) We have now practically considered every possible ex• 
planation except that of Marti and Wright following in the steps 
of Huetius and Bertholdt. Marti (and herein the present writer 
agrees with him) is of opinion that the book was originally 
written wholly in Aramaic. Thus he contends that while on the 
one hand, the Aramaic section of Daniel does not give the 
impression of a translation, and nowhere points to a Hebrew 
original, the Hebrew sections, on the other hand, favour the 
hypothesis of an Aramaic original since they contain frequent 
Aramaisms. Marti, after advancing various grounds for the 
truth of his hypothesis proceeds to argue that no book written 
wholly in Aramaic could have been admitted into the Canon, as 
Hebrew was regarded as the sacred language, but since its 
exclusion from the Canon could with difficulty be contemplated 
on account of the importance of its subject-matter, the beginning 
and end of the roll were translated into Hebrew. At verse 2 4 a 

the translator found occasion to bring his translation into Hebrew 
to a close, for the time being, as the Chaldeans were now repre
sented as speaking, and to resume his translation into Hebrew 
with chap. 8 because in chap. 9, which is closely connected 
with 8, the prayer of Daniel had already made its way into the 
text in a Hebrew dress. 

In the opinion of the present writer this interpolation was 
made either when certain chapters of the book were being 
translated into Hebrew or after they had been so translated and 
before they were translated into Greek. 

When once the beginning of Daniel and its closing chapters -
were written in Hebrew, it could be adopted into the Canon just 
a~ the book of Ezra. 

§ 6. The Book of Daniel was written originally in Aramaic, 
and, though the author made use of oral or written sources, 
in the narratives, these were so fundamentally recast by 
hz"m li'nguzstically, if not z"n other respects that 2 4 b_6 must 
be regarded as comz"ng from his hand no less surely than 
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the vtsion in 7. Wi'th the Hebrew sections whi'ch are 
translations by different hands from the ori'ginal A ramai'c 
we shall deal with in §§ 9, 10. 

(a) If we accept the Maccabean date of Daniel, and recognize 
that the author's burning appeal to be steadfast even unto death 
on behalf of God and country is directed to his countrymen as a 
whole, and not to a small body of scholars amongst them, who 
knew Hebrew as well as Aramaic, then the conclusion is inevitable 
that the entire work was written in,the vernacular of his time, 
that is, in Aramaic, and this conclusion becomes more self-evident, 
as we pursue our investigations. 

This conclusion does not exclude the use in the narrative 
sections of traditions which came down to our author either 
orally or by means of written sources. But, though in all 
probability their contents go back in part to the Persian period, 
as may be reasonably inferred from the numerous Persian words 
-seven of them denoting specific Persian officials-the Aramaic 
is not of the Persian period nor yet of any period earlier than 
the last half of the third century B.c. or rather the first half ot 
the second century B. c., as also the historical references in 
chapter I 1 postulates. 

(b) The Aramaic of 7 is not to be attributed to a different 
author from that of 2 4h-6: Both belong to the same date and are 
the work of one and the sam~ 'a,"~thor. To Dalman's division of 
Daniel into two distinct books, i.e. 1-6 and 7-12 we have already 
drawn attention. This hypothesis has been adopted also by 
Torrey and Montgomery (pp. go, 95). But SeHin (lntrod. to 0. T. 
(Engl. Transl.), 1923, p. 233 seq.) more wisely connects 7 with 
1-6, assigning 1-7 to a pre-Maccabean period but suggesting 
that 7 was brought up to date by insertions referring to Antiochus. 
Holscher adopts a kindred hypothesis, and ascribes, with the 
exception of certain additions, 1-7 to the third century B.c. 

To the date assigned to these chapters {or in part to a still 
earlier date) the present writer has no objection to make, if the 
date refers not to the present Aramaic form of these chapters 
but to the traditions embodied in them. From generation to 
generation they were transmitted, growing no doubt with each 
age, till at last their significance was recognized by our author 
and through his genius they were recast in a new and immortal 
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setting, which inspired a dying world with fresh hope and an 
unconquerable faith. 

But, so far as I am aware, no exhaustive criticism of Dalman's 
(i. e. also Torrey's and Montgomery's) hypothesis, which I am 
convinced is absolutely groundless, has yet appeared. I proceed, 
therefore, to deal with this hypothesis which would break up 
the book into two parts and commit, what appears to me to be 
the unintelligible error of assigning 2 4b-6 and 7 to different 
authors.1 

1 The chief grounds for this hypothesis are as follows : 
(a) The King's name in" 71 is spelt ~N,J, whereas in 51, 2,•,22,,9 it is spelt 

-,:1~1:6J. But this fact in itself is of no importance in the face of the over
whelming evidence which I furnish for the unity of authorship. Besides in 530, 81 

some MSS. of the MT spell the name exactly as in 71• Marti corrects this spell
ing both in 530 and 71 but Bar and Strack reproduce the MT. In both these 
passages the abnormal spelling probably originated in the slips of a scribe. 

(b) Again it is urged that the predominant use of Ithpe:·and ithpa. in 7 over 
against the Hithp. forms in 111°-6 points to difference of authorship. But what 

are the facts? There are seven verbs ,nJ, jOf, 1in, N,o, tlii, yn; and n:J~ 
in 2 4 b_6 which have the Hithp. forms. But on the other hand there are three 
verbs, NJt::i 319, tltlt::i 41~, and 0111 68, which have the Ithp. forms. Furthermore 
to show the freedom with which either form was used we have only to compare 
2 3• and 2 15 where the same verb if' is used-in the former passage with the 
Hithp. form, in the latter with the Ithp. We might compare with this last fact 
the use of the Aph'el of tlip in 31, though the author elsewhere uses the Haph'el. 
In the face of this evidence no conclusion can be drawn from the appearance of 
lthp. forms twice in 7, i.e. i;p11r,11e 78, r,i1:JMN 7'5 • 

(c) Again Dalman emphasizes the fact that i,1,11 is a Hebrew word. This 
is quite true. But as Montgomery (p. 308) observes : ' In this probably current 
term of the day the Saints preferred the Hebraic to the Aramaic word.' It is true 
that, owing to his view that 7 was originally written in Hebrew, he adds : ' Or 
the Hebrew word may have slipped in from the Hebrew original of the chapter.' 
His first suggestion appears to be the only tenable one, seeing that the evidence for 
'J being in Aramaic originally and from the same hand as 2 4 b-6 is so overwhelming. 
Thus we rega1·d the phrase rJ11,11 'e'''ii' in 7'8, 21, 27 as original. The Hebrew 
phrase in the Zadokife Fragments ( 18-8 B.c.) 983 I'''),! l~'ii' is probably suggested 
by our text,just as in 163 'shall loose •.• their knots' (tl1"11ie'p,, ,iMI) is suggested 
by 512 !'i~i' l!eie'tl of our text, but in both passages the Aramaic is rendered 
into Hebrew. There are also other real Hebraisms in our text: cf. 2 10 ,:li1 

whereas the true Aramaic form is ,::i1 516• 

(d) It is strange that the champi~ns of the original Hebrew of 7 have failed 
to notice that the phrase 'answered and said' which occurs in each of the five 
preceding chapters does not occur in 7; for though the MT attests it in 72, I have 
excised it, since the LXX, Th. and Vulg. omit it. But this fact does not make 
for a Hebrew original, seeing that, as it is essentially a Hebrew idiom and is 
quite unknown in later Jewish Aramaic (Dalman, lf'oite Jesu, p. 19), its absence 
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§ 7. Chapter 7 from the same author as 2 4b-6. 
It seems impossible to question this fact in the face of the 

evidence that follows. Let us compare the use of words, phrases, 
syntactical usages, order of words in 7 with those in 2 4b-6. 

There is not a single verse in the entire chapter (i.e. 7) which 
does not contain from one to four of the words, phrases, or 
typically idiomatic usages which are found in 2 4b-6. Further, 
the order of the words in 7 is the same as that in 2 4b-6, On 
the other hand, 2 4 b-6 contains an idiom which appears to belong 
distinctively to the second century B. c. Since it is absent from 
7, this latter chapter could linguistically be older in this respect 
than 24b-6. But they do not admit of division. Neither is afore 
or after the other. 

(a) Individual words. 
1:1~ 'then' 719 : 19 times in 2-lh-6. 
i1qtt ' after , ]24 : 229, 45. 

1"1Q~ 'other' (fem.} ?5• 6• 8, 20 : 239 (bis). Earlier form was ninN : 

see Cowley 1532• 

)'")nN ' other' ]24 : 211, 44, 329. 

,,N 'lo' 78 (bis): 2 31, 47, 10-always in the description of a vision. 
· In ?2• 5, 6, 7, 13 we find also ,,~ but not in 2 4 b-6. With it 
we might compare 1iil in Mishnaic Hebrew, which bears 
the same meaning as ,,~ in 2 4 b_6 and ,Sn in fourth century 
B.c. Aram. See Cooke 73 A1• The fact that ,,N does not 
occur in 2 4b-6 does not militate against unity of authorship. 
1, (=lln recitativum) does not occur in 7, but neither does 
it occur in 3-4. 

from this chapter is just as incomprehensible on the hypothesis of a Hebrew 
original as of an Aramaic. Dalman goes against the evidence, when he asserts 
that the formula in question was probably unknown in genuine Aramaic, seeing 
that our author supports it in 2 th-6 and also the Aramaic version of Al;iil_,ar 45, 
1 ro, u8, 121 (fifth century B, c.). But idioms that occur in one or more chapters 

of 24b-6 do not occur in_the others: cf. 1'l = 6-r, recitativum (see § 20 u): also S 
c. lnf. = finite verb only in 2 18, 51~, and :, c. lnf., where this phrase is preceded 
by vav and a finite verb, and by l'l = finite verb only in 2 18, 616 (see § 20 t.). 
Hence we cannot conclude from the absence of this phrase from 7 that 7 is 
not from the same hand as 2 4b-6, Besides it may originally have occurred 
even in 7; for the LXX and the pre-Theod, version in 716 a,ro«p,O,ls llE 

AE"f" µ,o, presuppose 1, i~~, i1)1/ where the MT omits the first verb. These 
may be right, In that case this idiom occurs in 7 . But since it does not recur 
in the visions in 8-12, the probability is against its genuineness here. But is its 
absence due to the Hebrew translators ? 
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r~N 'these' ?17 : 2 44, 63, 7 but not in 3-5. r.~~ 2 40 {Ginsburg). 
In D only I~~~ [?17]: 2 44, 62°. 

ill"lN 'to come ' 722 : 326
• 

17.l"! 'this' i 0• 21 : 2 31 • Only in Dan. and after noun. 
l'iN:1 'then' i• 11 : 24 times in 2 4 b_6, 

"il"lN:1 'after' 76, 7 : 2 39• The older form is "it!'N:1. 

l~J or Ni~:i 'in the midst of' ?1 5 : 325, 47, &c. 
p"lil (Haph.) 'to shatter' 79, rn, 23: 234, 40, 45, 625, In is, 240 

used of the Fourth Kingdom. 
viin ( Haph.) 'to cause to know' ?16 : 2 5, &c. 
,:in {Hithpa'al) ?14 : 2 44, 627 (always of the kingdom of God). 
, before impersonal yet definite object i1,: 2 84, 35, 319, &c. 
ii? in comparisons dijferent from ?3, 7, 19, 23, 24 : 413• Used 

partitively: jimo in ?10: 63. Cf. 2 s3, 41, 42, 
, 31 , until' (prep.) ?18 (bis) 26: 2 20, 615,21

1 
, during, ?12, 25: 68, 1s. 

,-,-,y 'until, (conj.) 74, 9, n, 22: 234, 4so, 521. 

niv 'to pass away' (ofa kingdom) ?14 : 428• Haph. 'to take 
away' (c. acc. of thing) ?12, 26 : 520. 

,:ip 'to receive' ?18 : 61 and exactly in the same con• 
nexion: 2 6• 

o,p 'before ' 710 (bi8 l, 13 : also 78, 20 in the very idiomatic sense 
in which it is used in 2 4 b-6. See § 20 w. 

j:!i:J"i 'great' (fem. pl.) 7s, 7, 8, 20: 2 4s. 

p,o 'to come up' ?3: 2 29, 

(b) Phrases. 

~,.,~,, N1r.iN N•r.ir.,N 'peoples, nations, and languages' 714 : 34• 

nv:i c. 10 of pers. ?16: 210, 49, 
no, followed by , 'to be like ' 75 : 325• n, = Jewish religion i 5 : 66(5). 

•>v jlJl"lt!'1 1l1t 'my countenance was changed' i 8 : same phrase 
in 510 (6, 9), 

N.1, 1, 1, Nl!n 'vision 1 of the night' i• 7 , 13• {So LXX and 

1 Our author never seems to have used the plural. The LXX has the plural 
only once in 72, where it has 11a0' v1rvow vv11Tos. But this very phrase is in Is. 
2 9' a rendering of the sing. n,,, 1nn. The MT preserves the sing. only in 2 19, 

?9' ; hut there are occasional attestations of the original text in the later versions : 
lll Th., Pesh., and Vulg. Thus the sing. is preserved in the Pesh. 2 28 , 410, in the 
Pesh. and Vulg. in 47, in Th. and Vulg. in 410, in Pesh. and Vulg. in 71• Further 
Th. omits the phrase in 4•. Th. and Vulg. attest the plural, in 2 28, 42, 71,16, but, 
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Vulg. in ?7· 13
: in 72 LXX has wrvovt vvKT6s but sing. in 410

, 

921 : Th. has sing. in 72 (•), 13, but in ?7 om.: Pesh. in 72, 7 

but om. in ?13 : Vulg. in 77, 13 but in 72 agrees with MT.). 
There can hardly be a doubt that the MT in reading the 
pl. in ?7• 13 is corrupt, and that in these two passages we 
should read as in 2 19, seeing that none of the versions read 
the pl. and that the LXX in 72 does not necessarily imply 
the pl. 

':l::Jt,D ,v 't.:IN1 'itn 'the tvisions of my headt 1 upon my bed' 
?1: 228. 

'JJ,i1:l' 't,N1 •nn 'the tvisions of my headt troubled me' 715 : 42• 

;,rn c,n 'saw a dream' 71 : 2 26, 4 2, 6, 15. 

m,·:,::i 'all this' 716 : 522. 

i1' :iw t,J~ :i:i, 'a man's heart was given to it' 74 : 413 :i:i, n, :i;,•n• Ni'i1. 

c:,y nd,o nn1::i:,o 'his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom 
?27 : so exactly in 333

1 whereas in 431, where the redactor 
is at work the phrase is different. Yet in ?14 we find 
'his dominion is an everlasting dominion which shall not 
pass away'. See note in the Translation on ?14• 

Nm::il;,o i1~~ • from the same kingdom ' 724 : same idiom in 
36, 7, 8, 15, 430, 33, 

c,p-10 78 : same phrase in 2 15, 627• 

N!:110-'1:tl 'unto the end' i 6 : 627-in both passages in the 
same connexion. 

, n,1:1 'to serve' (a deity) ?14, 21: 312, u, 1s, 28, 

•Jhi1:l' 1J1•:t1i 'my thoughts troubled me' 7'28 : same phrase in 
416, 56, 10. 

J'JDT i1'Jt,i! ' to change the times ' 725 : same phrase in 2 21 • 

the Pesh. only in 42, 715. Hence we conclude that the plural in the MT in 2 2s, 
42,7,10, 71, 15should be emended into the sing. These plurals are the result ofa slow 
process, which finally reached its present form in the MT. See further evidence 
under Nitn in the Aram. Index. 

1 'Visions of the head' is a non-Semitic expression and was not introduced 
into the text of our author earlier probably 'than the first century B. c. It 
does not occur once in the LXX. Th. supports the MT in 2 28, 4'l1 71,16 but 
omits it in 47 and substitutes 'ina vision of the night' instead in 410

• Pesh. sup
ports the MT in 2 2s (,ing,) 42,1 (•i•a•) 10 (sins,), 71G, and the Vulg. in all six passages 
Here we have the intrusion lnto the text of a non-Semitic phrase. The true 

Semitic expression is that in Jer. 2316 C:17 jllM 'a vision of their own heart•. 
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(c) Verbal prefixes and tenses. 
,,pynN 78, n1i.::inN ?15 : so in other verbs in 245, 319, 416, 68. 

Yet ·.nn occurs 17 times elsewhere in 2 4b-7. See§ 20/. 

h (ad fin.), and once or more in 1°, 11°. Next the Hoph'al 
occurs in 74, 5, 11 and in 433 (bis), 513, 15, 20, 624• Only once 
in Ezra. 

,n;i1n1 ?27 used as fut. just as NJM:JC/il 6G (fut. perf.). 

(d) Order of words: in 2 4b-6 as compared wah that in 7. 

Average per Chap. Chap. 7. 
in 2°-6. 

Subj. +verb 48: 26: 38: 29: 33 = 174 35 
Obj.+verb 34: rn: 25: 30: 8 = 107 21 

Verb+subj.orobj. 50: 38: 36: 48: 43=215 43 

35 
14 
22 

The average length of each of the first six Chapters is 34 verses. 
Chap. 7 has only 28. Thus the order of the words in 7 agrees 
on the whole well with that in 2 4b-6. The greatest difference 
arises where the verb comes first. But herein Chap. 5, in which 
the verb comes first 48 times in 31 verses, agrees almost exactly 
with Chap. 7, in which the verb comes first in 43 in 28 verses. 
The greatest variation is apparent in the case of the position of 
the object. Observe that in Chap. 6 it comes first only 8 times. 

Next let us compare 2 4L6 and 7 in regard to the six different 
combinations of subj., verb, and object. 

Chapters 2 4b-6 Chap. 7 
(1) Subj.+obj.+verb= 1 
(2) Subj. +verb+ obj. = 12 average c. 2½ in each Chap.) 3 
(3) Obj. + subj. + verb= 2 

(4) Obj.+verh+subj.= 2 I 

(5) Verb+subj.+obj.= 2 

(6) Verb+obj.+subj.= 1 1 

When there is a combination of subj., verb, and obj., this 
order is the most common of all, and herein the average of z4b-6 
and 7 agree very closely. 

If we take account of the fact that 2 4 a_6 consists of narratives, 
and 7 of visions, the agreement in order is surprising. 

But independently of this last argument, the former arguments 
based on the same idiomatic use of the same particles, phrases, 
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verbal forms, and syntactical usages is conclusive. In the view 
of the above arguments the unity of 2H-7 can hardly be regarded 
as other than an established fact. 

The entire Aramaic sections are then from one and the same 
hand. Yet there is a difference between 2 4b--6 and 7. The 
subject-matter of 2 4 b_6 has in the main come down to our author 
through oral(?) tradition : but 7 represents an immediate vision 
of the author. It is, therefore, all the more remarkable that the 
language in which the traditions were expressed, has influenced 
the style and usage of our author only in a few cases, if really 
at all. The Aramaic throughout 2 4 b_7 is that of our author. 
Montgomery (p. 96) admits this fact in regard to 1-6. He 
writes : 'there is no reason to dispute the assumption of one 
literary hand for the whole' (i. e. 1-6). I have sought to prove 
by the evidence furnished above that not only has 2 4b-6 but also 
7 come from one and the same writer. In fact the evidence, 
which proves that 7 is from the same hand as 2 4b-6, is stronger 
than the evidence that can be adduced in support of any one ot 
chapters 2-6 being the work of the same author as the remaining 
four. Sellin (lntrod. to 0. T., 1923 (Eng. Transl.), p. 233 seq.} 
and Holscher (' Entstehung des B. Daniel', Theo!. Stud. und 
Krit., 1919, ng seq.) admit this unity of authorship but combine 
with this expression of their judgement the hypothesis that 1-7 
was written in the third century B.c., and that subsequently in 
times of the Maccabees 7 was adapted to these times by the 
insertion of references to Antioch us and other personages of that 
period. This hypothesis as to the date is accepted by Montgomery, 
but it conflicts with the overwhelming evidence in favour of one 
and the same writer being the author of 2 4 b_6 and 7-not only in 
respect of language and idiom, but also, we may justly assume, in 
respect of the order in which the events are recorded and the special 
lessons, moral and religious, which they are designed to convey. 

§ 8. There is an idiom in 2 4 h_6 which belongs distinctively to 
the second century B.C., which, however, owing to the subfect 
does not occur in 7. 

If we were forced to distinguish between the authorship and 
dates of 2 4 b_6 and 7, as we are not, we should, so far as the 
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language is concerned, be obliged to conclude that, though 7 
could from the standpoint of language have been written as early 
as the latter half of the third century B. c., the linguistic evidence 
of 24b_6 decidedly favours a date, not earlier than the first half 
of the second century B, c. For the specific evidence of this 
nature see § 20 dd on the phrase 'Nebuchadnezzar the King'. 
But the linguistic and other evidence postulates the same author 
and the same date. 

§ 9. Since 2 4b-6 and 7 come to us in Aramaic from one and 
the same hand, we naturally conclude that the narraft'ves 
i.e. 1-6 and the visz'ons, i.e. 7-12 w~re wrz'tten as a whole 
in Aramaic, seeing· that 7, which contains a vision, i's 
preserved to us in its original A ramaz"c. 

Since 7, which records the first of the visions is written in 
Aramaic, there i's no rati'onal or conceivable ground for the author's 
forsaking the vernacular language of his day and having recourse 
to Hebrew for his remaining three visions in 8-r21 seeing that 
his visions, no less than his narratives, were addressed-not to 
a small educated minority who understood Hebrew but-to the 
uneducated many who only understood Aramaic. No historian of 
this period can question the fact that one of the chiefest forces 
in achieving the overthrow of the great Syrian empire by some 
ro,ooo Jewish warriors or more, and so in preserving a personal 
and spiritual religion for all after times, was this very book with 
which we are dealing. To get in touch with his countrymen 
and to bring home to them the ideals for which they stood, 
the author of Daniel could not do otherwise than write in Aramaic. 
Only through the medium of the vernacular was this possible, 
and the vernacular of his day was Aramaic. 

As the second century (before 16o B. c.) sections of 1 Enoch 
were written in Aramaic, so likewise we naturally infer that 
Daniel as a whole was written in Aramaic and that both Daniel 
and I Enoch (earliest sections) were addressed to the people at 
large. 

But, granting that 2 4b-7 were originally written in Aramaic, 
how comes it that 1-243 and 8-12 have been transmitted to us in 
Hebrew? This is the next problem which calls for solution. 
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§ ro. 1-243 1 and 8-12 2 are translati'ons i'nto Hebrew from 
the ori'gi'nal Aramaic, and the translations were made by 
three different hands. 

We have already seen that some scholars have held that the 
entire book was written originally in Hebrew. If this were so, 
and if the integrity of the book, save in the case of a few inter
polations, cannot, as most of the foremost scholars 3 have 
argued, be questioned, it follows undoubtedly that these Hebrew 
sections should. exhibit one and the same literary style and 
idiom, as the work of one and the same author. But this is far 
from being so, and it is the contention of the present editor that 
r-24a-6 and 8-12 must be assigned to at least three different 
writers, or rather, if with most of the foremost scholars we hold 
fast to the integrity of the book, to at least three translators. 
If we can prove diversity of style in the Hebrew sections, it 
follows inevitably that the book of Daniel, if we accept its 
integrity, was not written originally in Hebrew but in Aramaic, 
and that the translation of the Aramaic was entrusted to several 
translators, just as the LXX translation of the books of Samuel 
and Kings can, as Thackeray (JTS., iv. 245, 398,578; viii. 262) 
shows, be traced to three different hands and the LXX translation 
of the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel can similarly be traced in 
the case of each to two independent translators. See also 
Thackeray, Gram. of the 0. T. in Greek, pp. 10-12. 

It is now our task to prove that 1-24 a was not translated into 
Hebrew by the translator or translators of 8-12. 

r-24b. I have dealt with the characteristic differences between 
1 For Aramaisms in 1-2ta seep. 3. 
2 For Aramaisms in 8 see p. 197, § 6: in 10 see p. 253, § 2: in n, seep. 269 

seq. (c): in 12 seep. 324, iii. 
3 Montgomery (p. 21 ad. fin.) regards 'the large proportion of Persian words 

in the Aramaic section of the book' as 'an argument for the distinction of the 
first and second half of the volume', and as pointing 'to the origin of the first 
part in Babylonia, not Palestine'. But this argument is irrelevant. The subject
matter of 1-6 requires the presence of Persian words denoting Persian officials, 
since, though we should expect Babylonian names for these officials, the kernel 
of the narratives assumed an oral or literary form in the Persian period 
whereas 11ie.vlsions (7-12) were psychical experiences of the second cent. B.c'. 
Besides, so far as idioms susceptible of a more or Jess definite date occur, these 
are to be found in 2 4 b_6 and not in 7, and these idioms tend to prove that 
the former section is not earlier than the second cent. s.c. See § 20 w, dd: 
also § 14 (u) seeing that Montgomery accepts 43-7•<•-10.J as authentic. 
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the Hebrew of 1-2h and 8-12 on pp. 1-3, 8-g, 231 53 (ad fin.). 
It will suffice, therefore, to mention the chief of these here. 

(a) In 1 11, is, 20 (i.e~ within 24 verses) we find vav consecutive 
with the Impf. which is also vav apodosis, whereas in 8-12 
(containing 133 verses) this rare Classical Hebrew idiom does not 
once occur. But in 8-12 there is an alternative form of this 
idiom. Thus when the verb is separated from the vav apodosis 
at the beginning of the clause by a noun, pronoun, or adverb, 
the Imperf: is replaced by the Perf. tense. There are thus two 
absolutely distinct forms of this idiom in the Hebrew sections of 
Daniel. In 1-24a (i.e. in 24 verses} the first form occurs three 
times : whereas in 8-12) (i. e. in 133 verses) only the second form 
of this idiom occurs and that only twice-i.e. in ro4, 9• On these 
two forms of this idiom see Driver, Tenses3, § 127seq. No scholar, 
however, has hitherto observed that the first form of the idiom 
is confined to 1-243 and the second to 8-12. The significance of 
this fact can hardly be exaggerated. In itself it postulates two 
different translators. 

(b) The Hebrew translator of 1-24 a uses twice the oratio obliqua 
instead of the oratio directa after ~ON: in 13 N,::tn, ' ' '"ION11 l and 
again in 211• Cf. also 118• But in the 133 verses in 8-12 '"ION is 
not once followed by , c. Inf., but by the oratt"o directa. In 
Biblical Aramaic (see p. 2 (b)) the former construction occurs 

• 9 times, though not once in the A ram. Pap. edited by Cowley, 
whereas the latter construction occurs almost hundreds of times. 
'"ION followed by, c. Inf. is a Hebrew construction-for the most 
part late. Yet compare 1 Sam. 2411, 1 Chron. 2117 where both 
constructions are found in the same verses. The original 
Aramaic of Daniel may have been influenced by the Hebrew. 
The Targ. of I Sam. 2411 reproduces the first construction. 
Here a.,~;:ij:n the style of 1-243 is clearly marked off from that 
of 8-12. 

{c) The translator of 1-24 buses ,~,N-a Divine designation not 
found in 8-12. 

(d) In 15, 19 ,)!l' icy = 'to serve': in 8-12 it = 'to withstand '. 
See p. 324 ad fin. 

For other evidence to the same effect refer to the pages 
mentioned above. 

1 In the Targ. on Esth. 1 10-11 "i1' is used as a rendering of "it:)N and is fol

lowed as in the Hebrew by, c. /nf., and "it:>N in the Targ. on Esth. 413,15 by 
the same construction. 
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8-12. Within this section we must distinguish the Hebrew of 

uJrom that of8-ro, 12. On p. 268, § 1 (a) (see also p. 275) as 
Driver (Tensess, §§ 171, 175 Obs.) has poi~ted _out, ~ttention is 
drawn to the fact that the jussive is used 9 trmes m chap. II 

'without any recollection of its distinctive signification', and not 
once throughout the remaining five Hebrew chapters. On this 
ground alone we should in the main be justified in ascribing the 
Hebrew of u to a translator other than the translator of 8-ro, 
12. 8-10, 12 are distinguished from 1-24a, as we have shown 
above, by the fact that they do not use a Classical Hebrew idiom 
used in 1-24 a but an alternative form of it, independently of 
other grounds. But II is marked off from all the other Hebrew 
chapters in that it exhibits the frequent misuse of a well-known 
Hebrew idiom. For other grounds seep. 268 seq. (b). 

§ I I. Why was the translation of II ( + 12 ?) entrusted to a 
very faulty Hebrew-scholar rather than to the translators 
of the earlier chapters ? 

An indisputable explanation for this change of translator 
cannot be furnished, but on the whole it is not improbable that, 
since this chapter dealt with comparatively recent and con
temporary history from 336 to 166 B. c., in which the author 
assumes on the part of his readers a more minute and detailed 
history of events than anywhere else in his work, the task of 
rendering this chapter into Hebrew demanded indeed a Hebrew 
scholar, but in still greater measure a historian who had an 
intimate knowledge of this period of his·tory. The combination 
of both linguistic and historical knowledge was apparently not 
easy to find at the time in question, but, since in such a detailed 
narrative, historical knowledge was of more importance than a 
good Hebrew style, the duty of translating it appears to have 
been entrusted to a very second-rate Hebraist, who counter- " 
balanced his linguistic shortcomings by a reasonably good 
knowledge of the history with which the vision dealt. 

The translator of II may also have been the translator of 12. 
But no definite conclusion, so far as I can see as yet, can be 
arrived at on this question. The misuse of the jussive form so 
frequent in I I does not recur in 12. But in another respect he 
shows as great ignorance of Hebrew usage, when he identifies 
iN;iJ with the Euphrates, whereas before 200 B, c. it was used 
only of the Nile. 
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§ 12. The approxi'mate date of the translaHon 
of 1-24 ", 8-12 £nt~ Hebrew. 

xlix 

On pp. 52-4 I have advanced several reasons, which appear 
to me conclusive, that 1 20- 21 originally followed 2 49a. There is 
no need for recapitulating those reasons here. The lucidity of 
the Seer's thought and the clear sequence of his ideas, which 
are manifest throughout in the enforcement of his main thesis, 
appear to make imperative the restoration of 1 20- 21 to their 
legitimate place in the Seer's argument, as I have done in my 
Commentary and Translation. 

If then we accept this early dislocation of the text, it must 
have occurred between 164 and 145 B.c. or thereabouts. The 
ground for· the latter date is to be found in the LXX, a translation 
which was made of these Hebrew chapters a~,cmt 145 B. c. 
When this translation was made, the above dislocation had 
already taken place. But it had taken place some, if not many 
years earlier, seeing that the first Hebrew translator found 1 20 - 21 

already'i~_ their present, untrue; and unhistorical context. By 
these adjectives I mean that 1 20- 21 occupy a place in the traditional 
text inconsistent alike with the clear intention of the Seer and 
the historical traditions at his disposal. For the study of many 
years has convinced me that the Seer was not only a religious 
genius but a consecutive and log1cal thinker, and most scholars will 
agree that in the composition of 2 4 h_6 he laid under contribu
tion the historical traditions of his day, whether oral or written. 

Now as regards the date of the partial translation into Hebrew, 
it is possible that the six chapters 1-24 a, 8-12 were so translated 
before the death of Judas Maccabaeus in 161 B. c. The original 
of the entire book of Daniel was of course in the Aramaic 
vernacular, but, if the book was to be embodied in the Canon 
and made of lasting significance, this end could not be achieved 
otherwise than by commending itself in a Hebrew form, at all 
events in its opening and closing chapters, to the scholars of the 
day, who could admit its canonical authority, as they did that of 
the bilingual Ezra, though they refused to include it in the canon 
of the prophets. 

If, owing to the turbulence of the time, this date of the Hebrew 
translation of the six chapters be regarded as too early, it may 
be referred to the time of Judas' successor, Jonathan, when 

s2;• d 
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as I Mace. 973 states: 'The sword was now at rest in Israel and 
Jonathan dwelt at Michmash. And Jonathan began to judge 
the people; and he destroyed the ungodly (i.e. the Hellenizers) 
out of Israel.' This period of peace closes with the year 153 a.c. 
This year may constitute the termtnus ad quem of the translation. 

The three translators probably worked simultaneously. They 
had one and the same object, and that was to gain a canonical 
recognition of the book. To the Hebrew translator of 8-ro we 
owe the clumsy interpolation of the beautiful prayer in 94-

19
, 

see p. 226 seq., and possibly the enumeration of the actual 
national enemies of the Maccabean dynasty in I 141• 43 a thing 
impossible in Apocalyptic. 

§ 13. The Versions. 
The present work does not admit of any adequate criticism of 

the various versions. Individual readings, as they arise are 
dealt with in this Commentary, and so far as the LXX, Th., and 
Syro-Hexaplar texts are concerned the present editor has b~s~g . 
his work on Swete's O.T. i'n Greek, 498-575. 

It is, howev~r~ our duty to give a short account of the versions 
by the help of which we can arrive at a more trustworthy text than 
that of the MT. For from the selection of readings in§ 14 (a)-Cfl, 

in which the MT. is in . the greater number unquestionably 
inferior to that of the fo{ir chief versions taken collectively or 
of three, or two, or even of one of them, the reader cannot 
escape drawing the inference that the MT. is to a great extent 
·untrustworthy, and needs to be corrected by these versions. 

The chief versions of the book of Daniel are: the Greek 
versions, i.e. (a) the LXX, and (b) Theodotion, (c) the lost 
pre-Theodotion, (d) the fragmentary remains of Aquila and 
Symmachus,: the two Syriac versions, (e) the Peshitto, and(/) that 
of Paul of Tella, (g) the Old Latin, (k) the Vulgate, (£) the 
Sahidic and Bohairic, (k) the Ethiopic. 

The Greek Versions-the LXX and Th. These two versions 
(a) and (b) are of great value for the reconstruction of the Text, 
notably the former. As we are aware, the ~~X unhappily is 
preserved only in an almost incredibly corrupt MS., i. e. the 
Codex Chisianus, attributed by some experts to the ninth and 
by others to the eleventh century. This Codex once belonged 
to Pope Alexander VII, a member of the Chigi family, but it 
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was not till more than a century after his death that the editz"o 
pn'nceps of this MS. was publ~shed in Ro~e in 1772. Its 
publication was undertaken by Vmcent de Reg1bus and Joseph 
Bianchini, and finally carried through the press by the labours 
of Simon de Magistris (de Maitres). Many editions have 
subsequently appeared, the most recent of which is that of 
Dr. Swete, who, to the great convenience of scholars, prints the 
versio~s of the LXX I and Theodotion on opposite pages, and 
appends at the foot of the LXX version the variants from the 
Syriac version of Paul of Tella. This version is of no slight 
interest. It was made by or for Paul, bishop of Tella, in the 
year 616-617 from a hexaplar text. Thus it attests the condition 
of the LXX text as it existed at the beginning of the seventh 
century. As regards the date of the LXX version of Daniel, 
it is probable that it was made in the htter half of the second 
century B. c. c. 145. 

(b) The date and relations ofTheodotion's version of Daniel are 
far from easy to determine. According to Irenaeus, Theodotion 
was an Ephesian, but according to Epiphanius, a native of Pontus 
and a disciple of Marcion, where he adopted Judaism, while 
Jerome reports that he was probably a Jew who had espoused 
Ebionitic Christianity. Epiphanius assigns the period of his 
activity to Aurelius Commodus. As this Commodus reigned 
from A.D. 180 to 1921 and as Marcion flourished about 150, the 
version of Theodotion, if we may trust Epiphanius, was written 
towards the close of the second century A. D. The E!_,aschal 
Chroni"cle follows Epiphanius and ascribes the work ofTheodotion 
to the year A.D. 184- The above date is very doubtful, and is in 
all probability one or more decades too late. But even if we 
could establish as early a date as 1501 it would not materially 
lessen the difficulties which embarrass the relations of this version 
with that of the LXX. For we find that a great variety of 
readings, which we class under (c), and which are peculiar to 
Theodotion as against the LXX, are found already in quotations 
from Daniel in the first century of the Christian era. 

Before entering, however, on this large question, we should 
observe that prior to J erome's time 2 the Church discarded the 

1 Swete reprodnces the Codex Chisianus as published in Cozza's Sacrorum 
Bibliorum vefustissima fragmenta graeca et latina, vol. 3, 1877. 

2 Praef. in Dan. Daniel em prophetam iuxta LXX interpretes ... ecclesiae non 

d2 
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use of the LXX version of Daniel in favour of that ofTheodotion. 
How this came about Jerome could not tell. The way for such 
radical action had already been prepared by the action of Origen, 
whose citations from Daniel, as Dr. Gwynn writes (Diet. of 
Christ£an Biography, iv. 974), 'agree almost verbat£m with the 
text of Theodotion now current', a fact that accords well with 
the announcement made by Origen, in the ninth volume of his 
lost Stromata, that he intended to use this version. (Jerome on 
Dan. 46). 

But Theodotion's version was used by several of the Fathers 
before Origen's time. Clement of Alexandria used Theodotion 
with occasional readings from the LXX. 

In North Africa Tertullian's (ob. 240) references to Daniel are 
based mainly on the LXX version, though in a few cases he 
cites Daniel according to Theodotion. His contemporary Cyprian 
(ob. 258), Burkitt states, took his citations from the Old Latin 
translation of Daniel according to the LXX, which was already 
corrected according to Theodotion's version (cf. De op. et elem 5. 
ed. Hartel, p. 377).1 

At an ~arlier date Hippolytus, the pupil of Irenaeus, adopted 
this version in his Commentary on Daniel about A. o. 202. 

Hippolytus was here following in the footsteps of his master 
Irenaeus, who was the first among the Fathers to quote Daniel 
924- 7 as a Messianic prophecy according to Theodotion's version. 

(c) Pre-Theodotion Version. 2 We have thus far only mentioned 
writers who lived subsequently to the date usually assigned to 
Theodotion. But the Theodotion type of text was clearly familiar 
to writers of an earlier date. Thus in Hermas there is one 

legunt, utentes Theodotionis editione et hoe cur acciderit nescio ••.. Hoe unum 
affirmare possum, quod multum a veritate discordet. Cf. Contra RujJ., ii 33. 

1 See Bratke, Das neu entdeckte 4. Buch des Dan. Comm. von Hippolyt., 
Bonn, r89r. 

2 In this recognition of a pre-Theodotion version of Daniel I follow in the 
steps of many scholars of the last hundred years. Credner (Be#riige sur Einl. 
in die bib!. Schriften, r838, ii. 261-272) put forward the· ~onjecture that there 
was an Early Chrt'sti'an version of Daniel, on which the New Testament quota
tions were based, as well as some of Justin Martyr's. Gwynn (DCB, iv. 976) 
disagrees with Credner's hypothesis. Strongly influenced by Salmon's view 
(Introduction, p. 548 sqq.) that 'there is no clear evidence that St. John had 
ever seen the so-called version• of Daniel, he shows by a variety of evidence 
(with all of which I cannot indeed agree) that the Greek text is clearly aJewish 
and not a Christian translation. ' Side by side with the Christia"ii" LXX, there 
was current among the Jews from pre-Christian times, another version of Daniel, 
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undoubted reference (Vis. iv. 2. 4) to Theodotion's version of 
Daniel 622 and possibly to others. 

But the existence of Theodotion's readings before the time of 
Theodotion is still more clearly established by the long extract 
Justin Martyr (ob. c. 163) gives in his Dial. c. Tryph. 31 from 
Dan. 7. This extract while fundamentally in agreement with the 
LXX, presents us with a score of distinctively Theodotion words 
and phrases, and at least as many readings peculiar to the LXX. 
That Justin has quoted twenty verses from this pre-Theodotion 
Version I have sought to prove in§ 25. 

That this combination of the two distinct types in not due to 
pure eclecticism or defective remembrance on the part of Justin 
has been shown by Burkitt (Old Latin and lta!a, p. 22 sqq.), 
since we find the same admixture in the Latin version in 
Tertullian's reproduction of the same passage. But earlier still, 
Clement of Rome (1 Cor 346, c. A. D. 96) shows acquaintance 
{Dan. ?1° E'Amoupyovv, LXX l0,pa:,rwov) with Theodotion in a citation 
from the passage of Daniel just referred to, and Barnabas (Ep. 45) 

recalls Theodotion's rendering of Dan. ]24 more closely than 
that of the LXX. 

But still more memorable is the attestation given by certain 
passages of the N: T.: to the existence of a pre-Theodotion text. 

The citations from the N.T. are here mainly confined to 
Revelation : but we should not ignore Matt. 2144 (=Luke 201&) 
AtKµ,~,m from Th. 2 44 : Matt, 283 T6 lv3vµa atiTou ArnKOV w,u, x,wv from 

more deserving of the name, claiming to belong to the LXX collection and 
similar in general character to the LXX versions of other books of the Hagio
grapha; that this was the version known to the author of the Book of Baruch 
(or the Greek translator of it); and to St. Matthew, St. Mark, ... St Clement, and 
to Hermas ; and that it was also the version on which Theodotion founded his.' 
Swete (lntrod. to the Old Testament, p. 48 sq.) writes with reserve on this 
question, but in his Commentary on the Apocalypse, p. cliv sq., he practically 
accepts Salmon's view and writes: 'the Greek text of Daniel known to the 
Apocalyptist came nearer to the Theodotionic than to the Chigi text.' Thackeray 
in his Septuagint and Jewish Worship, 1921, p. 24 sqq., admits the necessity of 
assuming a pre-Theodotion translation. The many parallels between r Baruch 
(later half of first century A.D.) and this translation where it diverges from the 
LXX can thus easily be explained. 

Montgomery (p. 50) in closing a discussion of this question concludes that 
'there e:x.isted some such body of received translation (i.e. Theodotionic) before 
the Christian age', but he urges that 'we must not too quickly assume a written 
version'· He advances the hypothesis of 'a Hellinistic oral Targum' But the 
hypothesis does not e:x.plain the facts. 
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Th. 78 : James 1 12 ,,a,«ipios aWJp 8s vrroµ.im= Th. 1212 (?): Heb. n 33 

lcppr,~av ur6µ.ara ;\,6vrwv : cf. Th. 623 (22) lv,<j:,pa~•v r, ur6µ.ara rwv ;\,6vrwv. 

For the existence of a pre-Theodotion text, which was in part 
based on the LXX and a redacted edition of the Hebrew-Aramaic 
text of Daniel the following evidence, which could be given in 
greater fullness, may be adduced. 

Revelation. There are several passages in the Apocalypse 
which show a dependence on a pre-Th. text. 

In 17 laoi. •px,ra, µ,era T, n<f,iJt..wv raii oupavoii agrees with Th. ?13• 

Here the LXX has 1/lo,'., lrrl r. ,,,cp,Awv roii ol,pavoii ••• ffpxero. 

In 11s ylv,u8a, µ.Era raiira, Cf. Th. 2 29, 40 yo,u8a1 µ.<Ta raiira, 

920 TO. EiclooAa Tll xpvuci. .ccal .,.a, Uµyvpll Kai Ta xaA1eU. Kal .,.a Al0tva 1eal rCl 

[v1o.1va. Cf. Th. 523 where exactly the same enumeration is given 
save that the adjectives are all ip the masc., being dependent on 
ro.:.r 8«,vs. Here the LXX has only ra ,i'8w1o.a Ta x"porroi1Jra, 

rn4 ucppa-y,uov, Th. 826 ucppay1uov T, opaaw, LXX different. 
106 t:,p,ornv lv T<)l (wvTL = Th. 127• LXX ;:,, r. (&wra. 

117 ITOl~U'U µ.,r' avrwv '11'6A,µov ,cal VIK~<T£L av'To.:.r. Th. 7'll lrro{n 

'Tl'oA,µ.ov P,£T0. T. ay[wv Kal tU'XV<T£11 rrpor al,rovs. LXX ITO/lffJ,OV <Tl!VL<TTO./JfVOV 
'\ f ' ,. , , , 

'11'por T. a-ywvs ,ea. rpO'Tl'OV/l•vov avrovr. 

u 13 ,/lw,car, a&~av ... 8,p T, ,l,pavoii. Cf. Th. 2 19 ,vM-y1]<TEII T, 0,ov T, 

ovpavoii. LXX differs. 
1618 8At,/m oZa-~i, yiyov,v acp' ~s y•yi"'7Ta& lv rjj yfl- Th. 121 otos UVK 

lyiv,ro dq>' o~ ol lJ.v8pw1TOl ly,vovro t'Tl'l rijs yijr. The last three words 
are peculiar to Rev. and Th. 

196 cpwv;,v Jx>-.ov and Th. 106 rf,wv;, Jx;\ov {LXX 0opvfJov). 

204 1<.piµ.a llJ601] al,ro,s. Th. i 2 ro ,cp[µa tliwK,v a-yiou·, 

2011 r&rras ovx ,vp,01] avro,s = Th. 2 35 ; but LXX CdU'T£ p,1]li<v 1Cara
h£tcp0ijvai •t avrwv. 

In Rev. there are some passages which show the influence 
of the LXX. I have dealt with these in my Comm, on Rev., 
and in any case this subject does not call for treatment here. 

But the circulation and use of the pre-Theodotion text for 
nearly a century after the N. T. Apocalyse cannot be ignored. 
They confirm the conclusions already arrived at. 

Ep. Clement, xxxiv. 6 (c. A. D. 96) Mvp,ai µ.vpuia,s- 'Tl'ap•iu..;,l(Huav 

avr,;; Kai xlA1at x1A1a~fS' .'lo. .. rovpyovv avr,;;. In Th. ?1° we find xi.Atai 

x,>..,&a,r fAflTOVP'YOVV avri Ka, p,vp. µ.vp,&a.S' 'Tl'aptaT~ICEIU'UIJ avr,f,. Here Th. 
agrees with the LXX save in reading ti1£1Tvvpyovv where the 
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LXX has ilhp&.rr.vav. Clement as Rev. 511 inverts the order of 
the numerals, ' thousand thousands ' and 'ten thousand times 
ten thousand'. 

Justin Martyr (A.D. 100-163) shows an admixture of Th. and 
the LXX, or a revised LXX, or the actual use of the pre
Theodotion version in his Dial. 31. That neither of the first 
hypotheses is correct I am fully convinced so far as Dt'al. 31 is 
concerned, in which we find twenty consecutive verses of Daniel, 
i. e., 99- 28• Since the problem is a difficult one, I have treated 
it at some length in § 25 (a), and furnished what appears to 
be conclusive evidence that Justin has in this passage drawn 
his quotations from the pre-Theodotion version, though in a few 
other passages he has used the LXX. 

Again in Dial. l IO. 7 he follows the LXX 1136 ,gana AaAq<m 
where Th. has AaAqcm hripoyi<a. 

Shepherd of Hermas, Vis. iv. 2. 4 (A. D. 140-155), 'o Kvpws
U1rio-TEtAEv T0v d.rtfAov aV,-oV ... o'O TO avoµ.ci lrrriv ~eypl, Kai Evlc/)pa~fV rb 

O'T<)µ,u a111"oii, ,va p,q IH hvµavv. Here Hermas follows a pre-Th. text. 
InTh. 6 23(22) we ha~os- /JDV U'Tr£1T1'flAfV 1'. llyy,Aov Oll1'0V KOi lvi<ppago 

.-a ,n&µ,a.-a 1'WV AEOV1'«>V ,ea, OUK tl,vµ,qvav.-6 ,.,. l have underlined the 
words in Hermas dependent on a pre-Th. text. Even the word 
I•yp!, as Rendel Harris has pointed out, recalls the verb iJC 'shut' 
(the mouth). See DCB. iv. 601. The clause containing this word 
may have originated in a gloss. Here the:! LXX is different. 

Irenaeus (c. A. D. 180) Adv. Haer. v. 25. 4 quotes Th.'s version 
of Dan. 825, as well as v. 25, 3 from Th. 723 sqq. 

Clem. Alex. (A. o. 150-210), ed. by Stahlin, 1906). 
Dan. 2 27-s: Strom. i. 4 (330 P). Purely Th. save for the 

addition of iJVVO/JIS- 1'0lJ before avayy,u.m. 

?9: Paed ii. IO (235 P). l.-iBT/uav, fPT]u•, 8p6vo, 1<al l1<a8u1•v lrr' av,-iov 

WITEI 1rahatos- ~p.•poov Kal 1'0 lv3vp.a Oli1'0lJ WIT£< XL<>lV AfVKOV, Here Clem. 
reproduces Th. over against the LXX. But it does more : it 
gives the true apocalyptic designation of God &ud ?TaA. ~µ,•pwv, 
though all other authorities save the LXX 713 omit the wu•i or 
its Aramaic original. 

313- 14 : Strom. i. 21 (408 P) = Th. 
924

- 7 : Strom. i. 21 (393 P) = Th. with some divergences. He 
corrects Theodotion's Ka, a1raXiifa, KOi 1'0V lgthauaa-Ba, into Ka, 1'0V 

urraXi,fm i.:nl Tou lgihauaa-Ba,. The first verb was originally a gloss. 
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1211- 12 : Strom. i. 21 (409 P) = Th. with one or more slight 
divergences. 

For the existence of two such versions we have a partial 
analogy in the two Books of Esdras in the LXX. A further 
and better analogy to the existence of two different versions of 
the Book of Daniel, which in fact represent in a minor degree 
two recensions of that book, may be found in the Testaments of 
the Twelve Patriarchs, of which there are two distinct Greek 
versions, one of which is represented by three MSS., and the 
other by six. 

If the scope of this work admitted of it, we should now have 
to inquire: did these two versions go back to different Semitic 
originals ; or did the notable variations between these two 
versions arise within the Greek itself? But though we cannot 
advance here the detailed evidence of the Semitic text and of 
the Greek versions, we can state the conclusions arrived at from 
the above evidence. These are, that if the Semitic text in its 
present form is as old as the Christian era, or even as ancient as 
50 B. c., then there existed side by side with it another and earlier 
form of the Semitic text, of which the LXX form in the Chigi MS. 
presents us with a valuable, though corrupt rendering. It is 
possible to prove that the vast majority of the corruptions in this 
version can be traced to a Semitic background. 

This statement holds in regard to chapters r-3, 7-12, and its 
cogency has been recognized to a considerable extent by all the 
foremost scholars. 

(d) But with regard to chapters 4-6 the case is different. 
Here the foremost scholars have in most cases relinquished the 
study of these chapters in despair. Thus Bevan writes on p. 46 : 
' In chapters 3-6 ..• the original thread of the narrative is often 
lost in a chaos of accretions, alterations, and displacements.' 

The same view is practically set forth by Behrmann on 
p. 30 seq. of the introduction to his edition. Bludau (Alexan
drini'sche Uebersetzung des Buches Dame!, p. 154, 1897) states as 
his opinion, after a critical examination of the LXX, that 
chapters 4-6 are to be named 'a revision rather than a transla
tion'. This verdict is quoted with approval by Marti in his 
edition, p. xix. 

On p. 31 Bludau includes chapter 3 in this criticism. It is 
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less corrupt indeed than 4-6. In regard to these the translator 
is said to have sometimes filled the role of a translator, sometimes 
of a paraphrast, and sometimes of an epitomizer. To these 
adverse critics of 4-6 we may now add Montgomery, Book oj 
Daniel, p. 38, 1927. He thinks (p. 37) that 3-6 circulated as an 
independent and pre-Maccabean collection of stories, as Bevan 
had already suggested. 

But with the above conclusions the present writer cannot agree. 
A long sustained and minute study of the text and versions has 
led him to conclude that it is just in these chapters that the 
LXX makes its greatest contribution to. the recovery of the 
original text over against the late redacted text of the MT. 
particularly in chapter 4 and to a less extent in 5. The bulk of 
the evidence for this conclusion cannot of course be given here, 
but some of the grounds are enumerated in the introduction to 
chapters 4-6. The LXX, however, which has been reproduced 
in Hexaplaric form, needs to be critically edited. 

In fact, in many instances it attests an older and purer form 
of the LXX text. It retains the critical signs introduced by 
Origen into the text, i.e. the asterisk, and obelus, and the 
metobehis, which have as a rule been omitted in the Codex 
Chisianus. 

{e} I have occasionally referred to the fragments of the 
versions of Aquila and Symmachus in the Commentary, but 
have no space to deal with them here. 

(/) The Peshi/to Versz'on belongs to the same type of version 
as Theodotion, and therefore agrees for the most part with the 
Massoretic text. It is reproduced from practically identical 
texts in the London and Paris Polyglots and by Lee in 1823. 
A photographic reproduction of the Ambrosian MS. was pub
lished by Ceriani in 1876. Of course it diverges at times from 
all known authorities, and in one case may single-handed repre
sent the original, i.e. in n 4• 

(g) The Syriac Version of Paul oj Tel/a. This slavishly literal 
rendering of Origen's Hexaplaric text was made at Alexandria 
in the years 616-617 by Paul of Tella. It is preserved in an 
eighth century MS., and was published by Bugati in 1788.1 

1 This version was first made known to the world of scholars by Andreas 
Masius (ob. 1573) from a MS. which has since been lost. But another MS. was 
preserved at Milan, which Ceriani published in photographic facsimile, Codex 
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This Syriac version is of great value in the correction of the 
Codex Chisianus. 

(h) The Old Latin. According to Burkitt (Rules ef Tyconius, 
p. cxvi) 'The Old Latin brings us the best independent proof 
we have that the Hexaplar signs introduced by Origen can be 
relied on for the reconstruction of the LXX. Passages in 
Hexaplar MSS. to which is prefixed the asterisk (l:) profess to 
be no part of the original LXX but to have been added from 
other sources. No such passage is found in any genuine form ef 
the Afncan Latin.' For a very extensive list of O.L. Patristic 
quotations see Ranke, Fragmenta versiont"s sacrarum scnptu
rarum laHna anteht"eronym£ana, Vienna, I868; Par paHmpsestorum 
wirceburgensium, I871 (i.e. the Wurzburg Fragments); Stut
gardfrma vers£oms sacrarum scripturarum latinae antehierony
m£anae fragmenta, Vienna 1888; Dold, Konstanzer altlateinische 
Propheten, Leipzig, 1923, in Texte u. Arbeiten herausgegeben 
durch die Erzahtei Beuron, I Abt., Heft 7-9; also Montgomery's 
enumeration (in his Comm.) of O.L. Fragments from all sources, 
p. 29 seqq., which he says amounts to three-fourths of the entire 
book. A comprehensive and critical study of these fragments 
and their bearing on the LXX is much to be desired. 

{£) The Vu/gate Version. This version was made in the years 
319-405. It is most closely related to the Massoretic text and 
to Theodotion. Sometimes it agrees with the Massoretic against 
Theodotion, and sometimes conversely, whilst in others it seems 
to take an independent line. In 625 <24) it may be the only 
authority which preserves the original text. In 924 it apparently 
does so also in conjunction with the LXX. 

{k) The Sahidic and Bohairic versions are translations of the 
Th. as Sir Herbert Thompson informs me. I have not been 
able to make any use of them. 

(/) The Ethiopic version of Daniel, published last year in 
Paris by Oscar Lofgren, appeared too late to be of service to 
this edition. It is itself a version of Th., and a very free and at 
times unintelligible version of it. It differs from Th. in reading 
'vision' and not 'visions' (42, ]16). It reproduces the non
Semitic expression 'vision of the head' in 22~ (COW)42 (A1 A2 L2), 

J15 and certain MSS. of ]1. 

syro-hexaplaris .Ambrosianus r873. See Swete, lntrod. to the Old Testament, 
pp. r r2-13. 
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§ 14. The Massoretic Text-its essentially 
secondary character. 

!ix 

The Massoretic text of our author may on the whole be 
regarded as representing the substance of the original, but in 
scores or rather hundreds of passages it is wholly untrustworthy 
as to the form of the original and occasionally as to its subject
matter. But to be more definite, we are obliged to maintain 
that it is very often inferior to the LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg., 
and that, if it is our aim to recover as far as possible the original 
Aramaic of 2-lh-71 or the primitive form of the Hebrew version 
of the remaining chapters, we must have C~!)Stant recourse to 
the above versions. 

The great scholars of the past and present, who have devoted 
their energies to the recovery and interpretation of Daniel, have 
as a rule overlooked the fact that tl1is work belongs not to the 
prophetic type of 0. T. literature but to the Apocalyptic, and that, 
whereas O.T. prophecies, which dealt with contemporary nations 
and individuals under their actual designations, were first spoken 
and then committed to writt"ng under the names of their respective 
authors, Jewish apocalypses were first wrz"tten and not spoken, 
and written, moreover, under the names not of their actual 
authors but of various ancient worthies who lived some 400 to 
4000 years (according to Jewish chronology) before the actual 
period of the respective authors of these apocalypses. 

Jewish apocalypses thus dealt in the main with the individuals 
and nations of the past down to their authors' actual period and 
generally with these under symbolic designations. When the wn"ter 
approaches his own period tht"s rule held absolutely. Personal or 
national names were then absolutely eschewed and only symbolic 
designations used. Hence, as we shall see later, the clauses in 
Dan. n 41, 44 mentioning nations contemporary with the writer of 
Daniel are, as even tyros in apocalyptic literature will recognize, 
interpolations made 161 or at latest before 145 B.c., when the LXX 
was translated, and when the Jews could hold their own with 
their national enemies. Since Jewish apocalypses after the third 
century B. c. were in all cases pseudonymous, 1 this pseudomity 
must for some years, if not for one or more generations, have 
exposed the text to corruptions, interpolations, dislocations, and 

1 Not so the great Christian Apocalypse. See my Comm. I, p xxxviii sqq. 
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manifold other evils incident to the reproduction and circulation 
of pseudonymous works. In the case of Daniel, not only was it 
composed in secret as all Jewish apocalypses, but the earliest 
scribes who copied it must have worked in secret-not only to 
escape discovery on the part of the agents of Antioch us and the 
Hellenizing Jews, but also of the main body of the faithful 
remnant, to which the writers themselves belonged. During 
this period, when Daniel was being copied by scores of scribes, 
some of whom were not improbably illiterate, errors of every 
kind must have crept into the text. This fact cannot be ignored, 
when we come down to the LXX version, which, though made 
within twenty years after the composition of the original, teems 
with corruptions of every variety. But, notwithstanding these, 
no student of Daniel can fail to recognize that this version is 
invaluable to him in his efforts to recover the oldest form of the 
text. This fact will grow in impressiveness as his study advances, 
till at last he reaches the conviction, based on unquestionable 
evidence, that between the earliest form of this text which is 
preserved in a mutilated form in the LXX and that which is 
preserved in the MT there yawns a deep and at times an 
impassable gulf. Furthermore, he wins the assurance that, 
whereas the MT and the versions, which support it, represent 
the editing and recasting of the text by a scholar, or rather by 
a body of scholars through successive generations from possibly 
as early as 145 B. c. down to A. n. 400, the LXX represents the 
honest attempt of one, or possibly more scholars, to render into 
Greek the corrupt bilingual text of Daniel, a text so corrupt that 
they found the task of giving an intelligible version at times 
utterly beyond them, and so had to content themselves with 
simply reproducing in Greek the bilingual text that lay before 
them with its innumerable corruptions and with its frequent 
dittographs or occasional tritographs. 

We have now to justify by actual evidence this general sketch 
of the relations existing betweeii'tlie··~_!!I"ly text of Daniel as in 
the main represented by the LXX and its later edited form, as 
it appears in the MT. 

(a} Corruptions in the MT according to the Versions. The MT 
is in a dozen of passages without the support of a single version, 
LXX, Th., Pesh., or Vulg., though the latter three as a rule 
support it. This evidence of the later versions sug[~s_ts that in 
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certain passages the MT is not older than the fourth century A,D, 

In some of these passages, the evidence of the context is all but 
conclusive in itself apart from the documentary evidence. 

311. LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg., and context require two emenda
tions of the MT: 'We have no need to discuss this question ; 
rror 1 there is a God, whom we serve, who is able to deliver us ... 
out of thy rhands 7• But if not, be it known unto thee, 0 king, 
that we will not serve thy god.' This is the answer of the three 
Confessors to the king's arrogant question : 'What god is there 
that shall deliver you out of my hands?' It gives the strongest 
and fullest reply conceivable. 'We have no need to answer 
thee in this matter; rfor7 the God whom we serve can deliver us 
and He will deliver us out of thy fhands 7.' Contrast this text 
with the MT which gives the hopelessly weak t-;;.X:t.:" 'We h~ve 
no need to answer thee in this matter : tif t our God whom we 
serve.be able to deliver us, he will, &c.' See pp. 68-70. 

i, 13• 'Vision of the night' : so LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. Th. 
also in 713, and in 72 in two MSS. MT wrongly reads 'visions 
of the night, in i' 13• See Trans!. 2 19 ·a. . 

82• Here the versions require the excision of the clause in the 
MT [' and it was so when I saw']. This is a mere tautology 
drawn from 815• 

814• 'Unto him' as also the context requires: MT' unto tmet'. 
821• 'The he-goat'. Cf. 88• Here the MT incorporated a 

Hebrew gloss "1'J.lC'i1. Seep. 216. 

920• 'Sins' (bis). MT 'sin' (bts). 
923• 'Tell rtheel>. Versions+2 Heb. MSS. MT 'tell'. 
926 • 'Together with'. Here one Heb. MS. (t:I~) and Aq. 

support the four versions. MT 'people' {t:I~). 
ro19• 'Be strong and of a good courage (versions+6 Heb. 

MSS). MT 'be strong: yea be strong'. 
122• 'The dust of the earth'. MT I a land of dust'. 
(b) LXX (original text of), Th., Vulg., Joseph. read 'Mene, 

Tekel, Peres' while the interpretation in MT 526- 28 requires this 
reading. Yet MT reads' Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin '. Here 
the weight of evidence against the MT is no less strong than that 
under (a). 

(c) LXX, Th. (in part), Vulg., Joseph. (in part). 
234

• r,from a mountain n. Only MT and Pesh. om. Justin, 
Dial. 70 and Cypr. Test. II. I7 also contain the phrase. But 
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the definite phrase ' the mountain ' in 2 45 postulates the previous 
mention of the indefinite phrase. 

2 45• r•the clay, the iron ' 1• MT reads 'the iron, the clay'. 
See note on p. 43. 

625 <24l. 'were cast ... they, their wives and their children'. 
The evidence for 'were cast ' is found in the four authorities 
above cited. For 'they, their wives and children' we have the 
LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. jm~ (i. e. 'they') by this emendation of 
the text is restored to the only usage it has elsewhere in Biblical 
Aramaic. For the order 'their wives and their children' which 
is the more normal order in the 0. T. we have the support of 
the Lxx;-Pesh., Vulg., and Cypr. Test. III. 20, whereas the 
MT and Th. give the reverse order, which is the normal Greek 
one. For the Semitic order in the Papyri, fifth century B. c., see 
Cowley 3025, 23 , 3114• MT reads 'they cast them (il~::C) ••• their 
children and their wives'. Pesh. supports MT in reading 'cast 
them' but disagrees with what follows. 

88• r•horns ' 1• So first three authorities. MT. om. 
817• r, and stood '7• So first three authorities. MT. om. 
(d) LXX and Th. 
31 • r, in the 18th year '7 • MT, Pesh. and Vulg. Q.l}l, But 

this dating of the narratives and visions is characteristic of our 
author. Hence in 41 where only the LXX preserves the date, 
it must be followed against all the later authorities. See § 4. 

614 (13). r, before his God '1 • The LXX and Th. differ in form 
here but presuppose this phrase. MT om. 

616 (15l. om. 'came tumultuously to.the king and'. 
813• r, is taken away ' 1. So LXX and Th. MT om. 
1013• 'I left him r with the prince 1 '. So LXX and Th. MT 

' I was left'. 
1117• r, But shall make an agreement with him '1• LXX, Th., 

and Vulg. MT' and upright ones with him and he shall do'. 
n 26• r, his.anxieties '1 • LXX and Th. MT corrupt. 
(e) Even a single later version has occasionally to be followed 

when the context supports it. 
Thus in 2 35 read with Th. 'the clay, the iron'. MT against 

the entire context reads 'the iron, the clay'. 
Again in 625 <24> with Vulg., adducti sunt, read ~1lJ1i'.l I were 

brought' and nClt i•i:,~ 'they brought'. 
Possibly in n 41 we should read with the Pesh. n1iN~ 'remnant' 
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instead of n,e,i,fi, 'chief': and certainly in 519
, it alone amongst 

the versions reads rightly 'kept alive', where Th. and Vulg. 
read <TV'IIT<v, Here unhappily the LXX is defective. 

(/) LXX-even when it stands alone-possesses for the 
recovery of the text as it existed between 165-145 B. c. a critical 
value transcending all the other versions collectively. 

This version has been quoted already under the first four 
headings (a-d) in conjunction with other versions. I shall now 
quote some of the passages where it stands alone in preserving 
the text. 

2 2s
1 42(5), 7 (lo), 10 (13), ?1• 15• In these six passages we have in MT 

a non-Semitic expression 'visions of the head •, where we should 
expect 'visions of the heart'. Cf. J er. 2316• But in none of 
these passages does this non-Semitic expression occur in the 
LXX. It appears in the addition of the redactor twice in the 
MT, i. e. in the interpolation 42 b-7 a (45b-loa), which was un
known to the LXX. In 410 (13> the LXX reads 'in my vision ' 
(<'v Tif v1Tv<p p.ov) where MT, Pesh., and Vulg. have 'in the visions 
of my head upon my bed', but Th. 'in the vision of the night 
upon my bed'. In ?1 the LXX reads opap.a .za. rrapa KE<paA~V = 
'he saw a vision near his head', while in ]1 5 it reads 'in the 
vision of the night'. The words that follow are as the asterisk 
shows borrowed from a later version. It is noteworthy that in 
these six passages the plural 'visions ' does not occur in the 
LXX : nor elsewhere in the original text save in i Ka0' virvovs 

vvKTo~. But in Isa. 297 this pl. renders a Hebrew sing.: see notes 
on i• 13 below.1 

31• r, When he had brought under his rule cities and provinces 
and all that dwell upon the earth from India to Ethiopia.'7 This 
clause gives Nebuchadnezzar's reason for erecting the great 
image on the plains of Babylon. 

41. r' In the eighteenth year of his reign.'7 Here the usage ot 
our author requires a date; see § 4. 

42- 7 b (5----Iob). Here the LXX (supported by Josephus) alone 
preserves the true order of the text, which brings to light the 
dislocations, interpolations, and losses of the MT. See Trans!., 
p. 356. 

1 In our author the phrase 'visions of the head' is always secondary: so 
likewise is 'visions of the night'. He never uses 'vision' in the plural. Our 
author uses two forms of the phrase conveying this idea. See note on 2 19 

(Translation). 
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511• r, Whose name is Daniel, one of the exiles of Judah '.1 

Here Josephus supports the LXX and the context postulates 
some such statement. Cf. also Th. 13, 513• 

64 (3). r, And he prospered in the king's business which he 
carried out.'1 So LXX-a clause which explains the king's 
wish to promote Daniel. It is stupidly transposed to 629(

28
) by 

the redactor. See Comm., p. 150, sqq. 
67 (6). Here with LXX (,vavrlov roii {3aui">.iou·) we should emend 

'said to him' (i"T~) into 'said before him' (1i1l01j,). Cf. 332, 622
, 

where tvan·lov is a rendering of C1i' in a like context. See note, 
p. 154, ad fin. : also § 20, w. 

629 
<28l. Here the LXX alone preserves the original. '' So 

Daniel was set over the kingdom of Darius. And king Darius 
was gathered to his people. And Cyrus the Persian received 
the kingdom.'1 The MT is a confused medley of two distinct 
types of text. See pp. 151-2. 

77• 'In a vision of the night.' So LXX, Pesh., Vulg., Th., 
om. MT reads 'in visions of the night.' In this last passage 
Th. and Vulg. support LXX, Pesh., om. 

78• r, he made war with the saints.'7 

]13• 'in the vision of the night.' So LXX, Th., Vulg. Pesh. 
om. MT reads as in ?7. 

]17• r•shall be destroyed from off.'1 MT has the impossible 
reading, 'shall arise out of'. See pp. 189-90. 

rn11• [Which is HiddekelJ. LXX om. this false and mistaken 
gloss in the MT, Th., and Vulg. The Pesh. rightly interprets 
it as the Euphrates. 

1134• r1n the city and many in their several homesteads.' 7 MT 
and dependent versions wholly corrupt: 'Many shall join 
themselves to them with flatteries'. See note on pp. 310-11, 

(g) Dislocations of the text of the MT. 

1 5a should be read after 1 5b: 1 20- 21 after 2 49a: [ 2 283 after 280 :] 

331- 3 (41- 3) after 434 as the LXX shows: 51- 9, which in the MT 
is dislocated, interpolated, and defective, should be read as 
follows with the help of the LXX and Josephus, 57a, b, sa, 9, Sb, 

7 ". See notes in loc. and in translation: 619 <18> should be read 
thus, 619a, d, b, ": 1020-21 in the order 1020a, 21a, 20b, 21 b: I r4, a, b, c, 

d, e, f, in the order 114 a, b, c, e, f, d. 
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(h} Interpolations z"n MT, some ef whz"ch ori"ginated 
z"n margt"nal glosses. 

Ixv 

12. 'to the house of his god' : 2 24, 'he went' : 2 40 'and as 
iron that crusheth': 323 : 43- 7a, these last verses being against 
the context : also against the grammar of our author and against 
the LXX which omits them: 47b: 49 b: 415 (an addition by the 
redactor to make the text harmonize with the previous inter
polation 43- 7a: 431- 4-a recast of the original text by the 
redactor and in this edition relegated to the notes: 57 'and the 
king answered and said to his wise men of Babylon '. LXX 
does not admit of this clause. Josephus omits it: 510 'by reason 
of the words of the king and of his lords' : 5 12 ' whom the king 
named Belteshazzar' : 65 (4) 'neither was there any error or 
fault found in him'; 613 (12) 'concerning the interdict of the 
king' : 616 <15l ' came tumultuously to the king and': see note 
in the Transl. in foe. : 629 (28) conflate and inconsistent text in MT : 
see notes t"n loc. : ?1 'visions of his head' and 'he told': J2 'Daniel 
answered and said': ?1° 'and went forth': 711 'I beheld '-the 
second one, : ]18 'for ever and' : 82 'and it was so when I saw' : 
also 'and I saw in the vision ' : 821 duplicate expression in Class. 
Heh. 'the he-goat' : 824 'but not by his own power': 827 'fainted 
and ' : 94-2°-the interpolated prayer drawn probably from 
existing Hebrew liturgies : 104 ' which is Hiddekel ' : rn8 'and 
I retained no strength' : 109 ' on my face ' : 1010 contains a 
conflation of glosses : 1115 'not' interpolated before 'withstand' 
against LXX, Th., Pesh.: n 35 'and to make them white: n 41 

'Edom and Moab and the chief of the children of A'mmon' : 1143 

'and the Libyans and the Ethiopians shall be in his train '-these 
last two contemporary enemies of Judah-being impossible in 
a pseudepigraph : 122 'shame and': 1210 'and make themselves 
white': 1211 and 1212- 13 are the earliest interpolations in the book. 

The reader can find these interpolations dealt with in the 
foot-notes to the English translation, and at length in the Com
mentary. 

(i) Replacement of one word by another z"n MT having a different 
or wrong meaning, or by an earlier Hebrew equivalent. 

In 67 t0J the MT has seemingly replaced l:l'ii' (so LXX, Th., 
Pesh., and even the Vulg., though in a corrupt form, and 

3266 e 
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Josephus; see pp. 152-4). Thus no version or other authority 
supports ,t!'l"1il in this passage from the 2nd cent. B.c. to the 4th 
A. D. In 616 (15) the MT, which has against it, the LXX and Th., 
and the context as it appears in LXX and Josephus, inserted 
this verb (seep. 154). But the context not only of the LXX and 
Josephus throughout, but even of MT in 615 (14>, here presupposes 
the presence of Daniel's enemies during the whole interview till 
sunset and no_t of their departure and tumultuous return accord
ing to the inconsistent narrative of the MT. 

In 628 b{27bl, as the LXX as well as the context prove, the 
text was recast by some redactor or the Massoretes by a con
flation of clauses, which in part belonged originally to 64 (3) and 
629 (28>. Hence we must restore Cl1P.~ in place of n,~n which was 
borrowed from 64 (3l, and translate 'Daniel was set over the 
kingdom of Darius ' instead of ' this Daniel prospered in the 
reign of Darius'. See pp. 150-2. 

In ?17 the MT has ;o 1,0,j,1 instead of Jt) ;,-,::i~• as the LXX and 
the mythical conception behind the text require. The four 
kingdoms do not ' arise from the earth ' but are 'destroyed from 
off the earth'. ,, Th. has both readings, but corrects the ;o into 
,11 and so escapes making a statement in glaring contradiction 
with 73 and the myth in question. 

In 924 the original Hebrew rendering n,no, (so LXX d:1raA('i.iflai, 
and Vulg. delere) 'to blot out', 'to forgive wholly' was replaced 
by an early reviser by the legalistic verb iEl:i, ' to forgive' (but 
as a rule not freely, but for a consideration, a sacrifice or penalty 
of some sort). Montgomery (p. 374) quotes Driver and seeks 
to justify "1El:i, as connoting at once the legal and religious im
plications of this verb. But this seems inadmissible here, seeing 
that, though the LXX uses about ten verbs to render iEl:i, it 
never elsewhere uses, any form of UA.,lq:,w,, simple or compound, 
to do so. Nor does the Vulg. use delere to render it. This 
conclusion i; valuable. When Th. made his version (c. A. n. r5o) 
he found n,no, already displaced by "1El:i, and so he rendered 
the latter by Tov lg,Muau8ai T. &l>"clas. Subsequently a scribe 
added the LXX rendering of nino, in the margin, i. e. 1<al 
drraA•'i,j,ai T, .¾8,1<lar, which a later scribe incorporated in the text 
of Th. without adapting it to its new context by inserting Tov before 
the verb. When a few years later Clem. Alex., Strom. i. 21 
(393 P) quotes 924 from Th. he assimilates the intrusion to its new 
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context by inserting the ..-ou. Thus in Th. we have a conflate 
text, which is later reproduced in the Bohairic, Sahidic, and 
Ethiopic versions. 

In u24 the LXX reads €ls- p.a-r~v = tt1~? which is an obvious 
corruption of nye,, 'for a time', a pure Aramaism (cf. 36, 15), 

which, however, was used in Mishnaic Hebrew. But the Mas
soretes or some earlier revisers replaced this Aramaic phrase by 
the Classical Hebrew n)! ,~. 

(k) Misuse of Hebrew words. 

In ro4, 125, 6, 7, ,~~ which is used to denote the Nile through
out the 0. T. is used by the Hebrew translator to denote the 
Euphrates. 

In n 21 , 34 tnip:,p,nt appears to be either a misuse of this word 
which means 'slippery places ' : c£ J er. 2312 ; Ps. 356 : or a 
corruption of mp:,n I flatteries'. See pp. 297-98. But as the 
LXX shows it is a corruption of mp,n = KAwoaouiri. There 
appears, therefore, to be no justification for attributing the 
meaning of' flatteries' to this word in Hebrew. 

In 1213 iOl/ is said in the Lexicons to mean ' to rise in the 
resurrection'. But this meaning in Hebrew cannot be justified 
elsewhere, and seems to be due to the interpolation of the 
appendices 1211 , 12- 13_ The context requires us to translate 
' thou shalt stand ' in thy lot, i. e. live to inherit it in the 
coming kingdom. Thus the interpolator has here forgotten that 
he should be writing from the standpoint of the 6th cent. B.c., and 
not as a contemporary of the Maccabees, when the coming of the 
kingdom was due.' 

(l) Wrong order of words. 

In 415 (18) tto:in mi should according to our author's usage 
be translated ' this is the dream ', and not I this dream '. In 
the latter sense the demonstrative follows (eleven times) and does 
not precede its noun. 

In 415 (18) the MT reads 'King Nebuchadnezzar'. Unfortu
nately the LXX omits this phrase, but inasmuch as Th., Pesh., 

1 The LXX renders ir.,l)r, here by a.varr-rfiap just as it renders it in 121 of 
Michael and seven times elsewhere, where it can have no reference to the resur
rection. The technical Hebrew term of the second century n.c. used in reference 
to the resurrection is fli'M as in Daniel 122 ; Isaiah ::i6'9 : or Olp Isa. 26 14, 1•. 

e 2 
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and Vulg. read 'Nebuchadnezzar the King', we may justly 
assume that the MT has introduced this late order, which does 
not apparently occur in Semitic texts before the 2nd cent. B. c. 
For the passages where this late order occurs elsewhere in our 
author, see § 20 dd. The ancient order still persists in our 
author two times out of three. 

(m) Misuse of phrases. 

In 324 the MT and versions corruptly read 'said unto the 
king' where according to our author's usage we should expect 
'said before the king'. 

It also commits the astounding error of making Nebuchad
nezzar say in 4 4 (7> ' I told the dream before ( ! ) them', and 
similarly in 45 (8), though cij, ='before' in such contexts in 
our author can only be used in the case of divine or semi
divine beings. See § 20. w. But these verses are an intrusion. 
They are wanting in the LXX. 

In 79 MT with all the versions uses the wrong apocalyptic 
form !lt:ll• p1n:11 'an old man '. See note on p. 182. Clem. 
(Paed. ii. 10) quotes the true expression wu,, 1ra11.ai/,, ~µ,•pwv = 
rr.:,,, P'1ill:J. 'like an old man', though where he got it I do 
not know; The LXX, however, in 713 preserves the right 
apocalyptic form ws 1ra11.ai/,, ~µ,•pwv. See note on 79 {Translation). 

§ 15. Textual Authorities of the Book of Daniel and thet'r 
respective Relations represented on a Genealogical Table. 

Aramaic Archetype of the Book of Daniel, 165 B. c. 
-- I 

This Archetype reproduced by many scribes with glosses, and 
dislocations including that of 120- 21 from its original context 
after 2 49 a, and additions such as those of 1211- 12 which imply 
three editions within six months. 

N d
.. I 

ewe 1t1on of Daniel with the translation of 1-24a and 8-12 
into _Hebrew, in which translation three scholars took part
possibly as early as 161 B.c., but in any case within a decade 
later. 
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Semitic ext (Hebrew and 
Aram.) reproducing the early 
dislocation of 1 20-

21 and the 
later' 1st cent. B. c. dislocations 

in 4-6. 

I 
First Greek translation-the 
LXX c. 145 B. c.), reproducing 
the early dislocation of 1•0-21 , 

but not the very much later 
dislocations of 4-6. 

Pre-Theodotion translation on which 

Semitic Text in 
2nd cent. A.O. 

Th. based his translation (c. 50 B. c.).1 

Hexaplaric and Tetra
plaric Texts of Ori gen 2 

(c. 220 A.D.). 

Th., i. e. Theodotion's 
translation (c. 160 A.o.). 

Old Latin 

Peshitto Version 
3rd cent. A. o. (if 

not earlier.) 

Bohairic Sahidic Ethiopic 

Vulgate, 4th 
cent. A.D. 

MT 4th to 7th cent. A. o. 

Chigi MS. of nth cent. 
-only LXX surviv
ing-containing, how
ever, additions from 

later versions, 

1 For 20 verses of this translation (7 9- 28) ~ee § 25 a. 

Syriac Version 
of Paul ofTella 
616-17 A.O. 

• F'or studies and conclusions as to later Hexaplaric Revisions, see Mont
gomery, J.B.L., 1925, pp. 289-302, 'The Hexaplaric Strata in the Greek Texts 
of Daniel' ; Benjamin, J.B.L., 1925, pp. 303-26, 'Collation of Holmes-Parsons, 
23 (Venetus), 62, 147, in Dan. from Photographic Copies'; Gehman, J.B.L., 
1925, PP• 327-52, 'The Polyglot Arabic Text of Dan. and its Affinities'. 
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§ 16. Date of the Book. 

As a result of modern research it is now generally agreed 
amongst scholars that the Book of Daniel was written about or 
shortly before 165 B. c. 

Inasmuch as the Advent of the Kingdom did not take place 
at the date furnished in -z14, a reviser or possibly the author 
in a new edition of the book adjourned this date in an appendix 
1211 which extended the n50 days to 1290. Subsequently on 
the failure of this extention, another reviser added a second 
appendix 1212- 13, which extended the original n50 days to 1335 
days. Thus within less than six months three editions of this 
book appear to have been issued. 

The chief reasons for these conclusions as to the date are 
as' follows : 

I. There is no evidence in Jewish lz"terature wr#ten before I90 B. C. 

of the existence of the Book of Daniel. 

1. The position of the book amongst the Hagiographa and not 
amongst th~ Prophetical works indicates that the Book of Daniel 
was introduced into the Jewish Canon after the collection of the 
Prophets had been closed, and this was done apparently not 
earlier than the third century B. c. 

The Jewish Canon consists of three divisions: first, the Law 
or Pentateuch, the first formal collection of sacred books ; 
secondly, the Prophets, consisting of the historical books, Joshua, 
Judges, Samuel, Kings, and the Prophets properly so called, 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve Minor Prophets. 

The exclusion of Daniel from this second division is sufficient 
to prove that this book did not exist when the Canon of the 
Prophets was completed,. Moreover, Daniel's use of the phrase 
'the books' in 92, seems to indicate that the prophetic canon 
was already closed. It is to be observed also that even in the 
Hagiographa Daniel is enumerated near the end after Esther. 

2. The silence of Jesus the son of Sirach (c. 190 B. c.) touching 
Daniel may prove that Daniel was unknown to him. This 
writer, in his list of Israel's worthies, chapters 44-50 mentions 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve Minor Prophets col
lectively, but says not a word of Daniel. If Daniel had been 
known to him, with his roll of achievements which were almost 
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without a parallel in the O.T., the writer could hardly have said, 
as in 4915, that no one had ever been born like Joseph. 

3. External testimonies to the existence of Daniel begin with 
the years 145-140 B. c., and they increase in number in subse
quent years. Testimonies from 145 B, c.-A. n. 120, including 
the N.T. 

I Enoch. 6-36 there are several parallel phrases to those 
in Daniel: i. e. in r En. 83, 1414• 18, 19, 603, 4 21 5, corresponding 
to allied phrases in Dan. 512, 817• 18, 79, 10, 16 ; but r En. 6-36; 
is of earlier date than Daniel. In 8940, 9020 (before 161 B.c.) the 
phrase 'pleasant and glorious land' may be partly dependent on 
Dan. 89, u 16• 41 'the glorious land' of our text, but it can be 
wholly accounted for by J er. 319 ; Ezek. 206, 16 ; Zech. J1 3 ; 

Mal. 312. 

On the other hand 1 En. 1042 'shall shine as the lights of 
heaven' {104-95 B. c. or as late as 70-64 s.c.), appears to be 
suggested by Dan. 123 'shall shine as the brightness of the 
firmament ... and .•. as the stars '. 

Si'byllines III. In the third book of the Sibyllines 388-400 
(145-140 B.c.) there is a manifestreferenceto Antiochus Epiphanes 
as 'a man clad with a purple cloak upon his shoulders, fierce, 
unjust, born of a thunderbolt'. The race he sought to destroy 
was that of his brother Seleucus IV (186-176 B. c.), by whose 
son Demetrius I, the son of Antiochus, the 'one root' shall be 
cut off, Antiochus V, Eupator. The reference to the 'ten horns' 
in f of our text is no less obvious. For the Greek text and a 
fuller treatment of it, see the Comm., p. 167 seq. 

Testaments of the XII Patriarchs (109-107 B. c.). The follow
ing passages testify to his use of our author, T. Jos. 34 ol 111Jrrnuovr•t 

li,a. T, e.av TOV 1rporr&nrov T. xap,v Xaµ/3avovuw: cf. Dan. I 15• T. Sim. 2 8 

<l11"E<TTEIAE T, tiyy,Xov aliTov ical lppuuaTo aliToV: Dan. 328; T. JOS. 135 TPLTO', 

yap ~v lv U~twµan 1rapa TWV cf.>apa~ dpxovTOJII: Dan. 57, 'shall rule as one of 
three'. T. JOS. 1912 f/ yap {3autAELa alirov /3autl\<La €UTOI alwvws, ffr,r Ol/ 

1rapilld,uETai, which clearly is based on Dan. ?14. which, however, 
reads' dominion' instead. Is this right? T. Lev. 62uvv<T~povv Tovt 

Xoyov., rnvTov<, iv T~ icapllii µov : Dan. ?28 'I kept the matter in my 
heart', and in the LXX of Dan. in 425 rnvs X6yovs lvT5 1mpUg. uvv•T~PJ/rF<, 

T. Lev. 161l{3lioµ~icovra i{3/Joµ,ci1Ja.,: Dan. u 24• T. Reub. 1I01<al olvov .. o.l1< 

E1r,011 Ka( 1t.p€a" oVK Eiu111\.6€v £11 r'f uTOµ.a-rl µov Kal rrtiv llp-rov E1ri0vp.las otlK 'lcj)a-yov : 

Dan. 103 ; T. Jos. 197 ly{vETo •• .1~ (jo~Onav (of Judas Maccabaeus): 
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Dan.11 34 where the Maccabees are said to be a 'little help'. T. 
Lev. 56 : Dan. 1013, 21, 121• T. Benj. 108 &va=~a-ovrn, ol p.•v •ls M€av, 

o! lJe •ls anµiav: Dan. 122• Here T. Benj. 108 supports the text 
arrived at in my Commentary. 

Thus the Testaments are valuable for the criticism of the text 
in Dan. 714 and 122• 

The Book of Jubilees, which belongs to the same period as 
the Testaments uses throughout the scheme of year weeks
each year week consisting of seven years. This chronological 
scheme seems to have been supplied by Dan. 924• The word 
'week' ( = week of years) has not this sense elsewhere in the 
O.T., though Lev. 254, 2634, 35 had prepared the way for it. 

I Maccabees, c. 137-105 B. c. In 1 9 lrrX~0uvav KaKa lv TV 1fi 
agrees in part with the MT of Dan. and in part with the LXX: 
see Comm., p. 332seq. 116 arrlOTI]a-av arro l!,a0~rc1Js ayias= Dan. n 30, 

where LXX and Th. give different but equivalent renderings 
of t:rli' Jil"'\J 1::,.ry. 118 foEtTOV Tpavµa-i·ia, rroAAoi = Dan. l 126 : 1 54 

{JlJi'J,.vyp.a •P'll-'"'a-•ws = Dan. n 31 in LXX but {JlJlAvyp.a ~cpavta-p.lvov in 
Th. In Dan. 9 27 both the LXX and Th. have {33. T61JI lp1Jp.r',,a-n»v. 

In 1211 LXX and Th. have To (<Th.) r,a. Tijs (<Th.) lp1Jl-'"'"•ws. 

None of these renderings are accurate. See Comm. p. 252 : 
2 59,60 imply a knowledge of Dan. 3, 6; 443 •Ka0dp,a-av ra ii1ia = 
Dan. 814• There are other echoes of Dan. in this book. 

I Enoch 37-70 {before 64 s.c.). For the unique interpretation 
of the last oppressors of the Jews designated in Daniel as the 
fourth kingdom, see p. 168 seq. 

Psalms of Solomon (70-30 s.c.). In 316 of this book an exact 
reproduction of Dan. 122 is found : avaa-~a-aPTai ••. ••~ (w~v aloo111ov 
(so LXX-•€•y•pO,,a-ovrn1 Th.). 

Book of Wz'sdom (50 B.C.-A. D. 10). In 37 it is said that on 
the day of visitation the righteous 'shall shine ' (&va'Acip.favcriv), 

which is based apparently on Dan. 123, where Th. has Aap.fava-1v. 

In the Assumpti"on of Moses (A, D. 17-29} 81 the words 'such 
as has not befallen them from the beginning until that time' is 
drawn from Dan. 121. The writer of this work regarded the 
Fourth Empire in Dan. as the Roman Empire 108. 

In the Zadokite Fragments there are echoes of our text and 
phrases apparently drawn from it. Thus with 111"'\n~:i l:l'ioyn 
c 10 1n 62 : cf. Dan. 1213 i'l$1 ri'' .. ioyr,; with ,,,,, 1eo,,p 933, cf. 
Dan. 725

•
27 r),1?Y 1w-,r,; with (,1n,~o) 1,oeo,, l'Jn~, ,en neoy 949, c( 
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Dan. 94 ,,rmio ,,oei~, i•.Jnt-t~ icnn •• ioci; with mmm •y•eiio 949, 

cf. Dan. rr 32 n•i.J 'Y'C'"10; with i•nitii:iio '0'.J 949, cf. Dan. 1210 

tl':l'i U:l'"lll' : also n 35, with IJil''iVP ni.Ji:ii,n ~.:, ,n, 'loose all the 
bonds of their knots' 163, cf. Dan. 512 j'"1~P N"1C'O. The numbers 
of chapters and verse refer to my edition of the Fragments. 
Some scholars assign these Fragments to the latter half of the 
second century B. c. : the present writer to the latter half of the 
first century B. c. 

2 Baruch (27-31) before A. D. 70. Here 2 Bar. 281 presupposes 
Dan. 1210.

1 

4 Ezra. There are in this composite work many allusions to 
Dan. The most interesting is in 1210- 12 (A.D. 80-120), where 
the writer plainly implies that the angel in his identification of 
the fourth kingdom (Dan. i-s, 17- 19, 23 sqq.) with the Greek 
empire was wrong, since it was to be identified with the Roman 
(see Comm. p. 169)-a view which agrees with that which 
prevails throughout the N. T. The same identification appears 
in I 1 38• 

In the following passages 4 Ezra is in certain phrases depen
dent on Daniel : 515 = Dan. 818, 1010 : 635 = Dan. 102 : 733 = 
Dan. 79

: 797 = Dan. 123 : f 25 = Dan. 123 : 925 = Dan. 103 : 1029 = 
Dan. 817,18, 109,10,15 : 136 = Dan. 245• This list could be in
creased. It shows that in many respects 4 Ezra is more closely 
allied to Daniel than 2 Baruch. The latter is an early represen
tation of the Talmudic attitude towards the doctrine of works 
and forgiveness. 

1 In 395- 8 the fourth empire is, as in 4 Ezra, identified with Rome ; cf. also 
36~-10• But 34-40 was written before A,D, 70. Josephus, Ant. x. II, 7, who 
follows the older interpreters, identifies the fourth Empire with the Greek (1<a1 
lh} -rat/Ta ,jµf]Jv avvi/311 1ra9fUI rfJ f0vEt VrrO 'AVTlOxov ,-oV 'E,rupavoirs-, «a0Ws rT~ev 0 
Aav,711'.os). But in the sentence that follows immediately thereon (bracketed 
by Niese as an interpolation), he gives the later interpretation and identifies 
this Empire with Rome, as does also Rev. 13: and 'Aboda zara 16• In the 
Jer. Targ. II on Gen. 1518 the fourth kingdom is also identified with Rome 
under the symbol 'Edam', a symbol used by the Talmudists for Rome. The 
four empires according to the original myth came up from the sea (Dan. 7s). 
But a later form of this myth represents them as arising out of the earth as in 
the late MT text of Dan. 717, where the LXX, however, preserves the true text, 
and Th. combines the two conflicting myths in his conflate version. In the 
very composite work, 4 Ezra, not only does the fourth empire, i. e. Rome, arise 
out of the sea, n1, but in 133 even the Messiah is to do so, and 'fly with the 
clouds of heaven '-a conflation and confusion of thought and expression. 
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It is unnecessary to pursue this line of investigation farther. 
Before 165 B. c. Jewish literature shows no knowledge of the 
existence of such a book as Daniel, whereas from 145 B. c. 
onwards the use of this book by later writers grows steadily in 
volume and in their appreciation of its sovereign importance in 
its bearing on the future destinies of the world. 

Thus from external testimony we conclude that the Book of 
Daniel was written between 190-140 B. c. 

II. Internal evidence as to the date of the book. 

First the writers inaccurate acquaintance wi"th the events of the 
exile and the immediately subsequent hz"story ; 2. hi's accurate know
ledge of the third century n. c. and the first thirty-four years of the 
second century n. c., for which he is accepted by historical cri"ti'cs 
as an authority of the first rank; and 3. the vague genera/£/i"es 
which mark the trans£tion of the narrative as it passes from the 
region of history ,·nto that of prediction about the years I67-I65 B. c. 
These facts can hardly be explained unless on the assumption that 
the book was written between the years I67-I6J B. c. 

1. The above facts are manifest to every unbiased student of 
the work, and the proofs of these statements will be found in 
the Commentary in connexion with the passages concerned. 
It follows as a matter of course that the author would have 
a more accurate acquaintance with the history of his own time 
than with that of preceding centuries. If the book had been 
written at the time of the exile, the most ,.accurate part of the 
book would be that which dealt with the events from the time 
of Nebuchadnezzar to that of Cyrus, but this is just the part 
of the book which is least historical. The most important 
inaccuracies are as follows : 

{a) The transportation of J ehoiachim in the third year of his 
r,eign : see note on 1 2• 

(b) The use of the term Chaldeans, not in its ethnic sense, 
but as denoting a learned class amongst the Babylonians : see 
note in 1 4• 

(c) The assumption that the court language at Babylon was 
Aramaic : see note on 2 4 ; but the text here may not be original. 

(d) The designation of Nebuchadnezzar as 'the king of 
kings ' : see note on 2 37. 

(e) The use of the term 'satraps ' , see note on 32• 
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(f) The representation of Belshazzar as the absolute sove
reign of Babylonia, the son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar; 
whereas he was only a vassal king under his father Nabuna'id : 
see pp. 1o8-n3, and§ 25. b. 

(g) The mythical Median Empire of Darius, which our author 
represents as following immediately on that of Babylon and the 
mythical king Darius : see pp. 138-146. 

From the above facts it follows that our author had a very 
inaccurate knowledge of the history of the Babylonian period 
as it appears in the Cuneiform records, and that for his know
ledge of this period he was indebted to contemporary tradition 
in which the events of Babylonian history often appear in a 
distorted form. Of the Persian period his knowledge appears 
to be scant if not also untrustworthy: see note on p. 273. 

2. But when we come down to the Greek period, the case is 
wholly different and our author becomes here an actual historical 
source. This holds good whether we consider the sections that 
deal with the Egyptian campaigns of Antiochus (1125- 39) and 
his persecution of the Jews : his representation of Antioch us, 
who became to aftertimes the prototype of the Antichrist, 
his account of the desecration of the altar of burnt offering 
(Dec. 15, 168 B. c.): his reference to the Maccabean revolt, which 
he designates as 'a little help' (II 34}-a fact which shows that 
he is acquainted with the first Maccabean victories. In this 
period our author is an historian of the first rank. 

3. But at_ its close lie ceases to be an historian. He does not 
record but predicts the death of Antiochus Epiphanes, and the 
details of the prediction both as to time and place conflict with 
actual facts (see notes on 1145). The rededication of the Sanc
tuary, Dec. 25, 165 B. c., was to him still in the future. (See 
note on p. 212.) 

The limits of the date are, therefore, easy to determine. The 
book must have been written before 165 B.C.; for we cannot 
ascribe the victories of Judas Maccabaeus over Apollonius and 
Seron to a later date. These victories at all events must be in 
the background according to n 34•1 

1 Other facts point in the direction of a late date. An exilic date for the 
book is excluded by its use of many words derived from the Persian. Persian 
words only slowly came to be used in Aramaic. In the Aramaic translation of 
the Behistun Inscription of Darius I there are none save proper names. The 
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§ 17. Ezra considerably earlier than Daniel, though linguis
tically they have much i"n common. 

(a) Idioms common to E. and D. 
~ cum lnf. = finite verb, expressing purpose, obligation, or 

the like-not earlier than 400 B. c. See § 20. t. But in D. there 
is a further development of this idiom as is there shown. E. and 
D. agree in never using ,::i with suff. after the noun. Both E. 
and D. use the proleptic suffix : see § 20. p-a usage already 
established in the latter half of the fifth century. E. and D. use 
suff. with Prep. before a noun-a usage unknown before 400 B. c. 
Both use jmt (E. once, D. three times) a late formation, where N 

takes the place of ;, and l of b : see § 20. h. Both agree in 
using :II for p and , for T exclusively: see § 20. d. Both agree 
in placing the acc. before or after the lnf. that governs it. 
But this usage goes back to the fifth century. Again, E and 
D. have two ways in expressing the same idea, and in one of 
these ways they agree in disagreeing with the like construction 
in the fifth century B.C. Papyri. Thus (r) in Ezra 513 and 63 we 
have ~,,::i, nin m~:l = 'in the firstJyear of Cyrus'. (2) In 424 

fact that nearly half of the Persian words in Daniel consist of names of great 
Persian officials suggests the hypothesis that the narratives in which seven out of 
the eight occur, first came into being in the Persian period, and were transmitted 
partly orally and partly in MSS. down to the Greek period. The Persian 
words are: N1,u,iN 32, NilN 2~, N')Elii~nN 32, liElN u 45 , N•,::ii) 32, ni 2 9, 

N1,:1ni 3\ N1,:1i;, 6%, t:1in 2 5, N::l)'OM 51 (Qr.), lf 35, N:lt:l) 2• (517), r::i,c, 61 

(6'-8), t:l10rl,El r 3, )JnEl r5 (n26), t:l~l"lEl 316, t, 2 18, N•nEln 3 2• We should ob

serve that some scholars find 20 Akkadian and 8 Persian words in Ezra, and 
that G. R. Driver discovers 30 Akkadian and 20 Persian in the Aram. Pap. 
(Cowley). The original source of many of the words is still a matter of debate. 

For a list of loan words from the Akkadian-variously estimated from 12 to 
30, many of which have already occurred in the Old Testament books before 
200 B.c.-see Montgomery, p. 20. Furthermore there are three words of 
Greek origin c,n,p ( =1<i8ap«), r,mcD (if,all:r{ip,ov), N1)El01C, (llvµ,pwvfo). It is 
only natural to assume that these words-especially the third-did not obtain 
currency in the East till after the time of Alexander the Great, 

Again, the fact that our author has wrongly combined 2 Kings 241, 2 with 
2 Chron. 366,7 (see note on r1) postulates a date not earlier than 300 B.c., 
while the eschatology demands a much later date. 

Finally, whereas the linguistic evidence does not admit of an earlier date than 
250 B,c. it suggests a date more than half a century later, as will appear when 
the linguistic problems come to be dealt with. 
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.:,,,,i ni:i:,o:, 111!' ml!' 'the sixth year of the reign of Darius '. 
With no. (2) cf. D. 629(bis), and with (1) cf. D. 71 ;,in ml!':l 
,-:tt(l!':,:i:,. But E. and D. herein differ in every passage but one 
from the fifth century Aramaic in respect of this construction. 
This exception occurs in a papyrus dated 495 B. c. (Cowley 11

), 

where the Aramaic for ' in the 27th year of Darius the king' 
we find e,,,,i:, ... J'1JI!' just as in E. and D. But nowhere else 
in that century nor earlier can I find this construction which 
persists in E. and D. The normal and practically universal 
construction was that which is found in Cowley 21, 51, ?1, 81, 

141, 201, 213, 3019,21 •30, 314, 327, 351•6• Thus the normal con
struction was after mentioning the name of the year to add the 
king's name without its being preceded by\ but this construction 
never occurs in E. nor D. 

Points wherein E. and D. differ. E. uses ni~ 'these' 515 
: 

cf. Cowley 213
1 ?1°, 1313, &c., J er. 1011• But D. uses 1:,1:( 'these ' 

312,13,21,22, &c., which E. 421, 68C•is) also uses. But D. uses the 
very late formation rSt( or j:,t( 240• 44, 63• 7, ?17-unknown to E. 
or earlier authorities. E. uses 1:! 'this' 516, &c. : but D. uses Ni 
in the same sense, and also 1::ii 'this', 'that', 2:n, 720,21 (as the 
equivalent of either being of common gender). 

Archaistic survivals in D.: the jussive forms: see§ 20. s. NiO : 

seep. 51. Much of the content of the narratives comes from 
Persian times through tradition (cf. Persian official terms), but 
the form is late. 

Though D. exhibits a mingling of old and new elements, z1 i's 
the newer elements that determine the date. Since the Aramaic 
of D. does not admit of any period earlier than 300 B.c., which is 
that of E. in its present form (though probably brought up to 
date in certain words and idioms by later scribes), D. must be 
considerably later, seeing that it contains some of the latest 
developments in Aramaic. On purely linguistic grounds it 
would not be unreasonable to fix its terminus a quo at 200 B. c. 
But its exact date cannot be determined on linguistic grounds 
more nearly than some decades before or after 200 B. c. 

(b) Grounds for regarding D. as later than E. 
(r) E. preserves the ancient form ion, but D. always uses the 

later form j10i1. ·· 

(2) E. uses frequently the ancient suffixes t:1:i· (six times out of 
seven) and tm·: D. uses O'!_/y _the latest 1:i- and ;;,·, 
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(3) E. uses tl'ii' pretty much in the same general sense as 
fifth century Aramaic writers, whereas D. has developed a 
meaning peculiar at all events in the second century, but familiar 
in later times : see § 20. w. · 

(4) E. uses, only six times before an acc., whereas D. uses it 
constantly: see § 20. !. 

(S) D. uses 1,mo ••• 11mo 'some •.. others', 2 33• 
41

• 
42

, for 
the first time(?). 

(6) E. has the reflexive prefix hit- (i. e. -nn) four times and 'it
(i. e. ni:t) only once, and that in a noun 415 • 19, whereas D. has 
ht"t- seventeen times and 'it- six. This is instructive. Baumg., 
p. ro8 seq., Bauer-Leander,§ 34 (g), (h), conclude that this prefix 
was originally 'it-, but on the analogy of the Hiph'il and Haph'el 
forms came to be written hit- alike in Hebrew and Aramaic. 
Thus only once is hit- found in Ia (eighth century : see Cooke 
6314). In Eg. Aram. Eph. II. 237 (see p. 4or, I. 13) we find 
\"1i1'iTil. But towards the close of the fifth century'£!. is frequent: 
cf. Cowley 21 6 l'1il'i!i:t, &c. In course of time the hit- was displaced 
by 'it. This process is manifest in E. as compared with D. and 
the later dialects. Thus, to repeat, whereas E. has Mt- four times 
and'#- only once, and that in a noun; D. has ht't- seventeen times 
and 'it- six. Thus hd- occurs relatively more often in E. than 
in D. In the later dialects it vanishes almost altogether. 
D. thus here attests a later stage of development in Aramaic. 
See p. xci, n. r. 

(7) It is questionable whether a Hoph'al form occurs before 
400 B. c. It occurs only once in E., but nine times in D. 

(8) 1'i ( = oT, recitativum) occurs several times in D., see § 20 

(u), but not in periods I-III so far as I am aware. 
(9) '11:1:t is frequently followed by the indirect narration, i. e. 

, c. lnf. 2 46, 313,19, &c., see § 20. cc, but not in I-Illa. In the 
latter '101:-: is followed by the direct narration. 

(ro) In all inscriptions and papyri b«:_~o~e_300 B. c. (or possibly 
200 B.c.) and in E., the following order, when a king's personal 
name and his official designation are mentioned together, is 
without exception 'So and so the king'. Yet five times in D. 
we find the late ord~~---, Ki~g so and so'. In fact the MT 
attests this late order six times, but in the sixth all the versions 
are against it. See p. § 20. dd. 

(n) In E. jl'1::l'- 421, 54, &c., preserves its original meaning 
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, men', but in D. 38,12,20 it has been so far weakened as to mean 
only 'certain ones'. This decadence is a sign of lateness. 

(r2 ) When ,::i is connected with a noun in D., it always pre
cedes it, but the emphatic form follows it in E. 57 : see § 20. r. 
In D. the emphatic form is used in D. without a noun : in the 
Aram. Papyri it precedes or follows its noun. 

(i3) The equivalent of the English phrase 'named B ' would 
in the Aramaic of Daniel (cf. 2 26 , 45•16) be "::l i'lt,;I~ 1"!. But this 
is a late idiom, and is found in the Syriac of the N.T. The 
older Aramaic equivalent would be i'l!,?tf "11 : cf. Ezra 514• Ezra 
(fourth century B. c.) herein agrees with the fifth century B. c. 
alike of the East and West. See§ 20. (z). 

(14) Proleptic use of suff. ten times in D., only once in E. 
See p. cvii, ad med. 

§ 18. The Differentiation of Aramaz·c into Eastern 1 and 
Western cannot from existing documents and i'nscrzp
tions be establt"shed before first century B. c., if so early. 
Aramaz'c 800 B. c.-A. D. wo cannot be disti'nguzshed into 
different dialects on geographical grounds,2 but should 
be treated as a whole as present£ng vari'ous stages of 
development. 

To this conclusion I had come some time ago, and I am glad 
to see that Baumgartner {p. 124), after quoting Wilson with 

1 The distinctive differences between Eastern and Western Aramaic, such as 
the use of then as prefix instead ofjin third Sing. and Pl. Jmpf. and the displace
ment of the absolute by the emphatic, which thereupon loses its characteristic 
force, cannot be proved to have existed before the Christian Era. No doubt 
colloquially such changes must have taken place earlier but they have not yet 
been discovered in any kind of literature. 

Wilson (' Aramaic of Daniel,' Pn"nceton Bibi. and Theol. Studies, p. 268) rightly 
shows that the preformative inJ was used very early in Eastern Aramaic. Thus 
in CIS II. 435, seventh century, we find :,l,11 0,1.:1 = in diem producet. He adduces 
also proper names which attest this form: II. 392 j.Ji'.Jl, II. 47 :,~iM.J', &c. 
The Assyr. Letter II nnN1 'he will come', ::in;,1 'he will return', &c. Baumg. 
(p. 124) quotes others from Assyria given by Lidzbarski, Urk. 16, 36, rg, 51, &c. 

2 As Baumg. (p. r3r seq.) points out, Biblical Aramaic presents a Western 
Aramaic character, when affinities with the later Western dialects are recognized, 
such as the Fast Roll (see Dalman, Gram. d. Jud.-Palaest. Aramaisch, p. 8), Targ. 
Onk. and Jon., though too much weight must not be attached to this fact, whereas 
the Eastern Aramaic dialects-Babylonian Aramaic, Syr. and Mandaeau-are 
further removed from it. But so also are the later Western Aramaic dialects
i.e. the Palestinian Talmud, the Midrashim, Dai man's 'Galilean' Dialect 
(p. r6 seqq., 41), and the Christian Palestinian. 
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approval, which he rarely does, concludes justly: ' So ist 
tatsachlich in alter Zeit keinerlei U nterschied zwischen Ost 
und West zu beobachten.' In Bauer-Leander's Gram. d. 
Biblt'sch-Aram., p. 5, the same view is expressed: 'Offenbar 
hates damals die U nterschiede zwischen Ost-.und Westaramaisch 
noch nicht gegeben, oder diese waren so gering, <lass sie in der 
Schrift kaum in die Erscheinung traten '. 

Local dialectical differences of course arose, but in the main 
the Aramaic of the East and the West was the same, and with 
some exceptions underwent the same stages of linguistic deve
lopment. Aramaic as the language of commerce and diplomacy 
was the lingua franca of the ancient world alike in the East and 
the West. I have dealt with the linguistic question from this 
standpoint in the sections that follow. 

From the above considerations, which I hope to establish in 
due course, it follows that Daniel could, so far as the language 
itself goes, have been written in the East as well as in the West. 
Its place of origin must be determined on other grounds. 

§ 19. F£ve Periods of Aramaz"c from 800 B.C. to A.D. zoo, 
ofwhi"ch Ezra{= II/a) and Daniel(= IV) represent two. 
In dealing with the different stages of development in Aramaic 

from Boo B.C. to A.D. roo, account will be taken only of such 
idioms and characteristics in I, II, III, and Vas bear on the 
Aramaic of Daniel, and in a secondary degree of the Aramaic 
of Ezra. 

Before I enumerate the main authorities for I, II, and V, 
I will state at the outset one main conclusion to which this 
investigation leads, and thi~ is th~t, though there are local 
differences and idiosyncrasies throughout the Aramaic speaking 
world, there is no essential difference between the Western and 
Eastern dialects. If this conclusion is valid, then it follows that 
from linguistic grounds in themselves i't is not possible to determine 
whether Dame! was wrz"tten in the East or West. On the other 
hand the comparison of these different periods will serve to fix 
within narrow limits the date of its compos#ion. 

The authorities, from which these conclusions are drawn, are 
not exhaustive, but they are so representative that they justify 
such conclusions. In this study I have not wittingly ignored 
any important inscription or papyrus bearing on the questions 
at issue. 
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I. 8oo to 500 B. c. 
(a) Aramaic in the West--Northem Syria : Zinjirli Inscrip

tions (Ha,;lad, Panammu, Bar-rekub, and Zakar). Of these 
the Hadad and Zakar Inscriptions date before 750 B. c. : 
the Panammu and Bar-rekub between 745 and 727 B. c. See 
Cooke 61-63 for the first three, and Lidzbarski, Eph. iii. I-II, 
for the fourth: also Torrey, JAGS, 1917, 35 seqq., for a study 
of the fourth. 

N erab Inscriptions (S.E. of Aleppo) seventh century: Cooke 
64-5. 

(/1) Aramaic in the East, i. e. Assyria. Aramaic Letter 
(seventh century) in time of Assurbanipal. See Lidz., ZA, Bd. 
xxxi, 1917-18, 193 seqq. : revised and republished indepen
dently under the title Altaramaische Urkunden aus Assur, 1921. 
Also Aramaic inscriptions on weights, seals, and in contracts: 
see CIS II. 1-52: in Babylon II. 53-71; in Assyria or Syria 
II. 73-83-eighth-seventh century, II. 84-107 seventh-fourth 
century.1 

II. 500-400 B. c. 

(a) Aramaic in the West: 
Aramaic Papyri· (Aramaic Papyri" of the Fifth Century B. c., 

Cowley, 1923). This most important collection of Aramaic 
documents trom Assuan and Elephantine with the exception of 
'The Words of Al?,i~ar' and 'The Behistun Inscription ' had 
their origin in Egypt-mainly in Elephantine. Earlier edited 
with facs1miles by Sachau, Aramiiische Pap. und Ostraka, 19n. 

Saqqara Inscriptt"on: CIS II. 145 (Cooke 76). 

(8) Aramat"c z"n the East. 1 Aramaic Indorsements on the 
Documents of the Muras-0 Sons of Nippur on the Euphrates': 
see O.T. and Semitic Studies £n Memory ef W.R. Harper, 1908, 
I. 287-321, by A. T. Clay: also Lidz., Eph. II. 203-210; III. 
12-19. 

1 This division overlaps the next in point of time. The inscriptions in CIS 
II. 1-ro7 are not in chronological order. Thus while II, 2r-31, 30, 40, 42, 46-49 
are ascribed to the seventh century, II. r3, 32 are ascribed to the eighth. In 
the Babylonian inscriptions, while II. 58 definitely belongs to the sixth century, 
II. 59 is ascribed to the seventh: II. 7 I to the fifth century. On the Aramaic 
in the contracts, see J. H. Stevenson, Assyrian and Baby/Qnian Contracts with 
Aramaic Reference Notes, r902 : also Lidz., Eph. II. 200 sqq. 

HM f 
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{y) Aramaic in Asia Minor, i. e. in Kesejek Keojew near 
Tarsus. Fifth century. See Torrey, JAOS, 35, 1915, 370 seqq. 
J agdinschrift, fifth-fourth century: Lidz., N.E. 446, Cooke 68: 
Limyra, c. 400 B.c. CIS II. 109. Guzneh, fifth century: see 
Eph. III. 64: Montg., JAOS, 1907, 164-167. 

(ll) Aramaic in Arabia, i. e. the Tema and Hegra Inscriptions, 
fifth century: CIS II. n3-121. For the chief Terna Inscription 
see Cooke 69. 

(•) Jer. ro11• 

III {a). Aramaic sections in Ezra 48-618, i 2- 26-designated E. 
Fourth century towards its close: Papyrus Luparensis: CIS 
II. 146: Cooke 77. 

(fJ), Lettres d' Uruk (third century)-Thureau-Dangin, 1922. 

For the decipherment of this cuneiform script in Aramaic I have 
followed P. Jensen's Der aramtiische Beschwonmgstext in spa:t
babylonischer Kei1schrijt, 1926. 

(y). Inscription in Aram. from Taxila on the Hydaspes: 
fourth century. 

IV. Aramaic section in Daniel 2 4 L7: second century-begin
ning of-designated D. 

V (a). Nabataean. CIS 11. 157-48g: 1472 seqq. : Lidzbarski, 
Eph. II. 73-6; 251-68. First century B.c.-second century 
A.D. 

(fJ) Palmyrene: see Lidzbarski, Eph. II. 77-8o, 26g--320, 

In the above five periods there is on the whole a steady 
development, which at last reaches its final stage in the Targums. 
In the East the evidence is only partially adequate. 

Amongst the five periods there is the closest connexion 
between Illa (i. e. E.) and IV (i. e. D.). But even in the case of 
these two documents D. shows definitely a later stage of develop
ment than E. 

§ 20. A survey of the grammat£cal development of the forms 
of words (including endings and prefixes) and of phrases 
during these five periods. 

(a) Endings of masc. and fem. nouns in N or n, whether the 
absolute or emphatic states during the different periods of 
Aramaic will be found in Baumg. 90-3. Though the differ
ences are marked they are not decisive enough to be cited on 
the present question. 
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(b) Ending of z Pl. Pj. 
I. Ends always in j. 
Ila. Always-(?) in I: cf. Cowley tioN 402 ; r,,_ 378 ; j'ii"I 3015, 

3114; 111,in 3029; j'lni"I 267; rrn 3017, 3116. 

III and IV. Always in NJ (as later in the Fast Roll and 
Onkelos). 

V. In Nabataean always isJ-. 

(c) Pronoun;-= 'us' as verbal suffix. 
I 1a. r = 'us' : see Cowley 3016 rim, ( Haph'el) 'caused us to 

see ' (so·- Cowley) or 'caused us to know' (Sachau). But the 
later form occurs in the corresponding passage in 3115 NJ1in 

(Pa'el). 
(d) r (noun suffix) = 'our': Cowley I 71,5, 301,2,18,23, &c. JNiO 

' our lord'; 2010, 13, 3015• 26 j'J:l 'our sons ' : 2010, 13 rm::i ' our 
daughters': 388 rn::i 'our houses': 3?8-9 r~JN 'our face': 2 9, 

208, 9 jJJ' 'our heart'. And so always in the fifth century. But 
just as in the case of the verbal suffix, so in that of the noun 
suffix-we find the beginnings of the change of;- into NJ-, but not 
till the fourth(?) or rather the third century B. c. Thus we find 
N:io,,n 'our dream' in CIS I I. 1291(b): N:Jn\J 'our house ' 
Cowley 81110• The text is uncertain. 

Illa, IV, and V. In these the above suffix is always written 
NJ, and does not seem to be earlier than the third century (save 
in IIla). 1 Even in respect of the ending of the r PI. Pf. the 
usage in Illa and IV does not date earlier than the close of the 
fifth century. 

(e) Certain letters displaced by others in the course of 
development t-i. 

1a. I always in North Syria (so also in Arabia and mostly in 
Asia Minor, Abydos, Cilicia). 

Jl'I. Assyr.-Babylonian. I in the Assyr. Letter and n10stly in 
texts in CIS. But as early as the eighth century , is found : 
cf. CIS II. 77 B. 2. Moreover there is no doubt that , was 
frequently used to transliterate I in Aramaic names occurring in 
Cuneiform Inscriptions (see Baumgartner, p. 95). 

na. , is attested in Egypt as early as 484 B. c. : see Cowley 
2

17
,
19

, 323
, and occasionally in later papyri. Baumgartner finds 

55 in all. In Cowley I find 521 of which 14 are nouns, 12 verbs, 
1 

Here as in the case of other forms the present text may owe these to later 
redactions. 

f2 
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6 pronouns, 7 adverbs, and 3 adjectives. On the other hand ! 
occurs 300 times or more. It is true that only a small minority 
of these are verbs, nouns, or adjectives. They are predominantly 
pronouns, either relative, demonstrative, or personal. 

Illa-IV. , always save in E. 721. In D. 623 scholars are 
divided as to the linguistic origin of ,,r-Aram. or Akkadian ?. 

va,fl. , has displaced r in Nabataean (save in one inscrip• 
tion: see CIS II. 3491,2,4, which is assigned to 70 B.c.), Palmy
rene and late literary dialects. 

r-i. To return to II a we find within one and the same 
document and sometimes in actually the same line of the 
document t and, used side by side: thus in 146 (Cowley) we 
have 'f and~,, in immediate conjunction. For various explana
tions of this change see N oldeke (Die semitt'schen Sprachen 2 (1899) 
32 seq.), who holds th~t the r in the Zinjirli and Assyrian 
inscriptions and· documents is due to Akkadian influence. and 
'that to the Arabic r! amongst the Aramaeans a ~ of old corre
sponded'. This view, Baumg. (op. cit. 98), whom I have just 
quoted, rejects on the ground that the prevalence of this t over 
the entire empire from Egypt and Arabia to Asia Minor and 
India renders it impossible. He is of opinion either that • im 
altesten Aramaisch r · gesprochen, d. h. die Spirante !! im 
Kanaanaischen zu ~ verschoben wurde, oder .. dieses l nur ein 
N otbehelf war, um den ef-Laut auszudrilcken, filr den die phoe
nikische Schrift eben kein eigenes Zeichen besass '. The 
fluctuations between T and , in the East back to the eighth 
century favour in his opinion the latter view, and these fluctua
tions furthermore even in the Cuneiform texts-sometimes with 
T but mostly with ,--point to the fact that this specific Aram. d 
sound, being itself foreign to the /\ssyrians was transliterated 
now one way, now another. Lidzbarski (Eph. II. p. 240 : cf. 
N oldeke, ZA, 20, 138) writes: 'es ist denkbar, <lass im V. Jahr
hundert der Uebergang von t ( = ->) zu , in der lebenden Sprache 
bereits stattgefunden hatte, in der Schrift zwar im Allgem{'inen 
noch nicht zum Ausdruck gebracht wurde, sich aber <loch hie 
und da einschlich' : cf. Eph. II I. pp. 79, 106.1 

1 I have given Baumgartner's and Lidzbarski's view at considerable length. 
But I cannot understand how it is that the change from T to i took place in nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives earlier and more frequently rather than in the pronouns and 
relatives, which were immeasurably in more constant use. Surely the commonest 
particles and words would be the first to exhibit this change. 
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The same change was taking place in the East. t is still 
preserved in the MurasO. documents (fifth century), but, takes 
its place on the Uruk text. 

The conclusion then as to the use of, in D. is that its use of 
, is of no importance whatever in itself: but it is of overwhelming 
£mportance that £t uses , only just a~ do the Nab., Palm., and 
literary dialects. Tht's fact dis joins tt from the Hterature o/ the 
fourth century and earNer, and connects it essentially with that of 
the second and later centuries. The transformation oft into, is 
final and complete. 

p-y. 
p_:p,11 in 1° (North Syria) i'"IN: Hadad Panammu and 

Bar-rekub lnscr. See Cooke, 6r5, 621\ 63'1 : Zakar B 26• 

Ifl. In Assyr. and Baby. CIS II. 1-4, 71 II, 28, 35. 
11t1. Aram. in East (i.e. Murasi1 Indorsements, No. 5). 
IP. Jer. 1011, where it is followed by ~!1'11-t in the same verse. 
11°. Aramaic in West: Egypt. 't ili''ill> 'to meet' (later 

Aram. ll"IW,), see Cowley: Bel;i. 41 10, 31, 38, 40. On p. 269, 
No. 36

1 we find •t illl'i]t,. 

,op 'wool' Cowley 205, 363, 429, but ioy 157•10• Again Pll in 
Cowley 205, &c., but !IN in IIIa, IV. 

pii-t Cowley 65-1,12-15, 311-24, 93,5,14: but Nllii-t 55, 616, 15m, 
309, &c. 

Thus the change of p into ll, which appears only in D., began 
in the West in the fifth century, though not found in the East 
in that century. D appears therefore to be later than 400 B. c. 
according to existing documents. 

b-o. 
1°. t:,, i.e. 0'1:1 in 1a Zakar A1,9 : I(fl) CIS II. 10 1:1"\El (= 

' half a mina '). 
II0

• bi is the rule, but three or more times in Cowley 377 

n,:ic Al;i. rno, 104 (i'~l;l), 147 (,.:inon). 
111°-IV. o occurs occasionally (cf. D. 725 ,:io•), but the older 

b is preserved as a rule, and D. is herein older than ya,tl • 
ya has l>,, often, and ytl less frequently. 
~-n. 
~ in 1° North Syria: Zakar B 15 seq. '11:/N 'inscription', 

but '1MK in the Safa texts Eph. III, p. 10). 'ilWN ='Assyria', 
Cooke (Panammu and Bar-rekub) 627,12

1 639• 

1t1. Assyr. Lett. 16 >pw, but in II :inn1 • he will give up'. 
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F (Babylonian): CIS II. 13, 141 43 1Spt:1. 
I 1a. Cowley ii inN 'place' : AJ:i. 3-5, 8 ,mi,: 'Assyria'. 

But ~i'~ is found about twenty-two times and never Spn as in D., 
though the verb Spn 'to weigh' is found five times. The use of 
,pn in D. 525•27 tends to show that it is later than 400 B. c. 

(/) Assimilation of n. Ila I is preserved frequently in Ila. 
See i::i)::i (talent) in Cowley 2617, 3028 : Nl)Y 'goat' 3310

: AJ:i. 
r 18 (bis), r 19, 3127 : i!:i)~ 'bird ' A}:l. 91, 98, 199 : yet ji::i::i in 
509, 8329, 

Illa. E 722 ri::i::i : so also flTY 617• 

IV. ,~1 •bird•, 49,11,1s,so. 

(g) Nir.i : so in Ia. Cooke 633 + 6 times: Zakar. 
I la. Cowley : always and very frequently except in 34 6 

(o:,1io). 

IIJ"Y. In the Taxila Inscription lNio 9, 12. 

IV. Four times N'10 iu Ginsburg's text 1926, even in 2
47

• 

But in 416,21 the Qr. reads 1io 'my Lord' as in va, 13• 

va,/3 begin to omit the N before suffixes and between the 
shewa and full vowels. In Syr. and Targ. the N is always 
omitted. 

(h) Pronouns personal and demonstrative. 
Ia, /3 1:IN 'I' (Cooke 6r1), 1::l:IN (6219), il:IN (631). Zakar A2 : 

Lidz., Eph. Ill. p. 3, A2. 
Ila. il:IN always. ln)N and i1:lnJN 'we'. 
Illa, IV, va: mN. mmN (E. 416) 'we': once N)M)N 511• In 

IV always mmN. 
1a. nN 'thou': Cooke 645, 658• 

J/3, Assyr. Letter 2 nN. 

Ila. rmt 'thou' : cmN only with Imper. 214, 385,6, 80. 

Illa. ilmN (E. 416, ?25), &c. } p 1· E d D 
Iv I D 8 ecu rar to . an . 

. NmN:p.jlmN .2. 

V 13• r,)N. 

ion 'they'. 
In I, II, Illa nom. and acc. (in Illa nom. once; acc. eight 

times). 
IV always j101'1 (acc. only D. 2 34,35, 322

). 

Hence IV, i. e. Daniel-not earlier than 300 B.c. Here a 
great gulf divides Illa and IV. 

f1JN 'they', 'those', Pl. of N1i1. 

I-II have no such form. 
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III-IV. E. 54 : D. 2 44, 625, ?17 : only in nom.; for D. 625 is 
corrupt. But in D. jl)N seems to be only a demonstrative since 
in ?17 the clause appears to be an interpolation. 

jiJN is a late formation with N for:, and j for o. 
1'.t, 1t 'that'. 
I I. Before or after noun. 
III. 1:!, :J1 after noun only: not in IV. 
IV. j:ii after noun only and only in D. 2 31, ?2°,21 • , 

mt 'this'. 
I. See Zinj. 6320 (Cooke). 

the noun it is not an attribute 
643, 652 (Cooke). 

After noun : when it precedes 
but the subject itself: cf. N erab 

Ila. Fifth Cent. Pap. Always mt save in 169, where it 
occurs as m,. Always(?) after noun save in 3020, 3119 (contrast 
357, 8, 434 for the usual order in this phrase), Al). 60. 

11°. rot after noun in Terna Inscription: CIS II. n34, 22, 23• 

Illa-IV. Always as mi, and always after noun except in 
E. 54• The other exception occurs in an interpolation in D. 415• 

In D. this demonstrative is always after the noun (eleven times). 
If 415 were authentic we should have to translate 'this is' as in 
421, 525,26, 

Nt 'this' fem. before or after noun in Ila: after noun in IP 
CIS II. ni 3• But since it does not occur in Illa-IV it does 
not call for further consideration here. 

:J.~~ 'those ' : before or after noun. 
na. Before (164, 208, &c.) or after (Al). 56, 58) noun: CIS II 

r45 Ba. 
Illa, IV after noun: in Illa four times: in IV ten times. 
n,N ' these '. 
Ila. After noun: Cowley 2 13, &c.: II' Jer. 1011• 

Illa. E. 515 precedes noun. 
IV. Does not occur. 
j:ii IV only and after noun. 
P.~~. · Pl. of mi. 
IV only: before {244, 1 J17) or after noun 63• 7• 

VP. 1,N. 
Thus D. has jir.in, j:ii, and r,N peculiar to itself. With E. it 

1 But is the position of jl'N in 2 44 due to the fact that it follows ,:, in the 

construct Nni:,',r., r,N ,:i. 
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has the late form jm.i. These facts make the composition of the 
former unlikely before 300 B,c. But the form j1~il disconnects 
D. with the older Aramaic, and connects it definitely with the 
later. 

(i) Suffixes. 
o:,- or tll:i-. 

on- or c,n-. 
I. Oldest forms as above: cf. Cooke, Zinj. Hadad 61 29

• 

na. 01:r or c:r always. 
oin· nearly 100 times : but between 435-407 B. c. rn- occurs 

six times: i. e. 164, 3011, 3110, 346,7,1 3714 : that is, once in about 
twenty times. Thus the change of m into n has just begun to 
occur at the close of the fifth century. Observe that in CIS II. 
1452,3 (Cooke 76), end of fifth century, we find en-. 

II·. J er. 1011 c,n-, 
Illa (i.e. Ezra). c,.::i- five times: 53,9, ]17•18,24• 11.::i- once: 721• 

c,n- eleven times: 53,4,5,8, 9,10(ter)
1 

69, ]16,24• rin- thirteen times : 
4 9, 17,20, ~3

1 5t,2(bis),3(bu )
1 

66,13, 18(bis). 

Thus the suffixes end in m sixteen times: in n fourteen. 
IV. (i.e. Daniel). In this work the m never occurs. The 

final stage is reached. 
va (Nab.). c:,- and on-.2 

V13 (Palm.). 11:i- and in-. 
The· conclusion that D. belongs to the third century or later 

follows obvimisly from the above facts. Yet Wilson (p. 280) 
states that ' Ezra, being composed largely of letters between 
the Eastern Aramaeans and the Western, uses both (forms)'. 
Further on p. 279 he writes : ' AU Aramaic documents of any 
age written in the East used n instead of m.' Let us examine 
this statement. If it is right, then the parts of Ezra written in 
the West should have m and those in the East n. But what are 
the facts? The narrative portions written in the West, as we 
presume, have the suff. ending inn in 49,17,20,23, 51,2(bis),3(bis),a,11(0,s), 

whereas the letters wrz~ten in the East by the king or a Persian 
1 Observe that in 34i (c. 407 B,c.) we have one suffix ending in m and another 

inn. 
2 This :Survival in Nab. belongs to the beginning of the Christian era : see 

CIS II. r981,2,7 : r993 : 202s. This solitary survival, however we may explain it, 
has its analogies elsewhere. Thus of all the languages and dialects which owe 
their origin to Latin, only one, the Sardinian preserves the original hard sound 

fo r: '"' Greek "· 
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governor in the West have this ending once in 721 • When 
Tattenai (Ustani in the Contract Tablets) interrogates the 
Jews in 5s- 4 he uses the suff. ending in m. After Tattenai's 
question the narrative is resumed in 55, in which the suff. ends 
once in m. Then in 56 - 10, Tattenai's letter to Darius, the 
ending in m occurs six times and never once in n. This is 
surely strange in the letter to the king from a Persian governor, 
who according to Wilson always used an ending in n. In the 
informal answer of Darius (52I-485 B. c.) to Tattenai these 
suffixes occur twice (66,9), but 66 is doubtful, and in 69 the ending 
in misused. 

The next Aramaic section 712- 26 consists of a letter of 
Ttrtaxerxes (464-424 B. c.), in which there are eight suffixes, five 
ending in m and three in n, according to Ginsburg's text as 
well as Kittel's. Thus in two letters emanating presumably 
from the Foreign Office in Babylon in the fifth century six 
suffixes end in m and four in n. 

The above facts prove that suffixes ending in m were used in 
Babylon in the fifth century, and that the ending in n was 
beginning to displace the m, just as it did in the West in the 
same century. 

But there is further evidence as to the form of these suffixes 
as used in the Foreign Office in Babylon. The Behistun 
Inscription was made by the order of Darius in 5m B. c. to 
commemorate the achievements by which he consolidated his 
power. The Aramaic version of this inscription was according 
to Cowley (p. 249 seq.) 'no doubt done officially by the great 
king's own scribes, and sent out to the chief men of the pro
vinces . . . soon after the inscription was engraved . . . the 
official Aramaic copy sent out by Darius, say about 5m . . . 
these Jews of Elephantine, being a literary people, thought it 
worth while to recopy and to preserve it as an historical record'. 
Now what do we find in this firth century copy of a Babylonian 
document? Just this-that the suffix ending in n never occurs, 
whereas the ending in m occurs in lines 31 6, 91 n, 291 33, 42, 
44. A study of A]:ii~ar's story translated into Aram. in Babylon 
about 450 B. c. testifies to the same fact; for the suffix ending 
in n is not found in it. The evidence of these two independent 
documents strengthens the surmise that the n ending in Darius' 
letter is due to later influences. 
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Hence on purely linguistic grounds we conclude that D., in 
which the suffix m does not occur at all, cannot have been 
written earlier than the latter half of the third century. On 
other grounds it must be assigned to the first half of the second 
century. 

Thus alike in East and West m was the primitive ending. 
In the fifth century (if the letters in E. are trustworthy, as 
I believe on the whole they are) the transition from m to n 
begins both in the East and the West, and in D. the transition 
reaches its final stage. 

(k) CausaHve Forms of Verbs. 
Haph'el. 
I". Haph'el exclusively and not Aph'el. 
II. Haph'el all but exclusively. Baumg., p. ro6, reckons 

eighty connected with over thirty verbs in Ila. Aph'el only in 
one or more exceptional cases: cf. Cowley 346 ,:inN (?): Sachau, 
Tafel 65. 1 3,4 : Lidz., Eph. III. 257 n. For further information 
consult Baumg., p. ro6. 

Illa (i. e. E.). Haph'el 65 nr.ii::, : 61 : but Aph'el nnN in 515• 

On Bauer-Leander's treatment of this question see pp. 170-5. 
IV (i. e. D.). Always Haph'el except in three cases: 31 i'lT?i?~, 

411 ,,nN, 512 n',nN. 
V". Nab. Always Aph'el, except in CIS II. 3492

: 70 s. c.: 
161. 1 1 • 

VP. Palm. Aph'el with one exception. Baumg., p. 106. 
Thus III" and IV are closely allied to Ia, II. But IV less so 

than Illa. · 
lmpeifect and Participial Forms-Haph'el and Aph'el. 
Ia,/J, Illl. i1 (i. e. Haph'el forms) is generally preserved, but 

syncopated only in Zinj. Hadad r6, 28. 
Ila. Baumg. reckons thirty-eight with i1 against nine where 

there is syncopation. See also Sachau I. 270 sq. 
Illa. The same scholar finds ten with :, against five where it 

is syncopated. 
IV. Baumgartner finds twenty-nine with i1, against sixteen 

where it is syncopated. Where this syncopation occurs Bauer
Leander (against Brockelmann, Grundriss I. 563 sq.) treats the 
forms as Aph'els. See p. 61 seq. p-r, n3 b, c, e. 

V0
, P. Aph'el. 
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Thus III and IV occupy an intermediate stage between I, II, 
and V. See Baumgartner, p. 107. 

Reflexive Stems in ·n;, and ·nN. 
Ia. Only in the Bar-rekub Inscription (Cooke 6314) do we find 

·nn and in the Nerab (Cooke 654
) ·ni-:. 

11a. Baumg., p. ro8, gives several examples in ·r,i,: which 
belong to the close of the fifth century. 

Illa. ·nn four times; only once 415 in a substantival form. 
IV. ·n;, seventeen times 1 : ·r,i,: six.2 

Va, /3. ·nN.3 

The later dialects have only ·nN with a very few exceptions. 
Baumg. infers from the above facts that ·ni-: was the primitive 

prefix alike in Hebrew and Aramaic: that subsequently ·n;, was 
developed after the analogy of the Hiph'il-Haph'el in the 
Perfect, but that ultimately ·m, was displaced by-nN in Aramaic. 

(/) Hoph'als. The Hophals are mainly or only found in Illa, 
IV. 

ra. Is nr.m:, in Cooke 61 26 (Hadad) a Hoph'al? 
na. _In Cowley 207 iip::in is with some doubt taken to be 

a Hoph'al: Lidzbarski assents. But this does not occur else
where in the fifth cent. papyri. 

Illa. Once (i. e) E. 415• 

IV. Nine times: 433(bis), 513,15,20
1 

624, ]4,", 11. 

(m) Verbs 'N!:i and 'n!:i. 
Ia. These two classes of verbs are as a rule distinguished. 

See Baumg., p. u3. 
Ila. Verbs in 'n, still preserve their characteristics as a whole, 

while those in 'N!:i show a clear tendency to adopt those of the 
·former. 

Illa, IV. In these periods the two classes have practically 
coalesced, and the distinctions in the use of the N and i1 no 
longer concern the two classes, but rather constitute gramma
tical categories. Herein Illa, IV stand markedly aloof from 
1a, ua, and have reached almost the same stage as va, 13 (i. e. 
Nab. and Palm.). ·•·· 

1 Baumg. wrongly reckons only If· But we find the ·n;, in the following 

verbs: !:in::i (3 times), i1J (i. e. 2 3'), iOi (r), 7;n (r), N,o (r), t:J1i (r), )'Mi 
(r), n~~ (8), i. e. 17 times. 

2 1n 2•s n,t,nt-1, 3m Kt. 416, 6s, ~s,15. 
3 In V0 the sense and text are doubtful in CIS II. r864 . 
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On Wilson's statement (p. 286 sq.) of these relations I cannot 
refrain from quoting Baumgartner's criticism (p. u5): 'The 
whole construction is a mass of caprice (voller Willkur) : it 
ignores the general development as a whole, and stands fre
quently in contradiction with the facts.' 

(n) Derived lnfinz#ves. 
na. There is the first, which is absolute and ends in il, the 

the second ends in n in the construct or before a suffix. For 
the former see Cowley 96 i9f!~ 'to sell ' : for the latter 1530 

;;n,:Jin,. · 

Illa. Both the absolute and construct forms occur in E. For 
a secondary form of the construct, cf. n~HiJ? E. 422

• As a noun 
Nt:lY n,::iiJnn E. i 6 , 

IV. Absolute n,llii' D. 329, but in 615 nn,,lln,. Another form 
of the construct is n~r)~ D. 512 as in E. 422• 

V 13• Palm. and Syr. use the construct for the absolute. 
Thus Illa and IV herein preserve older forms and usages. 
(o) Absolute and Emphatic States. 
Though these are carefully distinguished in Illa, IV, the 

usage varies in Ia, na. 

1a. Thus in Cooke 6214 (Panam.) we have P'1N nv::i, = 'the 
four quarters of the earth', whereas in 634 (Bar-rekub) NP'1N •31::i-, 
with exactly the same meaning. In 63u-1.5 N'.:i,o, 6320 NT1':I. 
There are other examples of the emphatic state, and in the 
Nerab inscriptions of the seventh century (Cooke 643,6- 7,12). 

Other examples of the absolute, used where later Aramaic in
scriptions employed the emphatic, will be found in 6115, 20, 25• 

Ila. Here the same uncertainty in the use of these states 
discloses itself. In 1311 we have the absolute n•:::i where Illa, IV, 
and generally 1a would have used NT11::I. Cf. also 88 (P'1N}: iit::IN::1 

(= 'with fire') in 3012 does not differ from Nnt::1N:J 3111, and yet 
both are employed exactly in the same context and in describing 
the same event. Again in 3012 we have 'basons of gold and 
silver' (l:)O:l, N::lilT emphatic and absolute states together!), and in 
109- 10 'silver and gold, bronze, and iron' all in the absolute 
state. Yet there are clear signs of a distinction between the two 
states appearing in Ia,/3 which comes to be the rule in Illa, IV. 
On the other hand, in Illa, IV as in Hebrew, words designating 
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materials known everywhere, or special ideas {Kautzsch, § 79 c) 1 

appear in the emphatic (except in D. 2 82, 31 ; E. i 6• 16) as' gold and 
silver' {!!tE:.C:il n::ini E. 511), and 'wine' D. 51• 'Gold' is used 
nineteen times in E. and D. in the emphatic state, and four times 
(twice in D. 2 32, 31) in the absolute state, but in D. 2 32, 31 the 
absolutes are rightly used as distinguished from the emphatics 
in 2 38 and 35, 7, &c. which follow. The same holds good of E. 

715, 16 as distinguished from 718• Things which are unique are 
necessarily in the emphatic state: so Nc,r.)W 'the sun' in D. 615• 

But in I 1a out of twelve instances of its occurrence, it is only 
once in the emphatic state. 

From the above facts it follows that there is a steady develop
ment from a loose use of these two forms (in la, Ila) to a careful 
differentiation of them, such as we find in Illa, IV. In this 
respect IV is much later than ua. 

WoRDS AND PHRASES USED IDIOMATICALLY, 

(p) Proleptic use of Suffix introducing a genitive. 
Ia. Unknown in the oldest Aramaic. 
na. It appears often in the latter half of the fifth century. 

See Cowley· 1518- 19 (iinci-t ~r nn'JJ 'in the house of As]:ior '), 
1530 (440 B.c.): 283,13 (4II B.c.): 30IO-ll,I8-I9 (4o8 B.c.): 3118 

Al_i. 3 : Beh. 5, 201 281 43. 
Illa-IV. This use is well established in E. and D.: also in 

Later Aramaic dialects, in Syriac, also in Ethiopic. 
Thus E. and D. can hardly have been written before 450 B.c. 

Suffix with Prepost'tion before a Noun. 

la-Ila. Unknown in these periods. 
(q) III-IV. First we have NlOt M~ D. 37,8, 433,724 ; E. 53 'at that 

same time '. Next we have the repetition of the preposition j!J~ 

SN~;iJ;1 D. 512 'in the same Daniel'. Cf. 530 ; E. 411 (after Sp). This 
idiom is found frequently in Syriac. Cf. Cur. in Matt. 2119 : 

Pesh. in Matt. 2674 I~ Cl,,:> 'at the same moment': Luke 2 8, 

&c. na 37, 8 could possibly express the same sense by i-tlO! o::ir:::i ; 

cf. 92
, 204, 653• 

1 Kautzsch, § 79 c rightly includes ~i~J D. 2 11, l!tJVl) 422, NiOM 51 under this 
category, but not N~C::ll n::ini E. 514, where the emphatics are due to the rela
tive clause which follows: see op. cit., § 79 e. 
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Thus neither 1a nor Ila appear to have used this idiom so 
well known in later Aramaic. Hence E. and D.-not earlier than 
the fourth century. 

(r) ;,::, with suff. 
1°. ;,::, with suff. after its noun.1 See Cooke 6219 ;,;,::, nn•~ 'his 

whole house': also in 6217• 

11°. See Cowley A]:i. 12 ;,;,::, imi-t t:lli' 'counsellor of all Assyria': 
also 55. This idiom is found in Heb.: cf. 2 Sam. 2 9 ; Jer. 1319 ; 

Isa. 98
1 &c. : in Syr. (where the 'all' with suff. can follow or pre

cede its noun): in Nab. after. Cf. CIS II. 2195, 3505• 

111°, IV. But in E. and D. ;,::, is not found with suff. after its 
noun. In D. ?19 it is used with suff. but without a noun jm,::i 
'them all'. In the emphatic state (i,t;,::,) it is used without a noun 
in D. 240, 49, 18, or after its noun in apposition as in E. 57 • In D., 
when ;,::, is connected with a noun, it always precedes it. It is 
remarkable that, though as far West as Egypt and East as 
Babylon in the fifth century ;,::, was used with suff. after its noun, 
it is n~ver so used in Illa, IV. 

(s) Jussives used alike in East and West. 
1°. In the West. The jussive assumes the following forms: 

;,::,r,•;, (Hadad : Cooke 6!23 eighth century, 'let him pour it out'). 
Again in 61 24 ll)O(•);, 'let him withhold' : also in 61 30 ,,om;, 'make 
ye an end of': 6131 nt:1n::i(1);, 'let him crush her'(?). This idiom 
is found also in Sabaean : see Cooke, p. 169. In Arabic the 
lamedh is placed before the subjunctive to express purpose. 
It follows from the above facts that in Aramaic when ;, 2 was 
placed before the Imperf. it had a jussive force-both in the 2nd 
and 3rd persons, and apparently with any verb. Since no 
Imperf. is found in -un in the Zinjirli and Nerab inscriptions it 
is inferred that at this period only the 3rd pl. ending in •tt was 
known. 

Jll. Assyr. Letter, l. 8 imt:i;, 'let them grind'. 
Ila, 5• The jussive is found in fifth century inscriptions: see 

1 In na i,t;,::, (emphatic) is found before its noun: Cowley 30W or after it 

2617, 3011,n. In 391 we find ;,::, N1i1;,N-surely a slip for i-t;,::i in this fifth 
century letter. 

~ Lidz., Eph. II. 220 finds the form ;,cp1;, 'let him slay' on a papyrus fragment. 
He thinks it refers to the garrison in Elephantine. Since it contains the pro
nominal form 10i1 ' them', it seems to belong to the fourth century or earlier. 
Yet Lidz. connects it with other fragments referring to Mithridates. 
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Cowley 306 (31 6) 1i1m• 'let them remove' : Al). 146 •iynn ;:N 
, remove not'. In the Terna Inscription (II5

) (see Cooke 6914) 

we find •mnol' 'may they pluck him out'. 
Illa., IV. The jussive form recurs in IIIa. (E.) 412, 13, 5 8, 726, 

and in IV (D. 2 20, 41, 318, 517) and elsewhere, but apparently these 
forms have no jussive force save in D. 2 24 i:nnn ,~ 'do not 
destroy', 510 ,,,,,:i• ,N 'let them not trouble thee ' : mit::>• ,N '1'1't 
'let not thy countenance be changed'. Here the ,N has probably 
been the means of preserving the jussive. Without the ,N it 
occurs in Jer. ro11 ~'1~N~ (fourth century?). See note on 
p. 94 seqq. 

If we ask why the , was used in later Aramaic such as E. 
and D. only with the verb n,n or Nin, Meinhold, Bevan, and 
others hold that Jewish teachers deliberately adopted this 
archaism in the case of this verb in order to avoid the likeness 
of n,n• to the Divine Name. This view may possibly be accepted 
on the ground that, though , was originally prefixed to either 
the 2nd or 3rd persons, from the fourth century onwards it is 
prefixed only to the 3rd Sing. masc. or the 3rd Pl. masc. or fem. 
ofnin, and of no other verb; for in the case of no other verb was the 
3rd pers. Sing. masc. and the 3rd masc. and fem. PI. similar to 
the Divine Name.1 The 3rd fem. sing. mnn or Nli1M occurs 
several times in Illa., IV: cf. D. 2 40, 42, &c.: E. 68• 

In the Palestinian Talmud and the Midrashim such forms 
are found as •in,, ,,:i,,, p.:i•,, but as Stevenson (Gram. Pal. A ram., 
p. 49) observes: 'they seem to occur generally in certain special 
types of sentence, e.g. in those expressing a purpose (after land 

N~l) or a wish (see Dalman, p. 264 seq.)'. It is found also .in 
Mandaean and possibly also in Assyrian. See Driver, Tenses 3, 

§ 204. 
In any case the conclusion is that only a few instances of the 

jussive survive in IV and there only after ,N, and none at all in 
Illa., if the MT is trustworthy. 

(t) , with Injinitt"ve used independently or after ,, to express 
purpose. 

I-II. Not found at all so far as I am aware. 
Illa.. E. 68• N,iz.:iS N' ,, 'that they might not be hindered'. 

1 Baumgartner, p. I25 n, rejects this view, on the ground that it fails to explain 

plural forms such as !lil';, and l'li1,. Yet see Wright, Comp. Gr., I8go, p. r83 f. 
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IV. D. 616• N1l~i1, N' , • , , ~, 1 that (no interdict} should be 
changed'. 

D. 2 16• N'1nn, Nit!'!l1. , , . 1, 'that .... and so he would make 
it his task (i. e. 'undertook') to show the interpretation'. 

515• 1,r,yi1n, l'li~!l, • , , , ,, 'that ... and they made it their 
task (i. e. 'undertook'} to show the interpretation thereof'.1 

218• NY:tt:b 01cn-,, 'and so they made it their task (i. e. 'under
took') to implore compassion'. 

It will be observed that in the first two passages (E. 68, D. 616) 

, c. Inf. follows 1, immediately : in the next two it follows a 
clause introduced by 1, and therefore seems to be alike dependent 
on the 1,. But to the present writer this does not appear to be the 
true explanation. Here S c. lnf. and introduced by vav, though 
following a clause dependent on 1, is not to be regarded as 
dependent on the 11 but as constituting an independent clause 
parallel with like clauses before it. This explanation is con
firmed by 2 18, where no 1, precedes this very peculiar construction, 
but the independent clause Y,1l'I N11,c 1;n-,:in • , , •• ,t-e1li. 

Thus this idiom in D. (216• 18t 515) is a stage farther advanced 
than in E. (68, D. 616) where it is undoubtedly dependent on 1,. 

This idiom, which, so far as I can discover, is not found in 
I-II is found in Hebrew. It occurs in r Chron. 51 wn1rin, tt,i 
n-,:i:i,' and the genealogy must not be reckoned for the birthright'. 
Cf. also 152 nNb? N~ 'none may carry'. Sometimes it denotes 
futurity without sense of aim or purpose : cf. 2 Chron. 309 :i,ei,, 
'and they shall return'. In Eccles. 315 i"11il -,:i:, n11n, -,eiN 'what is 
to be hath already been'. It is frequent in late Hebrew: cf. 
Aboth 431 {ed. Taylor). 

Thus E. and still more D. have developed an idiom unknown 
in Aramaic before the fourth century so far apparently as existing 
records go. 

In 92 we have, as I take it, another example of this idiom : 
nit-t,c, .. , .,~N 'which were to be accomplished' : see note 
in foe. : also Comm., p. 131. 

(u} 1, = on rect"tativum: cf. IV (i. e. D. four times only-225, 51, 
6 6, 14 (like 1:, and .,~N in Hebrew)), but not in It II, III, so far 
as I can discover. 

1 I take this clause-not as dependent on 1, but as parallel with the preceding 
clause 'the wise men .. have been brought in before me'. 
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(v) r1-ti~:, ri:il 'certain Chaldeans': only so used in IV, i. e. 
D. 3s, 12, 20. Here"'~ stands in apposition just as c•~lN in Hebrew 
in Judges 1922 where 'l!'lN is corrupt for t:l't::'lN: cf. 20U: 

Deut. 1314• 

(w) oip 'before'. The use of this word is very ·significant in 
connexion with the verb ioN. , c. pers. is used after ioN about 
twenty time·s. In these passages kings use , after this verb in 
addressing their officials, officials use it in the same connexion 
to one another: in a few passages the three Jewish Confessors 
and the great nobles use it in the MT in addressing the king in 
39 MT, Th., Vulg., Pesh., but LXX om., 316, t24t, 67 C6l, 16 C15l. But 
39 is an interpolation, being omitted by the LXX: in 67 (6) we 
should with the LXX read cip and not,. Of the remaining three 

316, 24, 616 <17l we can explain the use of , in 316• It is used by 
the three Jewish Confessors, who are facing immediate death 
for the sake of their faith, and so address Nebuchadnezzar as 
they would any other man. In 616 (l5) the great nobles having 
secured a law designed to destroy Daniel are indifferent to the 
ceremonious language usual in addressing a king, and so in their 
insolence they use , and not t:11i', though when earlier they were 
seeking to secure this law 67 {GJ (LXX) they used c,p. Only in 
t324t is this rule not observed. It seems therefore to be a primitive 
corruption. In 2 25 cip has just been used and so , is used after 
iON to avoid a repetition of it. But , is never used after iON 

when God is addressed. Hence not only on this but mainly on 
other grounds 432 (35) must be excised as an interpolation. 
Further, as we have just seen, cip is used after iON and not ,, 
when the king is addressed, unless there are special grounds for 
not doing so. 

The proper preposition which should be used after iot-t when 
addressing God is cip. See our author. The beginnings of 
this usage in Aramaic appear in 1a i. e. Nerab 2: see Cooke 
652 where cip is used in addressing the god Sahar. In I 1a 
it is used mainly when God (Cowley 3027), 1 kings (302, 325), or 
governors (323, 3?5) are addressed: or friends Al]. 141. In Illa 
(i. e. E.) C1i' is used before the chancellor, 423, before the king, 418, 

1 In Cowley we find the later usage in connexion with the Egyptian gods : 
72• (CIS II. i. 1466) 'before 'A\ior': 7215 'before Apuaitu' as well as before 

the God of Israel: t,tlO~ n,i:-t t:l1i' 382- 3• The first papyrus is not dated but the 
second is fifth century B,C. 

3266 g 
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before God, f 9 (though after a different verb). On the other 
hand , ,o~ is used of Cyrus in addressing his officials, 515 

: and 
likewise of the Persian governors in addressing the Jews, 53

,
4

,
9

, 

Thus we see a steady approach to the usage in Daniel. 
· ~Having grasped our author's usage of this phrase, we recognize 

that the interpolator of 43- 7 a(5-ioa) had not the slightest conception 
of it. Thus he represents the great Nebuchadnezzar as saying 
with regard to the soothsayers and Daniel, whose destruction he 
had decreed on arbitrary grounds in 2 13 : 'I told the dream before 
them', 44 FJ: 'I told the dream before him', 45 (8l. This passage 
which is omitted by the LXX contains other idioms conflicting 
with our author's usage.1 

(x) , before the accusa!t've or di'rect object. 
I 1a. On this use Cowley, p. 14, remarks : 'the use of, to mark 

the object is not common in these texts'. Cf. 59, 132, 5, [ 153, 
27

], 

Al?. 1. It is really very infrequent. 
IIIa. In E. it occurs six times 59, 10, 12, 67, 724, 2". 

IV. In D. , is used before the acc. about forty times and all 
but as a rule before personal objects : 2 10, 12, 14, 19, 24, 25, 48, 49, 

318, 422 (25>, &c. (thirty-three times), but not in fa13, 18t, 328 and 
t625t. 2 In 2 34

, 
35

, 319, 52, 23, 72 it is used before impersonal but 
defined objects. , bef. acc. more than twice as often relatively· 
in D than in E. 

This usage distinguishes definitely the style of D. from E., 
and exhibits a much later stage of linguistic development. 

(y) Use of ,n:i and ,:i\ 

For convenience sake we shall consider together these two 
verbs, which have the same meaning. 

I. Not found. 
11a. When these verbs are used in the Impf., they are followed 

by another verb in the Impf. without a conjunction: cf. Cowley 

1 On the usage of before in relation to the Deity in the Targums and Syriac, 
see Driver Samuel, p. lxx sqq. ; Dalman, Worte Jesu, 171-4 (English translation 
209-13), who states that in Egypt subjects never spoke 'to' the king but 'in 
his presence', and that the Targums never represent man as speaking 'to' but 
'before' God. 

2 I have bracketed the passages in 2 13, 18, 6Z• as corrupt. There is the authority 
of some of the versions for so doing in the case of 2

13
, 625

, In 2 18 by reading 
j~i::;i\n~ instead of p.i::;i\n~ (as Lambert, Rev. des Etudes Juives 54 (r893), p. 269 
sq. 'proposes) the usage of the author could be recovered. In 3zs however the 
context is against any emendation. See Bauer-Leander, p. 339 sqq. 
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14 (495 B,c.), 56 (471 B.c.), 612 (465 B.c.) down to the latest 
1531 (35) (441 B. c.), whereas the earliest example of ~m:i followed 
by , c. Inf. is to be found in 287- 8 (where eleven words separate 
the verb and the lnf.) (4u B.c.), and Al_i. 17. Yet in Al_i. it is 
twice followed by the Impf. without a conjunctive in 26 (?), 8r. 

Illa. These verbs do not occur. 
IV. When these verbs are combined with another verb in D., 

the latter is in the lnf. c. ,, as in the Targums: cf. 2 26, 17, 62\&c. 
Thus the ancient usage,1 all but universal in 11a is not once 
attested in IV. 

Again this verb is used in the sense of ' to get the mastery of' 
in D. 721 with ? and a suffix. This usage is not found in 1a, Ila, 
Illa, though it is frequent in Heb. (with ? and a noun) and in 
the Targums. 

In II~ we have the same early Aramaic usage in connexion 
with '.J:i 'to desire' in 182- 3 ,:miN 111:ll 'I desire to take away '.4 

In IV, i. e. D. 710 it is followed by ? c. inf So also in Syr. but 
not in 1a, Illa, nor yet in Heb. 

Thus D. ~xhibits only the later construction of ,n:i and 1.JY in 
Aramaic. 

(z) ,~~~o,:i i1~0 '1 'who was named B.', D. 2 26 • 

In na- (Cowley) in 284 we have ;:J7:?~ 11'C1tl!J I one named 
Petosiri '. er. 285, s-9, 12- 13, 331- 5, Al_i. 1, 18; Beh. 2, 7, 12, 22, 25, 
27, 35. Cowley on Al). 1 says this is a Persian idiom : but it is 
Hehr. as well. One example of this idiom occurs in Ina, i. e. 
E. 514 nor,:, iY:lt::'t::' 'one named Sheshbazzar '. The converse 
order is found in Al_i. 4-5 and Beh. 17. 

As above remarked this idiom is not found in 1a, IV. In 
D. 2 26 we have ilt(t::'t:1,~ ;:ii;;,~ 1"!-an idiom which recurs in 45, 16• 

In the older Aramaic this would have been simply ;:ii;;,~ ".J. 

In the Hebrew of D. 101 11.J ,or,:, t(,i'~ ,wN we have a partial 
approach to this. This latter idiom is found in the Pesh. in 
Luke 192, though the Greek has simply uv6µ.an KaA.OV/J,€VO~. er. also 
Mark 1432 ; and elsewhere. 

In Hebrew there are two constructions in the main. When 
the proper name precedes, the first idiom runs as follows 
11:ll!' n1,, 'one named Goliath' : cf. Sam. 174, 23 ; 2 Sam. 2021, &c. 

1 Yet this ancient usage occurs a few times in Hebrew: see Num. 226 

M:l) ,:iiN (where we should read ,:ii)) 'we are able to smite': Lam. 414• 

g 2 
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When the proper name does not precede, the idiom is different. 
The conjunction always pr~cedes the phrase. though the meaning 
remains unaffected. P' \OWi LXX re !Ivoµa Aaf:Jav I one named 
Laban'. Cf. Judges 132, 171 ; Ruth 21, &c. These two Hebrew 
idioms are reproduced exactly in the Targums and generally 
in Syriac. 

In D. 512 we have another Aramaic construction 1:1~ ~:,So ,, 
0 S::i ;:i~~ but this clause comes from the hand of the reviser or 
a scrib.e. The construction in Ezra 514 ;:i~~ MMEl ,, 'whom he 
appointed governor' is different. 

Thus the above idioms used in Babylon, Palestine (E.) and in 
Egypt are not found in D., the idioms of which are late. 

The idiom in D. 2 26,-45, 16 is reproduced literally in the Pesh. 
(aa) :i•nn = 'to return ' (acc. of answer). 
Ia. Not found. 
na. Used only in the sense of 'to return', 'to restore' : 

Cowley 1523, 207• 

I Ila. 55, 11 'to return' (with acc. of answer). 
IV. 316 'to answer' (without acc.), but in 2 14 with cognate acc. 
In Hebrew J 1t!'i1 = 'to answer' with or without an acc. 
( bb) llil)O ••• j\M)O 'some ... others '. 
I, nu, Illa. Not found. 
IV. i. e. D. 2 3s, 41, 42a, Cf. ;:i~!? , • , nll'i'-10 2 42 b, 

(cc) -ioN followed by direct narration only in I, na (about 100 

times), I nu ( = ' told them : Do so and so '). 
IV followed by the indirect narration, i. e. S c. Inf. ( = 'told 

them to do so and so') D. 2 46, 313, 19, 20, 52, 624• There are of 
course plenty of instances of -ioN followed by the direct narration, 
-24; 7, &c. But D. stands here alone among the authorities 
mentioned. 

(dd) N:iSo ,~)i:,m 'N. the King'. This is the true ancient 
order of the words-never ' King N .'. 

la. Unfortunately the phrase does not occur. 
nu. Always observes the above order. 
Ina. So also E.: cf. 49, 11 , 23 (where the order of R.V. is wrong), 

24, 56, &c. 
IV. The ancient order is forsaken in 2 28

• 46, 316
, 59, 11, 610 for 

'King N '. In 316 the MT separates 'King' and 'Nebuchad
nezzar', but LXX,1 Th., Vulg. connect them and in this order, 

1 LXX adds {3ut111',ii. 
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but not so the Pesh., and also in [ 415] against Th., Pesh., and 
Vulg. That this late order had asserted itself in the second 
century B, c. is clear from the above evidence as well as from the 
fact that the LXX has this late order in 2 48, 41, 34 b where the 
MT omits l'Jau,Xwi:. 

This late order appears to be not older than the second 
century B.c. In reference to oriental potentates it has not been 
discovered, so for as I am aware, in works emanati'ng from the 
East earlier than the second century B. C. In I Mace. we have 
the older order in 321, 616

1 1015, 48, 55, 59, es, ss, 112, 3B, s2, 12a9
1 1331, 341 

141, r522, and the later in 655, 101s, 25, 118, 16, is, 3o, 32, 1336, 143s, 152. 

Now I Mace. belongs to the latter half of the second century s.c. 
In 2 Mace., which was written probably at the close of the second 
century B. c. or in the first half of the first century the later order 
appears in n 22, 144 and the earlier in 518• In I Esdras (first 
century B.c.) both orders occur and likewise in Judith (close of 
second century B. c.) and in Bel and the Dragon first century 
s. c. (Th.). The later order appears on the coins of Alexander 
76-67 B. c. : Antigonus 40-37 B. c. and Herod the Great 37-4 B. c., 
See Schurer, G]V 3 I. 287,355, 397. In Josephus both orders 
appear without any special significance in either case: cf. Ant. 
x. 10, 3: II, I : xi. I, 3 for O fJacrLA,vi;- Na(:JoKolJpvuopos;- and x. I 1, 4: 
xi. 1, 3 for the converse order ; similarly with regard to Cyrus : 
xi, 1, 1 and xi. 1, 3. The significance of this idiom is unknown 
to Josephus: as also to his predecessors back to the second 
century B.c. In the Greek historians the order is {$aO'<A<vs: Sipt11~: 

see Herodotus (484-425 B. c.) viii. 24: also Thucydides i. 129: 
viii. 5, 37 (bis). This is the true Western order. In Polybius 
(204-122 B.c.) the Oriental order is reproduced in his Hist. 
xxvii. 17, 33: xxxi. n, 1, when speaking of Antiochus 
Epiphanes, but the \iVestern order when speaking of Ptolemy 
Philometor, xxviii. 101 8. Thus Greek historians follow their 
own usage with regard to this idiom : but Oriental writers 
observe the older order which was the real order down to the 
second century B. c. 

The evidence of this order of words seems in itself conclusive 
as to the Book of Daniel being not earlier than the second 
century B.c. 

(ee) Participle used as fimte Verb. 
la. In the 120 lines or thereabouts of the Zinjirli (Hadad, 
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Panammu, and Bar-rekub) Inscriptions, eighth century, the 
participle does not appear to occur once: nor yet is the participle 
used in the two Nerab Inscriptions (Cooke 64, 65) consisting of 
fourteen and ten lines respectively. 

J.B. Assyr. Letter: seventh century. Here also finite verbs 
are used apparently always. 

na. Aram. Pap. (Cowley). I have not counted up the 
occurrences of the participle. But if we should say that it occurs 
once for every thirty times a finite verb occurs, even that might 
be considerably beyond the limit. Besides the participle, in 
many of the cases where it does occur, does not take the place 
of a finite verb. 

II 0• Terna Inscription, fifth century, CIS II. II3. In the 
seventeen lines preserved of this inscription there are no par
ticiplc:s. 

Illa (i. e. E.). End of fourth century. In sixty-seven verses 
finite verbs (simple (93) and compounded with i1'il (14), occur ro7 
times: participles occur as finite verbs twenty-four times: i. e. 
less than once in every five times. 

Iva (i. e. D.). In 199½ verses there are 99 participles 1 describ
ing a past action as Historic Pres. or lmpf. It occasionally 
alternates with the finite verb in the same sentence 44, 51, 67, and 
is used in the statement of general truths 2 21 • This extended use 
of the participle is found in the Palestinian Talm{id · and the 
Midrashim and to a less degree in the Targums.2 

Thus D. belongs herein to the later Aramaic, and is absolutely 
sundered in this respect from the older Aramaic. 

(ff) ,~r,~ in Illa and IV. This is merely a corruption of 

'~~~f-
1 ra. ,::ip only twice. ,::ip, and 11 ,::ip, twelve times. ,:::ip, as 

early as the sixth to fifth century: see Abydos Ins., Cooke 67. 
Illa. S:::ip-S.:i only once as a Prep. in E. i7. but twice as Conj. 

414, 714 when followed by ,,. S:iv, as Prep. 416 : as Conj. when 
followed by,, 613• 

IV. D. ,:::ip-,.:i 2 12, 24, 37, 8, 22, 610 as Prep. But thirteen times 
as Conj. when followed by,,. ,::ip, five times as Prep. 

As a conjunction 1"1 S:::ip,:i occurs twice in E. 414, i4, but in D. 

1 See Burney, Aram. Origin of Fourth Gospel, p. 89. 
2 Stevenson, Gram. of Pal, Jewish A ram., p. 56. 
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thirteen times. Thus a form (•i) S::ipS:i which occurs only three 
times as Prep. or Conj. in E. has become so popular later that it 
is found nineteen times in D. The corrupt form has been 
reproduced in the Targums: cf. Ps. Jon.; Gen. 2817 ; Ruth 44 : 

and •r ,.:1p·,:i in Eccles. 51.5 • 

§ 21. Order of Words.1 

I. In 1a the verb as a rule precedes the subject or object. 
In the Hadad Inscription 

the verb precedes the subj. (13 times), object (8), subj. + 
obj. I = 22 times. 

the subject precedes verb (2), verb + obj. (1), obj. + 
verb ( 1) = 4 times. 

the object precedes verb (2) = 2 times. 
Thus the verb precedes subj ., or obj., or both combined nearly 

four times oftener than the subj., or obj., or both combined, 
precede the verb. Note, that although the verb nearly always 
comes first, yet the Inscription shows a freedom in the order 
of the words which forecasts the later developments: 1.e. 

(1) Subj.+obj.+verb 61 23• 

(2) Subj. +verb +obj. 6120. 

(5) Verb+subj. +obj. 6J2-3. 
The numbers (1), (2), (5) point to three of the six different 

combinations found in IV (i. e. D.). 
In the Panammu Inscription 

Verb precedes subj. (5 times) or obj. (14) = 19 times. 
Subj. ,, verb (2) = 2 ,, 
Obj. ,, 11 (2) = 2 ,, 

The verb precedes subj. or obj. or both combined five times 
oftener than the subj. or obj., or both combined precede the 
verb. We find also the combinations 

(4) Obj. +verb+ subj. 621 

(6) Verb+ obj. +subj. 6217, 19 but obj. in these cases a suffix. 
1 When the subject is contained in the inflected verb, it is generally not 

included in the reckonings that follow, unless it is actually added in the text, as it 
is occasionally, for the sake of emphasis. Similarly in relative clauses. Verbal 
suffixes are included in the reckonings. Participles, when they represent finite 
verbs, are treated as such. I do not take account of the constantly recurring 
words iOl-tl , , iU:I). The subject as a rule follows the first verb. The above 
numbers make no claim to being literally exact, since the inscriptions are so 
frequently defective and undecipherable, but they are true in the main. 
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In the Bar-rekub Inscriptt"on 
verb precedes obj. or subj. or both combined (4) = 4 times. 
subj. ,, verb (2) = 2 ,, 

Here the verb precedes subj. or obj. or both combined twice 
as often as the converse order. We find also the combinations : 
(2) subj.+verb+obj. 6320 : (6) verb+obj. (suff.}+subj. 635- 6. 

In the Zakar Inscription 
verb precedes subj. or obj. or both combined= 20 (?) 
subj. ,, verb or obj. = 4(?} 

We find also the combinations (2) subj. +verb+ obj. and 
(6) verb+ obj. + subj. 

In the Nerab lnscnpti"on I verb precedes subj. or obj. 5 
subj. ,, verb 2 (?) 

Here also we find the combinations (2) subj. +verb+ obj. and 
(5) verb+subj.+obj. 

J.B. Jn the Aramaic Letter from Assyna, the text of which is 
defective in many parts, the tendency above represented is more 
pronounced, and the verb almost as often follows the subj. or 
obj. as it precedes them. 

Verb precedes subj. 2 (ll. 8, II) 

,, ,, obj. 7 (ll. 5, 6, 8, I 1, r2 (bi's), r6) 
Subj. precedes verb 3 (11. ro, II, 17) 
Obj. ,, ,, 2 (ll. 8, rg) 
Obj. + verb + subj. I (I. 7) 
Subj. +verb+ obj. I (l. 17) 

This summary does not claim to be exhaustive. At the best 
it is only approximately accurate. The numbers will vary 
accordingly as we restore a very defective text. In this inscrip
tion the subj. or obj. or both combined precede the verb 7 times, 
while the verb precedes the subj. or obj. 9 times. 

I propose to deal here with four fifth-century documents given 
by Cowley, i. e. 271 301 37 and the words of Al)i~ar. 

Ila. Cowley 27. c. 4ro B. c. This papyrus consisting of 
twenty-four lines is the draft of a letter to the satrap Bigvai or 
Arsames, and emanates from the Jewish colony at Elephantine. 
It complains of the damage done to them and their temple by 
the Egyptians. 

In this papyrus the subj. precedes the verb 12 times. 
,, obj. ,, verb 3 ,, 
,, verb ,, subj. 3 ,, 
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Here the verb precedes the subj. or obj. or both once in six 
times. The combination (1) subj. + obj. +verb occurs twice. 

Cowley JO. 408 B. c. Petition to the Governor of Judaea 
from the Jews in Elephantine. 

The subj. precedes the verb 20 times } 
,, obj. ,, ,, 20 ,, 

40 

,, verb ,, obj. 10 

,. verb ,, subj. 1 

Thus the subj. or obj. or both combined precede the verb four 
times as often as the converse order. We observe also the 
following combinations-(r) subj.+obj.+verb r: (2) subj.+ 
verb +obj. 3: (3) obj. +subj. + verb 2. In 3018 we have the 
proleptic use of suffix-not found in I. 

Cowley 37. c. 410 B. c. A letter. 
The subj. precedes the verb 7 times. 

,, obj. ,, ,. 2 ,, 

,, verb ,, subj. or obj. 12(?),, 

Thus the verb is oftener first than the subj. or obj. 
or both combined. We note the following combinations
(r) subj.+obj.+verb r: (2) subj.+verb+obj. 2: (3) obj.+ 
subj. +verb r. 

Cowley: Words of A~ikar. c. 430 B. c. 
I have only taken account of the narrative portion of A]:ii~ar 

lines 1 -78), and not of the proverbs that follow. 

Subj.-verb 27 } 
Obj.-verb 6 33 

Verb-subj. 7 } 
Verb-obj. (mainly suffixes) 26 33 

Thus the verb is just as often first as the subj. or obj. or both 
combined. 

The following combinations occur

(1) Subj. + obj. + verb 1 
(2) Subj. +verb+obj. 4 
(3) Obj.+subj.+verb 3 
(6) Verb+obj.+subj. r 

Finally the acc. precedes the inf. which governs it in 63, 192, 
but follows it in 120, 122, 123, 193, and S precedes the acc. in 
I. I n,:i, tl:in 'taught his son '. 
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IP'. Glicia (S.E.). Fifth-fourth century. See Lidz., NE. 
446 : Cooke 68. This inscription consists of six lines. 

In I. 5. we have the order obj. +verb+ subj., and in I. 6 
verb+subj. 

Cilida in neighbourhood ef J-!esejek Keojew fifteen miles NE. 
of Tarsus. See Torrey, JAOS, vol. 351 19151 pp. 370-74. 

This inscription consists of five lines. In I. r, obj. +verb+ 
subj.: in 11. 3-4 subj. (a relative)+obj.+verb: in I. 5 verb+obj. 
(cum >) + subj. In l. 5 we have vav before the verb i1:VJ•, which 
Torrey declares is simply redundant, comparing Kalam I. 12. 

Is it the vav apodosis? 

Ct1ida-i. e. Limyra. See CIS II. 109: Lidz., N.E. 446. 
Limyra in Cilicia. Fifth-fourth century B. c. 

Obj. + subj. + verb. 
This is a bilingual inscription-in Aramaic and Greek. The 

Aramaic order diverges from the Greek. In the latter we have 
l'A]iiTl,-.n~ ••• 1rpoK.aTECTICEVCJ<TUTO TOV Tatpov [TovTov], whereas the Aramaic 
reads: 1:l:11,., tN'li[~] mr ~~,,no~. 

III", i.e. Ezra 4 8-618, 712- 28• In present form-close of 
fourth century B.c., but probably earlier idioms are displaced 
by idioms of a later date. 

Subj. +verb 49 ~ 
75

_ 
Obj.+verb 26 } 
Verb+subj. or obj. 64. 
Thus verb precedes subj. or obj. or both combined slightly less 

frequently than the subj. or obj. or both combined precede the 
verb. 

The following combinations occur : 

(2) Subj.+verb+obj. 6 
(3) Obj. + subj. + verb r 
(5) Verb+ subj. + obj. (twice with ?) 3 
(6) Verb+obj. +subj. 2 

In other words four out of the six combinations of subj., verb, 
and obj. in D. are found in E. 1 only, nos. (I) and (4) not occurring. 

Proleptic use of suff. once, i. e. in 511
• When the Int: 

governs an acc. it precedes it seven times: i.e. 421
, 

22
, 52,11, 68,12, 

]15 ; and also follows it seven times: i.e. 414, 53 (bi,), 9 (bis), 131 i4. 
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IV. i. e. Daniel 2 46-7.1 

Subj. + verb c. 208 } 8 
0 . b c. 32 . bJ.+ver c. 120 

Verb+subj. or obj. c. 237. 
Thus the verb precedes subj. or obj. or both combined about 

once in three times. The following combinations of subj. 1 verb, 
and obj. occur two times out of five: 

(r) Subj. + obj. + verb 15 
(2) Subj. +verb+ obj. 29 
(3) Obj. + subj. + verb 2 

(4) Obj. + verb +subj. ro 
(S) Verb+ subj. + subj. 5 
(6) Verb+ obj. + subj. 6 
Proleptic use of suff. occurs ten times (220,44, 3s,25,20,2s, 29, 423, 

625,27), but only once in E. 
As in E., the acc. follows the lnf. c. ~ sixteen times, i.e. 2 1~, 

u,24,26,471 32,13,19,201 43,23, 52,1, 68(bis), ?25; and precedes it twenty-one 
times ; 29,10,16,18,27,46

1 3 rn,32
1 415, :14, 5s(bis), 15(bis), !6(q11ater)

1 
65(bis), 24. 

Conclusion. In all the above authorities the order of the old 
Aramaic is essentially the same as in Hebrew, save in the Aramaic 
letter which Lidzbarski assigns to the time of Assurbanipal (circa 
660 B.c.). But the change of order which may be due to the 
influence of Akkadian is slight as compared to that in D. This 
letter is valuable, 2 but the writer seems to have been subject 
to different influences. Thus in l. 15 we have i1:lt::' •:ir.:i three 
times, which may be explained as Aramaic (Cooke 628). It is at 
the same time good Hebrew as to diction, though the order would 
possibly have been different: i. e. •:iru :ir.:,11, On the other hand 
there is the Jussive 1,n~, 'let them grind', which is essentially 
Aramaic. The pronoun ion frequently occurs, which is also 
old Aramaic. 

1 Baumgarten (' Das Aramiiische im Buche Daniel,' p. 128 in ZAW, rg) 
adopts a different method of calculation, and arrives at the following results 
inD:-

Subj. occurs before predicate as compared with its occurrences after it 
c. I20: 80. 

Obj, occurs before predicate as compared with its occurrences after it 
c. So: 70. 

Obj. occurs before Inf. as compared with its occurrences after it c. 20 : 16. 
2 In I. r2 we have the words which are so important for the right translation 

of 314 in our text: n,l't ~•,o ')il l'tiir:n 'Are these things true?' 
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So far then as our present authorities go, we may conclude 
that the change in the order of Aramaic which is so marked 
in the fifth cent. and later, began in the seventh or at all events 
in the sixth cent. If we might argue back we might infer that the 
oldest Hebrew and Aramaic agreed on the whole as to the- order 
of words. Later developments, as we shall see, support this 
inference. 

I I. When we proceed to the next period we find that the 
change in the order of the words already observed in the 
Aramaic letter from Assyria grows much more pronounced in 
the centuries that follow, and that in this respect a gulf lies 
between the period I and its successors from 500 B, c. onwards. 

§ 22. Seeing that the Hebrew sections are translated from an 
Aramaic original, naturally Aramaisms are discover
able in the Hebrew, especially as the translators were not 
Hebraists of the first order. 

Aramaisms in 1-24 a. :ii 1 3 : ll"!l;l 1 4 : ill~:, ,e'~ = 'lest' 1 10 : 

:,1J 1 10 =Heb. ,,., : :l'n not elsewhere in OT. Good fifth-century 
B. c. Aramaic: il~'?-late Heb. but good Aram. 

Aramaisms in 8-12. ,,::i~ 82,3,G (LXX, Pesh., Vulg.) = 'gate', 
where MT has Heb. ,::i,~ 'river', save that Vulg. has a different 
rendering in 83• 

,1!:l1 85, 21 : 1~n rn17 Aram. whereas the Heb. is :J~~ : :llJ~-an 
Aramaism in late Hebrew 1021 : Cl~~ 'to inscribe '-pure Ar~maic 
-not elsewhere in O.T.: cf. 524, 25,610, 11 sqq._,,o □ll 10:11 II11-

cf. 512 for this frequent Aramaic duplication of the preposition : 
~P.'b u 17-an Aram. word in late Hebr. : nr,:::innn u 23-an 
A.ramaised Inf.: u')O:l u 43• 

There are several renderings in the LXX which imply an 
Aramaic original. It is enough here to refer to the notes on 
I 1 20, 24. 
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§ 23. Chronological Tables. 

I. Neo-Babylonian K£ngs and Notable Events. 

Nabopolassar-at first a viceroy of Babylon under the sons and 
successors of Assur-bani-pal, but subsequently the king 
and independent ruler of Babylon on the destruction of the 
Assyrian empire by the Medes 

Nebuchadnezzar, as crown prince defeats the Egyptian forces 
at Carchemish (Jer. 462) on the Euphrates and recovers all 
Western Asia 

Nebuchadnezzar-king of the Chaldaeans (see note on this 
term, p. 13 seqq.) and of Babylon 

Amc!-Marduk, i.e. Evil-Merodach (2 Kings 25 27844·) son and 
successor of Nebuchadnezzar 

Nergal-Sharezer (Neriglissar), having assassinated his brother
in-law Amel-Marduk, reigned 

Labashi-Marduk, son of Nergal-Sharezer, reigned only nine 
months, being murdered by his nobles 

Nabuna'id, the last king of the Chaldaeans, who was not 
descended from Nebuchadnezzar, but the son of Nabu
balatsu-ikbi, seized the throne and became king 

Cyrus, king of Anshan (5 58), overthrows the Median empire 
(550), becomes king of Persia (c. 547) takes Nabuna'id 
captive, and makes himself master of Babylon, over which 
Belshazzar, son of Nabuna'id, had been a vassal king 

Cyrus thus becomes king of Babylon 
Carnbyses, his son, becomes king 
Conquers Egypt (which remains a province of Persia till 332) 
Darius I, Hystaspis, king of Persia 
Xerxes ( = Ahasuerus in O.T.) 
Artaxerxes 
Darius II, Nothus. 
Artaxerxes II, Mnemon 
Artaxerxes III, Ochus 
Darius III, Codomannus , 
Conquered by Alexander . 

II. The earli'er Seleuddae. 

The Empire of the Selucidae over Syria and Babylon founded 
by Selucus I, Nicator 

Antiochus I, Soter 
Antiochus II, Theos 
Seleucus II, Callinicus 

cix 

B.C. 
625-005 

605 

559-556 

538 
538-529 
529-521 

525 
521-485 
485-465 
465-425 
423-404 
404-359 
359-338 
336-331 

333 

312-280 
279-261 
261-246 
246-226 
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Seleucus III, Cerannus 
Antiochus III, the Great 
Seleucus IV, Philopator 
Antiochus IV, Epiphanes 

II I. The earHer Ptolemies. 

Ptolemy I, Soter, became ruler of Egypt 
Ptolemy II, Philadelphus 
Ptolemy III, Euergetes I 

Ptolemy IV, Philopator 
Ptolemy V, Epiphanes 
Ptolemy VI, Philometor 
Ptolemy VI, Philometor } . . . . 

1 
P l VII E II 

re1gnmg conJomt y 
to emy , uergetes 

§ 23 

226-223 
223-187 
187-176 
175-164 

B.C. 
322-283 
283-246 
246-221 
221-204 
204-181 
181-145 

170-164 

IV. Events in Jewish history from the time of Jehot"akim to the 
death of Antiochus Epiphanes. 

Jehoiakim rebels against Nebuchadnezzar. Judea laid waste by 
the inroads of hostile nations including the Chaldaeans 
(2 Kings 241- 4). [According to 2 Chron. 366--7 Nebuchad
nezzar himself invades Judea, and carries off Jehoiakim and 
some of the vessels of the Temple to Babylon-a tradition 
thus existed as early as 300 B. c. which in part forms the B.C. 
basis of Dan. 11- 2} 602 

J ehoiakim carried captive to Babylon with all the sacred vessels 
of the Temple 597 

Captivity of Zedekiah and destruction of Jerusalem 586 
First return of exiles under Cyrus 538 
Second return with Ezra . 458 
Conquest of Palestine by Alexander the Great 332 
Struggle between Ptolemy I and Antigonus over the possession 

of Palestine, which results in Palestine becoming a province 
of Egypt for nearly 100 years 301 

The marriage of Antiochus II with Berenice, the daughter of 
Ptolemy II (Dan. II 6

) 248 
Fresh wars between Ptolemy Ill and Seleucus II (Dan. ll 7 sqq.) 246 
Antiochus III makes himself master of Palestine but is forced 

to retire from it through his defeat at Raphia by Ptolemy IV 217 
Conquest of Palestine by Antiochus III . 202 
Despite the attempts of Egypt (200 B. c.) this conquest main-

tained (Dan. 1113 sqq.) by the battle of Paneion 198 
Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus III, married to Ptolemy V 

(Dan. II 17) 193 
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Seleucus IV, acting on information given by Simon, who was at 
strife with the High Priest Onias III, attempts to make 
himself master of the Temple treasures through his chief 

CXI 

minister Heliodorus (Dan. u 20) 176, 
Accession of Antiochus IV to the throne of Syria (Dan. 78

, 
11

, 
20

, 

89, 28, Il21) 175 
The High Priest Onias III, leader of the Chasidim, deposed by 

Antioch us, and his brother Jason, the leader of the 
Hellenizing Jews, appointed in his stead 175 

Jason deposed in favour of Menelaus and Onias III murdered 
at the instigation of the latter (Dan. 926, II 22

; 1 Enoch 9d; 
2 Mace. 4•3 -

35
) I 71 

Antiochus IV invades Egypt in a campaign, the first stage of 
which ended with the victory near Pelusium, and the 
second with the conquest of Egypt (Dan. II

25
-

27
; 1 Mace. 

116- 19). Jason having in the meantime reinstated himself 
in Jerusalem by force, Antiochus on his return from Egypt 
expels him, plunders the Temple, and massacres many 
Jews (Dan. s• b-10, II 28 ; I Mace. 121- 28 ) 170 

Antiochus makes his second expedition against Egypt, but is 
obliged to retire by the Roman legate Popilius Laenas, and 
to give up his claims on Egypt 169 

Jerusalem taken by surprise by Apollonius on the Sabbath day, 
many Jews slaughtered or driven into exile, and a Syrian 
garrison established in the citadel. The complete sup
pression of the Jewish religion ordered by Antiochus. The 
observance of the Sabbath and circumcision forbidden. 
Books of the Law burnt, the daily sacrifice abolished, and 
a heathen altar, i. e. ' a horror that appalleth ', set up in the 
Temple on the 15th of Chislev (December), 168 (Dan. 721, 

24b,20, 311,12,1ab,2<,25, 92sb,21a, 11sob-a~, 121,7,(111) i69-168 

Revolt of the Jews against Antiochus under Mattathias and his 
sons (Dan. 11 37 ; 1 Enoch 909 sqq.; l Mace. 2) 167 

Death of Mattathias. Judas his son defeats and slays the 
Syrian generals Apollonius and Seron (1 Mace. i-H), and 
subsequently routs Gorgias at Emmaus (1 Mace. s25-427), 

and Lysias at Beth-Zur (1 Mace. 428 - 35) 166-165 
Recovery of Jerusalem, with the exception of the citadel. 

Cleansing and rededication of the Temple on the 25th 
Chislev, three years and ten days after its desecration. 
Successful invasion of Edomites, Ammonites, Philistines, 
and other Gentile nations (1 Mace. 5) 165 

Antjochus, owing to lack of money, attempts to pillage a temple 
in Elymais in Persia, but is beaten off by the inhabitants 
of the town, and soon after dies at Tabae in that same 
country (Dan. 711, 2a, gub, 2a, 921 b, n•>b, 121 [ 12u, 12] 154 
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§ 24. Theology. 

{a) Although this book is the forerunner and herald of most 
subsequent apocalyptic developments, it is not by any means the 
earliest, but it is by far the greatest of the 0. T. apocalypses. 
Its outlook, however, is in the main confined to this world. 
Its hopes are directed, not to the afterworld, with its retributions 
for the individual, but to the setting up of a world-empire of 
Israel which is to displace the heathen, to a Messianic kingdom 
on earth. Accordingly, it extends neither promise nor threaten
ing to the individual as such, but only to those individuals who 
have in an extraordinary degree helped or hindered the advent 
of the kingdom. But the resurrection is mechanically conceived. 
It is not represented as the unique prerogative of all the righteous 
-the martyrs, the saints, and teachers (122) as it was originally 
conceived, but it has been degraded into a mere mechanical 
device for bringing the pre-eminently righteous into the eternal 
Kingdom of God, and for bringing due retribution on the 
Jewish apostates in the form of a resurrection to everlasting 
contempt, i. e. in Gehenna. As for the majority of the nation, 
who are neither over-much righteous nor over-much wicked, 
their lot is of no concern to the writer, and Sheol remains 
their eternal abode. Sheol, which is called the land of dust 
(122

), retains its 0. T. heathen character as. a non-moral 
region. It thus possesses a peculiar character in our author. 
It is the intermediate abode of the very good and of the 
very bad in Israel, and the eternal abode of the rest of 
Israel and of all the Gentiles. The eschatological outlook of 
the individual is very, imperfectly conceived, or at all events 
very imperfectly delineated. For we might ask, are the risen 
righteous to live for ever in the Messianic kingdom? The 
supernatural character of the kingdom certainly implies this 
(cf. J17,18), and yet the description in ?17•18, where the continued 
existence of ' the peoples, nations, and languages' as subject to 
this kingdom is difficult to reconcile with the immortality of the 
righteous individual upon the earth, is quite reconcilable with 
the eternity of the Messianic kingdom. 

( b} The advent of the kingdom catastropht"c. We have, however, 
overlooked the manner in which the kingdom is to be intro
duced. It is to be catastrophic. When evil reaches its culmi-
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nation, and the need of the saints is greatest (721 ,22, 121), when 
the Antichrist in the person of Antiochus Epiphanes is warring 
down the saints, God Himself will intervene, and the throne of 
judgement be set up (79), and the world powers overthrown 
(i1,12), and the kingdom of the saints shall be set up, which 
shall break in pieces all the kingdoms of the world (244), and 
make all the surviving nations their subjects. It is to share in 
this kingdom that all the pre-eminently righteous, among whom 
of course Daniel and his friends are included, are to rise in the 
resurrection (\1'i'' 122). But according to 1213 qnite a different 
conception is introduced. There (unless we take 1031 as 
meaning 'to rise in the resurrection', which it never does in 
Hebrew or, as Hitzig has already pointed out, in any Semitic 
dialect 1), Daniel hopes to survive the advent of the kingdom, and 
to have his special inheritance in it (1'.Jil'.J i1;,:11n1 1213), just as 
Ezekiel does in Ezek. 2921, and St. Paul in 1 Thess. 415• But, 
since it is impossible to entertain the supposition that our author 
expected to live for over 400 years, then we must conclude 
either that he has forgotten his role as presumably writing in 
the sixth century B. c., or that 1213 is an interpolation from the 
same hand that inserted 1212• This interpolator writes from the 
standpoint of the second century B. c. and not from that of 
the sixth century. The book thus closes in 1210 with a special 
promise that Daniel's prayer in 128, that he might be enabled 
to understand, shall be granted-' none of the wicked shall 
understand, but they that be wise shall understand' (1210). 

1213 is in part modelled on 129 'Go thy way, Daniel', and 124 

'to the time of the end'. But the interpolator of 1212- 13 did not 
understand the technical meaning of the author's phrase 'the 
time of the end ' (Yi' li:11) in 124 and also in 129, 817, n 35, 40, which 
has always in his use a reference to the advent of the kingdom. 
Instead of this phrase, which he should have employed in 1213, 

he adopted from our author another phrase, which he suppos 
had the same meaning, i. e. 'the end of the days'. But this 
phrase, whether written as tl10 1il fi' as in the interpolation in 1213, 

1 It will not do to. rejoin with Bevan that 'if this belief were new in the days 
of the author, a fixed technical term may have been wanting'. The belief was 
not new within a limited circle of Judaism, and the right technical term (i.e. y1pil) 
was not wanting; for it appears in our author (122) as well as in Is. 2618 : cf. 
also Jer. 5139, 67 ; Job 1412 for its use of awaking after death, 

a= h 
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or as c,~i;i n':li' in 1 15, 5, 18, 434 (31l never has this technical meaning 
in our autp.or. · In our author it always marks the conclusion of 
a definite period in the lives of the persons, whose history he is 
recounting, but it never refers to the advent of the kingdom. 
He could rightly have used another phrase of our author here 
' the latter days ' N'01' n 1inN 2 28 in Aramaic and c,o,,;i n,inN 

rn14 in Hebrew. But he chose just the wrong phrase for his 
purpose. Furthermore the Hebrew verb ioy retains its usual and 
apparently universal meaning, if we interpret the passage aright. 

(c) Growing transcendentalism t'n the conception ef God. God 
rules the world by a body of intermediate agencies. To these 

. angelic patrons of the nations an almost inconceivable liberty of 
initiative is accorded. The action of most of them is repre
sented as contrary to the fulfilment of the Divine Will. By 
means of this conception the writer explains the national 
reverses, and likewise the delay in the establishment of the 
Messianic kingdom. 

(a) Dualism and determinism in Danief s conception of the world. 
The conflict between the kingdoms of this world and of Israel 
springs essentially from their irreconcilable religious and ethical 
aims. But this moral conflict did not originate on this earth 
but in the supernatural background. Thus Persia has its 
angelic guardian (1013), and likewise Greece (1020), while the 
patron angel of Israel is Michael (1021, 121). Our author uses 
the dualistic conception of the world to explain Israel's reverses, 
and likewise the delay in the advent of the Kingdom of God, 
as we have already pointed out. It is difficult to reconcile this 
conception with that of the triumphant kingdom of the Saints 
and the final judgement executed by God in 726, 27• Since the 
efforts of the angelic guardians of the nations are expressly 
directed against God's chosen people, the dualism of our author's 
world view cannot be questioned. It is true, however, that he 
avoids entering into details, and that he teaches that the world 
of evil is doomed from the outset. 

That inconsistencies in the thought of the writer should exist 
is inevitable. The 0. T. prophets dealt with the destinies of 
this nation or of that, but took no comprehensive view of the 
history of the world as a whole. No more did any of the Greek 
or Roman historians. Hence Daniel was the first to teach the 
unity of all human history, and that every fresh phase of this 
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history was a further stage in the development of God's purposes. 
One world empire succeeds another, each transcending its pre
decessors in wickedness, till at last wickedness reaches its 
final development and is impersonated in the God-opposing 
Antiochus, who blasphemously called himself' God manifest', 
and made it his express aim to destroy the true religion, that is, 
the religion of Judaism. Never before had any of the world 
powers made this their aim. But Antiochus assumes the role 
of what was subsequently known as the Antichrist. Now in 
this inevitable strife the faithful bear their part, but at the best 
they can render but 'a little help' (u34), seeing that the real 
victory of the righteous is secured in advance by their patron 
angel. Our author has no consistent theology. 

The element of determinism manifests itself frequently. The 
most obvious instance is to be found in 414<17>, where it is 
declared that Nebuchadnezzar's destiny is settled by the decree 
of the Watchers. In the attempt to determine at what exact 
date the end should come the element of determinism again 
comes to the front .. It is not a question of the growth of 
character in man fitting him for the advent of the kingdom, but 
the problem is mechanically conceived, and the kingdom is to be 
realized on the lapse of a certain definite period of time, which 
comes at last to be declared to be three and a half years. There 
are other mechanical elements in the theology of Daniel, but it 
could not well be otherwise, since the prophetic era had passed 
and apocalyptic had begun its attempt to grapple with the world 
problems which confronted it-a struggle for which it was not 
sufficiently equipped. 

(e) Attention might be called to the following points: The 
frequent condemnation of idolatry in chapters 3 and 51 the rules 
as to clean and unclean food (1 8- 16)1 the giving of alms and good 
works (424(27l), the Bath-~(ol, or voice from heaven (4;8(31l, the three 
hours of prayer (6II(lOJ). 

Finally it is noteworthy that neither Daniel nor his three 
friends show any consciousness of sin. Only in the interpolated 
prayer (94- 19} and the clumsy verse 920, which was added to 
connect 9"'-19 with its new context, is there any confession of 
sin on Daniel's part. Daniel is convinced of his possessing 
a conscience void of offence before God and man 623(24). 

h 2 
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§ 25. A Fragment of the pre-Theodotion Version-Dan. 79- 28• 

In the course of my study of the versions I passed from one 
conclusion to another. At last I arrived at the conviction that 
in Justin Martyr (Dial. 31) we have a genuine fragment of the lost 
pre-Theodotion version, i. e. Dan. 79- 28• In the earlier stages of 
my studies I had no consciousness of the direction in which 
I was moving, since the studies were often unconnected, and 
the problems dealt with in a piecemeal fashion. All I sought 
was to give to each isolated fact its full value. At last the above 
conclusion flashed suddenly upon me. Some of the grounds 
for this conclusion I will now give. 

1. First of all I accept by virtue of my own studies as valid 
the inference already drawn by Salmon, Gwynn, Swete, Burkitt, 
and Thackeray that there were two pre-Christian Greek versions 
of Daniel. For this conclusion sufficient evidence is given in 
the Introd., § 13 c. 

2. The above conclusion is confirmed by the fact that the 
same type of text, independent alike of the LXX and Th., is 
found in the Old Latin (see Burkitt, Old Latin, p. 22 seq.). 
Happily in Tertullian (Adv. Marc. iii. 7) we have a quotation 
from Dan. ]13- 14 which I shall quote here over against the Greek 
in Justin. 

Justin (Dial. 31). 

,1'. Kal Ulov p.,ra TWIJ 11,<f,,>..w11 roii 
0Vpn110V, Ws- vU,s- dvlJp&nrov Epxdµ,Evos· 
Kal ~>..B,11 eros rov 1ra>..alov rwi, ii1upi;w, 

\ ,,., ' , , ... ' ' 
1<a1 1rap'I" ,11ro1r,011 avrov 1<a1 01 1rap,-
<TT'7K6r•s 1rpouiiyayo11 ali..-6v. 714• 1<al 
.UMB,, av..-i, l~ovuia Kal Ttµii {3autAIK'7, 
1eal 1ia11Ta -ra. E6v71 T"ijs ,,qs- KaTa i'Ev11 
Kai 1raua /l6~a >..arpevovua' 1<al ii 
f ~ovuia a'VToV l~ovula alOOvtoS' .q-T,t o'V 
P.'1 ap8fi, Kai ii {3orr1Aeia all..-ou ol, P.ii 
<f>Bapfj. 

Tert.Adv.Marc. iii. 7 (Oehler ii. 130). 

Et ecce cum nubibus caeli, tan
quam filius hominis 1veniens, venit 1 

usque ad veterem dierum, et aderat 
in conspectu ejus et qui adsistebant 
adduxerunt ilium. et data est ei 
potestas regia, et omnes nationes 
terrae secundum genera et omnis 
gloria famulabunda et potestas ejus 
usque in aevum quae non auferetur, 
et regnum ejus quod non vitia
bitur. 

Here observe that Justin and Tertullian agree against LXX 
and Th. in 1. 3, save that Justin inserts 1<al before ijXB,v : in 1. 4 

1 So Cypr. Test. ii. 10. 
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Kat '!l"apijv ••• aVTDV: in l. 5 1rpouir1a-yav av.-6v. Next observe that 
Justin and Tert. agree with LXX in 1. 5 ol 'll"apEuTT/"6.-.s against 
Th. : in 1. 7 seq. miv.-a Ta Wvri .-ij< yij< 1eaTa -yiv'1 ,cal '!l"a<ra ll6~a • • . 

Xarp•vavua: in l. IO ijrn ov µ,❖ clpBii : in l. l l rpBapf,. Thirdly 
observe that Justin and Tert. agree in only two readings with 
Th. against LXX, i. e. l. l µ,mi : in l. 3 lws Tov 1raXaiov -rwv, In 
both these readings it reproduces the MT. 

Again where Justin and Tertullian agree with the LXX, Th. 
agrees with the MT. Thus Th. ]14 ,cal avrf ,/8661/ ri rlpx❖ Kai TJ TI/J,YJ 

Kai ~ ~a<TLAfia, Kat 1rdiiTES' oi AaHl, <pvAal, ,cat yA.OOuua, 3ovA£VovuLv aVr'e is 
an exact translation of the MT. 

From this comparison it follows that Justin and Tertullian 
are here making use of a pre-Christian version of Daniel, which 
is closely allied to the LXX, but only in a very minute degree 
to Th. The most reasonable explanation of these facts is that 
the LXX is the older version. The second version, i. e. the 
pre-Theodotion, was made at a much later date-say provi
sionally 50 B. c. 

3. We conclude, therefore, that there were two Greek versions 
which were used by the Christian Church down to A. D. 150 and 
later-the LXX (145 B. c.}, and the pre-Theodotion (c. 50 B. c.): 
that Justin quoted from the second of these, and that Theodotion 
used this second in making his version, i. e. Th., Justin and 
Theodotion being contemporaries. The former was martyred 
in A. D. 163.1 The version of the latter is attributed to different 
dates between A, o. 140 and 184. 

4. The conclusion that {in Dial. 31) Justin quotes twenty verses, 
not from the LXX but from a later version is confirmed by the 
fact that in reproducing Dan. ?15 he uses as in Th. the non
Semitic phrase a! opdum -rij.- ,,_,rpaXijs (seep. 42: notes on 2 19, 28 c 

Trans!.): also that in ]13 he quotes the phrase tµ,,-rat row v,rp,>..wv, 
as does the pre-Theod. and Th., where t:IY isa corruption of:,y, and 
not as t,d .-. nrp,Xwv as the LXX. It is to be observed that elsewhere 
Justin always quotes this phrase in the form br&vw .-. v,rp,>..wv (Dial. 
14, 120; Apo!. i, 1, 51). Justin may have found lm,vw instead 
of l1ri in his copy of the LXX, since the translator of the 
LXX uses .!,r&vw as a synonym of <'ll"i = 'upon' (i. e. ';,y) in 76• 

1 Justin's Dial. is assigned by Hort. to A.D. 142-8, and by Volkrnar to A.D. 155. 
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Again the LXX in 713 ica1 ws 1TaAaw~ ;,,,.Epoov 1rap~p• 1ea1 ol 1rapE<TTl'j

lCOTfS t1rapl)<rav a~rovt (rd. 1rapiuTl)uav a~rov) represents an older text 
'i11:Jijm •rm,,p N'ONP1 ilOn l'r.l11 p1n3::,1 'and one like an ancient of 
days was there, and they that stood before him presented him'. 
The translator of the LXX never uses .:.~ as a preposition but 
always Eros. Possibly i"ll-'n was first corrupted into i"lt:l!-'. This 
would naturally lead to the change of roi• p•n1,1::i_ into N•ni• p•n1,1 ,11 
in the revised text. 

5. From the above facts coupled with those that follow, 
I conclude that the pre-Theodotion version was based on the 
Semitic text of Daniei (c. 50 B. c.) but that it borrowed its 
renderings largely from the LXX where the Semitic text allowed 
of its doing so. · 

6. In the Fragment of the pre-Theodotion Version, which now 
follows, most of the words and phrases, wherein this version 
differs from the LXX, agree with the MT. The obvious con
clusion is that the Semitic text of Daniel had undergone con
siderable revision and corruption between 145 B. c. and 50 B. c. 
or thereabouts. 

7. Gen!=ral conclusion. Justin never uses Th. but a pre• 
Theodotion text. When he quotes short phrases or clauses he 
apparently uses the LXX. Thus in Dt'al. 701 76, 114 he quotes 
lrp.filJ,1 (Dan. 2 34) from the LXX, where Th. has cl1r,uxla·tJYJ, Again 
in Dial. IIO he derives l~aAAa from the LXX where Th. has 
vir,poyKa. But when he quotes an unbroken passage of twenty 
verses as in Dial. 31, he diverges from the LXX though he has 
always elsewhere followed it. The natural conclusion is that, 
though he did not possess Th., he had before him the pre
Theodotion version and in all probability the LXX. The latter 
probability is practically a certainty. 

In the text of Justin that follows, containing a fragment of 
the pre-Theodotion version, words and phrases common to it 
with the LXX are printed in thick type : those common to it with 
Th. are underlined. Synonyms or even loose though equivalent 
renderings are not underlined, save in a few passages where 
the words are doubly underlined. Where Justin's text contains 
additions these are enclosed in round brackets. 
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JUSTIN. 

Dial. c. Tryphone 31 (Otto ed.). 

Dan. 79• 'E6,wpow fli)S ~ 1 8p6vo, /.,,6,,,mv, Kat O ,raAmor ;,µ£p6W 

lica61)TO, 2 EXWY 'll'EpL#30>..~v 0)0'£1 XL6Ya. ~. Kal TO Tplxwl'-a. Tij" 

ic,cpa>..ijs avrov o>U£1 •pto• Ka6apov,2 6 6pov°" avTOV 3 waEl </>Mt ,rvpos, 

• oi Tpoxol Ul/TOV ,rvp ef,Xi-yov.' 

?1°. 5 IIoTaµos ,rvpos ElAKEV t!K'll'DPEIIO,,.EVOS '" ,rpouw,rov avTOV' 5 xlX,m 

xiA,&BEs 6 EAEtTo'Vp-yavv aVTii:, 6 Kai µ:Up1.a1. µ.vpt.Uaf.f 1rapu<TT7]K.EI.Uav aVr'f>. 
7 Bl{3Xo, l1VEJfX61]ua11, ""' KptT~p,011 ha6,o-.v.7 

711• 'E6,wpaw TOTE 8 T~I' cj,w~v 8 ,.;;,,, 9 µ,yailwv Mywv 9 z,,, 'TO Kipar IO 

AMEi, 11 12 Ka.l cl.1rETll1'-'ll'O.Yla8'1) 12 TO 6,,piov, Kal airwA,,-o TiJ ,,.;;,µ.a aii'TflV ical 13 

tflo01) ,ls Kavrr,v ,rvpor. 

?12• Kal 14 TU Aoma 611p/a µETEUT0.61] Tijs apxijs a.ihwv 14 Kai XPOVOS 15 Cwijr 

TOU" 6J)p10H taoa,, 16 lws 17 ~ Kal xp6vo11.17 

?13• l6Ewpovv ;,, opdµan rijs VVKTOr, «al Ulov p.Era 18 TWV ••<:p<A61V TOV 

aupavaii OOS' vlos av6pw1rav ,!pxoµ,vos· 19 1<al ijJi8,v 20 21 
fu)S, TOV iraXaiov ,.;;,,, 

qµ<p;;w, (1<al) 'll'llp~v 21 (,!11W1Twv avrov) ""' 22 of '11'0.pEaT'l)KOTES 22 1rpoa~yayav 

aVrVv.23 

l LXX OTE. 

2 So also LXX save that it rightly reads A<v1<ov after •pwv and not after xwva 
as pre-Theod. and Th. wrongly do. Th. Ka, TO eeovµ.a avTov aJOEI X'"'" AEVKov 
Kai 'I 0p1[ T,js K«paA.11• aJCTf< •pw• 1<a9apav. 

3 >LXX. • LXX if:Tpoxoi aVTov 11vp 1<awµ•vov '<. 
5 LXX fAKaJV 1<at ,[urop<v<To 1<aTa -rrpacr=ov avTav -rroTaµos ,rvpos. Th • .,;..,,,v 

•µ1rpoo0•v aVTOV. 
6 So Th. but LXX •0•pa,rrnov aVTov. 
7 Justin inverts order of these two clauses in LXX and Th. 
8 Th. a,ro <f>o,Vl]S. • LXX and Th. "A.o-,. T. µE"(CJAOW. 

lO + EKf<IIO Th. ll EACJAfl *"""P"'" 1/JJ'I" LXX '(. 
11 So LXX but Th. faJS av11p•811. 13 Th. trs. bef. TO crwµa. 
14 Justin agrees herewith Th. or Pre-Theod. save that he adds avTwv with LXX. 

Th. TaJV A.0111w11 01]p,a,v 'I "PX'I µ<Ta{1TU91J. LXX TOVS KVl<AW< avTov a11ECTT1]0E T'IS 

•fovcr,as avTa,11. 16 Th. µa1<pOT1]•• 
16 

+aVTois LXX, Th. bnt Justin gives,-. 01]pws bef. ,60011. 
17 LXX trs. the two nouns. Th. 1<a1pav "· 1<aipov. 
18 LXX '"'· But Justin at beginning of Dial. 31 has <1rava, v<q,<JiQJII. 
19 LXX 1/PX<To. 2o Th. ,q,0ao, wh. it reads after '1/A<pwv. >LXX. 
21 

LXX ws 11aA.atos 'll''flOJ" ""P'I"· 22 > Th. 
23 LXX ,rapl]aav aVTa,,. Th. 11pocr11x011 avTaJt. 
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714• Kol la&e,, almi> 1 isouafo Kctl n,-..T'J j:laaL'II.LK~' Kctl 11'0VTC1 TU e8v'I) 

nis y~s Kil.TU YEV'IJ Ka.l 1rii.aa. Sosa. '11.a.TpEuOUO'll.. Ka.l 1 T/ i~ov<rla airroii 

•~ovula a1wvws, ~nr Ol/ 2 .... ~ d.p8n,• /COl T/ {3acnXda akoii 3 ov ..... ~ cj,8a.p~.4 

715
• 

6 (Kal) •'PP•~· ,-,) 1rv,vµd µov iv Tfj -~" pov, Kfll a, opa<rm ,-ijr n<paAijr 

µov lTU.pauu6v µ.e. 5 

i 6, ~ 6 rrpoaijXBov 7 ,rpos Eva. TWV '10'TWT<tw,8 /CUL 77JV 6.Kp{{3etav l(ryrnvv 

rrap" av-rou Orrip 9 7raVTuJV TOVTuJV. 10 A1roKpL8els Si '11.lyeL ,-..oL Ka.l TT]V 

Kp[aw 10 TWV AoyuJv ,!8~'11.waE 11 µot, 

717• Taurn TU B17pla TO. 12 ,-..eyall.a. Eiul12 T£<r(mp•r {3au1X,ia1, 13 a.t c'hroll.ouvTa.L 

elm> Tiis y~s• 13 

718• Kai (ov) rrnpaAry,J,ovm, TIJV {3aa,XElav 14 euJr (alwvor 1<ai <uJs) TOO 

al001,1or TWv al&wwv. 

719• 
16 T6Te 118e'll.ov .!~a.KpLj:lwaaa8m {mip 15 mi) n-r&p,-ov a,,pfov, 16 Toil 

KaTOcj,8,dpoYTOS 11'al"Ta. Ka.l Om:pcj,ci/3ou, Kal 16 ol ollovr•r av,-oii utli17pr,'i Kai O[ 

6vt'X£~ aiiroV xaA1<.oL, 17 EuBiov x:at Af1rTUvov !(al ..,.a i7r{"Ji..ot1rn 17 aVTo'U 18 Toi:'s- 1TOUL 

KOT'f7r(lT-Et. l9 

720• 2° Ka.l 'll'Epl Twv 8lKa. Kepchwv a.1hoii fol riis KEcj>a.11.~s, Ka.l (•") Toil 

EVOS TOU 1rpoacj,uEvTOS, Kal ESE11'EO'OV (iK TWU rrpoTipow) !hcl a1hou Tp[a, Ka.l 

TO KEpa.s EKe'ivo etx•w 3ij,8all.,-..ous KO.l aTOfl,O. 11.a.ll.oilv fl,Eya'll.a, Kal 11 1rp6ao1lns 

O.UTOU O'll'EpE<j,epe Tel a'll.>.a..~0 

1 Th. T/ apxT/ Kai '1 Tlf'T/ /tat 1/ flaa,}-..,,a Kai ,ravT« o, }-..ao,, <j>v}-..a,, 1<a1 "(AuJfTaa, 

~ov}-..,vovu,v a11-ro,1. In the LXX 1ta1 -r1µ17 /3au1J..11r'I is preceded by an asterisk and 
followed by a metobelus. Also after lio(a LXX inserts avTOJt, 

2 Th. ,mpe}-..evana,. s + T/T« LXX. 4 Th. ll,a<j>0arJiO'<Ta,. 
5 So Th. save that it inserts q01 e.av,11:i.. after •tn µov. LXX ,ra, a1r11ll,aua, 

ey(J) Am11.71A fl' -rovrm~ Ev TOOL opaµa:n T11~ "v"ros. 
6 >LXX. 7 ·Th. EVI, 8 Th. EO'T'l)IWTOJU. 
9 Th. rrep,. lO Th. /Cat <1,r,v µ,01. T'}v a1tp1fl«av Kai T'/V O'vv,cp«Hv. 

11 Th. E"(VuJptaEV. 12 Th. Tf<TO'apa B : /H"(MO Ta TEO'O'<pa A. 
13 Th. avaO'T171J"OVTa1 <7TL T. 'Y'IS a, ap01)fTOVTat, 
14 This verse is corrupt in Justin owing first to the loss of a-y,o, vrfmnov 1ra, 

1ta9•(0110'1 TT/V /3au,}-..w1v (for T. /3au1}-..£1av Th. reads av-r,w) LXX, Th. through 
hmt. and the subsequent insertion of ov before rrapal\.11rf,ov-ra, in order to give some 
meaning to the text. 

16 Th. 1tat <(']TOVV a,cp,flws. 16 LXX, Th. ,rep,. 
16 LXX TOV llta<j>O«pov-ros ,ravTa "· 111r,prpof1ov "· t<'!ov. Th, OT& T/" li,a<j>epov ,rapa 

rrav 011pwv <j>o{!,pov ,rep,urrw,, 
17 LXX 1tar,a0wvres ,ranm 1tV1tA00£v 1tat. 18 >LXX, Th. 
19 LXX 1ta, rrep11ta-rovv-r,s. Th. O'Wf7rttrE<, 

20 So also LXX, save that after aurnv I 0 it adds TOJV and Tov a}-..}-..ov after ,vo,. 

Here Th. differs greatly: "· ,rep, T, 1r•pa-ro,v avrov -r, liE1ta T. •v TT/ 1re<j>a}-..111 avTov, 

"· T. enpov T. avaf3avTos "· EltTtvafav-ro, T. ,rpOJTOJV, OJt OL orp0a}-..µo, Kat O'TOµa }-..a}-..ovv 

µ,-ya}-..a "· 'I opo.0'1> avTov µe,(o,v T, }-..omwv. 
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721. 1 Kal KO.Tev6ouv TO Kepas b:iivo ,roll.e1.1.ov CTUVLITT«Jl,EVOV ,rpos TOUS 

O.yLous Ka.1 TpottoUJJ.£VOV aUToVs .. 1 

..., C , ""' c,1, ,-. 3 '\ ,r ' :, ' .. TOLS ayLOLS TOU U'l'LITTOU, KCU O Katpos EVHTTn, ,ea, 5 TO ~au1'll.eiov 5 KaTiuxov 0 

iiyw, ( v,/tL<TTOV ). 

?23. 7 Kal. .1ppE8'1] fJ,OL ,repl. TOU nniprov 8~plov• 7 Ba<TLA<ta rrn2p'T1} 

form 8 l,rl T~S y~,;;,8 qns 9 l>LOLCTEL 1rapo 9 
lO rraa-a< TilS (3au,:\,ias lO (mvras), 

11 1<al 1<a·racpay,ra1 ,,,-iiuuv TTJV yijv 11 ml 12 &.va«TTUTWCTEL avr?v rnl Ka.Ta'll.EaVEL 

UUT'l]V- 12 

724. Kal Ta ll.1<a Ko para, 13 liiKa /3au1AEtS r:lva<TTl)<TOVTat,14 Kal 15 er•pos 

r:lva<TT~<Tf7"UI {µ,,,.' av7"ovs),15 16 Ka.l oilrns Sioi:aei KUKo'is &,r~p TOIJS 1rpWTOU',,16 

,cal ,.p•'is /3au1'1.,1s ra1r•wooue1. 

725. Kal p'l]fJ,D.Ta 17 11'p6s 18 ,.;,v .;,i,,u,-ov 'J.aX~uH, .:al fripovs 19 ayiov, TOU 20 

v,/ti<TTO!I KUTUCTTp•l/t«, 21 Kat irpoaSt!teTal 22 ciAAOIW<TUI Ka,povs Kai xpovovs,23 Kill 

,rapa8o8'1]CTETaL 24 25 El,;; xe'i:pa.s 25 UVTOV EWS Katpoii Kai Katpruv ,:al ijµ,,a-v 26 

Katpov. 

726• Kal 27 1] KpLaLs 27 l1<.<l6urE,28 ,i:al. T;,v 29 tlpx~v µer-arrr~uovut ,.-oU citpavlua, 29 

Kal ,-oV so U1T0Aio-at fws ,-€/\ow. 

l Th. W<wpovv /tat TO 1t<pas fl<EIVO E1TO!fl -rroJ..•µov µ£Ta TQJV aru,,.,, "· UTXVO'EV 

wpos avTovs-. 
2 LXX rov •J..O,w -r. -rra>.awv.Th. ov T}J..(Jn, o ,raJ..aws. 

s Th. TO H:ptµa EOWl<E ario,s V'flO'TOV. 

• LXX t•~oO~t. Th. ,,peaucv. 5 Th. TTJV {3au,Xuav. 
6 LXX, Th. add o,. 
7 Th. 1ta, ,mev TO 01Jpt0v -ro nraprw. For uraprnv OTJpwv LXX reads 011pwv 

rov Tt:Taprov, OTC • 

• Th. EV TT)! "1'1'· 
10 LXX -rrauav T1JV "{TJV. 
12 Th. uvvrrar11ue1 avT1')V /Cat 1<ara1rnif,<1. 

O Th. V11Ep<(«. 

li >LXX. 

13 + TtJS {3au,J..<tas LXX. + av-rov Th. 14 LXX UTtJUov-rai. 
15 LXX o aXJ..os {3au,J..•vs µ<Ta rovrovs UTtJUETai, Th. omuo, av,wv an,ur11uera,. 

rn Th. os vrr•po,u« 1<a1<01s rravTas rovs •µ-rrpou0ev. For ovros LXX reads avTo<. 
17 Th. AO"fOVS, 

18 LXX '"· 19 LXX, Th. TOVS. 
20 > Th, 21 LXX 1taTaTp,tj,<t. Th. 11aJ..mwuE1. 
22 Th. v1rovo11un rov. 23 LXX, Th. vop.ov. 
24 

Th. /lo01J<T<-rm. 25 LXX ,ravra Ets ras XE!pas. Th. ,v X"P'• 
26 Th. -YE 'f]µurv.. LXX ECJJS 't]µtaov~. 27 Th. TO 1tptT1Jpt0v. 
28 LXX 1<aO,uerai. 
29 LXX. E(ovutav a1r0Aovui «at /3ovA-Ev<1ovTat µ.,ava,. 
so >LXX. 
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J27• Kal 1 q fJaa-t"'A.,la Kal q ll;nvrrla 1 Kat 2 ;, p.eya"'A.rn1Tljr ( TWP T01TWP) 2 

TWP 3 u,ro -rl>v oupuvov j3uuL>..ELWII 3 i/!&011 4 5 >..o.~ o.y("! ~v 5 

6 f3uuL>..euum l3a.ut>..e(u11 a.1wvLov,6 Kal =• 7 t!~ouu(aL u1ro-ra.y'IJll'DVTaL 

OUT~ Ka.l 1fEL8apx'IJll'DUll'LI' QUT't'.7 ''Ewr 8 ~ ~ s l"OV M1ov. 

728• 'Eyw aa111~A 9 EKll'T411'EL 11'EptELX0/L1J" u♦68pa,9 ,wl;, 10 e'~,c; 8t'l}IIEYKEV 

E/JoDL, 10 1ml TO pijp.a EJ/ T!I Kapa{~ p.ov iT'l}p1)1FQ, l1 

§ 26. Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus. 

(Selections from Hagen's German translation-' Keilschrifturkunden zur 
Geschichte des Konig's Cyrus 'in Delitzsch and Haupt's Beitriige zur A~yriologie, 
1894, 215-23, rendered into English.) 

The 'Annalistic Tablet' describes, year by year, the events of 
N abu-na'id's reign. The top of the tablet is mutilated. 

The Babylonian forces in the second year were in the land of 
Hamath. In the third year the king mustered his forces and 
marched to the west. In the sixth year of Nabu-na'id (549 B. c.) 
' Ku.rash (i. e. Cyrus), king of Anshan '(a district in the south or 
south-west of Elam), is at war with Ishtuvegu (Astyages); but 
the troops of Ishtuvegu revolted, and surrendered their king 
into the hands of Cyprus, who thereupon attacked and made 
himself master of his capital, Agamtanu (Ecbatana). In the 
seventh year (548 B.c.) Nabu-na'id was in Terna, and did not 
visit Babylon, so that the great annual ceremonies of Bel and 
N ebo on New Year's Day could not take place. In the mean· 
time 'the king's son,12 his nobles, and his soldiers were in the 
country of Akkad' (North Babylonia). The ninth year still 

1 LXX T1JV /Jau,71.E,av Ka< T7)V £(01111-.av. 
2 LXX T1J" /lE'"filAEIOT1JTU avu,w /tat T7)V apx7JV 1fUIIOJJ/, Th. 1/ p.eyal..OJUIIJ/7) TOJII 

/3au,ll.EOJV. 
3 Th. 111101taTC1J ,ra>To, TOIi ovpavov. 4 LXX EOOIKE, 

6 Syr. Ven,. but reads LXX v,f,<<1TOJ1. Th. a7wts v,fm1To11. 
6 Th. 1ta, 1/ /3au,l..Eta avTov /3au,l..ua at"1vw,. 
7 Th. at apxat IZIJTl>I< llovl..EVUOIIOW /tat 111faKOVIIOJITIZ<. LXX trs. I.IVTOJI 1° after 

,(avu•m. 
8 LXX 1taTaUTpop7Js. Th. w6E To ,rEpas. 

9 Th. o, a,all.07,uµo, µov "" ,rol\.v uvv<Tapauaov p.E. 

10 So LXX, but it adds µ011 after ,f,s. Th. µop</>7) µov q>..71.o,,,,e.,. 
11 LXX t•uT7JP<fat. Corrupt for ET1JP'f/<1a. Th. l;<eT7JP7JIIa. 
12 The 'king's son' is none other than Belshazzar, who acted as his father's 

general. 
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finds Nabu-na'id in Terna' and his son and the troops in 
Akkad. In this year the king's mother died at Sippar on the 
banks of the Euphrates. In the month Nisan (March) Cyrus, 
• king of Persia', mustered his forces and crossed the Tigris 
below Arbela; and in Iyyar (April) made conquest of a country, 
the name of which has not been preserved. 

Passing over the tenth and eleventh years in which similar 
statements respecting the king and 'the king's son' are repeated, 
we now come to the reverse side of the tablet, of which the part 
recounting the events of the twelfth to the sixteenth year is lost. 
In the seventeenth year (538 B. c.} the conquest of Babylon is 
recorded: 

'(12) In the month Tammuz (June),1 when Cyrus, in (the city of) Upe 
(Opis),S on the banks of (13) the Zalzallat, had delivered battle against the 
troops of Akkad, he subdued the inhabitants of Akkad. (14) Wherever 
they gathered themselves together, he smote them. On the 14th Sippar • 
was taken without fighting. (15) Nabu-na'id fled. On the 16th Gubaru, 
governor of the country of Guti,5 and the soldiers of Cyrus, without 
striking a blow (16) marched into Babylon. Owing to delaying Nabu-na'id 
was made a captive in Babylon. To the end of the month the shield
(bearers), (17) of the country of Guti guarded the gates of E-sagil.6 No 
one's spear approached E-sagil, or the sanctuaries, (18) nor was any 
standard brought therein. On the third day of Marcheshvan (October), 
Cyrus entered Babylon. (19) Dissensions(?) disappeared (r) before him. 
The city was secured against damage: peace to all Babylon (20) did Cyrus 
proclaim. Gubaru, his governor, appointed governors in Babylon. 
{21) From Kislev (November) to Adar (February, i.e. in 537 B.c.), the 
gods of Akkad, whom N abu-na'id had brought down to Babylon, 
(22) returned to their own cities. On the IIth of Marcheshvan, during 
the night, Gubaru made an assault(?), and slew (23) the king's son(?). 
From the 27th of Adar (February) to the third of Nisan (March) there 
was lamentation in Akkad : all the people smote their heads.' 

The rest of the Annalistic Tablet is mutilated, only occasional 
words and phrases being decipherable. 

1 A suburb of Babylon, or a favourite residence of the king in the country. 
2 Scholars differ in identifying the months. Tammuz (see Comm., p. II2) 

appears to be an error of the engraver for Tishri. In the Encycl. Bibi. iii. 3194, 
Marti identifies Tammuz with July, Marcheshwan with November, Kislev with 
December, and Adar with March, as also does Driver in his Comm., p. xxix seq. 

3 On the Tigris 110 miles north of Babylon. 
• Near the Euphrates, about 70 miles north-west of Babylon. 
6 A land and people in the north of Babylonia. 
6 The temple of Marduk in Babylon. 
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The Cyrus Cylinder. 

(Op. cit., pp. 209-213.) 

'(7) The daily offerings he (Nabu-na'id) suspended .... he made in the 
cities . . . . The honour of Marduk the (8) King of the gods . . . • (9) On 
account of their (the Babylonians') complaints, the lord of the gods 
(Marduk) was very wroth, and [forsook] their province; the gods dwelling 
among them left their abodes (10) in anger, because he had brought them 
to Babylon. Marduk ....... (11) .••.. took compassion. In all lands 
he made a survey and a quest throughout, (12) and sought a righteous 
prince, after his heart, to take him by his hand. Cyrus, king of Anshan, 
he caUed by name, proclaimed his name for universal sovereignty. 
(13) Kutu (Gutium), the whole of the Umman-manda, he subdued under 
his feet; the black-headed ones, whom he (Marduk) had given into his 
hands to conquer, (14) he cared for with judgement and right. Marduk, 
the great lord, saw with joy the protection(?) extended to his peoples, his 
(Cyrus') beneficent deeds, and his righteous heart; (15) to his city Babylon 
he commanded him to march, and made him take the way to Babylon ; 
like a friend and a comrade going at his side •..... (17) Without fighting 
or battle, he secured his entrance into Babylon. His city Babylon he 
spared distress. Nabu-na'id, the king, who did not fear him, he delivered 
into his hand. (18) All the inhabitants of Babylon, the whole of Sumer 
and Akkad, nobles and governors, bowed themselves before him, and 
kissed his feet: they rejoiced that he had become king.. . • . (20) I am 
Cyrus, king of the universe, the great king, the mighty king, king of 
Babylon, king of Sumer and Akkad, king of the four quarters of the 
hea,·en ....... (22) ..•.. whose rule Bel and Nebo love, whose dominion 
they desired for the gladness of their heart . . . • . . . . (24) My far-flung 
armies marched peaceably into Babylon; the whole of [Sumer and] 
Akkad I delivered from trouble(?) : (25) the needs of Babylon and all its 
cities I rightly took upon myself. . . . (26) Their sighing I stilled, freed 
(them) from their troubles. On account of my ...•. deeds, Marduk, the 
great lord, rejoiced, and blessed me Cyrus the king who honoured him, 
and Cambyses, son of my body .... (33) And the gods of Sumer and 
Akkad whom Nabu-na'id, to the displeasure of the lord of the gods, had 
brought to Babylon, by the command of Marduk, the great lord, (34) I 
caused to take up their abode safely in their shrines in gladness of heart. 
(35) May all the deities whom I have restored to their cities pray daily 
before Bel and Nebo for length of years for me, ....• and to Marduk, 
my lord, speak : &c.' 
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§ 27. B£bliography. 

During the first eighteen centuries of the Christian era the 
authenticity and integrity of the Book of Daniel were assumed 
as a matter of course, except in the twelfth of Porphyry's fifteen 
books against the Chrt'stt'ans (Kani Xp,uriavow). Porphyry was 
a neo-Platonic philosopher, and lived about the years A. n. 233-
304. This book was intended to prove that the Book ot 
Daniel was written by a Palestinian Jew in the time of Antioch us 
Epiphanes. He pointed out that the prophecies of Daniel are 
a correct record of events till the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, 
but from that time onwards they were simply guesses. This 
theory of Porphyry was in the opinion of his contemporaries 
and of subsequent generations so successfully refuted by the 
counter-treatises of Jerome, In Daniel prophetam, ed. Vallarsi, 
1768, Methodius, Eusebius of Caesarea, and Apollinaris, that 
it was not fully revived till the nineteenth century. In the 
eighteenth century Sir Isaac Newton in a work on Daniel 
and Revelation expressly states that to reject Daniel's pro
phecies 'is to reject the Christian religion' (ed. Whitla, r922, 
p. 155). It is true, however, that Collins (The Scheme of Li~eral 
Prophecy consz'dered, z726) argued for the Mace a bean date of the 
book, but apparently for the time without result. 

The first serious work to do justice to the historical problems 
of the book was that of Bertholdt (Daniel neu ubersetzt und 
erklart, z8o6). His hypothesis, however, of several distinct 
authors drew upon him the adverse criticism of Gesenius, Bleek, 
and De Wette, who, however, accepted the Maccabean date. 

Since the time of the above-mentioned works practically all 
the foremost scholars have maintained the unity of the work, 
and at the same time its Maccabean date. The upholders, of 
course, of ecclesiastical tradition laboured hard to maintain the 
asserted early date of the work. The chief writers of this class 
during the nineteenth century were Hengstenberg, Havernick, 
Auberlen, and in our own country Pusey. These and subsequent 
scholars, not only of this school but of that of their opponents, 
laboured under a complete misapprehension of the nature of 
Apocalyptic. This appears in all their works, as the following 
passage from Pusey typical of the orthodox school amply proves: 
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'The Book of Daniel ... is either divine or an imposture. To write 
any book under the name of another, and to give it out to be his, 
is, in any case, a forgery, dishonest in itself, and destructive of 
all trustworthiness. But the case as to the Book of Daniel, if 
it were not his, would go far even beyond this. The writer, 
were he not Daniel, must have lied on a most frightful scale, 
ascribing to God prophecies which were never uttered . . . In 
a word, the whole book would be one lie in the name of God.' 
Lectures on Daniel, p. 1. 

But the ultra-conservative standpoint of Pusey was not main
tained by all the so-called defenders of Daniel, and a whole series 
of writers adopted an intermediate course, and sought to reconcile 
the statements of the text with the results of historical criticism. 
The latest representative of this school has been C. H. H. Wright. 

The chief Commentaries for the last seventy years including Bonwetsch's 
Edition of the early Commentary of Hippolytus, i.e. Hzppotyts Comm. 
zum Buche Daniel, 1897, and that of Jerome already mentioned, are as 
follows: F. Hitzig (in the Kgj. Handb.), 1850; H. Ewald in Die Proph. 
d. A/ten Bundes (1868), iii. 298 ff. (Eng. transl., v. 152 ff.); E. B. Pusey, 
Lectures on Daniel 6, 1880; Keil, 1869; 0. Zockler, 1870; Fuller in the 
Speaker's Commentary, 1876; Meinhold, 1889; A. A. Bevan, Book of 
Daniel, 1892; Behm1ann, 1894; Farrar (Expositor's Bible), 1895; 
Thompson, 'Daniel' in the Pulpit Commentary, 1897: Prince, Book 
of Daniel, Leipzig, 1899; Driver (Cambridge Bible), 1goo; Marti, 'Das 
Buch Daniel' inK11rzer Hand-Commentar, 1901; Jahn, Das Buch Daniel 
nack der -Septuaginta kergestellt, 1904; C. H. H. Wright, Daniel and 
its Critics and Daniel and hz's Prophecies, 19061 2 vols; Charles, in 
the Century Bible, 1912; Boutflower, Jn and Around the Book of Daniel, 
1923; Montgomery, Book of Daniel, 1927. 

Special Studies: Bevan, E., House of Seleucus, 2 vols, 1902; Bludau, 
Die Alexandriniscke Uebersetzung des Buckes Daniel, 1897: Graetz, 
' Beitrage zur Sach- und Wortererklarung d. Buches Daniel', MG WJ. 
vol. 20 (1871), 339-52, 385-4o6, 433-449; Holscher, 'Entstehung d. 
Buches Dan.' Theo!. Stud. Krit., 1919, u3: Mahaffy, Empire of the 
Ptolemies, 1896; Preiswerk, Der Sprackemvecksel im Buche Daniel, 
1902; Riessler, Das Buck Daniel, 1899; Swete,,fntrod. to 0. T. in Greek, 
1goo; Torrey, C. C., 'Notes on the Aramaic Part of Daniel' in the Trans
actions of the Conn. Academy of Arts, 15 (1909); Journal of Amer. 
Oriental Soc., 43 (1923), 229; Von Gall, Die EinheltHchkeit des Buches 
Daniel, 1895; Wilson,' Aramaic of Daniel' in Bibi. and Theo/. Studies 
'Scribner) (1912), 261-305. 
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Grammars, Inscriptions, Texts, and Versions : 

Bauer und Leander, Gramm. d. Biblisclz-Aramiiischen, 2 vols., 1927. 
Baumgartner, 'Das Aramaische im Bue he Daniel', Zf AW, Band 4, 

1927, pp. 81-133. 
Corpus Jnscriptt"omnn Semihi:arum, 1881 sqq. 
Cooke, North-Semitt"c Inscriptions, 1903. 
Cowley, Aramaic Papyri" of the Fifth Century B.C., 1923~ a book indis-

pensable to serious students of Daniel. 
Dalman, Gramm. d.Jiid.-Palaestint"schen Aramiiisch, 1894: 2nd. ed. 1905. 
Duval, Grammaire Syriaque, 1881. 
Driver, Hebrew Tenses3, 1892. 
Field, Origenis hexaplonmz quae supersunt, 1875. 
Gesenius, Hebrew Grammar: Enlarged by Kautzsch2", 1909: Eng. 

Translation by Cowley2, 1910. 
Ginsburg. Kethubim, 1926, 631-682 (Text of Daniel). 
Kamphausen 'Text of Daniel' in Haupt's Sacred Books of the O.T., 1896. 
Kautzsch, Gramm. d. Biblisch-Aramiit"schen, 1884. 
Lidzbarski, Handbuch der nordsemitt"schen Epigraphik, 1898. 

Ephemeris fur semitt"sche E/n~,:mphik, 3 vols. 1902-15. 
Lohr, Daniel in Kittel's Bible: Pars II. IJ60-84. 
Marti, Gramm. d. Biblisch-Arami:iischen Sprache3

, 1925. 
Noldeke, Compendious 5'yn"ac Grammar, London, 1904. 
Sachau, Arami:iische Papyrus und Ostraka, 2 vols., 191 I. 
Stevenson, Grammar of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic, 1824. 
Strack, Gramm. des Biblisch-Ar,1mi:iischen6, 1921. 
Swete, 0. T. in Gk. 3 vols. 1887-1894: 2nd ed. 1895 sqq. 
Thackeray, Gramm. of the 0. T. in Greek, vol. i., 1909. 

Besides the above works the reader will find valuable material in 
the 0. T. introductions of Driver, Cornill, Konig, &c. A very full 
bibliography is to be found in C. C. H. Wright, Daniel and its critics, 
pp. xviii-xxxvii, and Montgomery, Book of Daniel, pp. xv-xxvi. 

§ 28. Abbreviations and Brackets. 

(a) Abbreviations. 
Aq.: version of Aquila. 
Baumgartner: Das Arami:iische im Buche Daniel. See above. 
Bevan (i.e. A. A.): Comm. on Bk. of Daniel, 1892, 
Bevan, E.: House of Seleucus, 2 vols., 1902. 
CIS: Corpus inrcriptionum Semiticarttm, 1881 seqq. 
Clem. Alex. : Clement of Alexandria. 
Cooke (G. A.): North Semitic Inscriptions, 1903. 
Cowley (A.): Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C., 1923. 
Dalman: Gramm. d. fttd.-Palaestinischen Aramiiisch. See above. 
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Dan. or even D. where the context is clear for Daniel. 
DCB: Dictionary of Chrt"stian Biograj;lty. 
Driver: Comm., see p. cxvii. 
E. : for Ezra where the context is clear. 
Ges.-Kautzsch: Hebrew Grammar. See Gesenius, p. cxviii. 
Ginsburg: Hebrew Bible, i.e. Kethzebim. See p. cxviii. 
/ A OS: Journal of the American Oriental Sodety. 
JBL: Journal of Biblt'cal Literature. 
KAT: Keilinschriften u,dasA.T.3,Zimmem and Winckler, 1905 (earlier 

editions by Schrader). 
KB.: Keilinschriftli'che Bibliothek, Schrader, 1889-1900. 
Kautzsch: Gramm. d. Biblisch-Aramiiischen, 1884. 
Lohr: Critical Notes in Kittel's Biblia Hebraica, pp. I160-u84. 
LXX; Septuagint Version. 
Lidz. or Lidzbarski: Handbuch d. nordsem. Epig. See p. cxviii. 

.Eph. See p. cxviii. 
MT: Massoretic. 
MG WJ: Monatschrijt fur Gesch. u. Wissenschajt d. judenth. 
NHWB, Levy, Neuhebraisches u. Chaldaisches Worterbuch, 1876-1889. 
Pesh.: Peshitto Version. 
SBOT: Haupt's Sacred Books of the O.T. 
Schurer: Gesch. d. Judischen Volkes, vol. 13 uutl •, 1901, vols. 2-3S, 1898. 
Sym. : Version of Symmachus. 
Tert.: Tertullian. 
Th. : Version of Theodotion. 
Vulg.: Vulgate Version. 
ZA : Zeitschrijt f. Assyriologie. 
ZA TW: Zeitschrift f. d. A Tliche Wissenschaft. 
Zimmern: see under KA T. 
ZNTW: Zeitschrifl f. d. NTliche Wissenschajt. 
Z WT: Zeitschrift f. wi'ssenschaftlz'che Theologie. 

(b) Brackets. 

\Vords or phrases enclosed thus t t are corrupt. 
Words or phrases enclosed in brackets ( ) are supplied by the editor 

and do not belong to the original. 
Words or phrases enclosed in brackets r 1 are restored from the LXX 

or Th., Pesh., individually or from a combination of them. 
Words or phrases enclosed in brackets ( ) are restorations of lost 

original clauses. 
\Vords printed in thick type are emendations. 
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SECTION I 

i. e. Chapter 1 1- 19, in the third year of Jehoiakim. 

§ r. The Object ef this chapter. 
To enforce loyalty to the Law: to set forth the principles of 

a right education, i. e. obedience to the prescripts of the Law. 
The young so educated will prove to be best alike in body 
(ver. r5), and in mind (ver. 17), and also best fitted to face the 
evils of their time. And, even when they are called to face 
death by torture in obedience to their faith, as in 3, they will be 
able to do so with a calm and resolute spirit and fearlessly 
withal. And yet the emphasis is laid expressly on that element 
in Judaism which is the least valuable and least essential in 
true religion-the law of clean and unclean meats. But to the 
Jews in the days of Antioch us the eating of meats from the 
kings table appeared as sinful as idolatry itself. See note on 
1&-10. 

This chapter (r 1- 19) deals with the discipline of the religious 
life and its fruitfulness-spiritual and other-for those who 
adopt it in their private relations. 

§ 2. Unhistorical statements in 1 1, 2 • See note z'n loc. 

§ 3. The Hebrew ef r-24"' and 0/8-12/rom dijferent translators. 
It will be seen later that the translator of II did not translate 
8-10, !2, 

Characteristic dijferences between the Hebrew ef r-24"' and 8-12. 

(a) In 1 2, 18, 20, we find vav apodosis, whereas in 8-12 (con
taining r33 verses) this rare classical Hebrew idiom does not 
occur once. The three verbs are tl!$1~;l 1 2, t::1!$1~;1 1 18, l:1~¥1?~1 12° 

In the first and third passages the vav apodosis with the imperf. 
follows after a casus pendens, in the second passage after a time 
determination. This fact in itself points to a different translator. 
Again in 8-12, i. e. as 104• 9, we have the vav apodosis with the 
personal pronoun followed by the perf. Now this vav apodosis 
simply introduces the predicate after a casus pendens or time 

3206 B 
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determination. There were two excellent opportunities for the 
translator of 1-2 h to use this simple vav apodosis in 1

15
• 

17 as 
the translator of 8-10, 12 did in 104,9 , but he did not avail him
self of it. Thus the translators diverge alike in the idioms they 
use and those they do .not use. 

(b) The translator of 1--24 uses twice the oratio obliqua instead 
of the oratio directa-a sign of late Hebrew: i. e. in 1 3 • • • iON'' 

N':mS, and in 2 2 Nii''• • • iDN''· Now in 8-12 ir.lN is never 
followed by :, with the infinitive. The oratio obl£qua is not used 
in 8-12 but the oratio directa: cf. 813• 14• 17, 19, 1011, 12, 19, 20, 128, 9• 

It is noteworthy that this use of the former is a real Aramaism, 
occurring as it does in 2 12, 46, 313• 19• 20, 423, 52, 624, though the 
oratio directa is used just as frequently. The fact, however, 
that this late Hebrew and Aramaic idiom never occurs in 8-12, 

differentiates 1-2 4 a very markedly from 8-12. 

(c) In 1 4 tl'iC-':::l l':t''' i!:lO = 'the literature and language of the 
Chaldeans '. This is bad Hebrew, being only found twice 
elsewhere in the O.T. See note t'n foe. 

(d) In 15, 19 •~El, iol/ = 'to serve'. It never bears this mean
ing in 8-12, where in 84, 7, urn it= 'to withstand'. This of 
course may be accidental and apart from (a) and (b) would have 
no weight. 

(e) In 1 2 the translator uses ')i~-not found in 8-12. 

(J) In 1 13 the translator uses tllJ i1bl/ as in 2 Chron. 2 2, whereas 
the translator in u 7 uses :l ;,t::,y (cf. J er. 1823) to express mainly 
the same idea. The two constructions are only found once 
elsewhere in the 0. T. 

(g) Strange fondness of this translator for singular forms 
which have apparently plural suffixes: Cf. c;, 1nvo 1 16 and 
analogous forms in 1 5, 8• 10, 15• None such in 8-12. 

§ 4. Late Hebrew. 
Use of tl'irt'::J as denoting a caste 14, 2 4 and not in its earlier 

ethnic meaning. See note on 1 4• Cl/ ill!ll/ 1 13
1 only here and in 

2 Chron. 2 2
• 

§ 5. Dislocations of the text. 
These have, especially in the case of 1 20- 21, introduced 

obscurity and unintelligibility into the text. On pp. 52--54, I have 
adduced the grounds for the restoration of 1 20--n to their original 
context after 2 49 a. By this restoration sanity is restored to the 
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text. In 1° I follow Marti in restoring 1 5 b before 1 5 a. This 
makes the construction normal. 

§ 6. Date of the Hebrew Version. 
Since the dislocation of 1 20, 21, after 2 49 a was already a /ait 

aeeomp!t~ when the Hebrew translator undertook his task, and 
since this same disorder of the text persisted when the Greek 
translator set to work about 145 n. c., we have in this date the 
termi·nus ad .quem. It is most probable, however, that the 
Hebrew version of 1-24 a, 8-12, was completed soon after the 
publication of the original work in Aramaic. 

§ 7. Aramaisms. 
1 3• ::i.i-an early loan-word in Hebrew= ib which our trans

lator uses in 1 7• ~. 10, u, 18• See Cowley, p. 309. 
r 5, 10• n~i;i. Late Hebrew but old Aramaic '~P. See Cowley, 

279, Af:i. 37· 
1 10• i1~~ i!?~ = 'lest' : a wholly un-Hebraic, literal translation 

of an Aramaic idiom. 
::i.~i:i. Good fifth-century Aramaic, but not elsewhere in O.T. 

(MT). S1~ = Hebrew iii: a loan-word from the Aramaic(?). 
1 13. i1~;l;l-an Aramaic vocalization. 

§ 8. Lost words and phrases. 
r2• (m;po, tJ'tini!l-m n::i.,Son :llit)-lost through hmt. See note in foe. 
r 3 • The exiles of. Restored by help of Th. (and LXX) and 

2 25• See note in foe. 
r 4• And Hterature. Restored by help of LXX and r 17 of our 

text. See note in foe. 
§ 9. Interpolations. 

1 2• MT, Th., Pesh., Vulg., insert 'to the house of his god' 
against Syrh and the general sense of the context. 

1 7• After 'unto Daniel' MT interpolates cw•, against the 
LXX and Th. 
§ ro. Corruptions. 

1 10• tJ'!l-:ll! corrupt for b'i':1)1. See note in loc. 
r 11 • With LXX for "i S:11 0'01iCi1 ii!' n~i;i il!'N read 0•01;0;, ii!' 

"i S:11 mtJ it::'~. 
T ., 

§ rr. Hebrew rendering ef Aramaic phrase" 
i. e. b:, • • · tib•1 1 8 of 5 S::1 b~ as in 615 

• ".' T- : T T • 

r 1• In the third year ef the reign of jehoiakim, ~·e. This book 
is divided into ten sections, and each section is carefully dated, 

B 2 
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eight out of the ten containing the date in the first verse of 
the section. See lntrod. § 4. According to 2 Kings 23

36 

J ehoiakim reigned eleven years, i. e. 608-597 B. c. Now our 
text states that in the third year of his reign Nebuchadnezzar 
besieged Jerusalem and transported some of the vessels of the 
house of God to Babylon. The text also implies that N ebu
chadnezzar carried away J ehoiakim to Babylon. 

The above statements are inaccurate. 2 Kings knows of no 
siege of Jerusalem by the king of Babylon. It tells only of 
raiding bands of Chaldeans, Syrians, Moabites, and Ammonites 
that invaded Judah (242). The statement that Jerusalem was 
captured and J ehoiakim carried off to Babylon by N ebuchad
nezzar appears first in 2 Chron. 366• But 2 Kings 24 6 states 
that J ehoiakim died in peace in Jerusalem, and the LXX of 
2 Chron. 368 asserts that he was buried in the garden of U zza. 
It is reasonable to conclude that this statement is trustworthy, 
seeing that it runs directly counter to the prophecy of Jeremiah 
who foretold for him a shameful end, i. e. that his body would 
be cast outside the gates of Jerusalem, exposed to the sun by 
day and the frost by night and, when at last buried, would be 
'buried with the burial of an ass' (J er. 2219, 3630). It is of course 
possible that, though the writer of Daniel does record the 
carrying into captivity of the Jewish princes and nobility (wholly 
or in part}, it does not necessarily follow that Jehoiakim was 
amongst them. But the natural and unforced interpretation of 
the text is against this. 

Again from Jer. 251 we learn that Nebuchadnezzar did not 
become king till the fourth year of the reign of Jehoiakim. He 
cannot, therefore, have been king when, according to the text, 
he took Jehoiakim captive in the third year of the latter. If he 
did so, he can have only been Crown prince at the time, as in 
fact he was, when he invaded Egypt in 605 B. c. and defeated 
the Egyptian forces at Carchemish (604 B. c., in which year 
Nabopolassar his father died). But the text of Jeremiah 
knows of no such invasion of Judah in the third year of 
J ehoiakim, and even in his fifth year this invasion is still in the 
indefinite future (366• 29). Furthermore in Berosus's account of 
Nebuchadnezzar's campaign (c. 605 B. c., see Josephus, Ant. 
x. II. 1) there is no mention of any siege of Jerusalem, though 
there is of some Jewish captives. 
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Berosus states that hardly had Nebuchadnezzar completed 

his victorious campaign against Egypt when he learnt of his 
father's death. Accordingly having settled the affairs of 
Egypt and the rest of the country (i. e. Coele-Syria and 
Phoenicia) he put certain of his friends in command of the 
heaviest part of his forces and bade them escort to Babylon 
the Jewish, Phoenician, and Syrian prisoners and those of the 
nations of Egypt, and having done so hurried back to Babylon 
with only a few attendants. 

The statement that Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem in 
the third year of Jehoiakim seems, therefore, to be due to 
a wrong combination of 2 Kings 241, 2, and 2 Chron. 366, 7• The 
former passage tells how J ehoiakim became subject to N ebuchad
nezzar for three years and then rebelled-probably at the 
instigation of Apries-Hophra, the new king of Egypt-and how 
his rebellion brought upon him successive attacks of tChaldeansta 
Ammonites, Moabites, and Syrians, neighbouring nations that 
still maintained their allegiance to Babylon. The historian 
records (2 Kings 24 6) that J ehoiakim still made good his inde
pendence, and that on his death J ehoiachin his son reigned in 
his stead, and that in his reign Nebuchadnezzar came up in 
person against Jerusalem and carried away captive to Babylon 
J ehoiachin and all his people (2 Kings 2410- 15). 0 n the other 
hand, 2 Chron. 366, 7 testifies to the currency of a tradition of an 
attack upon Jerusalem in the reign of J ehoiakim. 

Nebuchadnezzar. This name is spelt differently in different 
documents. Here alone in Daniel, if the text is correct, it 
preserves the silent ~, and is written ,~~,,::n:i,. Elsewhere 
throughout the book, as in Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, this 
silent ~ is not used, but otherwise this late and incorrect form 
with or without the , appears. The older and more accurate 
form is Nebuchadrezzar (i::~i,:i:i, = Nabu-kudurri-u~ur, 'Nebo 
protect the boundary'), as in Ezekiel and generally in Jeremiah. 
But the later and incorrect form has already secured an entrance 
into 2 Kings 24-25u, a few passages in Jeremiah, and of course 
into Chronicles, Ezra, and Esther, See the Oxford Hebrew 
Lexicon. The same variation appears in the Greek-the older 

• We should here read 'Edomites '. tii~ is here obviously a corruption of 
t:l1~ as Graetz, Klotz, Benzinger, Burney have already recognized. Hence 
for 'Chaldeans' read 'Edomites '. 
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form Na3ovKo8poa-opM in Strabo, and Nu/3ovxo8ovoifO/J in the LXX. 
Is the corruption due to Aramaic influence ? 

Kt'ng of Babylon. Since Nabopolassar, the father of Nebu
chadnezzar, did not die till the fourth year of J ehoiakim (J er.251, 
462) the title is here proleptic. 

1 2• This verse is corrupt. It has not been transmitted to us 
as it left the author's (or the translator's) hands. It is clumsy 
and inconsistent. It is true that it so stood in the second cen
tury A.D. as the MT gives it, for Th's. version supports it, 
but it read differently in the first century B. c., if we can trust 
Syrh, i. e. the LXX. 

The difficulties of discovering a reasonable sense in the MT 
are insuperable. First of all the text is wrong in stating that 
God gave J ehoiakim into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, but 
only a part of the vessels of the Temple. If we assume with 
the writer the conquest of Jerusalem, God gave both J ehoiakim 
and his people and the entire Temple into the hands of the king 
of Babylon. But, though everything fell into his hands, N ebu
chadnezzar took possession only of a part of the sacred vessels, 
and carried these and the best of the people-the seed royal 
and the nobles: see ver. 3 sq.-to Babylon. This is unquestion
ably the thought of the writer. Is it possible to find the dt'sjecta 
membra of the true text in the transmitted text? The present 
writer is assured that it is. As for the MT it is in some 
respects defective: in others pleonastic. Before I state what 
I believe to be the true solution of this problem and thus 
recover the original form of the text, I will give the solutions 
offered by Marti, Behrmann, and myselfin my small commentary. 

( 1) If the words 'to the house of his god' are interpolated, 
as Marti assumes, the text is defective; for though it states that the 
king carried a part of the vessels of the Temple into the land 
of Shinar, as the suffix of the verb informs us, it makes no 
reference to the captives. And yet if the suffix in ON1:11, were 
restricted to the vessels of the Temple, then we cannot explain 
why the vessels should be definitely and emphaticallymentioned 
at the beginning of the next clause-ti1S:::iil nN 'the vessels', 
where any reasonable writer would simply put on,~ 'them'. 
In this case the text would be pleonastic. Thus the last clause 
'and the vessels he brought into the treasure house of his god', 
presupposes a reference to the captives in what has gone before, 
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and prescribes a special destination for the vessels in contra
distinction to that of the captives. Moreover, in ver. 3 sq. some 
of the captives are specially mentioned as 'of the seed royal 
and of the nobles'. It is true that Marti maintains that the 
suffix in o~•:;i;1 (' and he carried them') includes both the captives 
and the sacred vessels, but, since no captives have as yet been 
mentioned, save J ehoiakim, this interpretation is inadmissible. 

(2) Behrmann, recognizing the difficulty of the text, omits the 
final clause of this verse, 'and he brought the vessels into the 
treasure house of his god,' and relates the suffix to the sacred 
vessels, the destination of which are 'the house of his god'. He 
further adds that ver. 3 rraturally presupposes that the captives 
also are carried away. But we may ask where are these captives 
referred to in ver. 2 ? If they are there referred to, then their 
only destination is the temple of Nebuchadnezzar. But what 
have they to do with this temple? Behrmann fails to justify 
alike his retention of the phrase 'to the house of his god' and 
his rejection of the final clause of the verse. The text of ver. 2 

according to Behrmann runs thus: 'And the Lord gave J. king 
of Judah into his hand and part of the vessels of the house of 
God, and he brought them into the land of Shinar into the house 
of his god'. 

(3) For the third solution of the problem, which I gave in my 
little commentary, I was indebted to Syrh, i. e. the LXX. This 
version omits the four words after Shinar in the Hebrew text. 
The translation then runs: 'And the Lord gave J. king of 
Judah into his hand and part of the vessels of the house of 
God ; and he carried them into the land of Shinar, (and) he 
brought them into the treasure house of his god'. This gives a 
perfectly clear text, but it concerns itself only with taking 
Jehoiakim captive and transferring part of the sacred vessels to 
Babylon. Also it takes no account of the captives, whom the last 
clauses of ver. 2 and ver. 3 presuppose. Hence it, like the two 
former solutions must be rejected. 

(4) Before I put forward the solution at which I have arrived, 
I should state clearly what the actual text presupposes. It 
presupposes, as we have already seen, that ver. 2 mentioned 
definitely the transportation of a body of captives to Babylon. 
But this is not all. The text, as it stands at present, wrongly 
states that God gave J ehoiakim into the hands of Nebuchad-
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nezzar, and a part and only a part of the vessels of the Temple. 
But this is not so. God gave the king and all these vessels into 
the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, who, however, transported only 
part of them, and together with them some of the most important 
classes of the Jewish population to Babylon. This is clearly 
what the writer meant and what his text should record, if we 
had it in its original form. 

In the next place, if we take 'the house of his god' as 
standing in apposition to 'the land of Shinar' and as defining 
more specifically the destination of the things signified by the 
suffix, then we cannot escape the conclusion that the things in 
question are the sacred vessels of the Temple; for the statement 
of old expositors that the Babylonians brought their prisoners 
to present them before their gods in token of their triumph has 
no evidence to support it. Hence his phrase 'the house of his 
god' is to be rejected as the early gloss of a scribe, who inter
preted the suffix as referring to the vessels of the Temple only, 
an interpretation given also by most Christian scholars of the 
past and by not a few of the present day. 

What remains now is to supply the missing words referring 
to the captives and to account for their early loss. The original 
text appears on very strong grounds to have been as follows : 
(nlpo, tl10lii£im n.:i,,~n Yif) nlP'-" i1iw ,~~ o•p1w nN ,,1:i 1JiN jn1, 

• ,-n~N ill'N n•:::i N1::li"1 01,.:in nN, iYJ~ YiN tlN':l'' tl1n,Ni"1 n•:i ,,:, 

Hence we should translate: 'And the Lord gave J. king 
of Judah into his hand. And part of (the seed royal and of the 
nobles and part of) the vessels of the house of God he carried 
into the land of Shinar; but the vessels he brought into the 
treasure house of his god '. 

The words in brackets were early omitted by a scribe 
through homoioteleuton. They are indispensable to ver. 2 and 
explain ver. 3. In the next place the words 'and part of (the 
seed royal and of the nobles and part of) the vessels of the 
house of God' forms a casus pendens and the predicate is intro• 
duced by the vav apodosis followed by the imperf. i.e. 1:1~'-?~1. 
This is good classical Hebrew. See Ges., Heb. Gram., §§ 111 )i, 
143 d. The same idiom reappears in vv. 181 20 of the present 
chapter. In the Aramaic of Daniel it occurs (?) once, i. e. in 
720• But this is unlikely. It is true, indeed, that in very late 
Aramaic, when used to translate Hebrew, this vav apodosis of 
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the Hebrew is without exception reproduced. Thus the 
, in ,,m in Gen. 2224 is reproduced in the Targums of Onk. and 
Ps.-Jon. and the Syriac, but omitted by the LXX and Vulg. 
The same is true of Num. 1416, save that the Vulg. presupposes 
a different text or is corrupt. In Num. 1436- 37 the Targums, 
Syriac, and LXX reproduce this vav, only the Vulg. omitting 
it. Again, in Exod. 3824 the Targums follow the Hebrew 
literally, while the LXX, Syriac, and Vulg. omit the vav. In 
I Sam. 1419, 1]24, 2 Sam. 2116, 1 Kings 920- 21 , 2 Kings 2522 Targ., 
LXX reproduce the vav, the Vulgate always omits, while the 
Syriac omits or follows a different text, save in the third 
passage, where it reproduces the vav. In J er. 619, 283, 3324, 
4425 this vav is reproduced by Targ. in the four passages, by 
the LXX in the three latter (in 3324 ~AQ), in the Vulg. and 
Pesh. only in the first. Thus the Targums reproduce the vav 
in all the above passages, the Pesh. in over 30 per cent., the 
LXX in over 60 per cent., and the Vulg. in less than 10 per cent. 

Now we know that the vav apodosis occurs in original Syriac, 
and, further, from the above facts we conclude that the late 
Aramaic of the Targums had no objection to reproducing this 
vav apodosis. But in original Aramaic before 165 B. c. outside 
Daniel there is not a single certain instance of this idiom.a 
In the six chapters of the original Aramaic in Daniel it is 
found(?) once, i.e. in ?2°. These facts taken together lead to the 
conclusion that the Aramaic of Daniel is not as old as that of 
Ezra; and also to the forther highly probable conclusion that 
the three instances of this idiom in the Hebrew of Dan. 1 2,18,20, 

where the vav with the imperf: introduces tl 1e predicate, are 
due to the Hebrew translator and not to the Aramaic which he 
was translating. In the remaining five Hebrew chapters (8-12) 
this vav (vav apodosis with imperfect) does not occur once-a fact 
which points to different translators at work. 

The Lord, i. e. 'J1!1-l. This designation of God is used here 
only in Daniel. See note on 93• On the solitary occurrence of 

• Cowley, A];,. r6o (fifth cent.) by his restoration of a hopeless line presupposes 
its occurrence. The same restoration presupposes 1r.ll/ to be an Aramaic verb. 
But there is no evidence for its being so. That the vav consecutive is found in 
the eighth cent. B. c. Zakar Inscription proves nothing, since this inscription 
is a conglomerate of Aramaic, Canaanitish and Hebrew expressions : Cf. Eph. 
III, p. 3. 
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Yahweh in 92 see note. 'Part of'--M¥~1? is so punctuated 
without daghesh forte in N eh. 769, mp like il~i' from meaning 
the end or extremity of a thing came to be a condensed term 
for all that was included within the extremities, and hence to 
be 'the whole'. 1i¥~·rr,, = 'part of the whole' occurs 2

42-a 
common Aramaic idiom. 

Part ef the vessels. N ebuchadnezzer raided the Temple three 
times : first through his great officers in J ehoiakim's reign (see 
note on ver. 1); secondly, in Jehoiachin's reign (2 Chron. 3610), 
and finally in Zedekiah's reign (ibid. 3618- 19). In 2 Kings 24 sq. 
there is no mention of the king taking the sacred vessels of the 
Temple in J ehoiakim's reign, whereas in 2412- 16 it is told that 
in J ehoiachin's reign he carried off all the vessels of the Temple 
and of the king's house, as well as all the royal family, nobility, 
fighting-men, and craftsmen. 

God. tl'il~I'( is always used in our author with the article of 
the one true God as opposed to Nebuchadnezzar's false god. 

The house of God. This is the usual name for the Temple in 
post-exilic writers. In the earlier books it was always called 
the 'house of Yahweh'. Our author avoids the use of this 
divine name, as do other late writers. See note on 92

• 

Carried. If we retain the words 'the vessels' in the following 
clause, the suffix in t:J~•:;i;1 must embrace not only the vessels but 
the captives and all the booty taken by Nebuchadnezzar, or 
rather, as I have shown above, the suffix recapitulates in itself 
the persons and things captured and already mentioned in the 
text. If we refer the suffix only to the Temple vessels, as 
the MT appears to demand, we cannot explain the words 'the 
vessels' (t:i•~~i1 Ml'(); for in that case we should expect only 
'them' (tlJ:;l~}, Moreover, these words are placed in the most 
emphatic position in the clause, 'and the vessels he brought, &c.' 
If then these words are original and in their original position, 
they clearly imply that not only the sacred vessels but also 
the two classes of captives were definitely mentioned in the 
preceding clause. Thus the text requires, as we have alreadv 
shown, the restoration of two phrases in the preceding claus;, 
which were lost through homoeoteleuton. 

The land of Sht'nar. Shinar, or rather Shin'ar, is mentioned 
eight times: Gen. 1010, II 2, 141•9, Joshua ?21. Isa. II 11, Zech. 511, 
Dan. 1 2

1 and stands for Babylon in the O.T. The word has 
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not, however, been found in the Inscriptions. For various 
attempts at its identification see the Bible Dictionaries. It is no 
archaism, although it occurs as we have seen in Isa. I r11 and 
Zech. 511• In the LXX the words 'to Babylon' are inserted 
before 'the land of Shinar '. They are an explanatory gloss. 
In Exilic times and later, writers spoke of Babylonia as 'the land 
of Babylon ', SJJ ri11t (J er. 5 r29 ), or ' the land of the Chaldeans ', 
c•i~::i yiN (Ezek. 1213). Syrh omits 'the land of Shinar '. 

[ To the house of his god.] That this phrase must be rejected 
we have shown above under solution 4. Both Marti and 
Driver recognize that they are not genuine. They as well as the 
two words that follow them are omitted by Syrh, i. e. the LXX. 

But the vessels, &c. The LXX has here 1eal J.1rr1p•luaTo avra, 
'and he set them up'. But since in Poly bi us, iii. 92. 9, and 
often in Plutarch this verb means 'to deposit in', it does not 
presuppose a text differing from the MT. The verb occurs 
three times in r Esdras 1 41, 2 10, 618 in the same connexion. The 
parallel passages in the O.T. to these passages are respectively 
2 Chron. 367, Ezra r7, 514, but the Hebrew verbs differ, though 
in that connexion they are synonymous. 

Into the treasure house of his god. The statement in our text 
is confirmed by Ezra 17, 514, 1 Esdras 141, 2 10, 618• But the 
Oxford Hebrew Lexicon states that in 2 Chron. 367 S::i•;i is to be 
rendered 'palace' and not 'temple'. The LXX of 2 Chron. 
367, however, renders it vmis·, and carries with it the entire 
tradition connected with the question. 

1 3- 5• Nebuchadnezzar gives orders to Ashpenaz to have 
certain noble youths of the Jewish captivity educated for the 
king's service. The education even of the royal princes in 
Persia was superintended by eunuchs (Rawlinson, Ancient 
Monarchies, iii. 221). It does not, however, necessarily follow 
that Ashpenaz was a eunuch. See below. 

1 3• Commanded ... to bring in. The construction • • · ioN11 

i-t•Jn, belongs to late Hebrew. Cf. 2 Chron. 143, 2921, 314, 
Esther 1 10• Earlier writers used the orati'o recta. 

Ashpenaz. The word is corrupt, just as Osnappar is in Ezra 
410, iei)[J i]oN, i.e. Assurbanipal ('A,mvacpap LXX). Its meaning 
is unknown. The LXX has 'A[3«ul!pl: Th. 'A<rcpuvi(:, which is 
a reproduction of the form in the MT. In 'A[31£rrl!pl the lJ is 
parasitic as in 'Eul!pa~. Hence 'Abiezer', which is preserved in 
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Syrh, is the form which the LXX presupposes. But the problem 
is still further complicated by the corruption in 1 11 • 

The master o/ hz's eunuchs. ,101,0 .J"'l is here the equivalent of 
1:1'01"'lOn ii, in ver. 7. This phrase sometimes denotes a great 
official, as in 2 Kings 1817

1 J er. 393,13
1 o.r the keeper of the royal 

harem, who was of course a eunuch. Thus 1:,r.m 01"'10 is ex
plained in Esther 2=i as o•~);, ir.:~ . In our text the LXX, Th., 
Vulg. take it in the latter sense: the Pesh. in the former. .Ji is 
of course the Aramaic for the Hebrew -,·:,. This Aramaic word 
is found in the titles of great Assyrian and Babylonian officials 
in 2 Kings and Jeremiah. Cf. Rabsaris in 2 Kings 1817• See 
Oxford Hebr. Lex. z'n loc. 0 1i0 does not always mean eunuch. 
Potiphar, who bore this title, was married : cf. Gen. 3736

, 397". 
Chz'ldren of rthe• exz'les of1 Israel. Since the LXX inserts 

before rnv 'Irrpary">.. the phrase TWP ,..,,-y,,rravc.w, and Th • .,.ij, alxJLaAwrr/a,, 

and seeing that as glosses they are needless, we conclud~ that 
the MT is defective here. Th. clearly presupposes n';iil 'J.J 

,~,~•: cf. 2 25 "'!lM' ,., ~n,:,.\ 'JJ, where both the LXX and Th. render 
~n,Sl by .,.ij, "'XJLaAw<Tia,. For the Hebrew phrase cf. also 
Ezra 41, 610,20, 835, &c. We could then explain .,.;;,, uiwv .,..;. 

JL•-Y•UTavw• Tou 'IIT. of the LXX as a rendering of :,~i~1 1:,1il 1l.J1 

where ,,,.,l is corrupt for nS1l. This phrase, lost in the MT, 
limits the selection of the royal pages to the captives of Israel, 
independently of the further grounds for selection in 14• 

Ch,7dren of (the ext'les) o/ Israel, both of the seed royal and o/ 
the nobles. The phrase ' children of Israel ' has a wider signifi
cance than 'the children of Judah' in ver. 7. According to 
2 Chron. n 16, it is true, the kingdom of Judah embraced 
members of all the tribes of Israel. But there was a tendency 
to identify the two expressions. Certainly in the latter half of 
the second century B. c. the Twelve Tribes were supposed to be 
living in Palestine : see the note in my Commentary on Test. 
xz'i. Pair., p. 14. The same presupposition underlies the Letter 
of Aristeas (130-70 B. c.?), according to which Eleazar the high 
priest sent six men from each of the Twelve Tribes to Ptolemy 
Lagus (322-285 B. c.). The older belief still persisted that the 
northern tribes were in captivity : see 1 Enoch 8972 (circa 
162 B. c.). Thus in the second century B. c. these two beliefs 
maintained themselves side by side. The idea of the apostasy 
and rejection of the Ten Tribes, which appears in the Mishna 
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(Sanh. xi. 3) was then unknown. All Jews came later to be 
called Israelites, and all Israelites Jews, but our author appears 
to have believed, as the author of the Testaments, that all the 
Twelve Tribes had representatives in Palestine, but states that 
the king limited his choice of royal pages to the captives of the 
tribe of Judah. 

Both . . . and. So ,_, are to be translated as in 813 Gen. 

3428, Josh. 923, J er. 3220• O~ ' • • 0~ is more usual in this sense. 
Nobles. The Hebrew 01oni::i, found also in Esther 1 3, 6° is 

a Persian loan-word : cf. fratama = ' first' (in the Achemenian 
inscription) and the Sanskrit prathama. Philologically rrpooTor is 
akin to these words. The LXX and Aq. agree in rendering it 
respectively bn,w,.rot and h"J..•"-roi, but Sym. wrongly as ITtip0oi. 

1 4• No blemish. The perfection here asserted is physical, as 
in Lev. 2117, Such perfection could not be asserted of eunuchs. 
The Hebrew word oiNo with N is found only here and in 
Job 317• Elsewhere it appears as tllO as also in Aramaic. 

Well favoured : i1Ni0 1~m:i. The youths were not only free 
from any physical blemish but were of goodly appearance. 

rand literature 7 : i. e. itli:ll, which with the LXX "-«l ypaµµanKovs 

and 1 17 of our text I have here restored. 
Cunning. This is simply an archaism in the English Versions 

for 'knowing', and may be retained. , 1:i~n is only found in 
Dan. with :::i here and in 1 17, 913 : elsewhere in the 0. T. with 
acc. ,N or ,11, or , , save in Joshua 17, 1 Sam. 1814 (?), Ps. 1012• 

Sdence. This word ll1t;i is borrowed from the Aramaic, but 
it is found also in 2 Chron. 110,11,12, and in the later work 
Ecclesiastes. 

The Hterature and the tongue, i. e. O\"i~:i ii~,, iE:li:l-an un
Hebraic idiom for tlJI~,, 01"'1~:i iE:JC. It is found, however, twice 
elsewhere in the O.T., i. e. Ezek. 3116

1 Prov. 1611, See Ges.
Kautzsch, § 128 a. But it was current in late Maccabean times 
as the inscription on the coins shows-0"11il'i1 i:Jni ~Ni (Well
hausen, Pharisaer, 34). There is no room for doubting that the 
language of the Chaldeans in Dan. 1 4 means the non-Semitic 
and Sumerian language in which the books on divination and 
astrology were written, and not the Aramaic. The Jewish 
youths were given time to master this language. 

Cha/deans. This word has two meanings in Dan. 
(1) It has an ethnic significance, in 530, 91. The word, which 
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is spelt Kaldu in Assyrian, in Greek Xa}..llaio,, appears as tl~i~:, 
in Hebrew. Before a dental, l is often changed into ei or i::I. 
See C. H. H. Wright, Daniel and his Critics, p. 6. 

The Chaldeans are believed to be alluded to in inscriptions 
already known as early as 1100 B. c. They are certainly 
referred to, and that frequently, in inscriptions from 880 B. c. 
onwards. The earliest mention of this nation is in the 0. T. 
in Gen. 11 28-31, i. e. the name 'Ur of the Chaldees '. Here iU~ 

is the same as the Assyrian urru or uru (F. Delitzsch, Worter
huch). They lived originally to the south-east of Babylonia 
proper in the land of Kaldu, bordering on the Persian Gulf 
(Strabo, xvi. I. 6). Being a vigorous nation they pressed steadily 
inland into Babylonia, and, despite their repeated defeats by 
the Assyrians, they so far gained the upper hand as to make 
a temporary conquest of Babylon under Merodach•Baladan in 
721 B. c. For the next hundred years the Chaldeans and 
Assyrians were constantly at war, but it was not till the reign of 
N abopolassar, 'king of the land of the Kaldu ' (625-605), the 
father of Nebuchadnezzar, that the Chaldean dynasty was 
firmly established in Babylon, and the Chaldeans became the 
ruling caste in Babylonia. The Chaldean dynasty held the 
throne till the conquest of Babylon under Cyrus in 538. In 
the times of the New Babylonian Empire a Chaldean meant a 
member of the dominant race in Babylon. 

For this ethnic use of the term' Chaldeans ', compare Isa. 4314, 

4814-20, J er. 21 9, Ezek. 2314·15, 2 Chron. 3617• The king of 
Babylon is never called 'king of the Chaldeans' in the inscrip
tions (though the designation occurs in 2 Chron. 3617), but 'king 
of Babylon ' or ' king of Babylon, Sumer, and Akkad '. 

In Ezek. 2323 the term 'Chaldeans' is more comprehensive 
than that of' Babylonians', for they embrace Pekod, Shoa, and 
Koa. The term 'Babylonians', though frequent in later Jewish 
writings, is found in the O.T. only in Ezra 49. 

(2) The term Cha/deans denotes a caste of wise men in 14, 22,4,s,10, 

41, 57,11, and probably in 38
• This use of the word is unparal

leled throughout the rest of the O.T., and there is no trace of it 
in the inscriptions. It cannot have arisen till the fall of the 
Babylonian empire, and, therefore, cannot have come into 
existence for one or more generations after the conquest of 
Babylon by the Persians in 538. It is idle to quote Herodotus, 
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i. 181, 183. For since Herodotus was born in 484, and died 
about 425, the earliest date we can assign to his history would 
be 445 B. c. Between 538 and 445 the term 'Chaldean' had 
ample time to acquire a new and distinct meaning, amply 
attested in Herodotus,a Strabo,b Diodorus Siculus,c Cicero, 
Suetonius, Tacitus, Juvenal, and other writers. The student 
will find an ample list of Latin authorities in Mayor's Juvenal, 
x. 94, xiv. 248 {vol. ii, pp. 104-5, 329-31). 

But whereas in Diodorus Siculus the term ' Chaldeans' bears 
a generic sense, in Daniel it denotes a specific class in every 
case (1 20, 2 2,4,5,10, 47, 57, 11), save in 1 4 • But the several classes 
of men enumerated in Daniel, of whom the Chaldeans were 
one, find no real support in the inscriptions. J astrow (Religion 
of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston, 1898, p. 656 sq.) mentions 
a number of classes of magicians and diviners, one of which 
-the tishtpu-occurs in Dan. 1 20• But the list in Daniel 
falls far short of that which was current in Judah. Thus in 
Deut. 18 'no less than eleven classes of magic workers are 
enumerated'. Hence 'there can be little doubt but that the 
Pentateuchal opposition against the necromancers, sorcerers, 
soothsayers, and the like, is aimed chiefly against Babylonish 
customs' (J astrow, op. dt., p. 657). 

But though this second meaning of the term 'Chaldean ' was 
comparatively late, the practice of divination and astrology 
belongs to the earliest antiquity. King (Hist. of Sumer and 
Akkad, 1910, pp. 124, 266) has shown that the study of dreams 
and their interpretation was pursued as early as 3000 B. c. In 
2800 B. c. divination by oil was practised. Zimmern (Hastings, 

• i. rBr: 'The Chaldeans being priests of this god' (i. e. Bel). In i. t83 
the Chaldeans are thrice mentioned. In the second passage Herodotus definitely 
states that' the Chaldeans consume also every year 1,000 talents of frankincense 
on the great altar'. The two other statements in this chapter are made on the 
authority of the Chaldeans (w~ [A.E7ov ol XaA.oaiin and Ta Of AE"fETa1 {nr/; XaMa[wv, 
TaVra >..E-yw). 

b Strabo (born c. 63 B.c.), xvi. r. 6, describes the Chaldeans as a class of 
savants in Babylon who directed their studies mainly to astronomy. He 
mentions also a tribe of Chaldeans who lived near the Arabian or Persian Gulf. 
Thus even in Strabo's time the two meanings of the word still persisted in the 
East. 

0 This writer (first century B. c.), speaks of the Chaldeans as forming a caste 
and possessing a fixed traditional lore. They were not only priests· but 
magicians and astrologers. See ii. 29-3r. 
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DRE 216 b) states that 'the texts relating to soothsaying and 
exorcism are so exceedingly numerous as to form the chief com
ponent of the whole Babylonian literature'. When the Chaldeans 
were subjugated by the Persians and reduced to a subject 
position, they took over the functions of the priestly diviners 
and astrologers, which had been practised in Babylonia from 
prehistoric times. 

To return now to our author, we may reasonably conclude 
that he chose a number of terms denoting workers in magic, 
and traditionally associated with Babylon, and incorporated 
them in his work in such a way as to give a general view of the 
methods in which magical and kindred arts were pursued in 
Babylon. 

1 5• I adopt here Marti's proposal and transpose the latter 
half of this verse before the first half. The construction is thus 
regularized, and the latter half, which begins with the infinitive 
(o,,J,,), is thus a continuation of the infinitival constructions in 
vv. 3--4. Thus we have 'And the king commanded Ashpenaz ... 
to bring (infin.) ... and to teach ... and to nourish them'. The 
sense also is improved. 

Three years. According to Plato, Alk. I. 121 E, the education of 
chosen youths under the royal teachers began at the age of 
fourteen. For the previous seven years they had been trained 
to ride and hunt. At the age of seventeen they entered the 
king's service. 

They should stand before the king. Cf. ver. 19, 1 Sam. 1622, 

I Kings 171, 1815, &c. The LXX presupposes ,,on 'J!:i, (o),'03'', 
i. e. 'to place (them) in the service of the king', as in Esther 45• 

This would preserve the active construction through vv. 3, 4, 
and Sb. Thus Sa would close this part of the narrative. 
In chapter 1 ioy, whether it stands alone as in 1 4 or is followed 
by 'J!:b as in 1 5•19, means 'to serve'. It never bears this 
meaning in 8-12. Thus •J:i.S iov means 'to withstand' in 84,7, 

1116, and has the same meaning when followed by iJJS in 101s. 

In 815, 1016 this last phrase = 'to stand before ' (locally). 
At the end thereof The 1,;, in l:lli~i'O has here, as in 11s,1s, 

a different sense from what it bears in 1 2, i. e. 'after', 'after the 
lapse of'. See Ges.-Kautzsch, § II9 y, n 3

• The masc. suffix in 
l:lli~i'O, where we should expect the fem., referring to the fem. 
noun l:l'Jij, occurs not infrequently in the O.T. See op. dt., 
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§ 135 o. This anomaly recurs in 89 of our author, but many 
manuscripts emend the masc. suffix into the fem. 

Appointed. i1~!;) 'to appoint', is poetical (Ps. 61 8) and passed 
into the later prose (r Chron. 929). It recurs in r 11 of our 
author, and in the Aramaic as •~p in 2 24•49, 312• But it is old 
Aramaic. See Cowley 279

, A~. 37. 
A daily portion. 1tl1':l 011 i:J1 has already occurred in J er. 5234, 

1 Chron. 1637• In I Kings 1025, 2 Chron. 924 a yearly portion is 
mentioned. 

The king's meat. ~:Jn.:i (15•8•13•15•16, II 26-only in Daniel in 
O.T.) is a Persian loan-word, paNbaga, signifying 'portion', 
'offering' from the Sanskrit prati-bhiiga. This word was trans• 
literated into Greek as rrorl/3aC,i., which, according to a fragment 
of Dinon's Persfr:a (c. 340 B. c.), preserved in Athenaeus, xi. 503, 
consisted of a meal of barley or wheaten cakes and wine: 
£ur, lii 1Tori{1a(r.i dpror 1<pf.B,vos- 1<al 1rVpu10~ 01rTOt Kal KV1raplurrov crrirj)avor Kat 

01001,' KfKpaµ,voi. lv ,erf, xpuuj oli aliroi. /:Ju<T,AEV!. 'ITLV«. In Syriac the 
word means' dainties'. But the LXX and Th. do not attempt 
to render the whole word. Their rendering of rpa ... Ca and 
s.:1rv,w give the general meaning of the first half of the word in 
Hebrew, i. e. T;l~. See note on u 26• 

The wine which he drank. 1'J;l~I? (as in 1 8) is sing. Cf. 110, 

16 ' 15 Cf. Nah. 25, Isa. 42", Ezek. 3414• See Ges.-Kautzsch, 
§ 93 ss. These verses introduce the four young nobles of the 
tribe of Judah with whom the following narratives are mainly 
concerned. 

r 6• Dame!. There are three other Daniels mentioned in the 
O.T.: (r) the Patriarch (written ~~;1) in Ezek. 1414·20, 283, who 
from his juxtaposition with Noah and Job cannot be the Daniel 
of our narrative, who was a mere boy at the time of the Exile; 
(2) a son of David, r Chron. 31 ; (3) a certain Levite, Ezra 82, 

Neh. 106• 

Mi'shael = 'Who is what God is?' Ass. form., cf. ~N~nti. 

See Oxf. Heb. Lex. in loc. The names Mishael, Hananiah, 
and Azariah appear also among the contemporaries of Ezra : 
see Neh. 84, 103,24, which, as Bevan remarks, is 'probably 
accidental, since all three occur elsewhere, and we therefore 
have no proof that the author of Daniel intended to identify 
"them" with their namesakes in Nehemiah'. 

32B6 C 
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11• The practice of changing a person's name was common 
on the occasion of a change in his position, circumstances, or 
nationality.1 See Gen. 4145, Ruth 120, 2 Kings 233

\ 2417
, and 

especially Acts 139, where Saul's name is changed to that of 
Paul. As Driver remarks, the change of name 'has the effect 
in each case of obliterating the name of God : Daniel, "God is 
my judge"; Hananiah, "Yah is gracious"; Mishael, "Who is 
what God is? " ; Azariah, " Yah bath holpen ".' Seeing that 
in the age of our author Jews were discarding their Hebrew 
names and adopting Greek names, it is not improbable, as Marti 
and others suggest, that our text contains an intentional polemic 
against this custom. 

Gave names unto them - n,ow nn, 0~!1. This idiom is not 
found elsewhere in the O.T. exactly as it is here. Either ob is 
followed by nK, Judges 831, or without a preposition as in 
2 Kings 1734, N eh. 97, and even in the Aramaic of Dan. 512. 

[ He gave.] The second oeo~, is to be omitted with the LXX 
and Th. 

Belteshazzar. This name, which recurs in 2 26, 45, 6, 15, 16(bisl, 512, 

101 is not to be confounded with Belshazzar in 51 (where see 
note), as is done in the LXX, Th., and Vulg. Belteshazzar = 
bala{sU-U$Ur, 'protect his life'. 

Shadrach. The derivation is uncertain. F. Delitzsch ex
plains it as Shudur-Aku, 'the command of Aku ', Aku being the 
Sumerian equivalent of Sin, the Semitic name of the Moon-God. 

Meshach. F. Delitzsch explains this as equivalent to Mi-sha
Aku, '\Vho is what Aku is?'. 

Abed-nego. This is a corruption of Abed-nebo, 'servant of 
Nebo '-the deity mentioned in Isa. 461• Proper names com
pounded with N ebo will be found in the Aramaic Papyri of the 
fifth century (Cowley, p. 298 seq.); a few also in the Palmyrene 
Inscriptions (see Cooke, 12?3, 1342 140 A4) of the first, second and 
third centuries A. D. Thus heathen Syrians (Cureton's Ancient 
Syri"ac Documents, p. 14, line 5, quoted by Bevan) long after the 
Christian era derived both names from Nebo. The actual name 
in our text occurs in a bilingual (Assyr. and Aram.) inscription 
(Schrader, Cuneiform lnscr., p. 429), as Bevan states. The 

1 Psammetichus I. son of Necho, king of Memphis and Sais, had his name 
changed to Nabu-sizib-anni when he became subject to Assurbanipal, king of 
Assyria. 
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more usual form would be Amel-N ebo, 'servant of N ebo,' but 
'Abed' or 'Abd ' is frequently found in its stead. (See 
Schrader's KA TJ Index, p. 654.) 

18-16 • Loyalty of Daniel and his companions to their religion 
and their consequent superiority physically to the other youths 
that were being educated with a view to the king's service. 

1 8- 10• This loyalty shown in their observance of the laws of 
their religion regarding clean and unclean meats. The need 
of this loyalty was felt to be of supreme moment in the time of 
Antiochus Epiphanes, who was doing his utmost to hellenize 
the Jews. To eat of unlawful food in such circumstances was 
as sinful as idolatry itself. Hence the faithful had to abstain 
from the food of the heathen, not only because the Levitical 
laws as to clean and unclean animals were not observed by the 
heathen in the selection and preparation of their food, but also 
because the food so prepared had generally been offered to 
idols (Exod. 3415, Acts 1529

1 2125
1 Deut. 3238). Thus the obser• 

vance of these laws, though seen later (Mark 718- 19, Acts ro9- 10) to 
be only of temporary obligation, became an articulus ecclesi'ae 
stantis aut cadentis under Antiochus Epiphanes (1 Mace. r 17,48• 
62,63, 2 Mace. 618 sqq., i). Hence in our text Daniel and his 
friends confined themselves to vegetable products. But gene
rally in heathen surroundings these laws were rigidly carried 
out by the faithful Jew; cf. Tobit 1 10,11

1 4 Mace. 53,14
1 Judith 

121,2, Vi"ta Joseph. 3. In this last passage it is recounted how 
certain priests that were sent to Rome limited their food on 
religious grounds to figs and nuts. 

r 8• Purposed in his heart. .:i> >Y b,e, means 'to Jay it to 
heart', 'to purpose'. It is found in Isa. 4225, 477, si• 11, and 
in Mai. 2 2• It is to be distinguished of course from >ii .::i> o,e, 
=' to observe', 'pay attention to', Haggai 1 5, 7, Job 1 8• Probably 
.::iS >l' b1i:i is here a rendering of the original Aramaic >.::i o,i:J c. inf. 
Cf. 615• 

Defile himself. The Hithpa'el of >Nl is found only here. >NJ 
is a later and weakened form of >i,J. The older Hebrew used 
>Sn or Nt:it,, 

1 9• Made Daniel to find favour, &c. • • • >N'Ji-nN ' • 1n,1 
nt:li"1 io 1J!:l> 01t:in"1>. Practically the same Hebrew construction 
is found in r Kings 850 , Neh. 1 11, Ps. ro646, An older form of 
this idiom is found in Gen. 4J1 4-t:J1Ni"1 ,J!:l> 01t:ini o:i, jn1• 

C 2 
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1 10• Your drink. c~•i::i~ is sing. 'In a few instances, before 
a suffix beginning with a consonant, the original iiy of the termi
nation has been contracted to e, and thus there arise forms 
which have apparently plural suffixes' ( Ges.-K autzsch, § 93 ss). 
There are other like formations in the sing. in Daniel : here 
and in 1 16 (c;i•n't'o) and in 1 15 (c;i•NiO). Cf. 1 5,8 for a like 
formation. See note on ver. 5 above. 

Lest. ;io? i't'N. This is not Hebrew, but the literal repro
duction of an Aramaic idiom in unidiomatic Hebrew. Cf. ii'?~~ 
(in Cant. 1 7) = 'lest'. The Hebrew for 'lest' is r,. The 
Aramaic idiom occurs in Ezra 723 nr;,~ '"!: in the Targums 
NO?•i: in the Syriac ~?-all meanin"g 'lest'. In Ezra 42

~ 

no? practically= 'lest' = p,r;'ITOT€ (LXX), as also in Aram. Pap. : 
Cowley, Al)-. 126 me• • · · no, 'lest ... he come'. 

Worse lt'ki'ng. The Hebrew word tl'!:lllf (which Aq. accepts 
and renders by /Jmnpaµµiva) is used elsewhere in the O.T. in the 
sense of mental trouble-' to be out of humour'. In Gen. 406 

it = 'to fret against'; in Prov. 193, 'the foolish man fretteth 
against the Lord '; in 2 Chron. 2619, 'to be enraged'. Thus in 
all these passages the word relates to a state of mind and not 
to the outward appearance as in our text. This may be the 
meaning attached to it by Th., who renders it by rr1t.v8prumf; cf. 
Matt. 6rn, where the Pharisees bear a dejected look on account 
of their fasting. But there are difficulties attaching to the 
Hebrew word. The LXX has here IJ1aurpap,p,••a ,ml drr8,vij = 
'alarmed and weak', which is most probably a double rendering 
of what stood in the text. Now what did stand in the text? 
In Job 31 31 /Jiarpi,,,oµa, = 'stand in awe of' appears as a render
ing of )'ill. If it is so here, then tl'1iY is a dittograph of t:l'i'l/1, 
of which drrB,vij is a bad rendering. And yet IJ,aurpaµp,iva is not 
accidental; for it recurs in ver. 13 in the LXX, where however 
the MT and Th. have a different text. \Ve fall back therefore 
on tl'i'll~ ='meaner looking'. Jos., Ant. x. 10. 2 supports this 
text, as it reads ,Z /Ji µ<1008ivra~ Wo, 1ml 1t.a1t.iov -roov ,1'!1.'J\ruv Exovrar. 
drrB,vij and p,w,,Bivra~, then, both support tl'i'l/1, We should 
therefore translate: 'lest he should see your faces meaner ( or 
worse-liking) than the youths of your own age'. In that case 
we should reject tl'!:lllf as a corruption of the above word. · It 
is noteworthy that i1i'll~ again underwent corruption in 89, and 
is there rendered both by the LXX and Th. as n~.,ill or noi~·y; 
for they both translate the word by luxvp6v. 
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To confirm the above conclusion we may compare 1 15, where 
the phrase it::':J 'N'i:J proves that it was only the physical fitness 
of the youths that was in question. 

Age. The word S1l is borrowed from the Aramaic and corre
sponds to the Hebrew il"l. It is found in the Samaritan of 
Gen. 69, 1516, and in the Talmud. 

Make . .• foifeit. ::i.~l'.I is a late Hebrew word, and does not 
occur elsewhere in the O.T.; for Cornill, followed by Bevan, 
rejects :nn in Ezek. 187• The former takes it to be a corruption 
of :Jl0, the latter to be a dittography 'the first two letters of 
inS:Jn having been repeated and a l inserted afterwards'. In the 
fifth Century Papyri it is found with the same meaning as in our 
text. See Cowley 2 15, 183• It is in fact a pure Aramaism. 

1n. tThe Melzart. The word -,:-bo occurs only in this 
chapter. Friedr. Delitzsch thinks that it is derived from the 
Assyrian Ma~~aru 'guardian', i. e. from the root i:l'J, the l'~ 
indicating the resolution of the doubling of the ~~ as in tl~::J. 

and ~a">.craµov. But the context is against the genuineness of the 
text. The Hebrew ignores the fact that Daniel has already 
been committed to the care of the chief of the eunuchs, who is 
expressly named in ver. 4. Furthermore, in this verse it is the 
prince of the eunuchs that Daniel must have addressed, as a 
comparison of 1 3, 7-io,is shows (Cheyne in Encyc. Bib. i._33.~-
335), and not a third person called Melzar or 'the Melzar '. 
The MT in 1 11•16 is therefore secondary. In fact all the forms 
'itl!':J~ (which the LXX presupposes in 1 3,11), tJ!:lt'.'~ (MT and 
Th. in 1 3), i:bon (MT and Th. 1 11), i~'t'.'O (?i:i1JO Pesh. 1 11) 

are all corruptions of some word hitherto undiscovered, which 
may be called X. Cheyne believes the name to which all these 
corrupt forms point is i:i~t'.'~:J 'Belshazzar'. But, though 
Cheyne's method is right, as Marti agrees, the conclusion at 
which he arrives is unconvincing. 

tThe Melzar ... appointed over Danielt. The LXX, which 
has rightly identified the chief of the eunuchs in 1 3,11 with the 
person here mentioned, has also preserved the true text. The 
LXX reads 'A/'3wr/'Jpl T<f aval'JHx0ivT, apxiwvovx<e i1rl TOV ~- = 11!,' 

'i ~51 il~12 11'.'~ t110 1iOil = 'the prince of the eunuchs who was 
set over Daniel'. 

1
12

• Ten. This is a round number. C£ 1 20, ?7, Gen. 2455, 

317
, Amos 53, Haggai 2 16, Zach. 823 ; 3, 4, and 7 are favourite 
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numbers with our author. c~ is the apocopated imperative 
for il\1/~. 

Let them give. The indefinite personal subject is frequently 
expressed in Hebrew by the' 3rd plural masculine : see Ges.
Kautzsch, § 144/. 

Pulse. O'i'lJ is a hapax-legornenon as also tl'~V;). in 1 16• The 
form in the Talmud and in Syriac is o•~y71. Whether the forms 
in our text are genuine is questionable. On the other hand 
they may be current phonetic variations. For in our text there 
are different grammatical forms with no implication of a change 
of meaning, as Bevan points out p. 62 n.: Ol):ll1n1 2 1 and tll)Elm 

2 3, m'1oyr, and i1J'10ll' 8 22, ,Jl/l!'iil 9 5 and ,~lJl!'i 915, r:i and i':li1 
9 23, T1'!1'il II15 and tl1l)i! u 31, nipSrhn u 21,34, and nip;,n n 32• 

But the latter variations in n 21,34 in the MT are probably 
late corruptions. See note on u 21 • 

1 13• Our countenances. See note on 1 10 above. 
Thou sees!. i1~7T;l has the Aramaic vocalization : see Ges.

Kautzsch., § 75 hh. 
Deal w#h. tll) i11!'l). The treatment is to be favourable or un

favourable according to the results of the experiment. Only 
here and in 2 Chron. 2 2 is this construction found in the O.T., 
but in 2 Chron. the phrase is used in a favourable sense. Else
where this combination of ill!'l) and tll/ requires an accusative 
such ~s '1Ci1 or not-t, &c.: cf. Gen. 1919, 2412, Joshua 214, Judges 919• 

In u 7 on the other hand Ml!'l) is followed by :i in a hostile sense, 
as in J er. 1823• 

1 14• Hearkened • .. in thi's matter: i. e. granted this request. 
The same construction is found in Gen. 1921, 1 Sam. 3024 • 

1 15• Fatter in flesh. Cf. Gen. 41 2•18 .,~? T1~'7i1 for the same 
phrase used of the fat kine in Pharoah's dream. The plural 
't-t''1:l is to be explained by reference to the suffix in tln•~-,o. 

1 16• tThe Melzart. See 1 11 note. 
Was wont to take away •.. and gt"ve. The idea of duration 

is here conveyed by the combination of the substantive verb and 
the participle. See Driver", Tenses, § 135. 5. 

1 17- 19• At the end of the three years Daniel and his three 
companions, who are found to be not only physically superior 
but also intellectually in knowledge and wisdom to the other 
youths that were educated with them, are appointed to serve in 
the court of the king, 
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The vegetarian diet is helpful also in the direction of spiritual 

development. 
1 17• Knowledge. The same word is rendered 'science' in 1 4• 

All literature, i. e. all kinds of books. Cf. 1 4• 

Wisdom. As Driver observes, 'Wisdom is used here, in 
a concrete sense, of an intelligently arranged body of principles, 
or, as we should now say, sdence. The term must be understood 
as representing the popular estimate of the subjects referred to : 
for the wisdom of the Chaldaean priests, except in so far as it 
took cognizance of the actual facts of astronomy, was in reality 
nothing but a systematized superstition.' 

Daniel had understanding in all kinds of visions. These words 
serve to introduce the narrative that follows. They recall 
2 Chron. 265 •,Nil n~Ni::i j':lO. They differentiate at the same 
time the unique gifts of Daniel even in relation to his three 
companions. This difference in spiritual endowment is observed 
in later passages, and, though Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed
nebo are ten times wiser than the sages of Babylon 1 20, yet 
Daniel possesses still higher gifts than theirs, and whereas at 
the close of chapter 2 the three companions are rewarded with 
high official appointments, Daniel is clearly set above all the 
wise men and governors of Babylon; for he sits in the king's 
gate (249b), i. e. is the Vizier or Prime Minister of the king, and 
so is not exposed to the risks that his three companions encoun
ter in chapter 3. 

1 18• Had commanded to bring them in. A late Hebrew idiom. 
See 1 3 n. 

tl~~:;i;1 'the prince of the eunuchs brought, &c.' We have 
here the vav apodosis with the imperf.-an idiom which has 
already occurred in ver. 2. See note. 

1 19• This verse closes the introduction to the book. 
Stood before the king, i. e. became his personal servants : cf. 1 5• 

SECTION II 

1. e. Chapters 2 1- 49", 1 20, 21, 2 49\ in the second year of the 
reign of Nebuchadnezzar. 

§ I. This chapter has a didactic purpose. As in chapter I 

the Jews are exhorted to be true to the Law, even to its cere
monial requirements, so in this chapter they are encouraged to 
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hold fast to the national hope of the Messianic kingdom. To 
justify their belief in this expectation the superiority of the 
wisdom of the Jews to that of the heathen is shown in the 
incidents connected with the king's dream and its interpretation. 
This transcendent wisdom is shown to spring from the direct 
revelation of the God of the Jews (cp. Isa. 1912), and His 
supremacy above all gods is accordingly acknowledged by the 
king. In this dream the succession of the world empires is 
foreshadowed, and, as these had arisen in the order foreshadowed 
in his dream and its interpretation, the readers of Daniel were 
assured of the certainty of the coming kingdom. 

The narrative in many respects recalls Gen. 41 (Stade, 
Gescht'chte, ii. 324). In both narratives a heathen king is visited 
by a dream which alarms him ; in both he sends for his magi
cians, but they prove helpless; in both a youthful Israelite, who 
ascribed his wisdom wholly to the help of his God, gives the 
true interpretation, and is raised to the highest honours. For 
similarities in point of diction, cf. 2 1-2,30• 

As the first chapter dealt with the discipline and fruitfulness 
of the religious life in its private relations, this chapter exhibits 
the same characteristics in the public activities of its true 
adherents, by recounting the triumph of Daniel and his three 
companions over the collective wisdom of the wise men of 
Babylon and Daniel's appointment as chief counsellor of the 
king and his three companions as great officials of the empire. 
§ 2. (a) Corruptions £n the Hebrew of 2 1- 4a. 

2 1• For mw,J read iliiJ. 
2 4• For n~o'iN read ,,ot-t'i. See note. 
(b) Corruptions in the Aramaic. 
2 5• For iONi ii:ll/ read iONi my. See note, 
2m. For ~y~ r~;d ,~~, o; • ~ls;-'.,,~pnil, for il,~p:,. 
2 23• For Nn'11:!J (so MT, Pesh. and Vulg., due to a scribe's 

assimilation of the two adjoining phrases here to those in 2 20) 

read with LXX iJn,:i~. 

2 35• For 'the iron, the clay' with Th. read 'the clay, the 
iron' against the MT, LXX, Vulg. The context requires 
this change: also the order in 2 45 where LXX, Th., and Vulg. 
attest the right order. See note on 2 35• 

2 40• Here the MT is hopeless. See note in loc. I have 
restored the text in accordance with the claims of the context 
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and that of ?23, and with the help of the LXX of 2
40

, though 
here very corrupt. 

§ 3. Interpolation. 
224. Excise ?IN with LXX, Th. and Vulg. 
2 40. Excise 'and as iron that crusheth all these' with LXX, 

Th., Pesh., and Vulg. 

§ 4. Lost phrases. 
2 29• Restore 1.:,S ?l/ after 1p1;,o since the language itself 

requires it. 
2 34. Restore i1~t.:l with LXX, Th., Vulg., and Josephus. See 

note in loc. 
2 40• See note in loc. 

§ 5. Dislocations. 
1 20,21• These must be transferred after 249"'. See notes, pp. 52-54. 

The text absolutely demands this transference. 
2 28 " should be transferred after 2 30• 

§ 6. Hebraisms. 
2 10• S.:i,, {cf. ;,.:iin 516). We should read ?f.~ as in 329 . 

§ 7. Late Semi1ic expressions. 
2 28 • For 1C'Ni '\IM the older language would have used 1.::i:b 1ltn : 

cf. J er. 2J16 .::i, r,tn. In the A ram. Papyri the same holds true, 
though visions are not there referred to. See note on 2 28 b-29• 

2 33• ;imo • • • pmr., seems to be late Aramaic. 

§ 8. Very late Aramaic order of words. 
2 28 • i1.l1.:l1.:l.l i,d,o. See note in loc.: and on 3~. This order 

appears to be unknown before the time of our author. 

§ 9. Facts pointing to an Aramaic original 
2 11• LXX renders i'P' by i1rilfo~or (cf. Ezra 410) as well as by 

{lapvr. It has both meanings in Aramaic, but in Hebrew it 
means 'costly', precious. 

2 40• 1riiv llivlJpov = j?1~ ;,.:i where the j?'N is corrupt for an 
ancient reading )I?~. 

2 1- 2• Troubled by a dream Nebuchadnezzar summoned his 
wise men to make known to him the dream he had dreamed, 
and also its interpretation. 

2 1. In the second year. This second section of the book 
begins, as in eight sections out of the ten, with the date of the 
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events recorded. The events that follow are said to have 
occurred in the second year of Nebuchadnezzer's reign. In 
order to bring this statement into harmony with that of the 
'three years' in 1 5,18 various hypotheses have been advanced. 
(1) Josephus (Ant. x. 10. 3) explains this second year as the second 
year after the sack of Egypt' (µnu {>£ <TOS llE-uupoP .-ijs AlyvirTOIJ 1rop0~

<T«.,s). (2) Hengstenberg, Havernick, Zockler, and others assume 
that in 1 1 and J er. 251 N ebuchadnezzer was reigning conjointly 
with his father N abopolassar, and that the second year in the 
text is the second year after Nabopolassar's death. (3) Ewald, 
Kamphausen, Marti, and others assume that i11~V dropped out 
after t:l~J3r (for a like loss, cf. Joshua 2412), and that the original 
text was 'in the twelfth year'. (4) Driver ingeniously defends the 
text. 'There is not, perhaps, necessarily a contradiction here with 
the "three years" of 1 5,18• By Hebrew usage fractions of time 
were reckoned as full units : thus Samaria, which was besieged 
from the fourth to the sixth year of Hezekiah, is said to have 
been taken " at the end " of three years (2 Kings 189,10); and in 
J er. 3414 "at the end of seven years" means evidently when 
the seventh year has arrived (see also Mark 831 &c.). If, now, 
the author, following a custom which was certainly sometimes 
adopted by Jewish writers, and which was general in Assyria 
and Babylonia, "post-datedl' the regnal years· of a king, i. e. 
counted as his first year not the year of his accession but the 
first full year afterwards (see Art. Chronology in Hastings's 
Diet. of the Bible, i 400), and if further Nebuchadnezzar gave 
orders for the education of the Jewish youths in his accession 
year, the end of his "three years" of 1 5•18 might be reckoned as 
falling within the king's second year.' 

Dreamed dreams. For the use of the plural i. e. 'visions' 
where a singular is meant we may compare 42 (5l, ?1, The LXX 
reproduces the plural, but Th. and Vulg. render it by the 
singular. On oneiromancy or divination by dreams see Encyc. 
Bib. i. 1n8; Hastings, DRE. iv, 776. 

Ht's spirit was troubled. This phrase (in,, 0!1!:lnni) which 
recurs in 2 3 (in,, 0!1!:lm) appears to be suggested by Gen. 41 8• 

His sleep tbraket from ht'm. The Hebrew (1'~!1 iWilJ ,rut::1) 

literally means 'his sleep was done for him ', i. e. 'left him ', and 
this text is supported by the LXX and Th., o virPoi' avTov iyivm, 
a1r' avrov. The Niph'al of il'i1 has this meaning twice elsewhere, 
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i. e. in 827 and Micah 24, but in both cases the text is doubtful., 
The same fact is expressed again in 619 (ls), •m,l) n'l~ nmeo, where 
Th. has 6 i1rvo, a1r<<TTI/ a1r' uo-rou. Now, since Sym. renders the 
expression here in our text by the very same words, it is reason
able to suppose, with Behrmann, Marti, and others, that he 
found in 2 1 the exact Hebrew equivalent of the Aramaic in 619• 

Hence for i11i'i1J we should read i111~· We may then retain the 
rendering ' his sleep brake from him ' as the English equivalent 
of the emended text. This is the usual verb in this connexion 
as in 619, Esther 61, Gen. 3140• With this use of ,,,y, which 
expresses the dative of advantage or disadvantage, cf. 108, ''1li1l 

''ll 1!:ii1J : also 59, ?28
, J er. 818

, &c. 
2 2• Commanded to call. See note on the construction on 1 3• 

To call the magicians. The diction of Gen. 41 8 as in the pre
ceding sentence. Th. here supports the MT, but the LXX 
implies t-t1:li1, • • "'\Ol't'l. 

(r) The magidans. That the l:l'O~"'\n stands first in the list of 
the six classes of diviners is due, as Bevan suggests, to Gen. 41 8• 

The Hebrew word is probably derived from ~1(;1 = 'graving 
tool', 'stylus', with the formative termination -om. The word, 
therefore, would properly mean 'writers' originally. The sense 
in the O.T. would be secondary. This word is used once alone 
in our author, 46(9l, in a generic sense, where Daniel is called 
'master of the magicians' (cf. 5n), and six (seven) times in 
conjunction with other terms, 1 20, 2 2,10,27

1 4 6 (9), 1511, 511. 
(2) The enchanters, i. e. l:i'!:11:!'tot. Probably a Babylonian loan

word, Assyr. astpu, which according to Zimmern (KA I'. 590, 
n. 1) means 'the purifier'. This word occurs in the Hebrew 
only here and in 1 20 : in the Aramaic in 2 10,21, 44, 57, 11,15• 

(3) The sorcerers. Only here in our author, but in the earlier 
books of the O.T. four times. Robertson-Smith derives tl'tit:':JO 

from 9eo:i 'to cut'. Hence these were primarily persons who 
prepared magical drugs by shredding herbs into a magic brew 
Uourn. Phil., xiv. 125, 126). Prince (Book of Daniel, p. 201) 
says that this theory has no foundation in fact, and that 91:!':i is 
a well-known stem in Babylonian. i. e. Kasapu, to bewt"tch, and 
that 9~~ incantaft'on and 9(?~ a conjuror have exact equivalents 
in the Assyrian kispu and kassapu. 

(4) The Cha/deans. This, as we have already seen, had an 
ethnic sense, and subsequently acquired the meaning it generally 
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, bears in our text. See note on 1 4• It occurs five times alone 
1 4 (in a general sense), 2 4•5•10"', 38, and five times in conjunction 
with other terms, 2 2,10b, 44(7), 5<7),11, 

(5) Wise men ro,:in. Eleven times alone 2 12,13,14,18,21,24 (MsJ,4s, 

43(6),15(18), 57,8, and twice in conjunction with other terms 2 27, 515• 

(6) Determt'ners. jlill: four times 2 27, 44(7), 57,11 • These were 
probably astrologers or soothsayers. Probably from ii~, to cut. 
Words with this meaning often occur in the sense of determining. 
Hence we have i11.1? 414•21, decree: later it meant fate. The 
determiners drew celestials, charts, and horoscopes, in which 
the position of the constellations were shown at the moment of 
one's birth. Cf. Isa. 4713• 

Of the above terms the magicians, enchanters, and Chaldeans 
occur most frequently together, 2 2,10, 44<7>, 511• A comparison of 
the passages in which the six classes of wise men are mentioned 
tends to show that they are used very vaguely. They do not 
correspond to any division found in the inscriptions, and 
Lenormant's attempt (La Magt'e, p. 13 sq.) to identify them with 
certain classes of diviners in Babylon is a failure. For the 
literature of this subject, see Hastings's DRE. viii. 255. 

2 3- 11• The wise men are required to tell the dream and its 
interpretation. They reply that they are ready to interpret the 
dream if the king recounts it to them, but that they cannot meet 
both demands. 

2 3• The king had not forgotten the dream, but had determined 
to test his wise men by requiring them to tell both the dream 
and its interpretation. Behrmann here mentions an exact 
parallel to our account in Ibn Hisham's Leben Mohammeds (ed. 
Wustenfeld, p. 9 sq.): 'Rabia son of Nasr, king of Yemen ... 
saw a vision and could not understand it. Thereupon he 
assembled the diviners, magicians ... and spake to them. I 
have had a dream which has terrified me ; tell me it and its 
interpretation. They replied: Tell us the dream and we will 
declare unto you its interpretation. Then said he : If I tell you 
the dream I cannot rely on your interpretation; for he who 
knows not the dream, before I communicate it to him, does not 
know its interpretation.' 

2~. Then spake •.. tin the Syrian languaget. If the text of 
the MT is retained, then it is better to render 'in Aramaic'. 
The use of the word ,,::i,, spake here is very rare. If that 
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which is said is given, ,r.i~ ( = sa£d) is almost universally used. 
It is true that in the MT i:ii is used with the meaning appa
rently of ,o~ in Gen. 4117, Exod. 327, I Kings 21 5, Ezek. 404• 

Notwithstanding, this usage is abnormal, and the LXX and 
Vulg. either attest c1 truer tex_t or emend the existing one m 
Exod. 327 by presupposing ib~.?, while the Syr. renders iJi in 
this passage, as if it were ,r.i~. Again the LXX in Gen. 4111 

presupposes the addition of -,r.,~:,, while the Syr. again renders 
-,Ji as in Exod. 327• Again in I Kings 215 the Syr. surmounts 
the difficulty in the same way, and in Ezek. 404 the LXX 
renders ,:i, by ,[,m. Thus the text in Dan. 1 4 is abnormal, but 
the corrupt reading n1r.i,~ suggests the missing word. Hence 
Marti and Prince, following the suggestion of Haupt in Kamp
hausen, Das Buch Daniel, p. II, hold that 1,0~1, ' and said ' 
should be restored after the words 'to the king', and that this 
expression was displaced by the corrupt reading n1r.i,~ £n 
Aramaic. But it is more reasonable to suppose that n•r.,-,~ is 
simply a misreading of 1,r.,~•1, the misreading being suggested 
by the fact that Aramaic did follow. 

In any case the words 'in Aramaic' cannot be accepted. 
Another explanation is offered by Oppert, Lenormant, and 
others. They suggest that 'in Aramaic' is a gloss, added as in 
Ezra 47 to designate the language of the chapters that follow ; 
that this was the language in which 2 4 b-728 were originally 
composed, and that this language was retained. 

If the text meant to affirm (as it does in its present corrupt 
form) that Aramaic was used at court in official communications, 
the narrative in chap. 7 would have been resumed in Hebrew, 
whereas it is continued in Aramaic. Jerome in his Commentary 
on 2 4 (' Ab hoe loco usque ad visionem anni tertii regis Bal
thasar ... lingua scribuntur Chaldaica) popularized this erro
neous view that the wise men spake in Aramaic. Thence arose 
the false designation of Biblical Aramaic as Chaldee. Biblical 
Aramaic belongs to the North Semitic branch, which is usually 
subdivided into (1) Eastern Aramaic or Syriac, which was used 
by the Christian Syrians, and is found in modified forms in the 
Babylonian Talmud and the sacred books of the Chaldaeans. 
(2) Western or Palestinian Aramaic, which is found in Dan. 2 4-7., 
Ezra 48-618, ?1 2- 26

1 the Elphantine Papyri, the Jewish Targums, 
and the Palestinian Gemara. The nomenclature ' Eastern ' and 
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'Western' is wrong, if taken literally; for, as I have shown 
in the Introduction, the so-called 'Western' was used by the 
Foreign Office in Babylon. Aramaic was long the linguafranca of 
the Oriental world. 

The wise men would have addressed the king in Babylonian 
or Assyrian, which is declared in Jer. 515, Isa. 2811, 3319 to be 
unintelligible to a Jew. Assyria and Babylonia had a distinct 
Semitic language of their own, which maintained itself long 
after the fall of this empire. 'The latest connected Babylonian 
inscription is that of Antiochus Soter (280-260 B. c.). See 
Prince, p. r I note. Aramaic had displaced Hebrew as the 
popular language long before the second century B. c. 

0 king, live for ever. The usual mode of saluting Oriental 
kings. Here as in 39,510, 66,22 the formula is in the second person : 
in r Kings r 31, Neh. 2 3 in the third person-the older form. It 
had already been used at the Assyrian Court, and subsequently 
prevailed amongst the Sassanidae. As Prince (p. 66) remarks, 
this greeting was common in Babylonian times. Cf. Bei'triige 
zur Assyrt"ologie, i., p. 239: 'May Nebo and Merodach give ... 
everlasting years unto the king'. 

We will show, ~~,:,1 . So we read with Ginsburg unless with 
Marti, Gram.", § 65 c. we transform all the Pa'el forms into 
Haphel and read i1,m. Bauer-Leander prefer the Pa'el. 

2 5• Answered and said. The MT has here two participles 
'i1;)1$1 i1?.¥, but N oldeke (Gottingsche Gelehrte Anzei'gen, 1884, 
rn2r) is most probably right in his suggestion that here and in 
2 s,1s,20,26,21,41, 3u,t9,24,2s,26,2s, 416,21

1 51,rn,11, 613,11,21, 72, we should 

punctuate these words as ,~1$1 i1~Y,. For this is the Aramaic 
idiom where the consonants of the words are unmistakeable as 
in 2 7, 10• 39,16, 614, where we have the finite verb followed by the 
participle r791$1 • • • l~Y,. . In 510 these two verbs are in the 
perfect: and in 324 we have two participles i17J?l$1 1:~¥. 

The thing tis gone t from me, i. e. the matter has left my 
memory. This misrendering, found already in Th. (o Myo, ,hr' 
,µov arriuT 71 and the Vulgate), is now generally rejected. The 
clause was omitted in the original LXX, but in Origen's text it 
is supplied from Th. between an asterisk and a metobelus. 
This rendering originated in the view that N"TlN was a dialectical 
variety of NStN. Two explanations are given: (1) According to 
N oldeke (KA T.~ 617) N"Tt!oC is a Persian word meaning 'sure', 
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•certain'. In this case we should render 'the word from me is 
sure', i. e. 'what I say shall certainly be carried out'. C( 314 note. 
(2) According to Andreas (Marti's Gram.3, p. 58*) the word is 
Middle-Persian, and means 'news,' 'intelligence'. In this case we 
should render: 'the word from me is news', i. e. 'proclaimed'. 

Its interpretation. it'.'C appears in Eccles. 81 as a loan-word 
from Aramaic. 

Ye shall be cut in pieces, 11,::ivnn l't?1iJ, i. e. 'dismembered limb 
from limb'. Cf. 329, where the same phrase recurs and the 
LXX has 51aµEft.w0f,,ura1. In 2 Mace. I 16 we find µDu7 .,,.o,~rravr,r, 

J OS,, Ant. XV. 8, 4 1'•A1rrrl /li,Mvur '11'pov0rnav Kurriv. 

But the LXX seems to presuppose a different text here as 
it reads '11'apa6uyl'"nrr0~rr•rr0,. Possibly it reads as in Ezra 611, 

where the punishment of hanging is referred to. It is noteworthy 
that in N um. 254 'll'"f'ai'iuyµ,,wrnv is used to translate the Hebrew 
word l/j2ii1, where a public execution is meant : cf. ,g'l">..ui(ov, 

2 Sam. 21 6•'1,
13, but what form the execution took is doubtful. 

Since the LXX, however, renders the same phrase in 329 of our 
text by 5,<1µ,'>..,IJ'B~umn, and the Pesh. renders the MT in 2 5, 32g 

literally, it seems best to regard the LXX in 2 5 as a free render
ing, as Th. (,lr u'll'wAiav ,,rnrll,) and the Vulg. (peribitis vos) 
certainly are. Instead of the loose rendering 1rapafJoyµanuB~u,uB, 

2 5, the exact rendering would be, as in 329, oiaµi>..,rr0{,u,rr0,. In 
I Esdras 631 we have "P'l'aullij•m in a similar context. Hence 
the punishment may have been hanging followed by quartering. 
In Ezra 611 the punishment appears to be crucifixion. 

To return to the MT, the word O"!iJ is the Persian andiim, 
in Zend haiidama. From the noun is derived the Aramaic verb 
013;:i (similarly in Syriac), 'to dismember'. 

Your houses JtJ1f.l~. On the daghesh forte in n and the metheg 
under the preceding letter, see Kautzsch, Gram., §§ 63: 12, 2, e. 

Be made a dunghill. Cf. 329 , Ezra 611• This was the greatest 
disgrace that could be inflicted on the memory of the persons 
executed-. Here again the LXX presupposes quite a different 
text, for it reads a,aA7]q>8(irrErat 11µ,wv ra l!1r<1pxovrn ,fr ro /3a1J"LALKOV. 

This is the text presupposed in Ezra 611 by the Vulgate, 
'domus autem ejus publicetur ', and here (26) 'domus vestrae 
publicabuntur'. See also I Esdras frll, "'f''l'mrll~v,u ""' ra ,,.,,.&pxo•rn 
airroV Elva, /3arr,A,K&. 
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2 6• Rewards. ;i:n:::iJ is said to be derived from the Persian by 
Andreas in Marti's Gram.3, p. 79*. It recurs in 517 and later in 
the Palestinian Targ., Deut. 2324• 

Therefore. iil~. On the various meanings of this word see 
note on 2 11• 

2 7• Its interpretation: i. e. i"I'}.;;~~- So Th., Pesh., and Vulg. 
The MT has 'the interpretation' as in ver. 4-

28. Of a certainty. For the construction :::11¥:-jl;, 1 c£ ov~·p;, in 
2 47• i1?'¥: recurs in 324

, 

Would gain tt'me. The LXX and Th. render ~mpov up.,cr 
Jfayopa(m. The same phrase (verb in mid.) is found in Eph. 516

, 

Col. 45• But the sense is different. In our text the object of 
the magicians is to temporize and defer the fatal moment: in 
St. Paul to utilize every present opportunity to the full. 

Because. On ,,-~::ij:)-~:J see In trod., § 20. ff, where it is shown 
that a long development lies behind this later form. t Is gonet. 
See note on ver. 5. 

2 9• The judgement upon J'OU t's inevitable, literally, 'there is but 
one law for you', Here ;,in with the ~•,, following is the same 
construction as in Cant. 69 1n~,, ~•i7 nn~ 'my dove ... is one', 
i. e. 'the incomparable', as in our text it is 'the inevitable'. The 
word n, is derived from the Persian data. It occurs frequently 
in Hebrew and Aramaic of the Persian period-Esther, Ezra, 
and Daniel, but not found in any of the numerous law docu
ments of the fifth-century Papyri B. c. 

For ly£ng and corrupt words. I have here as in the R.V. taken 
this clause as a ground for the king's forcible decision. But it 
could with Marti be taken as dependent on 'I know ' in ver. 8. 

Lying, i1:::Ji:::J. The word ::i,::i occurs nine times in the A ram. 
Pap. Fifth Cent. It is of course the same as the Hebrew :::it::i. 
· Have concerted. The Qr. has here i!ir-11~'.!i1'.i (Hithpa'el) : the 
Kt. l~l'1?9iiJ (Haph'el). 

Know, ll11~. Here in the imperfect of lli' an epentbetic nun 
is inserted by way of compensation: Kautzsch, § 11. 2; § 43. 
1 b. Cf. lli~n 2 30, jllli)' 414, and i'i*1~ for ;:,*l:t in 49,11,18• This is 
found also in the Targums. 

2 10• The earth. The Aram. is ~nw::i• = ~ ~~pa, 'the dry land ' 
as in Gen. 1 9, Jonah 19, but here it is used generally of th~ 
earth. 

Can. S;i\• as S::iin in 516 are imperfect Hoph'als. Marti treats 
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them as Hebraisms (Gram. 3

, § 59b. 2). The true Aramaic form 
occurs in 329 ,:;t. In 2 10 the Massoretes allowed the false 
Hebraism to remain and in 516 corrected it wrongly into ,,::ir,. 

No king, be he never so great and might,,, or no great and 
mighty king. 'Great King' was a title borne by the kings of 
Assyria: cf. 2 Kings 1828• The phrase in our text appears 
to be a reminiscence of the old Assyrian-Babylonian title. 

King. 'l'J~I?, here, i~~ 2 34, c~r 35, 11~ 78, tJ?r.i 42, are regarded 
as Hebraisms: Kautzsch, Gram.,§ 54. r, 2a. 

2 11• Difficult. The LXX gives a duplicate rendering of 
the Aramaic word, fJapv~ ,w, irrii'iogo,. i•p1 has both these 
meanings in Al). 931 95, ur, 130 (see Cowley, pp. 215, 216, 
217). i•p1 means 'dear', 'costly', 'precious' in Hebrew, 
but not 'honourable'. In Ezra 410 it does mean 'honourable' : 
cf. our text 2 37, 518•20, ?14, where i~; means 'honour'. So far as 
it goes, this is an argument in favour of the LXX being made 
from an Aramaic original. 

Except. So m? after a negative here and in 328
1 6G,s. Cf. 

Cowley, 811, 1312, 1532, &c. In 2 30 it= 'but'. So also Cowley, 
96,7,9 ? In Ezra 512 it means 'however' without a preceding 
negative : cf. Cowley 34 6. In 2 6•9, 4 24 it = 'therefore'. 

2 12-rn. The king gives orders that all the wise men should 
be slain. At the request of Daniel the execution of this command 
is adjourned. Daniel, who with his companions was regarded 
as belonging to the guild of the wise men, promises to find an 
answer to the king's questions if he is granted time. 

2 13• The decree went forth, n~~~ ~n'i. The rendering -ro i'i6-yµa 

,gijM, is almost identical with Luke 2 2 •~ij'>-8• Myµ.a. 

That the wise men should be slain. Literally, 'and the wise 
men were to be slain'. Here Th. followed by the Vulg. 
wrongly renders ,l'll"<K-r,vvovro. The passive participle j',t:ipnr., 
here does not express a completed act, as it generally does, but 
as in Hebrew (Ges.-Kautzsch, § u6e) it has a gerundive or 
future meaning. Thus the LXX expresses, though freely, the 
thought of our author : ,i'ioyµa-rlo-8,, rraJl'Tat arroKTEtvm. See Kautzsch, 
Gram., § 761 3. The Aramaic idiom here represents, in a 
co-ordinate clause, what would naturally be represented in 
a dependent and final clause after a verb of commanding. Cf. 
Ezra 61• 

tSought Daniel and his companions to be slaint. The con• 
3'266 D 
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struction here appears to be an illegitimate combination of two 
constructions. Hence it is reasonable to infer a corruption of 
the text. Moreover, the LXX and Vulg. represent one con
struction, while Th. and Syr. represent the other. Now the 
LXX has ,(17r~B17 l!i O Aav1fh Kal 7T(ll-"T£S ol p,,r' UVTOV xap,v rnv uwa

,roA.trreai, i. e. ' Daniel and his companions were sought to be 
slain'. Th., on the other hand, ,,~TT/ITUV Aav,~X 1(01 r. cp{Xovs avrov 

av,X,,v, i. e. 'they sought D. and his friends to slay (them)'. 
We have, therefore, either to change the vocalization of i~7 
( = l(firrpav) into 1~7, i. e. the passive of the Peal: cf. '''?7 321-

a suggestion of Marti's, who made it without noticing that it 
had the support of two Versions: or emend ;,;,~pnn;, into ;,;,~i', 
as in the next verse, and so arrive at the text presupposed by 
Th. and Pesh., i. e. 'they sought D. and his companions to slay 
(them)'. 

2 14• Then. 1~'"1N~ is used by our author to introduce a new 
section or paragraph. Not so r,~ of which it is compounded. 

Returned answer with counsel and prudence. In Prov. 2616 the 
same phrase is found in Hebrew tl~~ \~•~9. 

Arioch, An ancient Babylonian name-generally taken to be 
a corruption of Eri-aku, 'servant of the moon-god'. It is found 
in Gen. 141 as the name of an ancient king of Ellasar (in South 
Babylonia), whence it is probably borrowed both here and in 
Judith 1 6, According to Sayce in Hastings's B.D. the name 
was of the Sumerian period, but not of the later-Nebuchad
nezzar's. 

Captain of the guard, N'n:l~ :l'"l. This expression occurs in 
2 Kings 258 sqq., J er. 399, 5212 sqq., and as o•n:J~il-i;!I in Gen. 3736, 

391, &c. The word N!t9~ here rendered' guard' originally meant 
'slaughterers' or 'butchers' (of animals). Some trace of this 
may remain in I Sam. 923124, where, as in Arabic, it has the 
signification of 'cook'. The LXX and Th. in the present 
passage reproduce this meaning and render apx,,.,&y«por-a ren
dering found also in Jubilees 3411, 392

• In later times this 
official was the captain of the king's life guard. 

2 15• Severe, or 'harsh'. The LXX renders r.11<pws, Th. 
avm8~s. i1?fr;i,:i9 contracted i1?¥r;ir:i 322-the Haphel participle 
of 9~n. 

2 16• Went in. The Aram. verb is the equivalent of the 
Hebrew Nl:J. Appoint, jnl'. Cf. ID?l:l Ezra 720

• This verb 
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appears only in the Imperfect and the Infinitive. In 414 of our 
text the , is assimilated as in the Targums. Cf. Y"!?~, ver. 9. 

And (so) £t would be his task to show the king the interpretation. 
This appears to be the only right rendering of ;,•in;,, tti~!l, 
~:i,o,. The Versions vary. The Vulg. omits the, and renders 
ad solutionem indicandam regz: But this is only shirking the 
difficulty. Syr" (i. e. LXX) and the Pesh. render Kai 3qi\w,rn (in 
Cod. 87 we have (JqA.wu!]), Th. KU< ••• avayyelil.!], The last rendering 
is obviously wrong. Our author does not make such an absurd 
statement as 'Daniel implored the king to give him time that he 
{Daniel) would show the king, &c.'. Yet Kautzsch, § 102, and 
most scholars take it to be a final clause. But this seems 
wrong, and this last clause is co-ordinated with, and not subor
dinated to, the two preceding clauses 'went in' and 'implored 
the king'. It does not represent Daniel's request, but rather 
Daniel's promise to the king-' I will {it is my task to) show the 
king'. The same construction recurs in ver. 18, where it 
expresses the sense of obligation as in 52• Daniel said to 
his companions: ' You are to beseech compassion', (iint-t) 
;n1:io, ron,. In the indirect this becomes literally, ' Daniel 
went and made known the matter to his companions, and so 
they undertook to beseech compassion'. On this construction 
in Hebrew and in Aramaic as early as Ezra, see lntrod., § 20. t. 

2 17- 23• In answer to the prayers of Daniel and his com
panions the secret is revealed to him in a vision of the night, 
and thanksgiving is offered by him in a hymn for the mercy 
vouchsafed. 

2 18• And (so) it was thei'r task to implore compassion, c•on,, 
i1]1:Jo,. It is impossible to render this idiom literally in English. 
The early Greek and Latin translators experienced exactly the 
same difficulty. The LXX attempts to render this idiom in 
half a dozen of different ways. The Vulg. evades the difficulty by 
rendering ut quaererent: so also the Pesh. The LXX presupposes 
a different text. Th. comes nearest the meaning of this idiom : 
Kai ol1<npµov~ ,(~row. This idiom here and in 2 10 may be a 
Hebraism in Aramaic : but see Introd., § 20. t. Also my Comm. 
on Revelation, i. 321-2. 

The God of heaven. Cf. 2 19, 37 ,44 ; Ezra r 2, 511,12, 69, Neh. 1 4,5, 

2
4

,
20

, r Enoch ro6r. (cf. 134), Tob. 1011, Judith 58, 619, Rev. rr13, 

1611
• This phrase is found in Gen. 247, but after the Exile it 

D 2 
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became a favourite designation of God owing to the growing 
transcendence of Jewish thought regarding God. See note 
on 420. 

2 19• Secret. t, is a Persian loan-word 
iv as . . . revealed. 1~~, so punctuated in 2 30, is the Pe'il, the 

J ,assive of the Pe'al. It is here punctuated, as 1~il,, and is to be 
distinguished from the passive participle ~-?~. 

The vision of the night. For the Hebrew form of this phrase, 
see Isa. 297 : cf. Job 413, i\ 208• ~nn an emphatic of ~,r is 
used, as the particular form in which the revelation was made 
is definitely stated. 

2 20- 23, Daniefs hymn ef praise consists of four stanzas of 
tri"stichs and tetrasft"chs which alternate with each other. 

2 20, Blessed be . . . God from everlasting to everlasting. 
Literally reproduced here in Aramaic from Ps. 41u. But 
N eh. 95 may have been in the mind of the writer, ' Bless the 
Lord your God from everlasting to everlasting, and let them 
bless thy glorious name'. 

The name of God. This is equivalent to the Being of God
as revealed or manifested in His dealings with men. Scholars 
in the past have referred to Cant. 3 7 nb)tp~P,i \n~)? : also 1 6 as 
pleonastic expressions of the genitive in illustration of ~"! rlt,?~ 

~??~ in our text. The idiom in Cant. 37 is an Aramaic one, 
though approximations to it are found in Hebrew: see Ges.• 
Kautzsch, § 129 h and§ 135 m {foot-note). But that this pleonastic 
method of expressing the genitive is as old as the fifth century 
B. c. can now be proved from Cowley: see 3010, 4611 ; A}:l. 3, 47, 
SS: Beh. 2-3, 5, 13, 28. It is found in an Aram. inscription of 
fifth-fourth cent. B. c. in Cilicia : see Cooke 682• This idiom is 
quite frequent in Syriac. Since, however, it is not uncommon 
also in Ethiopic {see Dillmann's Gram. d. Aetht'opischen Sprache, 
§ 186. a (b): Praetorius, Aethiop,'sche Gram., § 133) it is not 
impossible that it was a primitive Semitic idiom. 

Wisdom and might are his. This sentence is found in 
Job 1213, save that our text connects with the first clause of 
1213 the ,, that belongs to the second clause. The Targum of 
Job reads almost letter for letter as our text n,,,, ~n,t:m ~nr.,::i,n, 
though it rightly connects the last word with the clause that 
follows. 

The wisdom and the might of God are the theme of the 
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lines that follow. In 2 21"b the exhibition of God's might is 
represented, and in 2 2Icd, 22 examples of His wisdom. These 
attributes are in some measure delegated to Daniel in 2 2

.1 to 
meet the present difficulty, though it is difficult to see how the 
divine might is exercised by Daniel here. The LXX relieves 
the text of this difficulty by reading uo<f,iav ,cat <f,p6v'1uw in 2 23, 

though herein it stands alone against the MT, Th., Pesh., 
Vulg. On the other hand in 2 20 Th. stands alone in reading 
q ,rn<f,ia ,ea) q uvJ>eu,r, where uvvw1r is probably corrupt for lluva;m

the reading of Q. 
2 21 • The times of the world are in the hands of God, and all 

power and wisdom come from him. 
The seasons and the times (N1JOn N1)il/). So LXX and Th. 

,cmpour ,cal xpc5vovr. The I seasons' are critical periods in the 
space of time as such, which are determined by God. Cf. 
Acts 1726c opirrar 1Tpoumy11-•vovs 1<a1pous. This distinction appears 
in N eh. 1034 ,1r ,cmpovr xp6vwv. In J12 of our text the order of 
the Aramaic words is reversed jil/1 jot, and so the LXX xpuvov 

,cal 1<mpnii. The phrase has probably been borrowed in Acts 17, 
1 Thess. 51 from our text. But it should be observed that 
a definite distinction between these words cannot be established 
either on the ground of etymology or use. The Targums 
generally reproduce il/'1~ by jOf and r,31 by fil!. 

Removeth kings and setteth up kings. Though 'kings' (1) is 
omitted by LXX, Th., and Vulg., the number of beats require it. 
C( 2 Chron. 206 'Art not thou ruler over all the kingdoms of 
the nations ? ' · 

Giveth wisdom. Cf. Sir. l l 'JTOO'U uo</Jln 1Tapa Kliplov. Wisdom is 
given to him that already possesses it in some measure, and 
knowledge to them that study to have understanding. Cf. 
Prov. 41 • 

2 22
• Revealeth the deep . . . things. C£ Job 1222, where this 

phrase is found. 
t-111;:"1?. So the Kt., which the Qr. corrects into N1ii1?, which 

is the ordinary form in the later Jewish Aramaic (cf. Dalman, 
Gram., § 28. 6). The absolute form ,,•;:i~ occurs in 511,14• 

What. Here jJO as in Ezra 69 can be used as the equivalent 
of 1i jJO, just as in the Aram. Pap. (see Cowley 386,9, A}:l. 79, 
163, 177). 

Dwel/eth. N"}~ is here a participle, passive in form but not 
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so in meaning. 'This use of the passive participle is frequent 
in Syriac, e. g. ~ene "having obtained" ... as contrasted with 
}i:ane '' obtaining" -similar is Hebrew l::'~J? "having put on" ' 
(Bevan). Cf. Noldeke, Syr. Gram.,§ 280. The thought of the 
clause is put conversely in I John 1 7 almlr Junv ;,, nii <poor£, and in 
1 Tim. 616• 

2 23 • God of my fathers. This phrase occurs in 2 Chron. 206 

as 'God of our fathers', and in Deut. 121, 63, 121, 267, &c. as 
'God of thy fathers'. Daniel closes his hymn with a thanks· 
giving to the God who, unchanged among all the changes and 
chances of the world's history, had always been the Defender 
and Saviour of His people. Daniel uses these words in 
remembrance of the great deliverances Yahweh had wrought 
for Israel in the past. Cf. 2 Chron. 206- 12• 1J:1Q~~, and not 
the Hebraized ~lJQ;l~, is to be read. 

TVisdom and insight. I have here followed the LXX, which 
reads uo<piav Kai <ppa1111u1v. The corruption can be explained 
through a scribe's assimilation of the phrase here to that in 2 20• 

</Jp6v11u1r implies ~)~??~ (cf. 1 17 where it is a rendering of the 
Hebrew :,::it::1i1), which our author uses in 511,12,14• The MT 
reads Nn,tJl . 

Hast given. With the shortened form l;l~O;, which is given 
by Ginsburg and Strack, we may compare l;l~~-l;l 419, l;ll~V. 432, 

and l;l?~!fO 522• Marti edits !;1~0~, and certainly the longer form 
is more usual in Biblical Aramaic : cf. i1l.t'.!!:) bis in 2 41• 

Hast made known, i. e. N~!;l~1ii1 (so most editions). The MT 
has N~fW1ii1, which Marti, G;am.S, § 50 b (foot-note) regards as 
a Hebraism, but Kautzsch, § 37. 2 1 as a pausal form of N~J3¥1ii1 
which gives the correct form of the first personal suffix with 
pathach. 

2 24-so. Daniel is brought at his own request by Arioch into the 
king's presence, and declares his readiness to make known the dream 
and t'ts t'nterpretati"ons. 

2 24• Went 1n. According to Loehr 10 Hebrew MSS. omit 
:,y, but he adds wrongly that the LXX and Th. do so also; 
for the LXX, Th., and Vulg. support 'went in' by their 
respective renderings ,1<1~11.8•, fAll,v, and ingressus, but all three 
omit :,1~, which is the ninth word later in the Aramaic text. 
Marti agrees with Loehr, and treats the verb 'l! as a dittograph 
of the preposition 'l! which follows. He further adds that ,r~ 
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often stands at the close of the sentence in Aramaic. The last 
argument is of no weight. Outside the present passage in 
Biblical Aramaic :m.: stands at the beginning of three clauses. 
D 619, E 423, 58, and at the close in two, D 2 17, 620• But the 
LXX, Th., and Vulg. are against the omission ofS:t,t, as we have 
just seen. Only the Pesh. supports the MT with both Sv and 
Stt,,:. The MT cannot, so far as the Versions go, be older 
than the Pesh. It should be noted also that the LXX renders 
the neuter and active moods of SSv by ,l,repxea0a, or £1,ray"v, but 
Stt,,: by a1dpx£,r0a1 or 1ropEV£<T0at. It is true that the Haph'el of SSv 
is followed by S with acc. of person in 2 25, or by acc.-without S 
619• Hence the fact that the Pe'al is followed by Sv with person 
is not surprising. This construction is found in the Targ. of 
Isa. 5414, but not in the Fifth Cent. Papyri. This preposition 
( = Hebrew S~) is used in 67 in the same sense as it is used here. 
Even in Hebrew Sv is used in a few passages after Nl.J (of which 
SSv is the Ararn. equivalent): cf. 2 Sam. 154, 1 Chron. 1223,24, 
and after 1S;, in 1 Sam. 2 11• In J er. 1915, 2615 Sl! is used appa
rently interchangeably with S~ in the Hebrew. 

Had appointed. •~iJ (cf. 2 49 , 312) is found in this sense in the 
Aram. Pap. See Cowley 2?9, Al;i. 37, and also in the sense of 
'to number' in 214, as also in our text 526 • 

[ He went.] See preceding note. 
Bring me in. In '~~P.iJ the suffix is added directly to the verb, 

without the pathach which generally precedes the suffix. Cf. 
~:i1::;i1'~ in 315 and Jb1~~rp~ in E ?21, which Marti (Gram. 3

, § 50 b, 
note 2) calls energetic Haph'el imperfects with j\~-. 

2 25 • Brought tn-SP.10. See note on 2 9 on the epenthetic nun. 
Safri thus unto him. We should expect 'said thus before 

him', but our author has used the phrase ' before the king' in 
the preceding clause: see notes on l, 67{6l, and Introd. 

I have found. T1lJ~~iJ. This form of the H aph'el is due to the 
throwing back of the tone (as in T1Wi:t".I 2 34 for m1~i:t,:i) and the 
influence of the guttural n. 

Children of the exiles. Cf. 13, where the text has been restored 
by the help of Th. (and the LXX), together with this passage. 

Judah, i. e. Judaea. "'M; is found in the Aram. Pap.: see 
Cowley 301, 3118 • Bevan ·and Marti ( Gram.3, § 68 b) take this 
to be a secondary formation from ,,1;,•, and to mean collectively 
'the Jews'. But the A ram. Pap. are decisively in favour of its 
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being a territorial designation. So also the LXX, Th., and 
Vulg. in this passage. 

The t"nterpretation = the dream and its interpretation as in 
218,24, 

2 26• Able. Sil:i has been taken by Bevan, Behrmann, and 
others to be a secondary formation from the Hebrew ?l:i and 
?:l'. Indeed Behrmann and Prince assert that it is peculiar to 
Daniel, its subsequent appearance in the Targums being due to 
Daniel. But this word is found nearly a score of times in the 
A ram. Pap. of the fifth century. 

2 28• It is not wise men, &c. The separation of the negative 
from the verb is done with an object. It is placed before 
' wise men, enchanters, &c.' to emphasize that they cannot, but 
God can, make known what the king requires. 

Determt"ners. See note on 2 2• 

2 288• In the latter days (~1F.ll' T11'1n~::i = Hebrew tl1F.l1il r,1-,n~J = 
in Targums ~11~,1 ;iicJ), lit. 'in the end of the days'. The 
meaning of this phrase, which occurs fourteen times in the 0. T., 
varies according to the outlook of the writer. In Gen. 491, 
N um. 2414, Deut. 31 29 (4 30), Dan. 1014 it is used of various crises 
in Israel's history from the settlement in Canaan onwards down 
to the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. In other passages, as in 
Ezek. 3816, Hos. 3'', Isa. 2 2 (= Mic. 41), Jer. 4847 , Dan. 2 28 , &c., 
it refers to events and periods still in the future connected with 
the Messianic age. This biblical phrase recurs in the Zadokite. 
Fragments 62, 8 10, 2 Bar. 103, 251• It assumes many forms: 
'the end of the ages', T. Lev. 141, 2 Bar. 598 ; 'the last days', 
4 Ezra 1318 ; 'the consummation of the time(s) ', 2 Bar. 138, 195, 
21 8, 2715, 298, 303, 594 ; 'the time of the end', Dan. 124 ; 'the 
end', Dan. 726 ; 'the end of the first age', 4 Ezra 67 ; 'the end 
of this age', 4 Ezra 6113• For further forms of this phrase see 
the Index to my edition of the Apoc. and Pseudep., vol. ii, under 
such headings as 'Consummated', 'Day', ' End', 'Hours', 
'Times'. 

The above phrases exhibit different nuances according to the 
contexts in which they occur, but they all agree in having an 
eschatological meaning. But there is another point to be 
remarked. The phrase in our text is an early Hebraism; for 
in all the passages in the O.T. where the Targums reproduce 
it they render n1,n~ by -110. 
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King Nebuchadnezzar (so LXX and Th.); This order of the 
words is not found in Aramaic before the time of our author. 
In the Aram. Papyri of the fifth century B. c. the order is 
invariably' N. the King'. So also in Ezra. Hence so far as 
our text gives the above order, it is unquestionably late. See 
note on 39, where it gives the right order: also Introd. 

2 11g. As for thee, 0 king. These words follow naturally on 
2 2sb: 2 28c is clearly an intrusion in its present position, but full 
of significance if restored after 2 30• 

Afterwards. m, 1inN. 'inN used to be regarded as a 
Hebraism for i?1NJ, but it is of frequent occurrence in the 
Aram. Pap. 

2 30• But as for me. These words following 'as for thee, 
O king', ver. 291 bring prominently before us the two chief actors 
in the scene. 

Here, as Joseph in Gen. 41 16, Daniel declares that the power 
of interpretation comes not of his own ,visdom but from God. 

Is . .. revealed. 1~A- See note on 2 19• 

To the intent that. 1, J"liJi. ,v. Cf. Eccles. 318
1 714, 82. 

May be made known. ;n,im1 'they shall make known '. The 
3rd pers. pl. active is often used where in English we should 
use a 3rd sing. passive, and so LXX rightly renders lvfK<v rnii 

a'l""'Oijvm T,V/3a,n>..ii. This use of the plural recurs in 34, 413,(16),22 

(25 ), 29<32), 520,29• It is, as Bevan remarks, a favourite construction 
in the Mishnah. 

2 28c. I have restored this sentence to its most reasonable 
place after 2 30• It forms an immediate introduction to 2 31 sqq, 

The text underwent corruption early and likewise transposition. 
Thus the LXX omits through hmt. 2 281>-29\ i. e. what appears in 
MT, Th., Vulg. as TO ;,,r,,,,,,&,, uov ••• ,,., .. a Taiim. But happily it 
has been preserved in Syro-Hexaplar version of Paul of Tella. 
It is as follows : /311u1Xrn "~ Tov mc.,1111 (1181. To ,vvrrvwv Kat To opap.n TI/, 

1<•rf>aX11, uov •rri Tf/, 1<01T11, 0-011 TOVTO ,un · uv /3au,X,v 1<aT111<Xi8,i, HU TI/, 

l<OIT,,, uov Ec.>p111<11, rraVTa oua an yeveu8m ,m •uxaT6JV T6JV '1/J.fpoov, Where 
the text has ,p1,o 1:JJl!ltl ,11 ,~11v,, Syrh has as its equivalent 
1<aTaAA18d, <'rr, Tij, 1<ofr,,, a-011 iwpa1<a,. It seems impossible to 
recover the original here. It is noteworthy that the Vulgate 
translator experienced a difficulty here, since it reads as follows : 
'cogitare coepisti in strato tuo '. In the midst of this confusion 
and doubt it will perhaps be most prudent to retain ,j,1,0 and 
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regard it as defective, for the phrase we actually find in the Syr. 
Version of this pass:ige-a well-known O.T. expression. Cf. 
1J) ;,y no Isa. 6517, J er. 316, Ezek. 3810 (1::i, ;,y • · i;,y•). The 
same phrase recurs in 4 Ezra 32, 'cogitationes meae ascendebant 
super cor meum ' : Acts 723• The heart was regarded as the 
seat of thought by our author as by the Hebrew writers: cf. 230 

'thoughts of thy heart': also ?2~- The seat of visions, however, 
was the head: cf. 228, 42,7,10, 71,15• This expression I cannot 
find before Daniel. The older prophets would haye spoken of 
J;, l\tn as Jer. 2316• In the Aram. Pap. :JJ) is used as the seat 
of emotion and thought : see Cowley, p. 294. ~!(, is never so 
used in the Papyri. 

Thy dream and the visions of thy head . . . are these. 
These words can claim only here to be in their appropriate 
context. On grammatical grounds Marti raises the objection 
that l(,il mi can only refer to 11::l)n, But, as Kautzsch (§ 97. 1 
(b)) points out, the connexion between the subject and predicate 
is at times so loose as to amount to an anacoluthon. On ]1, 
where the same two phrases recur, Bevan regards 'the visions 
of thy head ' as a further specification of the dream. 

Visions of thy head. See close of first paragraph on 2280• 

231- 35• The king's dream. 
231• Behold. ~s~ also in 47,10, ?8-and the form of,,!( 72,5- 7,13, 

,,n is found in an inscription (4th cent. B. c.) on a fragment of 
pottery at Elephantine. See CIS. ii. 137. A1, B4 : Assyr. 
Lett. 9, n, 13 (7th cent.): Cf. Lidz. Eph. ii. 230. 

A. in has here the meaning of the indefinite article as in 
Ezra 48• But it has this meaning also in the Aram. Pap.: see 
Cowley 3orn,2\ &c. The Hebrew in!( is similarly used in 1 Sam. 
6\ 2415, 1 Kings 194• 

Its brightness. i•t is believed to be a loan-word from the 
Assyrian 'zimu '. See Oxford Heb. Lex. 

232• As for this image. Since !(\it is not properly a demon
strative pronoun, its literal rendering would be 'it, the image', 
just as in 229 N::,;,o nm~ = 'thou the king'. 

Ht"s breast. •min from •in found in the Syr., Targums, and 
New Hebrew. In Hebrew the form is MJQ, which is used only 
of sacrificial animals : Exod. 2926, Lev. 730, &c. : so also in the 
Targums. The root occurs in Arabic. See Kautzsch, § ro. 1 (a). 

His belly. •myt.:, has the same meaning here as i'Yt:l in Cant. 514• 
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23a. Part . . . part. Qr. reads here j'i"IJO • • • ;,mo . This 

idiom is not found so far as I am aware in Earlier Aramaic. 
It is found exactly as here in the Syr. of 2 Tim. 2 20• In our 
text it recurs in 2 41 , 

Clay. 9cn is found in most of the Semitic languages. 
2 34• Was cut out. n-:]W;ti'.I as n81:j, which follows in the next 

clause, and n~J?,~ 510 are segholate formations for n-JW;try, &c. 
Behrmann thinks that PN is a Hebrew loan-word here. But 
it is found in the Aram. Pap. fifth cent. frequently. 

From a mountain. After i1~ we should restore the lost 
phrase ·m!lQ with the LXX, Th., and Joseph., Ant. x. 10. 4, all 
of which read here i~ tpovr after "A.i0or. The Vulg. supports these 
Versions by reading 'de monte '. The Aramaic text 2 45 requires 
the above restoration ; for there we find the emphatic form 
N1~t!lQ, a fact which implies that the mountain in question was 
previously menttoned. 

Smote. Ginsburg and Baer read nor;, instead of nor;,. The 
verb itself is found in the A ram. Pap. : Cowley, A):i. 82. 

2 35• The clay, the t"ron. I have with Th. thus changed the 
order of these two expressions. I have followed Th. against 
the MT, LXX, Vulg. on the two following grounds. The 
first is that in 2 45, where the same text recurs, the LXX, Th., 
and Vulg. attest the order given in Th. in 2 35• The second is 
still stronger. If we look back to 2 32,33 we see that the consti
tuents of the image are mentioned in the following order 
(according to the MT and all the versions) as the narrator 
enumerates them from the head to the feet-head of gold, arms 
of silver, belly of brass, legs of iron, feet of iron and clay. 
Now, if the narrator wishes to enumerate afresh these sub
stances, he would do so naturally, either in the order already 
given from the head downwards (as Joseph., Ant. x. 10. 4)
gold, silver, brass, iron, clay; or since the destruction began 
with the feet of clay, he would more fittingly enumerate them 
backwards, i. e. from the feet upwards. Thus we should have 
clay. iron, brass, silver, gold, as in Th. in 2 35, and in the LXX, 
Th., and Vulg. in 2 45• Accordingly both in 2 35 and likewise in 
2

45 the order of the MT must be corrected as we have above 
seen. We may remark that the Pesh. follows the MT in 
both verses, and that Joseph., Ant. x. 10. 4, omits the clay 
constituent. 
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Broken in pieces-~P1 to be so punctuated from ppi . See 
Kautzsch, § 46. 3: Marti, Gram.3, § 66 c. 

Together. i'11Q:J1. This idiom is found in Aram. Pap.: 
Cowley 288 : also in late Hebrew ,n~:i-Ezra 2 64, 39, Eccles. 
116, Isa. 65115• In the Classical Hebrew the phrase was '1~~. 
It is rendered by Th. by ••~ li1raf, and by the LXX by iiµ,a or 
oµov, as also in Isa. 65115• It must not be confounde~, as it has 
been by some scholars, with the Greek classical phrase Ka0' lva 

or Kafl lva lKaurnv = 'one by one'. The Hebrew for the latter 
would be in~ in~, Isa. 2]12 : cf. Eccles. ?27. 

Threshingjloors. "'\"}~ occurs here for the first time, but it is 
of common occurrence in later Aramaic (Targums and Syr.). 

Summer. O\p where Hebrew is r'P, just as ,,o ( =mountain) 
is the equivalent of the Hebrew "'\W. 

No place was found for them. Reproduced exactly in Rev. 2011 

.-6,ro~ ovx ,vpi011 al.-o,~. Behrmann, followed by Marti, attaches to 
,n~ the meaning of 'trace' by connecting it with an Arabic root. 
But "'l!J~ does not admit of this meaning in Aramaic. In 
Aramaic it means 'place' as in Ezra 515, 63,5,7• It is also found 
in Aram. Pap. fifth cent. The LXX has here &er.-• µ71<l,11 Karn

Xn<J,Bijvm l~ av.-iiv. Here the translator did not find in~ in his text. 
But there is a further anomaly. Seemingly the translator has 
rendered n;ir;ir;:, as if it were a Hebrew word, the Hithp. of 
n:i0, which in Hebrew means 'to forget', but in Aramaic 'to 
find'. The Hebrew verb is twice rendered by Ka.-a>.,i?Tro in the 
LXX in Isa. 1?1°, 2315, just as in our text. This slip is strange, 
seeing that several times (cf. 2 25) in this book the translator 
renders it correctly. Hence we are obliged to assume the other 
alternative, and this is that instead of n:inl!'i"I the translator found 
the corrupt form p~:ini,:,. 

Filled. n~;_,9 (so Baer and Bevan): Ginsburg and Strack read 
n~,o. 

T : 

A great mountain. This is a symbol of the Messianic king
dom : cf. Ezek. 1722-24. 

2
36-45

• The interpretation of the dream. 
2

86
• We wtll tell. Daniel here acknowledges the spiritual help 

of his friends 2 13, just as in 2 17 he asks them to implore the help 
of God : in 2 113 he acknowledges that God has made known to 
them the thing they besought of Him. It follows naturally, 
therefore, that 1 110- 21 should be restored to its right position 
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after z49a; for in 1 20 - 21 we are told that the king found Daniel 
and his three brethren ten times better than all the wise men 
of Babylon. The interpretation of the dream by Daniel with 
the help of his three brethren justifies this conclusion of the 
king. 

2 a1. King of kings. This was the usual title of the Persian 
kings: cf. Ezra ?12- It is applied to Nebuchadnezzar in Ezek. 
2 67, though ' Great king' was the usual title among the Assy
rians : cf. Isa. 364• Bertholet and others doubt the genuineness 
of the title in Ezek. 

Unto whom the God of heaven hath given. As already in 2 21 

our author declares that all kings owe their sovereignty to God. 
This was already the assured belief of Jeremiah, 259, 276, as 
well as of the later Isaiah, 4428, 451• 

2 38• Wheresoever the children of men dwell . .. hath he given 
into thy hand. The Aramaic of this clause was a source of 
difficulty to the Greek, Syriac, and Latin translators, as it has 
been some of our modern scholars. The Aramaic of the MT 
is as follows : NC')N 1):l riN'l 1'1 ,::i::i. The difficulty lies in 1'1 ,::i:i. 

Pesh. and Vulg. presupposes NC'jN 1j::J i1:l ril'('l 1'1 inN ,::i, save that • 
the Vulg. omits ,nN. But Th., which reads iv ,ra,,.,., ,-6r.cp /Jrrov 

Karnucovo-w oi vlol ,._ ,i.0p., supports the Pesh. save that it does not 
omit J before :,::, . The LXX renders freely ,v milTlJ ,.ii 01Kovµ.lvn 

a1ro avOpw1r@v. All these versions define the extent of the sphere 
over which the king rules. Hence it follows that the definition 
of this sphere is given in the phrase 1'1 :,::i::i, which the English 
Bible has rendered by 'wheresoever '. But Marti questions 
this rendering, and both he and Behrmann maintain that we 
have here an anacolouthon. They explain this anacolouthon 
by suggesting that, when our author began with 1, :,:i:i, he was 
intending to make these words the object of the second verb 
1~:>t.:1i1, but then, without thought of what he had already written, 
inserted 1i1:i .J1'1'. He then resumed the various things subject 
to the king's sway under the phrase Jm:>:i.J. But this explana
tion lands us in the following impossible text: 'Over all that 
dwell, the sons of men ..• he hath made thee to rule'. This 
gives no sense. The sphere of the king's rule is not defined. 
It is said to be 'men that dwell'. But where do they dwell? 
Hence we must find the note of locality in 1-, ,::i:i, and the whole 
clause that it introduces must be taken loosely as the object of 
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1"'1':l :in•. 1"'1 S:i:i is a difficult phrase, but it is not beyond ex
planation. ,., in Ezra 63 = 'where', but the Hebrew relative 
,~~ never has this meaning. Hence when we find ie!'~:l 
meaning 'where' in Hebrew (Ruth 1 16,17, Job 3930, Eccles. 84), 

it is due to the :i. In Hebrew we find an exact parallel to 
1"'1 S:i:i, i.e. ,ei~ S.:i::i in Joshua 1 7,9, Judges 2 15, &c., but in every 
passage this latter phrase means not 'where' but 'whither'. 
Hence the Hebrew and the Aramaic phrases differ in meaning, 
though each individual particle of the phrase in the one has the 
same general meaning as in the other. Since the Pesh. 
presupposes '"'I inN· S.:i, and Th. and the LXX presuppose 
,., "\nN ,:i::i, it is not improbable that the text once read as ,::i:i 
'"'I il1~-which would not however differ in meaning from the MT. 

Dwell. 'Instead of the older l1'iN"'I • • the Qr. has jl'i'"'I, which 
is the ordinary form in Syriac, cf. also j'ONP (Qr. ro•p) 33, l'YNI 
(Qr. l'~'I) 519 ••• but in the stat. emph. of the Plural the N is 
allowed to stand (N'ONP 716}! Bevan. See Kautzsch, § 45. 3 d: 
Marti,§ 13 b. Formations without N appear to have maintained 
themselves in use exclusively as nouns. 

The beasts of the field. . Derived from J er. 2?5, 2814. 
The fowls of heaven. Cf. Judith u 7, r Bar. 316,11• The latter 

passage refers implicitly to Nebuchadnezzar and so to our text. 
2 3g. The second and third kingdoms, which are here briefly 

referred to, are the Median and Persian. According to the 
view of our author Darius 'the Mede' {531, g1, I 1 1) received the 
kingdom on the overthrow of Belshazzar. How long he reigned 
we are not told. Only his first year is referred to definitely in 
71 • On his death he was succeeded by Cyrus 'the Persian' 
(628, 101). The Median kingdom is said in this verse to be 
inferior to the Assyrian, and in 83 to the Persian. 

Another. 1inN the absol. stat. feminine of finN. Then has 
been lost as in ~.:1?9 for m.:i?i;,. 

Inferior to thee, 7~0 NV'iN. Cf. Targ. on Ruth 44 iO V'iN: also 
IQ N~V. 63 of our text. 

2 40. Our author becomes more definite in his account of the 
Fourth Empire-the Macedonian. This kingdom is symbolized 
by iron in reference to its power under its founder Alexander. 
Its division into several kingdoms and the relative strength and 
weakness of these are symbolized by the mingling of iron and 
clay. 
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Shall be strong as iron. By an oversight the LXX omitted 

&,r o ui3,1por, which was restored to it from Th. most prob
ably. 

Forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and shattereth all things : 
[and as iron that crusheth] all these (ll.v,~-1'1 NS1it.:i1) shall it break 
in pieces and crush. So the MT, which is obviously corrupt. 
The clause in brackets is either a dittograph of the preceding 
clause, or it is possibly a corruption of a phrase belonging to 
the close of the verse, the original of which is found only in the 
LXX. In any case the clause in brackets must be rejected. It 
has against it the united testimony of Th., Pesh., and Vulg., 
which in all other respects support the MT, save that they 
presuppose j:i = 'so' before rSN S:i. 

When this bracketed clause is excised, we must connect 
rSN S:i with the words that follow contrary to the accents, and 
we attain thereby a better text: 'Forasmuch as iron breaketh 
in pieces and shattereth all things, (so) all these shall it break 
in pieces and crush'. 

But can this text be right? It certainly was the accepted 
text from A. D. 150 to 300. But it is hard to explain the corrupt 
text of the LXX from it. And still more important, it does not 
supply the conclusion that the context requires. For what can the 
phrase 'all these' possibly mean? It does not mean the pre
ceding three world empires; for the fourth has already taken 
their place Instead of the vague and unmeaning phrase 'all 
these ', the preceding verses, with their clear definition ef. the extent 
qf the sphere qf rule exercised by the first and third empires, lead us 
to expect something equally clear and intelligible. As 2 38 states 
that God had assigned the sovereignty over all men and beasts 
and birds under heaven to the first empire, and 2 39 that the 
third empire should bear 'rule over all the earth', so here 2 40, 

since the fourth empire is described as being as 'strong as iron 
that shattereth all things', we should expect to find in 2 40 two 
statements: (1) that the fourth empire would be a destructive 
power : (2) that it would exercise this power over all that came 
beneath its sway, i. e. all the earth. Such is the conclusion that 
we are led to expect by what precedes. Now to justify this 
conclusion we can appeal to the LXX, which in this verse is 
otherwise very corrupt. 

The LXX reads as follows : C,urrEp <l u,3,,pos <l 3aµa(oov 1TaVTU ,ea, 
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*ws o ui<Jqpos 1 rriiv llivlipov <KKan-row· Kal uwrfJqufrai rraua;, yij. First of 
all, Uvlipov= i''~, which is obviously a corruption of r,~ ='these'. 
Now if we omit ws J ui/3qpos and the preceding ,wi, the LXX reads : 
wrnr,p o u,13,,pos o ilaµa(ow 1ravra, rriiv tliivl3pvvt EKKOTrT6JV. How did the 
iKKorrTwv originate? Since the corruption in the Aramaic (l''N = 
li,vlipov) made the text meaningless, it led to the false correction 
of P'1i10 which precedes into '1'1)0 = iKK,nrTw•. Cf. 411 of our text, 
where the MT has actually this phrase Nl:i'N ~"T~ tLXX<KKol/tan avT<>,. 

Th. <KKatau -ro liivapov). Thus to begin with the LXX presupposes 
i,)'1n r:iN :,:, ~e,:, :,1:1n N:il'1n ,., :,::ip :,:, = ' F orasmuch as iron 
shattereth all things, all these shall it break in pieces'. Thus 
so far, the LXX presupposes a text agreeing word for word with 
the text presupposed by Th., Pesh., Vulg., save that it omits 
'breaketh in pieces and', and agrees with the MT. in reading 
the unsatisfactory 'all these ' or the equally unsatisfactory ' so 
all these' with the Pesh. and Vulg. 

But the LXX adds the clause Ka1 u,i110~um" rrii11a ;, yij. Is this 
clause an interpolation or is it original? A comparison of this 
verse with 723 is in favour of the latter view. In both passages 
we have an interpretation of the fourth kingdom and its powers. 
In J23 this kingdom it is said 'shall consume the whole earth ... 
and break it in pieces' (mp'1n, • • • NlliN :,:, S::iNn,). Surely this 
passage throws light on the last clause of this verse in the LXX 
KOi uwr8~11fTOI rraua;, yij. uwr8q11m11 ( =~.!_T;l: cf. Targ. Is. 2419) is here 
wholly unsuitable, and implies a corruption in the Aramaic. rp;1~ 
(intransitive), is an easy corruption of ~iJJ:, But the reading of 
the MT rriiua ;, yij in the LXX still calls for explanation. Since ~i~ 
is transitive we must read rrii,rnv Tryv yijv. But how are we to 
account for NYiN :,:, (i. e. rriicra ;, 'Y'J)? However it is to be 
explained, I accept it as the original text. The evidence of the 
LXX, where the translator was translating a corrupt and un
intelligible text, and of the almost perfect parallel in ]23 sup
porting the reading NViN :,:, is sufficiently convincing. It is 
possible that even the MT preserves in the rejected clause 
V:lliO ''1 a corruption of the original text. Even the r:iN :,:, (in 
the LXX j?'N :,:,) which the MT has preserved may be a cor
ruption of the original ~:lliN :,:,. It is a matter of demonstration 
that the Semitic MSS. of Daniel sometimes contained three 

1 Originally wanting in LXX and supplied from some version. Themetabolus 
is wanting in the 111S. but not the asterisk. 
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different forms of this same phrase, two of which were corrupt. 
The translator of the LXX rendered literally the text he had 
before him, however corrupt. 

The conclusion of this long discussion then is that, whereas 
yy,r., ,; of the Mass. must be rejected either as a dittograph of 
a preceding phrase or rather as a corruption of ~Yi~,,, we must 
further excise r,~ ,, in MT, Th., Pesh., Vulg. as a corrupt 
dittograph of the same phrase. The LXX alone preserves the 
original phrase, but, as is frequently the case in this version, it 
also contains in ;>•~ S, another corruption of the same phrase. 

We have thus arrived at the following satisfactory text: 'And 
the fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron : forasmuch as iron 
breaketh in pieces and shattereth all things, so shall it break in 
pieces and crush the whole earth.' 

2 41 . Whereas. So 1, also in 2 43, 420,23 • 

Part. On rimr., see 2 33 above, and 2 42 following. 
A divided kingdom. These words refer to the dismemberment 

of Alexander's kingdom among his Diadochi. See u 5 note. 
Strength. The dismembered kingdom shall still possess 

elements of strength since together with clay iron forms a main 
constituent of the feet. ~nJ1) 'strength ': cf. the root in J'1', 
2 45, 28, 613, ?16• This is the more likely meaning than that of 
'root' as in Th., Pesh. 

Miry clay. ~)1~ is possibly a gloss. Th. omits. But the LXX, 
Pesh , and Vulg. attest it. 

2 42- 43• These two verses are omitted by Josephus, Ant. x. 10. 4. 
2 42• Part. n~-rr.,. Cf. 1 2• This expression is identical in 

meaning with i'l~t;I that follows. It is found in the Aram. Pap., 
Cowley, 298, 354• 

2 4B, This verse refers to the marriages between the Seleucidae 
(i. e. the iron) and the Ptolemies (i. e. the clay). For the details 
see notes on n 6,17• 

They shall mingle themselves, i. e. by marriage alliances. The 
kingdoms are here regarded as impersonated in their kings. 
Hence the masculine. 

On the form ti(:)?,, see lntrod., § 20. s. 
Seed of men. The phrase ~it')~ y,r may be derived from 

Jer. 3121, 

Even as. In 1·p-~~ we have a demonstrative particle prefixed 
to f for greater definiteness. So Oxf. Heb. Lex. 

S'l66 E 
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2 44• In the days : i. e. of the Seleucidae, more particularly of 
Antiochus Epiphanes (175-164 B. c.) during whose reign the 
advent of the kingdom was expected. 

Those. tmt See Introd., § 20. h. 
Shall . .. set up. tl'P.~. Here as in 414 we have the shorter 

form of this verb. Cf. c1pn 69 : in 521, 616 the fuller form o•pn• 
(see Kautzsch, § 45. 4 b). 

The kingdom: i. e. ni:;,t:i?i;i. The LXX has av-rTJ '1 /3au,X,la, 

which supports the text and rendering. Th. reads ,, /3<1u,A,la 

ail-raii, i. e. i'll)~:::i~i;i. This is followed by the R.V. which renders 
' the sovereignty thereof'. 

Shall be left, i. e. P:;ir;,~J:I. Since the LXX reads laur, it found 
i'~rl:I which has exactly this sense in Ezra 67 and also in our 
author in 420<23l1 where Th. renders it by iiiv, as the LXX does 
here. 

2 45• 'The clay, the iron, the brass. So LXX, Th., and Vulg. 
MT. wrongly transposes 'the clay' after 'the brass'. See 
note on 2 35• 

A great God. In the presence of a heathen monarch Daniel 
uses the indefinite expression of our text. The MT, Th., and 
the R. V. wrongly render it 'the great God'. 

The dream is certain. Daniel concludes with a solemn affirma
tion of the truth of the dream and its interpretation after the 
manner of Apocalypses: cf. 826, u2, 101, Rev. 199, 215

1 226• 

Sure. P;l'iJ'?, which recurs in 65 is the Haph'el participle of 
·ti•n 1- ... 

2 46• That the homage rendered to Daniel by the king was not 
simply such as was paid to Haman in Esther 32 is clear from his 
command 'to offer an oblation and sweet odours' to Daniel. 
As Bevan well remarks: 'We need not stop to inquire whether 
a strict monotheist would suffer himself to be thus worshipped, 
for the whole description is evidently ideal-Nebuchadnezzar at 
the feet of Daniel represents the Gentile power humbled before 
Israel (cf. Isa. 4923, 6014) '. We have a good parallel in the 
legendary account of Josephus (Ant. xi. 8. 5)1 according to which 
Alexander prostrated himself before the Jewish high priest, and 
ju~tified himself for doing so, when Parmenio, one of his generals, 
remonr.trated with him, in the words : ' I did not adore (,rpo,n

,cvv9,ra) him, but that God who had honoured him with his high 
priesthood'. Porphyry, according to Jerome (/ n Dan. 2 46), 
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attacked this passage on the ground that the proudest of kings 
would not have worshipped one of his captives. Jerome sup
ports the text by referring to the attempt of the Lycaonians to 
worship Paul and Barnabas, and justifies the action of N ebu
chadnezzar in practically similar terms to those he found in the 
above passage of Josephus: • Non tarn Danielem quam in 
Daniele adorat Deum, qui mysteria revelavit.' The word 
•worshipped' is ambiguous in itself; but, as we have already 
observed, the close of the verse represents Daniel as accepting, 
or at all events as not refusing to accept, divine honours in 
contrast to thP Apostles in Acts 1413- 18• And yet the king's 
homage though ostensibly offered to Daniel was in reality paid 
to Daniel's God, as 2 47 declares. 

Fell on his face. 'A mark of respect-whether to God, as 
Gen. 1?3, or to man, 2 Sam. 96, 144 ' (Driver). 

Worshipped. This word (ilo) is used also in 3~,5,7,10,11 , &c. 
As Driver points out, it is used in the Targums • of obeisance 
done to a human superior (as 2 Sam. 1433, 1821,28, 2420); so that 
it does not necessarily imply the payment of divine honour'. 

Sweet odours-Th. ELJwiJta~. Only here and in Ezra 610 is rnn1) 

used absolutely instead of the usual sacrificial expression • odour 
of a sweet smell' (o,rµ~v •uwllia~ nn'.li1 ni-,) as in Gen. 821 , 

Lev. 1 9, &c. 
2 47 • Of a truth. See note on 2 8. 

A God of gods and a Lord of kings. So the Aramaic here 
11,:i~~ i'l~~ is to be rendered and not • The God of gods'. See 
Kautzsch, § Bo. I. This indefinite title recurs in the Hebrew 
in n 36

• The above English would imply N'Q~~ i=l?~-
Lord. N"}9. This is the right orthography, and not n19. 

See Cooke 633 : Cowley 3015• 

2
48

• And to be chief governor. l'.llC .:i, must be regarded as 
the accusative governed by the verb i=lp?ft,:i in the preceding 
clause. Since the Aramaic has no real equivalent of the 
Hebrew i1C'Y, our author would possibly have used i'll)~ '~?;! ( or i'l11'.l~} 
here, had he thought it necessary. 

Governor. jlO is an Assyrian loan-word in Aramaic as well 
as in Hebrew (only in plural). It is found five times in our 
author and eight times in the Aram. Pap. 

2
49 

a. Seeing that Daniel owed largely to the spiritual inter
cessions of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego his power both 

E 2 
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to recall and interpret the king's dream, he naturally requests 
the king to reward them also. With this request the king com
plied by setting them over the affairs of the province of Babylon. 
The exact nature of their office is not defined by a special term 
in this passage, nor yet the still higher distinctions they received 
at the close of chapter 3, owing to their risking life and limb in 
defiance of the king's command, when they boldly declared that 
the God whom they served was able to deliver them and that He 
would deliver them out of the king's hand ; but that, even if He 
withheld such deliverance, they would not serve the king's god 
nor worship the image which he had set up. 

r 20• We have here restored this verse to its original context. 
The dislocation of this verse occurred before the Hebrew 
translator set to work, as we shall find presently. We shall 
also find that 1 21, which I have bracketed as an interpolation, 
was an addition of the Hebrew translator. The Hebrew of that 
verse is very late and unclassical. 

To begin with, let us treat r20,21 as if both verses were 
original. What then do we find? First of all that they follow 
unnaturally after 119, which forms the true close to the intro
duction to the book : 'therefore stood they before the king'. 
Marti rejects both verses as an interpolation on the ground 
that 1 20 ignores 1 19 b, and resumes the subject matter of 1 19 a. 

Next he points out that 1 21 is parallel to 1 19 b as 1 20 to 1 19 a. We 
might add that 1 20 introduces to the detriment of the context 
a statement which is not justified till the close of chapter 2. 

But 1 20 is not an interpolation. It is simply an intrusion in 
its present context, having through some accident or misunder
standing been transposed from the close of 2 49 a-to which con
text I have now restored it. 1 20 is at variance with all that 
precedes it in chapter r, and with all that follows it in chapter 2 

down to 2 49 a. If the king had found the Jewish youths ten tt"mes 
wiser than all the sages of Babylon, he would naturally have con
sulted them before these sages, and not have waited till in 2 16 

Daniel volunteered his help-a help dependent largely on that 
of his three companions. We ought to add further that, even 
if the king had consulted the Babylonian sages first, as a matter 
of policy, he would not, when they proved helpless, have failed 
to call in the Jewish youths, who according to the traditional 
order of the text were 'ten times better' than they. Hence our 
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author, who represents the king as giving orders for the destruc
tion of all the wise men of Babylon, in the number of whom 
Daniel and his three companions were included, 2 12- 13, could 
not have inserted 1 20 in its present position. Such an order 
could only have been issued after the failure of the chiefest of 
the wise men of Babylon. 

12° could not have stood 
1 20 is not an interpolation. 
perfect fitness after 2 49 a. 

after 1 19, or before chapter 2. But 
In the original text it follows with 

When restored to its original context we have to assign to 
1 20 a new interpretation, and thereby recover the original mean
ing it was designed to convey by its author. In 2 49 a Daniel, 
having himself received great gifts and the supreme authority 
in Babylon next to the king 2 48, makes a request of the king on 
behalf of his three companions to whom he was so deeply 
indebted (see note on 2 36), and so the king appointed them as 
great officials over the affairs of the province of Babylon. 
Hereon follows 1 20, which concerns ht's three companions only and 
not Daniel. In their new capacity as great officials these three 
companions were naturally brought into close relations with the 
king, who consulted them when the occasion demanded, and 
found these three ten times better than all the magicians and 
enchanters in all his realm. In the ancient monarchies no 
important step was taken without consulting the gods or 
the stars. 
. Wisdom and understandt'ng. So the LXX, Th., Pesh., and 

Vulg. The MT reads 'wisdom of understanding'. 
He found. Here for the third time in the Hebrew of the 

translator of 1-24a we have the vav apodosis, followed by the 
imperf. Cf. 1 2,18 • Since the Hebrew of 1 20 is obviously 
from the same translator as 1 1- 10, it follows that this translator 
found 1 2or-2n already transposed from its original position 
after 2 49 a. The dislocation had already taken place when the 
Hebrew translator set to work on chapter I. 

Ten times. The plural of i' 'hand ', is used in this sense in 
Gen. 4334 • The idiom is not found in Aramaic. See my re
construction of the Aramaic of this verse below. 

Than. ,y is used in this comparative sense in n 5, Eccles. 1 16, 

Ps. 898
, &c., and also in Aramaic. Cf. our text J1 9, 64• 

Magicians and Enchanters. See note on 2 2• Nearly all the 
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Hebrew manuscripts omit the' and', but not so the LXX, Th., 
and Vulg. ! 

1 20 probably ran as follows in the original Aramaic : riSr.i ,::i 
t-e•o~in ,::i ,v niWl1 ,n 1,n, n::iw• t-e::i,r.i pmr., NY:l 1, N)':l1 t-eo::in 
nr,1::i,o S::i:1 •i N'~WtO. Five out of the first seven above 
Aramaic words occur in the A ram. Pap., Cowley 386 : •r n,o 
Ci::l)r.l itJ1:l' 1n~ 'the matter concerning which Zel:10 inquires of 
you'. But instead of ri,o we should rather, perhaps, read 
1:m,~: cp. our text 316

1 414• See i 9 on i'tJ1:ltt' in. 
1 21. There is no justification for the presence of this verse at 

the close of the first chapter. Chapter 1 has already closed 
with 1 19• If it had any justification it should be a link between 
1 19 and 2. But it has no reference of any kind to 2 which 
follows, nor has it any connexion with what precedes. In 1 19 

the pre-eminence of Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah 
over all the other youths of their race is emphasized. There 
seems, therefore, to be no reason for this fresh reference to 
Daniel in 1 21, unless it mentioned some additional and distinctive 
merit on his part. In support of this verse it has been urged 
by Hengstenberg that Daniel lived to see the beginning of the 
new era initiated by Cyrus, who permitted the Jews to return to 
Palestine (Ezra 11, 513, 63). But, as Bevan rejoins: 'If the 
author of the book attached such importance to the Restoration 
in the first year of Cyrus, it must appear somewhat strange that 
he never alludes to the event, except indirectly in 925 '. He 
might have added also that, when we come to 925, Daniel learns 
that centuries must elapse before the restoration and building 
of Jerusalem. Hence I 21 cannot be justified on this ground. 
But it may come from the hand of our author from the wish to 
impress on the reader that Daniel actually lived through the 
period of persecution to the advent of Cyrus. 

I have given it the benefit of the doubt. If it could appear 
in Daniel at all, its fitting place would be at the end of 2 49, and 
to this place I have relegated it, but enclosed it in brackets (< )) 
in order to make it clear that its originality is not beyond 
question, though it has the support of the Hebrew and all the 
Versions with slight variations. 

And Daniel continued. These words must be interpreted in 
the sense that Daniel lived at the court until ('1Y) the first year 
of Cyrus, and that no notice is taken of the years he lived 
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beyond that date. Cf. the use of iy in r Kings 1I40, 2 Chron. 59• 

There is therefore no need to emend 1i11\ into 1n1,. 

The Hebrew of this verse is late. It is either a rendering 
of the Aramaic by the Hebrew translator of the rest of the 
chapter, or it is a gloss of this translator, or a Hebrew ren
dering of an Aramaic gloss. It is very pointless. It should be 
a link between 1 1- 19 and 2. But this, we saw, 1 20- 21 was not. 
Nor again, when r 20 is rightly restored after 2 49 .. , does 1 21 form 
a fitting sequel to r19, which tells all that needs to be told as yet 
of the four Jewish youths serving as pages in the royal court. 
Nor does it serve as an introduction to chapter 2. 

Continued. The use of i1'i1 to mean 'to exist' is unusual in 
Hebrew. In Classical Hebrew i11i1 expresses the copula, or 
forms part of a compound tense, or is used with a note of place. 
When it means 'to continue', 'to exist', it is generally used 
in Hebrew with a word or phrase denoting locality. Cf. 
Deut. 222, 1 Kings n 40, 2 Chron. 59• Job 316 and Isa. 2313 have 
been cited as supporting the usage in our text. But these 
passages are regarded by scholars as hopelessly corrupt-not to 
speak of the uncertainty of their dates. In Gen. 56, 1 Sam. 1 28, 

Ps. 8937, however, the verb connotes the idea of existence 
without any added note of place. 

But though it can occur in Hebrew, it is unknown in this 
sense in the Aramaic of Ezra and of Daniel, and in about eighty 
passages where it occurs in the Aram. Pap. Fifth Cent. (save 
possibly an approach to it in 328, where, however, m~ is a slip 
for ml m,, as in 3025, 325, 339) linguistic evidence is against the 
origination of the gloss in Aramaic. 

The first year of Cyrns the king. The year designed here is the 
first year of Cyrus's reign as king of Babylon in 538 B. c., the 
seventieth year after the date of Daniel's captivity. 

2 49 b. But Daniel was i'n the gate of the king. Cf. Esther 2 19•21 

These words define Daniel's position over against that of his 
three companions. They held high offices under the crown, 
but Daniel was, to use a later phrase, the Grand Vizier. 
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nebo were of like rank with the 
satraps, deputies, governors, and other high officials, but Daniel 
stood alone and in a unique position of rank and authority next 
to the king himself-a position which serves in part to explain 
his immunity from the danger that his three companions had to 
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encounter in the next chapter. But this exalted position did 
not carry with it immunity from danger, as we shall see in 
chapter 4. 

SECTION III 

Chapter 3, in the eighteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar. 

CONDITION OF THE TEXT, §§ 1-4. 

§ r. In tht's as z'n the preceding chapters the MT t's not wholly 
trustworthy. 

This is apparent from the very first verse on several grounds. 
(1) Our author's method of dating each section whether it 

consist of narratives or visions is against the omission in the 
MT of the date in this section. See Introd., pp. xxviii sqq. 
But happily this date is preserved both in the LXX and Th. 

(2) It being our author's practice to date each section, it 
follows that he would not have left undated such an important 
event as the consecration, if we may so use the term, of the 
great golden image, a consecration which was clearly regarded 
as an event of imperial significance, seeing that all the chief 
officials of the empire were summoned together to worship it. 

(3) If we go further and ask with what object the king erected 
this golden image, we might reply that it was no doubt twofold : 
the first to do honour to his god, and the second to celebrate his 
victories: The erection of such pillars with either or both of 
such objects was of not unfrequent occurrence under the 
Assyrian or Babylonian monarchies. 'It was a common practice 
of the Assyrian kings to erect images of themselves with laudatory 
inscriptions in conquered cities, or provinces, as symbols of their 
dominion, the usual expression in such cases being $a-lam sarru
tt~a (sur-ba-a) tpu-us, "a (great) image of my royalty I made".' 
See KB. i. 69, l. 98 f.; 73, 1. 5; 99, l. 25; 133, I. 31; 135, l. 71 ; 
141, 1. 93; 143, 1. 124; 147, I. 156; 155, I. 26, &c. (all from the 
reigns of Asshur-na~ir-abal, E. c. 885-860, and Shalmane~ar II, 
B, c. 860-825.' (Driver, Daniel, p. 35). In our text the 
object of· Nebuchadnezzar was no doubt of this nature-to do 
honour to his god and to celebrate his victories in the West. 
Amongst these victories the Jew could not fail to remember was 
the capture of Jerusalem on the 7th day of the 5th month 
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586 B. c., when Nebuchadnezzar had all but completed the eigh
teenth year of his reign. We find this date actually given in 
Josephus (C. Apt"on. i. 21), 'Nebuchadnezzar in the eighteenth 
year of his reign laid our temple desolate '.1 This date is also 
found in J er. 321, 522~ (MT), but the latter passage is not found 
in the LXX. Hence we accept the phrase 'in the 18th year' 
as coming from the hand of our author. 

(4) On the evidence advanced in (3) I have with some hesita
tion adopted into my translation the clause that is preserved in 
the LXX, since it obviously gives the grounds for N ebuchad
nezzar's erection of the golden image. 

OBJECT OF CHAPTERS 3-4. 

§ 5. The object of these chapters is to encourage the Jews not 
to acknowledge any heathen religion, but to hold fast at all costs 
to their own, the truth of which has been acknowledged in the 
preceding chapter, and to prefer death to apostasy. All true 
Jews, therefore, are exhorted to be ready to make public con
fession of their faith, if necessary, as did the three Jewish 
brethren, and to abide the consequences: 'There is a God, 
whom we serve, who is able to deliver us ... and He will 
deliver us out of thy hand, 0 king: but if not . . . we will not 
serve thy gods' (311-1s). 

§ 6. The lesson in § 5 is enforced by our author with all the 
power at his command of vivid narrative and burning words. 
Surely it is no mere coincidence that the year our author assigns 
to these events, 586 B. c., is the very same year in which J eru• 
salem fell through its many years of disloyalty and vice and 

1 In the Babylonian Talmud, Meg. II b, there are very erroneous statements 
as to the length of the reigns of the Babylonian kings. To Nebuchadnezzar are 
assigned 45 years; to Evil-merodach 23; to Belshazzar 2. No other native Baby
lonian king is known to this rabbinical treatise. It further states that Belshazzar 
was acquainted with Jeremiah's prophecy of the 70 years exile (Jer. 2910), but 
that he wrongly began the calculation if the 70 years with the accession of Nehu
chadne,,r,ar. Adding to these 45 years the 23 of Evil-merudach, and the 2 of 
his own reign that had already lapsed, Belshazzar according to these Rabbis 
concluded that Jeremiah's prophecy of the 70 years' exile of Judah in Babylon 
was mistaken, for the Jews had not yet returned to Palestine, and so were not 
likely to return at all. Emboldened by his erroneous miscalculation, Belshazzar 
laid hands on the sacred vessels of the Temple and applied them to profane 
uses at a royal feast. Even Daniel is charged with a like miscalculation in 
Meg. r2a, 
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shame. The discerning eye cannot fail to recognize the implied 
contrast between the unfaithfulness and doom of Judah callee• 
tively as a nation in Palestine and the splendid faith and 
heroism of the three solitary youths and Daniel on the plains of 
Babylon. Sixteen years of unbroken prosperity have not cor
rupted or checked the moral and spiritual growth of the three 
Jewish brethren and Daniel in Babylon. Their manhood amid 
all the difficulties that beset success in an alien land has more 
than fulfilled its early promise. Now that they are called to face 
the supreme risks that their religion entails-either apostasy, or 
faithfulness to their people's God in scorn of consequence
they choose their part without hesitation, and so the three 
brethren are cast into the burning fiery furnace and Daniel into 
the lion's den. Faith must justify itself even at the cost of what 
to the heathen beholders appeared to be the supreme self
sacrifice and loss of everything. 

§ 7. The difficulty that scholars have found in the fact that 
Daniel is not mentioned in chapter 31 and that his three corn• 
panions are not mentioned in any subsequent chapter, does not 
really exist. This third chapter recounts the perils and triumph 
of the three Jewish brethren in the earlier part of 586 B. c., 
whereas chapter 4 recounts the triumph of Daniel in the later 
months of the same year. But obviously there is only one 
central figure in the book, and that is the Seer himself. With 
chapter 3 the significance of his three companions comes to a 
close. They have made their great confession, and willingly 
encountered the risks it entailed. Their history prepares us 
for the still greater achievements of Daniel, who henceforth 
alone occupies the stage as Judah's Seer. 

§ 8. This chapter is evidently based on tradition. It is not 
a mere creation of our author. That individual Jews were 
committed to the flames we must infer from Jer. 2922

• Amongst 
the Jews death by fire was restricted to daughters of priests 
who had played the harlot (Lev. 21 9). The infliction of such 
a penalty on the Jews by the Babylonian authorities for refusal 
to acknowledge their national deities must have made a lasting 
impression on the nation. We may find a distant reference 
possibly to such a penalty in Isa. 432• Death by fire was a 
recognized punishment in Persia till quite a late date. It 
should, however, not be forgotten that Antiochus Epiphanes 
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resorted to this form of capital punishment when he was trying 
to suppress Judaism. See 2 Mace. 74- 5, 

§ 8. Corruptt'ons. 
312. For Cllt:l N::i:,o 71:,3J 11;1ci N:, read with LXX, Th., and Vulg. 

71;1l)t:l' K::i:,o ,yoci KS.. See 614, where the same corruption recurs. 
314• For Ni~n read NitNi1 with Bevan, &c. Cp. 2 5,8• 

317. For .. ,Tl'N ji1 read :,::,• [•i j rn,ti N.ln.lN •i n:,N 'n'N •i. 
§ 9. interpolations. 

32,3_ tTreasurerst appears to be a vox nulla. See Appendix, 
p. 77 sqq. 

323• This entire verse I have relegated to the foot-notes. It 
is not found in the LXX. It is not supported either by what 
precedes or what follows. 

§ 10. Omissions. 
31. This most important date, 'in the eighteenth year', which 

has been preserved by both the LXX and Th., and is in keeping 
with the practice of our author at the beginning of each section, 
I have here restored in my translation. 

In the same verse I have on the evidence of the LXX restored 
a long clause. See note in foe. 

§ II. Late Aramaic forms and order. 
(a) Late forms. 328 ::l'l'C'. In all earlier Aramaic as of the 

fifth century B. c. this word was written :nci. Only in our author 
and in Inscriptions after the Christian era and the Targum is 
the form ::1111!' found. See note on 328• 

37 (cf. 2 43, 520, 611,15). We have the late Aramaic form •i:i, 

which in the fifth or fourth cent. Inscriptions B. c. is written •r::i. 
(b) Late order. 
J16• King Nebuchadnezzar. So LXX, Th. See notes on 2 28, 

i·9 : and Introd., § 20. dd. This order is not attested earlier than 
the second century B. c. 
§ 12. Late words. 

37• l'it:l.lOti = ,f,aAr~p,ov. This word shows the influence of the 
Macedonian dialect which substituted v for X. 

N'.lti!;IO, As the name of a musical instrument of very late 
occurrence. 

J1. 'In ht's eighteenth year.1 So LXX and Th. (lrovr ouw1ca1• 

<'l,.cirnv), but the MT and its dependent versions omit. See 
Intrc,d., § 4. The LXX uses the genitive of time, as also 
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does Th. The LXX uses also .iv with the dat. 101, II 1, or 
without it 91 to express a point or period of time. 

r When he had brought under his rule citz"es and provinces and 
all that dwell upon the earth from India to Ethiopia.7 This clause 
is only found in the LXX, which runs as follows : i'lw,1<wv 1,oXar rnl 

xWpa~ Ka£ rr&vraS' TotJs t<aTotKoV11ras £rrl Tijs ")'ijs (l'1T(J 'Iv3u,ijr f@f Al8w1rlas. It 
appears to be a rendering of the original Aramaic. It is generally 
regarded as an interpolation from Esther 11, 89. But the only 
words in common-and they were most probablyapopularexpres• 
sion designed to define the universal empire of these Oriental 
monarchs-are 'from India even to Ethiopia', C11, i1n 1ii10. 

It is difficult to determine what the Aramaic word was, which is 
rendered by i'l,oi,wv. i'lw11«'iv in Wisdom 815, 1218, 151 means 'to 
rule'. Thus in the first of these passages we have i'lw,K~rroo "A.aour. 

In Ezra 83~ the noun i'lrn,KlJT~~ is used to render t:l'JE:iiitcinN, i. e. 
satraps. Hence the original Aramaic may have been as fol
lows : tcil, i1n N1iJi10 Nl/1N ,ll ri1i ,:n p1io1 pip:i i"I~?~~~. 

Nebuchadnezzar the king. This is the invart''able ~~d;r, and 
never ' King Nebuchadnezzar' in the older Aramaic as in the 
Eg. Pap.: see Cowley 11, 21, 51, 62

, 71, 81, 91, 102, r31, 141, 151, 
201, 213,JO, 251, 272, 281, 291, 302,4,19,21,30, 314,19, 327, 351,6, 451: 

A}:!. 10, 27, 50, 51, 55, 60, 70, 76, 78: Beh. 7, 12, 37: in Ezra 
4s,11,2s, 50,13,14,17, 63(bis),I3,15, 721: and often in late Hebrew: cf. 
Hag. 1 1,15, Neh. 21, 514, Dan. 1 21• But in seven passages out of 
twenty the MT forsakes older Aramaic order: cf. 2 28, 461 316, 415, 

59,n, 610• But in 415 Th., Pesh., Vulg., support the ancient 
order. In Classical Hebrew the order is almost invariably 
'King David,' &c. Thus the older Aramaic order prevails 
invariably to 300 B. c., and possibly till early in the second cen• 
tury. In N abataean Aramaic from 169 B. c. to A. D. ro6 the usual 
order is for the personal name to precede the office. Thus for 
'Maliku (or II Rebel") the King', see CJS. ii. 161, Col. iii, I. 3, 
174, I. 3, 218, I. 4: 'Maliku (or "Rebel," &c.) the King, King of 
the Nabataeans '. See Cooke 10110 - 11, CIS. ii. 219, 1. 7, 220, 1. 3, 
223, 1. 5. On the other hand we find in CJS. ii. 195, I. 5, ' King 
Maliku, King of the Nabataeans '. 

On the Maccabean coins the latter order is followed. In the 
N.T. we find' King Herod', Matt. 28, Mark 614, Acts 121, and 
on the other hand 'Agrippa the King' 2513

, 'Aretas the King ' 
2 Cor. n 32• When the king is directly addressed .in Acts 2526, 
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262, 19,27but not in 2524, the order is ' King Agrippa '. Lidzbarski 
(Eph. ii. 261) gives two Aramaic (N abataean) inscriptions in this 
order N:iSr-i o::iiJil = 'King Agrippa'. Now in contrast to these 
varieties of order in later Aramaic the order in Aramaic before 

303 B. c., perhaps before 200 B. c., was fixed. The proper name 
preceded the title. This fact in itself shows the lateness of the 
Aramaic in Daniel. 

An 1·mage of gold .• threescore cubt"ts. The image was not 
necessarily of solid gold. Even the golden altar in Exod. 39"8 

was merely overlaid with gold (Exori. 303). Such colossal 
statues were not unusual in the East. Herodotus (i. 183) speaks 
of a great golden statue of Zeus in the temple of Belus in 
Babylon. 

Plain of Dura. This plain has not yet been identified, though 
three localities are mentioned in the tablets bearing the name 
Duru (Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 216)1 and several Babylonian cities 
had names compounded with Dur. Oppert (see Driver in loc.) 
suggests that one of the mounds-called Mounds of Dura-near 
a small river called the Dura, which falls into the Euphrates 
some six miles below Babylon, may have formed the pedestal 
of this colossal image. Jahn (t"n loc.) regards the text of the 
MT as corrupt, and follows the LXX here n,ai':' Tov n,pi~6">..ov. 

Th. simply attempts a transliteration n•cJl<:> f:>.rnp&. 

32
• Satraps. N•,::iiie!-'nN is from the Old Persian Kshatra

pawan, 'protectors of the realm'. See Spiegel's, Altperst"sche 
Keilt'nschnjten, p. 215. From this Old Persian form arise the 
Greek forms in inscriptions l~ai0p«rr1Js, ,~aTparr1Js, and in Greek 
wntmgs ,raTpan1Js. The title is a Persian one (c£ Ezra 836, 

Esther 312, &c.), and not a Babylonian, and is accordingly an 
anachronism here. 

Governors. ilMC (pl. ~nin!:l) is a loan-word from the Assyrian 
pabati abbreviated from be! pa'!Jdtz: 'lord of a district'. The form 
•n::i which is found in the Zin.fir/£ Inscrt"ption 745-727 B. c. 
(Cooke 6212) is probably from the same root. ilM!:l occurs also 
in the Fifth Cent. Papyri (see Cowley 301, 31 1 : Beh. 18, 38). It 
is of frequent occurrence also in Hebrew, especially in the 
post-Exilic books. 

Judges. ·m,,~ is a Persian loan-word = andarzaghar Middle 
Iran. = Old Iran. handarza = counsellor, a title still in use 
under the Sassanian dynasty (Noldeke, Taban: p. 462 n.). But 
Ed. Meyer thinks it is a military title. 
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[ Treasurers. J K1i:m. This is a highly doubtful word. It 
may be a textual corruption of K'i::m : see Ezra 18, 721 : or, as 
Graetz, Bevan, and others suggest, a mere error of the scribe, 
for K•i:iiii = ministers or counsellors: see 32f, 27 , 433, 68 : or 
again it may be a dittograph for K'i:ini that follows immediately. 
In favour of this last hypothesis is the fact that the LXX and 
Th. have each only seven names of officials, whereas our text 
has eight. See Appendix at close of this chapter, 77 sqq. 

Counsellors. K'i:ir,i a loan-word from databara, law-bearer. 
This word has, as Driver observes, been found recently by 
Hilprecht in the Nippur inscriptions of the time of Artaxerxes I 
{465-425 B. c.) and Darius II (424-405 B. c.). With these officials 
we may compare the fJam"'Afioi a1KarT'rai of Herod. iii. 141 311 v. 25. 

Sheriffs. K'ne:in is found in the form of K'nti•r, in Cowley 2]1 
between the words t-.:•J•i and K'::lWll. The meaning assigned to 
this word is uncertain, but it denotes some kind of police or 
military official. The papyrus passage favours the former. 

To come. KDI,?> for WIK!,?> without the K like KJ.1,?~ 319 and 
1~1,?~ Ezra 511• · · · 

33. The officials in this verse are the same as in ver. 2. 

Stood. On rot-.:p see note on 'dwell' in 2 38• 

34• Herald. K!li~ is according to Marti an Aramaic noun 
formed from n:p, Haphel 17?::i 529 • Cook's Aramaic Glossary, 
p. 66, gives 'fi::l = 'a herald', which is derived from inscrip
tion 86 in the CIS. ii. Of these inscriptions nos. 73-107 are ot 
'uncertain or-igin, ranging from the ninth to the fourth century 
B. c.' {p. 2). Cook (p. 66) infers from this inscription that the 
word 'herald ... is not necessarily derived from K'/pvuu,w '. 

But this inference is doubtful. The word there is rather to be 
taken as a proper name. The Oxford Heh. Lex. regards it as 
a loan-word from the Greek. 

Cried aloud. ~•n::i Kip. So also in 411C14l, 57• Its equivalent 
in Hebrew is nprn:i Kip Jonah 38, or, as in Isa. 409, IJ~~- Cf. 
Rev. 182 lKpaf,v iv luxup~ qiwvfi, which, however, is not from the 
hand of the Seer, who uses the form Kpa(nv qiwv,~ µeya"'An 610, ]2, 10

1 

103, &c. 
It is commanded. Where we put the impers. passive, the 

Aramaic puts the 3rd plur. act. (part.) rioK: cf. 422(25l, where 
both the finite verb and participle are thus used. 

Peoples, nations, and languages. This expression recurs : 
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37,29,31 (41), 519, 626, 714. Cf. Rev. 5\ 79, 1011, II9, 137, 146, 1715. 
The various nationalities and races are represented by great 
officials. 

35, In 35,7,10, 15 there are various kinds of musical instruments 
mentioned. Some of them bear Semitic names, others Greek. 
First of all the word for 'kind ' ft is a Persian loan word = 
Middle Iran. zan, and has yivo, as its etymological equivalent. 
It was adopted early into Aramaic, as it is found in the Fifth 
Century Papyri (Cowley, 173), and into late Hebrew: Ps. 14413, 
2 Chron. 1614• Of the six instruments two are of Semitic 
origin-the horn and the pipe, and three of Greek-the harp, the 
psaltery, and the dulcimer. Whether the sackbut was originally 
Semitic or Greek is uncertain, but probably the former. 

Cornet, lit. I horn'. The word Nni? is used here and in 
37,10,15

1 and in Syriac in the same sense as the Hebrew shophar 
,n,i&. 

T Pipe. NJ;'i?\,~p from i',t>.i Hebr. Isa. 526, 'to hiss, whistle'. 
The word j,iC' occurs in the Fifth Century Papyri (Cowley, A~. 
100) as an adjective meaning 'sharp'. But it is found in the 
Targums and in the Syr. 

Harp. cii;•~ (Kt.) should according to Kamphausen be punc
tuated O"Jl;'P.. Qr. reads oii;,i?, as also in the Targums. This 
word is borrowed from the Greek KiBa1,,r. 

Sackbut. N~~~ was a small triangular instrument with four 
strings. It is identical with the Greek uuµ,{3111t.,,. According to 
Athenaeus iv. 175 d, e it was a Syriac invention, and psaltrzae 
and sambucistrtae were according to Livy xxxix. 6 introduced 
into Rome from the East in 187 B. c. Some scholars would 
connect the root of this word with that of the Hebrew n~~r 
'net, lattice-work'. 

Psaltery. jliMlOEl is derived from the Greek ,j,,aA..-~pwv. For 
the transliteration of ·WV by r- compare j'i1mu = uvvi3pw,,, It 
will be observed that this loan-word is differently spelt in 37, i. e. 
j'iOlC.:l. The latter is more correct than the former; for in 
Aramaic and late Hebrew n generally represents B and ~ = .. : 
cf. jliONt\ = Bia..-pov. The form j'iOJCEl shows the influence of 
the Macedonian dialect, which substituted v for A. The psaltery 
was a stringed instrument, triangular in shape and like an 
inverted A. It had its sounding board above the strings, as 
the cithara had it below them (see Augustine, iv. 272 B, c. : 
521 n, &c.). 
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Dulcimer, or rather 'bagpipe'. The Aramaic i11l!:lr.i,o 3°• 15, 

and N1l!:l 10 (Kt.) and N'l!:llO (Qr.) in 310, is the Greek uvµcpwvia. 

This instrument is omitted in 37 • 'It was probably a goat-skin 
bag with two reed pipes, the one used as a mouthpiece to fill 
the bag ... and the other employed as a chanter-flute with 
finger holes' (Encyc. Bib. iii. 3230). The word is first found 
with the meaning of 'a concord or unison of sound' in Plato 
and Aristotle, but not as denoting a musical instrument before 
the time of Polybius {204-r22 B. c.). So far, therefore, as the 
literary evidence goes, the use of this Greek word is peculiar to 
late Greek. But the value of this evidence does not end here. 
It is surely an extraordinary coincidence that Polybius mentions 
this instrument as a favourite instrument of Antiochus Epiphanes. 
xxvi. 10, OTf <'); TWV v•wr•prov ai'u0otTO TIVM Ul!VEl!roxovpivov. orrov a~ 7r0Tf 

• .• 1rnpijv ttrtKroµa(rov µ.•ra ic•paTtOIJ (a. I. KEpaµ.lov, < a jar of wine') ical 

uvµ.cproviM, &uTE TOV,· ,roAAovs llia TO tr<lpuBo~ov civ,uraµ.,vovs (/J•ryetv. A 
later passage in the same historian (xxxi. 4) tells how Antiochus 
Epiphanes used to the shame of the onlookers to dance to the 
sound of this instrument: rijs crvµ.cprovia. rrpoKa>.ovµ.,vrw, ava,r~IJ'loas 

6JpxE'iro . . . &urE 1rUvras- aluxvvoµlvovs c/:>£V-yfl.v .. 

36• The same hour. ~lj~~ i'l~. The MT has -~ here where 
the Syriac has -~. The suffix in i1:J is not pleonastic, but is 
used to give emphasis: cf. 37,8 and 430, 55 for a repetition of the 
prepos1t10n. Originally it meant any small period of time, and 
only later came to mean an 'hour'. i1l}t:I does not occur in 
Biblical Hebrew, but is found in the Targums and Syriac, New 
Hebrew, Ethiopic, and Arabic. Possibly it is a loan-word from 
the Assyrian. 

Into the midst. ~il~. N\n or i2 is the construct of 'E!, which 
has allied forms in Syriac and Arabic, N1l has final N in our 
author as in one N abataean inscription: CIS. ii. 3501. 

Furnace. ~J'l~ is taken to be a loan-word from the Assyr. 
atuna. Since, however, the root is found in Arabic and Syriac, 
and the word lil:t1: = ' furnace' is a common word in Ethiopic, 
it may be an old Aramaic word. 

i- When. 11f1 has the same meaning in 520, 611,15, but in 2 43 

it means 'according as'. This word has the former meaning in 
an Aramaic inscription (Cooke, 684, 5th-4th cent.), in Aram. 
Pap. (Cowley, 61, 82\ 134, 2?2, 2813, 402); and the latter meaning 
in the Aramaz"c Inscripti'ons (CIS. ii. 145, C3). In these older 
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documents the form is •r::,. See Cowley also in 67, 825, where it 
follows Nr.l1 'to swear', with the meaning ' that'. 

3s-12• The three young Jews accused of not falling down before 
the image. _ 

Observe how closely the charge in 312 brought against them 
resembles that brought against Daniel in 614• The author's 
object is to encourage the Jews, who had 'set the king at 
nought' by refusing to forsake their religion. There is here 
a contemporary reference to Antiochus Epiphanes. 

38• Certain Chaldaeans. On the use of ri;i~_ (where ~he change 
from a to u is due to the following labial: cf. t:1~, tit) here see 
Introd. Idiomatically, it ='certain' as t:11t!'lN in certain pas
sages, though the literal rendering is 'men, Chaldeans '. 

Brought accusation. The phrase in the original jli"i"'!lii' ,S::iN 

is peculiar: it literally means 'ate the pieces of'. It generally 
means in Aramaic to slander, to accuse falsely, as in Ps. I 53 

(Targ.): and in Luke 161 as a rendering of lJia/30.>..>..nv. Indeed 
the devil, i. e. J lJ,&./30"/\o~ is J

3
..,IU!)l-the slanderer in chief. A 

variation of this idiom occurs i/a fifth-fourth century B. c. in
scription on the Carpentras Stele : C/5. ii. 1412 NS t!'IN 1':li::l 
nir.iN, 'thou hast not calumniated any man '. Here the ::i, as 
Noldeke has shown, has been written instead of p. But 
here and in 625 it has a different nuance : it means to accuse 
maliciously-not falsely. In the former meaning it occurs 
already in the Tel-el-Amarna Letters akdlu-~ar~z; 4425, &c., and 
later it is frequent in the Arabic. It was in use almost through
out the entire Semitic world. Lepsius (see Marti, i·n loc.) finds an 
allied phrase in the Persian ; Der Chrzstliche Orient, 1897, p. 152. 

39• Answered and said. See note on 2 5• 

[To Nebuchadnezzar the king.] The LXX omits this addition: 
it reads simply v1ro"/\a/36vrEr ,lr.av. From some later version 
:i<'No/3ovxoaovoo-op rif, /300-1>..,, has been supplied. It is true the MT 
reads N.:iSo i'!l)'l::ii:ih Jl"\ON and is supported by Th. and the 
later versions. But this idiom is foreign to our author. If this 
phrase came from our author's hand we should have t:l'li' instead 
of ? before the king's name. Only when the sa;r~ps and 
courtiers act with deliberate rudeness is the expression ~ ip~ 
used in our author when the person addressed is the ·king: 
See 615 for an example of this nature. There is one exception 

32£6 F 
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to this rule. When tl1~, has just occurred with a preceding 
verb, ii;,~ can be followed by~ as in 2 25• 

0 king, Hve for ever I See on 2 4• 

310• Hast made a decree. tlV.t? i;,9t. This idiom occurs in the 
Aram. Pap. (see Cowley, 2622•23•25). Contrast the meaning of this 
phrase in the MT in 312• 

312• Whom. 11;,n• • · · ,, . -n, used here only in Biblical 
Aramaic. In the Targums it is very_ frequently used both with 
and without pronominal suffixes. ? is the particle used by 
Aramaic normally in this sense. Like the Hebrew -nN it is 
used before a definite object. It occurs in the form n, with 
suffix ;,ni in the eighth century Zinjirli Inscription. See 
Cooke, 61 28 : as n• in Nabat. and Palmyrene: see Lidz., 
N.E., 263. 

t Have not regarded theet. Corrupt: read 'have not obeyed 
thy command'. The Versions do not support the MT text 
tllit:l • • • 11:,y 101:1 N?. It is true that this same phrase recurs in 
614(13). In 310,29, 43(6), 627(26) we have tlV.1? tl\:' in its normal sense 
of 'to command', as also in Ezra fourteen times. But in 312, 

614(13) quite a different sense is required in this phrase, if the MT 
is correct-' to show deference' or 'respect'. For this meaning 
there is no authority outside these two passages in Daniel. 
Elsewhere in Daniel tlYC means 'decree ' except in three pas
sages. In 52 it is used of the 'taste' of wine-an original 
meaning of the word. In 2 14 it has a secondary meaning derived 
from the first, i. e. 'discretion' (as in Hebrew: cf. Prov. 2616), 

while in 63 it means 'report' : cf. Ezra 55• This phrase tlYt:l tlt!' 

( = 'to issue a command') occurs also in the Fifth Century Aram. 
Pap., see Cowley, 2622,23•25, 2721 : but never in the sense attri
buted to it in Dan. 312, 614<1~l. I can find no occurrence of this 
idiom in the Targums. The general usage of the word is thus 
against the meaning universally assigned to the phrases in 312, 

614• Let us now turn to the Greek Versions and the Vulg., and 
see if they support either this meaning or even the MT text. 

312• LXX. Th. Vulg. 

lv-roA~v. 

614 missing). 

atlx Vrr'f}Kovuav, 

{,au1A£v, rrj, 

l!oyµarl O'OV 

otJx IJ11"E'T(1')'11 Tee 

Myµarl uov 

contempserunt, 
rex, 

decretum tuum 
non curavit de 

lege tua. 
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Now first of all in 312 we observe that all three Versions trans
late CJJJU as it is translated generally in Daniel, and especially in 
the phrase tll]t:l tll!'. In the next place the personal pronoun is 
connected with this word. In other words, these three Versions 
prove that the text before them was 10JJt:l, and not tll]t:l 1 1:iy. 
Thirdly, Th. certainly read lJJOI!' (cf. 7 27 where it renders jll]Ol11!'1 

by v1raKovu-oVTm) and not lOI!', which latter it renders in this con
nexion by -ri0,vat or l,m0,vm. Thus Th. presupposes • • • ll]OI!' ~, 

1t.:IJJU' 'they have not obeyed thy decree'. The LXX and the 
Vulg. are loose but not inaccurate renderings of this text. On 
the other hand Aquila supports the MT but the Pesh. omits 
t:llJt:l. The present corrupt MT text existed therefore early 
in the Christian era. Next in 614 Th. and the Vulg. are free 
renderings of the text they presuppose in 312• In N.T. Greek 
V7ro-rau-u-,u-0a, = v1raKovnv constantly. Hence I read 'have not 
obeyed thy command'. See also note on 614 on this idiom. 

Thy god. Here I follow Qr. and read the singular, and not 
'thy gods'. See 314,18, 45(8). 

313• Fury. For Nt;>Q we find N9.~ in 319• On other variations 
in pointing see 2m and ?4, 5 • 

Were brought. ~1lJ1iJ (Hephal, as Ginsburg, Marti, Kamphausen 
read), has a passive meaning. Cf. l1~lJ 1iJ in 6 18• But there is no 
satisfactory explanation of this passive as Kautzsch (p. 67 n.) 
declares. The active form Haph'el occurs in 53 11i:i:;:i. 

314• Is it true? The text reads N1fiJ, which is generally 
rendered ' Is it of purpose ? ' But to obtain this sense the 
initial i1 must be taken as an interrogative, and N'lll, which is 
not found elsewhere in Aramaic, would be a Hebraism from the 
same root as N~"!1 (from il'lll 'to lie in wait') found in N um. 3520,22• 

If so, Kautzsch, § 67. 2, says we should punctuate the word 
1-t1fiJ. But the explanation is far-fetched, and Bevan's conjecture 
accepted by many scholars explains the corruption and gives 
good sense. Thus for t-t'llli1 we should as in 2 6,8 read N1!~iJ = 
,l a).~000£ as in Th. and Pesh. N'llt-t is a Persian word ;nd is 
already found in the absolute state in the Eg. Aram. (Cowley, 
278

), But Montgomery (p. 207) points out now that Lidz., 
A ltaram. Urk., 1921, I. 121 cf. p. 12, has found N'llli1 ( = 'true') 
on an ostrakon. 

My god. For •ti~N.? we should read with the Erfurt MS. 
inSNS ' d ' . B l ., .. my go , 1. e. e. 

F2 
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I have set up. T1)2'i?q. The usual form for the first person sing. 
ends in Ti--::-, but r,_" is the normal ending in the Haph'el of 1"31. 

315• Well. The construction is here elliptical. After the 
conditional sentence there is an aposiopesis. The missing word 
could be graphically replaced by a gesture. For similar aposio
pesis in Hebrew and Greek, cf. Exod. 3232 : 1 Sam. 1214 seq.: 

Luke 139 : Iliad r 136, 

What god 1s there? i1,~ N\;i·;r.i . The N\i1 simply strengthens 
the 10, and the two are contracted in the Targums and Syriac 
into ~~J;). See Kautzsch, § 87. 3. The king's challenge recalls 
those of Sennacherib and Rabshakeh, Isa. 3619- 20, 3711- 12, while 
the answer of the three Jews in the next verse recalls those of 
the seven brethren in 2 Mace. 7. 

Shall deliver you. ibt?·t~\ Probably a Shaph'el form derived 
from the Assyr. suzubu. It is of frequent occurrence in our 
author whether as perfect, imperfect, infinitive, or participle. 
It was early adopted into Aramaic, as it is found in the Eg. 
Aram. See Cowley 385, 549, AJ:i. 46. 

316• The three Jews refuse to discuss a question which must 
be left to God. 

No need. ri:iro N?~the participle is to be preferred, though 
the MT favours the adjective lli'.'lFD. 

To answer thee in this matter. Cf. r Kings 126,9 for a like 
construction. 

317• tlj it be sot ... to deliver us. The king has asked: 'Is 
there any god who can deliver you?' To this question this 
verse should supply the answer, but in such a way as to har
monize with 316, where the three Jews have refused to debate 
the question. Hence 317 should explain 316 while answering 
315, and hence, further, we should expect 317 to begin with 'for ' 
or some such word. 'We have no need to answer thee in this 
matter; for the God whom we serve either will or will not save 
us.' Deeds not words will answer the king's question. If this 
is the meaning of the context, it is clear that the words in the 
MT ' If it be so, our God whom we serve, &c.' cannot be right. 
Furthermore, that we have rightly interpreted the context 
follows from the four Versions-LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg., all of 
which begin 317 with 'for'. 

But almost all modern scholars, following the Massoretic 
punctuation, give a different rendering of 317 : 'If our God, 
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whom we serve, be able to deliver us, &c.' But there are two 
insuperable objections to this form of the text. {r) It can hardly 
be that such strong champions of their God would for a moment 
admit that He was unable to deliver them, and that to a heathen 
king. They could admit the possibility of His not intervening 
to save them, but not His inability to save. (2) If we may infer 
our author's usage from other passages where he combines 1f'\1N 

with a participle, we may learn that, when 'f'l'N forms one idea 
with the participle, they should not be separated by any inter
vening word. Thus in : 

2 20• S;::~ =l'O'~iJ 'Art thou able'. 
314• ri:i~~ j\:JIZ,I~ N? ' ye will not serve , • 
J1 5• 1'1'l'.'1P, 1b111

~ j,J 'If ye are ready'. 
318• r;:i~~ NtO'tfN? 'We will not serve'. 
This holds also in the Syriac: cf. Duval, Gmmmaire Syn'aque, 

323-5 : and in the Hebrew with ei~ and l'N Cf. Ges.-Kautzsch, 
§ n6 q. In the Eg. Aram. this usage does not occur save once 
in one emended passage: see Cowley, Ah· 159, where the two 
words are separated and the editor remarks on the unusual 
structure of the Aramaic. But our author's usage appears 
clearly to be against separating these two words if they express 
one idea. If this conclusion is right, then it is wrong to combine 
these words as do Kautzsch, § 67. 8, and Marti and others, and 
translate 'If our God, whom we serve, is able to deliver us'. 
The rendering should be : ' If our God, whom we serve, exists, 
He is able'. But this idea is highly unsatisfactory: contrast 
2 28 'There is a God'. 

Since, therefore, the MT may be regarded as corrupt, let us 
turn to the Versions: 

LXX. fO'TL yap 0cor,v ovpavoir .r, Kvptor ~µwv, bv cpo/3011µ,Ba,<)ffrITI llvvan,r 

Th. lo-nv yap e,6r, ff ~µElf AaTpEuoµ,v, llvvank 
Pesh. = EO'TI yap e,,h ryµwv, 'f ~µifr. AaTpEvoµ,v, or livvaTOf EO'TI. 

Vulg. 'Ecce enim Deus noster, quern colimus, potest.' 
In these Versions we observe first that all agree in reading 

'"! ='for' instead of m ='if', save the Vulgate 'ecce enim ', 
which attests the conflate text jil ,., , but 'ecce' is a mistranslation 
of ii'l, or presupposes the variant NQ: cf. J25• For neither in 
Biblical nor earlier Aramaic can this word be so. translaterl. 
It may, therefore, be regarded as conclusive that the jil of the 
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MT is a late corruption or correction. In the next place the 
LXX and Th. require i'I?~ and not ~m,SN as the MT (supported 
by the Pesh. and Vulg.) reads. Thirdly, the LXX and Pesh. 
read ifr before llvvaTo;-. Thus we are led to conclude that the 
text originally stood as follows : (? ,,) rnSEl Nm~N ,, ilSN 1n1N 1, 

S:i1 'For there is a God, whom we serve, who is able to deliver 
us'. This provides exactly the answer that the context re
quires. When the king asks, 'What god can deliver you out 
of my hands?' the three companions reply; 'We have no need 
to discuss this question ; for there is a God, whom we serve, 
who will deliver us, &c.' They answer first that there is such 
a God, and next that it is the God whom they serve. Seep. 354. 

The cpo(:jovµEBa in the LXX above = p,n, a corruption of rn,::i 
as in the MT. 

318• But if not: i. e. if He will not deliver us. 
Thy god. Here read the singular :JO?N?, as in v. 12, and not 

the plural 71nSNS is to be read. Bel was the patron deity of the 
king : cf. 45(8). The LXX has here To/ ,lawl\'f crov, but Th. and 
Vulg. have reproduced the plural in the MT. The Pesh. 
in all three cases rightly has the sing. 

319- 27• The deliverance of the threefaithfuljewsfrom the burning 
fiery furnace. 

31 1, Form. Cl.~! (construct) which is elsewhere punctuated as 
Cl~~- Strack (Gram. 6, § 8 c: Marti, Gram.,§ 71 Anm.) draws atten• 
tion to the artificial forms introduced by the scribes to bring out 
the difference between the use of Cl?f (constr.) 319 and Cl~~ 35 

and C!V.~ Ezra 614, 723 and CIV.f? (three times) to distinguish the 
idol (36) from the form of the human face (319), and God's will 
from that of man. 

Was changed. If we read Unl!IN with Kautzsch § 47. 4, 
Ginsburg, Strack, the plural is to be construed with 'il1El~N : c£ I 

Sam. 24, 2 Sam. 109• Ges.-Kautzsch, § 146 a. The Qr. reads 
the singular •~J3~1;t. 

To heat. See 32 note. With the suffix at the close .:l~iP.. 
Seven #mes, i. e. ill,'Jl!I in. With this peculiar Aram~ic ex

pression cf. A ram. Pap. (Cowley, 303) ;oi,N in= 'a thousand 
times'. It is a Syriac expression : cf. 118,13, Exod. 227 in Pesh ; 
or it takes another form NY:Jl!l:J in Gen. 4 24

; cf. Duval, Gram., 
p. 353: Noldeke Syr. Gr., p. 166. 

iVont. i11q ('wont', 'fitting') is frequent in this sense in the 
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later Aramaic, 
916, Num. 296. 

gously ,,,,. 

COMMENTARY 

especially in the form '!r). Cf. Onk., Lev. 510, 

See Driver, in loc. Later Hebrew was analo-

320• And to cast. The 'and' is not found in the MT, LXX, 
or Th. Hence the infinitive Nf:?71?? is generally taken as depen
dent on the preceding infinitive. But Marti rightly suggests 
that the , has been lost after the preceding , in m. 

321• On the perfect passive m~:p and in the next clause ''~7 
see note on 2 19 . 

Thet"r mantles. The meaning of ,:i,o is doubtful. The 
authorities waver between ' mantles' and 'trousers'. It bears 
the former sense in the Aramaic (Talmudic), whence it was 
borrowed by Arabic in the form si'rbal (see Frankel, Aram. 
Fremdworter im Arab., 1886, p. 47: Levy, NHBW. iii. 584). 
On the other hand the Versions support the latter meauing. 
Thus LXX lxovrrs TU u1roli!J11-arn al..-&.v (but in 327 l94) crnpa/3apa): Th. 
o-vv mi's o-apa/3apo1r a,rr&.v: Aq . ..-. o-apa/3apo1r: Sym. Iv m,r clva~vpio-,v 

aiiT&.v: the Pesh. and the Vulg. cum bracds su£s. These o-apa/3apa 

were worn by the Persians and Scythians. The word appears 
to have meant both mantles and trousers originally in Persian-in 
Modern Persian still as Shalwar = trousers, Arabic Sirwal, Syr. 
Sharbhala. See S. A. Cook, 'Articles of Dress mentioned in 
Dan. 321,' Journ. of Pht'lology, xxvi. 306-13 (1899), who supports 
the former meaning on the ground of the mantle being loose 
and easily inflammable: cf. i 7• On the other hand, Bevan, 
H itzig, and Ewald render the word by 'their trousers'. 

Trousers. The exact meaning of jlil'l!/105:i is wholly uncertain. 
The later Jews and Syrians had no certain tradition as to 
whether it meant' trousers' or I tunic'. Payne Smith, Thes. 3098, 
gives both meanings for the Syriac, and Levy, NHWB. iv. 34 
the meaning' trousers' in Talmudic Hebrew. If this meaning 
is right, then the order in Th. napa1s ical rr•P'""'II'-'',.. (so Vulg. 
should be transposed into 1r.p1,cv1111-'io-, 1<al napmr. The Pesh. is 
also out of order, and the LXX has ,1rl ..-&.v ic«f,a'Awv = jlil'l!'Ni:!, 

which Montg. has plausibly recognized to be a corruption of 
llil'l!l't:lel, which it then transposed to the third place to give the 
sense 'hats on their heads', i. e. napar lrrl ..-. ,mf,a>.wv aiir&.v. Cook 
regards this word as a later interpolation. Citations in the 
Latin Fathers do not know of this article of attire: cf. Tertull., 
De Res. Carnis 58; but see Montg., in lac. 
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Hats. Following the conjecture in the last note as to the 
derangement of the order in Th., I identify napair as the rendering 
of jli7n',:::i,::i. t-ll"l?:Ji::l appears to mean 'hat' as in post-Biblical 
Hebrew: Levy, NHWB. ii. 395. Marti, Gram. 3, p. 75*, derives 
it from the Assyrian Karballatu, which according to the Persian 
translation on the inscription of Darius I (Nal,{s-i-Rustam, I. 15) 
means 'helm' or 'hat'. In the later Jewish Aramaic and 
Syriac it 'signifies ' cock's comb '. The Gk. Vers. correctly 
renders ',:::i,::i by Kvp/'JarTia, which is likened to a cock's comb in 
Aristoph., Av. 487. Cf. Herod. v. 49; vii. 64. The RV. in 
assigning the meaning 'mantles' to this word has trusted too 
much to the doubtful connexion of the word with the Hebrew in 
1 Chron. 1527 ',f7~_9. 

Their garments. 1wv1::i',. This term is added to include all 
the rest of their garments. 

322• Urgent. On i7El':rnt.:l see note on 2 15. 
Exceeding. i1l'l:1~ occurs as an adverb also in the Eg. Pap. 

(Cowley, AJ;i. 96). 
Hot. The passive participle ,1)~ is for i1J~. Cf. Ezra 515, 

where ?J~ = ?)~. See Kautzsch, § 15 e. 
The flame of the fire. ~in 1'1 ~l\ll!'. Cf. 79, and see note in 

Bevan on this phrase in 322• 

[ 23• I have bracketed this verse as a later interpolation, and 
relegated it to the foot-notes. Not a phrase of it is preserved in 
the LXX, 1 and, so far is it from contributing a single fresh fact 
to the narrative beyond what is already said in 321 \ that it 
reproduces a weaker· version of it. Nor, again, does it serve as 
an introduction to 324, which is perfectly intelligible without it. 
It is also noteworthy that in this verse ',ti, is used in the sense 
of ' to be cast down ', whereas our author uses ~t.:li ten times 
elsewhere, when it is necessary to express this idea. Finally 
the form j\,1f:l?I;1 is unexampled in the Eg. Papyri as well as in 
Biblical Aramaic. It is, however, found in the Syriac Nathaih6n, 
which may have been formed on the anology of 1eraih6n, 'they 
two'. On the other hand Cowley 388 restores the text by 

1 Seeing that both Tischendorf and Swete represent the LXX as containing 
this verse I will here print it for the sake of my readers : Toils µEv ovv t..111Jpas 

Tvh avµ1roal,1aVTas Toi,s .,,,pi TOV 'A{apiav <[0,/Jovaa -1/ cf>Aof l,c Tl)S ,caµivov 

fvE1rllp1<TE «a2 &:trf1tTUVEv, aVTo~ BE uvvETrJp~01JO'aJJ. This is beyond question 
a recasting of 322 and does not contain a single statement of 323• 
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reading t1[n1,11], ='for both', similarly as we have the Hebrew 
c;,1~~- The construction is a well-known Hebrew one, and has 
already occurred in our author 1 17• Cf. 1 Sam. 2042 • 

But how are we to account for its interpolation? I know of 
no satisfactory explanation. But that it is an interpolation, 
the language, as I have just shown, seems to prove. The 
context is also against it. In 321 a we are told the men were 
'bound': in 321 b that they 'were cast into the midst of the 
burning fiery furnace', a penalty which entails their immediate 
destruction, as it did that of their executioners in 322• After 
this it would be the height of absurdity to say, as in 323, that 
they 'fell down bound', seeing that they had been 'hurled ' into 
the midst of the furnace. The use of ,e;~ by our author implies 
that the persons of which it is predicated had been standing 
before they fell. So even in 720• Next to describe how fierce the 
furnace was, as well as to suggest the speedy retribution that befel 
the executioners, the writer diverges from his main theme for the 
moment in 322• But in 324 he resumes his theme, and in such 
a way as to emphasize the antagonism existing between the 
incidents just related in 321 and their actual consequences in 
324 so wholly contrary to all expectation. Moreover, in 324 the 
king repeats the two most prominent phrases in 321-the men 
were 'bound' and 'cast ... into the midst of the fire'. 

Next, who was the interpolator? It was probably the 
scribe, who interpolated the Prayer of Azariah and the Song 
of Azariah and his two companions in the LXX, for the 
LXX does not contain 323 • We can only fall back on a 
hypothetical account of the difficulties at issue. These two 
additions written in Aramaic were inserted at an early date in 
some manuscripts of Daniel, but not in others. Hence there 
came to be current in the Jewish world two editions of Daniel, 
the shorter of which wa!'i ultimately adopted into the Canon. 
The Greek translation of these additions was made by some 
other hand than that of the translator of the LXX. Somewhat 
different forms of these Additions are reproduced in the LXX 
and in Th.-the latter version being of course based on a much 
older one, which was however much later than the LXX. But 
in Th. 323 stands as it does in the MT. The progenitor of 
Th. was made from an Aramaic text no less certainly than the 
LXX, though it was main guided in its renderings by that 
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early ven,ion. This Aramaic text, as Th. testifies, contained 
323• There were thus variations and alternatives in the larger 
text of Daniel. 

In my small commentary I accepted the suggestion of von 
Gall, Bludau, and Rothstein that vv. 46-50 originally stood in 
a Semitic form between 323 and 324• But, even if this were true, 
it would only be partially so ; for in 346 the king's mighty men 
are still represented as busily engaged in supplying the furnace 
with naptha, pitch, tow, and wood, although according to 322 

they had already been destroyed by the furnace. In the 
present commentary I have abandoned the above suggestion on 
the following grounds. First of all the Prayer of Azariah and 
the Song of the Three Children are independent works. The 
Prayer of Azariah was not originally composed in connexion 
with the incident of the Three Children. If it had been so, the 
speaker would have been not Azariah but Hananiah, that is, 
Shadrach, who is always the foremost of the Three. Again, 
in the Prayer itself, there is nothing to connect it with the events 
in the Book of Daniel. Next, as regards the Song of the Three 
Children, it too has no direct allusion to the Book of Daniel or 
its events save in 388, which was introduced to connect the Song 
of the Three Children with the Book of Daniel. It will be 
observed that the interpolator changes the order of the Three 
Children-an order which like that of the Medes and Persians 
was immutable, and recites them as follows : Ananias, Azarias, 
and Misael. Furthermore with a view to adapting the inter
polated 388 to its new context, the interpolator introduces certain 
changes. The last few verses will provide sufficient evidence 
to prove that the interpolator of 388 has rearranged 382 - 7 in 
order to bring 388 into harmony with its new context. 

As a rule the original writer of the Song of the Three 
Children wrote it in couplets, and in such a way as to carry on 
the thought of the reader from one couplet to another. Let us 
examine 382- 7 from the standpoint of this fact. 382- 3 call first 
on the sons of men, and then, as the theme advances, on Israel 
'to bless the Lord, praise Him, and magnify Him for ever'. 
In 384- 5 the priests of the Lord and next the servants of the 
Lord are called to do likewise, or rather first the servants of 
the Lord and then His priests. But however this may be as to 
384-5, there can be no doubt as to 386- 1 • This couplet was 
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unquestionably written originally as follows, since m 386 we 
arrive at the climax : 

3s1. O ye holy and humble men of heart, bless ye the Lord, 
Praise Him and magnify Him for ever. 

386, 0 ye spirits and souls of the righteous, bless ye the Lord, 
Praise Him and magnify Him for ever. 

But when the interpolator wished to add 388 and to bring 
Ananias, Azarias, and Misael into the foremost ranks of the 
living among 'the holy and humble men of heart', he was 
obliged to invert the order of 386- 1, and so destroy the growing 
order of thought, which rightly found its climax of praise 
amongst 'the spirits and souls of the righteous'. 

If then we omit the interpolated 388 and restore the original 
order of the couplets in 386- 1, we may feel very confident that 
we have in some measure recovered the original form of this 
noble song, which then rightly closes in the fine doxology of 
389-90, 

But this Song had no connexion of any kind with our author, 
any more than had the Prayer of Azariah. The insertion of 
these works in the text of our author is due to some unknown 
scribe, who most probably added 323 to preface his interpolations. 

The details of these interpolations are. After 322 came first 
323, which has survived in the MT. and the later Versions, 
but not in the LXX. Then follows sixty-seven verses, i. e. 
24-90: vv. 24-45 the Prayer of Azarias: a descriptive passage 
recounting the destruction of the executioners, the descent of 
the angel, the doxology pronounced by the Three Children, 
and the hymn known as the Benedt'czte, 57-90. Thereupon we 
return to 324 of our author's text.] 

324• The LXX in 391 resumes the long addition it contains 
with the words 1<al (-yEvero fv T/f &1e0Urra, rOv {3autAia VµvolJvTwv aVT~.,, ,cul 

faTWs ElhWpn a-Vro\Js- (Wvrar· rO'l"e Na~ovxoilovouOp O {3auiAfVs: £0aVpauE. 

This is very Hebraistic. Th. adds only fKDIJO-EV vp,vouvrw• aiJTWV Kal. 

Counsellors. r-,:::i,n is peculiar to Daniel; 327, 433 (36l, 68 (7). 

The original form and meaning are alike doubtful. 
They answered. r.~¥ is most probably an ancient corruption of 

bv,. See note on 2 5• 

325• Loose. The fire had merely destroyed their bonds. 
Walking. Here and in 434(37 ) we should read the Pa'el 

r-??iJ'? instead of the Haph'el r.;i?~9 (see Kautzsch, § 33. 2). 
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A son of the gods, i. e. an angel. Cf. Gen. 62, Job 1 6• When 

the true God is designated the sing. n,~, and not the plural 
jli"t~t,t, is used. 

326- 30• The three men come forth unhurt jrom the fiery furnace, 
and the king thereupon recognizes tkem as servants of the Most 
H£gh God, and issues a decree that any nation that speaks agat"nst 
the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego should be destroyed. 

326• Most High God. Cf. 332 (42), 518,21 • The title I Most High' 
is found in 414•21•22•29•31, 725 • It was used by Jewish as well as by 
heathen writers: cf. Isa. 1414, Tob. r13, r Esdras 2 3,631, Mark 57, 
Acts 1617• It is of very frequent occurrence in I Enoch, 
Test. xii Patriarchs, Jubilees, Ass. Moses, Wisdom, 2 Baruch, 
4 Ezra, Philo, and Josephus. ~~~l! ~V~~ is the equivalent of the 
Hebrew ji'~¥ >!:$, lM,, ih/wrros. That l'''ll was a proper name is 
clear from the fact that it never has the article even after pre• 
positions. In the quotatio~ from Philo Biblius in Eus., Praep. 
Evang. i. 10, we are told that among the Phoenicians 'EXwvv was 
used as a name for God: 'EXwuv KaAouµ,vo, "Yt1<Tro,. In our text 
the king recognizes the God of the Jews, not as the only God, 
but as the supreme God: cf. 329 • Cf. the Divine name jlJ'''Y 
718,22,25,27. 

327 • The gradation is obvious: the hair is not singed, the 
flowing mantles not hurt, and even the smell of fire had not 
passed upon them. 

Saw. Here rrn is a participle, as is also the word translated 
'being gathered together'. Asyndeton is characteristic of 
Biblical Aramaic. Hence we could translate here: 'assembled 
together and saw': cf, 37• 

The fire had no power. Here and in 79 ~iU is construed as 
masc. but in 36 as fem., as it usually is, as in Syriac. 

Bodies. 'The Western MSS. have j1i110~l (plur.) in the Kt., 
but j1i101!'l (sing.) in the Qr., while the Eastern MSS., have the 
latter rendering in both Kt. and Qr.' (Wright, Daniel and his 
Critics, p. 63). The Qr. has changed j\i"t'Ol!'l (Kt.) into j,,,o~l 

apparently because of the following jii"t~~i. 

Passed. In n111 we have another anomaly. i"t'i its subject is 
never fem. in Hebrew or Syriac, though it is treated as so here. 

328 • Doxology of the king. 
Sent his angel and delivered his servants. These two clauses 
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are quoted in T. Sym. 2 8 drrio-rnXe TOV tfyyeXov OVTOV ,cal lppvuaTO 

m'in;v: also in Acts 1211 • 

Delivered. ::1)1;? probably Shaph. as a loan-word from Assyr, 
suzub{u). The earlier form of this borrowed word in Aram. is 
:ire>: cf. Cowley 385, 549, AJ:t. 46: also CIS. ii. n3 in the proper 
name :ltl!'t.:l~~. These are fifth cent. B. c. But in later Aram., 
as in our author and in the Imtan Inscription (A.D. 93) Cooke 
101 12- 13, we have the form :ll'e' as well as in the Targums. This 
fuller form appears in the Syr. as .:)Jo.a.. 

Trusted in ht"m. ~y rni is frequent in the Targums and in the 
Christian Palestinian Aramaic. It is derived from the Ass. 
ra!JlifU, There is no evidence of its existence in the older 
Aram. 

Set at nought, i. e. )'~~- Cf. the Haph'el of this verb with the 
same meaning in Ezra 611• 

Have given their bodies (to the fire). I have restored I to the 
fire ' with the LXX and Th. 1rapi':iru1<av Ta uwµarn UVTWV ,1t lµrrvptuµov 

(Th. ,lt 1Tiip). This passage seems to have suggested the form of 
· words in 1 Cor. 133, which Montg. compares ~al lav 1rapa3& To uwµa 

µov i'va 1<av8~""'1'°'· 

329• Decree of the king. 
Anything amiss. So Qr. ~~~ as in 65• But since the Kt. 

reads nSI!', this is probably with Hitzig to be punctuated il?;?, 
i. e. il?~'\7 = ,::1, = 1 word ', ' thing' : cf. 1 Sam. r 17 and 414(17l in 
our text. In Cowley 76, 764 it retains the meaning of I request'. 

Shall be cut £n pieces, &c. See note on 2 5• 

Shall be made. nmt,1 • In 2 5 the verb is pr.,t:Jn'. 

330• Caused . .. to prosper. n~~., : that is, he caused them to 
prosper in the offices they already held in the province of 
Babylon : cf. LXX 64 : also pp. 151-2. 

APPENDIX TO VERSES 32
•
3

• 

The Eight(?) Classes of Royal Officials. 

In J2,3 the Aramaic gives a list of eight classes of royal officials 
in both ·verses. Since several distinguished scholars have 
maintained on various grounds that originally there were only 
seven, and appealed to the LXX and Th. in support of this 
view, some examination of the Versions on this question is 
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necessary. For a full examination see Bludau, Alexandrim'sche 
Uebersetzung des Buches Daniel, pp. 99 seq. 

r. First of all we observe that the Pesh. supports the 
Aramaic text both in respect of the order and number of the 
eight classes. 

But the evidence of the LXX, Th., and Vulg. diverge here. 
In 32 these three Versions give only seven classes, while in 33 

Th. gives apparently only six, while the Vulg. gives seven. 
Let us compare the three Versions with regard to the fifth 

and sixth classes, remembering however that the LXX is 
borrowed from Th. by Origen in 33• 

LXX 
32• aw,K7J-rlls Kai rotlr l1r' 

•Eovu,rov IWTU xwpa• 

3* Tvpavvo, µ.eyaXo, i1r' 

Th. Vulg. 
2. Tvp&wovt ml Tov, 2. tyrannos et prae-

l1r' •~ovu,wv fectos 

3· Tvpavvo, /lf)'<IAOI ol 3. tyranni et opti-
lrr' •~ovu,wv mates qui erant 

in potestatibus 
constituti 

Here we observe that µ.Ey<iAo, occurs in ver. 3 in the LXX and 
Th., which in these Versions is only an epithet, but that in the 
Vulg. it represents a distinct class. It is only reasonable to 
infer that the Versions are here corrupt and have compressed 
two classes into one, if we compare ver. 3 with ver. 2 in each 
Version, even if we fail to consider the presence of µ.q,aAo,. 

But, if we take it into account and the optimates in the Vulg., 
we may go further and infer that Th. in 33 has compressed 
three classes into one. But it is to be observed that these 
officials 33 were omitted in the LXX and borrowed by Origen 
from Th. 

The renderings are loose and divergent : yet it is possible to 
identify them with the Aramaic which they profess to translate. 
The third of these_ classes ol fo·' •~ovu,wv (Th.) appearing only as 
l1r' itov,nrov in the LXX and qui erant in potestatibus constituti 
in the Vulg. are clearly the N'M:ln 'sheriffs'; since in all three 
versions they correspond in order. Next the Tvpavvo,, µ.Ey&Xo,, 

o, /1r' •Eovufo» are most probably renderings of ~•'1Jn'l, i:-t''1J'li1, 

~•n£in. The absence of the conjunctions in the Greek reflects 
the characteristic absence of conjunctions in the Aramaic. 

Thus it is highly probable that there were originally seven 
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names in ver. 3. But the evidence is not conclusive. Sym• 
machus gives really eight names in 32, and transliterates three 
of the Aramaic words thus : TOV, yaf3/Jap71vov,, Toll, 8af3/Jap71vov,, rnv, 

0a[30amv,, 

SECTION IV 

1. e. Chapter 4, in the eighteenth year of the reign of 
Nebuchadnezzar. 

§ 1. There are two forms of this Chapter. 
Both cannot be right. There is of course the possibility that 

the order of both texts is wrong. An examination, however, 
of the conflicting orders and texts will show that the LXX has 
in the main preserved the true order of the text and its original 
character, although it is very inaccurate in details and exhibits 
frequent mistranslations and dittographies. In fact, though it 
omits the later additions from the hand of a reviser, yet through 
its frequent dittographies it contains nearly 40 per cent. more 
words than the MT and the Versions dependent upon it. 
In this estimate no account is taken of the three well-known 
additions, Susanna and the Elders, the Prayer of Azariah, and 
the Song of the Three Children. This great lengthening of the 
text in chapter 4 is unique in the LXX of Daniel. In the next 
chapter the LXX text is 30 per cent. shorter. Let us now 
compare the two conflicting texts. 

(a) The Massoretic text. In this text, which is followed by 
Th., Pesh., Vulg., the entire narrative is given t'n the form of 
a prescript or imperial pronouncement which Nebuchadnezzar 
issues to all ht's subjects. It begins with a greeting to 'all the 

. peoples, nations, and languages that dwell in all the earth', and 
proceeds to state the king's desire to make known to them 'the 
signs and wonders that the Most High God had wrought 
upon him, and that His kingdom is a kingdom for everlasting' 
(331- 33). He then recounts a dream which had troubled him, 
and tells how he had summoned the magicians, enchanters, 
Chaldeans, and soothsayers to make known its interpretation 
(41

- 4); and how on their failure Daniel was brought before him 
(4°- 6

). Thereupon the king set forth his dream (47- 15), which 
Daniel forthwith interpreted (416- 24). Within a year Daniel's 
interpretation of the dream was fulfilled, and the king driven 
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forth to live with the beasts of the field (425- 30). At the end of 
seven times the king's reason returned to him, and he was 
restored unto his kingdom, and so he praised and honoured and 
extolled the God of heaven (4 31- 4). 

(b) The LXX. Turning now to the LXX we observe first of 
all that it omits the first three verses in the MT, which trans
form the next thirty-four into an imperial prescript. This 
chapter begins simply, in the LXX, with the words 41- 2 c4 - 5J: 
' In the eighteenth year of his reign Nebuchadnezzar said : I 
Nebuchadnezzar was at rest in mine house .. .'. Then follows 
in the same narrative form 47 b- 34 {10b-37J, in which the king is 
represented as the speaker; 4 3-1,,. (4- 10 •J it rightly omits as we 
shall see presently, and gives quite a different version of 415 (181. 

At the close of 434 (37) comes the equivalent of the royal pre
script, which in the M assoretic is placed at the beginning of the 
section, 331 - 3 (41- 3). It must be confessed that the order and 
contents of the prescript in the LXX are confused beyond 
conception, as we shall see presently. Notwithstanding, 
we shall discover that the LXX, and not the MT followed 
by the versions of Th., Pesh., and Vulg., has preserved the 
true character of this chapter and the right order of thought 
in the main, as it left the hands of our author. In this chapter 
as in chaps. 3 and 6 the king issues his prescript as a result of 
his spiritual and psychical experiences. Thus the same order of 
thought is observed by the LXX in chaps. 3, 4, and 6. 

Let us summarize the evidence in support of the order of the 
text as preserved in the LXX. 

(a) The order of the text in 4 follows the analogy of 3 and 6. 
Chap. 3, gives an account of Nebuchadnezzar's experiences 
in relation to the three young Hebrews, and then appends, 
as their natural sequel, the king's edict in which the king 
acknowledges the God of the Hebrews as the Most High 
God, and commends the faithfulness and heroism of His servants 
in worshipping Him at all costs, and secures by a decree (329 ) 

their right to do so without let or hindrance henceforth. 61- 24 

tells of the plot of the satraps and presidents against Daniel, 
in the course of which they persuade the king to issue a decree, 
forbidding anyone to ask a petition of God or man for thirty 
days. Daniel refused obedience to this decree, he was cast 
into the den of lions, but delivered uninjured the next morning. 
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Thereupon (625- 8) Darius issued a decree en1ommg all his 
subjects to stand in awe of the God of Daniel. The analogies r.if 
chaps. J and 6, therefore, support the order into which the matter is 
cast in the LXX in chap. 4. First comes the king's psychical 
experiences, and thereupon follows his royal prescript in the LXX 
but not in the MT. 

(!:l) But not only is the order in the LXX the more reasonable 
in itself and also confirmed by the analogy of chaps. 3 and 6, 
but traces still survive in the MT, which show that it is 
a secondary form or recast of a text which observed the same 
order as the LXX, that is, a narrative of thirty-four verses fol
lowed by a royal prescript; for in vv. r6, 25-30 (r9, 28 sqq.} the 
n°arrative form persists in which the king is spoken of in the 
third person. The redactor has here forgotten to traneform these 
features ef the narrative form in the third person i'nto that of the 
prescript form t"n the first. 

{y) The LXX alone of all the authorities preserves the date 
of Section IV (recalled in 419), and that, as is our author's all 
but universal method, in its opening sentence. Here Th., which 
alone supported the LXX in 31, fails us. And the explanation 
is not far to seek. When once the wrong and fatal step of 
transposing the royal prescript from the end of chap. 4 to the 
beginning was made by a reviser of the MT, the next step of 
omitting the date in 41(4l followed naturally. On their author's 
practice of dating each Section, see Introd., § 4. 

(ll) The LXX shows its superior text in omitting vv. 4 3- 7 a 

( 5-ioa), which recount the assembling together of the wise men at 
. the king's command to interpret his dream, their failure to do so, 

and finally Daniel's appearance before the king, who asks Daniel 
to interpret his dream. The relative positions of Daniel and the 
wise men during Nebuchadnezzar's reign 1 were settled once 
and for all in chap. 2. There was, therefore, no occasion to 
summon the wise men when Daniel was at the king's right 
hand ; for Daniel was ruler over the whole province of Babylon 
and chief governor of all its wise men (248). The LXX, by 
thus omitting all mention of the wise men and representing the 
king as at once consulting Daniel in 415 (18), puts the action of 
the king in a reasonable light. It would have been wholly in-

1 The situation is quite different in 58• Nebuchadnezzar had died more than 
twenty years before the time of chap. 5. 

3266 G 
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congruous to summon Daniel's subordinates apart from himself, 
where the use of gifts was called for, in the possession of which 
gifts Daniel was absolutely unique, as alike the king and people 
knew only too well. 

43-7a{5-ioa)1 then, appears to be an early addition made by a 
scribe, who, though he knew the text of the book, was not a 
master of its thought, nor yet of its phraseology. And the more 
the book is studied, the more convinced the student becomes of 
the. clear and masterful mind of its author. 4 3- 7 a is composed of 
a variety of phrases drawn from the other Aramaic chapters in 
Daniel, but there are three misuses of the author's style in 4 4•5•6 

{7, 8,9J. There is only one phrase c,;i:,: NS 46 which is not found 
elsewhere in our author. Observe also that the four classes of 
wise men are drawn from 511• Again we find in 431 (34)

0
-

32 (35) 

another addition of the reviser, in which the unity of the text is 
broken up as before, and where again the reviser betrays his 
ignorance of our author's phraseology (see 431 sqq. note)). Thus 
the evidence of the text and that of the context agree in 
rejecting these additions of the reviser, and both conspire to 
prove that here our author is pursuing the order he observes in 
chaps. 3 and 6. 

§ 2. The source ef the historical statements i"n this chapter. 
It is now generally agreed that there is nothing to be found in 

the inscriptions or in ancient history relating to Nebuchad
nezzar's insanity. On the other hand, it is no less certain that 
the author of this chapter was following a popular tradition, 
another form of which is preserved by Eusebius (Praeparatt·o 
Evangelica, ix. 41) from the Assyrian history of Abydenus, who 
lived about 200 B. c. ' I found also the following statements 
concerning Nebuchadnezzar in the work of Abydenus, Con
cerning the A ssyrians : 

"Now Megasthenes (jloruit 300 B. c.) says that Nebuchad
nezzar was braver than Hercules, and made an expedition 
against Libya and Iberia, and, having subdued them, 
settled a part of their inhabitants on the right shore of Pontus. 
And afterwards, the Chaldeans say, he went up to his palace, 
and being possessed by some god or other uttered the following 
speech: '0 men of Babylon, I Nebuchadnezzar here foretell 
to you the coming calamity, which neither Belus my ancestor 
nor queen Beltis is able to persuade the Fates to avert. There 
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will come a Persian mule, aided by the alliance of your own 
deities, and will bring you into slavery. And the joint author 
of this will be (the son) 1 of a Median woman, in whom the 
Assyrians glory. 0 would that before he gave up my citizens 
some Charybdis or sea might swallow him utterly out of sight; 
or that, turning in other directions, he might be carried across 
the desert, where there are neither cities nor foot of man, but 
where wild beasts have pasture and birds their haunts, that he 
might wander alone among rocks and ravines ; and that before 
he took such thoughts into his mind, I myself had found 
a better end.' 

" He after uttering this prediction immediately disappeared, 
and his son Amil-Marudocus became king. But he was slain 
by his kinsman lglisar, who left a son Labassoarask. And 
when he died by a violent death, Nabannidochus, who was not 
at all related to him (1rporrryKovra oi oUiiv) was appointed king. 
But after the capture of Babylon, Cyrus presents him with the 
principality of Carmania" ' (Gifford's edition I II. i. 484~5). 

We have here clearly a legend of Babylonian origin referring 
to the overthrow of the Babylonian empire by Cyrus 'the 
mule', and the part borne therein by Nabu-na'id, the last of the 
Babylonian kings. 

I have quoted the above passage in order to show on the 
one hand certain small points of contact between the history 
in Daniel and that in Abydenus, and on the other their hopeless 
divergence on the question of historical truth. 

First as regards the resemblances, Nebuchadnezzar is repre
sented in both as being on the roof of his palace : in both 
a divine voice makes itself heard (in the former work to the 
king, in the latter through him) : and finally the doom pronounced 
in both is similar though its object differs. But neither form of 
the story is borrowed from the other, though that of Abydenus 
is more primitive, while that in Daniel has been transformed to 
serve a didactic aim. 

Next as regards the divergence between these two lines of 
tradition. The popular tradition made the last Babylonian king 
a son of Nebuchadnezzar, whose wife, according to Berossus in 

1 I have here, after Schrader, Bevan, and others' example, introduced 
Von Gutschmid's conjecture of viii, M1751), for M17al)s-son of a Median woman, 
e.g. Nabu-na'id. 

G2 
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Joseph., C. Apt'on. i. 19, had been brought up in Media, and 
so may (?) have been a Median ("r~v -ywai"Ka avrov •.• n0paµµ<ll'IV 

iv ro'iS' Kara r~v MJJlllav ro,ro<S'). Herodotus apparently identifies 
Labynetus II with Nabiina'id (i. 77), and makes the latter the 
son of Labynetus I, i. e. Nebuchadnezzar (i. 188). In our 
author this same tradition is reproduced : see 52 note. But 
Abydenus whom I have just quoted and Berossus (Joseph., 
C. A pion. i. 19) give the list of Nebuchadnezzar's four Baby
lonian successors ending with N abiina'id, and definitely state 
that the N abiina'id was not the son of Nebuchadnezzar; nay 
more Abydenus states that he was not in any way related to 
him (rrpoo-ry,wvTa ol oulliv). If Nabuna'id had married the widow of 
Nebuchadnezzar, such a union, with all the rights it entailed, 
would have made Abydenus's statement impossible. 

§ 3. The object of Chapter 4. 

The object of chapter 4 is not, as 3 is in part, to admonish the 
Jews against idolatry, but to show the sheer helplessness of the 
heathen powers over against the true God. However irresistible 
the power of Antioch us might seem to the Jews, our author teaches 
through the lips of the great king of Babylon, that the mightiest 
monarch, who resists the will of God, has no more power than the 
meanest of mankind, and can in one moment be reduced, not 
merely to the position of the latter, but even to that of the brute. 
The obvious lesson involved is that the Jews are not to fear the 
power of Antiochus Epiphanes ; for that God rules, and nothing 
can fall out but what He permits. As the pride of Nebuchad
nezzar was humbled, so would be that of the Syrian king. As 
the king learnt the lesson of religious toleration through the 
faithfulness of the three Jewish Confessors in iii, so now 
through that of Daniel he learns that the God of Israel is the 
supreme God. 

§ 4- The text. 

It may be at once confessed that it is impossible to recover 
the text in the form in which it left the author's hand. We 
have already recognized in § I that this chapter has been trans• 
mitted in two quite distinct forms, the more original being that 
in the LXX, seeing that the order of events in the LXX corre
sponds with that in chaps. 3 and 6. In other words the author 
observed a special order in df'veloping his theme, and this order 
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has been preserved in the LXX, but not in the MT, in this 
chapter. But, when we have necessarily conceded the greater 
originality of the LXX in this respect, we cannot but confess 
that the text of the individual passages in the LXX is often 
hopeless. A minute comparison of the LXX, which in many 
respects goes back to 145 B. c., with the MT, leads the student 
to conclude that the reviser or editor found this chapter in an 
appalling state of corruption, and that he acted drastically, 
reconstructing it from start to finish so far as its primitive 
character went, and making additions of his own, which it is 
not difficult to detect, as he was not wholly familiar with his 
author's style. 

(a) Omissions. 
41• 'In the eighteenth year of his reign.' Preserved in the 

LXX. This note of time is characteristic of our author at the 
beginning of each section. 

(b) lnterpolati'ons. 
4 3-1a (G-loa). See note in foe. 
415 (18l. The reviser has excised the original 4 15(18) (preserved 

in LXX) and replaced it by a verse of his own composition in 
order to justify the large interpolation of 43- 7a (5- 10•l, It begins 
with a construction unexampled in our author. Next, if the 
phrase ' king Nebuchadnezzar' is faithfully transmitted, then this 
order of the words is rare in Daniel and apparently unknown 
before Daniel. 

431c-3z_ These verses are not found in the LXX. The two 
closing lines of 431 are contrary to our author's mode of quoting 
them. See note in loc. Again in 432 e i'I.? il;)N_~ is wholly at 
variance with our author's usage, who would here have said 
•mr.iip ir.lN1 • See note z"n loc. and Introd., § 20. w. 

(c) Late Aramaic. 
46 (8). u::i i'II;~ '"!. Not (?) in Aramaic before 200 B. c. 
423 <26). N101!1 = God. Not in O.T. outside Daniel, but m 

Apocrypha and late Hebrew.' 
416 crni. or.inl!lt-t. The N is late for it. 

(d) Jussive forms (3rd plur.) lost unless in 416
1 510 after ;,1:-1. 

I am convinced that in Ezra the jussive forms without final nun, 
even when not preceded by ;,1:( 1 occurred in 65,7, but that they 
were subsequently assimilated to the ordinary 3rd plur. imperfe£t 
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by scribes. In our author these forms have survived in three 
passages owing to the fact that they were preceded by,~. But 
it is probable that in the Aramaic of our author these forms had 
disappeared unless after the negative. Thus the 3rd plural 
imperf. ending in nun had to fulfil the double function, i. e. of 
a jussive, as in 413(16), 22(25l, 29<32), and of an ordinary imperfect 
or future indicative elsewhere. 

41,2,(4,5),7b-l4(lob-I7l,. The ki'ng recounts his dream in ht's royal 
pronouncement. 

41<4l. fln the eighteenth year of his reign Nebuchadnezzar 
said7. In the introduction to this chapter I have _shown that 
both the external evidence of the LXX, the internal inconsis
tencies of the MT, and the method pursued by our author in 
4 require us to transfer 331- 33 (41- 3) to the close of the chapter. 
The words which I have introduced in brackets at the beginning 
of 41 are from the LXX. When the original order of the text was 
altered by the reviser, who sought to give the entire chapter 
the form of a royal prescript with the grounds on which it was 
based, the sentence in brackets being in the third person was 
obviously out of place amongst a succession of sentences in the 
first. Moreover, the retention of the date in this transformed 
context would have been incongruous. 

At rest-contented and at ease-in a good or in a bad sense 
according to the context: Ps. 1226, 7312• 

Flourishi'ng. The word f)ll"'l, which is properly used of a tree, 
was possibly suggested by Ps. 9211,15, where, as here, it is used 
figuratively of persons. It is used indifferently of the prosperity 
of the righteous, Ps. 5210, or of the wicked, Ps. 3i5, 

42<5l. Which made me afraid. ')),n111. The use of the imperfect 
for the perfect as here is rare in Biblical Aram. (cf. 411,ss, 56, 

620, 716), and not in the Targums according to Bevan. The 
LXX adds here ,ea, cpd/30~ µo, ,1rlrmr,v, which appears to be a loose 
duplicate rendering of ')),n,,,. 

And thoughts upon my bed and the vist'ons ef my head troubled 
me. These two clauses were lost in the Aramaic MS. from 
which the LXX was translated, and the loss was caused by 
homoioteleuton '))~m::i• • • • • • • · 1)),ni11. All the words are those 
of our author (save r"'\i1"'\i1), and the phrases are used as our 
author uses them. 
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Thoughts or imaginations, i. e. j''"'iil'"'ii1-derivatives of which 
occur in the Targums, Syr., and late Hebrew. Since Th. 
renders lrap&x0T/v Bertholdt conjectures that he had n1~7i:i from 
it:J71'.1, i. e. I had evil fancies or thoughts. 

Visions of my head. Cf. 2 28, 47(10 ), 10(13), J1,I5. 

[ 46- 10 a. This passage I have relegated to the foot ot the 
page in my translation, as an addition of the reviser who 
transformed this chapter from being a narrative, in which the 
king is spoken of in the third person followed by an edict, into 
a royal pronouncement in which it was the intention of the 
reviser to make the king speak throughout in the first person, 
but failed to transform the text thoroughly in this respect. See 
Introd. to this chapter, § 1 (8), p. 81 sq. 

43<6l. Made I a decree. Cf. 310,29, 627 (26). 

To br£ng in, i. e. n,:i,~il,, Haph'el inf. of ,,y. This is the form 
of the Haph'el always found in the Fifth Cent. Pap. (see Cowley 

156, 7,24, 4212). In 57 we find i1?¥v. In 225 we have the perfect 'V.tD. 
To bring in all the wise men of Babylon. Though Daniel was 

the chief of all the wise men, he was not summoned along with 
them. The reviser who added 43-1:i. is not conscious of this 
inconsistency, though in 4G he makes the king address Daniel 
as 'master of the magicians'. 

All the wise men ef Babylon. The same phrase in 2 12,48, cf. 57,8• 

That they m£ght make known, &c. Cp. 2 30 for the same phrase. 

44
C
7l. Came £n. l'''l) Kt., Qr. r~~. On the latter form see 

Marti, Gram., § 66 e. The participle is found in 58 in the same 
connexion. 

The magicians, the enchanters, the Cha/deans, and the soothsayers. 
These four classes are enumerated in 511 and there only. 

I told the dream before them. The phrase 'tell the dream ' is 
found in 2 4•7• The whole clause is l'il,oip ilJN '"'it.:lN. Now this 
use of t:lip before any person less than God or the king, as again 
in the next verse n'"'it.:lN ,mt.,ip, where it replaces ~' is against 
the usage of our author. The interpolator should have used , 
after '"'it.:lN here. t:iip is found after '"'it.:lN or some other verb when 
God or a king or a dynasty is spoken of or is addressed. See 
Introd., § 20. w. 

45(8). t At the lastt. This rendering of jl'"'lnN ~11 · is doubtful. 
Michaelis and Bevan, adopting the Qr., read nrtt iy, 'yet 
another'. See Kautzsch, § 69. ro; Marti, §§ 87 c, 94 b, 98. 
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name was B. This idiom ":!I i'll?,~ '"! is found also in 
It is unknown, so far as I can discover, in earlier 
In the Aram. Pap. (Cowley, 284•9,13, 331- 5, AJ.:i. 1, 4-5, 
2, 7, &c.) the ,, is always omitted. See Introd., 

According to the name of my god, i. e. Bel. This is a mistake. 
The name Belteshazzar is not derived from Bel. See note on 
1 7• This statement is a development of what is said in the 
revised text in 512

1 where we read ' Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar '. But according to 1 7 it was not the king 
but the prince of the eunuchs who gave this name to Daniel, 
and apparently Nebuchadnezzar had no personal knowledge of 
Daniel at all until after he had been trained by the prince of the 
eunuchs for the king's service. The LXX knows nothing of 
the false etymology here recorded, nor in 512 does it know 
anything of the false statement that the king had named Daniel 
Belteshazzar. 

In whom i's the spt'rz't of the holy gods. This clause here as 
also in 46,15 is borrowed from 511,14 • Cf. 64(3). 

I told the dream before Mm. See note on 44 on the interpo
later's misuse of oip, 

Th. omits N!'?n 'the dream'. We should then translate ' I 
said before him'. This omission, it is true, removes the incon
sistency between this verse and the next, where the king 
according to the Aramaic requires Danz'e/ to tell him the dream, 
though according to the clause, with which we are immediately 
dealing, the king has just declared 'I told the dream before him'. 
Now either this statement or the statement in the next verse is 
false. But the first statement is evidently that of the reviser ; 
for according to 44 the king has already told the dream to the 
wise men. The corruption, therefore, lies in the latter half of 46• 

46(9l. Master of the magicians. Here again the reviser has 
borrowed a phrase from 511, ~•r-oin :ii, where alone it is used 
to designate Daniel beyond the present borrowed phrase. In 
2 48 the king makes Daniel 'chief governor over all the wise 
men' ?:l:l 10':ln ?:l ?Y r~JO :ii. 

No secret- troubleth thee. Behrmann observes that these words 
1? C,~N N? ti ?:l read almost like an Aramaic version of Ezek. 283, 

where Ezekiel says of the prince of Tyre : ' Behold thou art 
wiser than Daniel; there is no secret that they can hide from 
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\,.:,, The Targum on Ezek. here gives 

r Hearl the visions ef my dream ..• and tell the z'nterpretatt'on 
thereof. Here I follow Th., who inserts ti,cov,rnv, The Aramaic 
reads as follows: 'Tell the visions of my dream ... and the 
interpretation thereof'. This is clearly corrupt. Even the 
reviser could not have been guilty of such an obvious self
contradiction as this text would create between this statement 
and the two different statements in 44,5• Hence on the strength 
of Th. we assume the loss of llr.l;; in the Aramaic, as Marti has 
done in his translation in Kautzsch's Dt'e Hetlige Schrif/2. In 
his commentary Marti abandons this emendation of the text, 
and, rejecting 11rn as the slip of a scribe, regards the resulting 
expression ' my dream and its interpretation ' as a hendiadys. 
This would restore consistency to the text, but the method 
requires too many suppositions. It would be simpler with Giese
brecht (GGA. r. 895, 598) to take 1irn as a corruption of iW:J~ 
'I will recount my dream and do thou tell me its interpretation '. 

Visz'ons if my dream. This expression is not found elsewhere 
in the Aramaic of Daniel. Partly on this ground Giesebrecht, 
whom I have quoted in the preceding note, would emend it. 
But, since on other grounds we have concluded that 43- 7a is 
the addition of a reviser, who borrows all his phrases save one 
from our author, but misuses some of them, it is best to regard 
this phrase as persisting in the form in which it left the reviser's 
hand. This phrase, which both the Aram., Th., and Vulg. 
preserve, is contrary to the usage of our author, who speaks of 
N•,1\i 1'1 "n 2 19 72 and 1e'Ni 'n 2 28 42, 7,10 71,15 but never of , , ' , ' 
10\in 'n. The Pesh. = 1\, ioN i1ie'~l •t::1Ni 1ltn n•tn 10,n 1,rn::i, 
which shows another attempt to emend the Aramnic. 

47a(l0 aJ. And the vt~'>tons of my head. These words though not 
found in Th. appear in the Aramaic, as the close of the addition 
made by the reviser. They have already occurred in the 
beginning of the interpolation in 42, and thus resume that narra
tive where the addition broke off. We might compare his 
additions in 4s4°-35,36a. 

47b-14 (lOb-I7l. In this dream of the king the imagery is clearly 
borrowed to a great extent from Ezek. 31 3- 14, where the glory 
of the Assyrian is likened to that of a cedar in Lebanon, in the 
boughs of which all the fowls of heaven made their nests, and 
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under the branches of which all the beasts of the field brought 
forth their young, and under the shadow of which dwelt all great 
nations. This great tree, like that in the king's vision, was 
suddenly destroyed. Behrmann and Driver compare the dream 
of Xerxes recorded in Herod. vii. r9, in which he saw himself 
crowned with a shoot of an olive tree, the boughs of which 
cover the whole earth. 

47a(lOa). Upon my bed I saw. So Th. and MT, though the 
Massoretes connect the word 'upon my bed' with the clause 
that precedes 'Thus were the visions of my head'. In some 
form and most probably in this form these words belong to the 
original text, since the LXX also has corresponding words, 
though probably corrupt, brl .. ij~ 1<0/r~, p.ov <1<a0,vllov. 

4 7 b- 9_ These verses form, as Marti has recognized, two 
stanzas of four lines each, But in the first stanza the second 
line is bracketed as a dittograph of line 4, and in the second 
stanza the second line is a dittograph of line 5. 

4 stu), Began to reach. Here the imp~rfect follows the perfect 
as in 42,s1. 

The sight thereof. The form of i:i.r,ir~ is difficult. Kautzsch 
(§ 6I. 4 Anm.) and Bevan think that it may be a mistake for 
i'llj~tq. The sense also not satisfactory. It should mean not 
'height' but 'extent' as the renderings of the LXX and Th . 
.,..; dro, auroii suggest. 

49(12). The leaves thereof. With i'l~~~ compare tl1~&Y. Ps. 10412• 

On the form of i'll'.1t~ see note on 2 9• Prince (in foe.) thinks that 
this is the original form of the word, and compares the Assyr. 
inbu, ' fruit '. 

Meat, i. e. j\T)?. Also in Heb. Cf. Gen. 4523 , 2 Chron. 11 23 (of 
Aramaic origin). The long sy Hable in the preformative of this 
word, as also in the same word in Syriac, is not found else• 
where in Aramaic. Yet Noldeke (Mand. Gram., § r 10. 3) regards 
this as the ancient form. 

For all. il::?.-N:,::i:,. On the daghesh forte see Kautzsch, § 12. 

2 d: 17. r. 
Were sheltering ... dwelling ... was being fed. As Driver 

remarks, these tenses 'denote what was habitual, and therefore 
might be observed as taking place at the time of his dream'. 

Were sheltering. ~~~n is a rare example of verb ll"11 not being 
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contracted in the Haph'el. Cf. Kautzsch, § 46. 3: Marti, § 66 a. 
Contrast i'"!D 2

40
•
44

-

Dwelltng. For j\1"t the Qr. substitutes i1T, since the nom. "'1 

is usually feminine. Cf. 418
• 

4IOC13l. Saw; literally 'was seeing', as in 4 7(10), ?4,7,9,11,13,21_ 

A watcher. Cf. 41 4( 17 >, 20<23>. The word "1'11 is transliterated as 
,tp by Th., and translated by the LXX by ,1yy,J,..or., and by the other 
versions by lyphop,,r.. This last word appears frequently in the 
Greek version of r Enoch. See r5 n., 62, 107,9, 15, &c., where it 
designates two classes of angels: ( r) archangels (unfallen); 
(2) fallen angels. The distinction of the Watchers into these 
two classes seems to be already implied in our text; for there 
are not two heavenly beings who are referred to here but only 
one. Hence the compound phrase 'the watcher and that a holy 
one' (so also in 42°C23l) ='a holy watcher'. Bevan seeks to 
discount this conclusion by comparing it with the phrase 
:i~in1 iP,. But even in this phrase the second noun qualifies 
the meaning of the first. The "1) had civil rights. The :lt'lM 

had apparently none. Hence the second noun minimizes the 
force of the first. It is used in the sense of 'angel' also in 
Syriac. It is not impossible that the word originally occurred 
in Ps. 827, and that for tl11~ 'princes' we should read tl'i'l/. 

Aramaic words are of not infrequent occurrence in the Psalms. 
We should then translate: 

' I have said, ye are gods 
And ye are all the sons of the Most High; 

Nevertheless ye shall die like common men 
And perish like one of the Watchers.' 

In Isa. 2421,22 the heavenly patrons of the nations are punished 
for their offences: cf. Ps. 581 : in r Enoch 1011- 13, 14-16, 881, 
Jubilees 510, the punishment of the faithless Watchers is re
corded. They shall be cast down into 'an abyss', 

The term 'Watcher' recalls the words tl'")J?W = 'watchmen ' 
in Isa. 626• These 'watchmen' are not prophets but heavenly 
beings commissioned by God to put him in remembrance of the 
walls of Zion. 

An holy one. This designation denoting an angel-cf. 813
1 

Job 51, 1516 ; Ps. 896•8
1 &c.-is very frequent in I Enoch, where 

see the note on 19 in my edition. 
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Came down. With hN where the primitive i is retained cf. 
~?~ 317

, Pi~ 63
, P?1 79

• 

Cried aloud. See note on 34• 

411<14). The words of the watcher form a stanza of four lines. 
From under it. For 1;:i,.r-i~1;1 (a Hebraistic pointing) read 1;:i,nhr;i 

as in 4~. 
412<15l. Stump. ii?_~ should here as well as in 420•23 be punc

tuated i~~ (Kautzsch, § 59 c, who draws attention to the long 
vowel in the Syriac). 

With a band of iron and brass. The meaning is somewhat 
obscure. A hope of restoration remained since the stump was 
left in the ground, but the band of iron and brass seems to be 
'a figure of speech for the stern and crushing sentence under 
which the king is to live' (Bevan), so long as his punishment was 
to last. The words refer to the king only, as the next verse 
shows, and not to the second and third world powers, as has 
been suggested. Otherwise the clause may be a figure for the 
restraint which the king would have to endure during his 
malady (Prince). 

413(16). Let Ms heart be changed from man's, &c. That is, 'let 
him receive the understanding of a beast (imagine himself an 
animal)' (Driver). The heart here denotes of course ' the 
intellect'. The heart, in Hebrew psychology, is the seat of 
the intellect: cf. J er. 521 , ' foolish people and without under

standing' (J.~ i1~1): Hos. ?11, 

Man's. Here and in the next verse the Kt. reads Nl!'l~K (a 
Hebraism-not in the Fifth Cent. Pap., nor in the Zinjirli 
Inscription eighth cent. (see Cooke, 6223), but the Qr. Nl!')K as in 
2 38 ,43, 422,20• On the construction Nl!'UK i0 for °K JJ~ jt? cf. 1 10• 

Cf. the use of j0 in I Kings 1513• 

Seven Hmes : i. e. seven years as the LXX renders it. Cf. 
725, 127• So also Joseph., Ant. x. 10. 6. 

Changed. In Hebrew (cf. 1 Sam. 21 14), Assyr. and Syriac 
the verb N)t:!i is used of mental derangement. See Prince z"n loc. 
ji~~;-an active verb is used impersonally to express the passive 
as in 34• 

414(17). The decree of the watchers, i. e. ri131 for Kli1l) in 
imitation of poetical style. In 4 21 ,24 it is said to be ' the decree 
of the Most High'. In the OT. the angels form a kind of 
heavenly council (Ps. 896•8 ~i1i' and C11!'ii' ,10), Job 1 6,121 2 1,6, 
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J er. 2318• This idea was developed in later Judaism to an 
extravagant and even blasphemous degree, in accordance with 
which God was represented as doing nothing without consulting 
this council (Sanh. 386, where this statement is made and this 
passage of Daniel quoted). When God wished to make Heze
kiah the Messiah His council successfully resisted Him (Sanh. 
94 a), and when He purposed to admit the descendants of 
Nebuchadnezzar into the Jewish Community, the angels of ser
vice would not suffer it. See Weber, judische Theologie, 175 sq. 

By the word. Here the preposition is to be repeated from the 
preceding clause: cf. Ges.-Kautzsch, § 119 hh, as Michaelis 
pointed out, 

Decision. NJ;i~~~ is found in the Fifth Cent. Pap. (Cowley, 
J6) in the sense of' petition'. It also means 'question'. But, 
as Montg. t'n foe. has shown, it bears here the above meaning. 

Men, i. e. i:l'tt')N, is pure Hebrew due to a thoughtless scribe. 
Read Ntt')N. Cf. the Kt. 1:l'D't,l in i 0 and 1:l1JSr., in Ezra 413• 

415(18>. I have here given the translation of the LXX in the 
text, since it alone admits of a consistent view of the entire 
chapter, though the last clause seems corrupt. The LXX runs 
as follows: 

u<J;6Spa fBaVµaua f1rl To1lro,r, Kal -0 V1rvor µov UrrEOT1J &1rO rWv 6cfJ6aAµ61v 

µ.ov. .rcai UvaurUs- TO nprul ltt. Tij~ KnlrrJt µ,ou IKllAHTa 1,\v .6av,~A. -rOv 11pxoVTa 

T&Jp uotjJiaTi;;v Kai TDv ~yoVµ.n10v -r©v Kpt.vOPTwv rU fvV1rvta, 1:al <S1.11y-qrr&µ.,111 

aVni rO fv"Urrvtr,v, ,caL V1rf8eitf µ01, 1rcio-av Tl]v rr"Uy1<.ptrrtv aiJTaV. 

The form and the contents of the Aramaic here calls for 
attention. ( 1) As regards the form Nr-Sn mi, if we are to trans
late ·it 'this dream', this is against the usage of our author in 
the other eleven passages where this pronoun occurs. It should 
follow not precede its noun. See Introd., § 20. h. Again the 
order 'king Nebuchadnezzar' is rare in our author. Out of 
nineteen instances the Aram. observes this order only in seven, 
one of which is the present passage. But the LXX supports 
the Aram. in only three out of these seven passages. Its text 
differs in the rest. Thus in addition to the overwhelming diffi
culties of the context, the text itself is not wholly free from 
difficulty, though outside the points criticized the idioms are 
quite those of our author. (2) The contents of the Aramaic 
stand or fall with 4 ~(r:)-7(1 oa). Since both the LXX omits this latter 
passage, and the context itself is against it, the present form of 
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the Aramaic of 415 must be rejected as the work of the reviser 
who added 43-7 a, and the LXX accepted in default of a better. 

I was alarmed, i. e. M').1;1. Cf. 324• My sleep departed, &c., 
i. e. niJ 1mei. Cf. 619• Arose early, i. e. N'"l!:l'"l!:ll:IJ nr.,p: cf. 620

• 

Chief of the wise men, i. e. N1r.,•:,n J'"I : cf. 2 48, 511• The master 
(? pc: cf. 248). Interpreters of dreams, i. e. rr.i:,n !l'"lt!-'!:lO ,, : cf. 
512• Told him the dream, i. e. No:,n ;i:, M'"ION: cf. 2 4,7• 

And he made known to me all t'ts interpretation= :,::, ,:, yiim 
nieiD. We should expect rov urro1kigm = ,myim:, 'in order that 
he should make known'. Or else ~pw.,.~ua avrov {nroa,,ga1 = :,Nei 

"n:, mN. 
[ Text of the above verse in the Massoretic. This verse is mainly 

composed of phrases drawn from the rest of our author. But 
the reviser was not fully acquainted with our author's style. 
Thus he says No:,n m, 'this dream', whereas our author 
always put the demonstrative after the noun. See In trod., 
§ 20. h. Again the reviser writes '"l~J:JtJJ N:i:,r., ' king N ebuchad
nezzar ', whereas our author barely once in three times uses this 
late order. He usually puts the personal name before the 
official, i.e. • N. the king'. This latter argument would in itself 
be wholly uncertain, but that it occurs in connexion with the 
former which is certain. On the other hand since Th., Pesh., 
and Vulg. reverse the order of the Aramaic in this verse, it 
follows that our author used the later order only in six out of 
nineteen instances in the original text. 

416(19>. Observe that in this verse there is still a survival of 
the name. 

Was appalled. tn;iiT-l~~. Hebraism (Kautzsch § 36), cf. 821 , and 
the only instance of such a form in Biblical Aramaic. But 
Noldeke, ZDMG, 1876, p. 326, holds it to be a true Aramaic form. 

For a while. In nin i11/t!-'J, ,,,n (as in 2 31, 618) has an indefinite 
meaning. So also in the Fifth Cent. Pap. (Cowley, 3029, &c.) 
inN has the same indefinite meaning in Hebrew: cf. 813, Exod. 
335, inN 1/)'"I, The phrase may mean 'for a moment'. Later it 
came to mean • for an hour'. 

The king answered . . . trouble thee. Both the LXX and Th. 
omit-probably through hmt. 

Let . .. not trouble thee. Here and in 510 d the jussive :J~:,o_;i; 
has maintained itself after :,N with a suffix and in 510 e witho~t 
a suffix \Jnt!-'l·:,N. See Marti, Gram., § 52 a, 32 b, The jussive 
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is distinguished from the usual imperfect through the non
insertion of the -zn before the suffix here, and in 510 d and in 
510 b without the final nun where no suffix follows. In the 
Eighth Cent. B.c. Zinjirli Inscription (Cooke, 614,7,12) the third pl. 
impert: ends also without the nun. Cooke holds that these are 
not jussive in meaning, but they appear to be jussives. In the 
Seventh Cent. B. c. Nerab Inscriptions (Cooke, 649,11, 659 the 3rd 
pl. imperf. without the final nun has a jussive force: 1no• 'let 
them pluck' : 1iJNi1'1 11,~:J' 'let them kill thee and destroy' : 
1t::>N:li1' 'lee them make wretched'. Thus in the seventh cen
tury this distinction is observed in the Nerab Inscriptions (in 
North Arabia). In the inscriptions of the fifth the jussives are 
well attested. In a Terna (N. Arabia) inscription Fifth Cent. B. c. 
(Cooke, 6ga: CIS. ii. n3) •mnOJ' 'let them pluck him', and 
[1p.i ]m• (6921) is also a jussive. In the fifth century papyri and 
documents, the 3rd pl. imperf. without final nun has a jussive 
force. Thus in Eg. Pap. (Cowley, 308

1 31 7) 1t::tiJ• = 'let them 
destroy': (306

1 316) 1i11n• = 'let them remove': (26'5) ,,:iy• = 
'let them make': (266) 1JnJ• ='let them give'. In 3025 and 
329 jl:l"1P' should have a jussive meaning, but in each passage 
the word is written over an erasure. p:iiN' ,,~,• in Beh. 58 is 
to be construed simply as an indicative. In another Elephantine 
papyrus (Cooke, 73 B 3 = CIS. ii. 137: 4th cent. B. c.) we have 
1,::iN1 = ' let them eat'. In J er. 1011 we have ~,JN.~ 'they shall 
perish'. 

This jussive form was, therefore, in use from the seventh (if 
not from the eighth) century B. c. down to the fourth or third. 
In Ezra 65•7-an old Aramaic fifth century document-however, 
we have j1J'ni1• and jl):l' where we should expect jussive forms 
without the final nun. It may be reasonably concluded that the 
present forms are not original but adapted to later usage ; for 
this distinction was lost in later Aramaic (Stevenson, Gram. oj 
Palestine Jewz'sh Aramaic, § 29. 10: 38). Also in Ezra 412 ,~•n• 
may with many scholars be taken as corrupt for j1~W. In 
respect of this old Aramaic idiom the text of Ezra seems 
untrustworthy; for not in a single passage does it preserve 
this ancient distinction of form and meaning. In Daniel, 
as we have already seen, this jussive form has been preserved 
in three passages 416, 510 (bis), but only after ,N, and no 
doubt owed its preservation· to this prohibitive particle, 
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which does not occur in Ezra. This tends to show that the 
later language was losing its knowledge of the jussive forms, 
and the imperf. indicative ending in nun had to serve both as an 
indicative and a jussive. If the Aramaic of our author were 
sixth or fifth century Aramaic, we should expect ~~~; in 413, 

'El?i:1~ in 422,29, ,o:i,t.:l• in 4 22,20 ; perhaps also 101P' in 724 and ,,:::ip• 
in 718, ,,:i,i1', 1:i,ont1• and in,El1 in ?26,27• This distinction is lost 
in later Aramaic. 

My lord. 1NiO. So Kt. Qr. has 1i0. But see note on 2 47 • 

The retention of the N shows that it still possessed its conso• 
nantal sound, as in the Fifth Cent. Pap. (Cowley, 168, 3?17, 

382, &c.). 
417-18(20- 21). Repeated with remarkable effect from 8• 9, 

4 18 (21 ). Were dwelling. ,,,n correspcnding to • were shelter-
ing', S,,t.:in in 9, as in the next clause l~f~; to n,i:. 

419(22J. Art grown, i. e. i:i~~7. Qr. reads Tl'-?")-a 3rd fem. form. 
Is grown and hath reached, i. e. nt;'?' n:r). 
The LXX makes a large addition to this verse, part of which 

appears to be original. The part, which contains a reference to 
the date of the chapter, i. e. the eighteenth year of the king's 
reign, when he destroyed Jerusalem-the head and front of his 
offending from a Jewish standpoint, I subjoin here : ir.J,,00811 uov ~ 
K.ap8{a il1r•p11<pavi(} ••• K.a0&-n •f;•p~µ.wua~ TilV oi<OV TOV e,ov TOU CwvTo~-
1 thy heart is uplifted with pride ... forasmuch as thou hast laid 
desolate the house of the Living God'. 

420(23). See 410-13(13-16). 

421(24). Has come, i e. nr;r,, (Qr.). The Kt. has T11t.:l0-a scribal 
error. 

4 22(25). Thou shaft be drt"ven . .. shaft be wet. i'll::l~O • • • j11it.:l, 

Here active participles are used where in English we use the 
passive verb. Intermingled with the participles are two futures 
'shall be' (mi"!:,) and 'they shall make (thee) to eat' (j,o:i,t.:l•)
a strange medley. See note on 34. On l'm1,, which has here 
generally a future sense, as its context shows, see Introd., 
p. xcv. The dream is of the nature of a prophecy, and the 
disasters foretold may be escaped through reformation of life : 
cf. 42-t., 

As oxen. ,m occurs in Aram. Pap. (Cowley 3310). 

423 (261. Commandment was gi'ven: lit. 'they commanded'. 
~ir-i-t. Plural here used as in the preceding verse, 
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The heavens. This term is best taken with Bevan and Driver 

as a synonym for God-a meaning not found in the O.T., but in 
the Apocrypha, 1 Mace. 318•19, 410,24 ; 2 Mace, 920 ; Aboth (ed. 
Taylor) 1 3•12, 2 2•16, 417 ; Mark n 30 ; Luke 1518 ; John 327• Behr
mann and Marti less justly identify it with the inhabitants of the 
heaven, i. e. the watchers: cf. 414<17 l. 

4
24(27l. My counsel. ,.:i,o is used in Assyrian milku, 'counsel': 

also in late Hebrew as a loan-word: Neh. 57 :f.~~~; in the 
Syriac, and Targums. 

Be acceptable unto thee. Here iEl~ is followed by ,v, but in 
332 by C"ip. 

Break off, or 'redeem'. This meaning is found in the kindred 
root j,iEl in Hebrew in Ps. 13624 ; Lam, 58• The metaphor is 
taken from the breaking of a yoke : cf. Gen. 2?4° and Aboth 38, 
n,,n ,,y 1JOO pitin 'hi> who breaks off from him the yoke of 
Thorah '. The counsel here given agrees with that of Sir. 330- 31, 
Tob. 47- 11 and that of Aboth 415, 'He who performs one precept 
has gotten himself one advocate, and he who commits one trans
gression has gotten to himself one accuser'. But Sir. 330 which 
reads n~~n i!:l.:ln np"ill shows no dependence on, or knowledge 
of, our text here. Rabbi Aqiba said (Baba Bathra roa) that 
God left the feeding of the poor to the faithful in order that the 

. latter might be saved from the judgement of hell thereby. 

Righteousness. This word means here 'good works', and at 
this date almsgiving was the chief of these. In Deut. 625, 2413 ; 

Isa. r27, 5916 ; Dan. 424, 916 ; Ps. 245, 335, 1036, np"ill is rendered 
by ,"A,171.1-ou{wr1, In Prov. 102 n1::io ''lln np"ill 'righteousness 
delivereth from death', is reproduced in Tab. 410, 129 by 
<AE'f/p.orrvv17 <K 8avarnv (,vrrm. This perversion of the original mean
ing is found in late Hebrew, in Aramaic, in Targums, Syriac, 
and Talmud, Cf. Aboth 5m, where Mi'"ill 1Jni.:, means' almsgivers '. 
Even in Matt. 61 l1,Kawrrvv17 came to be interpreted as 'alms
giving '. Nay more the original i,KmouvVTJ was dislodged by 
<A<'f/1.1-orrvvT/ 'alms', in many of the later M SS. It is significant 
that, as the chief Hebrew virtue 'righteousness' degenerated in 
course of time into the mere act of almsgiving, so the chief 
Christian grace, ay&IT1/, caritas, ' charity', incurred the same fate. 
Contrast the meaning of i1j:>"ill' in 916, where it means God's 
righteousness exhibited m his dealings with Israel, and where 
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the LXX rightly renders it by t,Kaiorruv~, but Th. wrongly by 
EAETJ/J-OO"t/V~. 

Thi'ne ini'qui'tt'es. The absolute sing. i'l'IY does not occur. The 
text is variously written :JP:iY. and '!'1!;1~1P,-

By skewing mercy to the poor. Cf. Prov. 14 21 tJ11Jl) !JIM~. 

Marti derives rnP. with tone on penult from ~aY, = Hebrew I~~ I 
as ~i?.t 79 = Hehr. 1

~~- But see Bevan. The mercy here 
designed would include other works of mercy, such as lending 
to the indigent, visiting the sick, &c., which were in later times 
described tJ1"'PCn n,,,o~. See Weber (lud. Theol. 2

) 285. 
A lengthening of thy tranquillity. 1n1~w presupposes ~i?~. 

Cf. the adjective i1?~ in 41• But the rendering of this word 
in Th. (1raP.a1rrC:.,.mnv), Vulg. (delictis), suggested to Ewald 
that for !JJ:;11,~~ we should read ;Ji:,~,~?, and for n~7tt read n~:i_~ 
(cf. Isa. 588). Thus we should have the text presupposed by 
the A.V. marg. and the R.V. marg., 'an healing of thine error'. 
There is some support for the assignment of this meaning to 
i1:li~ in the LXX, which gives im,iKua llo0n o-o,. But in 712 we 
have n~7~ 'length', 'duration'. 

All thi's. The emphatic state ~r::i has the force of a demon
strative here. 

426(29 ). On (the roof of) the royal palace. Cf. 2 Sam. n 2, where 
the word ~B = ' roof' (Aram. '~~) is expressed in the text. 

427<30l. Is not this great Babylon, whi'ch I have built. In these 
words of the king there is a large element of historical fact. 
Nebuchadnezzar was a great builder. He did not rebuild 
Babylon literally, but he restored its walls, temples, and palaces. 
' Nearly every cuneiform document now extant dating from this 
monarch's reign treats, not of conquest and warfare, like those 
of his Assyrian predecessors, but of the building and restoration 
of the walls, temples, and palaces of his beloved city of Babylon ' 
{Prince, p. 31). Cf. KB iii. 2, p. 39: • Then built I my palace, 
the seat of my royalty' : and vii. 34, p. 35 : • In Babylon my 
dear city which I love'. See Koldewey's Das wieder erste
hende Babylon {Eng. tr. Excavations at Babylon, 1915: King's 
History of Babylon, 1915; eh. ii. 

Great Babylon. Cf. Rev. 148, 1619 in a figurative sense. 
Have butlt. We have here the singular form i'll):~;g. Kautzsch, 

§ 15 e, holds that we should read "l;i, and Strack has found the 
latter in two manuscripts. 
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A royal dwelling place. Cf. Amos i 3 ;,::,:,r.,r., f'l\:J. 

By the might. For ~~i;i~ we should expect !:Ji~Q~. Bevan 
suggests that the former is due to assimilation to the following 
,~~~. 

428(31). Fell a voice from heaven. This voice, called by the later 
Jews a Bath-~ol, 'daughter of a voice', is referred to in T. Lev. 
186 ; T. Jud. 242 ; 2 Baruch 131,221 ; Matt. J17 ; Mark 1 11 ; Luke 322• 

With this phrase 'fel] a voice' we might compare Isa. 97• See 
Weber, Jud. Theol2, 194 sq.; Jew, Encyc. ii. 588-92. 

429(32). This verse is a repetition of 422(25>, save that one of its 
clauses is omitted. 

430(33). The king's outward form and actions are adapted to his 
inward transformation. 

Like eagle's feathers. il"l~~f is elliptical, as is also the next 
phrase. Cf. Nl!"IJ~•nr.i in 413 for the same elliptical phrasing. 

431- 34(34-3 7), 331- 33, (41-"). At the close of the appointed time 
Nebuchadnezzar recovers his reason and acknowledges the 
sovereignty of the Most High (431). He is restored to all his 
former greatness (4 33), and, in grateful recognition of His power 
(434), he issues a proclamation to all the nations of the earth in 
which he sets forth the power and goodness of God, and the 
everlastingness of His dominion (331- 33). 

431- 33(34-36). The LXX gives quite a different text here, which 
is most probably more original than the normalized text of the 
MT. In the LXX there is a considerable section to which 
there is no parallel in the MT, yet in the main the clauses and 
idioms of this section are those of our author. They are more 
idiomatic than those of the MT. But towards the close of this 
chapter before the Edict there are many clauses repeated (?) 
apparently from 2 21 ,23,47, 43, &c. 

431 (34). The days, i. e. the 'seven times' in 413,20,22,29• 

Lifted up mine eyes to heaven. Bevan draws attention to the 
interesting parallel in the Bacchae of Euripides (1265 seqq.): 
where Agave on looking up to heaven in her madness has her 
reason restored. The female Bacchants like Nebuchadnezzar 
are, in some measure, assimilated to animals : they wear their 
skins and suckle young fawns. In Susanna 9 1 the downward 
look of the Elders is associated with an ethical perversion : 
~,Eu-rpEV'av rOv PoVv aVTOOv Ka~ ltEKAivav ToVs- Jc:p8aA.µotlr aVrfuv roU µ~ 

~AErrE,v Elr T0v oUpav&v. 
H2 
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Hi'm that Hveth for ever. Cf. 127 ; Sir. 181 ; I Enoch 51• 

His dominion is an everlasting dominz'on and ht's kingdom is 
with generati"on and generatt'on (ii' ii tl!J). This' doxology is 
framed on that in Ps. 14513, ' His kingdom is an everlasting 
kingdom (tl't.'.l'!J ,.:i n,::bt.:l) and his dominion endureth throughout 
all generations' (ii' ,,, ,.:i:::i). But it is noteworthy that the 
order of the nouns is reversed, and that Cl!) is used instead of :i. 

But it is still more noteworthy that Ps. 14513 is literally repro
duced save for the use of tlll instead of :::i in 333• Hence since 
the Aramaic in 333 is supported both by the LXX and Th., we 
may reasonably conclude that the order of the words 333 is that 
which came from our author's hand, and, since the order in 431 

contravenes both the order of the text in 333 and Ps. 14513, and 
since the LXX omits 431 , we may regard the variation of 
Ps. 14513 in 431 as well as in other clauses as an interpolation from 
another hand. Yet see note on T ransl. 4 31135) and cf. 714• 

Again in 432 in the original of the clause • none .•• can say 
unto him' (i'I.~): our author's usage would require 1int.'.lij). See 
Introd., § 20. w. Hence 431c-32 are not a parenthesis as Bevan 
suggests, but an interpolation, which conflicts both with the 
order of the context and the linguistic usage of the author. 
Marti suggests that iP'' • • ' ''!J :::im• should be excised and 1iiil 

•i•?i be taken as the subject of the verb. But if we make this 
excision, we must go further, and excise 'and mine under
standing returned unto me' in 433, since this clause has already 
occurred in 431• We should then take 111n 'iin n,:::i,o as the 
subject of the following :::im•: cf. LXX 434, lv iK,iv'f ,,-,;; 1<aip,; cl,ro

i<arnnaBr, ~ {3arrtAE1a µou l1.10l Kal ~ a&ea µou <lrr,MB'7 µo,, and 434 b iv nji 

JI.a,; µou £Kpa'T'7Ua Kat ~ µ,yaAOU'IJV'] µov drrot<OTE(TTUB'} µo•, which supports 
in the main the above suggestions. Thus instead of the text as 
it stands now in 4 31-sa we should read : ' And at the end of the 
days I Nebuchadnezzar lifted up mine eyes unto heaven, I And 
mine understanding returned unto me, I And at the same time 
my kingdom and my majesty I And my splendouJ returned unto 
me, I And my lords sought unto me, I And I was established in 
my kingdom, I And excellent greatness was added unto me.' 

4 32(
35

). As persons ef no account. )':::l'C'n i1?:i. But Th. renders 
&is ov/l,,, ,Xoy,uB1Juav. So also the Jewish expositors. In that 
case;,, (elsewhere written ~,) would be taken as 'nothingness'. 
But there is no authority for taking ~, as a substantive. Hence 
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it is best with Bevan to take r:::i11:,>n N' as a single conception, 
as r,:i• N' in 415• Bevan compares Isa. 552 on, Nl' 'that which 
is not bread', and the Targ. on Isa. 633 r.:i•wn N' 'not 
respected'. The Targums use no,.:, ' as nothing' to render 
the Hebrew l'N:l : cf. Isa. 4017, 23• 

[And among the inhabitants of the earth]. This, as Marti has 
remarked, is a repetition of the phrase in the first line by a 
scribe who thought by this addition to make the thought of this 
second Iin'e complete, but did not observe that all that it implied 
was already conveyed in the first. 

Army ef heaven. N'Ot:' , 1n, the Aramaic equivalent of the 
Hebrew 'host of heaven', 0101:'il N.:Jl', i. e. the angels or the 
stars: cf. tll"10il N.:Jll, Isa. 2421 ; r Kings 2219• The phrase was 
equivalent to both. The stars were regarded as conscious : cf. 
I Enoch 415, 1813-16, 211-6• 

None can stay his hand or say unto him, What doest thou? 
These words refer to the judgment of the heavenly powers by 
God. In I Enoch 1814 'a prison for the stars and host of heaven ' 
is mentioned. The entire line is found in the Targum of 
Eccles. 84, Nni.Jll no n•, i01l ;,111.J 1no, Ni.:Jl N1il 10, as two alterna
tive renderings of i1F,'P,l3-i1P i~•;oN1 1i;:,. Behrmann thinks that 
the words in our author are borrowed from this passage in 
Eccles., but Driver takes the opposite view. If, however, 4°1 0

- 32 

is a later addition then Behrmann may be right. In any case 
the combination in our text of the two phrases which are ditto
graphic renderings in the Targ. of Eccles. 84 of one and the 
same phrase is strange. This idiomatic phrase recurs in the 
Mishna (Pesach iv. 8), and is common in later literature {Dalman, 
Dialectproben, p. 5). 

Stay his hand, lit. 'smite his hand'. Nno is here Pa'el, in 
234,35 Pe'al. 

None can ... say unto him. n, iON' • • · 1-, •nN N,. Instead 
of n, our author would have written •moip. 

What doest ,thou ? Cf. Isa. 459 ; Job 912 ; Eccles. 84• The 
words are literally found in Job and Eccles. 

433(36). Mine understanding returned unto me. This clause is to 
be omitted. See note on 431 • Its repetition is due to the inter
polator of 31c-32 (34c-35). We must also excise ip1,, 'and 
for the glory' as Marti has already suggested. It is omitted in 
the LXX. 
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Mv majesty, i. e. 1-,,;i. Th. here read n-:nci, i. e. ~Muv. Hence 
his rendering is ,is n}v nµ.qv -rijs fJau,ll.das µov ijll.0ov. 

My splendour, i. e. 1111. A loan-word from the Assyrian, used 
chiefly of the countenance. Cf. 72s, 56,9_ 

Sought. Since the Pa'el of this verb does not occur elsewhere, 
Bevan and Marti would read fill1~. 

I was estabHshed, i. e. n~~J;IO. Hoph'al 1 st pers. sing. But 
the better attested reading is n~~i:10 (3rd pers. fem.). If this 
reading is adopted, then, as Marti states, ,11 must be' emended 
into ''J.' and the text rendered • and on me (i. e. for me) was my 
kingdom established'. See Bauer-Leander, Gram. IIS seq. 

Other Hoph'al forms are n!:lo,n which follows immediately and 
in 51'.l,15,20

1 
624, 74,11, 

434(37). Extol. tlt,?\-,9, a Hebraism. But it is found also in the 
Targums-Ps. 344, 3?34, 758, &c., and in the Chr. Pal. See 
Schultess, Lex. 191. The Hithpa'lel occurs in 523 of our text. 

Truth. l:)~j:) is the Aramaic equivalent of the Hebrew noN, 
though the stem is found in Prov. 2221 (where, however, it is 
said by some scholars to be an Aramaic gloss). 

Walk. Rd. 1':;i~C17?. See 325• 

LXX iv. 34-340. (First form). 
English Numbering. 

T<r llo/L!TT(1' av6op.o}\O'yovµai Kal 
alv6J ••• 8rr. aVr'Or f.<rr, 6£Ds -r&">v 
6E6Jv Kal 1<.'Up1.o~ 7Q}p Kvpfow Kal 

fJauill.,vs TWV fJaui"/t..i"'v, ;Jn 
iv. 2 aliTOs 7ro1.Et ur,µ£ia 11:al -rlpaTa 

... oi -yUp 8eo1 rWv f6v<dv oiJK 
_,, I -I' JO> , ~ 

<XOV!TLV •JI E<JIJTOIS <<TXVV , , , 

3 rro,ijum !Tf/1-'Eia Kal 6avµau,a 
2 f':•yaXa Kal cpofJ•pa • • • Ka6ws 

lrrol'}CTEV iv Jµo'i. 0 8.eO~ 'TO'U 

o-bpavoV • • • &O'm, [ EA.&A'}O'av El~ 
TOJI 0top TOV oiJpavov 1<al] 1 ;;,,.o, 
&v KOTaA1Jtp0ruu, ll.a'/t..oiiv-r,~ n, 
TOVT01Jl" KOTUKp1vw Bava-rte, 

1 A doublet of the next clause. 

LXX iv. 34 b (Second form). 
English Numbering. 
iv. I ~Eypaf• 3ii o {3auill.,i,, NafJov

xo3ovoudp 1 f1f<!TTOA'}JI f')'KVKAIOJI 

~Toi~ KaTU TD1rov E0vECT& Kal 

xropats KOi ')'AWIT!TOI~ miua,s Tats 
, , ' r .. ' 

OtKOVO"a&!, £1' 7TUO'a,~ TaLS' xwpa&~, 
y•vrnit Kai y•vrn,s, Kvpl'f' -r~ 

6£tj> -roV o'UpavoV alvli:TE ... ,E')'W 
fJau,ll.d,~ fJau1AeuJv ii.116op.0Ao
y0Vp.at aVT~ EvaOfwr, OT't oZrws-

2 l'TTnl1)rT£ µ.eT' fµ.olJ. 

1 The order Baer. Na{3. occurs four 
times or thereabouts out of eighteen 
in the LXX. Elsewhere Na{3. {3acr. 
In Th. once out of every three times. 
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Able to humiliate. ;,?~~;:,~. The same verb recurs in con
nexion with Belshazzar in 522, where it is rendered 'to humble'. 
Here the sense is different: it clearly means 'to humiliate'. 
The adjective occurs in 414 with again a different nuance
' humble' or 'low in station oflife '. 

The Edict ef the King. 
331- 33 (41- 3) (its three forms in the LXX and its form in the 

MT). Having recounted his experiences, the king now issues his 
proclamation, as at the close of chap. 3, and as Darius does at 
the end of 6. This proclamation has been wrongly trans
posed to the beginning of this chapter by the reviser of the 
Aramaic and the verses dependent upon it. But the LXX, 
though its text is almost incredibly confused, corrupt, defective 
(especially in the first and second forms), and interpolated, 
preserves the right order of events. After a series of addi
tions, drawn in part from 2 21 •23•47, 329, 519, it gives the pro
clamation in practically three forms, the first two of which are 
defective in part. I shall give these and that of Th. side by 
side, and number them as they are in Swete's edition. Where 
the Greek is a rendert"ng of words in the Aramaic tt is under!t"ned. 

LXX iv. 34c. (Thirdform.) 
English Numbering. 

Th. iii. g8-100. 
ljnglish Numbering. 

MT 

I Na/3ovxolfovouop {3au,'l-.EVS' 'll"UUI 

TOtS' E0JIEU! KOi OTUO'a<S' TOil,' xwpcus
Kal 7riiu, Toir ol1<.0Vutv aVTa'is:· 
Elp~v'I vµ,"iv 1rl,.')8vvtM'] iv 1ravrl 

iv. I N a{:Jovxoliovouop O {3au,AEVS 1riiu, iii. 31 
Toi's AaotS', <j)vAatS', Kai yXwu-

2 Katp~. [ KUL I/VJ/ v-rro5,[~,., vµ.'iv] 1 

-ra~ rrpa~EI.~ ih· l1roiT}fTEV JJfT
1 

/ µou o 6,os- o µ.iyas- · .ifo€• l'JE 
p.o• d-rro/ki~a• vµ.,v KUI TOIS' O'O· 

3 c/)tuTaLs- Vl-'Wv Rn, fuTt lh&~, Kal 

rll 6avµ&uc.a aliroU µEy&Xa· ,-0 
~aulAHov alrroV {jarrlA.nnv Els
TDv al6>va, ~ l~ovula at!TotJ cl7r0 
jlEPEWv Els-11:vE"ll~ .. Kal ci1riuTEt1'.£v 

lmuToAos -rr•p< ,ra11rc.,v rwv y•v11-
BivTruv all.,-ce lv rfj {3au,AE[ff 
allToV 1riiu, rois- ZBvHTl. rols- o~
rru, V1rO r~v ~autAElav aVroll. 

1 We have here a dittograph of 
what follows: llio£• !ii µ01 &iroli•ifa,. 

uau·, Toir ol,col/a,11 ,., 1r&ur7 ,-n 
2 ni Eipryv11 i,µ.iv '11"A~(h,11f)fi1/. T<l - { ' ., ~ ) , 

0'1)/J-EIU KOL 7"0 upara a E'/1"0£7)0'EV 

,:;Er' E~oll ~ ~tO: 0, tyu,-ro~ 
11p•u•v •vavrwv •µ.ov 1 avayy,"i>..a, 

3 ~µ'iv. ~~ µ:y&~a Kai l:1"xvr~· 
'I /3uu,Xna avrov {3au,Af!a aic.,
v,os-, 1J f~ovula aVroll €ls- yEvEllv 

Kal ye-vEllv. 

1 A right rendering of ~P1f • 

32 

33 
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The Edict of the Kt"ng. 

The reader will observe that in the LXX the king's pro
clamation is preserved in three different forms. The third of 
these I have quoted in its entirety. At its close there is a state
ment to the effect that the king sent to his subjects with the 
proclamation a complete account of all that had befallen hi'm. 
This implies that chap. iv in its entirety was sent by the king to 
all his people. The second form of the proclamation is very 
fragmentary. It preserves nothing of value, save that it con
firms the clause yll.wu,rais To'is ol1wiiu,v iv m1,rn Tfi yfi of the MT 
and Th. 331 (41), though with a slightly different rendering, and 
the clause .!11"oi11urv p•T' .!µ.au. The first form is fuller than the 
second, and supports other clauses of the MT and Th. though 
with different renderings. It concludes with the punishment 
that is to be visited on any of the king's subjects who speak 
against the God of heaven-a passage which recalls 329 • 

From the above comparison we may reasonably conclude that 
the text of the MT and its translations are trustworthy so far 
as they go. But it appears to be defective in two respects. 
(1) When the king's edict, which followed on the close of the 
narrative of his experiences was mistakenly transposed from 
the end of this chapter to its beginning by a reviser, the reviser 
naturally omitted such an ending as is given in the first form of 
the edict in the LXX or in its third form, since either would 
have been out of place in its new context. Which of these two 
endings is the original ? The ending in the first form is ques
tionable, since it is unsupported by any other version of this 
passage, and also recalls 329 too closely-which may be its 
source. On the other hand, the explanatory addition at the 
close of the third form from t<al a11"iurnll.,v lrr,,rroll.us 1<TA, comes 
naturally from the hand of our author at the ~lose of the section. 
Besides it receives confirmation from the statement in form two 
that the king sent an 'encyclical letter' to all his subjects (lypmJ,, 
ae d /3arrtA.EVs • .. . l1r,uroA~v iyKlJK."Aiov 1riicn roL" K.aTll. ,-01ToJ1 E8i,ru,v), 
(2) Twice in chap. 4 it is definitely stated that the penalty 
inflicted on the king was inflicted with solely one end in view, 
i. e. 'to the intent that the living may know that the Most High 
ruleth in the kingdom of men' (414t17)); and this penalty was to 
be in force 'till thou know that the Most High ruleth in the 



III. 32-33 (IV. 2-3) COMMENTARY ro5 
kingdom of men' (422<25)). Now it is strange that no reference 
is made to this fact in the proclamation as it appears in the 
MT and its versions. On the other hand, in the third form of 
the LXX this fact is referred to shortly : ,ea~• l!i 1w• a1roB,,gai 
vp.,v ... iin EITTI 6ECk, ,ca1 1"0: llavµa,na aurov µ•yaA<J. But here the 
first defective form supplies what we should expect-namely, 
an acknowledgement from Nebuchadnezzar of the fact that 'the 
Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men' (422). Thus it ends: 
'I thank and praise the Most High ... for He is the God of 
gods, and Lord of lords, and King of kings; for He doeth signs 
and wonders. For the gods o( the nations have no power in 
themselves •.. to do signs and marvels great and terrible ..• 
as the God of heaven hath done unto me.' 

331- 33 (41- 3). On the defectiveness of the text see above. 
331 (41). With the first words of the edict, cf. the first words of 

the edict of Darius in 626(25), 

Dwell. On r,N, see note on 2 38• 

Peace be multiplied unto you (N~l!'I ri::io,ei). Cf. 626(25), 1 Pet. 12, 

2 Pet. 1 2• In Ezra 57 we have the formula 'all peace'. In 
Cowley (171- 2) we find the earlier equivalent of this phrase: 
[ N1)t:-' ,,Nl!/1] N1il'N tNio r:i:,t:1 = 'may the gods see to our lord's 
peace abundantly' : cf. 302, 312• 

332 (42). It hath seemed good unto me. 10,p i!:lt:1. On this 
phrase see technical use of oip, cf. 62 and Introd. 

Signs and wonders. So also in the decree of Darius 628 (27 ). 

With N1ilon, N1nN cf. 01n!:loi ninN in Deut. 434, 622, Isa. 818, Sir. 
366 ntlio, ••• liiN, and <TTJ/Lfta /Cal ripaTa in Mark 1322, Rom. 1519• 

Most High God. Rather 'God the Most High'; see note 
on 320. 

332- 33 (42- 3). The Aramaic appears to be defective here. As 
I have shown on p. ro4 the sole end of God's visitations on 
Nebuchadnezzar was that he and all men living might know 
that 'the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men'. An 
acknowledgment of this fact is to be looked for. Now the 
insertion which the reviser has made in 431 c-3z,33 aa meets this 
expectation to some extent, but there are three objections to 
this insertion. (r) It has no support from the LXX; (2) its 
form is awkward-the bulk of it being of the nature of a paren• 
thesis, as its strongest supporters must allow; (3) some of its 
phrasing, which is intended to express the same thought that 
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is elsewhere expressed in our author, is not that of our author. 
Hence we conclude that the original of 332 contained some 
such statement as the LXX in 434 attests. It is possible also 
that 432(35) originally followed, which is omitted by the LXX and 
was, if original, recast and inserted in the long parenthesis in the 
Aramaic in 431 a-33 a by a reviser. It is of course impossible to 
recover the exact form or even substance of the original, seeing 
that, even where the Aramaic, the three forms of the LXX and 
Th. agree more or less in substance, they differ verbally. The 
following verses from the LXX and Aram. contain possibly the 
substance in some degree of what the author wrote. 

2. 'I thank and praise ... the Most High, for he is the God 
of gods and Lord of lords and King of kings ; for he doeth 
signs and wonders (from LXX 434). It bath seemed good before 
me to declare the signs and wonders that God the Most High 
hath wrought toward me. How great are his signs ! I And 
how mighty are his wonders! I His kingdom is an everlasting 
kingdom, I For his dominion is from generation to generation 
(from Aram. 332). 3a. And all the inhabitants of the earth are 
as persons of no account, I And he doeth according to his will 
in the army of heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth. I 
And none can stay his hand, I Or say before him What doest 
thou? (Aram. 432). 3 b. And he sent letters regarding all the 
things that had befallen him in his kingdom to all the nations 
that were under his sovereignty• (from LXX 434 c). 

333(4 3). His kingdom is an everlasltng kingdom. This is the form 
in which our author reproduces Ps. 14513, and not that in the 
interpolation in 431 (434). Yet see ]14• 

SECTION V 

i.e. Chapter 51
-

30
, in the last year of Belshazzar 1• The 

year is not mentioned, as it was in all probability unknown 
to the author, as well as any real knowledge of that person. 

1 Our author may have known of three kings of Babylon-Nebuchadnezzar, 
Evil-Merodach, and Belshazzar. But if so, he does not mention the second. 
The Talmud (Meg. rrb seq.) knows nothing about Nergalsharezer, Labashi 
Marduk or Nabuna'id, but like Daniel confuses Belshazzar with his father 
Nabu-na'id. The Talmud (op. cit.) limits Belshazzar's reign to two years. As 
we know from the inscriptions and independent historians, Nabuna'id, with 
whom Belshazzar is often confused, reigned seventeen years. 
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The events of this section take place within twenty-four 

INTRO DUCT I ON 

hours. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Historical inconst"stencies. This chapter is notable for its his
torical inconsistencies. But before we enter on an account of 
these, we must devote a few words to the character of the 
Aramaic text under§ 1, while the larger question of the historical 
misconceptions of our author will be dealt with under § 2. 

§ r. (a) Di'slocalt"ons. 

There is a dislocation of the text in 57- 9• The true order of 
events is preserved in Josephus, who had access to a more 
trustworthy form of the LXX than is accessible to us. Even in 
the solitary manuscript of the LXX the true order of events 
is with the exception of some details rightly preserved. The 
Aramaic is altogether confused. See notes in loc. 

(b) Omissions. 

53. After 'the golden' restore with Th. and Vulg. 'and the 
silver'. 

511• After 'in thy kingdom' restore 'whose name is Daniel' 
on the ground of the context of the LXX and Josephus. See 
note in loc. 

(c) Interpolatt"ons. 

510• The clause 'by reason of the words of the king and of his 
lords' is an interpolation. The form of the text of the LXX 
and Josephus cannot admit this clause : Th. omits it. The 
context is really against it, and further the very grammar makes 
it more than doubtful. The word ,:iv, elsewhere in Daniel does 
not mean 'by reason of' but 'before '. Hence I regard the 
clause as an interpolation of the reviser. 

512• The clause 'whom the king named Belteshazzer ' is an 
interpolation. The king did not give Daniel this name. See 
note in loc. 

(d) Corruptions. 

The inscription as given in the Aramaic in 525 is without the 
support of the most ancient versions and Josephus. Further
more the interpretation of the inscription in 526 - 28 presupposes 
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a shorter inscription, and lends no support to the form trans• 
mitted in the Aramaic in 525

• 

§ 2. Historical misconceptions ef our author in this chapter. 

(a) Who was Belshazzar £n the view of our author? According 
to 52 Nebuchadnezzar was his father. In 511 the same state• 
ment is made by the queen-mother three times, one of which is 
no doubt an interpolation of the reviser. If this were not 
enough, Belshazzar reiterates it in 512, and Daniel himself con
firms it twice in the presence of Belshazzar 518,22• 

It appears to be impossible, therefore, to conclude otherwise 
than that our author regarded Belshazzar as the son (or grand
son) of Nebuchadnezzar. 

Much controversy has raged round this personage. Before 
the discovery of the Cyrus Cylinder, his name was unknown 
as the last king of the Babylonian dynasty save in Daniel 
and in 1 Bar. 1 11, and other late authorities dependent on 
Daniel. Our author, however, accords him the title of king, 
and represents him as the son (or grandson) of Nebuchadnezzar. 
But from all the inscriptions discovered and published till the 
year 1924, the only conclusions that could be drawn were that 
Belshazzar was the eldest son of N abuna'id, that he was as such 
the crown prince and commander-in-chief of the armies of the 
Babylonian empire, but never king of Babylon. Furthermore, it 
was reasonably concluded that no tie of blood existed between 
Belshazzar and Nebuchadnezzar. 

But a new Persian verse account of N abuna'id, which was 
published in 1924 by Sidney Smith in the Babylon£an H£storical 
Texts, 84 sqq., provides us with fresh information, which in 
large measure justifies the account of Daniel in regard to Bel• 
shazzar. This text (Sidney Smith, Bab. Hist. Texts, p. 88) 
Col. II, ll. 18-21 reads as follows: 

'18. One camp he (Nabuna'id) put into the charge of his 
eldest child (Belshazzar). 

19. The troops he sent through the land with himself. 
20. He struck his (Belshazzar's) hands, he entrusted the 

kingship to him. 
21. While he himself set out on a far journey.' 
The words 'struck his hands' denotes a symbolic investiture. 

Notwithstanding N abuna'id retained the supreme power in his 
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own hands, and with the bulk of the forces made in 552 his 
expedition against Terna', i. e .. the Teima in Arabia Felix in 
the third year of his reign. It was in this year that Belshazzar 
was invested with royal authority, most probably, as king of 
Babylon. 

INTRODUCTION 

That the kingship of Belshazzar is not recognized in the 
Cyrus Cylinder may be explained from the fact that Cyrus 
regarded himself naturally as the successor of N abuna'id, 
the supreme sovereign of the Babylonian empire, and not of 
the vassal king, Belshazzar. 

Belshazzar, then, was the son of N abuna'id, and also the 
(vassal) king of Babylon. How then does our author represent 
him to be the son of Nebuchadnezzar? That he was not the son 
of Nebuchadnezzar we have already remarked above. That he 
may have been the grandson through the marriage of his father 
N abuna'id with a daughter of Nebuchadnezzar is possible, but 
there is no evidence of this marriage, and the fact that the 
usurper Nabuna'id never made such a claim in any existing 
record, where such a claim would have been natural as justifying 
his position as the successor of Nebuchadnezzar, relegates this 
hypothesis into the limbo of unwarrantable conjectures. On 
the other hand about 140-150 years after the extinction of the 
dynasty of Nebuchadnezzar we find Herodotus (i. 188) repre
senting N abuna'id, whom he calls Labynetus, as the son of 
Nebuchadnezzar (i. 741 77), whom also he designates as Laby
netus. This relationship of Nabuna'id to Nebuchadnezzar is 
flatly denied by Abydenus in his History ef Assyria (Euseb., 
Praep. ix. 41), and herein Abydenus has the support of the 
ancient texts. 

How in the face of these facts are we to regard the historical 
statements in Daniel, who, as we have shown at the beginning 
of this section, obviously regarded Belshazzar as the actual son 
or grandson of Nebuchadnezzar? 

We must therefore leave this question as one of the unsolved 
problems of history. 

This difficulty is not a modern one. 1t was evidently dis
cussed in the first century of our era. At all events Josephus, 
the most learned Jewish historian of earlier days, found himself 
in the same dilemma as our modern Fundamentalists. He 
found that the Book of Daniel required him to represent Bel-
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shazzar as an fyyovM ('grandson' or 'descendant') of N ebuchad
nezzar, and so in his Ant. x. II. 4 he honestly describes him as 
such. But Josephus was not wholly dependent on Daniel ; for 
he quotes at least twenty non-Jewish authorities, some of whom 
were Greek and some Babylonian historians. We have not yet 
done with J osephus's solution of his difficulties. We shall 
return to them after a brief consideration of the quotation he 
makes from Berosus, a Babylonian historian (c. 250 B. c.), in his 
Contra Apion. i. 20. This quotation gives a short but trust
worthy account of the kings of Babylon who succeeded N ebu
chadnezzar. Nebuchadnezzar was succeeded by his son Evil 
Merodach, who after a reign of two years was murdered by his 
brother-in-law, N eriglissar. N eriglissar reigned four years, and 
was succeeded by his son Laborosoardochus, who was assassi
nated by a body of conspirators, one of whom was N abonnedus, 
who in the seventeenth year of his reign was defeated and 
dethroned as the last native king of Babylon by Cyrus. So far 
for Berosus, whom Josephus quotes, and accepts as an authority. 
That Josephus was familiar with this statement when a few 
years previously he wrote his Antiquities is unquestionable; for 
it led him to attempt an unhistorical reconciliation between 
Berosus and Daniel. According to the former Nabonnedus was 
the last independent king of Babylon : according to Daniel it 
was Belshazzar. Josephus accordingly surmounts the difficulty 
by a hypothesis for which he could advance no evidence, and 
identifies Belshazzar with Nabonnedus, i. e. Nabuna'id of the 
inscriptions. Josephus (x. rr. 2) thus writes : ' The succession 
. . . passed to Belshazzar, who was called N ebo-andelus by the 
Babylonians ... ' (x. II. 4) 'under whom Babylon was taken 
when he had reigned seventeen years'. But Josephus may not 
have been the first to identify Belshazzar and Nabuna'id ; he 
may therein only have been giving a larger currency to tradi
tions that had been accepted by the best eduqted classes in 
Judaea. 

We conclude, therefore, that, though Josephus and his pre
decessors(?) were wrong in identifying Belshazzar with his 
father N abuna'id, Josephus interpreted accurately the bekef of 
our author as to Belshazzar being a son (or grandson) of Nebu
chadnezzar, and also as to his being the last king of the Baby
lonian dynasty. Cf. I Bar. 1 11, where Belshazzar is said to be 
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the son of Nebuchadnezzar. Thus the traditions on which our 
author was dependent were in some respects trustworthy from 
an historical standpoint. 

(b} Was Belshazzar an absolute sovere£gn £n the view of our 
author? We have already seen that Josephus took this to be 
the only natural interpretation of the text of Daniel. In fact 
we can hardly doubt that the author of Daniel regarded Bel
shazzar as the last native and absolute king of Babylon. If the 
author of Daniel was acquainted at all with N abuna'id's name 
his identification of Belshazzar with N abuna'id was inevitable
an identification attested in Ant. x I r. 2. But Josephus had not 
sufficient historical data. To prove that Belshazzar was the 
supreme ruler in the eyes of our author, it is sufficient to state that 
he dates documents by the year of Belshazzar's accession in 71, 
81-a practice that could not be reconciled with the hypothesis that 
our author knew that his father was alive and held the place of 
sovereign authority, as we know he did from the tablet recording 
the events of N abuna'id's reign of seventeen years. 1 Certain 
apologists seek to evade this argument by the plea that, since 
Belshazzar invests Daniel with the third place in the kingdom 
529, it follows that Belshazzar is himself not the supreme ruler 
but the second. But such an argument involves a self-contra
diction ; for the man 'who can of his own authority make any 
one he pleases "third ruler in the kingdom" must obviously be 
supreme in the state' (Bevan, p. 19). 

§ 3. Did the author of Dante! know that Nebuchadnezzar was sue• 
ceeded by h£s son Evil Merodach? 

Our author may have been acquainted with this fact, since it 
is recorded once in the part of the O.T. that was accessible to 
him, i. e. 2 Kings 2527•

2 But £t is quite possible that this single 
reference escaped h£m, and that he knew only of Nebuchadnezzar 
through the 0. T. and of Belshazzar through tradition, and regarded 
the latter as the actual son of the former. For there are certain 
statements in this chapter which show that our author was 

1 See pp. rn8 sq.; also Introd., § 26, for an account of the inscriptions 
regarding Nabuna'id and Belshazzar. 

2 This king is also mentioned in Jer. 5231, but this chapter of Jeremiah was 
not added to this book till after 200 B. c. ; for it is not found in the LXX and 
is merely an appendix added late to the work, consisting of 2 Kings 25. 
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drawing his materials from tradition, which agree in some slight 
measure with the inscriptions and records of Babylon. The 
main facts recorded in the inscriptions can be summarized shortly 
as follows. Cyrus, who became king of Anshan in 549, and was 
called 'king of Persia' in 546 or earlier, in the year 538 attacked 
Babylon. He defeated Nabuna'id at Opis (Babylonian Upe on 
the Tigris in Tishri = October (so with Meyer, ZA TW., 1898, 
p. 340 sq., we must read and not Tammuz, i. e. July, since Sep• 
tember has already been reached two lines earlier), captured 
Sippar on the Euphrates on Tishri 14, and on the 16th his 
general Gubaru entered Babylon without striking a blow, and 
made Nabuna'id prisoner. On Marchesvan 3 (= Oct. 27) Cyrus 
made his entry into Babylon, and on the 11th ( = Nov. 4) Gubaru 
slew the king's son (? the text is here defective) in a night 
assault. 

Further, in the inscriptions of the first eleven years of N abu
na'id's reign, Belsaru~ur ( = 'Bel protect the king'), of which 
Belshazzar is a corruption, is definitely named as 'the king's 
son' several times. Later 'the king's son' is mentioned, but no 
proper name attached. Whether' the king's son' so mentioned 
is Belsarui;;ur cannot be determined, since Nabuna'id may have 
had another son named Nebuchadnezzar. At all events there 
was an early tradition that there was such a son. But this 
tradition did not reach our author. 

Amongst the historians who recount details reproduced (?) by 
our author is Herodotus (i. 188: cf. i. 74, 77), who names the last 
king Labynetus (Au{3u11'1To~ = N abuna'id), and seems to have 
regarded him as the son of Nebuchadnezzar (see KAT.3, p. 288).1 

He represents (i. 191) Cyrus as diverting the waters of the 
Euphrates and entering Babylon by the river bed, while the 
inhabitants were celebrating a festival. In Xenophon's Cyropaedia 
(vii. 5. 15-31) a similar account is given, though here the city is 
surprised by Gobryas and Gadates. 

§ 4- Con/Hct between the statements in our author and in the 
inscriptions and the historians. 

Now, if we compare the account in our text with those we 
have drawn from the Babylonian inscriptions and the Greek 

1 But according to Abydenus (Eus., Praep. Evang., ix. 41), Nabuna'id was 
not related to Nebuchadnezzar in any way ('1rpauf,Ko11Ta 01 ovlJiv), 
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historians, it is clear at a glance that it agrees most with the 
latter. With the former it has nothing in common but the name 
Belshazzar. In the inscriptions Belshazzar is not the son of 
Nebuchadnezzar, but is only the son of the last king Nabuna'id, 
a usurper, and not descended from Nebuchadnezzar. Bel
shazzar as a vassal king of Babylon under Nabuna'id is repre• 
sented as making a desperate resistance in some fastness of the 
city, after the city as a whole had been surrendered and N abu
na'id taken prisoner. In a night attack shortly after Cyrus's 
arrival this fastness was stormed and apparently Belshazzar was 
slain. But in Daniel Nabuna'id is not mentioned, and Bel
shazzar is represented as the sole and supreme authority, and 
that for at least three years (cf. 51 ?1, 81). There is nothing to 
suggest in 5 that the greater part of the city was already in the 
hands of the enemy. On the contrary Belshazzar made a great 
feast, summoned to it 1,000 of his lords, called for the services 
of the magicians, enchanters, Chaldeans, and soothsayers, and 
made Daniel ruler of one third of the kingdom, though according 
to the inscriptions not a single city of that kingdom was any 
longer subject to him, and his authority did not extend beyond 
the palace or arsenal in Babylon in which the feast was given. 
Further, whereas our text represents Babylon as being cap
tured by force, the inscriptions state that it was surrendered 
peaceably to the generals of Cyrus. 

On the other hand our text agrees with the tradition, recorded 
both in Herodotus and Xenophon, that Babylon was taken i'n the 
night, while the inhabt'tants were celebrating a feast.' Further, if, 
as it seems, Herodotus believed Labynetus (i. e. Nabuna'id) to 
have been a son of Nebuchadnezzar, we have here an approxi
mation to the statement in our text that Belshazzar was the son 
of Nebuchadnezzar, though Abydenus, as we have already seen, 
flatly denies this. 

(5) The purpose of our author is didactic. The unhistorical 
statements made by our author were made in peifectly good faith. 
His book is not fiction. He made the best use of the traditional 

1 This idea in the popular account may have arisen from a misinterpretation 
of the joy with which the Babylonians received Cyrus as Marti suggests. On 
the' Annalistic Tablet' of Cyrus it is stated that when Cyrus entered Babylon 
' Dissensions (1) were allayed (!) before him. Peace for the city he established : 
peace to all Babylon did Cyrus proclaim'· 

3266 
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materials accessible to him. His purpose with regard to Bel
shazzar was didactic. And yet even the Jewish Rabbis (Meg. 
r2 a) thought that Daniel had misinterpreted certain facts con
tained in chap. 5. But, though they wrote centuries after our 
author and with opportunities of learning the facts not available 
to our author, they made no use of them, and are almost as 
much at sea as our author; for they recognized only three 
Babylonian kings, Nebuchadnezzar, Evil Merodach, and Bel
shazzar. Our author's purpose was as we have stated didactic. 
If Belshazzar was overthrown, in part at all events, for his pro
fanation of the vessels brought to Babylon from the Temple
as also the Talmud in Meg. I I b teaches-what would befall the 
king who (like Antiochus Epiphanes) offered heathen sacrifices 
on the very altar of God in the Temple? 

§ 5. Omissions in the MT. 

53• 'And silver.' Restored in accordance with Th. and 
Vulg. 

5n. 'Whose name is Daniel.' Restored in accordance with 
the requirements of the context : implied by the LXX and found 
in Josephus. 

§ 6. Interpolatt''ons in the MT. 

57• 'And the king said to the wise men of Babylon.' LXX 
does not admit of this addition and it is not found in 
Josephus. 

510• 'By reason of the words of the king and of his lords.' 
511• 'The king thy father.' Not found in the LXX, Th., or 

Josephus. 
512• 'Whom the king named Belteshazzar.' This is a false 

gloss. It is not found in the LXX or in Josephus. This clause 
is Hebraic in character •:,:::i i'lr;i~ 0~ N:i:,o 1i. Cf. 2 Kings I i 4 

for this idiom. 

§ 7. Corruptions in the MT. 

56 • For 1.-,1:,y 1;mt!' read 1;,i:,y 1~1!' with Bevan. 

57-9, MT corrupt, defective, interpolated, and confused as 
to order. See notes in loc. 
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512• For,~~'? and N1~'? read '"I!?~!? and N1~1?. 

523• For 'silver and gold' read 'gold and silver'. 

525• For MENE MENE TEKEL UPHARSIN read MENE 
TEKEL PERES-with LXX, Th., Vulg., and Josephus. 

51• Belshazzar = the Babylonian Bel-sar-u~ur. 'Bel, protect 
the king', just as '"11~'"1t!' !,J'"ll (J er. 393, 13) = N ergal-sar-u~ur, 
' N ergal, protect the king'. 

The king. From one of the inscriptions Belshazzar appears 
to have been a vassal king of Babylon (see Introd. to this chap., 
p. 108). It is a matter of inference and not of demonstration 
that in the inscriptions Belshazzar was slain after the capture of 
Babylon. 

Made a .. feast. With on!, i::131 cf. the Hebrew t:ln!, ni!'i, 
Eccles. 1019, and the N.T. expression iuBiov aprov. nnr.:ir.i nr.:iv = 
'to give a drinking bout' or 'feast' is the usual Hebrew ex
pression: cf. Gen. 193, 21 8, 2630, &c., and the Greek uvµ:r,6u,ov 

Karau1«v,i(nv. The uv1-1:1r6uwv, however, properly followed the 
a,i1Tvov. 

Drank wine before the thousand. Our author appears to lay 
emphasis on the evil example of Belsh-azzar. As Driver 
writes, 'we have little or no information respecting the custom 
of the king at state-banquets in Babylon; but something 
similar is reported ... of royal banquets among the Persians 
(A then. iv. 261 p. 145 c ... ) and Parthians (Athen. iv. 381 

p. 153 a-b) '. 

52• While he tasted the wine : i. e. in the midst of the revel. 
This is the usual rendering, and if it is right, then t:lYtl, though 
occurring about thirty times in Biblical Aramaic, is used here 
only in a literal sense. Hence Prince takes it in a metaphorical 
sense and renders it 'under the influence of wine', and adduces 
the rendering of the LXX ivvfovµEvos- (sic for dv-) elm, rou o,vov, 

Vulg. 'iam temulentus ', and Ibn Ezra 'at the bidding of wine'. 
The king is well on in his cups before he orders the sacred 
vessels to be used at the feast. 

The golden and si'lver vessels. See 1 2 note. The word ~1l~t.:l 

( = 'vessels') is Old Aramaic. Cp. Cowley 20\ 724, A]:i. 109 
of the Fifth Century: and Cooke 656 (Nerab II) Seventh 
Century. 

I 2 
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Nebuchadnezzar his father. If we compare this statement with 
its threefold reiteration in 511•13•22 we cannot escape inferring 
that our author took Belshazzar to be an actual son (or grandson) 
of Nebuchadnezzar. But Belshazzar's father was N abuna'id, 
the son of N abu-balatsu-ikbi, who was a usurper, and wholly 
unconnected by blood with Nebuchadnezzar. Since, however, 
according to Hebrew usage, the word 'father' could be used in 
the sense of grandfather (Gen. 2813, 329), or of great-grandfather 
(Num. 181•2), or great-great-grandfather (1 Kings 15 11), it is of 
course possible that N abuna'id married a daughter of N ebuchad
nezzar in order to strengthen his position, and in such a case 
Belshazzar would have been a grandson of the great king. But, 
if Nabuna'id really made such an alliance, there would surely 
have been some reference to it in one or more of the several 
inscriptions relating to Nabuna'id. But there is not even the 
shadow of an allusion to such an alliance. See Introd. to this 
chapter, p. 108 sqq. 

That . .. might drink. iil'1~;1. Cf. 2 13, 62 for the same idio
matic use of l, See Introduction. 

His wives and concubines. Th. here and in 523 reverses the 
order of these two phrases. LXX omits both. According to 
Curtius, v. I, 38 women were admitted to such feasts as that in 
our text amongst the Babylonians in the time of Alexander : 
Babylonii maxime in vinum et quae ebrietatem sequuntur 
effusi sunt. As regards the Persians the accounts differ. 
Herodotus, v. 18 states that it was customary for the concu
bines and wives to sit side by side with the men at great feasts. 
Plutarch (Sympos. i. 1) and Macrobius (vii. 1), on the other 
hand, assert definitely that the Persians allowed their concubines 
but not their wives to be present on such occasions (µ? ra,s yaµ,

ra,.- &na ra'is "/l"OAALKL<H uvµµ,BvuKEr,-0a.). Aelian (Var. Hist. xii. 1) 

relates that µera .• • ro <µ11"A1JUeij.a, rporpij~ oi IT•puat T,P T£ oi'v<p •• • a"/1"0-
(Txo/\&(ovu,. During one of these feasts four Greek virgins were 
brought to Cyrus, three of whom had been thoroughly trained 
in the irmp<Ka ••• •pya. The narrative in Josephus (Ant. xi. 6. 1) 
supports the latter view; for it states that Vashti out of regard 
to the laws of the Persians (,pv/\""ll row .,..apa n/pum~ v6µwv) refused 
to go to the king at the feast. It is worth observing that the 
LXX omits this phrase both here and in 53, 23 • 

Wives. The word ,)~ is rare, occurring in the 0.T. only in 
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Neh. 2 6, where the wife of Artaxerxes is spoken of, and in 
Ps. 459 • It is not found in the Targums, and, in the few passages 
in which it occurs in Rabbinic Hebrew, it does not preserve the 
honourable meaning of wife. Concubines, Nmn, is found in the 
Aramaic of the Targums in the same sense as in our text. In 
Cant. 68 queens and concubines are mentioned together. 

53• r And silver.1 Restored in accordance with Th. and 
Vulg. 

54• For 'the gods of gold ... and of stone' the LXX reads 
simply Ta ,WwAa Ta X"/J01roirirn UVTO>V, but adds Kat TOV 0d,v TOV al&ivo~ 

OVI< ,vA<iyrwav TOV •xovrn T~V •~ovu{av -rov 'll"V£Uµa-ro~ av-rwv. The substance 
of these words recurs in 523 in the Aramaic and all the versions, 
though here again the LXX diverges from all the other authori
ties in charging alike the king and his nobles with this offence, 
whereas the Aramaic and the versions ·othc;r than the LXX 
name the king only as being the chief offender. This repetition 
is a Semitic characteristic. Hence the words in the LXX may 
be original. It is to be observed that the LXX 'll"V<iiµa presup
poses N'?~~ here as in 523, just as in 1017 it renders the Hebrew 
il'?~t- The LXX in this verse is in no way derived from 523, 

where we have ,cal ro 'll"v,vµa uov lv -rfi X"P' avrnv, though here (54) 

the LXX seems to give a free and different rendering of the 
same Aramaic clause which occurs in 523, save for the difference 
of suffixes. Such varieties in rendering are characteristic of the 
LXX. Ti>V 'lxov-ra T~V •~ovuiav TOV 'll"VfVµa-ro~ airrwv presupposes 1, 
ni1:J pnr,ot!'J, or possibly l1ilT10i!'Jl t:l''t' 1,. 

55• In the same hour, N~V,~-M~. The suffix preceding the noun 
used in the sense of a demonstrative'pronoun: Kautzsch, § 88. 
Cf. 36, 7,8, 430, 33, 724 : also in 512 (cf. 5~0) with the repetition of the 
preposition ,~.:~~¥ M~. The same idiom is found in connexion 
with jo ]24 and Sv Ezra 411• See Stevenson, § 5. 141 where 
a repetition of the preposition , is given in the Palestinian 
Aramaic. See lntrod. § 20. q. 

Came forth, 1j'.l!:l). Qr. corrects into i1~~; on the ground of 
gender, just as in 720 it corrects 1,!:l) into il)!:lJ. There is a like 
correction in 78• But the Kt. may be the original. There seems 
to be n_o example of the 3rd pl. fem. in the Eg. Pap. with fem. 
nouns as their subject. Yet in the Targums and occasionally 
in the Palestinian Talmud and Midrashim the 3rd pl. fem. of the 
perf. ends in N or j. See Stevenson, § r 7. 3. Kautzsch (§ 23. 2) is 
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of opinion that the Massoretes introduced the distinction of the 
3rd fem. pl., which was familiar to them in the Targums. In 
any case, as the participle pn.:; which is co-ordinated with ,p:i) 
shows, the latter form is used as a feminine. 

Candlestick, i.e. Nnl!I,.:): in Syr. nabreshta and in the Tar
gums-a foreign word of unknown origin. 

The plaister, lit. the chalk. This word (i1J) appears once in 
Biblical Hebrew, Isa. 279, where it is probably borrowed from 
the Aramaic. It is found in the Syr. The walls of the Baby
lonian palaces were probably as the Assyrian, lined with white 
alabaster for several feet from the ground, as Driver remarks, 
appealing to Layard, Nineveh and its Remains 5

, i. 254-7, 
262 sq. 

Palm of the hand. The hand appeared above the couch where 
the king was reclining (Bevan). In Hebrew in which it occurs 
five times in one phrase it means either the palm of the hand or 
the sole of the foot. It is also used in the Targums in the same 
connexion. 

56• Countenance. ,,1 is taken to be a loan-word from the 
Assyrian zimu, pronounced later as ziwu in Middle Iran. 

Was changed. As Kautzsch (§ 89. 2) points out, there is an 
incorrect use of the verbal suffix here in 1mSl1 1;me,. He 
proposes that we should read 1mSy /1)1!1 as in 59• But it is better 
with Bevan to read 1m,l/ l)l!I. Other forms of the phrase are 
found in 510 mil!II and in 728 ''ll j1~Ml!I\ 'Was changed' is a more 
idiomatic English rendering of the phrase than 'was changed in 
him'. Similarly in ?28, The phrase is found in Job 1420 mta:Jo 
1):l, but in a different sense, i. e. of changing the face in death. The 
1m,11 in 5 6 (728), if translated at all, should perhaps be rendered 
to his cost' : i. e. 'was changed for the worse', as in Gen. 487, 
Rachel died to my cost' (1,v nno) or simply I Rachel died '. 
The Targum reproduces this idiom, and also the Pesh. An 
Irish peasant says at the present day 'my wife died on me' 
where we have exactly the same idiom as in Gen. 487, 

Alarmed. Cf. 419, 

The joints of his fot'ns, lit. the joints of his loin. i"l;flt1 '11:'i?. 
This phrase is found in the Targ. Jon. on Gen. 5011. We 
should have expected 1ill'ltin. N'ltin is the same word as the 
Hebrew tl1'lt,n. It is uncertain whether the r or the I is the 
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older; for the Arabic supports the Aramaic, as Bevan observes, 
though with a transposition of the last two consonants. We 
might compare the frequent Homeric phrase auTov °llvTo yovvaTa, 

Od. iv. 703, 11. xxi. rr4. 
Were loosed, i. e. 1~11;1~1?. As Bevan observes we should 

expect j~'1~~1?, since in Bibi. Aram. 17~ (Ezra 52) means ' to 
begin'. But in Syr. both the- Ethpa'el and the Ithpe'al have 
this meaning: see Brockelmann, Lex. z"n lac. In Syro-Pal. 
Syr. only the latter tense appears to occur. Schulthess, Lex., 
P· 215. 

Hz"s knees smote, &c. Cf. Nah. 2 11{10) It is noteworthy that 
for ;in:i::i,~ we have 1m::i,:i in 611• 

57 - 9• The text of these verses is in certain details uncertain. 
The MT (with its versions), the LXX, and Josephus differ from 
each other, but the LXX supported by Josephus gives clearly 
the right order of events, though its text is very corrupt. As 
the MT stands, the wise men appear twice on no intelligible 
grounds before the king. Thus in 57 the king summons them 
and on thet"r coming before him he tells them the gifts that he 
would give to the successful interpreter of the mysterious writing. 
But 58 begins as though no such event had taken place, and 
reads 'Then came in all the king's wise men'. In the LXX 
and Josephus there is no such incoherency. According to both 
these authorities (LXX 57 a) the king first of all summoned the 
wise men to interpret the writing. These came in due course, 
but were unable to do so. Then were King Belshazzar and his 
companions greatly alarmed (this last sentence has been wrongly 
transferred into 5G by the LXX but not by Josephus, whereas 
the MT has relegated it to 59). Then and not till then (58 b) 

the king issued a proclamation setting forth the rewards that 
would be conferred on the man, whosoever he might be, who 
should make known the writing to0 the king (580). The wise 
men are not summoned again; for they had failed. The invita
tion is now general, but, tempted by the great rewards, the 
wise men presented themselves before the king in the hope 
of discovering the interpretation of the writing, but again 
failed. 

It is obvious that we have here in the LXX (followed by 
Josephus) the rational order of events. But, though the order 
is that of our author, the text of the LXX is very corrupt. 
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Notwithstanding, we must here follow the LXX, though not 
necessarily its corruptions. 

Before I give the full textual evidence, I must mention a clever 
suggestion by Loehr. He proposes the transposition of the first 
clause of 58 'Then came in all the king's wise men' before 57 b. 

This certainly provides us with a smooth text: 57"' 'The king 
cried aloud to bring in the enchanters, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers. 58"' Then came in all the king's wise men. 57 b The 
king spake and said to the wise men of Babylon, Whosoever 
shall read ... in the kingdom. 58b But they could not read the 
writing, &c.' But the order of events in the LXX and Josephus 
furnishes conclusive evidence against this proposal. The MT 
and Th. attest a text that is not only dislocated but defective as 
well. Besides, this account is not at all in keeping with the 
high-handed action of a Babylonian despot, even when reduced 
to the plight of Belshazzar. It was the duty of the wise men to 
solve the enigma, and purely a matter of grace on the king's 
part to reward the successful. Hence the offer of such extrava-

Th. and the MT. 

56 Ton TOV {3au,).h,:,s ;, µ,opq:,~ 

~'11.'Ao,&ieT/, Kai ol li10Aoy1uµ,o, 

aiiToii uvvET&.paurrov aOrOv, KaL 

ai uvvli,uµ,o, ..-ijs ou,j:,vos li«

A.Uovro Kai. Tii yOvaTa aUToV 

<TVll<KpOTOVIITO, 

57 a Kol lf36TJ<TEV O (3arnX,vs lv 

luxv, TOV ,luayay,,v µ,ayovs, 

57 b XaAliaiovr,ya(ap7111ovs,[ + ri1r£· 
Kpi0T/ MT] Kai .Zrr•v ..-oir uo-

57 C ,j:,oi'r Ba{3vAiiwos. Os ~" ar,ayr,'f) 

T~V -ypa,j:,~v TUVT')V Kal T~JI 

<TV"/ICptULV ')'VWptrry µ,01, 11"Op
rf;Vpa11 £1,aV<TETat, ,cat O µ,av,&.

KTJS o xpvuovs l1rl TDV rp&xTJ· 

i\ov aliTaV, 1eat TplTor iv T'fj 

58 /3au1A<i'! µov aptu. Kai ,lu•• 

LXX 
(the order of the words is that of the 

MS., the numbering is mine
not Swete's.) 

56 Kol ;, 8pautr Ol!TOV ~AA0tro01/ [ Kai 

<j;Ofjo,] teat "Ll1rdva,a, aiirOv 1CaTf

(56"[d]• <T11"£V<3ov. eu1rwuo oiv /, {3au1X,vs 

= Th. 9) [Kal ltav<UT1J Ka, U,pa 1~v-ypa,j:,~v 

€KElv1111 ], /(at oi ta-v11~Tai'po,t K.VKA<f! 

aVroV tE1e.avxWvrot. 

57
"' Kal o {3au1X,vs bp&iv~u• r:pwv,r; 

11-•yaAn KaAeuai TOIJS l1rao,liovs 

Ka~ <f.>apµa1<.0Vs Kat Xahaalovs- Kal 

ya(ap~vou~, a,ray-y•<Aat TC) uuy-

58 a Kp,p.a Tryt -yparf,ijr. Kai ,lu,1rop•v

OVTO <'1rl [ 0HDplav J 1/'liiv T~V ypa

rf,~v, KO< T(J <TVYKptµa TijS ypacpry~ 

olJK. ltV11a11To Ul!'}'Kp'iva, Tci, /3autAE'i .. 
58 b To TE o {3autA•vs l ~•0~K• 1rp6u-

580 ( = myµa A<Y"'" Iliis av~p ~s &11 

Th. 70) vm,lidtu rtJ u~yKptµa Tijr ypa,j:,ijr, 
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gant rewards could only naturally be made when, as in the LXX 
and Josephus, the wise men really failed to read and interpret the 
wntmg. Then it was that the king and his nobles were con
founded and that the time had come to offer a guerdon beyond 
the dreams of avarice. Cf. the failure of the wise men in Gen. 41 8 

to interpret Pharaoh's dream, and the wrath of Nebuchadnezzar 
with the wise men of Babylon and his edict for their destruction 
on a like occasion in our text 2 3- 12• 

With a view to clearness I shall treat 51- 9 first in regard to 
the order of events in the text, and with a view to the discovery 
of the original order of events in the text, I shall arrange Th. 
(i. e. the MT), the LXX and Josephus accounts in parallel 
columns. This will be followed by a translation of the restored 
text. Secondly, I shall treat 57- 9 afresh as regards some textual 
difficulties and their interpretation, though many of these must 
necessarily be dealt with under (i). 

57- 9• (i) The order of events: 

Josephus, Ant. x. 11. 2. 

TapaxB,,s a. inn\ Tijs ,h/m,is 

ovvEKClAfO'E -rotfs µO'yovs- Kai -rolJs 

XaAaa{O\J' ..• co~ &v airr'fl lJ11AOJ
rrrurr1 Ta yeypaµµ<va. TOOP /le µayruv 

0VaE11 el!pluKf.LV av11aµEs,rov o'UaE 
CTvviiva, AEyOvrwv, Vn-' dyoovtai' 0 

/3arnA<us ,col 1roAAijs Tijs l1rl T,P 

1rapall6~'!'AV7r1JS JCaTa ,rarrav licf,pv~• 

Thv xropav Tip Ta -ypuµµarn Kai T,)v 

v1r' atrraw l"J11Xovµfrrw ll1&1101av uacpij 

'li"Ol~rTOVTl cJrorTHV V7rlrTXVOtJµevOS 

aTpm-rov 1r•p111vxfrw11 xpvrrrnv ,col 

1rapcpvpa11 la0~m cpope'iv ••• ,col .-o 
Tpi.-011 µ,pas .-ijs ll"Jias apxijs. TOI)• 

TOI' -y,voµivov TOV K'}pv-yµa.-o,; .... 

µaXJ,.ov ol µaym rrvvl"Jpaµ6wrH ••• 

7rpos T,)v ,vp,rr,v TOOV -ypaµµ,frruv 

oMiv EAllTTDV ry1rop11rrav. u8vµov11Ta 

Order of events in Josephus. 

(a) The king's alarm at the vision 
(Tapuxll,is ••• U7r0 Tijs 8,j,,rus) = 
LXX 56a, b: Th. 56• 

(b) The king summons the wise 
men to interpret the writing 
(uvPEK&.AEue- ••• w, <1v •• a11h.CiJUCJlUt -rCJ 

ye-ypaµµ,va) = LXX 57 " : Th. 51a. 
(c) The wise men come but are 

unable to interpret (.-&iv l3i µayruv 

oVO£v etlpl.u-KEtV Svvaµfvoov otaE uvv,i-

11a1 X•-yov-rwv) = LXX58
": Th. 58

• 

(d) The king moved with anguish 
and trouble causes the proclama
tion to be made that the inter
preter of the mysterious writing 
will be rewarded with a chain of 
gold, a purple robe, and a third 
part of his kingdom (v1r' a-yruvfor • •• 
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Th. and the MT. 

nopEVovro 1Tc:iYT£S oi uor/Jol roii 

f3arr,"A.£@s-, «-al ol,,c, ~8-UvaJJro -rryv 
yparf,l]v dvayv&wat oulle T?V a-uy

Kpl<TIV yvoopla-ai -r<ji /3aa-,AEi. 
59 ,ea& 0 fjaa,"A.EV~ BaArauUp lra

paxBT/, Kai ~ µop<pri aliroii ~A
Ao1W811 Ev aVrqi, Kai oi µey,
urU.vEf aVToV <rvvErap&uuavro. 

51° Kal ElurjMfo, ~ /3,uri)ua-cra. 

LXX. 

uroA,E'L aVTDv 1rap(j)Vpav, Kal µavi.&.

KT/V xpucroiiv 1r,p,8~cru alirtf, Ka, 

aolJ~UETD& a'Ur~ E~ovula raV -rp[TOV 

58 c µ,pous, r~r /3au,Ada~. 1m1 •lcr•-
1rop£Vovro oi f1raoiBo1 Kai <f:>apµa,cof. 

JCaL 1aCap11vai, Kal oVK. ~OVvaTo 

oia,,r TO uuyKp,µa Tijr ypa<f,ijr 

510 a1rayy•tAat. ror, o {3autAEVl' ld

x.u.- -r;,v /3acriA1uuav. 

The order of the events in the above three authorities has 
been preserved rightly by Josephus throughout but in a com
pressed form. His text is obviously based on the LXX. The 
solitary LXX manuscript has also preserved the order of the 
original version of the LXX, save that it has through some 
accident transferred two clauses which originally followed 583 

,urr,uufl, ••• t<Kauxwvrot to the close of 56• Josephus clearly used 
a manuscript in which this dislocation in the text of the LXX or 
of the Aramaic had not occurred. These two clauses should be 
restored after 583• The last half of 56 of the LXX has not only 
two clauses which originally followed ga and a clause also which 
belonged originally to 55• This last (5d) is Ka, l~avlUTrJ Kal U,pa 

r;,v ypag,;,v lulvTJv, The first two words (Ka\ •~av,a-n1) look like a mis
taken addition by a scribe who did not understand the meaning 
that ;urrwa-,v had here, i. e. that it was a rendering of ~m::in~ which 
Th. renders irapax811. That <<TrrEV<r•v is a legitimate rendering we 
shall show presently. Now as to the remaining five words Kal 

Jwpa -r~v ypa<f,l]1> lK.ivr;v, these are a rendering of m, n::im ntn1, which 
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Josephus, Ant. x. 11. 2. 

a' E1rl roUrtp 0eauaµ,ivry T0v {,au,XEa 

~ /fil/J,/J,'J avTOU '11'apa8apuvvnv 

{jptaro. 

Order of events in Josephus. 

<K~pv~<E • • • T<f Ta "/PU/J,/J,GTU • 

ua<f>ij 1TOt~CTavr, awcrnv V1re.rrxvoll

,,.,,,os- ... ) = LXX 560,d which 
has been wrongly transposed 
from its original position after 
58 a, and in Th. i.e. the MT has 
been transposed after 58 and is 
numbered 59• The LXX should 
be read thus: 58 a, 6c,e, Sb and 
Th. 59, 70, but it omits before 
570 the indispensable clause 
given in LXX 58 b, 

(e) When this proclamation was 
made, the wise men rushed 
hastily to make another attempt 
to decipher the enigma, but were 
no more successful than before 
( rovTOv TOV K'JPV"//J-UTOS- ••• al p.a"lo' 

avv/Jpap.&vrH ••• ov/Jiv lAanov qn&

P'JO'av) = LXX 580
: Th. i.e. the 

MT wanting. 

is an abbreviation and corruption of the clause in 55 i. e. • • • mm 
i1Jli:J • • • Ni' which the translator found as NJ1 i1Jli:J mn,. It is 
thus a dittograph from 55, and should be excised. 

Let us now return to the two clauses 56 c, e which should be 
restored after 58 a and which are identical with 59 of Th. (i. e. the 
MT), save that 59 contains an additional clause. The two 
clauses are EO''ll'<EVO'EV oJv O /3au1A•u~ KUI ol tuvvrm,po,t ICIJKA<f aurou 

t,'1<avxoovrnt. First of all <O''ll'<vu<v is the normal rendering of the 
Aramaic ~i1J: cf. 324 where urr<vua~ = ,1~ilJlii1J, though here 
it has a different sense. But 1<amU7r<Evllw is used in 416 to 
render the Pa'el of ~i1J where Th. uses uwrapauuw. Th. never 
uses either <T'll'<vlloo or ,carau1r<vlloo as renderings of ~i1J in the sense 
of causing alarm or being alarmed. But the LXX so uses it in 
this sense in Exod. 1515

1 Judges 2041, 1 Sam. 2821• Next uvvrrni.po, 

= ~m,:::in (as in 2 17), which may be a corruption of 1miJii1. 

If so, the latter as in Th. i" could be rendered oi µ,y,uTiiv<s- auTOv. 

But if the versions can be trusted then •n,,:::in is a corruption of 
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~im:li::li since p,•yurrav« is the rendering of this word in 523, 617 

of the LXX and in 51, 2, 3, 9, 23 of Th. Once more it is clear that 
l,cavxwvrn is corrupt. By retroversion the source of the corruption 
is discoverable. This word = JIM::ll:IO. The Targum on J er. 
923- 24 renders ~n::in,, five times by n::iw where the LXX has 
1<avxau0m. But j'M::ll:/0 is impossible here, and is evidently a 
corruption of 1't!l::ln1:10, which stands in the MT and is rightly 
rendered by Th. by ,,-uvErap6.uuovro. 

We have now proved that 56 c, e of the LXX points back to the 
present text of the Aramaic, save that it has lost one of its 
clauses. We have further seen that these clauses have been 
dislocated from their original position after 58 a both in the LXX 
and in the MT and the versions dependent on it. 

Again in Th. (i.e. the MT), 57 b (' The king answered and said 
to the wise men of Babylon') is clearly an interpolation. There 
is no place for it in the original text. 

The list of the classes of the wise men in the MT. and 
Theodotion in 57 a seems to be imperfect. These should give four 
classes as the LXX does and as the MT and Th do in 511. 

We are now in a position to give a translation of a text 
superior to that of the MT, and also to that presupposed by any 
individual version. In the translation that follows, which is that 
of the Aramaic, passages enclosed in r 7 are restored from the 
LXX : passages enclosed in ir 11 are not found in the LXX. 

57a. 'The king cried aloud to bring in the r magicians 7, 

enchanters, Chaldeans, and soothsayers rthat they should make 
known the interpretation of the writing 7• 58a. Then came in all 
the king's wise men : but they could rr not read11 the writing, rr nor 11 

make known to the king the interpretation. 59• Then was King 
Belshazzar greatly alarmed rr and his countenance was changed11, 

and his lords were confounded. 58 b. rThen the king made 
a decree, saying :7 58 c. Whosoever shall rr read11 this writing 
rr and11 declare to me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed 
with purple, and have a chain of gold about his neck and shall 
rule as one of three in my kingdom. r And the magicians, 
and enchanters and soothsayers came in, but none could make 
known the interpretation of the writing 7 .' 

The preceding narrative is at once intelligible and vivid. 
Only one clause of the Aramaic is omitted i.e. 57 b 'and the king 
answered and said to the wise men of Babylon'. The LXX does 
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not admit of it and Josephus omits it. In 57 a the clause restored 
from the LXX is supported by its repetition in the next verses in 
all the authorities. The words in 58 a 'not read' and 'nor' (LXX) 
are probably original; for in ver. 517 (in all authorities) Daniel 
'reads' the writing which the wise men could not. It is true 
that this clause is omitted in ver. 58 c in the LXX. Probably at 
close of verse 3c we should read 'none could read nor make 
known', instead of' none could make known'. 

57- 9• (ii) Some textual difficult£es and their interpretation. 
57 a. To bnng in, i. e. il?~Q: in 43 nSv~n. 
•The magic£ans1 • Since the LXX so reads, and since in 511 

the same four orders of wise men are mentioned, we may reason
ably infer that the phrase belongs to our author's original text. 

58 a. rr Read . .. and71 The MT and Th. are no doubt right in 
this reading. Though the solitary manuscript of the LXX omits 
it (save in 517 i. e. 525), it appears to be referred to in the text of 
Josephus TWV a. 1"'1'}'"'V Ot/OEV €t1pi,nmv llvvaµ.ivwv oull, uvv,ivai Af'}'OIIT<,>V. 

These words imply that the wise men could neither make out 
the script nor interpret it. 517 confirms this view, where Daniel 
undertakes to decipher the script and interpret it. The 'reading' 
of the script is referred to also in 515, 16• 

59• On the position of this verse in the text the Aram., LXX, 
and Josephus disagree. The LXX is clearly wrong in making 
it a part of 56• Josephus appears to be right in describing the 
consternation of the king as following on the first failure of 
the wise men. Thereupon the king issues a proclamation of the 
great reward to be won by any one who could interpret the 
writing. 

Purple. The successful wise man was to be clothed with 
purple-a privilege which gave him a royal dignity among the 
Persians (Esth. 815) and the right of being called the king's 
friend (r Mace. ro20, 62• 64 rr 58, &c.). The Aramaic jU'1N is the 
same word as the Hebrew jr.J,~ Num. 413, Judges 826, and the 
Assyrian Argamannu. We find the Aramaic form in 2 Chron. 2 6 

j,~,N. The derivation is doubtful. 
Chain of gold. N~'~1tD (Qr.), N.:i1~\~il (Kt.). The Qr. is according 

to Marti a later Aramaic form. The word is either borrowed 
from the Greek 1wvu11<1J~ (Kautzsch, § 644), or, according to Andreas 
(see Marti, Glossar 67*) from the Persian hamydnak, diminutive 
from hamydn (in Aram. l~)?Q), girdle, whence it was borrowed by 
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the Greeks. It should be punctuated ~9~~'?i'.:l. But the change 
of meaning is difficult. It is found in Syr. in the same form : 
in the Targums in the abbreviated form N:i•~i.:,. Pharaoh presents 
the same gift to Joseph (Gen. 41 42): and Cambyses to the 
Ethiopians (Herod. iii. :w), and the younger Cyrus to Syennesis 
(Xen. Anab. i. 2. 27). According to the last writer (Cyr. xiii. 
5. 18) such chains could only be worn when presented by the 
king. Thus they were distinctive of a certain royal order. 
Polybius (ii. 31) explains the ,..av,aK'I>' as xpwaiiv ,j,b.>.,ov, 6 tj;opourn 
11"~pl TUS- xiipas- Kal TOI' Tpax11i\ov al I'aAam,. 

Rule as one ef three(?). The A.V. and the R.V. 'be the third 
ruler' is inaccurate here as in 516,29• Neither the word 'l;l?l3 
translated 'third' nor NJ;i?l3 in 516•29 is found elsewhere as ;n 
ordinal. The ordinal for 'third' in our author, the Targums 
and the Aramaic parts of the Talmud is •n•,n, though only the 
feminine of this numeral occurs in our author, i. e. N•n•,n 2 3~. 

Hence we cannot give the meaning of' third' to the MT forms 
'l:l?l;l or Nf;!?l3. It is true that Th. in the second century A. o. in 
57,16 renders the text Tpfros- ,v rfi flau,i\dq ,..av. But Josephus (Ant. 
x. 1 r. 2) in the first century paraphrase.<; the text thus : li&i,mv • •• 

T<> Tpfrov !'•pot Ti,s- l3ias- dpxijt-a phrase which is repeated in x. I I. 

3, and which was possibly influenced by the second century B. c. 
paraphrase of the LXX : lioe~uern, al!Ti'e ,govu,a TOil Tpfrov /'Epovr rijr. 
fJarnA,ias- (59. Cf. 516,29). 

How then is this perplexing clause to be translated? The 
most satisfactory explanation appears to be that of Driver. He 
takes 1nSn or rather Nn,n to be the same as Nf;i?J:l or Nf;!?r-:1, which 
both in the Targums and the Syriac means 'a· third p~rt '. Cf. 
2 Kings n 5, 6 'a third part of you' jb~I? Nf;i?l;'l: 2 Sam. 182. 

'Hence', he concludes, 'the literal rendering appears to be 
"shall rule as a third part in the kingdom", i. e .... be one of 
the three chief ministers, "rule as one of three".' Now this 
rendering of Nn,n certainly receives support from the oldest 
version. The Pesh. also gives in the three passages 'rule as 
a third part in the kingdom'. Thus the LXX and the Pesh. 
presuppose Nn,n in all three passages. 

Loehr suggests that we should emend 'J:1?1.:1 into 'O?l;l ='third'. 
But Bevan objects to the disappearance of the long i in the 
emphatic state. 

If the rendering 'be third ruler in the kingdom' were possible, 
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Driver's explanation then would be that the successful in
terpreter would 'have a third part of the supreme authority 
in the country' as one of his three chief ministers, With this 
we might compare I Esdras 39 o! Tp•<t 1-''Y'<TTiivH Tijt II,p<Ti~o~. Now 
in 63 of our text the institution of three supreme officers is men
tioned, and as Daniel is presupposed to be one of them, the 
explanation of Driver seems good. 

On the other hand Marti regards 1J:;l?O as= triumvir, being 
derived from n:,n a third. In this case he would regard Daniel 
as coming third after the king and the queen-mother. Prince 
and others explain Daniel as the third after N abuna'id, but, as 
Marti rightly rejoins, Prince herein forgets that in vv. 2 and 13 
of this same chapter Nebuchadnezzar is definitely said to be the 
fathei of Belshazzar. See my note on 52• 

1l;l?O is a unique word if it is a genuine word. But probably 
it is a corruption of 10?1_:1 or NJ:;i?O: cf. 516,29 • Apparently the 
early translators found one and the same word in 57,16,29• At 
any rate they recognize no such difference as the present text 
presents. Kautzsch (§ 65. r. Anm. 3)1 it is true, regards NJ:;1?0 
as an abnormal emphatic state of 11:l?O-a view which Bev;n 
condemns as still more inaccurate than the view of Gesenius. 
Gesenius regarded NJ:;i?O as the emphatic state of a form n?r;i, 
third rank-a view which Kautzsch brands as undoubtedly 
wrong. 

58h. Wanting in the MT and Th. 
510• The text of the MT 'the queen by reason of the words ot 

the king and his lords came' is more than doubtful. Th. omits 
'by reason of the words of the king and his lords'; the LXX 
does not admit of this phrase. Moreover :,::ip:, which occurs 
four times elsewhere in our author, means 'before ' and not ' by 
reason of' as here. It has this meaning once in the Aramaic of 
Ezra, but not in our author, as we may reasonably conclude on 
many grounds. See Introd., § 20 • ./f. The text of the MT is 
here very difficult. It represents the queen as coming into the 
banqueting chamber purely on her own initiative owing to the 
exclamations of alarm on the part of the king and his lords that 
had penetrated the rest of the palace. The LXX on the other 
hand represents the king as at once summoning the queen on 
his second failure to secure an interpretation of the writing
ToTE o /3a<T1'A,i,~ ll(aA<O"• T~v /3a0"1h10"uav 7r•pl rnii u'll-'•lov. Still another 
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version is given by Josephus (Ant. x. 11. 2), who represents the 
king's grandmother (or mother) (µaµµ'l) as a guest(?) at the 
banquet. We should observe that] osephus, Ant. x. II. 2, identifies 
Belshazzar with N abuna'id (B«ATacrap']V '1"01' l<aA.ovµ,vov Na,8CJrwlr,,>.ov 

1rapa -roir Ba,Bv:>..wvloi~ ), and in x. l r. 4 as an ,yyovo.- of N ebuchad
nezzar. Recognizing the deep dejection of the king she en
couraged him by her account of Daniel. 

Since the oldest authorities are thus in conflict with each other, 
it is difficult to determine what exactly the original text was, 
though clearly the LXX preserves the essence of the original ; 
the king sent for the queen. We have seen how Josephus took 
this queen to be the grandmother of Belshazzar, that is the 
mother of N abuna'id. But according to the Annalistic Tablet 
ii. 13 (KB. iii. 2, p. 131; R.P.2 v. 160) this lady died eight.years 
previously at Sippara in the ninth year of N abuna'id. Origen 
takes her to be the mother of Belshazzar. The text of the 
LXX could admit of this view, though it does not necessarily 
involve it. See end of note. Porphyry accepts this view, but 
he refuses to take the question seriously, and, ridiculing the 
whole story, says that Belshazzar's wife knew more about the 
matter than her husband (' illudit plus scire quam maritum ' -
Jerome in foe. See vol. v. 520). Boutflower (In and around the 
Book of Daniel, p. 117) thinks that the queen in question was 
the widow of Nebuchadnezzar, whom Nabuna'id had married in 
order to strengthen his position, as he was not of the blood royal. 
Other writers maintain that this queen was the daughter of 
Nebuchadnezzar. But in the absence of all evidence as to any 
such alliance of Nabuna'id with either a daughter or widow of 
Nebuchadnezzar in the tablets dealing with N abuna'id, where 
there was every reason for emphasizing it if it existed, the hypo
thesis has no foundation. See note on p. 108 sqq. 

That this queen was the queen-mother is certainly to be 
inferred from the Aramaic text. She is not included among the 
wives of the king (52•3), and in the next place she speaks appa
rently from personal knowledge of the events of N ebuchad
nezzar's reign (511). Furthermore the LXX does not proscribe 
this view, nor yet that she was the king's wife. Its text admits 
of either view. In Israel and Judah the queen-mother enjoyed 
great influence: see I Kings 1513, 2 Kings 1013, 2412• Herodotus 
(ix. 109) speaks of the influence exerted in this respect by 
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Amestris, the wife of Xerxes, and also of Nitocris, the wife of 
Nebuchadnezzar, i. 185-8. 

COMMENTARY 

Let not ... alarm thee. On the jussive forms =11Sq;i~ and 
i3)3~~ see note on 4 16(19). 

In the days of thy father. These words, though in a slightly 
different connexion, occur also in the LXX and also in the 
other versions. 

r 5m. Whose name is Daniel. Some such words(= ill?.~ 1"! 
;,t,:1Ji, cf. 2 26, 45,16) must be supplied, since the phrase 'in the 
same Daniel ' in the next verse implies that Daniel's name had 
just been mentioned. The LXX is corrupt in some respects, 
but it preserves the beginning of the queen's address to the 
king in the indirect narrative, ~ {3mTLA<CT(Ta £/J,ll'l]CTBTJ rrpos avrov 7r£p< 

.,-ov !!,.av,i,X, or ryv J,c_ rij~ a1xµ,aAw<TiM TijS' 'Ioullalas; Josephus (Ant. x. 
11. 2) confirms this reading, but gives it in the direct: ,uri m 

,i,ro TijS' 'laullaias alxµ,aAWTDS' ••• D.avtT}l\<lS clVOf-la, uocpo, dvqp l<TA. It is 
not improbable that after the addition I have already made to 
the text on the authority of the LXX and Josephus we should 
add the further clause from the LXX r, who was one of the exiles 
of J udaea ' 1 (ts ~v [indirect for iJs ,,m] •~ .,-iji; a1xp,aJ,wulai; .,-iji; 

'Ioui'lalai; = i1n1 1, ~T\\;,l jO •i . See ver. 13. 

In whom is the spirit of the holy gods. This phrase here and in 
514 is the immediate source whence it was borrowed by the 
reviser and utilized in 45<8l, 6(9), 15(18). The clause is most prob· 
ably suggested by Gen. 41 38, 'A man in whom the spirit of 
the gods is'. Its equivalent, though in a non-polytheistic sense, is 
found in the LXX and Th. on the present passage. 

The holy gods. The queen speaks as an idolater. Contrast 
Joshua 24 rn. 

Holy gods. It has been urged by Lidzbarski (Ephem. iii. 255) 
that, since in Al;i 126 (Cowley : Pap. 561 in Sachau) N'il'N is con
strued with a singular verb, the plural should be construed in the 
sing. as 'God', and that in A).:ii~ar jil,~ always bears this meaning. 
But in AI:i u5 and 124 it is construed with a plural verb. Hence 
Cowley and Perles are no doubt right in considering the singular 
verb as merely an error. In_ 34 7 (Cowley: c. 407 B. c.), 561 

{Cowley), :,m,~ is followed by a plural verb. In 302,27, 312, 323, 
3835, 401 the sing. ii,~ or N10~ ilSN is used of Ya'u or Yahweh, 
the God of Israel. On the other hand when the heathen gods 

3266 K 
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are referred to we find l:l1i~l:I 1t'l~~ used as a plural in 71 8,26 

(Cowley). See also 3014, 3113• 

[The king, thy father.] An intrusion. It is not found in Th. 
nor any first-class authority such as the LXX or Josephus. 
But the intrusion may be due to the reviser, who would thus 
emphasize this idea of our author as to Belshazzar being the son 
or grandson of Nebuchadnezzar: cf. 52,11 (bisJ,rn. 

Master of the magidans. This phrase is the source whence 
the reviser borrowed his in 46(

9
). 

Magicians, enchanters, Cha/deans, and soothsayers. Here as in 
57 a {LXX) four orders of wise men are mentioned. From this 
chapter the reviser borrowed this clause to insert in 44<7l. 

512• Interpreting ... loosing. These two participles in the text 
i!?@I? and tr:i,~9 are undoubtedly corrupt for •!?~t;i and N'}~t;i 

respectively, as most scholars now admit. 
Solving of rz'ddles. l"l1nN ri~in~- h'lnN is here the construct of 

n11nN (lnf. Aph'el: Kautzsch, § 60. 1). This phrase is drawn 
from Judges 1414,15,19• The Hebrew in 1414 is n,w, "'11ln;, = 'to 
solve the riddle', which the Targum renders Nh1"'11M ;-mm;,, which 
is practically the same phrase as in our text. The Hebrew 
synonym, which is etymologically the same, means 'riddle', 
Num. 128, or 'hard question', 1 Kings 101, or 'problem' or 
'enigma of life', Ps. 495• That the Aramaic word originally 
maintained itself in the Hebrew version of 128 I have given 
reasons for believing. 

Loosing of spells. The A.V. and RV. wrongly render 'dis
solving of doubts'. Bevan rightly recognized that j'i~i' meant 
'magic knots', although unaware of the parallel in I Enoch 83, 

where we have the Greek equivalent, i. e. brao,~wv >.vr'Jpiov = 'the 
resolving of enchantments'. In the same work 954 we have 
'anathemas which cannot be reversed'. Th.'s rendering of our 
text confirms this view-Xvoov rrvvalrrµov~. 

Were found in the same Daniel. The Aramaic ,N.~?1~ r=i~ implies 
that Daniel's name had already been mentioned by the queen, 
but owing to the faulty text has been lost. I have restored it in 
511• This use of the pronominal suffixes before a noun serves 
as the equivalent of a demonstrative pronoun to emphasize the 
noun, the previous mention of which it presupposes (Kautzsch, § 88). 

[Whom the king named Belteshazzar, i. e. '.:i now t:ib ~:i;,o ''1.] 
This is a false gloss, It was the prince of the Eunuchs who gave 
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this name to Daniel before the king was personally acquainted 
with him. There is no hint of this clause either in the LXX or 
in Josephus. It may come from the hand of the reviser, or a 
scribe. The right form of such a clause is given in 101 in Hebrew, 
and in Aramaic would be 0 ::>:::i i"I~~ 1i as in 2 26 , 45(8),16(19) ac
cording to our author, and not 11:,:::i i"I~~ Cl¥' N:::bo ,, as here, 
seeing that the statement itself is not true. The idiom itself is 
certainly word for word Hebraic. Cf. 2 Kings 1734 ioei o·e, ,eiN 
::>N,l!'\ Possibly the idiomatic Aramaic would be N,p N::J::>O 1, 

•:::i noei or 11!? instead of N-,p. Pesh., however, reproduces this 
idiom literally. 

513• Art thou Daniel? Daniel, though retained in the service 
of the state (see 827) was personally unknown to Belshazzar. 
The rendering 'that Daniel' (R.V.) is wrong. The N1i1 here 
serves only to emphasize the NmN that precedes it : 'Art thou 
Daniel?' (Kautzsch, § 87. 3). The interrogative i1 readily falls 
away before a guttural as here according to Kautzsch, § 67. 2. 

But it is retained in 2 26• The ground for such omission was 
alleged to be considerations of euphony. But in Ges.-Kautzsch, 
§ 150 rem., this statement is contradicted, seeing that O or v 
occurs before a guttural 118 times. So in Aramaic the interro
gative is not necessary, where the natural emphasis is enough 
to indicate an interrogative sentence. 

Art thou Daniel ... whom the king my father brought, &c. 

Nebuchadnezzar is clearly here implied to be Bel ,hazzar's 
father. Had our author taken him to be the grandfather or 
great-grandfather of Belshazzar, he would naturally have repre
sented Belshazzar as saying ' Nebuchadnezzar my father' in 
order to distinguish him from his actual father. 

515• That they should read . .. and they undertook to make known. 
Here 1, = tva expressing purpose. But the second clause is not 
subordinate to the 1i as in 616, but is parallel to the principal 
clause, 'the wise men were brought in '. Cf. 2 18, where this 
idiom expresses the idea of purpose or obligation without any pre
ceding ii. In 2 16 this idiom-::> c. Inf.-is, as here, to be taken as 
a finite verb, not as dependent on the preceding ii but as parallel 
to the principal verb that precedes, i. e. NY:!, • Daniel implored 
the King ... and undertook to show.' See Gen. Introd., § 20. t. 

516• Interpretations, i. e. r,ei::i. In 512 the text has ro::>n, but 
the reading in 516 has the support of the LXX and Th. 

K2 
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As one ef three. See note on 57• 

517-24. Before interpreting the writing, Daniel reminds the 
king of the pride of Nebuchadnezzar his father, and recalls the 
fact that, nowithstanding the nemesis of such pride, he went on 
his way, and giving free reins to his pride challenged the power 
of the God of heaven by the profanation of the sacred vessels of 
the Temple. 

517• Let . .. be. On 1~10~ see Gen. Introd. in loc. 
Rewards. On 1n•:1t:J~ see note on 2 6• 

518• Thou O king is a Nominativus pendens and is resumed 
in the suffix in 11:JN. Cf. 2 29 for a similar construction. This 
construction emphasizes the relation in which Belshazzar stands 
to Nebuchadnezzar. To him the Most High God gave all the 
glory he possessed and yet though all this glory was taken from 
him because of his pride, yet thou 'his son Belshazzar' (522), 

hast not humbled thyself, though thou knewest all this. 
519• Trembled. i'l!~~: with N from )!~I. See note on 2 38• 

Whom he would he slew. For like expressions cf. r Sam. 27, 
Ps. 757, Sir. 711, Tob. 419

• 

Kept aHve, i. e. NCJ7;i Aph'el part. ot n1n. Some versions and 
editions wrongly punctuate ND)?= 'striking'. So Th. frv1rnv 

and Vulg. percutt"ebat. But the parallelism is against the latter. 
See Bauer-Leander, § 49, k. This verb belongs to the 31°31 class. 

520• Was lifted up. Kautzsch, § 45. r. d takes !:l"') here as 
a participle as t:l1e> in 329 43l6l. But Marti, following Bevan, 
and so Strack § 24, regards it as a perfect with intransitive 
vocalization. Cf. Hebrewnl,?, Syriac ~-

Was deposed. With the Hoph'al no~~' cf. 436, Kautzsch, 
§ 42. r ; Marti, § 58 c. 

Throne. NP.1f• This form is found in the Zinjirli inscription 
(Cooke 637), in the Aram. Pap. {Cowley 62, A)J. 133). But the 
Assyr. has kussu and the Hebrew N~~- The word is thought to 
be an Akkadian loan-word according to Schrader (Bevan). 

Ht's glory. For n1~1l 'the glory' read with Pesh. as Rosenmi.iller 
(followed by other scholars) suggests: el-:\~11. 

They took. The Aramaic uses the 3rd m.pl. Haph al 11"!¥0 
(cf. ui;iro i 2

) where we should expect 1'"!1/iJ. Cf. Bauer-Leander, 
§ 39, f. 

521• This verse summarizes statements made in 422 (25), 

29(32), 30(33), 
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From the sons of men. We have here Nl:)')N 1):l iO replacing 

Nl::'J~ jO in 422 (25), 29 (32), 30.(33), but Th. renders a1ru Twv dv0p&im.,v in 
all cases. 

Was made: literally 'they made' 1'1~ (Qr.). But the Kt. has 
11ei. Th. has certainly the passive ,Me~ here, but in the next 
clause we find again the 3 pl. impersonal. Kt. has 11w which 
may be read as '1~ or '1~. See Bauer-Leander,§ 47, s. 

Like the beasts. On the elliptical construction here, cf. Nt::t)~ jO 

413 ( 16) and in note on 1 10• 

The wild asses. These animals are specially named here 
because they are the wildest and shyest of creatures (Job 395- 8). 

The king was to avoid all contact with mankind as much as 
they. Five manuscripts read ~1,,,.' flocks' instead of N1ii)( :J ::; 
'wild asses', and are followed by Haupt and Prince. 

Until he knew, &c. Cf. 422 (25). 

522• Thou his son. Cf. 511 • 18• 

Though. Only here has,, ,::ip ,~ in Biblical or earlier Aramaic 
this meaning. 

523• Hast lifted up thyself. With 1;117,;ii,i;i,:i, cf. the other 
Hebraistic form of this verb in 434• 

The vessels. See note on 52
• 

Gold and silver. With Th. and the Pesh. I have transposed 
the order of these words. Unfortunately the LXX is defective 
here; but in 52 where all the authorities exist, the order is as it 
is here in Th. and Pesh. · 

Wht'ch see not, &c. The unreasonableness of idolatry is else
where dwelt on: cf. Deut. 428, Isa. 449, Ps. n55, 6, 13516, Rev. 
920, &c. 

Him hast thou not glorified. The MT has here connected ei.? 
with the '"l which precedes, so that the English would run as 
follows: 'in whose hand thy breath is, and whose are all thy 
ways'. Cf. J er. ro23 ' 0 Lord I know that the way of man is 
not in himself'. But the Th. and the LXX (though it gives 
a somewhat different text) rightly regard the ei.? here as emphatic 
and as the object of the verb that follows. So Kautzsch, § 84- I. 

525 - 28• The wrz'ting and its t'nterpretation. 
The writing may have consisted of ideograms; for according 

to the text even expert Babylonian scholars could not decipher 
it. The inscription therefore had to be read or translated into 
ordinary symbols of speech. This seems the obviom: deduction 
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from 57, where it is said that the wise men could neither 'read ' 
the writing nor make known its interpretation, whereas in 517 

Daniel declares that he will both read and interpret it 1 
: c£ also 

515, rn. The text of the LXX is confused, and less trustworthy 
than the MT and Th. Thus 517 is clearly transposed from its 
original context in 525- 3 as a duplicate interpretation of the 
words Mav~, <pap•<, 8,1<.D,. 52

,; of the LXX which contained these 
words has unfortunately not been preserved in the solitary 
manuscript of the LXX. But that the LXX originally contained 
the equivalent of 525 is indubitable; for at the close of the title 
(or table of contents) of this chapter we read as follows: MavTJ, 

<J,ap,r, 0,.t/1.. (Did the translator understand these words as 
weights as Prince suggests, and accordingly transpose them ?) 
lure ii, lpµ.1)v•ia ailTWV' JJ,UVTJ, ~pi8µ1)rni" q:,ap,~, •tijprn,• 8,Ki>., EU-Tarn,. 

The interpretation 'numbered ... taken away ... weighed' 
admits of explanation even as to its order. 

The title, therefore, of this chapter of the LXX agrees with, 
and confirms, the text of Th. in 525 though in a different order. 
Similarly, Josephus, Ant. x. 11. 3 has llfovTJ ••• 8,KiA ••• <fiapfr. 

Since Josephus has in the earlier verses followed the LXX, we 
may reasonably conclude that here also he was following a more 
trustwo:.thy form of the LXX than that which has come down 
to us. Furthermore, Josephus in the interpretation of µavry uses 
the words xp6vov ••• ~pi0p.1JKEV 6 0«lr. See ~pi8µ1Jra1 in the title of 
this chapter given above on the LXX. Since Th. uses iµfrpTJ<Hv 

o e«i~, Josephus was here obviously using the LXX. 
The above facts throw serious doubt on the originality of the 

words Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin. Let us first deal with the 

1 517 (i. e. 525), of the LXX preserves a reference to Daniel's reading in the 
inscription : T6TE aav,~A l<1TfJ, ,caTJva11n Ti;> -ypaq>ijs, Nal civi.oyvcv, 1tai. oi,r0n 
&1re1tpi01J T<p {Jau,}..d AvT'f/ fJ '(pa<p~ 'Hpi0µ.'}Tm 1 KaT<AO'ffolJ?, /;(~pra,. There are two 
points to be observed here. First the actual transliteration of the inscription 
is not given but only a translation of it, and this translation is defective; for 
f]pi/JµT/Ta< and KaT<}..orfo-0'1 are duplicate renderings of ~.lO, and there is no 

rendering at all of 'i?.J:1, although even the table of conte~;s at the beginning 

of this chapter contai~s the three enigmatical words. Again in 52", 28 there is 

no mention of ,pr,. 526 contains f]p/0µ.'lra, a rendering of ~.lO: a,ro}..~'f" and 

uvvrer/J,.w7a1 are dittographic renderings of i'll;l?~iJ: whereas uvnfrµI/Tai, 

which is wrongly inserted between the last two verbs is a rendering of r,01,El 
and ~hould b~ transp?sed to t~e begin~ing of 5~8

• We should then read cpapls, 
uvvT<Tµ'7TU< 'I {Jau,J,.«a uov Kai T. M. Kai T. II. ll1ll0Ta1, 
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repetition of the first words. Against such a repetition we have 
the authority of the LXX, Th., Vulgate, and Josephus, and 
finally we observe that the interpretation in 526- 7 takes no 
account of such a repetition. Furthermore, Jerome here states 
definitely : Tria tantum verba in pariete scriptura (scripta - so 
Erasmus) signaverat: Mane, Thecel, Phares. Next as regards 
the fourth word, we discover that the same authorities are 
unaware of the form rt:i'i!l1 and undoubtedly read O'i!l. 

Let us first take the words as they stand r-97~~ ~1?.,;1 t-t~r,> N:1'? 
and see what can be made of them. 

{r) The usual interpretation is' counted, counted, weighed and 
pieces'. But though N:17? as passive participle of i:-rnJ might mean 
' counted ' ?i?.l;' cannot mean 'weighed' (i. e. ,y,n), and t:I'}~ cannot 
mean 'divided' (i. e. 0 1'i!l) as the interpretation in 521-s demands. 
Moreover, the interpretation takes account of O'i!l and not really 
of roi!l. These words ?i?.l;I (the absolute of N?~l;l = Heh. ,~~) and 
O'}~ as at present vocalized are not participles but substantives. 
From these facts it has been inferred that no close connexion 
exists between the inscription and its interpretation, and that 
therefore the words themselves were not arbitrarily invented by 
our author but borrowed from some other source. In that source 
they appear to have stood in some relation to the events in the 
text, else our author would hardly have incorporated them in his 
account, since the interpretation in 525-s is a real tour de force, 
resorted to in order to give them a meaning in regard to the 
present crisis. 

But the interpretation in 526- 8 cannot, as we have seen, be 
adopted, since the translation does not admit of it. If we may 
anticipate we might with Haupt and Prince render: 'There is 
counted (N:19) a mina (i1~9), a shekel and two half minas '. The 
mina would refer to Nebuchadnezzar, the shekel (=one sixtieth 
(or later one fiftieth) part of a mina) to Belshazzar and the half
minas probably to the Medes and Persians. See Prince in loc. 
To a modification of this interpretation we shall return. 

(2) Owing to the difficulties of the text and its interpi;etation 
many modern scholars, including Noldeke, Bevan, Driver, Prince, 
and Marti, have accepted the explanation putforward byClermont
Ganneau (journal Asiatt'que, Mane, Thecal, Phares, 1886), who 
pointed out that m0ne is the Aramaic equavalent of the Hebrew 
i1~'?, which was borrowed by the Greeks and written p.vii, by the 
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Latins mina. t:li!:l he recognized to be the equivalent of l!'iD 

which he found on half-mina weights, 1 and which therefore he 
concluded must mean a half-mina. As regards the term :,pn he 
was undecided, but N oldeke (Zeitschr.f Assyr., i-. 4r4-r8) rightly 
identified it with the shekel. In a fifth century Pap. s. c. 
(Cowley 105) :,pn is used as the equivalent of :,pt". 

Thus the inscription runs: a m£na, a m£na, a shekel, and two 
half-minas. Here mo can mean 'mina' but also 'numbered'. 
So Daniel shows his skill in interpreting it as meaning that 
Belshazzar's days are numbered. 'i?.l;l ( = shekel) might be 
written :,1pn (=weighed): hence 'Thou art weighed': and 
01i:; or rather OJI,\) could suggest C'i!:l = 'divided' as well as 
c,~ 'a Persian'. · But this interpretation does not account for 
jlt:li!:l. 

(3) So far we have kept to the MT in 525 • But as we have. 
shown at the beginning of the note, the MT of 525 is not 
supported by the LXX, Th., Vulg., Josephus, or Jerome or 
even by the interpretation given in 525-s of our text. These 
six authorities agree in the main in one and the same text
Ci!:l :,pn Nm-or as in Th., LXX, Josephus, Mav~, 0u.D,, </Japfr. 

The MT. i'Ci!:l1 (i. e. 'and.half minas' or 'and Persians ') would 
then be understood as an explanatory marginal gloss, which 
simply meant ' Persians' but which subsequently displaced the 
original Ci!l. 

There would then be two ways of taking these words, following 
the guidance of 21-s, or a third if we considered the probable 
meaning of the proverbial saying by itself. 

(a) Let us take the third first. The three words duly punctua
ted would mean 'a mina, a shekel, half a mina' and these three 
weights would contain a veiled allusion (as a proverb originating 
in later Persian circles and passing subsequently into Jewish) 
respectively to Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, and the Persians 
-the relative values of the two monarchs being exhibited by the 
comparison of the mina and shekel, and the sequence in time 
of the Persian on the great Babylonian Empire. 

1 In the eighth century B. c., Zinjirli Aramaic inscription (Cooke, 52s) Ci!:) 
is found with the meaning of half a mina : Cf. CIS. II. i. ro, where C'iD in the 
Assyrian version is explained as' a half mina '. In Eduy. III. 3; Yoma, iv. 4; 
Pea, viii. 5 Oi!:ll mo = a mina and a half, CiD is found in this sense in an 
Egyptian papyrus 450 B. c. See Cowley 458 where it means 'half•. 
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{b) But, if this existed as an early proverb with the meaning 

suggested in (a), it would of course assume fresh significance in 
its new context without wholly losing its old. Mane (so Versions, 
though it should be read mana N~)?) would mean 'mina ', but 
would suggest mene {N?.t?) 'numbered'. Hence Belshazzar's 
days are numbered. te!Jel ('i?.!;1) means 'shekel' but could be 
interpreted as pointing to 7'i?l;l ' weighed'. Hence 'thou art 
weighed, &c. '. Pares or rather p•ras (='half') could suggest 
peres (01"!~) 'divided' and also 019 = 'Persian'. Hence 'thy 
kingdom is divided and given to the Persians'. There is thus 
a double play on the word in 528• 

(c) It is also possible that the text of the Versions is wrongly 
punctuated for O~~ 7i?.l;l N~)?, i.e. 'a mina, a shekel, half a mina ', 
where 'half a mina' would be a comment on Belshazzar as a 
worthless son of a great father. This use of weights to denote 
the value of persons is attested in the Talmud. It may have 
originated before the time of our author, and been borrowed 
from Persian sources. Thus in Ta'an. 21 b we have: NJ' :101r.i 

• DiD p nm 7'lN mr.i )J mr.i NJI ,~1 mr.i j.J mr.i 7'lN Di!:l jJ mr.i 

' It is more fitting that a mina son of a half-mina should come 
to a mina son of a mina, rather than that a mina son of a mina 
should come to a mina son of a half-mina.' 

The text of the inscription cannot, therefore, be determined 
with certainty. The textual evidence, however, is decidedly in 
favour of its consisting simply of the three words given under (c). 
It was most probably an ancient proverb referring to the events 
with which our author was dealing and which he incorporated in 
his text and interpreted as he thought right.1 

5 27• Jn the balances. N~n~r.i so some editors: others write N!~jNr.l. 
528• Divided . •. given. n~1i:i:, , , l'1Q'"!~-both 3rd pers, fem. 

sing. Pe'il. 
The Medes and Persians. The Jews regarded the Medes and 

Persians as closely associated. Hence we have our author 
speaking three times of the 'laws of the Medes and Persians' 
(69 (8), 13 (12l, 16 (15)). From the Greek standpoint their conflicts 
with Darius and his successors were indifferently designated as 
Ta M1181«i or .,.;, II,prr,«,i. 

529 • Made proclamation. H1i:m. See note on 34• 

1 The student should consult Clermont-Ganneau, Journal Asiatique, 1886, 
pp. 36 sqq., Ndldeke, Z.f. As,yr. i. 414 soq. 
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530• The story closes here summarily with the mention of the 
murder of Belshazzar, and 531 properly belongs to the next 
narrative. 

SECTION VI 

i. e. 61- 29 (531-628), dating from the first year of the reign of 
Darius, and giving an account of the events that followed 
immediately on the conquest of Babylon. 

r. Unhistorical character ef this chapter. 

The historical difficulties of this chapter are all but incredible. 
Those connected with Belshazzar we found very great, but they 
are trivial and immaterial when compared with our author's 
records regarding 'Darius the Mede'. 

We have here to investigate briefly the historical sources 
contemporary with the years preceding and succeeding the cap
ture of Babylon by Cyrus in 538 B. c. in order to discover the 
identity of' Darius the Mede', whom our author represents as 
being appointed king of Babylon in 538 B. c., and to come 
to a definite conclusion as to whether such a person existed. 
Next, if we conclude that no such person was known to history, 
we must account for the origin of this mythical personage. 

(a) Short sketch ef the history of Media down to z'ts conquest by 
Cyrus the Persian, and ht"s subsequent conquest of Babylon. The 
Medes lived in th~ mountainous regions north and north-east of 
Babylon and south-west of the Caspian. Four of their kings are 
mentioned by Herodotus (i. 96-130), the first of whom is Deioces 
699-646, who may have been an individual or a dynasty. The 
real founder of the monarchy was Phraortes, 646-624. The 
Medes were organized by his son Cyaxares (624-584) into a 
strong power. The latter sought to avenge the defeats of his 
father by the Assyrians. In his first attempt to do so in 614 he 
was unsuccessful, but in his second campaign in 612 against the 
Babylonians and Scythians 1 he destroyed the Assyrian capital, 
Nineveh. Cyaxares was succeeded by Astyages (584-550), who 
was betrayed by his own troops into the hands of Cyrus. Cyrus 
had been a vassal of Astyages. 

1 See Gadd, The Fall of Nineveh, r9231 based on the recently discovered 
•Chronicle of Nabopolassar', 
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(b) The historical outlook of the author of Daniel t'n regard to 
the Median and Persian empires, and particularly in regard to 
Darius and Cyrus. The empire of the Medes, thus absorbed 
into that of the Persians, became the Medo-Persian empire, the 
supreme factor of which was henceforth the Persian, which had 
hitherto been a subordinate power. Cyrus became the king of 
the united monarchies in 538 when he effected the conquest of 
Babylon.1 

In our author the two peoples are sometimes represented as 
united (528, 69C8l, 13(12l,16<15l; cf. 820), but in other passages the 
distinctness of the two nationalities is emphasized, and this 
especially in regard to the heads of the empire. Thus on the 
fall of Babylon Darius the Mede (61, 5(31), 91, u 1) 'received 
the kingdom' and the title of a supreme, not of a delegated, king
ship (63,4,7, 8,9,13,14 (2,3, 6,7,8,12,13) &c.); exercised all the functions of 
a plenary and paramount jurisdiction (62,3,16,26,27 (1,2,15,25,26)); as 
sole ruler divided his vast empire into 120 satrapies, 62(1); which 
empire embraced all the peoples, nations, and languages, that 
dwell upon the earth (626 <25)); as absolute despot sentenced to 
death the rulers of such satrapies as had accused Daniel 625<24) ; 

and at the close of his reign-it does not say his death except 
in the LXX {629(28>-was succeeded by Cyrus • the Persian ' 
(629 (28): cf. ro1). And yet, though prerogative after prerogative 
and every divine right that marks and hedges in a king are piled 
on Darius, the Median empire is felt to be a kind of unintelligible 
episode in the history of Babylon-even by those whose his
torical knowledge is limited to the O.T. Our author though 
a convinced believer in this tradition of a Median Empire is 
perfectly aware that it is weaker, 83, than the Persian which 
he.held succeeded it, 2 39• 

(c) Our author presupposes that the Medes conquered Babylon 
and that 'Darius the Mede' immediately succeeded to the throne oj 
Babylon. One underlying presupposition of the entire Book of 
Daniel is that Babylon was stormed and captured mainly by 
the Medes (528, 75, 83), though in 528 Medes and Persians are 

1 Thus Cyrus, who was I the King of Countries', i. e. of the entire empire, 
and who appointed apparently only for one year his son Cambyses as ' King 
of Babylon', leaves no room for Darius. Yet the traditionalists would identify 

Darius this mythical ruler ef the whole earlh with this temporary king of one of the 
lands over all of which Cyrus ruled. See Introduction. 
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mentioned together. Cyrus ' the Persian' has, so far as the 
narrative goes, no part in its overthrow. It is, therefore, per• 
fectly in keeping with the positive statements of our author, as 
well as with the general implications of his work, that a Median 
prince should be appointed the first king of conquered Babylon. 
It is noteworthy that there is not a hint that he received the 
kingdom from the joint victors : much less is there the slightest 
foundation for the statement that the words 'Darius the Mede 
received the Kingdom' mean or imply that Darius was appointed 
by a superior. The LXX and Th. here render 'll'apDw/3,(v) Tqv 
(3a,nXdav. This merely means that he received the kingdom in 
accordance with the will of God, the Ruler of all. The very 
same phrase is used of Cyrus in the LXX in 629(28), where it 
diverges from the MT, and where it records that, on the death 
of Darius, Kvpo~ " IT,p!TI/~ 11'apD,a{3, Tryl• /3wnA.elav avrov. Cf. 531 for 
the same phrase. In Bel and the Dragon (ver. r) the same 
phrase recurs in the version of Th. in connexion with Cyrus, 
and in 2 Mace. 47 (m,paJ..a{36vros T, {:la!T1A.,lav), 1011 with Antiochus 
Epiphanes and his son respectively. Josephus uses it ((3a!T1J..,lav 

1rapa'll.aµ./3&v,.) of Evil Merodach and of Neriglissar (Ant. x. rr. 2). 
In Bernstein's Chrestomathia Syriaca, p. no, 'Ex Bar Hebraei 
Chron.' Dyn. x. 491 we have this phrase used of the accession of 
Ucataeus )loo'>»'> ~- Hoffmann, Julianos der Abtrun
ni'ge, p. 5 (see Bevan, p. 20) has found the same phrase Nnt:i,~ ~Ji' 
used by a Syriac author in describing the accession of Julian 
the Apostate. 

From the above it is simply incontestable that our author 
honestly believed that Darius was the sole and independent 
sovereign of the Babylonian empire after its conquest by Cyrus. 
The figure of Darius, a sovereign unknown, outside our author, 
to sacred or profane history, whether the latter be Greek or 
oriental, dominates the thought of our author; for a whole 
chapter, i. e. 6, is devoted to one episode in his life, while, out
side that chapter, he is mentioned three times (61 (531), 91, n 1), 

whereas the great historical figure Cyrus, who from 558 to 529 
dominated in growing measure the fortunes of eastern kingdoms, 
alike large and small, is only mentioned twice, i. e. 629 (28), roI; 
for 1 21 b appears to be a later addition. But, if outside our 
author Darius is unknown to the O.T., Cyrus is mentioned by 
prophet and historian nineteen times-:-though the passages in 
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which it occurs are conflicting at times. See Encyc. Bib. i. 
978-982. 

(d) It is also £ncontestable that our author beHeved that a Median 
empire succeeded immediately on that ef Babylon and preceded the 
Persian empire. Of such a Median sovereignty after the fall of 
Babylon rteither Berosus nor any ancient writer oriental or 
Greek knows anything, and recent research has shown that in 
the annals of Nabuna'id and the Cyrus Cylinder, Cyrus is the 
immediate successor of Nabuna'id on the throne of Babylon. 
No more does the O.T. outside Daniel know anything of a 
Median empire after the fall of Babylon. In the post-Exile 
Isaiah 40-48 Cyrus is represented as being expressly called 
to execute the divine judgements on Babylon, to set the Jewish 
captives free, and to restore Jerusalem and the Temple (4814,15, 

4428
, 4513

). 

(e) How then did this mythi'cal king and tht's myth/ea! empire 
gain a footing in history? Is it possible to explain this strange 
phenomenon in O.T. history, or rather on O.T. Apocalyptic? 
It is perfectly easy for those who have made a study of Jewish 
Apocalyptic. Scholars have recognized the fact that O.T. 
prophecy foretold the conquest of Babylon by the Medes 
(Isa. 1317, 21 2 ; Jer. 5111,28), and have (see Bevan, p. 109) 
suggested that such prophecies may have given rise to the 
tradition that the Medes had in fact conquered Babylon. But 
what these scholars have failed to see is that this is not one out 
of the many possible explanations, but that it is the exp!ana#on. 
In my Jowett Lectures on Eschatology, 1899, pp. 168 sqq., 
I pointed out that one main source of Apocalyptic was to be 
found in prophecy, or rather indeed in unfulfilled prophecy, and 
deyeloped this principle further in the second edition in 1913, 
pp. 'l:84 sqq. Since study and reflection entered largely into the 
life of the apocalyptist, and his chief studies were confined to 
the sacred books of Israel, it follows that a not unimportant 
element in apocalyptic is that of unfulfilled prophecy. Unful
filled prophecy was, as we know, a matter of religious difficulty 
to the prophets themselves as early as the Exile, and so such 
unfulfilled prophecies of the older prophets came to be re-edited 
by the later. The first notable reinterpretation is due to 
Ezekiel. Jeremiah 4-6 1 had foretold the invasion of Judah by 

Cf. Isa. 105-s•, 1712 sqq,; Mic. 511; Zeph. 38• 
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a mighty people from the north. But this northern foe failed to 
appear. And since inspired prophecy in his view c.ould not 
remain unfulfilled, Ezekiel re-edits this prophecy and adjourns 
its fulfilment, and declares that the host, of whose coming the 
earlier prophets had foretold, was Gog : 'Thou art he of whom 
I spake by my servants the prophets of Israel, which prophesied 
... for (many) years that I would bring thee against them' 1 

(Ezek. 3817). 

In the same work I have shown that the non-fulfilment of 
prophecies as to the date of the Messianic Kingdom was a pre
dominant source of apocalyptic. Thus Jeremiah prophesied 
that after seventy years (2511, 2910) Israel would be restored 
to its own land (246•6) and there enjoy the blessings of the 
Messianic Kingdom under the Messianic King (235,6), but this 
period passed by, and things remained as of old. Ezekiel 
cherished a similar expectation, but this no more than that 
of Jeremiah reached fulfilment. The same theme was dealt 
with afresh by Haggai and Zachariah, but their prophecies no 
more than those of their greater forerunners attained realization. 
In chapter ix of our author we shall return to this theme and 
discuss the fresh reinterpretation by our author of this old 
prophecy of Jeremiah, and recount subsequent attempts of other 
writers. 

In this belief on the part of our author that unfulfilled 
prophecy must yet be fulfilled we have the means of solving the 
otherwise inexplicable problems of chapters 5-6. According to 
the two greatest prophets of the past, Isaiah and Jeremiah, the 
Medes were to overthrow Babylon. This prophecy could not 
be falsified. Hence round these prophecies the thoughts of 
Judah's seers revolved, till gradually there was evolved a tradi
tion resembling no doubt in its main features Dan. 6, but 
assuredly recast by our author to suit the main purpose of Ms 
work. 

Here we have the explanation ef the thought underlying the greater 
part ef the work of our author, z: e. his belief that Babylon was 
conquered by the Medes in 538, and that a Median prince became 
king ef that great empt're. 

So far the solution of the problem holds good. There must 
have been, according to apocalyptic, a Median conquest of Babylon 

1 So LXX and Vulg. which omit the interrogative in this verse. 
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in 538, and following thereon a Median empire. That these were 
as truly historical facts as the most assured events in the past, 
the O.T. seers were convinced, starting from the same axiom as 
Ezekiel and subsequent prophets, the axiom that every prophecy 
of the past was inspired and must therefore be fulfilled. To 
them such a. statement was a self-evident proposition. We have 
here, therefore, not free invention but rather logical inferences 
from an unquestioned axiom. The seers may have been long in 
arriving at such conclusions, but sooner or later such conclusions 
under the circumstances were inevitable, and the more so as 
their knowledge of the actual events of history was meagre and 
uncertain. In our author these conclusions have won a place 
in sacred literature. 

(j) But how i's it that Dari'us came to be named as the ki'ng of 
tht's Median Empire ? There was no oracle of the past that 
foretold not only the conquest of Babylon by the Medes, but 
also the name of the Median prince who led them. Since, 
therefore, ancient prophecy failed to provide the name of this 
prince, these seers had to fall back on the history contained in 
their sacred books and probably in the Behistun Inscription of 
Darius Hystaspes, which was broadcasted in several languages 
throughout the Persian empire from India to Ethiopia. An 
Aramaic translation of this inscription, belonging to the fifth cen
tury B. c., has recently been found far up the Nile in Elephantine 
(see Cowley, Aramaic Papyri~ 248 seqq.). In this inscription 
Darius, the son of Hystaspes 1, recounts his victories-especially 
over the provinces that had rebelled against him, and amongst 
them he twice reduced Babylon. Here then were both the con
queror of Babylon and his name ready at hand. That his date 
(521-:-495) did not tally with the conquest of Babylon in 538 was 
no real difficulty to men with very elementary ideas of dates and 
chronology in general. That they called this Darius ' Darius 
the Mede' was only a further development of their reconstruction 
of the history of the conquest of Babylon in 538.2 The very 

1 The origin of ' Darius the Mede ' in Darius Hystaspes was first suggested 
by Marianus Scotus, a Benedictine monk in the eleveuth century of our era. 
See Berthold, Dan., p. 844, quoted by Prince, p. 54, 

2 Names are sometimes used loosely in ancient authorities. Thus Tornyris 
queen of the Massagetae (according to Herod. i. 206) in rejecting Cyrus' 
proposal of marriage addresses him thus : w /3a<nJ..•v M~llow. 
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acts attributed to this mythical Darius recall the later Darius, 
the son of Hystaspes. 

Thus our author tells us that this Darius set r20 satraps over 
the kngdom, which Josephus (Ant. x. II. 4) says consisted of 
360 provinces. Herodotus (iii. 89 sqq.) records that Darius, son 
of Hystaspes, divided the kingdom into twenty satrapies, and 
that this was first done under this king. In Esther r 1, 89 ; 
Esdras 32 ; Add. to Esther 21, 51 there are said to have been 
r27 provinces. 

The source then of the name of the mythical Darius appears 
undeniable. This Darius is a reflexion into the past of Darius, 
the son of Hystaspes. In 91 of our author this ' Darius the 
Mede' is said to have been the son of Ahasuerus (tv,iltvM~) men
tioned in Ezra 46 and Esther passim. This is the Hebrew form 
of the Persian Khshayarsha, the Greek Xerxes, the Aramaic 
tvi~1l::ln (see Cowley 51), and l::li'tvn (op. cit. 2 1). But Darius, the 
son of Hystaspes, was the father and not the son of Ahasuerus. 

Finally the author of this myth not knowing any real Median 
names gives two Persian names to his two kings ; for not only is 
Ahasuerus of Persian origin, but so also is Darius = Hebrew 
t.:-'1'ii, Old Persian Darayava'ush. 

Josephus is fully aware how the accounts in Daniel conflict 
with some non-Jewish authorities as to this Darius. We have 
in an earlier page (109 sqq.) found him identifying Belshazzar 
with his father N abuna'id in an attempt to reconcile the state
ments of Greek and Oriental historians with conflicting state
ments in Daniel. Here again he shuffles, and writes (Ant. x. 
II, 4); ' When Darius with the help of his kinsman Cyrus put 
an end to the hegemony of the Babylonians, he was sixty-two 
years old ... but he was cailed by another name among the 
Greeks ' (eupov a. r.apa. TD<S "EAA'7<TII' fKUAEITO iluo1-a), This no doubt 
was Gobryas (Old Pers. Gaubaruva, Bab. Gubara), governor of 
Gutium, whom Cyrus, immediately after the fall of Babylon, 
made viceroy over the province of Babylon. But the father of 
Gobryas, however, was named Mardonius and not Xerxes. 
This Gobryas, or Gubaru, according to the Annalistic Tablet of 
Cyrus appointed governors in Babylon as the mythical Dariu5 
is said to have done. Shortly after he was superseded, as 
viceroy, by Cambyses, the Persian. That Cambyses is the 
'other name' implied by Josephus is hardly worth consideration. 
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With Cambyses the Persian Josephus could not have identified 
'Darius the Mede ',1 though he might have identified him with 
Gobryas, but thought it unnecessary to mention him. 

With Cambyses Josephus deals later on with his succession 
to the throne of Cyrus (Ant. xi. 1. 2). 

Winckler, the learned Assyriologist (KA T.3, p. 287), and those 
who accept his identification of 'Darius the Mede' with Cam
byses, fail to recognize one of the main contentions of our author, 
and this is that a Median, and not a Persian, became king of 
Babylon immediately after its conquest in 538, and that this 
Median king was the ruler of a Median empire before Cyrus the 
Persian and the Persian empire came into power. It was owing 
to Winckler's ignorance of one of the essential elements of 
apocalyptic that this blunder of his is due. One of the aims of 
our author is to show that the unfulfilled prophecy of Isaiah 
and Jeremiah, that the Babylonian empire would be overthrown 
by the Merles, was in very deed fulfilled. Hence Cambyses the 
Persian cannot be identified with 'Darius the Mede'. Some
thing might be said for the partial identification of Gobryas with 
this mythical king, as we shall see in the next paragraph. 

(g) The mythical Darius is derived from the blending together oj 
historical facts assodated with three(?) distinct persons-Darius, 
son of Hystaspes, Gobryas, and Cambyses(?). Under (f) we have 
shown how to this mythical personage the name of Darius was 
given in the course of tradition. In the same section we have men
tioned the fact that Gobryas was made viceroy of Babylon imme
diately after its capture in 538 B. c., and that according to the 
Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus he appointed governors in Babylon 
as the mythical Darius is said to have done. The acts of 
Gobryas were thus in the course of tradition transferred to this 
mythi~al Darius. Again the fact that statements in our author 
which seemingly assign only one year to the reign of the mythical 
Darius over Babylon may(?) be due to the fact (transmitted 

1 Ctesias, it is true, in his Persica ( excerpts 2 and ro) relates that Cyrus 
after defeating Astyages and making himself master of Ecbatana, the capital of 
Media, married Amytis, the daughter of Astyages, and that Cambyscs was the 
fruit of this marriage. It has been urged that Cambyses could be called 
a Median on the ground of the nationality of his mother, but his nationality 
would naturally be that of his father, Cyrus the Persian. Further Cyrus' 
sovereignty over the Medes was not due to a marriage alliance but to conquest 
by force. 

3266 L 
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through tradition) that Cambyses was made king of Babylon for 
only one year during the life of Cyrus, and that the year imme
diately following its conquest. 

There is still another feature in this tradition calling for 
treatment. Whether we follow the MT or the LXX, it is clear 
that Darius is conceived as a man in the sixties if not older. 
This feature in the tradition cannot be derived from Darius, son of 
Hystaspes, who after his accession reigned for thirty-six years. 
Nor yet can it be derived from Cambyses, who even when he 
fell by his own hand can hardly have reached the sixties. It 
may, therefore, be derived from Gobryas or Gubaru who is 
mentioned in the Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus as the supreme 
governor in Babylon after Cyrus' conquest of that city. 

§ 2. Our author's aim in this chapter as distinguished from his 
aim in chapter 3. 

In 31- 30 the aim of our author was to direct his people how to 
act in their relations to heathen religfrms and to admonish them 
not to acknowledge or share in their worship, but rather to 
prefer death to apostasy. In this chapter it is his aim to enforce 
the duty of observing thet'r own religion. And since during the 
exil'e this observance could not extend beyond acts of private 
and personal worship, it is just this side of the Jewish religion 
that has to be brought forward here, and it is the necessity ot 
emphasizing this side that obliged our author to introduce certain 
unlikely or incredible features into his story, such as the king's 
issuing such a preposterous edict as that in the text in order to 
render Daniel's acts of private devotion a capital offence, and 
his failure to consult the chiefest and wisest of his great officers 
before issuing such an edict. These and other such features, 
however, appear no longer unreasonable when they serve to 
manifest Daniel's faithful observance of his religion in private. 
By such a story or parable our author sought to encourage his 
countrymen, who under the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes 
were precluded in the main from all acts of public worship, to be 
true to their national faith and hold fast to the life of private 
devotion, even as Daniel had done. 

§ 3. (a) Corruptions of the MT. 
6lb-2 h (s3lb-6lh). See notes £n loc. 
67(6), 12(11), 16(15J. In these three passages the MT reads ,ci.liil, 
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and modern scholars render it in all three passages 'came 
tumultuously' and wrongly in all. The LXX, Th., Pesh., and 
Josephus require lJ"'\j? in 67 (G). The context also is against 
l~l7il having been originally in the text. In 612 ( 11) the MT is 
right and was rightly rendered by the LXX, Th., Pesh., and 
Vulg., as' kept watch '-a meaning attested in Aramaic and hte 
Hebrew but not earlier than the 2nd cent. B.c. Daniel's enemies 
were spying upon him in order to discover him in the act of 
breaking the law. In 616 (15> this verb is an interpolation. Both 
the LXX and Th. omit it. Furthermore, the context itself makes 
its presence impossible. Daniel's enemies did not leave the 
king's presence the entire day, while the king was striving to 
save Daniel. 

613 (12). For Ol)D N.:i,iJ 1''J.I tit, ~, ( = 'regardeth (?) not thee, 
0 king') we should read 11JllD 'll 31~e, N:, =' obeyeth not thy 
decree'. No ancient authority supports the MT. See notes on 
613(12) and 312. 

619(18). See note in foe. 
625 l24l. For l'J:,;o read ~•.IJ'~ and for 11J1 read i•i;i7. See note 

£n foe. 
629 (28l. The Massoretes or a reviser replaced the original O'i?~ 

=LXX 1<arnmi0'1) by n,:m, and so framed a conflate text from 
two independent texts. See notes on 64, 29• 

(b) Interpolations. 
65 (4). 'Neither was there any error or fault found m him.' 

LXX and Th. om. 
68(7), 13(12}. 'or man'. 
613 C12l. 'Concerning the edict of the king.' Omitted by LXX, 

Th., and Pesh. 
616(10). 'Came tumultuously to the king and.' LXX, Th. 

omit. Context against its presence absolutely. 
(e) Disloeatz"ons of the text. 
61 9 (18). See note i·n foe. 
(d) Omissions. 
6H(13>. 'Before his God'. So LXX and Th. 
(e) The Massoretes or individual revisers have dealt summarily 

with the original text of this chapter. Thus they appear to have 
introduced ieil"'\il in 67(6 ) instead of lJ"'\j?: to have added it 
against the early versions and the context in 616 (15>: to have 
conflated two distinct types of text in 6'1, 29• 

L2 
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61 (581 ). Darius the Mede received the kingdom. The origin of 
this mythical personage, Darius the Mede, was due as we have 
shown in the introduction to this chapter (see § r c, e) to a funda
mental article in the creed of post-Exilic writers-especially 
of apocalyptic writers-that non-fulfilled prophecy must in due 
time be fulfilled: hence the prophecy of the overthrow of Babylon 
by the Medes, as foretold by Isaiah and Jeremiah, is in part 
recounted and everywhere presupposed by our author (see 
Introd. to this chapter, § I e). But, since the reinterpreta
tion of such unfulfilled prophecies began more than 300 years 
before our author's time, the rewriting of history in order to 
bring it into accord with such prophecies followed soon and 
inevitably on the heels of this earlier practice, especially when 
the dates of the fulfilment of such prophecies had long expired. 
Since the Medes had lost all their influence centuries before our 
author's time, the fulfilment of Isaiah and J eremiah's prophecies 
with regard to them must, if they were fulfilled at all, have been 
fulfilled in the past. The rewriting of history to authenticate 
these prophecies was naturally ,:in most cases a slow process, 
and, when our author sat down to write, he most probably found 
the myth-as to Darius the Mede and the kingdom of the Medes 
following immediately after that of Babylon-already fully deve
loped and at his disposal. The myth is composite and reflects 
features that in part belong to Gobryas, to Cambyses, and to 
Darius Hystaspes, as we have shown in the Introd. to this 
chapter § 1 (g). 

Received the kingdom. The attempt to show that this phrase 
implies an authority delegated to a subordinate prince by a 
supreme prince completely breaks down : see evidence as to its 
real meaning in the Introd. to this chap. § r (c). 

t Being about threescore and two years old. 62(1 ). It pleased 
Danust. As far back as the eleventh century of our era these 
words have been a source of difficulty to Jewish scholars 
(Rashi, &c.), since they imply that the father of Darius must 
have been a contemporary of Nebuchadnezzar, when he plundered 
the Temple. Besides the mention of the exact age of Darius 1s 
without a parallel in the rest of the book. Further, these words 
do not appear in the LXX, which in their stead reads Kal t.apf"ios 

11"A~pr/S TWV ~P,fpwv Ka< £p(iofM iv Y~P" = \JICJ i 1!:lt:ll rr.,11 !);l,Q wi,,,,. 
From this text we might hypothetically explain the MT: Thus 
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:io may have been misunderstood as expressing a number 
(so Behrmann) i. e. 62 and so came to be expanded into 
rn,n, )'nt!'. This once done, )'Ol' could easily have been 
changed into j')t!', since in Aramaic and Hebrew they are in 
such a connexion synonyms. We have then to suppose that 
the corrector rewrote ,•s:i~, , •• 31:10 !!',,,,, as !!'\',, 1:1,p ,s:it!'\, 1 

modelling his correction on 382 (42) where this phrase occurs. 
This is of course quite hypothetical. But if we are to reach 
some explanation, we must apparently begin with the expansion 
of ::io. If such an expansion did take place, the text had 
necessarily to be rewritten. What it was originally must be 
left as an unsolved problem. This, it will be said, is a corn• 
plicated explanation of the text: but so is the textual problem. 
Since the difficulties of the Aramaic and Th. are so great I pro
pose to follow the LXX instead, though itself uncertain : 'And 
Darius was full of days (or rather "years") and glorious in 
old age'. 

The attempt to explain rr"J..qpTJ~ Trov ~p.Eprov Ka, ,v/Jo~os tv 'YTJP" as 
a doublet by retroversion into Hebrew is open to manifold 
objections. The evidence for an Aramaic as against a Hebrew 
original is overwhelming. In any case such a solution is not 
open to a scholar who presupposes an Aramaic original. But, 
even if we accepted the hypothesis of a Hebrew original, the 
solution offered is improbable-to most minds incredible. This 
solution is that ,v/Jo~os is a rendering of i~~: but the LXX never 
so renders it save in a single doubtful passage in Job 3424 : and 
that 1r'!l.71p11s is a rendering of ,~f on the ground that the LXX so 
renders it once out of nearly a hundred passages, where its 
rendering is different. 

62(1). An hundred and twenty satraps. On 'satraps' see note 
on 32; Some sort of division of Babylon is recorded on the 
Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus, where it is said that Gubaru, 
governor of Babylon under Cyrus, 'appointed governors in 
Babylon'. But the division into 20 satrapies of the whole 
empire is attributed to Darius Hystaspes by Herodotus iii, 89 sqq. 
In Esther r 1 and 89, r Esdras 32, Add. to Esther 21, 31 the number 
of satrapies is increased to 127. But these numbers are in-

1 In 63 Daniel is said to be ,v/Jo[o< evavn AapEiov = Wl'ii t:1ip i 1!:lt!'. This 
appears to be a dittograph of the first clause in 61 MT. t::'1'"1i t:1ip "1!:lt'.I = • it 
pleased Darius•. 
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accurate according to the inscriptions of Darius, which ascribe 
his division of his empire successively into 21, 23, and 29 
satrapies. Our text does not literally assert that 'Darius the 
Mede' was the first to institute the 120 satrapies. 

Over them lli7~t,) N~V.. This phrase does not occur in the Aram. 
Pap. Possibly.the Old Aram. would have been 'l'J.I: cf. Cowley 
56, 9• N'J.I 10 occurs as an adverb: op. cit., 510

, 
13

, 256, 482
• The 

phrase in our text occurs in the Targ. on Isa. 1414
• 

Three presidents. r.::iio is generally taken to be a loan-word 
from the Persian sar, head, chief. It is found also in the Targums 
t-:.::iio as a rendering of i~bl, &c. With this triumvirate we might 
compare 57 (note). 

Give account-Nol/t:J • • • r.::in-, a phrase only here in Biblical 
Aramaic. For this meaning of the noun, cf. Ezra 55, and for 
a parallel to the whole phrase the Targ. on Prov. 2616 NOl/t:J 'J,i', 
though with a different nuance. 

Should have no damage= i'i~ • • , to:,. The Haph'el of P!J occurs 
three times in Ezra 413, 15•22 : the noun once in Hebrew in Esther 
?4 and occasionally in the Targums. The Pa'el (?) is found in 
the A ram. Pap. (Cowley, 3i4): also in Assyrian, 

64 C3l. Was distinguished, i.e. n~Jnti. This word is found in 
Hebrew : also in the Aram. -Pap., Beh. 601 exactly in the same 
sense as in our text. See Cowley, p. 254. 

Thought, i.e. M;iP,. 3rd masc. perf. but according to Noldeke 
part. pass. with an active meaning as in Syriac. In the Ethpa'el 
it has this meaning: cf.Aram.Pap. (Cowley, 3023). This Aramaic 
verb has been adopted in the Hithpa'el into Hebrew in Jonah 16• 

'And he prospered in the king's business which he carried out7. 
I have restored this clause to the text from the LXX, which 
reads ,ca1 ~ioaovµEvos <V ra,, 1rpayµau!ms TOV /3autA.EWS af, <'trpauuE. Since 

. the LXX uses ,voSovv six times out of seven, more or less, as 
a trans!att'on of n,~ taking the Hebrew and Aramaic together, 
we may safely conclude that ,voSouµoos is here a rendering of 
n,~n (or Hebrew n1,~i1). For the rendering in this word by 
d1oifoiiv in the Aramaic passages, cf. Ezra 58 and in the Hebrew of 
Daniel in 812, 24 , 25, 1127 • 36• Th., on the other hand, renders the 
Aramaic n,~n by KanvBvvnv in 330, 628, and, similarly, the Hebrew 
n•,1n in 824, 20, u 27 • 36• Only in 8 12 has Th. been influenced by 
the LXX and rendered it by EuwfJwB?, From this investigation it 
follows that ,vo3ouµ.•vo~ in the LXX here is a rendering of n,~n. 
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From this verse, where its occurrence is justified in every 
respect, it was borrowed by an early reviser of the text, whose 
revision is here at all events represented by Th., and who 
transferred it to 629 where he replaced by it the original verb 
O'i'i1. Thus not only has a false text been established in 629 (28l 

but a conflate type of text introduced thereby. 629 should repre
sent the king's realization of his t'ntentz"on which t's expressed t'n 64• 

See next note. 
Thought to set him over the whole realm. The text is doubtful. 

At all events there are two readings. The above text is supported 
by the LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. Only Th. is opposed to it with 
the reading Kari<rr1J<r•11 a-lir6v. At first sight this seems to be a 
simple error for l(3ovt..Ev(Taro rnm<Tni(Tai avrov <1T1 1Ta!Tl)r rijr {3a(T<A<ias 

avrou (LXX and other Versions as well as the Aram.). But 
a further study of the entire chapter-especially 64, 29 (63, 28) 

reveals the fact that either the LXX as a whole is right, or Th. 
as a whole is right, and that the MT (with Pesh. and Vulg.) is 
a confused medley of the two types of text. (1) First of all the 
LXX in 64 records that the king' thought to set Daniel over the 
whole realm', and repeating this clause in 64 (8u a. i{3ovt..ev<raro 

o {3a<r,Xevs Karaurij<T<u rov 6.av1qt.. lr.l 1Ta<T1Jr rijr (3au,t..eias a-/iroii) dwells on the 
fact that this intention of the king was due to Daniel's successful 
dispatch of the king's business and at the same time brought 
about a plot against Daniel. Then, when we pass on to 629 (28) 

after the plot was defeated and Daniel's enemies destroyed, we 
read as we should expect : Ka, Artvu)X Kau<rra0'1 <IT• rijs {3nu,t..eiai: 

Aap,fov. Here the LXX stands alone against Th. (and the rest) 
which reads Kal Aav,qX 1<£1nv0vv•v lv -rfj {3a<r1"-••t:! A£1peiov. (2) The 
second consistent type of text is that of Th. Instead of l(3ovl-..evuaro 

1caraurijua1 (LXX = MT, Pesh., Vulg-1, Th. reads Karfrt7J<r<v. 

Here the king's intention is represented as an accomplished fact. 
In 629 (28) it therefore consistently records that after the plot was 
defeated 'Daniel prospered in the reign of Darius' (see the text 
above). (3) Passing from these two consistent types of text we 
come to the third-that of the MT followed by the Pesh. and 
Vulg. Here, it is stated in 64 (8) that the king 'intended to set 
Daniel over the whole realm', and accordingly we expect to find 
after the shipwreck of the conspiracy, a clause in 629 to the effect 
that the king did carry out his £ntention and set Daniel over the 
kingdom as in the LXX, but we find no such clause but only 
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this rather colourless statement that ' Daniel prospered in the 
reign of Darius', a statement which is in itself a conflation of a 
clause in 6 3 of the LXX though differently worded "al ,va5ouµ.,vo~ 

lv Tat~ 1rpayµ.aTEtat!; TDV ~a<n-,._{,,,s als ifaparrrr, (1.'.lll ,, N.:hr-i n,1:iy:i n,~m =) 

and the original text in 628 e'\1"11 m::::iSr-i S:i, tl1i'n SN1Jil. The reviser 
has borrowed n,~n from this clause in the original Aramaic 
behind the LXX of 64 <3) and replaced tl'i'il in 629 (28l by it. In 64 

the clause restored from the LXX is given as one of the reasons 
for the king's determination to set Daniel above all the rest. 
6 29(28 ) represents the king as carrying this determination into effect. 

From the above facts it follows that we must adopt either (1) 
or (2). Since, however, the documentary evidence for (r) is so 
strong and since Th. not only stands alone but has the appearance 
of being a late emendation, we must adopt (1) and accordingly 
in 6 29 (28) read "al l!.av,ryA KnHrrTa8ry e'rrl T~t ~au-,-,..,/.a,; l!.ap,lov i. e. 'NI),\ 

e'M1 n,::::i,o SJJ tl'i'il instead of ei,,.,, m::::iSo:i n,~n m, SN1Ji\. 
•,-: 

An excellent spirit. Cf. 512• 

65 (4). Find . .. agai'nst Daniel. ,,,, nn:::iem,. For this meaning 
of,, cf. Cowley 2]2 r, n::::inei1-t (NS) S:ino ti:i,i,o = 'nothing disloyal 
was found against us'. In the next verse we find S:i, in the same 
construction. 

Fault. i. e. nn•nei. Cf. 2 9• Faithful, i. e. ro•no. See 2 45• 

Error, i. e. ,,ei. See 329• 

[Nez'therwas there any error or fault found t'n him]. Since both 
the LXX and Th. omit these words, I have with Behrmann rele
gated them to afoot-note as a marginal gloss on the preceding words. 

66 (5l. Shall . .. find any occasz'on. Here il~J! is to be under
stood-after N)M::::itttn. 

Except, i. e. lrl?, The perfect (~~Qe~CI) here and in ]27 only in 
Biblical Aramaic has the sense of a future just as after tii::; \i) in 
Hebrew: cf. Gen. 3226

• 

Law. Here as in Ezra 712•14 sq. l'1"J denotes the Jewish religion 
at the period when law constituted the chief element in religion. 

67(6). Drew near to. So the LXX 1rpmr~-,._0orrav 1
, Th. 1rapirrr17crnv 

'presented themselves' ; but Hippolytus who follows Th. reads 
1rpo<F~-,._0ov; Pesh. =..c. These two or rather three versions 
imply ~Y)~ and not n~t)ii'l in the text. The Vulg. surripuerunt 

1 :J1i' is rendered by the LXX by rrpo11lpxeu0ai in 38
• 

26
, ?16, and by Th. in 

38, 26, 61s, 716; by l-,-,l(«v by the LXX (Syr. mg.) in 716, and by Th. in 621 , Once 
elsewhere the LXX renders it by <l'rv-yxav«v 613, and Th. by rrporr6.-,,110ru 7n. 
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which is either corrupt or an alternative form 1 for surrepse
runt supports 1:1,p; though it describes the approach of the 
nobles to the king as furtive and underground, in order to 
ensnare him into their conspiracy against Daniel. Jerome 
approves of the rendering: 'pulchre dixit surripuerunt(i. e. surre
pserunt). Non enim hoe locuti sunt quod agere cogitabant, sed 
per honorem regis, inimico moliuntur insidias.' Jos. (Ant. x. 
II. s) supports the LXX 1rpos TQV Aapiiov h,06vus ,,1r~yy,iAop aim;-,. 

Thus no version or other authority from the second century 
B. c. to the fourth A. D. supports it::'1~,n in this passage in any 
sense that can be assigned to it. The context is also against it. 
Hence we reject it as a late introduction into the Aramaic text 
by some Jewish scribe or reviser in the place of the original 
word i:i,p. 

But lt::'liil recurs in 612(11),16(15>, where it cannot be translated as 
' came tumultuously' with the main body of scholars, nor as 
'assembled' 2 with the R.V.-which last meaning does not 
appear to belong to the verb in any case. Here the context is 
against this meaning 'to come tumultuously', and may be 
accordingly disregarded. The courtiers have succeeded in 
getting a law enacted against Daniel. Their next object is 
obviously to discover Daniel in the act of breaking this law. 
What sane writer, let us ask, would in such a case represent 
them as 'coming tumultuously' 3 to Daniel's house in order to 
detect Daniel in the act of transgressing the law? Thus the context 
itself exposes the absurdity of this rendering. But not only does 
the context come to our help, but also the versions. The latter 
attach the meaning of 'to keep watch upon', 'to spy upon' to 
it::'l"\i1, Thus the LXX reads iT1JP11onv, Th. 1rapf-r1Jp'luav, Pesh. 
o~ (= Th.), Vulg. 'curiosius inquirentes '. Now this meaning 
of t::'l"li1 is actually found in the J er. Targ. on Exod. 2 3 jl~fl~ 
n,v = 'watched her', 'perceived her': Nidda 13a; Shabb. 129a, 
Aph'el l!''l"\~ • he observed'. Cf. also late Hebrew in Meg. 15 b 
1'1l"\1 'will observe' : Shabb. 13 b : Ned. 13 a. This is a common 

1 Cf. Plautus, Mi!. 2. 3. 62, where the converse change is found i.e. surrepsit 
for surripuerit. 

2 I can find no authority for the meaning' assembled', assigned to this word 
in the R.V. The word has two established meanings, the later of which only 
is found in 612(11), the other meaning not occu·rring. 

3 In the Targ. on Ruth 1 19 this meaning is found ~nip 1:3n1 ,:) iC''lil:'( 
;n1,,y 'All the inhabitants of the city were stirred up about them'. 
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meaning of the word in Syriac, and also in Mishnaic Hebrew : 
cf. J. Tal. Ber. v. 9 a. Erub. i. 19 b. It is implied also in Jose
phus, Ant. x. u. 6: (iia T~V <pv">.aic?,v Kal ll,a-r~p'}G'IV. Hence I have 
rendered the text in 612(11) 'Then these men kept watch and found 
Daniel'. 

In Arant. Pap. (Cowley, A}:i. 29) we have ~li1 ~ 1lt:I 'will be 
greatly enraged', where the verb may be in the Haph'el so far 
as the form goes. In Hebrew it occurs in Ps. 2 1 ,t:1li = ' are 
enraged', or 'are in a tumult'. Thus, the meaning of li::'liil in 
612(11) = 'kept watch' is not attested earlier than the date of our 
text, whereas the other meaning is attested in the fifth cent. B.c. 

There remains now the third passage, i. e. 616(15), Here both 
the LXX and Th. omit 1t:llii1. The Vulg., however, reads 
'intelligentes ', which implies this reading, while the Pesh. gives 
the other meaning~;?= tumultuati' sunt. The latter meaning 
is in part suitable to the context. The enemies of Daniel have 
secured evidence of his breach of the law, and this breach must 
lead to his destruction. 

But there is a difficulty. Th. omits I the words 'came tumul
tuously to the king and'. The LXX differs throughout in 
details, but it and Jos., Ant. x. II. 6, presuppose the presence of 
the satraps and presidents throughout the whole interview, 611- 15• 

The omission in Th., to which we have just referred, involves 
the same presupposition. Furthermore even 615(HJ of the MT 
cannot be interpreted apart from this presupposition ; for it 
implies the presence and active exertions of Daniel's adversaries 
throughout the entire day. This being so, 616(15) cannot begin 
'Then those men came tumultuously to the king and said'. In 
fact neither possible meaning of this verb is admissible in this 
context. Hence I have excised the clause 'came tumultuously 
unto the king and ' as an interpolation, which has no support 
before the fourth century A. D., and is also against the context. 

Said before him. Thus with the LXX eirrav lvav-rlov -rov {3aui">./r,,1; 

we must emend i:i? Jli!:1~ into 1n,1:1ip j'iti~. When subjects 
address the king the idiom always (twenty-three times) is as 
I have emended,save in 616(15), where the adversaries of Daniel are 
deliberately rude to Darius, and in 2 25 where our author having 
used oip in the clause immediately preceding does not repeat 

1 A few MSS. of this version add as in Aramaic 1rap<-r1JpfirravTo fol Tov /3arr,>.ia 

"at 
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it after ir.lN. In 39 'said to Nebuchadnezzar' "=iJ, jlir.lN, the 
text is corrupt. See § 20. w. 

68(7). All the presidents. Is this misrepresentation made delibe
rately in order to lead the king to believe that Daniel had taken 
part in this appeal to the king? But according to the LXX 64 

only the two colleagues of Daniel conspire against him; for 
according to 63 (LXX) the fact that they are specially mentioned 
as being put under Daniel made them naturally hostile to Daniel. 
Accordingly in 625(24) it is only these two men that are cast into the 
den of lions. This is a much more reasonable form of the story, 
but Josephus (Ant. x. rr. 6) here follows our text. 

The deput£es and satraps. See note on 32• 

That the king should establish a statute. So Rosenmi.iller, 
Hitzig, Marti, and others (following the MT punctuation). This 
the king does in 610 (9). N:br., stands at the end, as Marti ob
serves, in order not to separate tl'i' ilO'i'', which corresponds to 
it:IN mipn,. Compare a similar construction in Hebrew in 
Isa. 524, 201, &c., where the object follows immediately after the 
infinitive and then the nominative of the subject. Another ren
dering is 'to establish a royal statute'. So Th. ,r-rijrrn, urauu 

f]au,A,Kjj, This rendering is supported by Ewald, Bevan, Behr
mann, and others : cf. 613 N:i,o it:IN 'the king's interdict'. But 
this second rendering ignores the emphatic N:i,o, whereas we 
have the emphatic form in 613• 

Make a strong interdi'ct. 9pr, occurs in Hebrew, Job 1420, 1524, 

Eccles. 4 12, as a loan-word from Aramaic. i9~ is practically the 
same word as the Hebrew•~~ in Num. 303,4, &c. 

Any god. Aramaic adds here 'or man'. But since ~l1f can 
be used not only of prayer but of any sort of petition, the state• 
me.nt that no man should be allowed for thirty days to make 
a single request of any of his neighbours is too extravagant to 
be taken seriously. The text is concerned only with prayer 
directed to a god, This does not include requests directed to 
the king, who was regarded as a demi-god. Moreover Daniel's 
enemies admit that they can find no occasion against him save 
in respect to his worship of his God. Finally we remark that the · 
LXX and Josephus omit this phrase. The text of the LXX thus 
flatters Darius by implicitly ranking him with the gods. Antioch us 
Epiphanes regarded himself as a god. Josephus (Ant. x. rr. 5), 
however, states that the decree forbade requests to the king. 
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Den ef lions. The Assyrian and Persian kings kept lions in 
enclosures for hunting purposes. But 618(17) where the mouth of 
the :ih is said to be covered by a stone, and the stone, sealed 
with the signet of the king and of his lords, suggests that the 
writer is here thinking not of a fenced-in enclosure but of a pit 
which is its proper meaning: cf. Targ. on Gen. 3i2

, Jer. 386
, 7, 

where it is a rendering of ""11:l. But in such pits animals could 
not have lived save for a very short time. The tradition which 
our author was using probably contained no definite conception 
of the 'den' or 'pit' in question. 

Lions. NOi:1~, pl. of N'""IN 'exactly agrees with the Syriac form 
as vocalized by the East Syrians (Nestorians); the West Syrians 
pronounce aryawrithri with short a in the second syllable ' 
(Bevan). The former punctuates -,,-- for --=-- before a vav: cf. 
n91f 79 from NO";~. 

69 (8J. Establish the t"nterdict and sign the writing. Here two 
distinct actions are mentioned. First the king gives his sanction 
to the interdict: next the interdict is issued in written form with 
the royal signature. In 610 (9) 'the writing and the interdict' 
means the writing which contains the interdict ; cf. J er. 3627 

(' the roll and the words', i. e. the roll which contained the 
words). 

That it be not changed. On the construction N•~e-n, K' ,, see 
Introd., § 20. t. 

Which altereth not. Cf. Esther 1 19, 88• 

611 <10>. Now his windows, &c. This clause is parenthetical. 
Literally it runs: 'now he had in his chamber windows open
ing'. ri;p pl. of i1!;p : Targ. Nl;)j'.~ (emphatic state). The windows 
were of the nature of lattices: cf. Prov. 76 : 2 Kings 1 2, opposed 
to closed windows Ezek. 41 26• 

His chamber, i. e. i=ID1?l! = Heb. l"l~~Y. -a roof-chamber: see 
Enc. Bt'b. I. 509. Cf. LXX and Th. urrf~ov. This chamber was 
constructed on the flat roof of the house : cf. Acts ro9 irrl -ro l!wl-'a, 

Such a chamber was specially used for prayer, mourning, and acts 
of devotion: cf. Isa. 221, Ps. ro28

1 Acts ro9, Judith 85• It was 
such a chamber (i1~~P,) that was built on the roof for Elisha by the 
Shunammite, 2 Kings 410• But this latticed chamber may have 
been over the gateway: see Enc. Bt'b. II. 21311 or rather' a room 
attached to the wall by a separate stair' as the Press Reader 
suggests. 
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Toward Jerusalem. The custom of turning to Jerusalem 

became usual, no doubt, from the Exile onwards. Cf. Tob. 311, 

I Esdras 458• The practice is referred to in the Mishnah
Berakh. iv. 5, 6. Authority for turning to Jerusalem was to be 
found in r Kings 844, towards the Temple in 838,48 • Cf. Ezek. 
816sqq., Ps. 57, 282• See Schurer, GJV. 3 ii. 453. 

Was wont to kneel, i. e. !J".9 ~q. So Baer, Bevan, Marti, &c., 
with eleven manuscripts. But most manuscripts read 7;J ~~ii. 

Cf. 1 Kings 854, Ezra 95-the posture for prayer, but it was 
usual later to stand when praying: cf. Matt. 65, Mark u 25, 

Luke r8n, Berakh. v. r. 
Three tz'mes a day. Cf. Ps. 5517, 'at evening and at morning 

and at noonday': 2 Enoch 514• In later times the hours of 
prayer were not, as it has been wrongly inferred from Acts 2 15, 

· 31, 103,9,30, the third, sixth, and ninth hours of the day, but the 
three actual hours of prayer were {r) the early morning at the 
time of the morning offering ,nw .n,~n; (2) in the afternoon
the ninth hour (our 3 p.m.) at the time of the evening meal 
offering ;,mo .n,~n; cf. 931 : (3) in the evening at sunset n,~.n 
JiYil: cf. Berakh. iii. 3, iv. r. See Schurer, GJV.3 ii. 293. Yet 
in r Chron. 2330 only morning and evening prayer are prescribed. 
See Jewish Encyc. x. 164 sqq. 

Prayed and gave thanks. On ~,10 cf. Cowley 3015 : on ~'110 

see 2 23 of our text. 
Before his God. On our author's use of tl1i' see note on 67(6) : 

and Introd., § 20. w. 
As he did aforetime. This can also be translated 'forasmuch 

as he had been wont to do aforetime '. The king's interdict did 
not affect the fulfilment of Daniel's religious duties. 

612(11). Kept watch. That this is the right translation of 1WJi,1 

here, see the evidence given in the note on 67C6l- This is the 
later meaning of this verb. Its earlier meaning is inadmissible 
in this context. 

613(12)-18(17). The adversaries of Daniel arraign him before the 
king for his breach of the royal interdict. Notwithstanding the 
reluctance of the king, he is obliged in accordance with the law 
to condemn Daniel to the den of lions. The text clearly implies 
that the struggle between the king and the adversaries of Daniel 
continued wi'thout break throughout the entire day. There is no 
withdrawal of the latter from the palace after they have made 
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their charge and no subsequent return as the corrupt text of the 
MT represents. These six verses represent a single scene in 
the drama of this narrative. 

613 (12l. Concerni"ng the kt"ng's interdict; hast thou not. This 
text is very doubtful. The LXX reads simply ' Darius 
(> Th.) 0 king hast thou not'. Th. '0 king': the Pesh. 
'0 king live for ever: hast thou not ? ' Only the Vulg. sup
ports the words but not their connexion : super edicto : Rex, 
numquid non. We should best read with the LXX, 'Darius 
0 king, hast thou not'. The order of the words 'Darius the 
king' is the older one: see Introd., § 20. dd. 

Any god. Here as in 68 C7l the Aramaic wrongly interpolates 
'or man'. LXX omits. See note on 68<7J. 

614 C13l. Hearkeneth not, 0 king, to thy decree. In the note on 
312 I have dealt with this corrupt passage and shown that for the 
corrupt MT tlY~N:iSo:i•Syo~N, = (' regardeth not thee, 0 king'?) 
we should read ,o.v~S:i,ot:!'N' 'hearkeneth not to thy decree'. Since 
the LXX omits this clause, and Th. and Vulg. omit N::br.,, and 
and none of these authorities recognizes the MT, we must mark 
it as corrupt and read as above suggested. The Pesh. pursues 
a different course in each passage, but agrees with no other 
authority. Josephus, Ant. x. II. 6, twice supports the above 
restoration. Thus he states that the nobles accused Daniel of 
being 'the only person that transgressed the decrees' : Ti"apa· 

{:JaivoVTos µ&vov Tov Aavi~Aov Ta Ti"poa-Tffay/liva, and again in the next 
clause Kara<ppov~a-avTt Tow <K<tvov 'll'pna-Tayµ,ir,.,v. AU the other subjects 
of the king took care Ta Ti"pouT<rayµi•a µ➔ rrapa{:Jijvat. 

In the Biblical Aramaic only the Hithpa'el 727 11:11ori~1 is used 
in the sense of obeying. But the evidence of the Greek versions 
gees to prove that the Pe'al of YO~ had also this meaning. In 
Hebrew JJ~rt' is followed by S:t1 2 Kings 2213, &c., or S r Sam. 87, 
&c., with a noun = 'to obey'. 

r Before his God.1 We· should with the LXX /'i,&µ,vov Tou 7Tpou

Wrrov TOV 6Eoii aVToV and Th. alrf'i. 1rapU Toll e~ov aVraV Tll alr~µara aVToV 

restore i'liJ?~ l:l"li'. The words, 'before his God', are important 
here. Daniel is accused-not of making vague but of making 
definite petitions to his God in direct contravention of the law. 
Now since in 611(10 ,12C11l this phrase is found in thisconnexion, 
and since the LXX and Th. support this full form of the text, 
we have restored it as above. 
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615{HJ. Was sore displeased, i. e. 1m,y t!'N.l N'lt!' = Hebrew l.tl1, 
n,1,l ny, ,, : cf. N eh. 2 10, Jon. 41 (,N yy,). For the expression 
of the opp_osite emotion see 624<23l note. 

Set his heart. Here only in Biblical Aramaic is 'f found 
meaning 'heart'. But it occurs in the A ram. Pap. (Cowley, 
Al;i. 97) and in the later Syriac and Palestinian Aramaic. In 
Hebrew cf. :::i, tl11!' in r Sam. 920, where it has the same meaning 
as the phrase in our text. 

Till the going down of the sun. N~t!' I_~~~ i31 is the exact equi
valent of the Hebrew t!'Ot:!'i1 N1:::i-i31. 

616 (15), These men. The MT adds an impossible clause here
' came tumultuously unto the king'. For the grounds on which 
I have excised this clause see note on 67 (6 l. 

Sat'd unto the king, i. e. N:i,o, r,oN. This phrase expresses the 
discourteous attitude of the courtiers to the king. See note on 
67 (6l. At the beginning of the interview, which lasted all day, 
their attitude was different: see 613(12) 'said before the king'. See 
notes on 2 25, 39• 

Know, 0 king, &c. This is a very discourteous reminder to 
the king that he is bound by his own law, which has the tradition 
of the past behind it. 

No interdict ... may be changed. On the idiom N1~1!'n, N' see 
Introd., § 20. t. 

617(16). Continually. Ni'in:i is used in the Targums without the 
:i in the same sense. Also we find Ni1,n n,31 ='the daily sacri
fice' the equivalent of the Hebrew i 1on. 

618(17). Was brought-n;'[YQ. Passive perfect Haph'el-in 
reality a Hoph'al. See 313 note. 

Laid upon. n~t is abnormal, and should with Kautzsch 
(§ 45. I d), Kamphausen, Bevan, &c., be punctuated ng~. 

Signets. n~!~ pl. construct according to the best manuscripts 
with Baer and with the LXX. But inferior manuscripts and Th. 
have the singular. 

Nothing. ~J~ • • , ~, This word, which originally meant 
' purpose', is here used in the sense of 'thing' -a sense in 
which it is current in Syriac and also in the Palmyrene Aramaic. 
For similar weakenings in the significance of words cf. Nn,Nt!' 

414 <17l (?): in Hebrew r~r.i Eccles. 31, 57• In the A ram. Pap. 
(Cowley 1525•29, and frequently) the verb 'J~ occurs in the full 
sense of' to wish'. 
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619(18l, Fastt'ng. niip is taken to be a feminine noun in the abso
lute state used adverbially. It occurs in Syriac. 

Nei1her were ti'nstruments of musict. The meaning of the text 
here is uncertain. It is also most probably corrupt. The 
meaning of nQJ here rendered 'instruments of music ' is really 
unknown. Th. renders it by ll',fo·µara (as also the Pesh.): lbn 
Ezra, 'instruments of music' : Saadi, 1 dancing girls' : Berthold 
and others 'concubines'. It is perhaps best with Bevan, Marti, 
and Prince to emelld the word into rm? = I concubines,: cf. 
52,3,23• These were usually present in oriental courts. 

But the entire text may be corrupt. When the Aramaic text 
(followed by Th., Syr., and Vulg.) states that I the king passed 
the night fasting' and that 'neither were dachavan brought to 
him, and his sleep fled from him', the text is inconsistent with 
itself. Surely if a man passes the night fasting, it follows as 
a matter of course that he was awake throughout the night. 
It would be absurd to say that a man who slept throughout the 
night spent the night in fasting. Hence the clause 'and his 
sleep fled from him' is either an interpolation, or it should precede 
the clause 'and passed the night fasting'. In the latter case we 
should have the natural order of events and language : the king 
spent a sleepless night, but he had no recourse to food or women. 
But against this restoration of the text we have the MT, Th., 
Pesh., Vulg. On the other hand the LXX omits this disturbing 
clause and reads 1JVAlrre,, V'7<TTLS ,ml ~v >.uirou11-evos ,repl TOU iiav~fr1'.. 

Josephus (Ant. x. II. 6) was clearly acquainted with both texts 
since he combines them together : a,' i!X,,s 'd' &a-,rros rrijs vv,crro, ,ml 

&tnrvos ll,,,yw ciywv1wv irepl Toil .lav~~Aou. The last four words here 
are a reproduction of the last four in the LXX. We have, 
therefore, to choose between the two forms of text of which 
these are renderings : 

LXX. 

'Then the king went to his 
palace, and he kept grieving 
about Daniel.' 

MT with the final clause re• 
stored to its right place. 

'(a) Then the king went to 
his palace, and (d) his sleep fled 
from him, (b) and he passed the 
night in fasting, (c) and dancing 
girls were not brought before 
him.' 
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And his sleep fled from him. Cf. 2 1 for the same clause in 
Hebrew. Baer reads i'lm~ 1 Ginsburg i'lJ::ltfP • 1m,y is not used 
here for 1m:,JJ0, but constitutes the dative of disadvantage as in 
2 1 : 1 his sleep fled upon him', i. e. to his hurt. 

621(2oJ. When he drew near, i. e. i'l;r)~r,lf, :l is here used of a point 
of time. ~ is used with the infinitive in the same way in the 
Aram. Pap. (Cowley, Beh. 8. 12) i1t:ioo:,='when he arrived'. 
Is this latter use correct Aramaic? Since it is a Hebrew idiom 
{ cf. Isa. f 5 ,nyi:, = ' when he knoweth ' : 2 Sam. I 829 , Gen. 24 63, 

it may be a true Aramaism. Th. omits I to Daniel' and 'the 
king spake and said to Daniel'. 

The living God. Cf. Deut. 526, Josh. 310, I Sam. 1726, &c. 
622 (21l. Spake Daniel unto the king. Here the Aram. is tllJ 

,~~ N::i:,o = the Hebrew:,~ 1~l,''). Generally tllJ with pers. follows ,,o in the Targums and Syriac. It is followed by ,y c. pers. in 
the Aram. Pap. (Cowley 692). The rule relating to :, 10N and 
cip ioN does not hold in the case of this verb. See note on 39• 

624 (23l. Was ... exceeding glad. Contrast this phrase with 
1m,y l!IN:l N1Jt:.' in 615 <14>. The phrase used in the A ram. Pap., 
equivalent to that in our text, is :1:1, :110 (Cowley 2 9, 14•'1, 1515, &c.). 
' The perfect :lNt:l seems', as Bevan remarks, 1 to have been 
formed on the analogy of 1:!'i:'t:l, since in the former word the tot 

does not properly belong to the root'. In the A ram. Pap., 
though of frequent occurrence, the form is either :111:J or :11:J : in 
Hebrew ::i,o. See also Cooke 653• 

Should take up. Haph. inf. i1~1?~iJ for i1~ljl;:t, where the n is 
assimilated. Cf. n:,yJi1 43 C6l. In 322 we have ~Pll),:1: in 624 (2a) P~~ the 
Hoph'al as though from a form pcJ. See Bauer-Leander§ 431 a-h. 

625 (24l. The destruction of Daniel's enemies with their children 
and. wives in conformity with the primitive conception of the 
solidarity of the family: cf. Josh. 72<1-25 : 2 Sam. 215 - 9 • Note 
the reaction against this rough method of justice in Deut. 2416, 
J er. 3129-so. 

tThey cast themt. Seeing that the LXX (atlrnl ••• ippl<pTJrrav), 
Jos., Ant. x. II. 6 /3ATJ0ijvm, Th. (iffA~0'7rrav atlrot), and the Vulg. 
(

1 missi sunt ') agree in taking the Aramaic here as a passive, 
we should no doubt emend io7 into ,1r,i7 = they were cast. 1m:c, 
moreover, which the MT represents as an accusative= avrovr, 
is not found either in Ezra or elsewhere in Daniel in the accusa
tive, and should accordingly be '.._taken as the subject of the 

M 
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verb = allrol. As Marti suggests, for ''tl;O we should read the 
passive ~11J1\l. This suggestion, though Marti did not observe it, 
has the support of the Vulg. adducti sunt. Thus we should 
render 'and those men were brought and were cast ... they, 
their children and their wives'. 

Their children and thet"r wives. So MT and Th. But the 
LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. give the reverse order, and perhaps 
rightly in accordance with the O.T. usage-over seven times out 
of ten. The MT order is Greek. 

Had the mastery of them. Another rendering of lt:l;it:!' is 'fell 
upon them ', which is the meaning more in keeping with the 
context. This meaning belongs to f t:l.~~ in the Targ. on Judges 
821, 1512 ; 2 Sam. 1 15 ; r Sam. 2217,18, as a rendering of the 
Hebrew 1m:i. It occurs in other Targums with the same 
meaning. 

Or ever, &c., lit. 'they did not come to the bottom of the 
den until' (•i iy), So 'l iv in A ram. Pap. (Cowley 3027, A!I 
52. 95). 

626- 29• Just as at the close of chapter 3 Nebuchadnezzar 
issues a decree forbidding any people, nation, or language to 
speak against the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, 
for that no other god could be set beside Hirn, and at the close 
of 4 (through a necessary transposition of the text) makes a 
proclamation to all the peoples of the world to the effect that 
His power has been manifested in signs and wonders, and that 
His kingdom is unto everlasting, so here Darius 1 issues a further 
decree requiring all men that dwell upon the earth to worship 
the God of Daniel, in that He is the living and eternal God, and 
His sovereignty one that endureth for ever. This edict is ex
pressed in terms and phrases already used by our author : cf. 2u, 
331-33 (41-3), 519. 

625 
<25). Peoples, nations, and languages. Cf. 329 and 331, 

which latter forms the conclusion of 4. 
Dwell. On jl"lNi see 2 36 , n. 331 • 

627 (26). I make a decree. Cf. 329 • 

1 With the words of this decree of Darius : 'King Darius .•. unto all the 
peoples, nations, and languages that dwell on the earth' we might compare 
the following expressions in the Susian or Elamite version of the Behistun 
Inscription of Darius Hystaspes : ' By the grace of Auramazda I made inscrip
tions ••• and sent those inscriptions/nto all lands 1. See Cowley, p. 248 sq. 
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Tremble and fear. The same words are used of the relation 
of the subjects of Nebuchadnezzar to their king. Just as 
Nebuchadnezzar was supreme in all matters affecting the lives 
of his subjects, so the God of Daniel was to be regarded as the 
Supreme Being alike in heaven and earth. It is not unnatural 
that the essential character of the historical incidents recorded 
in the preceding chapters is here at their close set forth in 
verse. 

Steadfast, i. e. c:i?. In the Targums it is used often as a ren
dering of 10 'living'; cf. Joshua 310 ; and in the phrase tJ'i' 

"" i:,cm 'as Yahweh liveth ', Judges 819• 

His kingdom. Cf. 2 44, 333, 431, 714,27• Before i:,c, 1, we must 
understand ''?~-

Unto everlasting, i. e. Nt1,o iv, literally 'unto the end', but 
essentially means 'for ever'. Cf. 7'1.6• 

628 <27l. He delivereth and rescueth: and not any earthly prince. 
Cf. 32s, 29. 

Signs and wonders. Cf. 382,33 (42,3). 

From the power, &c. This expression (Nn,1ir:-t , 1,~) recalls 
I Sam. 1737, 'from the paw of the lion'. 

62~ <28 b)_ So Daniel was set over the kingdom of Darius. Thus 
Darius succeeded in realizing the purpose expressed in 64 <3l. 

That this was the original text I have sought to prove in the 
note on 64(3}. In that note I have given the text of the LXX, of 
which the above is a rendering. I have there shown the defec
tiveness of the MT text, which, instead of the above clause 
reads : ' So that Daniel prospered in the reign of Darius ' 
Here the MT is conflated from two clauses, one in 6(3) and 
the .other in 629C28l, i. e. ,:iv ,, ~,,c n,1:iv:,. nS~m and Sv tJ'i'i1l 
~i1,, n,,,c. 

629 c2sa). r And Kt"ng Dart"us was gathered to his people.1 This 
clause, which I have restored from the LXX, is wrongly set at 
the beginning of the verse in that version. 

r And Cyrus the Persian received his kingdom.7 So the LXX. 
The revised text first appears in Th., and then in the MT, 
Pesh., and Vulg. The LXX presupposes the following Aramaic 
original-W1t:n ;:n;p:ih ~t.?1:lt:t ~,,, N:iSc, ~,,, n,:i,c ,11 tJ1j?;;-i 'N'Jil 

i"lm,,c ,:ip N'0,£1. 

M2 
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SECTIONS VII-X. THE VISIONS OF DANIEL. 
CHAPTERS 7-12 

SECTION VII 

1. e. Chapter 7, being a Vision of Daniel in the first year 
of the reign of Belshazzar. 

§ r. The MT is interpolated, defective, and corrupt, but can 
be corrected in almost every passage by means of the versions 
and in a few by the imperative demands of its own context. 

(a) Interpolations. In ?1 'he told' (it.:l~) must be rejected with 
the LXX and Th. Daniel does not first write down and then 
tell his visions. See note t'n loc. 

In ?2 ' Daniel answered and said' is to be excised as an inter
polation with LXX, Th., and Vulg. 

In ?5 1 a second' is to be excised with LXX and Vulg. 
In 710 1 and went forth' (PEl~l) is to be excised as a marginal 

explanation of •m, which apparently occurs here for the first 
time in literature. The LXX and Th. have only one verb : but 
the MT, Pesh., and Vulg. are conflate and have two. 

In 711 the second 'I beheld' is to be excised with LXX and 
Th. against MT, Pesh., and Vulg. 

In ?18 1 For ever and' is to be excised with LXX and Th. 
against MT, Pesh., and Vulg. 

(b) Omt'ssions. The MT is defective. It omits 'beast' in ?6 
against LXX, Th., Pesh. At the close of 79 we should restore 
1 and he made war with the saints' with LXX and the like 
statements in ]21, and a parallel one in ?25• In 79 for 'the 
ancient of days' we must in conformity with the custom of 
Apocalyptic in such matters emend this irreverent and impossible 
designation of God into '(one like) an ancient of days': i.e. 
P'Tn,t(::i). There is no version or other documentary evidence in 
support of this restoration, but none the less it should be made. 
See note t'n loc. Finally in ]22 for 'judgement was given' we 
should with Ewald, and other scholars, &c. read 'judgement (was 
set and dominion) was given'. There is no authority for this 
emendation but the requirements of the context. 

(c) Corruptt'ons. Some of these corruptions are very serious 
and mislead the reader of the text on important questions : 
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others are only important from the standpoint of a correct text 
and do not essentially affect its sense. I shall enumerate them 
in the order of their occurrence. The evidence bearing on these 
corruptions is given in adequate fulness in the notes. 

In 72 for 'in my vision in (tl:ll) the night' we should with 
LXX, Th., and Pesh. read 'in my visions of the night'. 

In 79, by the wrong (probably accidental) transposition of the 
word 'white' ("ll1:1) from its right place at the close of the stichos 
to the third place, we arrive at the corrupt text 'His raiment 
was white as snow and the hair of his head like spotless wool'. 
This rendering based on the Massoretic accentuation is now 
abandoned by most scholars, who render the second clause 
'was spotless as wool' in accordance with Th. (Pesh. and Vulg.). 
But the sense is wholly unsatisfactory. Wool is not of necessity 
either 'spotless' or 'white'. Hence we should with the LXX 
restore 'white' to the close of the clause. Thus we recover the 
original text and a wholly satisfactory meaning: 'His raiment 
was as snow, and the hair of his head was spotless as white 
snow'. Cf. I Enoch 461, Rev. 1 14• 

Jn ]13 the MT I with (t:l:ll) the clouds of heaven ' appears 
corrupt for 'on (~l/} the clouds of heaven'. So LXX and Pesh. 
The clouds are the chariot of the supernatural figure and not his 
companions, just as they form the chariot of God in Ps. 1043• 

There is no evidence for the existence of this unsatisfactory text 
of the MT before the beginning of the Christian era. Unhappily 
both the corrupt text has found its way into the N.T. as well as 
the original. See note tn toe. 

In ]15 I have rendered 'therewith' in accordance with the 
LXX and Vulg. i. e. m"l ,l::i which was subsequently corrupted 
into :il"ll ,l::l which is rendered 'in the midst of the sheath' or 
'its sheath' by a change of vocalization. As Marti observes, 
this is unintelligible. See my note in loc for the emendation 
I have made, which is supported by earlier and later Aramaic 
usage. 

717• In this same verse we have the most disastrous cor
ruption of all in this chapter. The MT reads' these great beasts 
... which shall arise out of the earth'. This is a radical mis
statement of Jewish tradition, according to which these monsters 
arose out of the sea (see my note in loc.), and so our author 
asserts plainly in 73• How this corruption in the MT arose is 
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as mysterious as many other corruptions in the same text. We 
must here undubitably follow the LXX here 'which shall be 
destroyed from the earth'. Th. is conflate and gives a render
ing of the original and also of the corrupt text. 

§ 2. Evidence of an Aramaic original. 
In 76, though the sole LXX MS. {IIth cent. A. D.) has lost 

the last clause of this verse, happily it has been preserved by 
the Syriac version of it made in the beginning of the seventh 
century. It presupposes 'JIXoouua il3&8TJ av,.r;;. The MT, however, 
has here jt:l:,I:!' which Th. rightly renders •Eovula. 'JIXrouua is the 
rendering of a corruption of jt:l:,I:!', i. e. jl:!''.,. This corruption 
could not be explained on the hypothesis of a Hebrew 
original. 

In 77 0 q,ofJor au'l'OV w•prpipr,,v lux111 is due to a corruption in the 
Aramaic : see note in loc. 

On the other hand in 78 Jahn urges that the corruption in 
IE1Jpc'wB.,uav could easily be explained on the ground of a Hebrew 
original : see my note in loc. This is quite true. But it is not 
necessary to go back to the Hebrew. As it has already been 
pointed out, it could be explained as a corruption of lE~pt'J,wav. 
Now ,ga,p6l is used at least four times as a rendering of ij,l). 

§ 3. PecuHart'ties of Syntax and Vocabulary. 
In ?2° it is said that we have vav apodosis in n, J'J~l11, an idiom 

not elsewhere found in Biblical Aramaic, nor(?) in the A ram. 
Pap. See note in loc. 

§ 4. The vision in this chapter is parallel with that in chapter 2. 

The four world kingdoms followed by a fifth-that of the Saints 
-are the subject of both, the four kingdoms being symbolized 
by the four parts of the great image in 2 and the four beasts in 7. 

Three questions call for consideration. These are (r) The 
four world empires; (2) The ten horns; (3) The horns 
plucked up. 

(r) The Four World Empires. Only the two interpretations 
that gained the suffrages of the centuries immediately following 
the publication of Daniel have real claims to consideration 
here, though I mention a third that appears in 1 Enoch. 
The first, of which only a few, but indubitable, traces survive, 
identified the fourth kingdom with the Greek empire, the other, 
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which is attested in the first century of the Christian era, but 
probably originated earlier, identified it with the Roman empire. 
It goes without sayt"ng that if the latter had been first tn the field, 
t't would never have gained a hearing after the close of the 
second century B. c. ; for then the Roman and not the Greek 
empire was all powerful in the East. This first interpretation, 
which is also the true one, passed out of currency just because 
history had failed to confirm it. In this as in other instances of 
unfulfilled prophecy, the believers in the infallibility of verbal 
inspiration ~pplied themselves anew, as they do now, to study 
the prophecy in question, and so a fresh interpretation of the 
four kingdoms was issued, which discovered in the fourth 
kingdom the empire of Rome. 

Since this is a simple statement of historical fact, it will be 
·unnecessary to enter here on the vagaries of medieval and 
modern hermeneutics on this chapter. It will be sufficient to 
give briefly the evidence for the above statements. 

(a) According to the older and true interpretation the four 
kingdoms were (r) the Babylonian, (2) the Median, (3) the 
Persian, (4) the Greek or Macedonian. The identification of 
the Seleucidae or Greek rulers of Syria with the fourth kingdom 
first appears, though in a veiled form, as befits the character of 
the work, in the Sibylline Oracles, iii. 388-400. This portion 
of the book, which was written not later than 140 B. c., refers to 
the ten horns of our text. 

III. 388 fj~n Kai 7TOT
0 tlm11-ror lr • ArrilJor tf>..fJw11 o31Jai: 

av~p 1rop<jJVpi11v Xw1T'lv l,rmµ.•vor /1,µ.o,r 

llyptor aAAolJiK')S cf,Xoyom' fiynp• yap alirov 

,rpaa-0, KEpavvor <J,&-ra· Ka/COV a' 'Aui11 Cvyov ;gf, 
,raua, 7TO/lt1V a; xBwv 1TtfTal cpovov oµ.fJp,,Biirra, 

aAAa .:a1 ~s ,rar,a1rr-ro11 ilrrav-r' 'Aia.,,s 0fpa1TEIJUfl' 

6>V a;,1rfp ')'EVf~V ai-ro.- e.x., lgarrolleuua,, 

395 EiC TOOV a~ y•11•ijs KELVOV yivoi: .ga,roXii-ra,• 

f,,Cav i'av ,,. a,aovr ~" Kal ,c1h/m fJpo-rollo,yor 

fl( a,,ca M1 KEpan,,,,, ,rapa a~ cf,vrov tlllXo cpv-rEVUEI, 

KO'YEI ,rop<pvp<f/S ')'fVEijr ')'IIIETijpa p.aXTJT~V 

,calJTDr V<J/ vlO>v d>v Es OµO<J>pava a1a'tov t!ippT}t 

400 <jJ0£irm· Kal TOTE aq ,rapacf,voµ.,vov K<par t:pg ... 

I have here followed Geffcken's text, which is uncertain in 
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III. 399. But the uncertainty of the text here does not affect 
the interpretation as a whole. 

In these verses we have the interpretation that was put on the 
ten horns in the fourth kingdom about 140 B. c. and the inter
pretation takes the passage in Daniel as referring to the Greek 
empire beyond the possibility of doubt. It may not, it is true, 
agree exactly with any modern identification of the ten 'horns' 
or kings, but it is at one with them in regarding the 'horns' as 
kings of the Greek empire. In the Sibyllines 'the man clad 
with the purple cloak' is Antioch us Epiphanes. The race, 
which Antiochus Epiphanes wished to destroy, was that of his 
brother Seleucus IV, Philopator (187-175 B.c.). But the son of 
the latter i. e. Demetrius I (162-150 B.c.) shall put to death the 
'one root' (pl(av tav) which Antiochus left, i. e. Antioch us V, 
Eupator (164-162 B. c.), or, in the words of the Sibyl, 'shall cut 
(him) off from among ten horns•. Demetrius I was in turn 
slain by 'the side shoot' (cpvTav ,D,Xo), i. e. Alexander Balas, who 
claimed to be a son of Antiochus Epiphanes, and reigned from 
150 to 146 B. c. He was attacked and defeated by Demetrius II 
and Ptolemy VI, Philometor, and afterwards murdered {r Mace. 
u 8- 19, Josephus, Ant. xiii. 4. 8) by an Arabian prince named 
Zabdiel. The horn growing alongside (n-apa a;, cpvrov) is Trypho 
who had his ward Antiochus VI removed and reigned in his 
stead from 142 to 137 B. c. The text of the Sibyllines is not free 
from corruption. 

(b) A second and very different interpretation was apparently 
given to the fourth kingdom in Dan. 7, by the author of 1 Enoch 
37-70. This section of Enoch (written before 64 B. c.) knows 
nothing of the Romans. The last oppressors of the Jews are the 
later Maccabean princes (see my note on 385). The writer does 
not attempt a detailed exposition of the text of Dan. 7, but he 
uses and even quotes it as in 461• 2 'And there I saw One who 
had a head of days I And His head was like white wool 1 I And 
with Him was another being whose countenance was as the 
appearance of a man, I And his face was full of graciousness like 
one of the holy angels. And I asked the angel who went with 
me ... concerning that Son of Man ... why he went with the 
Head of Days?' The judgement will ensue immediately and 

1 So it should be translated and not as in my Commentary 'Was whit like 
wool'. The latter is possible grammatically. 
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'the kings and the mighty', i. e. the later Maccabean princes will 
be judged according to their deeds (cf. 485, s-~, 53°--5, 623, 11). 

The same right interpretation of the fourth kingdom as referring 
to the Greek empire (though it is not spoken of as 'the fourth') 
is quite definitely set forth in Josephus, Ant. x. 11. 7 Tavrn ~p.ow 

uvvi/371 1ra0/iv Ti> Wvn tJ'TrO 'Avnoxov TOV 'Errtcpavovs, Kaew~ ,t/3,v o 6.avi71Aos. 

Antiochus Epiphanes thus fulfills the prophecies of Daniel in 
chap. 8. There follows a statement in Josephus' text that 
Daniel wrote also about Rome as the destroyer of his country, 
but this se11tence is excised by Niese. Again, the Syriac 
Version of Daniel actually identifies in i the fourth kingdom 
with that of the Greeks. 

Next in 4 Ezra 1210- 12 (A. D. 80-120), we turn to a very 
different document. This work interprets the fourth kingdom oj 
the Roman emp:·re, but states quite definitely that tht"s interpretation 
is not the £nterpretation wht'ch the angel gave to Dame!, i. e. that 
wht"ch identified the Greek empt're wt"th the fourth kingdom, and 
which till Rome became mistress of the East had been the accepted 
one. The passage in Ezra runs : 1210 'And he said unto me : 
This is the interpretation of the vision which thou hast seen. 
II. The eagle which thou sawest come up from the sea is the 
fourth kingdom, which appeared in vision to thy brother Daniel. 
12. But it was not interpreted unto him as I now interpret it 
unto thee or have interpreted it'. To this passage I shall return 
later. In 4 Ezra II 1 the eagle comes up from the sea, i. e. the 
Roman Empire. 

This interpretation was still prevalent in the third century A.D.; 
for it was recognized by Porphyry (A. D. 233-304), and in the 
fourth by Ephrem Syrus (A. D. 300-350). 

Accorditig, therefore, to the authentic interpretation of Daniel 
2 1 7, and 8, the symbols are to be identified_ as follows: 

Chapter 2. Chapter 1. Chapter 8. 
The great image. The four beasts. 
The golden head=Lion with eagle's= ! 

8 
h 

1 
. . 

wings I a y oman empire 

Silver breast and= Bear with three~ First and shorter t M d" . 
arms ribs in its mouth horn of ram I e ian empire 

Brass belly and=Leopard with=Second and longer! p . . 
thighs four wings horn of ram erstan empire 

Iron legs, feet,= Beast with iron= Goat with one horn) 
and toes, partly teeth and ten followed by four Greek empire 
iron, partly clay horns, among horns out of one (Alexander and his 

which arose a of which arose a successors) 
little horn little horn 
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(c) The third interpretation which thus arose on the failure of 
the first (for the second interpretation never gained the public 
ear), and identified the Roman empire with the fourth kingdom 
is found in the New Testament. But it probably originated in the 
1st cent. B. c.; for with the assertion of the power of Rome in 
the East this reinterpretatian was inevitable. Probably from 
Pompey's time onward Rome came in certain circles in Paiestine 
to be identified with the fourth kingdom. Thus in the Psalms 
of Solomon 2 29 : TOV ,l1r,'iv Tqv V'll"ffJ'lt/>avlav T"OV <Jpal<OJJT"Ot lv d,-,,,1,.., I 

Pompey is called 'the dragon '-a term associated with the 
Antichrist. He impersonated the power of Rome, as N ebuchad
nezzar did that of Babylon. In the LXX of J er. 28M (Hebr. 
51M) the latter is compared to a dragon. 

The way was thus prepared for the almost universal reinter• 
pretation of the four kingdoms in the 1st cent. A. n. The oldest 
work of that century where this reinterpretation appears is the 
Assumption of Moses (A. n. 7-30). In chapters 8-9 of this work 
there is an account of the calamities endured under Antiochus 
Epiphanes. But that period is past so far as the author of the 
Assumption is concerned, and his gaze is fixed on the immediate 
future and on the power that threatens his own people. That 
this power is the Roman empire, there is no room for doubt. 
Thus in 108 we have the following passage, the reference of 
which, even though corrupt, cannot be mistaken. It predicts 
the overthrow of Rome symbolized as ' the Eagle ' : 

' Then thou, 0 Israel, shalt be happy 
And thou shalt tmount upon the necks and wings of the eagle 
And they shall be endedt.' 

Here the phrase cervices et alas (i. e. alae) have been acci
dentally transposed from the third to the second line : by 
restoring them we shall have : 

'And thou shalt go up against the eagle 
And its necks and wings shall be destroyed.'~ 

In the passage just dealt with, Rome (or the fourth empire) is 
referred to under the symbol of the eagle, instead of that used 

1 rov ,i1r,,v = it.:)~, corrupt for ;•on,. Hence the clause = 'to tum the 
pride of the dragon into dishonour' (Wellhausen). 

! See details in my edition of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha for the 
Oxford University Press, vol. ii. 422. 
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by our author, i. e. 'a be~st dreadful and terrible'. He has 
herein followed Ezekiel in symbolizing this fourth world empire 
by 'a great eagle with great wings' (173), though in Ezekiel it is 
a symbol of Nebuchadnezzar. 

The reason for the adoption of the definite symbol of the 
eagle inst~ad of the indefinite one of our author 'a beast dreadful 
and terrible' ( ?7) is due to the fact that the military emblem 
of Rome was the eagle. The indefinite symbol in Daniel has 
now become definite through the reinterpretation of the fourth 
kingdom and its identification with Rome, whose symbol was 
that of the eagle. 

We shall next quote 2 Bar. 393,4 (before A. n. 70) where the 
text is definitely based on Daniel and the new interpretation of 
the fourth kingdom set forth. 

' Behold the days come and this kingdom (i.e. Babylon) will 
be destroyed which once destroyed Zion, and it will be subjected 
to that which comes after it (i. e. the Persian or Medo-Persian). 
Moreover, that also again after a time will be destroyed, and 
another, a third (i. e. the Greek), will arise, and that also will 
have dominion for its time and will be destroyed. And after 
these things a fourth kingdom (i. e. the Roman) will arise, whose 
power will be harsh and evil far beyond those which were 
before it.' 

In a slightly later work (already referred to above) 4 Ezra 
1211- 14 (A.O. 69-79 or A.D. 96-97) this reinterpretation is not 
only given but it is distinctly stated that the angel, that t"nstructed 
Daniel as to the fourth kingdom bet'ng Greek, was wrong: 

'The eagle which thou sawest come up from the sea is the 
fourth kingdom which appeared in vision to thy brother Daniel. 
But it was not interpreted unto him as I now interpret it unto 
thee. Behold the days come when there shall arise a kingdom 
upon the earth and it shall be more terrible than all the kingdoms 
that were before it.' 

Ifwe advance to later Jewish writings, we find that Rome was 
taken by them to be the fourth kingdom. This is definitely 
stated in the Aboda zara 2b. Rome is here plainly identified with 
the fourth kingdom. See also Cant. rab. ii. 12; Gen. rab. xliv. 
20; Lev. rab. xiii. ; Midr. Teh. Ps. 8014 (Jewzsh Encyc. x. 394). 

Turning now to the Christian Church, we find the first identifi
cation of the Roman empire with the fourth kingdom in Daniel 
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in the Little Apocalypse in Mark 13 (=Matt. 24=Luke 21) as it 
is edited by Luke 21 20 ; for, whereas Mark 1314, Matt. 2415 

take the phrase .,.;, fJJi'Avyp.a ,-~s ip>Jp.wrr,ws as referring to the 
profanation of the Temple by the Antichrist, Luke interprets it 
as referring to the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans
ornv lli tll'ITE l<Vl<AOVfl-EVTJV lJ'lrO =parorr{/Jwv 'I•pov<raA~p.. Thus the role of 
the fourth kingdom is connected by Luke with Rome. The date 
of this reinterpretation is probably between A. D. 70 and 80 
In Rev. 1i, sqq. this reinterpretation is reinforced in terms 
drawn from our author. The first monster, which emerges from 
the sea with seven heads and ten horns is the Roman empire. 
The same view is to be found in Ep. Barn. iv. 4 {c .A. D. 100-

120) and in Hippolytus ix. (c. A. D. 220). 
Some modern scholars have advocated this view, but it is 

wholly untenable. The former view is now accepted by the 
whole world of scholarship. 

(2) The ten horns. The 'ten horns' represent ten kings (cf. 
v. 24), and not ten kingdoms as in 88, where the four horns 
stand for kingdoms. Now, since after these ten horns there 
arises another horn, the 'little horn', and since this little horn 
is Antiochus Epiphanes, it follows that the ten preceding horns 
are kings. But owing to the paucity of our information it has 
not yet been determined definitely who these ten kings are. 
They have been taken to represent the successors of Alexander 
by many scholars; and so we have {1) Seleucus I, Nicator 
(312-280 B.c.); (2) Antiochus I, Soter (279-261); (3)Antiochus II, 
Theos {261-246); (4) Seleucus II, Callinicus (246-226) ; (5) Se• 
leucus III, Ceraunus (226-223); (6) Antioch us I II, the Great 
(222-187); (7) Seleucus IV, Philopator (186-176); (8) Helio. 
dorus; (9) Ptolemy VII, Pbilometor (182-146); (ro) Demetrius I, 
Soter. These last three had all stood in the way of Antiochus 
Epiphanes and had either directly or indirectly suffered at his 
hands in his efforts to secure the throne and establish his power. 
But as Hitzig, Kuenen, Bevan, and others urge, the list should 
begin with Alexander, since the fourth beast represented the 
Greek supremacy. Hence they begin the list with Alexander 
the Great and reckon the last three as (8) Seleucus IV, Philo• 
pator; (9) Heliodorus; {10) Demetrius I, Soter. 

(3) The three horns plucked up. Of the ten horns three were 
to be 'plucked up' (v. 8), overthrown (v. 20), or 'put down' 
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(v. 24), by the eleventh horn, i. e. Antioch us Epiphanes. These 
were most probably the last three in the list of ten just given. 

Antiochus Epiphanes would appear to the Jews, as may be 
inferred from our text, to have instigated the removal of Seleucus 
Philopator by Heliodorus. The latter, we know, he crushed 
through the help of his friends Attal us and Eumenes of Pergamum. 

· The grounds are less cogent with regard to Demetrius Soter. 
It is true that he was the rightful heir to the kingdom, but he 
was kept out of his inheritance by Antiochus. He could hardly, 
therefore, be ~aid to have reigned before Antiochus or to have 
been slain by him. On these grounds it has been objected that 
Demetrius Soter cannot be rightly included in the above list. 
Instead of Demetrius Soter it has been suggested by Gutschmidt 
that the last of the three horns was not this Demetrius but 
a brother of his, who was executed by the orders of Antiochus 
according to John of Antioch {Millier, Frag. Hist. Graec., iv. 
558, quoted by Bevan). If we accept this suggestion the last 
three princes satisfy fairly the conditions of the problem. 

SECTION Vil 

i.e. Chapter 7. 

71. In the first year of Belshazzar. The narratives came to 
a close with the last chapter. A series of four visions begin 
herewith, the first two of which are assigned to the reign of 
Belshazzar, and recounted in 7-8. 

Daniel saw. As in rn1 the author here begins in the third 
person in accordance with his practice in the narrative sections, 
but forthwith represents Daniel as speaking in the first person. 
In 1 Enoch 1 1,3 and in 921, 911 we shall find these sections intro
duced by the author speaking in the third person and then going 
on to speak in the first. So also in 2 Bar. 11 s~q., 781 sqq.: Test. 
xii Patr., Test. Reub. 1 1 sqq., &c. 

Even visions of his head upon ht's bed. This phrase defines 
the nature of the dream. It has already occurred in 2 280, which 
I have restored after 2 30 as the context requires. 

He wrote the dream. From ?2 onwards to the end of the book 
Daniel speaks in the first person except in 101, as already 
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observed. But the words are important here. At the beginning 
of this new section of his book Daniel is represented like other 
members of the apocalyptic school as writing down his visions. 
Thus in I Enoch 141, which belongs to the oldest part of this 
book, i. e. before 170 B. c., we find 'The book of the words of 
righteousness', and in 151, 123 Enoch is called 'the scribe of 
righteousness'. Again in 821 the text runs: 'And now my son, 
Methuselah, all these things / am recoun'fing to thee and writing 
down for thee, and I have revealed to thee everything, and given 
thee books concerning all these ; so preserve, my son Methu• 
selah, the books from thy father's hands and {see} that thou 
deliver them to the generations of the world'. In 81 6 Enoch is 
bidden 'to write down' the visions he had seen, but according 
to 12 these were 'not for this generation but for a remote one 
which is for to come '. With these directions from I Enoch we 
might compare 826 in our author : 'Shut thou up the vision ; for 
it belongeth to many days to come', and similarly 124, 'But 
thou, 0 Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book, even unto 
the time of the end'. It is presupposed throughout our author, 
as we infer from the last quotation, that he committed his visions 
and teachings to writing. 

(Even) a complete account. The Aramaic text "\O~ rSo ~~"\ 
cannot be right, and the interpretation assigned to it is just as 
inadmissible. First of all as to the text. Daniel does n0t first 
' write down' his vision and then recount it orally. The word 
"\O~ has always the meaning of speaking orally and presupposes 
generally, and certainly always in our author the presence of a 
hearer or hearers : cf. 2 4,7,9,36 [ 44(7l, 5(8) 57, 613, ?16, It is, therefore, 
an intrusion here. If, however, we retain it we should invert 
the order of the verbs and read : ' he told the dream, and wrote 
down a complete account'. Cf. the passage from r Enoch 821 

(quoted in the preceding note). But there is no ground for 
supposing that Daniel is addressing any one. Hence "\O~ is an 
intrusion, and this hypothesis is confirmed by the LXX and Th. 
Th. omits the entire clause 'told a complete account'. But the 
LXX is, no doubt, right in omitting only 'told'. It reads -ro 
8paµ,a t, flllfv lypm/rEv Ek KE<paAaia 1'6ywv. Hence we must retain 
rS:o e,~-, as original, while we excise -io~ as an interpolation. 

The phrase, therefore, j1Sir.i e>~i is original. The next question 
is : what does it mean ? Bevan, followed by Marti, renders with 
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the English version '" the sum of the matters", that is, the 
essential import of the revelation', and compares Ps. 119160. 

,,:i, !::'Ni = 'the essence of Thy word'. But would not this 
rendering and interpretation require t-t•,r.i 1::-'t-ti? Hence, since 
r,o is undetermined, the meaning seems to be ' a summary of 
matters' cir 'a complete account' (so Behrmann). 

72• The MT begins this verse with a gloss 'Daniel answered 
and said'. Both the LXX, Th., and Vulg. omit them. Jerome 
takes no account of them, nor yet does Hippolytus in their 
commentaries on Daniel. Only the Pesh. supports the MT. 
I find that Bludau and Marti have recognized this gloss. 

I saw: literally 'was seeing'. LXX and Th. l0,rop011v. See 
note on 413

• 

tin my vision by nightt: i. e. lot'''' Cl/ •11n::i. Here LXX, Th., 
a-nd Pesh. presuppose N'''' 1, !<mn:i. Since this latter phrase recurs 
twice in this chapter, i. e. in ?7,13, it appears to be the original 
one here. I cannot find any such temporal use of tll/ in the 
Aram. Papyri nor yet in the inscriptions. The parallels that 
have been cited in our text 333, 431 are not quite of the same 
nature as in this passage. In the Talmud it has a temporal 
meaning, i. e. 'towards' but not 'in' : Shabb. ii. 7 : Joma 87 b : 
see Levy, Ch. W., p. 222. 

Four winds of heaven. Cp. 88, n 4 ; Zech. 2 6, 65 ; 4 Ezra 13·5• 

Stirred up the great sea. This, as Levy (Ch. W., p. 136) and 
others have already shown, appears to be the truer rendering of 
N:Ji NO'' ;n•ltl. The other rendering 'brake forth upon, &c.' 
would require 'll or f instead of ~- Although 'the great sea' 
here recalls Num. 346,7, Joshua 91 ,\'llM tl'M, i. e. the Mediter
ranean-elsewhere called the j\inNn tl'il Deut. n 21, 342, &c., yet 
this sea is not referred to in its geographical but in its mytho
logical character, as in Isa. 5110, Ps. 7413 •<J• As Marti here 
rightly suggests, 'the whole representation from 72 onwards 
points to the elements of the old mythological cosmogony, which. 
from the earliest times was known not only in Babylonia but also 
in the west of Asia'. In I Enoch 182 the 'four winds which 
bear the firmament' are mentioned. 

7'. Four great beasts. The symbolism here goes back to 
ancient mythology, according to which beasts came up originally 
from the sea, which was the seat of evil : cf. Isa. 271, ; r Enoch 
607 ; 2 Bar. 294 ; Rev. 131 ; 4 Ezra 649 ,00, n1, 12ll. In 4 Ezra 133 
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the text seems conflate ; for it represents the Messiah ' which 
flew with the clouds of heaven ' as arising from the heart of the 
sea. The Latin version rightly omits this statement, though the 
Syriac, Arabic, and Armenian versions support it. It seems to 
be due to an early scribe, who did not understand the Antichrist 
tradition. 

?4. The first was Hke a lion and had eagle's wings. The first 
and greatest empire is that of Babylon which appears as a lion 
with eagle's wings-the lion being the noblest of animals, the 
eagle the greatest of birds. In 2 32•38 it is symbolized by gold, 
the most precious of metals. The symbol of the winged lion is 
a fitting one for the empire of Nebuchadnezzar. Such sculptured 
figures were familiar to these ancient empires. But of the 
mythological meaning or origin of these symbols it is probable 
that our author knew nothing. The symbol came to him from 
tradition with its own associations. He could find materials for 

· its construction in the prophets of the past. Nebuchadnezzar 
was compared by them to a lion J er. 47, 4919, 5017, and his 
armies to an eagle because of the extraordinary swiftness of their 
marches, J er. 4922, Hab. 1 8, Ezek. 1?3. Its distinguishing 
characteristics belong naturally to the animal world. But after 
a time these animal characteristics disappear. Its wings-which 
figure its brutal swiftness-are taken from it, and so its speed 
of conquest is checked : nevertheless it is raised from the earth 
and made to stand erect like a man, and a man's heart is given 
to it. Hitzig, Ewald, Keil, Driver, Prince, &c., recognize in 
these changes the growing humanization of the Babylonian 
kingdom in the person of its head, i. e. Nebuchadnezzar. In 
this symbolism these scholars think they can detect a reference 
to the experiences of this king in chap. 4, Nebuchadnezzar being 
here, as in 2 38

1 identified with the kingdom of Babylon. By 
the loss of his reason the powers of Babylon were maimed. 
Throughout the king's illness he is described as having a beast's 
heart, 413 (16>, which in due time was removed from him. There
upon his reason returned unto him, 431 (34), and a man's heart 
was given unto him, 74, and he glorified the God of heaven, 431,34• 

But the comparison of the two passages is in this respect irre• 
concilable. In 74 Babylon has the heart of a beast during its 
career of conquest : it is not given a man's heart till this is over 
and it is made to stand erect upon its feet, 74• But in 413 (161 
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Nebuchadnezzar is not deprived of his man's heart till his 
career of conquest and statesmanlike achievements is over. 
Then and not till then is the beast's heart given unto him. 
When a period of seven times is passed his understanding is 
restored, 431 (34). From this insurmountable conflict of ideas it 
follows that it is idle to attempt to combine things that are really 
incompatible. So far as 74 refers to the growing humanization 
of Babylon, it has no point of contact with the temporary illness 
of Nebuchadnezzar in 413116>. Moreover in ?4 we are dealing 
with symbols relating to 'the empire of Babylon: in 413 (16) with 
a concrete fact in the life of Nebuchadnezzar. 

Made to stand. n91
~~ is a passive perfect Hoph'al-not a 

Hebraism. 
Two feet. l~~t1 is here a dual as elsewhere in our author. 
75• The Median empire, which is referred to here as suc

ceeding the Babylonian, is, as we have seen, a mythical one. 
(See p. 141 (d) : also lntrod. to this chapter, § 41 pp. 166 sqq.). 
Our author has drawn his history from tradition. There was 
of course a great Median empire, but it was the forerunner, 
not the successor, of the Babylonian. 

This empire appears in the form of a bear. As the bear is 
inferior in strength to the lion, so the Median empire, which in 
2 30 is symbolized by silver, 2 32,39

1 was inferior to that of Babylon, 
which is symbolized by gold, 2 32•38• This statement holds true 
of the actual Median empire, which preceded the Babylonian. 

[ A second.] This word I have bracketed as a gloss on the 
word 'other' which precedes it. It is omitted by the LXX, 
which reads µ,£Ta rnuTl'/v ,'/XXo = ,,n~ ,.,,,n~ (a mere dittograph), 
and Vulg. The text in ?6 'and lo another' supports the LXX. 
Th. (Hippol. ,1~ T. Aav. iv. r) and the Pesh., on the other hand, 
omit·' another', and read 'a second one'. The MT is conflate 
and gives both readings. But for the strong documentary 
evidence of the LXX and the text ,in 76 we might have accepted 
the reading of Th. Cf. ?7· 

It was raised up, i. e. n~~!) with some manuscripts, LXX and 
Th. The MT reads n~~r 'it had raised up'. The difference 
is immaterial so far as the meaning goes, which is far from 
obvious. Perhaps the words point to its inferiority in respect 
to the first kingdom, 2 39• • 

On one side, i. e. io·,~~>. The rendering of the A.V. and 
3266 N 
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R.V. mg. follows the corrupt reading of a few manuscripts 
i)J·"l~~? = 'raised up one dominion'. · 

Three ribs were in its mouth. These words point to the 
ravenous nature of the beast-an idea suggested by those pas
sages of the prophets in which the Medes are summoned to 
ravage Babylon (Isa. 1317, J er. 5111, 28). This interpretation is 
confirmed by the words with which this symbolic account of this 
kingdom closes: 'Arise, devour much flesh'. The later inter
pretation, which was unknown till the first century of our era 
(see Introd. to this chapter, § 4. (1))1 and which regarded the 
bear as symbolizing the Meda-Persian empire, took the three 
ribs to denote Lydia, Babylonia, and Egypt-the first two of 
which were conquered by Cyrus and the third by Cambyses. 
But this interpretation is merely one in the long line of reinter
pretations of unfulfilled prophecy. It has nothing to do with 
the original thought of our author. 

It was said. The Aramaic idiom here I'll,'~ 'they say'. 
76• Another 'beast7• I have here with the LXX, Th., and the 

Pesh. restored ni1r.i before 1in~. The last word always follows 
its noun in our author. Hence here lnpov IJl]piov (Th.) as in 2 39 

is wrong as to order, whereas the LXX has IJ'lplov ,L\Xo. 
Upon the back of it, i. e. i'l~~ the Qr. For this meaning of Jl 

compare the Hebrew ::i~. The Kt. reads i'l1
~~ which Bevan, 

Behrmann, and Driver derive from .:m, Syr. ~ and render 
'on its sides'. The four wings are regarded as indicating the 
might of the Persian empire as extending to the four quarters of 
the earth, and the four heads as symbolizing the four Persian 
kings, n 11• 

In il:ll :,y is rendered by LXX lm,voo aim,ii and in Th. by 
v1r£pa.voo av-rijr. This meaning :ll :,y bears in the Targ. Jon. ii on 
Lev. 111• 

And dominion was gt'ven to £!. Cf. 2 39 , where Persia is de
scribed as ruling 'over all the earth'. The LXX is here defec
tive, but a corrupt equivalent of the clause is preserved in the 
Tellan Syr. = m, -yXw!TO'a la&e.., aimji. This clause of the original 
LXX is interesting. -yXwu!Ta = i!Y>, which is a corruption of i'i,'.l~t, 
as Bludau has observed. This corruption is not explicable from 
a Hebrew original. 

i-8 • A fourth beast, i. e. the Greek empire-' too fearful to 
be likened to any known creature ; both in strength and fierce-
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ness it far surpasses its predecessors' (Bevan). No creature or 
combination of creatures (as in ?4') could adequately express 
them. 

77• Terrible C~Q'?'I'!) and strong exceedingly. The LXX has 
a strange rendering here o rf,6~o~ m)Tov {;1r,prf,•11oov luxJ,, which, 
however, can be easily explained, as due to a corruption of the 
Aramaic text. Thus it=ili'Z,' N~~~~ i"IIJ'?'~ which is a corruption 
of ili'n' N!)•pn, •mo•N. NnO'N ( emphatic state of NO'N) is found in 
the Aramaic of the Talmud and the Targums. For' terrible' the 
R. V. has 'pqwerful ', which is a rendering of •~1;19~-a il1ra~ i\ey. 

or rather a corrupt reading. 
It was diverse from all. These words give the impression 

created in the oriental mind by the conquests of Alexander. 
While the preceding empires had left local traditions and 
customs untouched, the Greek empire overthrew the older 
civilizations and transformed them. It did its task with thorough
ness, 'it devoured and brake in pieces and trod the residue with 
its feet'. 

It had ten horns. These are ten kings (cf. ii)-most probably 
successors of Alexander on the throne of Antioch. In Jewish 
apocalyptic the horn is used as a symbol of a king ]24., 
85, sa., 9, 21 , or a dynasty of kings 83, 6, 7, Sb, 20, 22• In I Enoch 909 

'the great horn' denotes Judas Maccabaeus. I Enoch 83-90 
was written while Judas was still warring. 

78• Came up. For T1~?1? read ni2?t;l as in ]2°. 
Among them i. e. jiii'?.e which the Qr. cbrrects into r;:i•~.e on the 

ground of the gender of iiP- See 55 for like changes. 
Another horn, a little one. The 'little horn' is Antiochus 

Epiphanes here as in 89• He was 'little' to begin with. His 
success was due to his seizing the crown by treachery (II 21). 

Three of the first horns. On the identification of these three 
horns see Introd. to this chapter, § 4 (2). These three were 
probably (1) Seleucus IV (Philopator) murdered by his minister 
Heliodorus; (2) Heliodorus who was soon removed after his 
usurpation by Attalus and Eumenes of Pergamum ; (3) Deme
trius I (Soter), who was the son and lawful heir of Seleucus IV 
(Philopator). 

Were plucked up by the roots, i.e. ,,pynN. Here the LXX has 
i~71pavlJ11rrav. This is adduced as a proof that the original was 
Hebrew; for this word='n1fi~, which could be an easy corruption 

N2 
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of ~t:ir;i~. But, unless numerous examples of this nature could be 
produced, it can only be regarded as a coincidence. F·or l~T/pav

B.,,um, can be most easily explained as a corruption of l~f,pB.,,uav, 

which latter is a rendering of ttin.i in Deut. 2928
1 Jer. 1217, 187, 

2 Chron. 720 . Moreover, we find this corruption elsewhere in 
the LXX. Thus in l~;,pava .,-011 l(ap1rov Amos 2 9 the verb is un
doubtedly corrupt for •tijpa (i10~~,). The same corruption is 
found in Joel 1 16, Zech. 102, Sir. ro17, J er. 2836 (5136) in one or 
all the Greek MSS. This corruption was first explained by 
Scharfenberg: see Nestle, Marg. 40, who has recognized Jer. 
2836, Zech. 102 of the above. 

Eyes like the eyes ef a man. These symbolize his intelligence 
and shrewdness. In 823, 1121, the use he made of such powers 
is represented ; he was double dealing, 823, and a flatterer when 
it served him, II 21 • N;l/ is here a dual though a plural in 
form. The dual construct is 1~~l! and with the suffix 1~;l/ 434 (31l. 

A mouth speaking great things. Cf. Ps. 123 'the tongue that 
speaketh great things', Obad. 12, Rev. 135, 2 Bar. 677• These 
words are especially appropriate to Antiochus Epiphanes. In 
1 Mace. 1 24 it is recounted that he and his followers 'spake very 
presumptuously' (l}.,i}.170-av v1r•pT/<pavlav µ•-yaAIJv) after they had 
robbed the Temple of all its treasures. His conduct is described 
in analogous terms in 2 Mace. 517, 21• In our text he is 
described in II 36 as one who would ' Speak marvellous things 
against the God of gods'. 

r And he made war with the saints 7. I have with the LXX (i<ai 
l1ra/., 1roA</Lo11 1rpos .-ous a')liovs) restored this clause to the text, as 
Rothstein has already proposed. This war upon the saints 
forms the crowning sin of the little horn, and the context 
requires it. For where the description of the little horn recurs 
in 721 , 25, in addition to the mention of the mouth speaking 
presumptuous things, there is mentioned the fact that he 'made 
war with the saints and prevailed against them', ?21, or 'wore 
down the saints', 725• Hence at the close of this verse \Ve 
should add the following Aramaic clause: ~•~1,i' b!/ Jii' ;,iJJJ, ; 
c( Rev.II 7, 1217, 1910 on the violent measures taken by Antioch us 
Epiphanes against the Jews, cf. sio-14, 24, 25• 

79- 14• Divine judgement of the heathen powers. As in i-8 

Daniel saw in a vision on the earth in the first year of Belshazzar 
the four kingdoms that would successively hold the world in 
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thrall, so here at their close his vision is carried from earth to 
heaven, and he learns in the final judgement of God the right 
explanation of the course of the world's empires and their 
history. At this judgement, which he foresees in his vision, the 
thrones are set for the heavenly powers, the assessors of the 
Judge, and the Almighty Himself appears seated on a throne of 
fire and· encompassed with myriads of angelic beings. The 
books are opened and the fourth beast is slain because of the horn 
that spoke great things, and the power of the other three beasts 
is taken away, though their lives are prolonged for a time. Then 
there comes on the clouds of heaven a being like a son of man 
and to him is given an everlasting dominion and a kingdom that 
cannot be destroyed. 

?9. Thrones were placed, i. e. for the angelic assessors. On the 
expression cf. Ps. 1225 'thrones for judgement'. Here as in 417 

the heavenly powers take part with God in the judgement. 
With 110, 'were set' we may compare 1l1'i' 'I have set', Gen. 
3151• Cf. 1 Enoch 9020 ' I saw till a throne was erected ... and 
the Lord of his sheep sat thereon', The Ethiopic here= ,;1<.o• 
cJoµ,~01/, But our text may have suggested the passage in Enoch. 

(One like) an andent of days. As the texts stands 1'011 p1n.11 
means literally 'one aged in days '-an aged being. In the 
Syriac version of Wisdom 2 10 we find .-.. close approach to the 
phrase in our text J~Q. ~~ ~ which is a rendering of 
'11"pnr/3vrov ••. 'Jl"OAUlS 'Jl"OAVXPOviovr;. Cf. Gen. 241 tl''?!~ ~f. But there 
is an essential difference. In our text there is no reference to 
a human being but simply to a being. The emphasis, moreover, 
lies on the time element in the expression. Hence it suggests 
but is not equivalent to such expressions as 'the first and the last', 
Isa. 446, 'He that is enthroned of old' (tlij:) :i~•) Ps. 5519, and 
'the Eternal One' (o alrovrnr), 1 Bar. 410, 14, 20• But the expression 
in our text does not contain the element of eternity. It emphasizes 
the idea of longevity, while its context presupposes but does not 
express the idea of eternal existence. Hence it isan extraordinary 
expression to apply to God, and accordingly, if we take into 
account the fact that, throughout this and all other Jewish 
apocalypses, every reference to or description of God is couched 
in terms of the utmost reverence, we find it impossible to accept 
this irreverent designation of God as original in its present form. 
If this be so, it is more than probable that, instead of 'an ancient 
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of days' the text originally read 'one like an ancient of days'. 
This would be the true apocalyptic form of expressiem, resem
bling that in Ezek. 1 26• In this latter passage, it is true, the idea 
of humanity is present I the likeness as it were the appearance 
of a man' {t:lil{ :i~,o:i nir.ii) but not in our author. On the above 
grounds I suggest that jlr.ll1 p1ny:i 'one like an ancient of days', 
was an apocalyptic designation of God in Aramaic. Clein. Alex. 
Paed. ii. 10 alone attests this expression : roo-,l ?TaXm/i~ f/1-«pwv and 
LXX ?13 of our text. When this designation was once accepted, 
the next stage in its development was possible, i. e. to drop the 
comparative particle and therewith to transform the indefinite 
apocalyptic form of expression into a defini'te non-apocalyptic i. e. 
instead of' like an ancient of days' we have 'the Ancient of Days ' 
(]13, 22) i. e. ~1011 i''nY, We have an exactly similar development 
in the case of' like a son of man' (?13) and 'the Son of Man' 
(1 Enoch 462, &c.). The latter has no meaning apart from its 
development out of' like a son of man'. The phrase I a9 ancient 
of days' denotes simply, as above said, an aged being. But the 
apocalyptic phrase 'like an ancient of days' affirms at once 
a likeness and an unlikeness. The likeness consists in the 
longevity and probably the dignity that goes therewith, the un
likeness in the fact that the Being so described is not one whose 
age is measured by years but one who is at once' the first' and 'the 
last', the Everlasting. I have accordingly inserted :i before i'1MY, 
and so brought the expression into conformity with its context. 

His rat"ment was as snow and the hair of his head was spotless 
as wht"te wool. There are three ways of dealing with the text. 
(r) The Massoretic: ' His raiment was as white snow and the 
hair of his head like spotless wool'. This is practically aban
doned by scholars. (2) ' His raiment was white as snow and 
the hair of his head was as spotless wool'. This departure from 
the Massoretic accentuation has the support of Th. (Vulg., and 
Pesh.) r/i tv3vµa auroii C:,,ul x,C:w AnJKOIJ Kai iJ 0plf rij~ wpaXij~ .:,~ lptov 

Ka0ap6v. But, though this rendering is preferable to (r) in the 
first clause, it is most unsatisfactory in the second. For wool is 
neither necessarily spotless or white. Hence we must fall back 
on (3), which has the support of the LXX. (3) ' His raiment 
was as snow and the hair of his head was spotless as white 
wool': or 'as white spotless wool'. Since the LXX reads lx«iv 

'ITEpt/3oAqv C:.CT,l x•ova (al. x1w11) ,ml TO rpixwµa rq~ wpaAij~ aUTOV roo-,i tpwv 
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}.,vKov ,m8ap611, it is clear that in the Aramaic it presupposes the .,l.i'.1 
(= AEvKos) as belonging to the second clause and not to the first 
and as following immediately after ioy:i. This is, we may justly 
conclude, the original text. It has the support, moreover, of 
Rev. 1 14 'I KEtpaA~ aurov ,cal al rplx•s AfVKal ,!,s lpwv AftJl(0V-a free 
rendering of the Aramaic text presupposed by the LXX. There 
is a still earlier testimony in I Enoch 461 which = 'I KEtpaA~ atiroii 

C:.s lp,ov 1'mK6v (or "!,.rnK~). Both renderings are possible, but in my 
translation of I Enoch I ought undoubtedly to have adopted the 
first. The Aramaic therefore should be read Ni'J .,,n "103/:l= 

• spotless as white wool'. Ni'J means 'cleansed', 'free from 
spot', but not 'white'. Hence, since wool may have two or 
more colours, it requires the epithet • white ', i. e. •l.1:1. 

Hi's throne was fiery flames. We might compare I Enoch 
1418

-
22 (pre-Maccabean in date) with ?9-10 of our text. 

18. 'And I looked and saw therein a lofty throne: 
Its appearance was as crystal, 
And the wheels thereof as the shining sun, 
And there was the vision of cherubim. 

19. And from underneath the throne came streams of flaming fire, 
So that I could not look thereon. 

20. And the Great Glory sat thereon, 
And His raiment shone more brightly than the sun, 
And was whiter than any snow ... 

22. The flaming fire was round about Him, 
And a great fire was near unto Him ... 
Ten thousand times ten thousand were before Him: 
Yet He needed no counsellor.' 

The wheels thereoj burning fire. Cf. 1 Enoch 14 18 quoted 
above and Ezek. 1 15 sqq., 102• 

i 0
- A fiery stream ... [ went forth] from before Him. Cf. 

l Enoch 1419 il1TOKllT61 TOV 8p6vov lt,1rop,vovro '/rOTtzµ.ol 1Tvpos <pA•yoµ.ivov. 

Flowed [ and went forth]. It is a question whether the original 
text was Pi:!;11 ,~~; for the LXX has only •~mop•v<TD=PElJ and Th. 
only •ihm (Hippol. •is r. aav. iv. 1) = iJJ. Pesh. and Vulg. 
incorporate both readings as does the MT, while Justin Martyr 
(Dt'al. c. Tryph, 51) reads .D.K•v ••1roprnciµ.,vos. Since the Pesh. and 
Vulg. are confessedly the latest of these authorities and the MT 
in its present form often very late, the natural conclusion is that 
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they contain here a conflate text. Which of the two readings is 
then the original ? Since il.:, is a late word and appears here 
apparently for the first time in Aramaic, though it occurs in 
many senses, as well as in that which it bears here, and in the 
Targums and Syriac, it appears most reasonable to regard p.!l.l 

as an explanatory marginal gloss upon ill. PEll is found in a 
fifth century inscription B. c. (CIS. ii. 113. 21) and very frequently 
in the fifth century Aram. Pap. (Cowley, 30°1 314, &c.) though 
not in exactly the same connexion as in our text. Hence I have 
relegated 'and went forth' to a foot-note, though with some 
hesitation. 

Thousand thousands ... stood before him. Possibly derived 
from I Enoch 1422 (before 170 B. c.) µvp,m µvp,uile~ £UT~KU<TW lv&nrwv 

aiirou. On the other hand the phrases ' thousand thousands ... 
yea ten thousand times ten thousand' seem to have been the 
source of I Enoch 401 (before 64 B. c.) 'thousands of thousands 
and ten thousand times ten thousand', 71 8, 13, Rev. 511, though 
in this last passage the order of the phrases is reversed. Cf. 
Deut. 3J2, I Enoch 19, 401, 718• 13, Jude 14, 15. For the Kt. 1,:i, 
read iF;'"!. The Qr. 1?~7 is a Hebraism See Kautzsch § 65. 4. 

The judgement was set. The judgement here = 'those who 
judge', just as in Jer. 2318• 22, Ps. 898

1 Job 158 'council' (i.e. 
,10) = 'those who deliberate'. 

The books were opened. There are several kinds of books in 
the Old Testament and later Jewish Literature. 

(1) The book of life (or its equivalents 'God's book' in Exod. 
3232 sq. ' Blot me I pray thee out of thy book ' ; 'book of the 
living', Ps. 6928) was a register of the citizens of the Theocratic 
community. To have one's name written in this book implied 
the privilege of participating in the temporal blessings of the 
Theocracy, Isa. 43, while to be blotted out of this book meant 
exclusion therefrom. In the 0. T. this expression was origin
ally confined to temporal blessings only, but in our author 121 

it is transformed through the influence of the new conception of 
the Kingdom, and distinctly refers to an immortality of blessed
ness. This meaning it has in 1 Enoch 1041, +i, Jub. 3020sqq. 

In the N. T. the phrase is of frequent recurrence, Phil. 43, Rev. 
35, 138, &c. 

{2) Books in which the deeds of men were recorded. For 
those wherein good deeds were recorded, cf. Ps. 568, Mai. 316, 
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Jubilees 3022 ; wherein evil deeds were recorded, cf. Isa. 656 , 

I Enoch 814, 8961- 64• 68 • 70, 71, &c., 2 Bar. 241 ; wherein both good 
and evil deeds were recorded, cf. 710 of our author, Rev. 2012 

(f3,f3'l,.{u ~voix81Juav), Asc. Is. 922, Aboth 2 1• For a completer treat. 
ment of this question see the note on my edition of I Enoch 473 ; 

Dalman, Worte Jesu, i. 169 seq; KAT. 3 ii. 405; Bousset, Rei. 
d. Judenthums, 247; Weber, Jud. Theol. 2 242, 282 seqq.; Volz, 
Jud. Eschatologie, 93 seq., 266, 316. 

711• The fourth beast, i. e. the Greek Empire, is destroyed once 
and for all b~cause of the blasphemies of Antiochus Epiphanes 
(78); for the measure of its guilt has now become full (823). 

I beheld at that time, i. e. j'iN:i n•in ntn. This order is without 
a parallel in Daniel or Ezra. rii-t:i or rii-t occur taken together 
fifty-one times elsewhere in Daniel and always at the beginning 
of the clause and not as here after the verb. But both the LXX 
and Th. support this abnormal order-,8,wpovv Ton : so also does 
Justin Mart., Dial. c. Tryph. 31 who in the main follows the LXX 
here. But the Vulg. omits 'at that time' and the Syr. the entire 
first clause but through hmt. But I retain the above order, 
since I find in 1 Enoch 83-90 (a vision written before 161 B. c. 
and that by a seer acquainted with the work of our author) that 
the order 'after that I saw' occurs four times 8919, 30, 72, 902, and, 
'I saw at that time' only in 9026 ; similarly, 'again I saw' 861, 3 

8J1, 892• 7, but 'I saw again' in 893, 51• 

Because of the voice, &c. These words give the reason for the 
destruction of the beast which is mentioned in the dependent 
clause. They would more naturally have followed in that clause. 

Horn spake. The MT. here adds 'I beheld' n'li! mn, but it 
is clearly uncalled for. It is omitted both by the LXX (as the 
Syrh. proves) and Th. and Justin Mart. (Dial. c. Tryph. 31). On 
the other hand the MT has the support of the Pesh. and Vulg. 
It is thus a late insertion. 

Destroyed. "'1:lli1 Hoph'al from "'1:IN. 
He was gt"ven to be burned by fire. This is the final place of 

punishment-a place of fire as in I Enoch 106, 1811, 211-10• 

These passages are older than our text. Cf. 91 24- 27, which 
belongs to a Maccabean section. 

7' 2• The apparent meaning of this verse is that the three 
remaining beasts are not destroyed forthwith as the fourth beast. 
In 2 82- 35 the four empires are destroyed simultaneously, but 
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there owing to the nature of the vision their destruction is repre
sented as taking place contemporaneously, though in-reality it 
was not so. The great image representing in itself the four 
kingdoms falls all at once, and so implies a simultaneous destruc
tion. But here the first three heathen powers survive the loss 
of their dominion as nations; as empires, they cease to be : as 
for the fourth empire it was to be utterly destroyed. The 
remaining Gentile nations are not doomed to this annihilation, 
but are to exist for an indefinite time and to become subject to 
the kingdom of the saints (7H,27). 

The rest ef the beasts. The LXX has here Tot1r KvKXcp avrov, 
where the MT has NrWn ,Nt:1. This is not an isolated anomaly; 
for in 77 and 719, where we have "v"X'!' and 1w1<M60 respectively, 
the MT has simply N.,Nt:'. Possibly ""KA'!' avTov in J12 is a ren
dering of •ryi)1[1~, which may be a corruption of Nm1n ,Nci. 
I am writing l::t for o. It is wholly impossible to explain the 
corruption from the hypothesis of a Hebrew original. 

J13,14• The eternal kingdom o/ the saints. 
?13• Came on the clouds of heaven. Here I follow the LXX 

l:iri. Tw11 11,<f,il,.wi, ••• rf px•To, and not Th. which has ,,_,Ta Tw11 11,<f,,l\w11 ••• 

•pxo,-.,vor. The LXX and Pesh. preserve here the original text. 
The 'one like a son of man' comes not 'with' but 'on the 
clouds'. The clouds are not his companions (µmi), but the 
chariot as it were on which he approaches the Ancient of Days. 
The figure is suggested by the 0. T., Ps. 1043, 'Who maketh the 
clouds his chariot' : cf. Is. 191• But Sy (='on') which the LXX 
attests was corrupted-perhaps not earlier than the beginning of the 
Chn·stian era into OY (' with '). The text presupposed by the 
LXX is followed by the Pesh., also by Matt. 2430

1 2664 (in both 
cases .!1r,); Rev. 14H,rn, Justin, Ap. i. 51, Dial. 120 (,,nivoo in 
both); Didache 168 (,m:fvoo). Mark 1326 (lpxo/lfl/011 £V 11,cpe'il.a,r /lfTU 

01111&,-.,ws) and Cyprian, Test. ii. 26, are doubtful, but should 
probably be classed here. The reading of the MT Ol7 = ,,m, 
is followed by Th., Mark 1462, Rev. 17, 4 Ezra 133, Justin, 
Dial. 3r, Tert., Adv. Marc. iii. 7, and also by the Vulg. Thus 
the corrupt reading had established itself in Mark, Rev., 4 Ezra 
within the first century in our era, but Matt. (bis), Justin (bis), 
the Pesh., and the Didache (authorities of the first three cen
turies) still attest the primitive text first found in the second cen
tury version B.c., i. e. the LXX. Cf. Dalman, WorteJesu, p. 198 
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One lt"ke unto a son of man, i. e. t!':l!S iJ:i, On the subsequent 
history of this phrase in Jewish Apocalyptic see my edition of 
1 Enoch2 462, n. 482 n., pp. lxiii.-vi, 306-9. In apocalyptic 
visions where men are symbolized by beasts, angels and other 
supernatural beings are symbolized by men. This symbolism 
will be found on a large scale in 1 Enoch 89-90. If, therefore, 
the expression is to be taken strictly, it undoubtedly suggests 
a supernatural being or a body of such beings. Since the beings 
thus referred to are, according to the interpretation of the 
angel, the people of' the Saints of the Most High' (i8,22 ,25,27), we 
are to infer that the faithful remnant of Israel are to be trans
formed into heavenly or supernatural beings as in r Enoch 903

ij 

(161 B.c.) and in later apocalypses, which expect an everlasting 
kingdom upon earth, whose members will be clad with garments 
of light : cf. 1 Enoch 6215,16

1 10812• The peculiar expression 
71~,1:,y 1e,1ip, 718

1 confirms the above view. See note in lac. 
They brought him near before him. This is the reading of the 

MT, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. The LXX ol rrap,crTl)icon~ rrapij<Tav avT'f 
presupposes a different text, i. e. 1;nr.;ip 1JiP ~1t.:l~P I They that 
stood by drew near before him'. These, i. e, 'they that stood 
by', are mentioned again in ]16• This reading is supported by 
Tertullian, Adv. Marc. iii. 71 'qui adsistebant ', and Cyprian, 
Test. ii. 26, 'qui adsistebant ei '. In ]16 there is apparently an 
order of angels in immediate attendance on the Ancient of Days. 
If we might insert is1r.,~p before 1,,,r.i,p in the MT, we could inter
pret this class of angels as a like order in attendance on I the one 
like unto a son of man'. This use of tl1i' oip has already occurred 
in ]1°. The text then would run ' they that stood before him 
(i. e. the Son of Man) brought him near to him (the Ancient of 
Days)'. So at all events Justin understood the text. Thus 
these attendants are angels of the Son· of Man, Apo!. i. 31, 
rus- lJias- a~Bp6>1TOV lpxerat f1T&vw T6Jv VEc/)e'}.Wv rvV oVpavvV Kal oi tiyyeA01. atroi, 

,,.i,., avn;;. These, as his escort, present him to the Ancient of 
Days: Dial. 31 ol rrap,ITTl)!CoHt rrpo,,.~yayov. The text is uncertain. 

714• The sovereignty of the Saints ( ]18,22,27) is described as 
everlasting and in terms used elsewhere of the sovereignty of 
God: cf. 333 (43), 627(26). There is no personal Messiah. The 
writer of the Parables of 1 Enoch 37-71 was the first student of 
our text, so far as existing literature goes, to interpret 'one 
like a son of man ' in this passage as relating to an individual. 
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The moment he did so he rose to the conception of a super
human Messiah, by following the natural method of interpreting 
the vision. See second note on preceding verse. 

J15• And my spirit .. . even of me Daniel. The original ,n,, 
'N'Ji mN is literally' the spirit of me Daniel'. This construc
tion of the pronoun with the suffix is common to both Aramaic 
and Hebrew. For the former cf. Ezra 721 l:0.;19~r;i137~ n~~ '~!?, 
and for the latter in 81 of our author and r Sam. 2524 •~~ •~ 

'on me'. Cf. Cowley 8114 where mt:t = 'of me'. 
Was distressed. In n~7p;1~ the daghesh in the yodh is to call 

attention to its being a consonant here. The Hebrew rendering 
of this verb combined with ,n,-, occurs in 2 3 •ni; t:lf,l;11-a phrase 
which occurs in Gen. 41 8• In 2 1 of our text the translator uses 
the Hithpa'el ,n,; t:lf~i:1':11. 

Therewith. So the LXX '" ..-ovTotr. Here the MT reads iJ:i 
miJ, which is rendered 'in the midst of the sheath' if we 
punctuate n?,7~, or 'in the midst of its sheath ' if we punctuate 
i=ln~ or ;:in~. The word is of Persian origin nidiina (Bevan). 
It is found in later Hebrew-I Chron. 21 27, where it bears the 
meaning of the 'scabbard ' or 'sheath' of a sword. It is strange 
that, when it means the sheath of a sword in the Targums, it is 
written t:tn> or t:tn?: cf. 2 Sam. 208 ; Ezek. 21 3•4•5 ; Jer. 476 ; 

Ezek. 21 3•4•5 ; except in I Sam. 1?51 ; Ezek. 2130• In the former 
of the last two passages according to Levy, Ch. W. i. 403 : 
ii. 93 both readings are found : in my copy of the Targum KJiJ 
is given. The latter seems a corruption of the former. We 
may reasonably conclude that NJi, was always used to mean 
sheath of a sword. Turning to the use of NJiJ we find that Levy 
gives only two passages where it occurs in the same connexion 
as in our text, i. e. Sanh. 1083 (i1J1J, • • KSw = ' that their soul 
should not return to it sheath') and Ber. rabba, § 26, which, as 
Driver recognizes, are in all likelihood based on our text. But 
if our text is itself corrupt, these two passages are as worthless 
as their original. 

Noting the singular character of this phrase, Weiss, Buhl, Marti, 
and Driver emend miJ il:i into m, rl:i 'on this account '. But 
Driver recognizes that l1l:l occurs only in the Jerusalem Targums. 
To this we may add the further fact that it is unknown in the 
Aramaic inscriptions and the Aram. Papyri. Hence I conclude 
that this attractive suggestion is of doubtful worth, and suggest 
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in its stead that m'i)i):i. is to be taken as a corruption of il.l'ii)::i, 

of which the LXX tv Tovroit and Vulg. in his would be exact ren
derings. The corruption lies, therefore, in il.l'i.l and not in the 
i.l:J, which occurs as a preposition in our text in 325, 715, but in 
47 and in Ezra in 415 in the form t•m::i. Furthermore it occurs 
in the A ram. Pap. frequently as an adverb = 'therein' or 
'therewith ', and in a connexion exactly similar to that in our 
text. Thus in 2 9 ,.l::i j:J::i:, ::i•~ 'our heart is content therewith• : 
as also in 156,15, 209• It is thus a familiar phrase, and u::i 

was thus ust;d for the first time in Aramaic hitherto known 
as a preposition in Ezra 415, 62 (with suffixes and also in 
the Persian period! with nouns, Lidzbarski, Eph., p. 2II, b2 

~n,~::i ,.l::i = 'in the fortress', as in our author, later in the 
Targums). Thus on the basis of the LXX supported by the 
usage of the phrase in older Aramaic arid the grammatical use 
of iJ::i in our author I have emended as above, and therefore 
translate 'therewith' or 'in this matter'. Is mi.l a real 

' Aramaic word? It is found once in late Hebrew in the O.T., 
i. e. 1 Chron. 2127. ' 

?16, One of them that stood by. This appears to be one of the 
angels in attendance on God (?13). The angel gives at first a 
short and summary answer (?17- 18), and afterwards a full inter
pretation in answer to Daniel's request for further information. 
In the visions of the earlier prophets God Himself spake to the 
prophets (Amos 7, 8; Isa. 6; J er. 1, &c.) but in the later prophets 
the part of the interpreter is discharged by an angel in Zech. 
1 7-68; Daniel I; Enoch; Test. xii Patriarchs; Jubilees; 2 Baruch; 
4 Ezra. In Ezek. 40-48 we have a combination of both methods, 
and this section accordingly marks the period of transition from 
the one method to the other. 

711- 18• The angel's interpretation of the vis£on t'n 711-u. 
?17• Kings. Here the LXX, Th. (f-lmnA,im), and Vulg. read 

'kingdoms'. But this is only an interpretation and not a 
translation, seeing that in 820 'kings' are used as synonymous 
with kingdoms. 

[ Wht'ch are four.] This phrase is omitted by the LXX. It is 
certainly unnecessary; for the seer knows perfectly well the 
number of the kingdoms. It may be due to a corruption of the 
original text attested by the LXX. See next note. 

r Wh£ch shall be destroyed from the earth 7• So the LXX at 
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,11r0Aovvra, am', Tijr yijr. So also Justin, Dial. 31. Here the LXX 
is certainly right and the MT hopelessly wrong. To say that 
these kingdoms • arise from the earth' is contrary to the traditional 
idea as to the origin of these kingdoms; for as we know from 
Jewish tradition these kingdoms arose from the sea; cf. Rev. 131 

/1<. Trys- 6aMt1'u'Jr 61Jpiov ava{:la,vov; 4 Ezra I I 1 'ascendebat de mari 
aquila'; cf. 1210-n; 1 also Rev. 117, 1i, where the beast comes 
from the abyss, or 1311 where it denotes the priesthood of the 
imperial cultus. But it is not only contrary to tradition but to the 
belief of our author himself. For in 73 we read that 'four great 
beasts came up from the sea'. But this is not all. Even Th. 
preserves in its conflate text the earlier reading, as we shall see 
presently, and the later redactional addition. 

Again let us observe how wholly incongruous is the text or 
the MT. The angel interprets the vision in J17 - 18, and tells 
Daniel that these kingdoms 'shall arise' out of the earth. But 
it cannot be said of the Babylonian empire, even from the 
assumed date of the Seer (i.e. 6th cent. B. c.), that it' shall arise'; 
for it has already arisen and is fast nearing its end. But this is 
not all. Immediately after this incorrect statement as to the 
future rise of the heathen empires, the angel proceeds to declare, 
without a single allusion to their subsequent destruction, that the 
Saints of the Most High shall receive the kingdom. Yet in 
the vision itself an entire section 711-u, prior to the setting up of 
the Messianic kingdom, is devoted first to the destruction of the 
power of the beasts, and then to that of the beasts themselves. 

Now the way out of the above impasse lies before us in the 
LXX : 'These great beasts are four kingdoms, which shall be 
destroyed from off the earth', the relative clause of which is 
a translation of NYiN ;~ (or /l"i:llil\ cf. J11 ) j1"i:lN1 1"'!. Of the 
correctness of this retroversion we may feel reasonably confident, 
seeing that in 2 24, 711• 26 ,hroAAuvat is a rendering of "'!.JN. 

If this was the original text, we ought to be able to explain 
some of the corruptions in the other versions. With the Vulg. 
we need not concern ourselves, since it is almost a reproduction 
of the MT. The Pesh. follows the MT closely but it does not 
admit that the beasts arose 'from the earth ' : it changes this 

1 4 Ezra 133 which represents the Messiah as arising from the sea is against 
Jewish tradition and should be excised as an interpolation. All the versions 
except the Latin contain this interpolation. 
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into 'on the earth' and so escapes creating a violent contradiction 
with the statement in 73

• We have now to deal with Th. (repro
duced by Hippolytus in his commentary on Daniel (c. 210-230) 
iv. 10 TaVra TR i}qp{a Ttl TErruapa, TitnrapE~ ~au,"AE'ia, &vaur~o-ovrm. f1r1 -rijs
yijr a? ap/J~uovra,. <ivauT~uovra, is a rendering of 1m1p•, but, as the 
Pesh., Th. has changed 'from the earth' to 'on the earth'. 
As we have already observed, Th. is conflate, as the relative 
clause nt Jp/J~uo,mu proves. It has all the appearance of the 
addition of a later hand. At all events ai.poo is not used by Th. 
elsewhere with the meaning it clearly bears here; for this 
clause = 'which shall be destroyed ' ( = pi.:i~•) or 'pass away ' 
( = 1m11). The LXX renders ;,iy, ~, ,, by ijm oll p~ Jp/Jfi in i4. 
and i~~l;l by ;pas in Isa. 2614• This addition to Th. was made by 
a.scribe who was acquainted with another form of the Aramaic 
text than that which Th. reproduces. This text preserved 
11,.:iN\ which the LXX presupposes, or possibly 11i:11• a corrup• 
tion of it. Thus Th. in its present form reproduces the mean
ingless text of the reviser dvarrT~uovra,, but a later scribe adds the 
original reading in a relative clause. We can now rewrite the 
text which not only Jewish tradition on this question, but also 
the actual text of our author in 78 and the LXX and even Th. 
require, and this text was ,, p::i,r.i i1l/.:!il/ jl)~ Nn.:!i.:!i Nni•n j'?~ 
N:1/iN jr.i pi.:iN• 'These great beasts are four kings which shall be 
destroyed from off the earth'. 

i 8, Saints of the Most Ht'gh. Cf. i 2 a, 25,27. j')l'?l/ ,w,,p (ren
dered by the LXX and Th. by ciy101 vfluTou) is a peculiar designa
tion for the Saints; for in 410 eo•ip is used of an angel. This 
phrase is entirely different from j'Jl'?l/ ,,1on. In the Psalms 
(304, 3123, &c.) the Saints are the t1•i•on. But our author has 
chosen the phrase in our text to express the divine or super
natural character of God's people as contrasted with the other 
peoples of the earth. In i 1•22 h 'the Saints of the Most High ' 
are spoken of simply as 'saints'. See note on i 3• j'll'?l/ may 
here, as Hitzig and other scholars explain it, be due to the 
plural preceding. Cf. o•~?t '~f as the plural of N?:J n•.:i (Isa. 
427,22• Other scholars with Driver take tl'll'?l/ as plural of 
majesty, and compare the use of tl'l!'lip for God in Prov. 910

1 

also Joshua 2419• jl'?l/ is not Aramaic but Hebrew. The 
Aramaic equivalent for it is N~~l!, i1~~l!, 414 (17), 21(24). 

The kingdom. Though the phrase 'kingdom of God ' is not 
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found in Daniel, we have here substantially the thought for 
which it stands. The thought here is not 'the divine sove
reignty '-the meaning it bears all but universally in the N. T. 
and Rabbinic writings, but 'a divinely organized community'. 
This is clear from ?14. where the rule of the saints is described 
in terms that are elsewhere used of the rule of God Himself: 
cf. 431 (34), 62G, 

Possess. jonn is found often in the Arm. Pap. (Cowley, 72, 82, 

&c.). The Hebrew also has nouns and adjectives derived from 
this Aramaic(?) root. As Cowley remarks (p. 20) it is the 
regular word for 'holding property'. 

The kingdom. MT, Pesh., and Vulg. add 'for ever and' 
against LXX and Th. 

]1 9• To know the truth. ~9¥~~ is the Pa'el inf. of :lll"\ We 
have the adjective :1•~~ = ' certain ', 'true' in 2 8•45, and a sub
stantive ~.:J•~• in ?1 6• 

Nails of brass. The absence of this phrase in 77 is strange. 
7'1.0• That had eyes. In il~ l'J'Y1 it is said that we have the 

solitary instance of vav apodosis in Biblical Aramaic. But in 
Cowley's edition of the Aram. Pap. Af:i. r6o we have a fifth 
century B. c. example of this idiom in Aramaic, if his restoration 
of the passage is valid, which is doubtful. In the Hebrew in 
810 we have another use of vav, i. e. vav explicative. See Ges.
Kautzsch, § 154 a, n. b. 

Appearance was more stout, &c. The small horn (78) grew 
quickly to a great size (89). 

721- 22• A recapitulation of i-12, 13 - 14, The only addition is 
the clause 'and prevailed against them'. This is repeated in 
another form in 725, where the little horn is to ' wear down the 
saints'. The clause 'made war with the saints' has already 
occurred according to the original text. 

i 1 , Prevaz'led against them: _ till the intervention of the Most 
High. 

722• The Andent of Days, i. e. t-t'011 ?•nl/. Here the apocalyptic 
form of the expression (see 79 note) is dropped as in 713 • 

Judgement (sat and dominion) was given. I here follow Ewald 
and other scholars in restoring !rn;),1!'1 :1•n• before .:Jil'. Cf. ?1° b, 

14, 20 , 27 • Otherwise a different meaning must be assigned to t-t)•-, 

here (i.e. 'judgement', i.e. 'justice') from that which belongs to 
it in ]1°, 26, i. e. 'judgement was given in favour of the saints', 
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The saints do not judge, but God alone. They are His 
assessors. 

The time came, i. e. the time fixed by God as the limit of 
heathen rule. Cf. Luke 21 8 ci Kmpos ffyymv. 

Take possession of. On this meaning of ionn see note onJ18• 

723• A fourth kingdom ... diverse from all the kingdoms. This 
kingdom was different in the eyes of the Seer from all the 
kingdoms that went before, and more terrible in its destructive 
activities. 

The whole earth. This is to be understood rhetorically as 
in 239, 

?24, Shall be diverse, &c. The eleventh king shall be diverse 
from the ten not only in removing his three predecessors, but in 
his blasphemies against the Most High and his persecution of 
the saints. 

725• Speak words against (i"?;,) the Most High. Cf. 1136 ' Speak 
marvellous things against (,11) the God of gods'. 

Against. Though i"?;, is derived from the Hebrew,~, it bears 
a meaning which has no parallel in the Hebrew. In the sense 
of 'against' the Hebrew would be iJJ' as in 1013, Prov. 21 80 , 

? after certain verbs (Gen. 2?42 ; 2 Kings 57, &c.), or 711 as in the 
parallel passage in our author in u 36• Nor in the Targums 
does ,~:, appear ever to be used in a hostile sense. Hence 
the word may be simply a corruption of 711, which bears a hostile 
sense in 319,29 (,y · • '1D~lj, 65• By this word the Pesh. renders 
the preposition that stood in the text and the Vulg. by contra. 
The LXX and Th. have here respectively ,ls and rrp6,, which 
show no sign of the presence of such a peculiar word as i"?;,. 
In 319 Th. has lrri, 329 KaTa, as renderings of 7l/. In 329 the LXX 
ren<iers ,v ( = 'against') by •••, in i 9 by trri. 

Wear out. The Pe'al of N7:l occurs in the sense of 'to be worn 
out' in the Aram. Pap. (Cowley 261). Here it is the Pa'el, and 
'shall wear out ' expresses the meaning well. Cf. LXX Kam

Tp/1/m, Th. rraA,nro,rn. There is no ground, therefore, for taking 
it to mean 'shall afflict', as Bevan suggests, who compares 
1 Chron. 179 where u,,:i, is substituted for mlJll,, cf. 2 Sam. ?1°, 
Driver compares the Targ. on Isa. 315, 'the faces of the poor ye 
wear away' {i'~~)?). 

Shall think: i. e. '1:JO\ This word occurs in the A ram. Pap. 
(Cowley, 377). 

32BG 0 
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The /£mes and the law. Antiochus attempted to suppress the 
religious festivals of the Jews and the law: cf. 1 Mace. 1 44- 0• 

The law (ni= Hebrew ni1n) here is the Mosaic law as in 66(5), 

and the times are the set times for all the Jewish religious 
observances, as well as their great festivals. Antiochus inter
fered also with the heathen cults: cf. 1 Mace. 1 41 ,42, a passage 
which is confirmed by our text in n 37• 

A time and times and ha!f a time. The same expression in its 
Hebrew form recurs in 127 and in Greek in Rev. 1214 l(atpov l(ai 

l(atpoiir l(al ifµtuv ,mipov, A time here means a year as in 416 (see 
note). Hence this period during which the Jewish religion was 
to be suppressed was three and a half years. This was the 
traditional limit assigned to the kingdom of the Antichrist. 
Here this period began with the legation of Apollonius about 
June, 168, 1 Mace. 1 20 , 29, and terminated in 165 B. c. on the 
25th of Chislev (i. e. Dec.) on the rededication of the Temple 
(I Mace. 452, 53). The edict of Antiochus (1 Mace. 141 seqq.) was 
issued contemporaneously with or later than the legation of 
Apollonius and was enforced on Chislev (Dec.) 151 168 (1 Mace. 
1 54). If we assume that the edict of Antiochus followed im
mediately on the legation of Apollonius, then the rededication 
of the Temple occurred exactly three years after its desecration. 
In any case this prediction was fulfilled with reasonable accuracy. 
For like predictions cf. that of Jeremiah relating to Hananiah in 
J er. 2816- 17, or of Isaiah in relation to Damascus, Isa. 84, which 
was fulfilled within three years or so (Montg.). See note on 814, 
where another suggestion as to the beginning of this period is 
given. 

Times. N1l! has here a dual sense, cf. r~;;~ in i-
726-27. At the close of the three and a half years the judgement 

wz1l take place, and the kingdom of the Saints be established, which 
is to embrace every country under heaven and not merely the fourth 
kingdom. 

726• Thejudgementshallsit. Cf. 710 b,Ub, 22• JI;!~ ImperfectofJ0:. 
His dominion shall be taken away. Literally 'they shall take 

away his dominion'. Cf. 7 
So that tl may be consumed, &,c. i11'?tfiJ~, Active to be rendered 

passively in English. 
Unto everlasting. 1-t£l10 '13/ (' unto the end') as in 626• 

727• Of the kingdoms, i. e. np~p which is in the construct before 
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the preposition n,nn and the following words-all which are 
treated as a substantive-in Aramaic a unique construction. In 
Hebrew we find the construct case frequently before prepositions : 
before~ in Isa. 92 i'1i':J nnow 'the joy in the harvest'; 2 Sam. 1 21 ; 

also b~fore ?, ~~, I'?, S~. See Ges.-Kautzsch, § 130 a. This 
construction is frequent in Syr. 

Under the whole heaven. Cf. 912 and Deut. 2 25,419, &c., whence 
this phrase is derived. 

Shall be given. The perfect n~'i".I; is used for the future to 
express certainty. Cf. 65 ~on:ittiil and 1186 nni:1i,,. 

Its kingdom is an everlasting kzngdom. The kingdom is that of 
the Saints. On this phrase see note on 431• The same terms 
are applied to the kingdom of the Saints as to the kingdom of 
God. They ultimately come to be one and the same. 

728 • Here, lit. 'hitherto '=Hebrew nil-i~ Exod. J16 ; Josh. 1714 

My thoughts, &,c. Cf. 416 (19l, 56, 10. 

Changed upon me. Or, since ' upon me' is a datz'vus ethicus 
simply read 'changed'. Cf. 56, 9• 

Kept the matter in my heart. Cf. LXX 425 (rov~ Aoyou~ EV ru 
K.aprJ/1} uuvErqp~cu): Gen. 3]11, T. Lev. 62, 819 ; Luke 2 19• 

SECTION VIII 

i. e. Chapter 8, the Vision of the Seer in the third year of 
Belshazzar. 

The introduction to this chapter deals wholly with the MT, 
the LXX, and other Versions. and the help rendered by the 
versions towards the recovery of the original Hebrew version or 
even of the Aramaic original. 

§ 1. Hebrew rendert'ngs in the MT ef Aramat'c phrases which have 
already occurred in 2 4- 7• 

8°. mm r::io 1n,1n a rendering of,~~, n 1,n ,::ineio in 78• 

87• 1l'il:IOi' ., ,, i11:1!li i1'?~i:J 77• 19• In these 
two passages exactly the same events are recorded of Antiochus. 

89• Mi'll~ nin~ jii' (emended) a rendering of i1i'l.'t ,,n~ fip 78• 

ilj~ " " i1i'h' 322, 77, 19. 

31s. m':J ne>p::iN, ,, ,, n::i~1, h'::11 J19. 
§ 2. Interpolations tn the MT. 

82• 'nNi:J 'i1'l where it has a different meaning from that which 
it has in 815 and usually. See note tn loc. 

02 
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82• J1tMJ nK,K1. See note in foe. 
821, -,•y1:1,, interpolated after .,,!l~i'l. First appeared as a 

marginal gloss, explaining the Aramaism. 
824• in::i:i NS,. 

§ 3. CorrupHons in the MT emended by means of the LX X and 
other versions. 

85• !:l'tJJ[M] .,,El~. LXX, Th. Tpa;mr alywv, 

88• n,tn corrupt for n,,nK, LXX ETEpa. 

an-13_ MT very corrupt. Read o,m moo, nS1•rn, KJ~i1 ii!' iJJi 
l/~!li1 i•onn r n:irr.i 7 SJJ jMJ'i 12. . n,~, 1!'1i'01 tl1i'O 1Swn, 11onn 
Dtll!'i1 JJl!'!l-il1 rtl;ir.,1 i•onn •• , 13h. .nn•S~ill nnwJJi il~iN noK ':J?~f:11 
l:ltliO ni11 Wii'l ll;i~ . 

LXX -~fip011 6uu!C1 Kal lppax011 0 T01f0~ [a,',r&iv] .•• ,ml TO ciywv •p11µw8q-

0"£Tal, I2. ly••·q0'}uav lrrl Tfi Bvuig ai aµapria, • • • 13. . . . ~ 

6vU'ia [ ~] ap6iiua J<ai ;, dµapTia rp•JµWU'EWS [~] anBiiua t<al ra ayia lp11µw8q

O"ETOI ,is 1<aTmraT11µa. So the LXX, save that I have reversed the 
order of the first two verbs in ver. II, and transposed 6vuta t<ai 

before eppax6'1 as Ka, 0vuia. See notes in foe. 
814• •~K corrupt for i•SN {so LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg.). 
822• 1im corrupt for ,,,m (so LXX, Th., and the context). 
823. tl•~~e::, tll'JQf corrupt for o;;rv.~~ tih:p (LXX and Th. {Pesh. 

and Vulg.)). Here there were three variants in the Hebrew 
version. on,,::i could be retained in an intransitive sense. But 
this would be against the translator's usage. 

824• n1nei- rm(,!lJ corrupt{?) for ::i1:1n1 0 J. This corruption has 
already occurred in the MT. in 2 Sam. 2015 ; it is equally possible 
in the Aramaic ; see note in foe. 

§ 4. Words lost in MT restored. 
88• tl'Jii' (with LXX, Th., Vulg.). 
812, 13. See under § 3. 
817• ir-JJ'1 before S:tN (with LXX and Th.). 

§ 5. Dittographs in the original Hebrew Version, before the 
translator of the LXX, some of which may be dupHeate ren
derings of the original Aramaic text. 

87• <T1111,rp,-.J,,v in the LXX = 1i'lt:ll:li1 (an Aramaic word) where 
the true reading is attested by the MT. lilt:lt,i' = Th. <rvvmaT']U'•v. 

The original Aram. verb was most probably c::i, : cf. 77,19• 

811• LXX has €WS' 0 llf)XL<TTP<lTl')y□s- pvufTa, r~v alxµai\w<TiaJI = ,w ,:11 
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':l~i1 '''ii1 ~Cl'ii1. Here the MT has ''1Ji1 K:J'ii1 it:' 1)1. This 
doublet may have arisen within the Hebrew version, in which 
case ':Jt:'i1 would be a dittograph of K:J'ii1 and '''i1"1 of ;,,m. 

au. LXX here implies dittographs in the Hebrew: Tu 5p11 ru 
air' al&wos = i•~n;, 1ii1 and •~ryp011 0va,,, = 'i'~n tli11"1. 

s11- 12• LXX d,w<3w011a-av KU< ly,v~e,, ... E7r0<1J<Tf ,cnl ,tooM011 (= MT) 
nnt:>JiJI in1,'ii1i and MT nn•,1,,1 i11it:'l)1. These are variants inside 
the Hebrew version. 

816• See note in loc. where the Hebrew presupposed by the 
LXX and the MT are given together. It is possible that these 
two may be due to an internal corruption in the Aramaic original. 
LXX o /lv0pw,ro~• irr, To rrp6crrnyµa = KiJ'i, KiJJ, MT= iJOi1 'K'i:JJ, 
The entire last clause of 816 in the LXX i~ a doublet of the 
preceding nine words. The preceding nine words are an exact 
translation of the MT. 

8240- 25 a_ See notes in loc. 

§ 6. Aramaisms in the MT or the Hebrew presupposed by the LXX. 

82
• ,,::iK (so LXX, Pesh., Vulg.) ='gate' where the MT has 

,:i1K ='river'. 
85• i'!l'i is really an Aramaism. 
87• uvvfrp,y.v (LXX) presupposes an Aramaic verb. See§ 5 

above. 

81
• Unto me Daniel, i. e. 'K'J'i 'JK ,,K. This idiom is both 

Hebrew and Aramaic. See ?15 note. 
After that which appeared. In i1~7~iJ the Massoretes regarded 

iJ (before the perfect Niph'al) as the equivalent of i~K as in 
Joshua ro24 ; 1 Kings 119 ; 1 Chron. 2628, &c. : but Ges.-Kautzsch 
(§ 138 z~ h) regards i1~7~CI (the participle) as the most probable 
reading. 

Aforetime, i. e. n,nn:i 'at the first', first in a series : cf. 921, 

Gen. 133, 421, 431s,20, 
82• The seer· is carried in a vision to Shushan, as Ezekiel was 

carried to Jerusalem, Ezek. 83-n24, 402 sqq. 

And I was in Shushan. Here the MT inserts before these 
words the clause 'J:"1~7~ 1;:i,:1 (drawn from Sl5). Hence we may 
translate '[Now it was so when I saw J that I was in Shushan '. 
But I have omitted the bracketed words since they are not to be 
found in the LXX, Th., Pesh., or Vulgate, nor in Hippolytus' 
Commentary on the text of Th. Moreover the interpolated 
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clause adds nothing to the text. It is a mere tautology. 
This interpolation must have been made not earlier than the 
third or fourth century A.n. according to the evidence of the 
Versions. It is found in a few late Greek MSS. and in Chrysostom 
and Theodoret. 

The idiom 1JK~ • • • 1nK'"l:J 1i11l is good Hebrew, though the 
action or event introduced by the vav clause is here contem
poraneous with that expressed by 1nK'"l:J : cf. Gen. 1929 nnt::t:J W~ 
'"l:Jt1l • • •. This, so far as I am aware, is a very rare usage. 
The action or event introduced in the second clause is almost 
always subsequent to that expressed by :J with the inf. after 1n1 : 

cf. Gen. 48, n 2 ; 1 Sam. 301 ; 2 Sam. 1 2 ; 1 Kings 810, 184 ; 

1 Chron. 1526 ; Esther 28, i, and 815 in our text. But in the 
present passage it seems justifiable to regard this construction 
with its exceptional meaning as due to an accidental interpolation, 
and not as one authenticating this exceptional idiom. 

Shushan the palace or 'castle', This is the regular descrip
tion of Shushan in the O.T.: Neh. 1 1 ; Esther 1 2,5, 2 3,5, &c. 
The word for 'castle' or 'citadel' is ,1'"1':J-late Hebrew, and 
probably a loan-word from the Assyrian birtu, 'fortress' (De
litzsch, Ass. H., p. 185: quoted by Driver), and found else
where only in 1 Chron. 291,19 ; Ezra 62 ; Neh. 28, i"• This 
citadel of Shushan, i. e. Susa, was celebrated for its strength in 
ancient times (Herod. v. 49), As the citadel, it is distinguished 
from the city in Esther 315• Shushan was in later times probably 
the capital of Elam. The first Susa with its palace was destroyed 
by Assur-bani-pal (668~626 B. c.). See K. B. ii. 203 seqq. To 
this Susa there is no reference in the O.T. It was refounded 
by Darius Hystaspes (521-485 B. c.), and according to Xenophon 
(Cyrop. viii. 6. 22) 'was the winter residence of the Persian 
kings, the rest of the year being spent by them at Babylon and 
Ecbatana' (Encyc. Btb., IV. 4499 sq.). 

Elam. Shushan is here said to be in Elam, but in Ezra 49 it 
is distinguished from it. 

After Elam the MT adds 'and I saw in the vision'. This 
clause appears to be a dittograph of the opening clause, and the 
fact that the LXX (according to Syr h) and Th. and Hippolytus 
(Comment. in Dan. xxv) omit it transforms this possibility into 
a practical certainty. 

The trivert Utai: The versions here diverge from the MT. 
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Th. omits Ulai and reads simply Oii/3&A here and in vv. 3, 6. So 
far as it goes, however, it supports the MT ,:n~, which is merely 
a phonetic variation of ,::11• in Jer. 178 • But the LXX (npo~ Tl/. 

nv>.11 ), Pesh., and Vulg. presuppose not ,::i,~ but ,\::i~ = 'gate' 
here and in vv. 3, 6 (Vulg. not in ver. 3, where it reads 'palu
dem '). The latter is an Aramaic word (J. Aram., Syr. "=-1, 
Assyrian abullu), and it is possible that it was originally in the 
text. The phrase would then mean the 'water gate of the Ulai '. 
The Ulai flowed close to Shushan. This reading would suit in 
ver. 3; for the ram representing Media and Persia would then 
be standing in front of the water gate that commanded the 
entrance to Shushan, while ver. 6 represents the he-goat (i. e. 
Alexander the Great) as attacking the ram who stood in front of 
the water gate. We know that N earchus brought reinforce
ments up this river to Alexander. 

Ulat'. This is the Eulaeus on which, according to Pliny 
(H.N. vi. 27), Susa was situated, though Herodotus (i. 1881 v. 
49, 52) places it on the Choaspes. Three rivers flow from the 
north near Susa into the Persian Gulf: the Kerkha ( = the 
ancient Choaspes); the Abdizful (= the Coprates) which falls 
into the Karun = the Pasitigris) ; and the Eulaeus, 'a large 
artificial canal . . . which left the Choaspes at Pai Pul, about 
twenty miles NW. of Susa, passed close by the town of Susa on 
the N. or NE., and afterwards joined the Coprates' (Driver). 

83• I lifted up my eyes and saw, i. e. in the vision: cf. Gen. 3110, 

Zech. 21, 51,9, 61• 

+Rt'vert. See note on ver. 2. 

A si'ngle ram, i. e. in~,,~. So the words should be rendered. 
The in~ is here a definite numeral as on 105 : cf. Konig, Syntax, 
§ 291 d. 

Ram. The ram was a well-known symbol of might and 
dominion : cf. Ezek. 1713, 3918 ; 1 Enoch 8943-49, 9013,14,16,31 

(before 161 B. c.). But though a single ram is a symbol of the 
kingdoms of Media and Persia in our text, since they are 
regarded as akin to each other, their dh:ersity is brought forward. 
The ram has two horns, the stronger which comes up later 
represents Persia, while the earlier and weaker represents 
Media. Cf. 2 39 for a like distinction. 

Horns. tl~n~ and 1•n~ ver. 7 are duals, but the vocalization 
follows the analogy of the plural. Elsewhere we find always 
tl;~7i2, ''ni2: see Ges.-Kautzsch, § 93 n. 
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84• The conquests of Cyrus and Cambyses. 
The eastern conquests of the Achaemenidae were of no 

interest to the Jew, and it is urged that on this ground they are 
not mentioned. Seeing, however, that the LXX reads 'lrpor 

avaroA.a, before 1rpo~ {Joppiiv Kat 'ffpor <ivap.ik KOi /.UrT~/lfJp{av, the phrase 
may belong to the original text, since the Seer is represented as 
seeing in vision the actual conquests of the Persians, which of 
course extended to the east as well as to the other quarters of 
the earth. 

Thrusting, i. e. butting: used of animals Exod. 21 28, and then 
applied figuratively to nations r 1 40-symbolized as animals : cf. 
Deut. 3317; Ps. 44s. 

No beasts could stand before ht"m. For this idom 'Jt,:, iir-v• cf. 
Judges 2 14 ; 2 Kings 104 : also in our author 87, n 16• For this 
idiom with quite a different meaning cf. 1 5• 

Neither was there any that could delt"ver, i. e. ,,~ r~1- In ver. 7 
there is an equivalent phrase. But the LXX and Th. presuppose 
'neither was there the one that could deliver', i. e. ''¥r:i-::i. 

According to his wt'!!, i. e. his caprice. Cf. 113,16,36, Esther 95• 

Magnijied himself. Cf. vv. 8, 11, 25. There is a nuance of 
arrogance and insolence to the word: cf. Ps. 5512, J er. 4826• 

85- 7• An he-goat ( = the Greek empire} attacks the ram and 
overcomes it, especially in the two great conflicts at Issus and 
Arbela. The goat had a notable horn between its eyes, i. e. 
Alexander the Great (821). 

85. Was observing and behold. Here ;,Jn, j1.::JJ.) 1n11;, is the 
Hebrew equivalent, and no doubt the rendering of the Aramaic 
~,~1 il1:u_7 '~8¥-''?-a phrase which has already occurred in 78 in 
a like connexion. 

An he-goat. Since the LXX and Th. have here rpayor a,ywv, and 
further since in apocalyptic visions significant terms and phrases 
are on their first occurrence mentioned without the article, but 
on their recurrence with the article, we should correct -,,!:I~ 

tl1Tlli1 into tl1tlt i 1!:I~ (2 Chr. 2921
). In proof of the usage just men

tioned many illustrations could be quoted from I Enoch and 
other Jewish Apocalypses, but the reader can verify this usage 
in Rev. 46- 8 TflTrTO/>O (<i'a ••• ra ria-rrapa (ri3a: 56- 8 apvfov •.• rou 

ap•{ov: 152"-b 0aA.acrrrav va/\iv~v • .. r. 0aA.. r. t/rlA., &c. Marti wrongly 
observes that the article in the Hebrew is due to the fact that 
the beast here is the well-known beast. Apocalyptic usage is 
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against this statement, no matter how important the thing may 
be. When this expression recurs in ver. 8 it necessarily has 
the article. Even in this verse we have a further illustration of 
this usage, i. e. 'a notable horn'. Now as to the antiquity of 
this phrase, i 1nl: or tl'Tl1 i•n~ occurs only in late Hebrew such 
as Ezra 835 ; 2 Chron. 2921 ; in Biblical Aramaic Ezra 617 ; in the 
Targums, in Talmudic Hebrew, and in Syriac. i•n~, therefore, 
appears in Hebrew to be a loan-word from Aramaic. The 
classical Hebrew word for he-goat is iin3t, which, however, is 
only used in the plural. As the word in our text, it is used 
figuratively of princes and leaders: c( Isa. 149, Ezek. 3417• 

And touched not the ground. Here 1),liJ i'~1 should be taken as 
3tJlJ ~~t~1, which is Classical Hebrew. Cf. ver. 27 for a like 
phrase, and 128 for the idea. The words themselves recall the 
swift march of Cyrus in Isa. 413, 'with his feet he treadeth not 
the road'. 

A tnotablet horn. n,rn 1ip ='a horn of conspicuousness'. 
In vv. 8 and 21 it is called 'the great horn'. We have some
what analogous expressions in 2 Sam. 2321 , 'a goodly man' (lit. 
'a man of appearance' i'lNio t::.''N): r Chron. r 123 i'lNio t::.''N = 'a 
man of great stature'. For nnn, which Th. omits, the LXX 
reads ,v = nnN. There is no early attestation of .nnn. The 
Vulg. supports it: 'cornu insigne '; the LXX 0,rop11u!v is aste
risked as a later addition : in Th. it appears in the manuscripts 
A r. Hence I have marked this reading as doubtful. Perhaps 
we should read with the LXX 'a horn '. 

This notable horn is Alexander the Great, who crossed the 
Hellespont in 334 B. c., overthrew Darius Codomannus at Issus 
in 333, traversed Palestine, reduced Egypt, and finally crushed 
Persia at Arbela in 331. After further victorious campaigns in 
the far East and in India, he died of fever in 323 B. c. 

87• Come close unto. S¥~ after a verb of motion, denotes closer 
proximity than does ii, in the preceding verse. ~l:N is not used 
after verbs of motion save in this verse, in ver. 17, and 2 Chron. 
2815• Levy (NHWB.) cites no instance of the use of this 
preposition after verbs of motion from the Talmudic writings. 
It seems, therefore, to have been of late origin and confined to 
a limited area. 

Was moved wzth choler, i. e. ioion1, The Hithpalpal of ,,o 
is not found elsewhere in Biblical Hebrew save here and in II 11• 
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It is used seldom in late Hebrew. Th.'s rendering ifryp,ave,, 
here (cf. n 11) is good. 

Trod upon him. er.ii, which is used in 2 Kings 149 allegorically 
of a wild beast 'treading down' its enemy, is here and in ver. 10, 

it can hardly be doubted, a Hebrew rendering of the Aramaic 
et.,, which is used in 77• 19 in describing exactly the same action 
on the part of Alexander the Great. I have, therefore, in all 
four passages rendered these two verbs by the same English 
verb. Since the LXX has uvv<rp,ijtE in this verse, and KaTmm-re,11 

in 810, 77, it possibly found ~i1!?97~ instead of i;ior.ii\ But the 
former is an Aramaic verb = the Hebrew r~,. 

88• Death of Alexander and the division of his empire into four 
kingdoms. 

The great horn was broken. Alexander was struck down by 
a fever when he had reached the summit of his power. 

Others, (even) four rhorns1• The MT reads Y:Ji~ n:JIQ which 
Hitzig and others render 'four conspicuous (horns)', and 
Ewald ' as it were four horns'. But Graetz, Bevan, Kamphausen, 
Loehr, Driver, &c., rightly reject both renderings. Both are 
questionable renderings, and as a matter of fact the former is at 
variance with our author's own statement in ver. 22, where they 
are described as lacking in the power of Alexander. But the 
LXX with its rendering lupa T•uuapa K<parn enabled Graetz, 
followed (herein) by most recent scholars, to emend nitn into 
i11i!':I~. Hence the above rendering. Further, since the LXX, 
Th., and Vulg. include 'horns' in their renderings I have restored 
it. Th. and Vulg. give no equivalent for mrn. The corruption 
in the MT arose probably from ver. 5. The min~ must be 
taken as standing in apposition to the number that follows, 
as in my rendering. Otherwise we should expect Y:Ji~ 

m,n~ tl'.lip: cf. 125, Ezra 1 10, &c. But in 813 we have a like 
construction. 

On the death of Alexander his empire became the cause of 
endless rivalries and wars amongst his generals, which raged 
over twenty years before a final settlement was arrived at through 
the battle of lpsus in Phrygia in 301. By this settlement Egypt 
was confirmed to Ptolemy in the south; Asia Minor including 
Paphlagonia and Pontus to Lysimachus in the north; Seleucus 
received Syria, Babylonia, and other eastern provinces as far as 
the Indus in the east; Cassander, Macedonia, and Greece in the 
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west. These four new kingdoms rose on the ruins of Alexander's 
empire and are symbolized by the 'four horns'. 

89- 14• The 'little horn', i. e. Antiochus IV (Epiphanes), 175-
164 B.c. Cf. 1 Mace. 1 10, Josephus, Ant. x. 11. 7. 

89• Our author passes over without mention all the Seleucidae 
from 301-175 B.C. His sole concern is with Antioch us Epiphanes, 
whom he regarded as the last and greatest enemy of the Jews 
and of their faith. 

Of them, i. e. onr.:, where the suffix is masc. though 'horns' are 
fem. See Ges.-Kautzsch, § 135 o : also note on 1 5 of our text, 
Some manuscripts read ji1tl. 

Came forth. With ~~: before a feminine subject. Cf. 
r Kings 2236• 

Aaother horn, a little one, i. e. n1•~~ n:JI)~ i".)~-being Bevan's 
emendation of the MT ,Tf~¥'? no~ n,~. Here we have the 
Hebrew rendering of the Aramaic phrase n:1P.i 17~~ i".)~ 78

, just 
as in 85 above we have another Hebrew rendering of a claus<! 
in the Aramaic of 78• Bevan's restoration of the text is accepted, 
or regarded as the best as yet proposed, by Marti, Kamphausen, 
Loehr, and others. The MT is generally regarded as corrupt. 
Ewald emends i11'~¥'? into i11'~~9= 'showing smallness'. Graetz 
would excise the initial r.:,. Konig's explanation (Syntax, § 352 z) 
of the MT as 'a horn less than small' is unsatisfactory. Bevan's 
restoration is a real recovery of the original. Even the LXX 
and Th. which represent a corrupt original support Bevan's 
restoration: i. e. KEpn5 lrrxvpov '" (Th. Jv lrrx,) j for lrrxvpov = i1tlr!lll 
an easier corruption of i1i 1ll1 than of i1i1y~r.:,. 

Waxed exceeding great. With iil' S"i~h cf. Isa. 5612 and the 
use of i1Tf:1~ (Aram.) in 322, i· 19 in our author. The LXX has 
Kai imfrafo = !(~~ corrupt for iil'. 

Toward the south, i.e. Egypt, cf. u 25, 1 Mace. 1 16- 19• 

Toward the east, i.e. Elymais in Persia, invaded by Antiochus 
in the last year of his life. Cf. u 25s~1-, r Mace. i 1• 37, 61- 4• 

But how can the Seer from his vantage ground in Susa refer to 
Persia and Media as the east? It lay to the east of Syria. In 
1 Mace. 61 Elymais is described as 'a city renowned for riches': 
in Josephus, Ant. xii. 9. r as 'a very rich city in Persia'. 

Towards the glorious land. Cf. u 16, 41• In Ezek. 206, 15 

Palestine is called 'the glory of all lands' (n11,~n S::iS ~1i1 1J1) : 
in Zach. i"- 'the pleasant land, (i1"ir.:,n r,~); in I Enoch 8940 
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'a pleasant and glorious land'. Cf. J er. 319• The text before 
the LXX had )lE)~ i. e. {,oppiiv, and Th. had ~::i:m i. e. 'f')V avvaflLV

both corruptions of ~-?fiJ . 
810• 'The host of heaven' in this verse represents the people 

of God. The heavenly character and destiny of Israel as dis
tinguished from those of the nations is here accentuated as 
elsewhere in our author (see 713,18 nn.). The phrase 'the stars 
of heaven ' is a definition oi 'the host of heaven ', and the vav 
that introduces it is the vav explicative (cJ. i'0}. This is not 
infrequent in Hebrew, cf. Gen. 44 ; Exod. 2412, 2512 ; Isa. 1 1 

'Judah and ( = and particularly) Jerusalem'}, 2 1 : see Ges.
Kautzsch, § 154 a. n. b. In I Enoch 467 'the stars of heaven' 
denote the righteous Jews. Elsewhere in the 0. T. 'the host 
of heaven ' means the stars or the celestial beings in attendance 
on God. See Driver in Hastings, DB. ii. 429 seq. 

Our text here refers to the persecution of the Jews by Antiochus 
Epiphanes and possibly to the murder of the high priest Onias III, 
who is referred to more definitely in r Enoch 908• 

311- 13, These verses form one of the most difficult passages in 
Daniel owing to the corruptions of the text. Some of the 
foremost scholars regard the text as impossible. Bevan is of 
opinion that 'no plausible emendation has been suggested'. 
But this hopeless view of the text, if corrected and restored by 
the help of the LXX and Th., does not appear to be well founded. 
It is true that these two versions are themselves very corrupt
the LXX being ' hopelessly confused' according to Bevan-but 
it is possible in the opinion of the present writer to recover the 
original text in the main. In doing so the accounts of the same 
incidents in I Mace. are decidedly helpful. 

Let us study the LXX and Th. of 811, 12 a side by side with 
the MT. 

MT 
~~,,;, ~:l~i1 i1:1 1l)l 

LXX 
,ws o ap:("T'fp<fr11yos 

tpvlTETmt [.,.~., alxµall.w
crlav] Kal lir.' uVr(w [.,-ll 
5p11.,.,'r dir' alwvos] •ppax-
611, Kall~~p0'/ o .,.d1ros at
-rWv Kal 8vuia, [ Kat ie'}~EV 

aVT~v E@r xap.al lrrt T~v 

y,jv] [ Kal evwlJ00611uav Kai 
l-yEv~O'l]· 11:ai. TO llyrnv 
rp11p.w8~1T('fal, 

Th. 
Kai Erut O iipxurrp&r'}

yos tpGu11rmt [n)v alx
µ.aAwulav], Ka1 O,' a"UTOv 
euufo .Jpax01/, [Ka< Kll

'fcVOIJ(,,01/ avr,;;]• Kai 1"0 
Ilywv ep'/fJ,W0~aum. 
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There are i·n ver. II of the LXX many dittographs of phrases 
and clauses belonging to ver. I2 and even two in Th., as we shall 
show herewith. These (with the exception of the first) were 
originally alternative renderings of the translator which he 
placed in the margin, but which a subsequent copyist incorporated 
in the text and in the wrong verse. First of all TTJv alxµ,,Xw<Tfov in 
the LXX and Th. = 1:Jt!li1 which must be a dittograph of N:J;:1i1. 

o apx•<TTpaT'IYos = N:J;:1,1 "'lt!I, "'lt!I in this sense is never translated 
in the LXX or Th. by apx«n-par1Jyos unless N:J;:1 follows it. The 
insertion of this dittograph in the Hebrew led to the emendation 
of ?'1Ji1 into ?1;:1i1 : cf. LXX 84, 7 where o f,vop.Evos is a rendering of 
?1;:10. We thus see that in the first clause these three authorities 
agree. 

The next dittograph Ta op'/ Ta arr' al;,vos = "1't.:'11i1 '"'li1, which is 
a dittograph ofi•onn 0,1n. 

There are two other dittographs, the first Kal ,B,,Ko auTTJV ;.,s 
xa,,al lrrl TTJV yijv contains a dittograph within itself; for ews xaµai 

and lrrl TTJV yijv are duplicate renderings of i1'!l"'IN. l0qKEv avTT/" seems 
a loose rendering of OQP~T;l1. In other words we have in ver. I I 

a duplicate rendering of i1;:1"'lN • • • "l?t!lnl which belongs to ver. 12. 

Finally Kal ,vro/J&itJ,,,rnv Kal ly,v~01/ as another dittograph of the last 
words in ver. 12, nn1?;:1m i1rlt!l.l1', though the order is reversed and 
other changes made. 

But the LXX still presents a confused text, and the confusion 
may have originated in the LXX. Thus we can make nothing 
of ai' avrov lppax0'1 Kat lf;TJp0'} o Torros aVTWV Kal Bu<Tia as it stands. But 
the solution of the difficulty is obvious. There is a transposition 
of the two verbs. lf;ryp0'} should be connected immediately with 
Bv<Tia; for in 813 we have T/ 6vtTia T/ ap0iiua, Hence as in the MT the 
LXX should be read rnl IJ,' UVTOV 0uuia lf;T/pB'} Kai lppa:x.8'1 o Torros avr&w. 

Thus the Hebrew presupposed by the original text of the 
LXX = too,vot 7?t!lm , 1onn o,m 1 moo, 1 i1?'"1~n N:J;:1n it!! "1.!11 
il"l;:11 t!l"li'Ol =' Even unto the prince of the host it magnified itself, 
and by it the continual burnt offering was taken away and ttheirt 
place cast down and the sanctuary laid desolate'. 

This I am convinced was almost to the letter the original text 
of ver. r I save in the case uf 0Oli'O, But we have still to justify 
the last two clauses; for in their stead the MT has jtlt:l 1?t!lill 

1 Emended from ~1"1)il and lJOt:l as jii' is feminine. 
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N::l~l le"'li'O=' and the foundation of his sanctuary was cast down. 
12. And the host'. Instead of lt!'"!j'.)O 11::,r., the LXX presupposes 
Wli'Ol t:10,r,o. t:lli'O has the support of two MSS. of the MT., 
the Vulgate, and of 2 Mace. 516, 17, 19, 20, where Jerusalem is called 
o .,-6rror in connexion with the attacks of Antioch us on Jerusalem. 
In I Mace. 1 31 it is recorded that Antiochus had the houses and 
the walls thrown down ; ,m0eil\ev 'TOVS' otKOVS' aurijr Klll 'TO .,..;X'I avrijr. 

I conclude then first of all that jl:io {never elsewhere translated 
by .,-clrror in the LXX) of the MT is a corruption of t:llj:)O. 

Secondly, that the original was t:1ipolt:lj:)O which through the 
transposition of the two underlined letters became the text pre
supposed by the LXX t:1ij:)mr.,1pr., and by the loss of the first of 
them and further corruption became the present MT t:1ij:)o il~O. 

Thirdly, the LXX and Th., both of which read Kal .,-o lfywv <p1/µ.oo0fi

rrerai as the final clause of this verse, enables us to recover the 
Hebrew before them, i. e. { or 1-ti:it1) n1r. wivol. This verb 1 is 
really Aramaic, but this is no solid objection in a Hebrew transla
tion of an Aramaic original. Besides it had already been adopted 
once into Hebrew, cf. Zeph. 36• It corresponds constantly in the 
Targum on Ezek. to jpriµoiJP in the LXX. But since LXX and 
Th. omit l)l::I~ at the beginning of the next verse, they seem 
to have read NiY1 in its stead.2 Now in support of the LXX 
and Th. we may quote the remarkable parallel in r Mace. 1 39 

ro ayiaaµa aurijS' rypryµ.wB.,. This is an exact equivalent of the clause 
in the LXX and Th. Again in 438 of the same book it is said 
that Judas and his companions found 'To aylarrl-'a ••• rypryµ.ooµ.,vov. 

Finally in the LXX of our author in 813 practically the same 
clause recurs .-ii iiyia lp'7µ.000fiuerm. 

Hence if the corruption arose in the Hebrew, the Hebrew of811 

originally was 3 Wli'Ol t:lli'O :'1~~~1 i 1r.inn Ci'W'I M)OOl i1~1,m N::IYM it:' iy, 

Ni~1 ' Even unto the prince of the host it magnified itself, and by 

1 So Bludau; but the corruption may have arisen through a dittograph in the 
Aramaic. Thus :,in1NW!i'Ol (So LXX ,cat.,.;; if:ywv •P'IJ1-"'9fiuera,) was rewritten(?) 
N:,•n, l)lt:!ipr.il, whence the MT. For :,:,n = ' to destroy ' cf. Cowley Ai) 168-
a secondary meaning, it is true - and not the original or ordinary one. The LXX 
presupposes the Hebrew t:IW~Wipol, 

2 So Irenaeus De Antichristo, xxv, et sanctum desolabitur; (12) et datum est 
in sacrificium peccatum. 

3 The MT read iwij:)r.ll 'and his sanctuary' ; LXX and Th. 'and the 
sanctuary'. Perhaps the article should be restored before the last two nouns 
' place ' and ' sanctuary'. 
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it the daily burnt offering was taken away and (the) place cast 
down and (the) sanctuary laid desolate'. 

Prince of the host, i.e. God. The host is the host of heaven. 
Took away (O'")iJ the Kt.), but the Qr. reads tl1~ 'was taken 

away'. 
The daily burnt-offering. The full expression was i 1r.:mn nS,y 

as in Exod. 2942, Ezek. 4615, &c., but owing to familiar use it 
came to be spoken of simply as i•onn 'the continual' or 'the 
daily' in later Judaism -in the Mishna, as in Daniel, but not 
elsewhere in the O.T. 

Cast down. So ':J~~~l of MT with LXX and Th. 
The sanctuary laid desolate. On this text which we owe to the 

LXX and Th. see notes above. 
812• In our criticism of ver. II we arrived at the conclusion 

that the oldest authorities did not read ~:l'll at the beginning of 
this verse but read ~,'f' or ni'l1 instead and connected it with the 
preceding verse. 

The MT calls for further correction, but before we proceed to 
do so, let us compare the attempts of the chief Hebraists to make 
sense of the MT as it stands. Von Lengerke renders: 'And an 
host is delivered over together with the continual burnt offering 
on account of iniquity'. Here ~:l'l is construed as a feminine 
noun. The verb could of course be emended. But there is 
another difficulty. Sy is here apparently against all Hebrew 
usage rendered 'together with'. There are passages indeed 
where Si.t has this meaning; but in such passages there is a 
community of nature between the things linked together by the 
Sy; cf. Exod. 3522 tl'e'.li1 Sv tl1e'.ll.'ti1=' men together with women', 
i. e. both man and woman ; see also I Kings 1520 ; J er. 318 ; Gen. 
3212 ; Lev. 2 2, 16, 34, &c. Hence we must reject this rendering of 
Von Lengerke. There is no natural community between a 
warlike host and a burnt offering. Hitzig and Driver: 'And 
a warfare was undertaken against the continual burnt offering 
with transgression'. Ewald (and so practically the second 
marginal rendering of the R.V.): 'And armed force is imposed 
upon the daily sacrifice through transgression.' Here Hitzig, 
Driver, and Ewald attach a meaning to i.-t.:i~ in ver. 12 different 
from that which it bears in ver. 11. But further, the meaning 
they wrest from these renderings is unsatisfactory. They are 
explained to mean that Antiochus had recourse to violent 
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measures and established a garrison in Jerusalem to suppress 
the sacred rights of the Jews. But the words are not adapted 
to convey this sense. The armed force is directed against one 
specific detail of Jewish worship, whereas they should mean 
that it was directed against every detail of Jewish worship. The 
RV. has: 'And the host was given over (to it) together with the 
continual burnt offering through transgression.' The R.V. is in 
one respect, as we have already shown in our criticism of Von 
Lengerke, impossible, and in another worse. 

As Bevan and Marti remark, the text as it stands admits of 
no satisfactory rendering. Bevan abandons the attempt to emend 
it in despair. Von Gall, Marti, Moore, and Loehr reject t-1:1'!."I 

as impossible, and propose its excision, and cite the LXX and 
Th. as omitting it. But, as we have seen in the notes on the 
preceding verse, these two versions attest a reading which 
1 take to be original text, of which tCl':11 is merely a corruption, 
and rightly assign it to the close of ver. II. 

The MT, however, is still corrupt, but the task of emendation 
is easy, and has already in part been achieved by Von Gall and 
Marti in dependence on the LXX and Th. Thus for 1mr;, 
Tlt.:lN :J.?WlJ'! YW~:;t "l1t.:im1·,y we should read with the LXX and Th. 
Tlt.:lN :J?~~l Y~~O "l'~Q;:i-,1,1 m~~l = 'and the transgression was 
placed on the daily burnt offering and truth cast down to the 
ground'. Th. Kai NMe,, <11'i .,.~,, 0wriav d11-ap-rla 1<ai iplq:,,, xap.al fi a,1<mo• 

av,,,. The text seems to refer to the facts recorded in r Mace. 
r 54 cernlloµ.,,uav [:JSD1.ry11-a lp1]/JWl1EWS lrrl 'CO 011<narr-rr,p1av, and in 1 59 

where the Syrians are described as 8vuui(ovus lrr1 -rov fJw11-lw ts ijv 

E71'< -roii 0vataa-Tl]piov. 

But what sense can we assign to the words 'the transgression 
was placed on the daily burnt offering'? 'The daily burnt 
offering' was not a place. Hence, if the text is so far correct, 
it must be recognized as defective, and we must restore n:m~ 
before "1 1C?'1i1 1

, i. e. 'and the transgression was offered on the 
(altar of the) daily burnt offering' : or else assume an original 
corruption of ,J.' in the Aramaic original such as 9,n = 'instead 
of', of which nnn would be the Hebrew rendering. We should 
then have 'and the transgression was offered in place of the 

1 The Aramaic would then be N"1 1t.:lTl '1 NnJ"IO. , The loss of the first word 
would then be accidental. The lost (i. e. the first) word contains three letters in 
common with the second. 
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daily burnt offering'. The context requires emendation, and 
either of these suggestions would harmonize the text with the 
facts of history. But the former is much to be preferred. It 
provides us with a text that is satisfactory-grammatically, con
textually, and historically. 

The transgression: i. e. 3lt:!'!:li1 emended in accordance with the 
LXX (al apaprla,) and Th. (~ apa11r!a) from llt!l~:J. I The trans
gression' is, in all probability, the offering of heathen sacrifices 
and specially of swine upon the altar: cf. r Mace. r44,46,47 ,cul 

d1rfa-1'HA£v O {3autA.eVs {1t{3A.la Ev xupL dyyiAwv ... µ.,iivac. U:ylauµ.a •.. Knt 

/Hmv tew. But if this reconstruction of the text under the 
guidance of the LXX and Th. is right, it follows that it is hardly 
justifiable to identify 'the transgression ' with 'the abomination 
that maketh desolate' in II 31, r211 as do some scholars. The 
latter appears to be the heathen altar that was built on the 
altar of burnt offering. See notes in loc. The Seer does not 
necessarily give a complete record of the series of events in 
each case-as for instance the profanation or desolation of the 
sanctuary (811, rr 31), the building of the heathen altar on the 
altar of burnt offering (n31, 1211) and the offering thereon of 
abominable sacrifices 812• 

Did its pleasure and prospered. It acted with effect. Cf. 
ver. 24: 2 Chron. 31 21 • See note on rr 32• 

313-14_ Dialogue between two angels overheard by the Seer, 
through which he receives information as does the Seer in 
Zech. r 12• What the first angel said is not recorded, but the 
answer by the second to his unrecorded question is given. 

813• Here as in Zech. 1 9- 12 the Seer receives information from 
an angel. 

I heard. The form i1~'i~~l is due to the influence of the 
gutteral 3l : see Ges.-Kautzsch, § ro h. The cohortative form 
with vav consecutive 'occurs only at rare intervals except in 
two or three of the later writers, some ninety instances of its 
use being cited altogether .... It is principally found in ..• 
Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, where the narrative is told in the 
first person .... In Dan. 8-12 there occur ten cases with -ah 
against eight without it (verbs i1''~ of course not reckoned)' 
(Driver, Tenses"', § 69). 

A holy one, i. e. t::1ii~ in~. This un-Hebraic order is according 
to Konig (Syntax, § 310 b) caused probably by the antithesis 

3266 p 
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'one another'. In 105 ,n~ e,,~ represents the Hebrew 
order, but the addition of the in~ to t!I'~ makes it 'expressly 
indeterminate', as Ges.-Kautzsch, § 125 b, observes, and gives 
it the sense of our indefinite article 'a man' -a rare idiom in the 
0. T. See also 83 above. It is always postpositive when it 
bears this meaning in Hebrew, but not so in the Mishnah as 
Bevan (p. 30) points out. On the other hand in the present 
verse where the in~ is prepositive, it is in apposition to ei,,i,

'one, an holy one', Cf. the emended passage in 88, where 
rihr.i~ stands in apposition to the number that follows. 

That certai'n one. The Hebrew •~,r.i~;i, which is found here 
and nowhere else, is taken to be a contraction or conflation of 
•~~~ and •~b~~, which words occur only together as in Ruth 41 ; 

1 Sam. 213 ; 2 Kings 68• The LXX, Th., and Pesh. transliterate 
the word, as they do not understand it. The Vulg. renders 
'alteri nescio cui' : Symmachus .-.v, 'IJ"o>E. 

How long (shall be) the vision? The words which follow are 
to be taken in apposition, as Driver points out, to indicate the 
contents of the vision, and to this we must add its duration. 

While the daily burnt offering is taken away. Here the MT is 
defective, as most scholars recognize, and we must with the 
LXX and Th. ;, 8vu,a ;, ap8iiua insert 01~r.i after l)t:!'Eli1. So Bevan, 
von Gall, Moore. Here the second article may be disregarded, 
as the LXX and Th. are very arbitrary in inserting or omitting 
the article. 

And the transgression that appalleth set up. Here again we 
have to fall back upon the LXX and Th. ;, ap.apTia lpr,p.&iu,w, 

;, lio8,,ua. The second article may be disregarded as in the pre
ceding clause. In that case lia8iiua implies ll;lt Cf. u 31, 12n. 

Hence we should read with Von Gall, Marti, Loehr, and others, 
though they omit the article, im oi;iYci Yt!'!li1. Ot,?bi is the abbre
viated Po'el participle for tlr.l~. For examples of the Pu'al par
ticiple without the preformative see Ges.-Kautzsch, §§ 52 s, 55 c. 
Bevan led the way in this reconstruction of the text by restoring 
o,,o and emending Or.le' into o•~. Hence he rendered 'while 
the daily sacrifice is taken away and the Iniquity is set up'. 
But the former reconstruction seems preferable. 

And the sanctuary laid waste to be trodden under foot. I have 
here (with some hesitation and yet with a conviction that, if 
either represents the original, it is the LXX and not the MT) 
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followed the LXX K.al Ta iiy1a lp11µ.w8~<Tff<U £t~ l<aTU11'GT']I-'", i. e. wip, 
o~,o t-:i:i:•, instead of the MT Dr~,~ ~Jl:1 "p,. This expression 
is found in r Mace. 34·5 rnl .,-/, dyiarrµ.a K.a.-a1rnrov!'-•vov, This is the 
second time that the LXX has lp']µw8,jrr,.-a, where the MT has 
1:t:i:i:1. See note on ver. II above. t:Jip as representing the only 
sanctuary can dispense with the article as i':11 stands for J eru
salem. If we do not accept the LXX here, there are two other 
possible texts. 

(r) The MT which = 'and the sanctuary and host (NJl:1) to 
be trodden under foot'. As to the meaning of 'host' here 
scholars are divided. Some take it to be ' the host of heaven' 
as in ver. ro: others to be the army of the Israelites. Others 
again (including Bevan and Oxford Hebr. Lex.) render NJl: by 
'service ', 1 i. e. of the temple. As the MT stands NJ'S' occurs 
five times in srn-13 and with different meanings. In ver. ro it 
appears twice to mean Israel, the heavenly people as distin
guished from the nations of the earth. In ver. I I to mean 
'the angels', though it could be interpreted in the same sense 
as in ver. ro. In ver. 12 some scholars take it to mean the 
army of the Israelites (as in R.V.) given over into the power of 
the enemy : others, doing more justice to the context, as the 
Syrian force established in Jerusalem against the Jews. With 
the different meanings assigned to it in ver. 13 we have dealt 
above. But if we accept the LXX, we escape these difficulties. 
It attests NJl: in the first three passages in vv. 10-u, where the 
same meaning can be assigned to it in all three, and for NJ'S'1 

reads Ni:i:1 in the last two, in the former of which it is supported 
by Th. In any case it attests an ancient text of the second 
century B. c., which bears just such a meaning as the context 
requires and r Mace. supports, whereas there is no external 
authority earlier than the second century A. o. which supports the 
text of the MT. No scholar is satisfied with the MT, and 
few scholars agree as to its exact meaning. 

814• Unto him. So the LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. read 
''?~- The MT incorrectly reads ')~ 'to me'. 

1 In the sense of 'religious service' the Aramaic N,•n is used as a translation 
of li(Jlf in the Targ. on Lev. 4 3, 23 , 30, 35, but this use of it is not acknowledged 
in Levy's NHWB. It is also used twice as a translation of N::tlr in the sense of 
'military service' or rather 'the hard service' of life, in Job 7', 402. But these 

meanings are in all probability due to the word ~,•n renders and not to itself. 

P2 
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Two thousand and three hundred evenings and mornings. The 
phrase ii'J Jilt is to be explained in accordance with ver. 26. 
It is not the equivalent of vvxB~µEpov and so to be taken as a unit 
of time, i. e. a period of twenty-four hours (Gen. 1 5,81 &c., but as 
in ver. 26 ij:)J1 Jill are to be reckoned as 'successive evenings 
and mornings' (Ewald, Hitzig, Bevan, &c.). This peculiar mode 
of reckoning 1,150 days is due to the fact that the Seer regards 
the suppression of the evening and morning sacrifices as the 
chief of the many outrages offered by Antiochus to religions. 
Accordingly he counts up the omitted sacrifices, i. e. 2,300 = 
11 150 days. 

This time determination is of importance in settling the date 
of our author's work. It is clear from the preceding two verses 
that he wrote after 'the transgression had been offered "on the 
(altar of the) daily burnt offering" (812)' or after the erection of 
the heathen altar (II31, 1211) on the 15th of Chisleu, 168 B. c. 
(1211), and before the dedication of the new altar on the 25th of 
Chisleu (= Dec.), 165 B.c. (seer Mace. 154, 452 se4•); for the 
period between these two amounts only to three years and ten 
days. Now, if we reckon the year at 360, 364, or 365 days, 
three years and ten days will amount to 1,090, 1,102 or 1,105 
days respectively, i. e. in all cases less than the predicted 1,150 
days. Hence we conclude that the book was written before the 
dedication of the new altar, since otherwise the period of r, 150 
days would be unintelligible. This is the view of W ellhausen, 
Bevan, Driver, and most scholars. The 1 1 150 is therefore 
a bona fide prediction. 

With this period of the suspension of the daily sacrifice we 
are not to confound the three and a half years (725, 127) during 
which the entire persecution was to last. See note on 927• 

Then shall the sanctuary be justified : i. e. p'11~,. The Jewish 
sanctuary after the lapse of the above period will be vindicated 
and restored. Here only in 0. T. Hebrew is p11 found in the 
Niph'al. 

315--19_ Tlze appearance of Gabriel. 
Sought to understand (it). This expression has its equivalent 

in the Aramaic in 719 i1:l~1, 111:l':l 'I desire to know the truth'. 
Stood before me: i. e. 1"!H? i);?Y. Cf. 1016 ; Joshua 513• See 

note on 1 5• 

As the appearance ry a man. We have in 'as the appearance 
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of' the apocalyptic form of expression already found in Ezek. 
1 13,14,2a, 21,2s, 82, &c. He is called • the man Gabriel' in 921 • 

With the phrase here i:iJ i1Nio.:, we should compare tliN i1KiO::l 

in 1018 and in Ezek. 1 26• The word used for man "1::lJ ( = &vfip, 

vir) is apparently chosen as a play on the name Gabriel= 
SK1i:::il 'man of God '. But it is worth observing that i:::il is an 
old Aramaic word, whereas t:iiN ( = ,1v0poJ1ros, homo) is rare in 
later Aramaic and the Targums, and does not occur at all in the 
older (or any?) Aramaic inscriptions, nor in the A ram. Papyri. 
Did the name originate in Aramaic? The Hebrew '"\'.;}~, mainly 
poetical, occurs over sixty times in the 0. T., but the Aramaic 
'"\~~ nearly forty times in the few Aramaic chapters in the O.T. 
Gabriel is mentioned only here and in 921 in the O.T. In 
1 Enoch 91, 109 (before 170 B. c., and originally written in 
Aramaic) the name of Gabriel is found, and in the later Parables 
of Enoch 409, 546 written originally in Hebrew in the first cen
tury B.c. In the Targ. of Jonathan on Gen. 3i5 Gabriel is said 
to have guided Joseph when looking for his brethren. Here 
the same play on words recurs: Ni::il n1oi::l SN•i::ll. In the Targ. 
on Job 252 he is said to stand on God's left hand, Michael on 
His right. 

The LXX carelessly renders the phrase in our text by"'• Bpmm 
av0ponrov. Instead of &v0po,1rov Th. has the exact rendering 
tivap&,·. It is worth noticing that in 1 Enoch • the Son of Man' in 
the Ethiopic = • filius viri ' 625, 6929, 71 14, and 'filius ho minis' 
in 462, a, 4, 482. 

816, A man's voice. Since the voice so described is heard in 
a vision, it is not improbable that the words signify 'an angelic 
voice' ; for in a vision an angel is described as a man : cf. 105 • 

Marti compares 2 Sam. i4, where God is spoken of as chastening 
men 'with the rod of men ' D't!'JK ~JW, 

Between the banks of the Ulai. The LXX rightly renders 
,ha p.ia-ov Tou oiiXai. The voice was heard above the river : cf. 
126 sq. 

Gabriel. Gabriel is mentioned in 1 Enoch 91, 207 as one of 
the four and seven archangels respectively. This section of 
Enoch is older than the book of Daniel. See note above. 

This ma1, i. e. t~C,, abbreviated as in Judges 620 ; 1 Sam. 1 i 6, 

&c. from ilI~tl: cf. Ges.-Kautzsch, § 34/ 
At the close of this verse in the LXX we have a dittographic 
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rendering of the preceding clause : rnl avn{3o~cra~ ,l,.,v o llv0pw1m~ 

'Errl -rl, rrpo<rT"Yf'" i,<iivo ;, ormn~. In the first rendering of the 
Hebrew Th. follows the LXX: i<al <K<t"Xm, rn, ,lrr,v ra/3p1~A. rrnvfr"rnv 

eimvov -r~v 8pa,nv, This first rendering (1) is acknowledged 
by the Hexaplaric text as borrowed, and the second rendering 
(2} is no doubt the original version of the LXX. Here it 
chances that in rendering j'Jn the LXX uses (as does Th.) 
uvverl{;.w, though its usual rendering of i'J or j'Ji1 is ll,av0 iirr8a, 

{twelve times). But this is no reason for inferring that the render• 
ing (1) in the LXX is a late interpolation from Th. The usual 
rendering of this Hebrew verb by Th. is cr,m,vai (sixteen times). 
Yet the LXX once uses this rendering in 1133, where there is 
no probability of the LXX being affected by Th. Both the 
LXX and Th. have other renderings of this verb. 

Thus LXX (2) = 
ilNiOG t>n i;i~o '~ i~~;:t i0~1l ~ip1\ = Ni:.,, Ni:ll 

MT (LXX (1), Th.) 

i1Ni0il"M~ l>il? PQ S~1'11~ iON'l Nij:l1l = ,~91=1 >N1i:ll 

With the construction i~Q with ~ = 'make to understand' cf. 
n 33 : it is usually found with n~. 

I have underlined the text of the two where they differ. Here 
again as in 811 we have a dittograph rendering from the hand of 
the original Greek translator of the Hebrew Version. But the 
dittograph already existed t"n the Hebrew ; for the MT does not 
admit of these two Greek renderings. The Greek is that of the 
translator of the LXX. rrparr-rayp.a is his rendering of i:li in 
g2,12,23 (bis),25, but this Hebrew word is never so rendered by Th. 
But further the two Hebrew renderings may (?) be alternative 
renderings of a corrupt Aramaic original : read variously as 
i:lOil >N1i:ll, where iJON = 'make to understand' in the 
Targums. The Pa'el is used in the sense in the Targ. of Isa. 
4014 : or as NiJi >ll Ni:ll, 

817• Came rand stoo<fl near where I stood. I have with the 
LXX, Th. (i<ai lun1), and Vulg. restored iio_\~l before,~~- Hip
polytus xxv reproduces Th. 

This combination of ,~~ and i12,~ is found twice elsewhere in 
our text, 818, 1011, and 2 Chron. 3016, 3431, 3510 ; Neh. 1311• It is 
a late Hebrew expression. The Classical Hebrew for 1,~11 ,11 in 
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ver. 18 would be '-O~t:l : cf. I Sam. 149• It is strange that the 
translator uses the Classical Hebrew in 88, 22• 

Was affrighted. The Niph'al r,~;i;, is found only in late prose: 
r Chron. 21 30 ; Esther 76• 

Fell upon my face. On the appearance of the angelic visitant 
the Seer falls upon his face through fear : cf. Ezek. 1 28, 323, 43s; 
Rev. 1 17• 

Son ef man. A natural designation of a human being by an 
angelic one : cf. Ezek. 2 1•3•6, &c. This designation has nothing 
in common with the Messianic one, 'Son of Man'. 

For the vision belongeth to the time of the end. Cf. ver. 19 and 
Hab. 2 3, ' For the vision is yet for the appointed time, and it 
hasteth toward the end'. Gabriel bids the Seer give heed to 
the vision, inasmuch as it dealt with no less a crisis than the 
final one of the world's history. For the writer this was ,the 
age of Antiochus. Time was then to give place to the kingdom 
of the Eternal, ?14,18,22,27, 122,3• In our text we have 'time of 
the end' 817, u 35,40, 124,9 (cf. 2 Bar. 298, 594), 'the end' 926, 1213 

(?26), 'the appointed time of the end' 819• The O.T. expression 
'the end of the days' is the oldest eschatological expression. 
See note on p. 394. 

818• During the revelation of Gabriel to Daniel the latter loses 
consciousness: cf. 109• Not till the angel touches him is his 
consciousness restored: cf. 1010,16,18, r Enoch 603, 4, 4 Ezra 514,16 ; 

Rev. r17• 

Made me to stand. Instead of 'J'l't:i'.ll' the LXX found ';11'~;, 
which it rendered by fjyHp£. Since the Seer had fallen into 
a deep sleep this word is very appropriate to the passage. It 
is noteworthy that in 1010, where the MT has ';IP.'?1;11, both the 
LXX and Th. have rcal fiy«p, = 'n'~J;l1, and the Pesh. and Vulg. 
'et erexit' = 1Ji•r.:i:i,m. It is not improbable that, as Jahn sug
gests, the text here originally contained both these verbs. If so, 
we should render 'he waked me and made me stand where 
I had stood '. 

Made me to stand where I had stood. See note on preceding 
verse on this late idiom. 

8rn-26• Gabriel's explanation of the vision. 
819• The latter time efthe indignation, or 'the last time'. The 

word 'indignation', i. e. C'.I)!, is the technical term for the wrath 
of God, which Israel and Judah had incurred according to the 
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teaching of the pre-Exilic prophets (cf. Isa. 525). This wrath had 
manifested itself in Israel's subjection to the nations. After the 
Exile it was expected to come to an end in the immediate future, 
but this consummation was ever deferred, till in the time of our 
author the faithful did not hope for its close till the final judgement, 
and the advent of the kingdom of the saints. According to our 
author the divine wrath was to be fully satisfied by the persecution 
Israel endured under Antiochus; for according to 11 86 Antiochus 
'shall prosper till the indignation be accomplished'. Cf. Isa. 1025 

'For yet a very little while and the indignation shall be accom
plished'. 

8 20• The kings of Media and Persia. Here 'kings' undoubtedly 
represent kingdoms as also in 717• The same irregular use of 
symbols recurs in the next verse. 

821• The he-goat. tl'U,0 i 1~t. This is the reading required by 
the LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg., and Hippolytus <ls .,-, aav. xxvii. 
as in ver. 8. In ver. 8 the LXX and Th. have o .,-p<iyos .,-wv aly&iv. 

Since i'El'!l is a loan-word from the Aramaic (cf. Ezra 617 'i'El~ 

j'lll), some scribe added the Hebrew synonym i'¥~0 ( = 'the 
he-goat') in the margin as an explanatory gloss. This was in
corporated by a later scribe after i'E:.'l, but, so far as external 
testimony goes, not before the 4th cent. A. o. But some modern 
scholars have adopted this late conflate text and rendered it 
'the rough he-goat', since i~~ ='hairy', cf. Gen. 2711, 33, and 
also 'he-goat', apart from the addition tl'nm. 

Ki'ng of Greece. Here :J?I?, stands for 'kingdom ' but in the 
next clause for I king•. On Greece (Hebrew 1~:) cf. 1020

1 u 2 ; 

Zech. 913• The Hebrew word is formed from the Greek 'laov•s-, 

originally 'lafov•s. This was the name by which the Greeks were 
known to the Assyrians, Old Persians, and Egyptians, since they 
dwelt on the west coast of Asia Minor and came through their 
advanced civilization and commerce early into contact with these 
empires. 

The.first kt'ng, i.e. Alexander the Great. 
822• And as for that which was broken and, 9·c. This is not a 

real example of the casus pendens, which indicates a condition, 
the occurrence of which involves further consequences, cf. Ges.• 
Kautzsch, § u6 w. It summarizes shortly 88 b in order to make 
its interpretation the clearer in this context. 

Kingdoms, i.e. n,,~?P. With this peculiar plural, cf. tii'm, 
Jer. 3716, see Ges.-Kautsch, § 87 t'. 
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Shall arise. Most manuscripts read mio:11•, but since the correct 
form mioyn occurs in the preceding clause, this anomalous form 
should with two manuscripts be replaced by the correct one. 
io:11 is only used in the later books in the sense of o,p 'to arise': 
cf.823,n2, 3, 4, 12 ; Neh. 765 =Ezra268 ; Ecclus.4J1• 12• Cf. Ps.273 

m:,n;,o • ' • tlli'l"l with the later reproduction of exactly the same 
fact in 1 Chron. 204 non,o -,i:,yn. 

His nation, i. e. i1il. So LXX, Th., and Vulg. mu Wvov, avrov. 

As Bevan remarks this restoration, first made by Graetz, is con
firmed by the following phrase ,n:i.J ~,,_ The suffix in each 
case refers to Alexander the Great. The MT wrongly reads 
1ll 'the nation'. 

Not wt'th hts power. None of the four kingdoms (see note 
on 88) which were to arise on the division of Alexander's empire 
would be of like power. The ::i in ,n:i::i is used similarly in 86• 

As a standard of measurement .J is used in 2 Sam. 14 26 ; 

Deut. 311• 

823• Their kingdom, i. e. !:lJ:11:l?r,l where the suffix is masc. 
where it should be fem. Cf. !:lilO in 8°. The four kingdoms were 
to come to an end with the death of Antiochus. 

When thez'r transgressi·ons are come to the full, i. e. !:lt:JIP.~~ !:lh:p 
as in the LXX and Th. 'lfA'/povµ,vr..iv TWV aµapnw,, avTWV. The Pesh. 
and Vulg. support this text save that they omit the suffix. It is 
strange that Ewald, Bevan, Von Gall, Marti, &c., follow the 
later versions in omitting the suffix. But not only do the LXX, 
Th., and the context support the suffix, but also a doublet of this 
clause in Cod. of the LXX (see Field, ii, p. 924) which reads ,:,, 
&v ucf,prryiuovrai TU. 'lfaparmJ,,-.orn av.-wv = !:lQ'V.~~ ono:p. Ot?J.!~~ is we 
may safely conclude, the original text. The wrong text arose 
simply through the misplacement of the i1. Next on the basis 
of the LXX, Th., Pesh., and V ulg. we may accept tih:p as also 
original, though the MT tin,'1:i could stand, if we emend tl1~~e;:i into 
001)!~~ =' when they had completed their transgressions'. From 
onn:i arose the variant onn:i above referred to, cf. 924• In 924, 
and generally, the Hiph'il of tin is transitive and has its object 
expressed (save in 2 Sam. 2018 ; Isa. 331). Thus, unless we read 
tli11:llt!I~ it is best to regard onn:i as secondary. Of course we 
might take onn as intransitive as in Isa. 331, but our author uses 
the Hiph'il transitively in 924 as it all but universally is used. 
Our text then will refer to the heathen whose sins had reached 
their climax under Antiochus. 
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If we follow the MT we should render 'when the sinners 
(!:i'~!pBD) fill up their measure'. 

Insolent. !:i')El-lY seems to be borrowed from Deut. 2850• The 
LXX and Th. render dvau'l,);- rrpouwrr'f: cf. Prov. ]13 where the verb 
is used of the harlot. 

Skilled in double deaHng. So Bevan. The sense is that he 
was skilled in ambiguous expression, a master of intrigue: cf. 
n 21• The same idea is partly to be found in n 21 , where he is 
said to have I obtained the kingdom by flatteries'. Otherwise 
render literally 'skilled in dark sayings'. 

824• [ But not by his own power]. These words are interpolated 
after I his power shall be mighty'. They imply, if rendered as 
they are here, that Antiochus would be strong by the permission 
of God. If the phrase belongs to the original it is best to render 
it 'but not by his power', i. e. but by his intrigues. But, as 
Bevan suggests and as Marti and others adopt the suggestion, 
the phrase should be excised as an intrusion from ver. 22. It is 
omitted by Th. The phrase, which in ver. 22 applies to all the 
successors of Alexander, is an idle repetition here. 

Shall devise presumptuous things. The combination mN,::.~ 
n'M'l'' is, as Marti observes, so astounding that we must recognize 
in n•nl:!'' a corruption due to n•nl!ln which follows a few words 
later. Job 3]5 is quoted in support of mN;,!:l~ as an adverb, but 
Duhm, Driver, and Buchanan Gray and others rightly regard 
the text in Job as corrupt and take the word as a noun in the acc. 
So Bevan, Marti, and others do here. Bevan emends n•i:,ip~ into 
tr~:- This gives a good text: 'shall utter presumptuous things'. 
Bevan compares 1136 n,~,El) i:ii•. We should compare also 
pi:li ;_~7;11? 78, 20 • But the word is purely poetical in this sense, 
and the construction before us does not occur with this meaning: 
cf. Ps. 1052 = 1 Chron. 169• Hence I propose to emend n•nl!I• 

into :lll!IM\ seeing that the very same corruption occurs in 2 Sam. 
2015 of Jein into nnri, and furthermore that Jl:!in is used twice in 
n 24 , 25 in reference to the designs of Antiochus. Accordingly 
we render 'shall devise presumptuous things'. This corrup
tion may have arisen even in the Aramaic original whence the 
Hebrew is translated; for nnei is found in Aramaic inscriptions 
of the 8th cent. B. c. and in Aramaic Papyri, and Jrjn is also 
Aramaic, cf. 432 in our text and the Aram. Pap. 811, where we 
find a noun derived from it. 
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3z4 c-25a. This passage is corrupt as a number of the foremost 
scholars have recognized, but happily the LXX provides us with 
the means of emending it, though even the LXX includes two 
renderings of one and the same phrase. Where this dittograph 
in the text may have originated we shall consider later. The 
MT text no,o n1,1m ,S:it::1 ,111 01t::11ip 011, 010,111 n1nt::1ni (which is 
generally rendered 'And he shall destroy the strong (or 'the 
many') and the people of the saints, and through his policy he 
shall cause fraud to prosper') Bevan flatly declares is impossible 
'to translate grammatically. Let us here give the LXX and the 
Hebrew text it presupposes : 

LXX 
324 c. Ka< cf,B,pii i'ivv&.crrar Kal i'iijµov ay{wv= ti•e-,,p tll)l tl10\Yll 1 n•nt::1n, 
825 a. Kai ,rrl roil~ iiylov~ rti <3,av&~µa aurov n1S1m ,,:ie- 01e-i,p ;,y, 

/WI EuoliwB~cr•ra1 

By this retroversion of the LXX into Hebrew we can easily 
recognize that o•w,ip Olll and tl'e'l"'li' ,11, are doublets in the 
Hebrew, or possibly duplicate renderings of the Aramaic Olll 

jlt!''"'IP-one of them in the text and the other in the margin
where the tlY in the second case was a corruption of ;,y. The 
context requires the excision of 01t!ll"'li' tlll and u 28 supports 
"p ;,y 'his heart shall be against the holy covenant'. So Graetz, 
Bevan, Marti, &c. Our author could hardly say that Antiochus 
would 'destroy the holy people' and then weakly add that 'his 
policy would be directed against them'. When this doublet has 
been removed, the interpretation, as Bevan points out, is clear. 
The 0 1oi1y or 'mighty ones' are 'the political enemiesofAntiochus, 
who, being a usurper, naturally had many opponents among the 
the upper classes (see n 22- 4). It was not until he was firmly 
established on the throne that his hatred of the Jewish religion 
began to show itself (Bevan)'. Thus the Hebrew text should be 
read as follows : n•,1n1 i;,:,t!) O't:!l"'lp ,111 0'011Y li1Mt!li11. It should 
be added here that Driver seeks to defend the MT and renders 
'and on the basis of his understanding he will cause deceit to 
prosper'. This is rather forced, but he cannot do better with 

1 The i before li1nt::li1 and after 1,:Jt::1 ;,y is very difficult of explanation, if it 
is at all explicable, and in his Hebrew Tenses, §123 'Y, Driver mentions it as an 
example of the perfect with vav consecutive. But the true text does not attest 
this vav. 
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the MT. On the other hand he makes no attempt to reconcile 
the fact that in 824 it is stated that Antiochus 'shall destroy the 
holy people' and yet after a prosperous career of intrigue it is 
said in 825 that he shall only succeed in causing the destruction 
of some by taking them unawares. His objection also to Bevan's 
acceptance of the reading of the LXX on the ground that ,::i'b 
does not signify litavoryµa or 'mind ' is of no weight ; for though 
Bevan so translates, it is not necessary for his emendation. 
'Policy' or 'astuteness' will serve just as well. There can be, 
no doubt, moreover, that liiavoryµa is here the LXX's rendering 
of ,:ie-; for in n 35 we find ~,avory8~rrovrn, as a rendering of ,,,:iei1, 

the original text of which the MT i,c,:i• is a corruption. 
825• And he shall cause ... to prosper. Having recovered 

what we conclude to be the original text in the preceding notes, 
we see that in n1,1m we have no example of vav consecutive with 
the perfect following after an adverbial phrase-as the corrupt 
Massoretic text represents it and as Driver interprets it (Tenses, 
§ 123 y)-and therefore not admitting of translation. The vav 
here is to be translated. 

Magnify himself in his heart. Cf. 84, 8, n. 
In their security shall he destroy many. Antiochus will attack 

them when off their guard. But mSc,:i can also be rendered 
'unawares '. The text probably refers to the treacherous attack 
on Jerusalem recounted in r Mace. 1 2~, 30, where the Greek word 
lta,uva is used, which Greek word is twice used in the LXX of 
Dan. n 21, 24 as a rendering' of this very Hebrew expression. 

Prince ef princes, i. e. God. Cf. 811• The princes are the 
angelic chiefs. Cf. 121 'Michael, the great prince', also 1020• 

Broken without hand, i. e. by Divine intervention. Cf. 2 34• 

According to Polybius xxxi. n, Antiochus died suddenly of 
madness (oa,µovryuar) at Tabae in Persia in 164 B. c., a few months 
after the rededication of the Temple, 25 Chisleu, 165. See note 
on n 45• The term 'broken' which was applied to the horn in 
88 is used frequently in the O.T. of the destruction of a kingdom 
(J er. 484), of an army (2 Chron. 1413), and of individuals (J er. 
1?18, our text n 26). 

826 - 7• A solemn affirmation of the truth of the vision and the 
conclusion, cf. 101, rr2, 127• In Rev. 215 c God's testimony to 
John's book is given, in 226 Christ's attestation of its truth, and 
John's own in 228• 
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826• Vision ef the event'ngs. Cf. ver. 14. 
Shut thou up the vision. This vision, which is placed by the 

Seer in the third year of Belshazzar, relates really to the time 
of Antioch us. It is to be 'sealed', i. e. kept secret. This com
mand is intended to explain how this revelation made to Daniel 
was not made known till the days of Antiochus-in other words 
till the actual time of its author. Cf. 124• 9• Besides, the Seer 
declares that only the wise of that period will be able to under
stand it, cf. 1210• On this command to reserve the revelation for 
a distant age, the aim of which we have just explained, cf. 
I Enoch 12, 9J1°, 10412- 13 ; 2 Enoch 339- 11

1 353 ; 2 Ezra 1446 ; 

and contrast with it the command in the Christian Apocalypse 
2210 : 'Seal not up the words of the prophecy of this book; for 
the time is at hand'. The Christian Seer was not obliged to use 
an ancient name to win confidence in his message. 

Belongeth to many days, i.e. refers to a distant age. The same 
Hebrew phrase occurs in Ezek. 1227 : cf. 817• 19, I014 of our text. 

821• Was sick. The MT reads 'tl'.~~~1 'J:11
.:~~- The first word 

here, which occurs in 2 1 and Micah 2 4 and is in both passages 
corrupt, I have excised as a dittograph of the second. It is 
omitted by the LXX. 

None understood it. The vision was sealed up, i. e. withheld 
from Daniel's contemporaries, it cannot refer to them. But since 
it was fully explained to Daniel according to 816, 19, it can hardly 
be said that he did not understand the vision. ~arti, following 
Bevan, regards the phrase as defective for 'I did not understand', 
i. e. r:;il:? 'ft\'S instead of "O I'~. He further maintains that Daniel 
understood the vision; for its explanation made him ill, but that 
he could not understand why it should be kept secret for many 
days. This further knowledge is provided in 924- 7, by Gabriel, 
who declares in 922 that he had come to give Daniel complete 
understanding. Yet see 128. 

SECTION IX 

i. e. Chapter 9, being the explanation of J eremiah's prophecy 
of the seventy years given to the Seer in the first year 
of Darius by the Angel Gabriel to the intent that the 
seventy years meant seventy weeks of years. 

In this section a prayer in Hebrew (94 - 19), drawn mainly from 
existing liturgies, was unskilfully interpolated before 145 B.c., 
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while the Aramaic was being translated into Hebrew, or after 
the translation was completed. 

The introduction to this chapter deals almost exclusively with 
the MT, the LXX, and other versions, and the help rendered 
by these versions towards the recovery of the original Hebrew 
version or even of the Aramaic original, where such an original 
existed. In the case of 94- 19 there can be no question of an 
Aramaic original. This prayer consists mainly of extracts from 
existing Hebrew liturgies. A comparison of 94-rn with Neh. 
1 5 sqq., 96 sqq.; 1 Baruch 1 15-215 shows that these writers have 
not borrowed from each other but from existing liturgical forms. 
Thus observe that, though in J er. 3220 , 21 it is stated that God 
had gotten Him a. name as at this day and brought forth his 
people out of Egypt, these two statements are reproduced liter
ally, but in the reverse order in Dan. 915 and I Baruch 2 11 • This 
and other like evidence go to·prove that such passages are drawn 
independently from existing liturgies. But the compiler of this 
prayer has also frequently drawn materials directly from the 
Old Testament, cf. 96 with Jer. 4421 • 

§ 1. The interpolated Hebrew prayer. 

In the note under 94- 19 I have given the grounds on which 
this passage must be treated as an addition made to the text, 
either when the Aramaic 91- 3, 21- 27 was being translated into 
Hebrew or after this translation was completed. It was inter
polated at latesf before the version of the LXX was made about 
145 B. c. 920 was added to connect it with what follows. 

In this prayer the prophets and the priests are deliberately 
excluded from the list of the unfaithful classes in Israel : not so 
in Jer. 226

, 531, 1313
, 1414, 267- 8 nor in Neh. 614 ; see note on 96• 

In Neh. 934 the priests, but not the prophets, are declared to be 
as disobedient as the kings, princes, and fathers. 

This prayer is a mosaic of passages from the O.T. Thus for 
instance 96- 7 are drawn almost verbally from Jer. 79, 4421, 44, 
:2526, 1616 ; Lev. 2640 (Ezek. 1720). 

The prayer was compiled by a Jew resident in Judaea. See 
note on 916 and the full note on the prayer as a whole on 94-19 

p. 226-7. 

§ 2. Hebrew renderings ef Aramaic phrases which have already 
occurred in z4- 7• 
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It should be remembered that only 91- 3 , 20- 27 is translation 
Hebrew, the rest was Hebrew to begin with. 

923 • '"IJ'1 N~ a rendering of p!l, itlNtl in 213 (414). 

921. See§ 3· 

§ 3. Emendation through retranslaft'on into Aramaic. 

927• n1,.:i ,,.:i,m-a mistranslation of 9pn1 tl1Pl. The Hebrew 
translator has here given the wrong of two possible renderings 
of tl1p. Earlier scholars have taken '"l'Jlil to be corrupt. But 
this verb has the support of the LXX, Th., Aq., Symm., Pesh.(?), 
and Vulg. Moreover, this documentary evidence is confirmed 
by the fact that this is really a Hebrew translation of an analogous 
Aramaic phrase found in 68 iON il!:lpr,, following immediately after 
tl1i' ilt,'pS. --

§ 4. Corruptions in the lv/T emended by means of the LXX or of 
other versions. 

924• ln.t '"l!l:J,. Here the LXX and Vulg. require Ill' ninr.,?. 
The reading of the MT is not here a corruption but a deliberate 
change. There is no evidence for its existence before the 
2nd cent. A. D. 

925- 26 • For ti•nim j?f~J 'in troublous times' read with LXX (in 
the main) "ii yp::i 'at the end of the times'. 

926• For tli!='people' with r MS. and LXX, Th., Pesh., Aq., 
Vulg. read tl.J! 'with'. 

927• For n•::lt!'' 'cause to cease' read with LXX, Th., and Vulg. 
rmi~~ ' shall cease '. 

§ 5. Emendations demanded by the context. 

925• For n1,::i,1 ::l1t!'il' read "::i,, ::i1t!', 'to rebuild'. 
927 • For ,p.:i Sv read ,,.:i ?.11 'in its stead '. 

§ 6. Lost phrases restored through LXX or other versions. 

915• See note i'n loc. 
921• We should with the LXX, Th. (and Vulg.) restore mm 

'behold' before S~1,::il t!'1Nil. This is the only passage in Dan. 
8-12 where the vav apodosis occurs. Text is corrupt in 32s, 
where it reads the perfect with vav consecutive after an adverbial 
phrase. In 926 a we have vav explicative. 

923
• Insert with Th., Vulg., and Sym. t!''N before ni,mn. 

Cf. roll, 19_ 
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§ 7. Very late Hebrew. 
95• ~)'W-only elsewhere in O.T. in Esther r16 for the older 

,)'Wi1 : and ~)¥t;i7;:, ·: cf. also r 132, 1210 when used intransitively 
for the older 1):l)i!I-,. Yet the interpolated prayer contains in 916 

the older form ~'¥~-a fact which need not surprise us. 

91. Darius. See Introd. to 6, § r. b-g (pp. 139-146). 
Son of Dari"us. Ahasuerus is a transliteration of the Hebrew 

l!'1.,1l!'i1N (cf. Ezra 46 ; Esther r sqq., which in Greek took the form 
of Xerxes. But, since the Persian word was Khshaydrshd, the 
original was no doubt transliterated l!'i•~nN. In the Aram. Pap. 
(Cowley, 51, 64. 20, 29) it is found three times in its Aramaic 
form as l!'iN'l!'n, the first of which is dated 4 71 B. c., and as 
l!'i1l!'n in 2 1 (484 B. c.). Xerxes I, who reigned from 485 to 
465 B.c. ,was the son of Darius Hystaspis (521-485 B.c.). 

Was made king. !J~'?Q the Hoph'al of j~r:i occurs only here. 
Just as it has been shown on 61 (also pp. 139-141) that S~j:! does 
not imply a delegated authority, no more does ,~~;, do so here. 
The fount of the authority of Darius according to the Seer is 
God; as is clear from 528 'Thy (i. e. Belshazzar's) kingdom is 
divided and given to the Medes and Persians'. 

92• Daniel is represented as reflecting on J eremiah's prediction 
of the seventy years' exile. The author of the book was pro
foundly conscious that this prediction had not been fulfilled 
except in a very minor degree. Since, however, no such prophecy 
could fail (see Introd. to chap. 6, p. 141 sqq.), he necessarily con
cluded that it had been misinterpreted and therefore needed to 
be interpreted afresh. This new interpretation is given in the 
vision in 924- 27• The probability, that this reinterpretation was 
suggested by a comparison of Lev. 2618 sqq. (where it is said that 
the Israelites are to be punished seven times for their sins) and 
J er. 2910, 25u, does not invalidate the reality of the vision nor 
the possibility that this reinterpretation was actually received in 
a v1s10n. For the mind of the Seer necessarily works with the 
materials accessible to him, however he may draw from other 
sources. The Seer has already pondered on the possibility of 
this explanation. In his vision he is assured that he is right. 

Understood. With the form •i:,b•=i! c[ ~b•1 Job 3i3• Ges.
Kautzsch (§ 73 a) is inclined to take these as shortened forms of 
the Hiph'il, but in a note this hypothesis is withdrawn in favour 
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of the view that it is 'a secondary formation' from the Imperf. 
Qal p:i•, which was wrongly taken as an lmperf: Hiph'il. Noldeke 
(ZDMG.xxxvi, pp. 525 sqq.)shows that it cannot be a shortened 
form of the Hiph'il. We have, therefore, to regard 'T11~1:l here, as 
j'.:l in ro1, as irregular forms of the Perf. Qal, or take it to be an 
error for 11;1~~-

The books. The books here are the sacred books, i. e. the 
Scriptures. The phrase implies the formation of a definite col
lection of O.T. books, but how extensive this collection was 
cannot be determined from the present statement. The imme
diate books referred to are no doubt Leviticus, i. e. 2618 sqq. 

and Jeremiah, i. e. 2910, 25II. That the threefold division of the 
O.T., the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa already 
existed in some form we know from the Preface to Sirach. 

The word ef Ood, i. e. t:l'il'~ ,.:i,. Since 94-~0 did not belong 
originally to the text, as we shall see presently, this would 
be the only verse in our author where the Divine name 
Yahweh is used. Von Gall excises it on this ground, and com
pares 923 •2" for the use of 'word' standing in this sense by itself. 
Marti would retain it on the ground that the writer is using 
a citation from Jeremiah. But, since the LXX reads 8rE iy<vffo 
1rp6rrrayµa ri, y,~ = iltii~, i:i, ;,1;, ie,~, it seems that nr.i,~, is 
corrupt for •~,~,, and that the Hebrew read ,~,~ here as in r 2 

and not illil'. Th. renders the phrase by Myos 1<vpiov1 therein sup
porting the MT in 92• So the LXX and Th. render•~,~ in 1 20, &c. 
Hence I read here t:l'il'~ ;:ii or t:l'i1'~' i:i,. It is to be noted 

- : T T 

that the phrase recurs in 923 where the LXX has 1rp6rrrayµa 1rapa 

1cvpiov. But the 1rapa 1<vpiov is not found in the MT nor in the versions. 
Came to Jeremiah ... seventy years. Cf. J er. 25u-12, 2910• 

Which according to the word of the Lord ... were to be accom
plished: lit. 'which, the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the 
prophet, were to be accomplished'. The i~~ here is the subject 
of n,~~i;i~; for this construclion is in the Aramaic of our author 
a familiar one: see notes on 2 16,18, 515, 616 and lntrod., p. § 20. t. 
It is also a familiar construction in Hebrew. The words of 
Jeremiah 2512 me, tl 1l1.:lt:' n11:"6)?:;i are cle~rly in the mind of the 
writer. -,e,~ is not therefore to be rendered as if it were an acc. 
of limitation as in the RV., i. e. 'Whereof the word of the Lord 
came to J .... for the accomplishing': and in Marti, Behrmann, 
&c. The clause ' the word of the Lord came to J. the prophet' 

3266 Q 
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are then parenthetical, if they are not a marginal gloss incor• 
porated in the text, or a circumstantial clause. Deut. 55 is such 
a clause consisting of nineteen words, intervening between "1~1 
and "lbN.~. See Driver, Tenses, § 161. 

On the form n)~:,r.,:, see Ges.-Kautzsch, § 74 h. 
93• Set my face, i. e. ')El nN i1~~~l as in 1015• For this phrase cf. 

2 Chron. 203• But observe t:l1)El t:lt::> in 1117• 

God. Here the interpolator of 94-20 seems to have inserted 
•)i~ before t:l'il'N owing to the frequent occurrence of the former 
in the interpolated prayer: i. e. 94, 7,8,9, 15,16,19 (bis) and not elsewhere 
in the book save in 1 2• In 611<10) where we have a parallel ex
pression t:i•;i:,~ is used. 

To seek by prayer: literally 'to seek prayer'. Cf. Zeph. 2 8• 

With fasting, i. e. as a preparation for the reception of a reve
lation; cf. Exod. 3428 ; Deut. 99 ; Esther 46• 

Fasting and sackcloth and ashes. As in N eh. 91 save in the 
last phrase, where our author writes '"\ElN where Neh. has nr.,i~. 

94- 19• These verses, as Von Gall (123-6) and others have 
recognized, are an interpolation. The interpolation was made 
before the book was translated into Greek, but after it was 
translated from Aramaic into Hebrew. Some of the grounds 
for excising these verses as an interpol;:i.tion are: (1) They 
betray the hand of an interpolator since they are unnecessary 
repetitions of 93, 20 sq. (2) The conclusion of the chapter takes 
no account of the subfect of the prayer, which supplicates for for
giveness and deliverance. Here a prayer for illumination and 
not a liturgical confession is required by the context : cf. 921 sqq., 

which proceeds to explain the prophecy of Jeremiah. (3) The 
prayer contains clear evidence that it was written by one who 
consciously expressed himself as a resident in Palestine-and 
not in Babylon, as the author of the book as a whole represents 
himself as being. Thus in 97 it speaks of those 'that are near 
and that are far off in all the countries whither thou hast driven 
them'. Those I that are near' are obviously the Jews in Pales• 
tine as opposed to those that are far off in all the countries 
whither they had been carried into exile. Again in 916 the 
words 'because for our sins and for the iniquities of our fathers, 
Jerusalem and thy people have become a reproach to all that 
are round about us', betray the hand of a resident in J udaea, 
especially those in italics. In I and 2 Baruch analogous pheno-
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mena occur, as we shall discover as we advance. {4) The name 
Yahweh is found in these verses, but not elsewhere in Daniel, 
except in 92, where it is an interpolation, and where Adonai was 
the original Hebrew as the corrupt text of the LXX shows. In 
92 the divine name Yahweh owes its presence to a later scribe, 
who was influenced by its occurrence five times in 94- 20• 

(5) Jn 94- 19 there are no Aramaisms. But Aramaisms are, as 
we have seen, not infrequent throughout the rest of the Hebrew 
sections in Daniel. 

(6) The prayer asks for the immediate advent of the kingdom : 
cf. 917-19, But, according to J eremiah's prophecy, Daniel knew 
that the deliverance of the Jews could not come for 'many days', 
826, i. e. till some distant future. 

(7) A critical comparison of 94- 19, with Neh. r 5 sqq., 96 sqq_; 

r Bar. r 15 sqq., shows that repeatedly the verses in Daniel agree 
word for word with those in the passages just mentioned, and that 
the writers of these passages have not borrowed from each other 
but from existing liturgical forms, which each writer adapted 
more or less fully to his own requirements. 

On the above grounds, which will be strengthened as we 
advance, we conclude that 94- 19 is an addition to the text, 92~ 

serving to connect it with what follows. 
94• Prayed . .. and made confessi"on. Cf. N eh. r 6 'pray ... 

and confess'. i111J;li'.I stands here absolutely as in Ezra ro1 ; 

Neh. 93• It is only used in late Hebrew. 
0 Lord the great and dreadful God ... commandments. These 

clauses agree literally with Neh. r 5• Cf. also 9:~2• It was clearly 
a current liturgical form. The words 'which keepeth covenant 
and mercy with them ... that keep his commandments' are 
drawn word for word from Deut. 79 : cf. Exod. 206• The particle 
N~.~ rendered '0' is a strong expression of entreaty, 'Ah, now'. 
It is found in the same connexion in Neh. 1 5, where the R.V. 
renders it 'I beseech thee'. 

Love thee . . . thy commandments. So the LXX, Th., and 
Vulg. The use of the second person is supported by the next 
verse. The MT reads 'him' and 'his'. 

95• Have sinned . .. and done wickedly. Our text 1)11lll mmn 
1)ye,i;n has its equivalent in I Bar. 212 ;,µapToµ.v, ~rT•/3'1rTaµ,v, ~fitt<q

uaµ,v : and in Ps. 106G with an additional phrase. The ultimate 
source is 1 Kings 847 1,ye,i 1,1wm 1)N~n, where this confession 

Q 2 
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is commanded in Solomon's prayer exactly as in our text, save 
that the writer of this confession in our text has replaced the 
Hiph'il, which is the older form, U'Wil (' dealt perversely') by the 
Qal 1J'1l1, which is late Hebrew-only once elsewhere in O.T., 
Esther 1 16

1 and 1Jl/t:J, by 1Jl/l!',n, which is late Hebrew, when 
used intransitively: cf. n 32, 1210• Yet in 915 we find 1Jl/t::!, an 
example of the classical use which has survived in this compila• 
tion from ancient liturgies. 

And turned asi'de, i. e. ,io1. The infinitive absolute here 
replaces the finite verb: cf. Ges.-Kautzsch, § 113 z. 1nw~ is 
written defectively: see Ges.•Kautzsch, § 91 n. 

9 6• Two classes are distinguished, the nobility embracing the 
kings, princes, and fathers, and the people of the land. This 
latter phrase-y,~n tl!)-came in later Judaism to denote the 
uncultured and ignorant laity. The term 'fathers' here denotes 
not 'forefathers' but 'leaders'. 

Net1her have we hearkened unto thy servants the prophets. Cf. 
Neh. 934 'Neither have our kings, our princes •.. nor our 
fathers ... hearkened unto thy commandments'. Cf. J er. 265 

'to hearken to ... my servants the prophets': also 2919, 3515, 

444, all of which include the phrases 'servants the prophets ' and 
'have not hearkened'. 

To our kings, our princes, and our fathers, and to all the people 
of the land. This clause is borrowed almost literally from J er. 
44 21 'Your fathers, your kings and your princes, and the people 
of the land', In the confession in Neh. 932 there is a different 
enumeration of the classes concerned : 'on our kings, on our 
princes, and on our priests, and on our prophets, and on our 

•fathers, and on all thy people'. So again in Neh. 934, with the 
omission of ' and on all this people', and in r Baruch 1 16 with 
the same omission of 'and on all thy people'. Here clearly the 
writer follows Jeremiah where he differs from later writers. It 
is remarkable that the compiler of this prayer excludes the 
prophets and the priests from the list of the unfaithful, and 
represents the sin of Israel and Judah as originating in their 
disobedience to the guidance of the prophets: cf. 96,10• Not so 
Jer. 1414, and frequently Neh. 614• In Neh. 934 the priests but 
not the prophets are mentioned as guilty. 

97• Righteousness belongeth unto thee, but unto us confusion of 
face, as it ts this day; to the men of Judah and to the inhabitants 
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of Jerusalem. These words are found also in 1 llaruch 115 

Tee Kvpl<p 0£'!) ~µ,Wv ~ /je,,-:awullv17, qµiv SE alffxVv11 ,-Wv 1rpoa-Wrrwv Ws- ~ ~µ.£pa aUn7, 
av0p&.1r,,,_ 'Iovta ,cal TOI~ l(QTOtKOUUIV 'I,pova-aA~µ. The phrase 'confusion 
of face' is found J er. 71

J ; Ps. 4415 ; 2 Chron. 3221 ; Ezra 97 • 

To the men of Judah and to the t"nhabitants of Jerusalem. This 
combination is peculiar to Jeremiah (eight times 44, &c.) and 
2 Kings 232 ( = 2 Chron. 34 30) in the 0. T. outside the present 
passage. It is reproduced in I Baruch 1 15, as we have shown 
in the preceding note just as in our text. 

That are near and that are far off. Cf. 2 Chron. 636• 

In all the countries whither thou hast driven them. From ]er. 
1615, 233,8, 3237• This clause is reproduced in I Baruch 24,13,119, 

Their unfaithfulness wherein they have dealt unfaithfully. The 
words connote treachery rather than trespass. They are found 
in Lev. 2640 ; Ezek. 1?2°, 1824 ; I Chron. 1013• 

98- 9• These two verses are expansions of the introductory 
clauses in 97• 

9 8• 0 Lord, i. e. i11il'. So Ginsburg, Baer, with many manu• 
scripts, but Kittel \)1~. 

To us ... confusion of face. Cf. 97 note. 
To our kings, &c. See 96 note. 
9°. Forgivenesses Cf. Neh. 917 'a God of forgivenesses' 

(Min\~~~ as in our text). 
910• Ne#her have we obeyed the voice . .. which he set before us. 

Almost word for word from J er. 264 e~ 5 a. The phrase ' law 
which I set before you' is found in Deut. 48, II 32 ; J er. 913, 4410• 

To walk in his laws which he set before us by his servants the 
prophets. Here it is to be observed that the writer uses the 
plural of n,,n, i. e. l,ln'11M 'his laws'. When this word is used 
in the plural it has a general meaning of instructions and 
teachings, whether attributed to God directly or to the prophets 
or priests. It occurs only about thirteen times in the plural, 
and in the plural 'the laws' were never defined as 'the laws of 
Moses'. When the Law of Moses or Deuteronomy, which was 
ascribed to Moses, is referred to, the singular is always used as 
in 911•13, in the words that follow. In Neh. 913• 14: we have 
exactly the same succession of the plural ' laws' and 'a law by 
the hand of Moses thy servant'. In N eh., however, the 'laws' 
are not those made known by the prophets as in our text, but 
are those which in conjunction with 'judgments ', 'statutes•, and 
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' commandments' God gave on Sinai. In 1 Baruch I 18, 2 10 we 
find rrop.imr0m rn,r rrporrni-yµarnv Kvpiov otr l3wKEv ,c<1Ta rrporrwrrov ~µwv, 
without any mention of the prophets in this passage, though they 
are referred to in 1 21, 2 20, 24• Moreover in 1 20, 21 the activities of 
Moses and the prophets are distinguished just as in our text. 

The prophets occupy a high place in this prayer. They are 
never blamed. They are regarded as the leaders of the nation 
into fresh truth and higher obedience. Where the law of Moses 
is mentioned, the prayer deals mainly with the penalties that 
Israel has brought upon itself by disobedience to 'the law of 
Moses', though this law is identified with the law of God in 911• 

To walk in his laws. But in J er. 26 4(3223, 4410) the sing. 'Jaw' 
and not 'laws' is used. The LXX, which reads ,camKoAov0'1u"' 
,-.;-, VOJL'l' <TOV o/ eilw,car EVW'fflOV [Mwory /Cal] ~p.wv, is corrupt. Th. and the 
Pesh. support the MT, and therein these three agree rather 
with N eh. 913, 14 (see preceding note) than with J er. 264• 

911• The curse . .. and the oath. Cf. Num. 521 ; Neh. 1029• 

The curse ... that i's written in the law of Moses. Cf. Deut. 
2920 ; 1 Baruch 1 20• 

Hath .•. been poured out, i.e. :Jl31;11. Cf. 927 ; Jer. 4218, 446 ; 

2 Chron. 127, 3421 • 25• The expression is Aramaic also. Cf. the 
Zinji"rli Inscription (Cooke, 61 23) ;,:in~~ i1"1n ,,m 'Let Hadad 
pour out wrath upon him'. In Rev. 161 we have the same 
metaphor: f/C)I.EfTf Tar <TiTCl cpu1.Xar rov ev,..ov TOV 0wv, 

Moses the servant of God. Cf. N eh. 1029 and the form ' M. the 
servant of Yahweh', Deut. 345 ; Josh. 1 1, 13, &c. 

912-13a, Cf. l Baruch 2 1- 2 ,cal EITT~ITE Kvpwr nlv M-yov ovrnu, !iv 
lAUA11crEv f<// ~µii.s ~(I, l1r& -ro-Vr a,Kau-ra~ ~p,Wv To1Js au~&a-avras TDV 'lo-pa~A. Kai. 

Irr, Toiir /3au,Xiir ryp.wv /CUI f'Til ,-our llpxov.,-ar ryµwv l(Ut ,,,,, tlv0pwnov 'Irrpa~A ,cal 

1-IoL'aa, Toii .Uyayliv lcp' ~µUs Kal(a fLE')'UAa, & oVK E1roi~811 inroK&.ru> 1ra~TUt TOV 

ovpavov Ka0a (1TOIT/0TJ Ell 'I,povrraXfi,,, Ka,a ra yrypap.p.iva lv T!f 116µ,cr Mwvrr~. 
Here we have several clauses which reproduce Dan. ?12- 13 a and 
clauses out of Dan. 97, 8, and differ mainly in:the order of their 
occurrence. Furthermore the Greek of Baruch differs both from 
that of the LXX and of Th. Here the writer of r Baruch, as 
does our author, appears to make use of the same liturgical 
source. I Baruch may be as old as the end of the 2nd cent. s.c., 
though scholars are divided on this question. They are as a 
whole agreed that I Baruch 1-38 was written in Hebrew. 

912• Hath confirmed his words. This clause is found also in 
N eh. 98, Deut. 95, as also in I Baruch 2 1, 24• 
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Judges. A general term for rulers as in Amos 2 3 ; Ps. 2101 but 
in the parallel passage in r Baruch 2 1 the term is used of the 
Judges in Israel that preceded the kings. 

Bringing upon us a great evtl. Cf. J er, 3517, 3631• 

For under the whole heaven hath not been done, &c. Cf. r Baruch 
2 2 for-the same clause, also Exod. 918, 10G, n 6• 

913• As it is written i'n the law of Moses. This phrase occurs 
three times earlier in the 0. T., i. e. r Kings 23, 2 Chron. 2318, 

3512• Cf. 'book of law of Moses', Joshua 831, 236, &c. 
All this evil is come upon us. The n~ before oll/'1i1 ;,:i had 

best be excised. Behrmann takes this clause as the acc. 
after ~'Jn;,. Bevan explains the n~ as due to the preceding 
passive J~n~i, and compares N um. 325 ; r Kings 221. But this 
explanation leaves difficulties in the text. Ges.-Kautzsch, § II7 m 

regards -n~ as here almost equivalent in sense to the Latin quad 
attt"net ad, and so as introducing the noun with some emphasis. 

Entreated the favour, i. e. 611 1t.~-n~ U'~':1. A familiar phrase in 
0. T. Cf. J er. 26H ; r Sam. 1312 ; Exod. 3211• With 913 cf. 
I Baruch 2 7- 8 'ITUVTa TU. KUl<U TCIVTU •• ;xe,v hp' ~µiis:. Ka, OVK U;,~e,,,_.,v 
mu 1TporJ'wtrov Kvplov rou li'ITO<TrpbJ,at £1<arJ'TOV &rrb TWV II01)f-LUTWV Tij~ 1<ap/"Jia~ 

avrwv r~~ 1To1111pii~, which appears to be derived from the same 
liturgy as that on which our author drew. 

To have discernment i'n thy truth, i. e. to gain insight into God's 
revealed will as Driver and Prince explain. Or it may be 
rendered 'to deal wisely through thy truth', that is, to become 
wise through God's truth ; so Von Lengerke and Behrmann. 

914• Found almost verbally in 1 Baruch 2 9 - 10, 1 18• 

Watched over the evil and brought d upon us. Cf. J er. 1 12 

'I watch over my word to bring it to pass', lnt:-':11' 1'1J1 ;,y ,~~ 1i't:J, 

see also 3128, 4427, and I Baruch 2 9 lyp11yap11rr•v ••• ,'rrl ,-o,s 1<mw,s 

""' Jrr~yay• nX. This means that God is not mocked. His 
judgements are duly executed. 

For the Lord our God is righteous z·n all his works, &c. Cf. J er. 
121 ; Ezra 915• 

Righteous in all his works, i. e. in regard to all his works. 
Cf. Neh. 933 where the same peculiar use, as Driver observes, 
of ?ll is found. 'Thou art righteous in regard to all that is come 
upon us'. See also r Baruch 2 9• 

915- 19• Prayer for deliverance follows on the confession just made. 
910• The first two clauses of this verse are borrowed ultimately 
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from Jer. 3220, 21 , but in reverse order. The first is from 3221 

and the second from 3220• 1 Baruch 211 reproduces J er. 3220, 21 

but inverts the order as does our text: /~IJYay,r Tov Xa&v uov IK yrys

Alyllrrrov £v XE1.pi. Kpara,~ ... Kal broi17a-a~ u£C1vr4' 6vCJµa, Ws- ~ ~µ£pa air17. 

Thou hast brought thy people forth out ef the land of Egypt with 
a mighty hand rand a stretched out arm 7• Cf. J er. 3221 • I have 
with the LXX added the clause in brackets, but the LXX omits 
'with a mighty hand' which the MT, Th., and Pesh. attest. 
Both phrases are found in J er. 3221 and also in 1 Baruch 2 11 

though separated from each other (iv X"P' Kpara,'! • •• Kal lv {3paxirwi 

vt11Xq,). It is hardly credible that the translator or a copyist of 
the LXX would replace the one phrase by the other, though he 
might inadvertently omit one or other of the two. Accordingly 
I conclude that the text originally was i1'ltJ-' l)l"'ilNJl nprn ,,::i. 
The same combination is found in Deut. 268, J er. 3221 in the same 
connexion. If 1 Baruch 1 15-38 is dependent on Daniel, then we 
have an external testimony to the presence of these two phrases 
in our text. If it is not dependent on Daniel, then it attests their 
presence in the liturgy on which both Daniel and r Baruch drew. 
In Deut. 621, 926 only the first phrase occurs. 

Gotten thee renown. Cf. J er. 3220 ; N eh. 910 ; r Baruch 2 11 ; 

also Isa. 6312, 14 ; 2 Sam. ]23 (here tl\e' instead of i1Wl/). The 
remembrance of God's deliverances of Israel in the past was still 
a strong factor in their faith during the Maccabean age. 

We have done wickedly. On lJlJ~"'i see note on 95• 

916• Thy righteous acts, lit. 'righteousnesses' (it1P1¥ without• 
of plural as irn~o in 95), cf. Judges 511 ; r Sam. 127 ; Mic. 65 ; 

Ps. 1036• The Seer implores Yahweh, as he calls to mind His 
interventions on behalf of Israel in the past, to intervene now 
on their behalf in their present sore distress, and to turn away 
his anger from Israel who now confessed their sins and were 
repentant. The turning away of His anger was synonymous 
with the removal of their reproach in the sight of the heathen. 
It was at once an act of mercy as well as of justice, and as such, 
by virtue of His covenant with Israel, Israel claimed His help. 
It is noteworthy that Th. and r Baruch 2 12 imply i•np,~-,::i::i instead 
of u,~-,.:i.:i and that the latter connects the phrase with the words 
in the preceding verse, and so we have ~o•K~uaµw ••• lirl r.iiaw To,.
l'i1Kmwµaai11 cTDv. This forms a better parallel to the close of 916• 

Eleven Hebrew manuscripts read S.:i::i instead of S::i::i. But 1:~, is 
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not followed by .J in the 0. T. But .J could here be rendered 
'despite'. If this is right then the first three words of this verse 
should be construed with the closing words of 915 'we have done 
wickedly, 0 Lord, despite all thy righteous acts'. 

Let thi'ne anger . .. be turned away. Cf. Num. 254 ; Jer. 2320, 

3024 ; r Baruch 2 13• 

Thy holy mountain. Cf. Isa. 2 2 •q.; Ps. 26, 151• 

Iniquities of our fathers. Cf. Neh. 92 ; I Baruch i• 7• 8• The 
phrase is found in the earlier books, cf. J er. n 10 ; Lev. 2639• 

A reproach to all that are round about us. Cf. Ps. 4413, 794• 

Thes~ words are spoken from the standpoint of a Jew resident 
in J udaea, see note on 94- 19• The taunts came from their heathen 
neighbours, the Edomites, Ammonites, and others. The same 
phrase is applied in 1 Baruch 2 4 in the confession of the 
Palestinian Remnant 'round about us' (i. e. this remnant), whereas 
the phrase 'hath scattered them' refers to the exiles. Contrast 
the confession of the Exiles in Babylon 2 13 'We are but a few 
left among the heathen, where thou hast scattered us' ; 38 'We 
are yet this day in our captivity, where thou hast scattered us'. 

917 • 0 our God. So MT. The LXX and I Baruch 2 14 

(£l<Fu,covcrnv, Kvp,£, .-ijs- 1rpouwxijs- ~µ&w) read only 1J"'IN or i1ii''11 I O Lord', 
Th. '0 Lord our God'. If the latter is a conflation, which of 
the two texts is original ? 

Hearken unto the prayer. Cf. Neh. 1 6 ; 1 Kings 828• 

Cause thy face to shine upon. The LXX has ,m(:l>..nJ,,,,-., To 
1rp6cr,,m6v uov ,m. But lir,/:JA£,f,uno cannot be a rendering of "'\~•;. 
It appears to have read ~-;!.~. For the phrase in our text cf. 
Num. 625 ; Ps. 8019(20). This petition is the natural sequel to 'let 
thine anger ... be turned away' in the preceding verse. 

Desolate. 01;?~ is used of Mount Zion in Lam. 518 and recalls 
01;;)~ in 813• Cf. 927, u 81, 1211 • The expression is probably 
chosen with reference to oi;;ii!i r~i:l~ 927, 1211• 

For the Lord's sake. This abrupt transition to the third person 
in the midst of a series of petitions in the second is very harsh, 
and suggests a corruption in the text. The evidence of the 
ancient versions turns this probability into a practical certainty. 
Accordingly we should either with the LXX 'iv<1<<v Tow aouXoov uov, 

a,u1ro.-a, read 'J"'IN <:Jl11V, 1:1n;i:, 'for thy servants' sake, 0 Lord' 
(comparing Isa. 6J17 'return for thy servants' sake), so Bevan. 
Or with Th. and Vulg. 1J1N ·py,:,:, 'for thine own sake, 0 Lord', 
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so Kamphausen, Prince, &c. The latter, which recurs a few 
clauses later, has probably the support of I Baruch 2 14 .lrr,11<ovrrov1 

Kupu, Tq~ 7rpocuvxijs q/Lwv ..• KUL ·~•Aou qµar EV<KEV O"OV. 

918• 0 Lord . .. behold. These clauses are borrowed literally 
from 2 Kings 1916 (=Isa. 3717). I have here followed the LXX 
and r Baruch 2 16, which read Kvp" i.e. ;mi• as does 2 Kings 191-0. 
Th. of Dan. 9 18 renders here t<A'ivov, o 0,o~ µ,ov, ro oil~ uov 1<al J,covo-ov, 

where the LXX has 1Cpdo-xH, K,\p,,, 10 oils uov 1<al ,rrat<ovo-6v µov. The 
MT, which reads 'i1?N (Th. o e,or µov), thus seems to be secondary. 

Open. i10~~ Kt., n[I~ Qr. Perhaps we should punctuate (see 
Ges.-Kautzsch, § 48 t') i10~~ as i10~9 and i1~1?~ in 919

• 

Desolations. Cf. Isa. 61 4• 

The ct"ty over wMch thy name has been called. i:-1ir,J ,~i:-1 i'lli1 
i1'?ll 1~W. It is best with Driver to render this idiom literally 
here. It implies that God has conquered it and made it His 
own: cf. 2 Sam. 1228 : also Deut. 2810 ; Isa. 41 ; Amos 912 ; J er. ]1°. 
This expression recurs in the next verse. Cf. the rendering of 
the LXX and Th. as compared with that in I Baruch 2 26 • 

Thus i1'?ll · • • i~N is rendered by the LXX of Dan. 918 by 
icp' ijr ••• <71"' auTryr and in I Baruch 2 26 by oi .•. ,,r' al-rf. 

Present our supplications before thee, i. e. 1'J!:l? iNimn tl'?'!:l~. 
This idiom is found only in J er. in the O.T., cf. 3826, 422, 9, 367, 
3]2°. The LXX renders freely a,&µ,0a ;., rnis 7rpouwxa'is q,,., •. 
Th. literally pt7rTOVf'O' TOV o11<u1pµov qµwv, I Baruch 2 19 1<arn

SaAAop.,v rov EAEoi-all independent renderings of the same 
Hebrew liturgical formula. I am quoting r Baruch to &how 
that we have in it an independent witness to original liturgical 
formulae. 

Thy great compasst'ons. This expression is found in r Baruch 
2 27 ; Neh. 919, 27 , 31, and in the earlier books: Ps. n9156 ; 2 Sam. 
2414• It was thus a familiar formula in liturgical prayers. 

819• Hear ... forgive. A reminiscence of r Kings 830, 34, 36• 

Defer not. Cf. Ps. 4018(17). 

920• This verse serves to connect 94- 19 with its new context. 
93 was originally followed immediately by 921 • In 920 we have 
a summary of the interpolated prayer. It is composed of phrases 
which have already occurred in 94- 19, Thus for 'praying and 
confessing', cf. 94 ; for 'my sin and the sin of my people Israel', 
cf. 916 ; for 'presenting my supplication', cf. 918 ; and for 'the 
holy mountain ofmy God', cf. 916• 
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My sins and the sins. So LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. MT reads 
'my sin and the sin'. 

921 • Resumption of the original text. 
In prayer, i. e. il~!;lQ~. For this reading Ginsburg quotes 

several witnesses, and, as Marti urges, it is to be preferred to 
il~!;ll;l~ of the MT, which means that Daniel was 'repeating a 
prayer learnt by heart'. The latter reading would suit, if 94- 19 

belonged to the text. But the text does not include the prayer 
which Daniel prayed from the depths of his heart with fasting 
and sackcloth and ashes-the object of which was to learn the 
true interpretation of the prophecy revealed to him (93) and 
which Gabriel assures him he had come to reveal to him. The 
LXX also presupposes a good text •• rii 1rpo1uvxii µ,ov 'J:,?:m.::i. 

fBehold 7• Since the LXX and Th. read Kal ,liov here and the 
Vulg. ecce, I assume the loss ofmn in the Hebrew. In any case we 
have the vav apodosis, three examples of which occur in chapter 1, 

but there before a verb, where it is also the vav consecutive. 
The man Gabriel, ~K1i:lJ 1:11Kil. Cf. 815 i:lJ il!l-liD:l. 

t Being sore weariedt. This seems the only admissible 
translation of 1W'~ 9¥'2. The participle is thus the Hoph'al of 9V.~. 
But the sense is inappropriate as applied to an angel. On the 
other hand this participle could be the Hoph'al of 1:JW and the 
phrase rendered 'being caused to fly swiftly'. But 9¥''.;l is in 
this case incapable of explanation. It may possibly have origin
ated as a dittograph ofl:]JJD. The above rendering, which ignores 
l:]lJ1.::J, has the support of the ancient versions. LXX rax« q;,µ6µ,,vor, 

Vulg. cito volans, while Th. gives simply 1r,r6µ,,vo,. On the otlier 
hand, nowhere else in the 0. T. are angels represented as having 
wings. The first undoubted passage in Jewish literature which 
bears on this question is I Enoch 6J 1, and even there the angels 
are not naturally winged but only adopt wings for a special pur• 
pose. The idea of wings was in due course taken from the winged 
Seraphim and Cherubim and included in the conception of angels 
generally. 

If the text is right, then we must connect it with Daniel, as do 
Meinhold and Keil, and render 'whom I had seen in the vision 
aforetime when I was sore wearied'. In 817, 18 Daniel was 
affrighted, when Gabriel came to him, and lost consciousness. 
It required the angel to touch him to restore him to conscious
ness and vigour. On this occasion also the touch of the angel 
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restores Daniel, who was no doubt overwearied by his prayer 
and fasting (93

). 

Touched me. •~~ y~::, should naturally bear the same meaning 
here as in 818, 1016

1 and so Th. renders rfta-ro. The touch of the 
angel strengthens Daniel. :im can be used in a good sense as in 
these three passages. In 87, 1212 it has a neutral meaning 
'to come near to' or 'to come to', which may be followed by 
unhappy or happy effects subsequently. As examples of the 
latter may be cited 1212 ; of the former 87 ; Micah 19 ; J er. 519 ; 

Aram. Pap. (Cowley) Al_i. 1651 166. It could bear the meaning 
assigned to it in the LXX rrporrqyyud µo,, but that meaning does not 
suit the context, though Bevan, Behrmann, and Marti adopt it. 
By so doing, they are obliged to follow the text presupposed by 
the LXX at the beginning of the next verse. 

The time of evening oblation. Cf. 2 Kings 1615 ; Ezra 94• 5, &c. 
See note on 610• The manuscripts vary between :, and :::i 

before m1. 
922• Instructed me. For P!1 read 1.l.l':J'' with Th. (rrv11inu,v 11•) and 

Vulg. Cf. 816• The pronoun is all but necessary in the Hebrew. 
Otherwise with LXX (~al Trpou~X6E) and Pesh. read ~;:;•, or ,:::i,, = 
t(\:l!l, as do Bevan and other scholars, comparing 1 King 1212• 

Gabriel's sole communication refers to the seventy weeks, but 
in no single respect to the subjects of the prayer in 94- 19• 

To make thee skilful of understandi"ng, i. e. to make thee clear 
in understanding. The m•:::i in this phrase i1.l1:J ,•:i~;, serves to 
recall j':JO j't(1 in 827, as Marti observes. m•::i is here used 
adverbially; cf. Deut 2 9,24 nr.inSo c~ ;~i;,l;I s~. 1 Phrases ol 
this kind form the transition from the use of the abstract verbal 
noun as the object of the verb (as in nS,,.i n:,r., cn:::i !!~l I Sam. 
198) to the so-called accusative of manner (as in ... J er. J15J.'
Bevan. 

9i3 • A word went forth. The 'word' here does not mean the 
command given to Gabriel to go to Daniel but refers to the 
Divine pronouncement made in924- 7_ It is repeated in the closing 
words of this verse. '"\:Ji ~1'• would be the classical Hebrew 
equivalent (cf. Isa, 2 2 ; Mic. 42 ; later Hebrew Esther 1 19) of the 
Aramaic i'El.l it:i~o: cf. 2 13, 417• 

After 'went forth' it is possible that with the LXX irapa 1Ct1p1vv 

we should add 'from the Lord'. '.)it(O could easily fall out before 
the next word '.lt(1 through homoioteleuton. 
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To tell (thee). After 'l1~i1, add 1? with two manuscripts and 
LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. 

r Man 1 greatly beloved. I have here with Th. (dv~p l1«8vµ.10-w), 

Vulg., Sym. (dv~p ,mBvµ.rrror) restored t!"llt before n,'llOM, Thus we 
recover the full phrase which recurs in rn11,19 (MT, LXX, Th., 
Vulg.). It is true that the plural by itself can be put as an 
emphatic predicate: cf. Cant. 516 01'lOMO 1;,:i, 'he is altogether 
lovely'. With the use of the fem. plural nmon as 'an object 
of desires': cf. Ps. 21 7 ni:,-,:i as 'an object of blessings' : 1103 

'thy people is freewillingnesses' nl:l'l) : Ezek. 2736 'Thou art 
become terrors' ni;,;,:i: cf. Ges.-Kautzsch, § 141 c. But Driver 
( Tenses, § 189 (2)) states that it is 'unnecessary and wrong' to 
supply t:!'1t-e. It is true of course that the idiom in the MT is 
good Hebrew. Considering, however, the frequent corruptions 
of the MT of Daniel, and the fact that the full phrase occurs 
twice in the next chapter, and that in Daniel n1'l1on is used in our 
author only of things elsewhere (103, n 38, 43), it is only reason
able to infer that n,'lion needed to be more clearly defined, 
when applied to a man, by prefixing t:!'"N, With this phrase in 
our author we might compare J er. 31 20 0 1]1'1t:!'l/t:!' ,,1 = 1 a pleasant 
child'. Bevan explains the LXX ,:>.E£wor (,iv8poo1ros ,:>.mvor 1011, 16) 

as a rendering of n~'ll?Q, and compares Jer. Sot. ix. 24c 11!'.lllt 

n1'l1cn. 
924 ( 1) The criticism of the text. 
This is a most difficult verse. It is worth while devoting 

some attention to the versions in the hope of throwing some 
light on our text. First of all Th. makes no contribution. 
Some of the manuscripts indeed read ,oos .,-ov 1rciAaioo8ijva1 .,.;, 1rapa-

1r.,-ooµ.a, 1<a, Tov uvvu:>-.,cr8ijvai aµ.ap.,-lav, which presupposes lit.~~? as 
a doublet of t,e;,:i,. 1 This variant is the only one with which 
Tertullian, Adv. jud. viii, is acquainted, 'quoad usque invetere
tur delictum '. When we remove 1<a, d1ra>...i,J,m .,-as d/S,rcias,2 which 
is a borrowed phrase from the LXX, and which forms with 1<a, 

.,-ov •~1>..auau8a1 a811<ias a duplicate rendering of llll -,ei:,:,1, Th. has 
exactly the same number of clauses as in the MT. But Tov 

1 Read nl~:i, with Bevan, Kamphausen, and others. Yet 11t;,:,;, may be an 
Aramaized for~ of it. 

~ Observe that all the infinitives in Th. in this verse are preceded by TOv 

except this borrowed one and also that in the LXX none of the infinitives is 
preceded by Toti. 
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u<jJpaylam dµap-rlar clearly goes back to l71~tplJ ohi;i~, which is the 
Kt. of the MT. The Qr. 0 n om,, is supported by Aquila mu 

TfAflruua, 'f~JJ d0frrfo1,1. 

Thus the Kt. and Qr. of the MT in this clause existed in the 
second century A. o. The V ulg. diverges in two respects from 
the MT: (I) '(ut) finem accipiat peccatum' = l7i:'tlplJ om\ which 
is the Qr. ; (2) '(ut) deleatur 1 iniquitas' = )W nln9~ and not 
jW '"l!:l:i,. The Pesh. supports the Qr. n~mn onn,. 

We now turn to the LXX. It is very corrupt, yet it can give 
some help towards the recovery of the original text. The first 
clause -rou awnr..m0ijvm -r;,v riµap-riav is obviously a rendering of 
llt!'!:l/"I ni,:i, {i. e. 1h:i,). The second clause, ,ml tras dci,das urravi

umt is corrupt. The order of the words is wrong. In the other 
six clauses in this verse the verb precedes the noun as it should 
here. Next, since dciiKla is never in the LXX used as a rendering 
of n~~n, it follows that n~~n did not occur in the faulty Hebrew 
manuscript used by the LXX translator. Finally, urravlum-so 

rendered also in the Syrh-appears to be best explained as a 
corruption of u<jJpayium (so Th.).2 For Kt. l71i:'t~n (so also LXX, 
Th., Pesh.) Qr. reads n~~n (so Aq., Vulg.). 

The third clause is ,ml clrrar..E'i,f,a, n'is dcitKias. This corresponds 
to the Hebrew j1ll i!:l:i,. But neither drra'll,{rp., nor l~a'llelrpw is 
ever used in the LXX as a rendering of i?.1~, but of nno. Hence 
the LXX translator, like the translator of the Vulg. as we found 
above had j1l/ nino, {cf. Ps. 5111 , &c.) before him. 

The next clause Kal ci1avo110ijva1 ro opaµa is clearly wrong. There 
could hardly be two references to the vision within six short 
clauses. Moreover, the context is concerned with the various 
stages of the fulfilment of the vision and cannot admit of an 
otiose reference to the understanding of it in .the midst of these. 
The aim of the entire message is to make the Seer understand 
the vision. Can this unmeaning phrase be explained ? I can 

1 nno occurs thirty-four times in the O.T. Of these it is rendered thirty 
times in Vulg. by delere, especially in Ps. 513•11 ; Isa. 4325, 4422, where it 
expresses the full and free Divine forgiveness. Hence we justly conclude that 
it occurred in Dan. 92•. 

2 So Bevan. C. H. H. Wright says this is incorrect, and suggests that 
a,rav,am is a rendering of ~~:J?, but even the translator of the LXX could 
hardly have been guilty of such a rendering. There seems to be no way of 
explaining q,raviaa, through a corruption of the Hebrew or of the Aramaic 
original. 
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only suggest mere possibilities. 3wvo1J0ijvm = r::lil:, which may be 
a corruption of t-e1.:J/'I:, . . The converse corruption we found in 922• 

If this is the t-e'.:J/1:, that follows in the next clause, then the inter· 
vening words .-l, opaµa Kal 3o8ijvm are an interpolation. But why 
were they interpolated? There is still another possibility. The 
LXX originally omitted 1rpo<jJ~T1JV or according to the Syrh ,ml 

1rpo<jJ~TIJV Kal cilqipiivai. Is then iltn N1.:J/'I:, a dittograph of ~•.:J~l jlfrl 
which got displaced into this earlier clause and was then emended 
in order to give some seeming sense ? If we could regard 
3wvm18ijvat (i. e. p,i:, corrupt for ~•Jn:,) .-o opaµa as a dittograph, 
then by its omission we should attain to a text full of meaning. 
For l!aBijva, 8,KatOUVV~V a1&wiov (="ll j:)i::l nn:,) would mean 'to set up 
everlasting righteousness', i. e. The kingdom of everlasting 
righteousness. 

Next in the fifth clause uvvnX,uBijvm = onil:, which is corrupt 
for onnS-the converse corruption of what the translator of Th. 
found in the second clause. 

Finally, in the sixth clause ,v</Jpava1 = r:np~? which is corrupt 
for tii:ir,,>. Hence read xplua1. The same error occurs probably 
in Hos._73• 

Thus the recovered and emended text of the LXX would .run 
thus : uvvriA,uBijvat ( rd. uvvr,X,um) r~v aµ,ap.-iav Kal nh [ JlltKias] tu</Jpaylua1t 

(rd. 7rAl)p6!Ua,) Kal <i1raXii,J,at .-a. al!1Kias 11:al lloBijvaL aL/<aLO(TVVIJV al&mov Kal 

tuvvuX,u0ijvmt (rd. u</Jpayiuai) TO opaµa KUL (1rpo<jJ~T~v) Kal t,vcppavmt . 

(rd. xpluai) aywv aylwv. Thus the Hebrew text presupposed by 
the LXX and emended is to be translated as follows : 

.' Seventy weeks are decreed upon thy people and upon thy 
holy city 

To complete the transgression and bring sins to the full, 
And to blot out iniquity and to set up everlasting righteous• 

ness, 
And to seal vision and r prophet7 and to anoint a most holy 

place.' 
24 b C (restored text) ni~~IJ cm?' J)~,i:i ni~;i? 

• 01~?11 i'1~ nti~1 )i~ nin1i?1 
As we have seen above the LXX together with the Vulg. in the 
third line diverges from the MT in reading 'to blot out' (cf. 
Ps. 5111) where the MT has' to make reconciliation for'. Again 
in the same line we have 'to set up '. Thus the text of the third 
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line is as old as 145 B.c. There is no external attestation of 
the text of the MT for this line earlier than the 2nd cent. A. o. 

(2) The t"nterpretatz'on of the text. 
This verse lays down the principle that the seventy years 

foretold by Jeremiah are to be understood as seventy weeks of 
years, i. e. 490 years, and that these years concerned God's holy 
people and city. This is clear from 92, where Daniel is said to 
have observed in the Scriptures that the seventy years of 
Jeremiah had reference to the desolations of Jerusalem. But 
since the Seer did not understand why it should not be fulfilled 
for so many days, he sought illumination through a vision 9:1. 
In answer to his prayer Gabriel is ser:it, who explained the 
years to mean weeks of years. The notion of a week of years 
was already familiar to the Jews. But the word ll~r which in 
924 , 25 , 26 • 27 means a week of years, has not this meaning elsewhere 
in the 0. T. It occurs, however, with this meaning some 
hundreds of times in the Book of Jubilees {bef. roo B. c.) and in 
the Mishna (Sanh. v. r) and the Talmud. But the way had 
been prepared for the statement in our text by 2 Chron. 3621 

'until the land had enjoyed her sabbaths; for so long as she lay 
desolate she kept sabbath, to fulfil three score and ten years' 
(cf. Lev. 2634 • 35). Here the ideas of seventy years and of 
sabbatical years are brought together. 

Weeks. Our author uses the masc. plural C\~~~ six times, 
whereas the rest of the 0. T. uses l'lill~r. 

The transgresst'on, i. e. the heathen worship established in the 
Temple: cf. 312, 13, 23, 

Are decreed, i. e. ':1131:1~, a /1rr. X,-y. in the 0. T. but found in· the 
Mishna and Talmud in the sense of 'to decide'. The singular 
verb after the plural subject is to be explained on the ground 
that the seventy weeks are regarded as a unit of time : cf. Gen. 
3526 for a still stranger example of this idiom. When this period 
of seventy weeks had passed, then all the blessings mentioned in 
the next three lines were to be fulfilled. 

To compkte, i. e. ~.???-an Aramaised form for r,1~:b. So Hitzig, 
Marti, and others. Bevan, Driver, &c. render 'to tr)ake an end 
of'. But see next clause. 

The transgression, i. e. Yt!'Elil. Cf. 812, 13, 23• 

To brt'ng st'ns to the full, li1~~n Cl'lil~. So Hitzig, Marti, &c. 
Cf. 823 where the same Hebrew phrase recurs. Here again 
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Bevan, Driver, and others prefer to render 'to make an end of', 
and compare Num. 2511 ; Ezek. 2215• But the meaning is deter
mined by the correct text in 823• 

To blot out iniquity, i. e. j1ll r,inr.b. See above p. 237 sq. It is 
God who here 'blots out iniquity'. This is the oldest attested 
text according to the LXX. It is also supported by the Vulg. 
The phrase occurs in Ps. 5111 : cf. 51 3 ; Isa. 4325, 4422• It implies 
a full and free forgiveness. The Massoretic reading ,.:i::iS seems 
to be a late replacement of the earlier phrase. It has generally 
a propitiatory sense, unless in Deut. 218, 3243 ; Ezek. 1663 ; J er. 
1823 ; Ps. 654, 7838, 799, where it is used without any reference to 
a propitiatory rite. It is seldom used by the prophets-only 
once in J er. 1823, but Duhm and Cornill reject that verse as a 
later addition. The meaning of this verb differs, as Driver points 
out, 'according as the subject is the priest or God : in the former 
case the meaning is to ... screen the sinner by means usually of 
a propitiatory sacrifice'. It is then generally rendered, as here in 
Th., by ,~,AaaK,a-0a1. \Vhen the priest is the subject, the object of 
the verb is never theguzlt as in our text. If the guilt from which 
the offender is freed is mentioned it is preceded by 10 (Lev. 426, 

56, 10, &c.) or S:11 (Lev. 435,518, &c.). 'In the latter case it means 
to treat as covered, to pardon ... without any reference to a pro
pitiatory rite ' in relation to either the offender or the offence. 
See passages above referred to. Cf. Driver in foe. and Deut., p. 425 
sq. Again kapper with a few exceptions (Lev. 52()-26, 1919- 22 ; 

Num. 56- 8) was only used of the forgiveness of sins committed in
voluntarily and not deliberately. But the context requires the 
latter meaning. Hence the usual meaning of the word and the con
text reinforce the unquestionable evidence of the LXX and Vulg. 

Though i!l~ can be used in the sense of a free forgiveness (cf. 
Lev. 16°0), its implications are generally of a different nature in 
the distinctively priestly phraseology of the Priest's Code and 
Ezekiel. The present context is decidedly against any such 
thought, and, independently of the strong documentary evi
dence, favours 11,noS as the original reading. This latter, which 
appears to be the original reading, helps to determine the meaning 
of the next clause. 

Everlasting righteousness. This expression is without a parallel 
in the 0. T. But starting from the true reading in the preceding 
clause it may be defined as the eternal ethical righteousness of 

3-266 R 
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the Messianic kingdom If the MT. l'Y -,!:l:b be retained there is 
much to be said on behalf of Bevan's suggestion that 'the words 
-,c:i and pi::: are both legal terms, and that by the "atoning of 
sin" and the" bringing in of everlasting righteousness" is meant 
the termination of that controversy ... (::i1-,) which God has with 
His people (see Isa. 279 :::IP..¥,~ ji~ ,~~_;) '. 

To seal vision and prophet, i. e. to confirm the vision of the 
prophet, cf. John 333, 627 • This is a sort of hendiadys. The 
metaphor is taken from affixing a seal to a document to attest its 
genuineness (1 Kings 218 ; Jer. 3210, 11, H). 

A most holy place. The expression 'holy of holies ' (t:l'W1i' wip) 
is a priestly term and is applied to a great variety of objects but 
not to persons. Here it denotes apparently the Temple that was 
to be consecrated in the Messianic age. Cf. Isa. 607; Ezek. 40 sqq. 
In Ezek. 4312, 453, 4812 it is used of the temple in Ezekiel's vision. 
Elsewhere it is used of the altar of burnt-offering, Exod. 2936, 37, 

3029, 4010 : of the altar of incense, Exod. 3010 ; of the tent of 
meeting, 3026 - 9 ; of the sacred incense, 3036 ; and of many other 
things connected with the sacrifices. See Driver in foe. 

925 - 7_ The resoluft'on of the 70 years into periods of 7, 62, and I. 

925. First of the three periods, consisting of 7 weeks. In this 
verse as the preceding I will treat first the recovery of the text 
by critical methods and next its interpretation. 

(1) Criticism of the text. The MT is decidedly corrupt in two 
passages of this verse. But in both passages we can recover 
the original text with the help of the versions backed by the 
requirements of the context. 

To rebuild Jerusalem. I have here emended ni,i>1 :l1~0? with 
the Pesh. and Vulg. into n,,::i,, :met? 'to rebuild'. But, even 
apart from these versions, we are obliged by the context to 
make this emendation. As Bevan rightly urges, the expressions 
m::i';,, :l1t!'i1? and ;,m::i,, ::J\t!'n are evidently intended to correspond 
to each other, that is, are intended to bear the same meaning. 
But they do not bear the same meaning as the MT stands. 
Hence 'most commentators translate the former "to restore 
and to build", and the latter "shall be built again ", taking the 
first in a literal and afterwards in a derived sense' (so Ewald). 
Von Lengerke and Hitzig try to avoid the difficulty by trans
lating ::iwn 'shall be restored'. But Driver objects that ::i1v;, 
though used of restoring exiles is not used elsewhere of re• 
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storing, i. e. rebuilding a city. In support of Driver's objection 
I may add that no ancient version so renders it here. Bevan 
proposes (and Driver regards the emendation as plausible) to 
read niJ?~1 :i•rp;i? 'to people and to build ', and to render the 
second clause 'shall be peopled and built', and cites Isa. 4426 ; 

J er. 3018 ; Ezek. 3610 - 11 in support of his emendation. But they 
are not true parallels. Isaiah declares that Jerusalem will be 
inhabited and the cities of Judah built: Ezekiel that the cities 
shall be inhabited and the waste places builded ; while Jeremiah 
is distinctly against Bevan's emendation as it reads : 'the city 
shall be builded ... and the palace be inhabited' (so Cornill, 
&c.). In itself the idea is so obvious as not to call for expression. 
It is a case of cela va sans dire. Some repopulation of Jerusalem 
must of course precede the rebuilding. We now pass on to the 
next proposal-that of Marti. He suggests on the ground of J er. 
2910 that we should translate the first clause thus: 'to bring back 
Jerusalem and to build ', and explains Jerusalem as meaning the 
people of Jerusalem and J udaea. This rendering does not meet 
Bevan's objection and incurs still greater disabilities of its own. 

We are thus obliged to emend the MT :i.•w;,S, although it is as 
old as 145 B. c. or thereabouts, seeing that the LXX attests it. 
But neither the LXX nor Th. could give any intelligible meaning 
to it : they render it indeed by the word drroi<p,0ijvm-a rendering 
quite possible in itself but quite impossible in this context. 
I, therefore, emend this ancient corrupt form n1J:iS1 ::i•w;,S into :i,w, 
n1J::iS1, or n1JJS :i,w,. Cf. Deut. 244 ; Jer. 4414• For :i•wn, may 
not be translated 'again'. Cf. also Ezek. 187 where the corrupt 
MT is emended by Corn ill and others into :i•w• :J1t:!' ' restores'. 

Wt'th square and moat, i. e. yr,n, :imi. Bevan with the 
Pesh. emends this into rim :i,n., 'with public places and streets'. 
These two words are found in parallelism in Prov. 1 20, 712 ; Isa. 
153 ; J er. 51• Bevan contends that r,n, with which it is com
pared and which occurs in the Mishna and Talmud, does not 
mean 'trench ' or 'moat', but only a ditch in a field or garden 
(cf. B. Talm., Kt'!. v. 3 : ii. 8 : J er. Talm., Shabb. iii. 5c), and never 
a trench used for the purpose of fortification. But this is not so. 
In the Zakar Inscription A. 10 (8th Cent. B. c.), which is in the 
main Aramaic, but contains Canaanitish and Hebrew elements, 
r,n means a trench dug out for this very purpose : ,~ ;o ,~ ,o-,,, 
(n1),n iO y,n ipoyn, 1,rn 'they raised a wall higher than the 

R 2 
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wall of Chazrek and dug a trench deeper than its trench •. 
Bevan's objection is that a city built on such uneven ground as 
Jerusalem was could be very imperfectly defended by a moat 
or trench. But a trench or even a moat is not necessarily con
structed to be filled with water. Jerusalem was to be a strongly 
entrenched city with large public spaces. 

It may be added here that the word is found in the Assyrian 
as !Jari$U. The renderings of the LXX ••~ 1rXaTo~ 1<al /J-ryK<>, (in the 
dittography in the first rendering the phrase is omitted) and Th. 
,rXar<ia Kal Te,xo,· are simply guesses. 

26a. And at the end of the times, even after. Here the MT (so 
Vulg.) has 1 tl'n:1.'ii pi:i.-:?\ which = 'even in troublous times and'. 
Th. has Kal EKK<Vw8~uovrn, ol ,wipoi = tl1J''W,1 w;;pm, (?). These two 
readings appear to be corruptions of t:1 1n:lli1 fP~- So the LXX 
1<aTa uvvTDwav Kaipw,,, and also the Pesh. This phrase must be 
transferred to the beginning of 926, and the 1 before 'in~ should 
not, as Bevan, followed by Von Gall, Marti, and others, proposes, 
be omitted, but should be retained and rendered by ' even ' (i. e. 
the vav explicative). 

(2) The interpretation. With the emended text this is simple. 
The going forth of the word. The text refers to the word of 

God spoken by J er. 3018, 31 38 sq. 

The date implied by these words should be 604 B. c. (i. e. from 
J er. 2511 sq. combined with 251), or 596 B. c. (from J er. 2910). 

But the writer does not think of these dates, but makes the 
destruction of Jerusalem the point of departure, i. e. 586 B. c. 

Unto an anointed one. The prince here referred to is, as 
Eusebius, Graetz, Bevan, Marti, and others hold, the high 
priest, Lev. 43,5,16, 622 ; 2 Mace. 1 10-• the anointed priest'. The 
word 'prince' is applied to the high priest in 926, u 22 • The 
first seven weeks, therefore, come to a close with the restoration 
of the Jewish worship (drca 538 B. c.) under J eshua, the son of 
J ozadak (Ezra 32

), the first high priest after the return from the 
Exile, Hag. 11 ; Zech. 31 • Others think that Cyrus is meant, 
but this is less likely. 

Second of the three periods, consisting of sixty-two weeks. 
926 • Three score and two weeks, i. e. during this period. On 

this period see note on 926- 27 • 

926- 27 • The seventh week-171-164 B.C. Since the seventh 
week must embrace the years 171-164, a difficulty arises as to 
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the terminus a qua of the sixty-two weeks. In the notes on the 
preceding verse we found that the first seven weeks came to 
a close in the year .:38 B. c. But from 538 to I 71 B. c. there is 
an interval, not of 434 years (i. e. sixty-two weeks of years), but 
only of 367. In other words there is an error of sixty-seven 
years. Some schol::irs have thought to surmount this difficulty 
by making the first seven weeks of the sixty-two weeks to run 
parallel with the first seven weeks of the seventy weeks, i. e. 
586-538 B. c. But this interpretation fails to explain the anomaly. 
Of the other explanations offered the best is that supported by 
Graf, Noldeke, and Bevan, which is that our author followed 
a wrong computation. The materials for an exact chronology 
from the destruction of Jerusalem, 586 B. c. to the establishment 
of the Seleucid period in 312 B. c., were not at the disposal of 
a Jew living in Palestine, nor apparently of any Jew. For 
Schurer (Gesch. des Jad. Volkes, III. 189 seq.: Engl. Trans!., 
II. iii. 53 seq.) has shown that dates covering this period which 
are given by professed historians of Judaism, such as Josephus 
and the Egyptian Jew Demetrius (floruzt ante 200 B. c.), are 
untrustworthy in the way of excess, as in our text and that the 
excess in Demetrius is almost exactly that in Daniel. Thus (r) 
in the Bell. Jud. vi. 4. 8 of Josephus he states that 639 years had 
elapsed between the second year of Cyrus and A. D. 70. In 
that case the second year of Cyrus would have been 569 B. c. 
(2) In Ant. xx. ro he reckons 414 years as.having elapsed between 
the return from the captivity in the first year of Cyrus and the 
time of Antiochus V Eupator (164-162): and (3) in Ant. xiii. rr. 
1 he reckons 481 years between the first year of Cyrus and the 
time of Aristobulus (ro5-ro4). Thus according to these three 
time determinations, Cyrus became king respectively in the 
years 570 B. c., 578 and 586, whereas his accession to the throne 
was really in 538. These three statements of Josephus show 
that he was wrong in his chronology to the extent of forty to 
fifty years. Schurer 1·n foe. and iii. 349-351 draws attention to 
the historian Demetrius as having made almost exactly the same 
miscalculation as our author. Thus he statf'S that 573 years 1 

1 See quotations from Demetrius in Clem. Alex. Strom. i. 2r. r4r: 11.1>' oii lie 
al <PvAai ai Ol1'a E,c ~aµapEiar alxµaA.wTot "(f")'6vaatv fws IlToAEµalov TET&pTov f.T'tJ 
7rEPTfJl<oO'ta WS0µ-fi1<011ra Tpta µqva~ l,vvla. But the figures are corrupt in the rest 
of this quotation. For in the same quotation he says that the interval between 
the captivity of Israel and that of Judah was 128 years and six months, and 
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elapsed between the exile of the Ten Tribes (722 B. c.) and the 
accession and the time of Ptolemy IV (222 B. c.), and thus like 
Daniel reckoned this interval by some seventy years too much. 
From these facts Schurer concludes that Daniel was following 
the chronology current in his time. 

An anointed one be cut off. The anointed one is the high 
priest Onias I I I (son of Simon I I), who was removed from the 
high priesthood in 175 B. c. by Antiochus for a bribe of 440 
talents of silver offered by Jason, the brother of Onias (2 Mace. 
47 - 9). After Jason had held the high priesthood for three years 
he was supplanted by a Benjaminite (cf. 423 with 34) named 
Menelaus, whom he had sent with the 440 talents to the king. 
Menelaus betrayed his employer, and secured the high priest
hood for himself by outbidding Jason by 300 talents. When, 
however, he failed to pay this money the king summoned him 
before him. On arriving at the court M enelaus found that the 
king had gone off to quell an insurrection in Cilicia, and had left 
Andronicus, one of his courtiers, to act as his deputy. Menelaus 
availed himself of this opportunity to secure the favour of Andro
nicus by the gift of golden vessels which he had stolen from the 
Temple. On learning this latter fact, Onias censured him sharply 
and withdrew for safety into the sanctuary of Daphne, close to 
Antioch. Resenting this rebuke Menelaus prevailed on Andro
nicus to assassinate Onias. Antiochus on his return was so indig
nant at this crime that he had Andronicus put to death on the very 
spot where he had murdered Onias. See 2 Mace. 47- 9, 23-ss. 

This account of the death of Onias has been generally and 
rightly accepted by historians such as Ewald, v. 295, 355 : 
Schurer, i. 196: Graetz, ii. 2, 203. But on the grounds that 
2 Mace. (which undoubtedly contains unhistorical matter) alone 
records the murder of Onias, and that Josephus 1 gives a con
that the interval between the Captivity of Judah and Ptolemy IV was 338 years 
and three months. Thus, according to this second computation the entire 
interval between the Captivity of Israel and Ptolemy would be 466 years and 
nine months, and the two computations for the same period would differ to 
the extent of ro7 years. 

1 Josephus not only does not record the assassination of Onias, but in 
Ant. xii. 9. 7: xiii. 3. r-3: xx. 10 speaks of the Onias the son of Onias-brother 
of the martyred Onias in xx. ro. r-as fleeing into Egypt and building there 
a temple at Leontopolis; whereas, in Bell. Jud. i. 1. r, vii. 10. 2, 3, he states that 
Onias himself, after the capture of Jerusalem by Antiochus, fled to Egypt and 
founded a temple in the district of Heliopolis. 
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flicting account, Wellhause.n (lsr. und Jad. Gesch.", pp. 244-47: 

COMMENTARY 

Willrich, Jaden und Grtechen, pp. 86, 90, 120 sqq.) brands the 
whole record of the assassination of Onias as apocryphal. But 
the grounds are not valid. (1) Josephus' statements not only 
conflict with those of 2 Mace. but with one another. If we 
compare Ant. xii. 5. 1 with xv. 3. 1: xix. 6. 2: xx. 10. 3 we 
learn that Menelaus was called Onias, and was also a brother of 
Jason. Schurer rightly remarks that, if the first statement is 
right, then the second is very improbable; for in that case two 
brothers would both have borne the name Onias. That Mene
laus was not a brother of Jason but a Benjaminite, as 2 Mace. 
(4 23, i) states, there is no justifiable ground for questioning.' 
(2) But it is not true, as is apparently universally assumed, that 
there is no other evidence than that of 2 Mace. for the assassi
nation of a high priest under Antiochus Epiphanes. In 
r Enoch 908 the only valid interpretation of the words 'the 
ravens flew upon those lambs, and took one of those lambs 
and dashed the sheep in pieces ' is that 'the one' here referred 
to is Onias, the son of Simon. By general consent 'the ravens ' 
are the Syrians under Antiochus Epiphanes. ' The lamb ' 
cannot be interpreted of any one of the Maccabean princes, 
since in that case he would, according to the usage of the writer, 
have been symbolized by a horned lamb or a ram: cf. 909

, which 
refers to the Maccabees under the symbol of' horned lambs'. 
1 Enoch 83-90 was written before the death of Judas Macca
baeus, 161 B. c., and possibly before his purification of the 
Temple in 165 B, c. 

And he shall have no . . The MT is defective, it reads 1, l'~l. 
This is sometimes rendered 'and shall have nothing'. But this 
is the questionable rendering of an uncertain text. The 
meaning also is unsatisfactory. The LXX 1eai ov1e lCTrat implies 
;;1.1~1 'and shall be no more': Th. Kai 1<piµa ov1< fon iv aimji = 
,,· P1 r~1 'and that without judgement' : Fell ( Theo/. Quartal
schnjt, 1892, 355-395) and Marti propose 1, I).~ Jl~l 'though 
guiltless' : and Graetz 1, i~l1 j'~l 'without a helper'. 

The dty and the sanctuary shall be destroyed, together wt'th a 
prt'nce. Here with Bevan, Von Gall, and Marti I emend 

1 See also Buchler (Die Tobiadm und die Oniaden, 1899, pp. 106-124, 240 sq. 
and Niese (Kritik der beiden Makkabaerbiicher (1900), p. 96 seq.), who maintain 
the accuracy of the record of Onias' death in 2 Mace. 
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l'i'i:1~~ (' shall destroy') into l'iC,~~ 'shall be destroyed', and 
with one manuscript and five versions-LXX, Th., Pesh., 
Vulg., Aquila-bll 'people' into b~. The MT reads: 'And the 
people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and 
the sanctuary'. This would refer to the forces of Antiochus, 
who made a spoil of Jerusalem, setting it on fire and laying low 
its houses and walls (1 Mace. 1 31 ,32,38). The word Dll in this case 
would mean 'soldiers ' as in 2 Sam. ro13, &c. But this text 
obliges us to take i 1D 'prince' in a different sense from what it 
bears in the preceding verse, where it refers to the Jewish high 
priest. This is not an insurmountable difficulty. But the 
emended text is clearly preferable. But who is the prince 
referred to? Bevan says Jason, the brother and successor of 
Onias III. But Jason was the leader of the Hellenizers in 
Judea, and could not, therefore, be regarded with favour by the 
Seer. The description of his miserable death in Sparta 
(2 Mace. 57- 10) would fall in well with our text. It is best, 
therefore, with Marti to recognize in the indefinite i•~~ a second 
reference to Onias III, though in that case we should normally 
expect i 11li1. With the removal and death of Onias Ill began 
the ruin of the city and sanctuary through the Hellenizers in 
Jerusalem. 

925 c-27• The third of the three periods, consisting of 1 week. 
And the end shall come. Here I accept the emendation of 

Von Gall, Marti, and others of ilii?) ~fCI into Y1?.CI t-1?\ following 
in the main the LXX ,wl if~« 11 uwr,r.«a aiJrov. ' The end' is 
a technical expression for the last period of aftliction : cf. 817,19• 

Graetz (following the LXX exactly) reads wp 1:o1:i, 'and his end 
shall come'. 

With a flood. Cf. N eh. 1 8, 'with an overrunning flood (119~) 
he will make a full end of the place' : cf. J er. 4 i- This 
metaphor recurs in 1122• It signifies overwhelming war. The 
war is that of Antiochus against the Saints. 

That which z's determined of desolations. In the phrase (ti~inJ 
l'i'!J?Jrt') the first word is the Niph'al inf. construct. It is borrowed 
from Isa. ro23, 2822, which contain the double phrase at the 
close of the next verse. The LXX has here ,wl dtj)mpetJ{ia-.rai 11 

;p11µwu,s = i1?J?Jrt'i1 i1~in.l,. Th. had the words but not the syntax 
of the MT before him. For the desolations referred to see 
r Mace. 1 39, 345

1 438, and cf. note on 811 of our text. 
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927 • This verse describes the last of the seventy weeks 

beginning in the year 171 B. c. 

927 • And a stringent statute shall be issued against the many. 
Such appears to me the rendering of what was the original text, 
as I hope to show on many grounds. But first let us deal with 
the MT tl'::Ji~ n'iJ i'::JJl11, which is supported by Th.,1 and is 
perforce rendered : 'And he shall make a firm covenant with 
the many.' If the interpretation of the preceding verses is 
correct, then Antiochus has not, so far, been definitely referred 
to, and yet this rendering presupposes him to be the subject of 
the verb. The text I propose gets rid of this difficulty. But 
there are other difficulties. Only once elsewhere does the 
Hiph'il i 1::J~i7 occur in the sense of 'to make strong' or 'to 
confirm', i. e. in Ps. 125• But this is not an insurmountable 
difficulty. The real difficulties lie in the second and third of 
the three words. Of these the second word 'covenant' (n'i::J) 
does not occur elsewhere in Daniel in this sense. It does 
occur in r 1 22,28,30,32, where it practically means the religion of 
Israel alike as a creed and its expression in worship. Those 
who translate tl'~'}~ (so MT) 'with the many' are obliged to 
take n•i::J in the sense of 'covenant', and to recognize 'the 
many', with whom the covenant is made, as the Hellenizing 
Jews. Antioch us is in this case the subject of the verb, and he 
makes a covenant with the Hellenizers. But the Hellenizers 
and their converts are said to be rroAAo, but not ol rroAXo, in 
r Mace. 1 11, and are represented as saying in 1 Mace. 1 11 , 'Let 
us go and make a covenant with the nations round about us' 
(rrop,vBw,,,v /(ill l3,a0w,,,0a (l.a0~K'/V µ,ra TWV d0vwv TWV KUKA'!_) {iµwv). But 
since tl'~'l? (if the Massoretic punctuation is right, and it is 
so accepted by scholars) should be translated 'the many' just 
as in II 33, tl'~'}~ i~•::i• is to be translated 'shall instruct the 
many', and in u 39 tl'~1f 0S1ti1r.lil\ 'shall cause them to rule over 
the many', so here we should render the MT, 'shaH make a 
firm covenant with the many'. Now who are 'the many'? 
This is clear from 123, where the phrase recurs, and where 
0'~10 'i''ill'O is to be rendered 'they that turn the many to 
righteousness'. This last expression is clearly borrowed from 

1 ovvaµw,m oiaOqllT)V 1ro>..>.01,. The LXX renders the Hiph'il intransitively 
lea~ OvvaurE{ue-t ~ lJw.UTJ«tJ Els 1roA>..0Vs-. 
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Isa. 5311 tr:;i"t, • • • p\11• 'shall make the many righteous '. 1 

' The many' then were not the small body of H ellenizers but the 
main body of the people. 

If this conclusion is right, then it follows that Tl'iJ i'Jlill is 
corrupt. Antiochus did not make a covenant with the main 
body of the Jews but with a minority who were Hellenizers. 
Recognizing the corruptness of this expression-not on the last 
ground I have advanced but on the earlier, Bevan holds that 
'covenant' should here retain the meaning it has in u 22,28, &c., 
and that i'Jli1 should be emended into i@~i1. This emended 
text would then be translated: 'And the covenant (i. e. the 
religion of Israel) shall be annulled for the many: ' i. e. there 
shall be a period of general apostasy. iEl\,1 is unlike i'Jln. 
Also Marti thinks that the construction with ? in this emended 
text is difficult, and proposes i:i~;JJ) 'and rehgion shall come to 
an end for the many'. 

But, whilst we acknowledge that these two scholars have 
recognized the impossible character of the MT, it does not 
follow that , 1:im, which is really supported by the LXX and 
Th., is corrupt. The corruption appears to lie elsewhere. 
Since the mass of evidence points to the Hebrew of Daniel 
being a translation from the Aramaic, we may not improbably 
discover the source of this impossible text in a mistranslation 
of the Aramaic. n•,:i , 1Jlill is the literal rendering of the 
Aramaic -ipn1 t:i1pt Now tl~~ has two meanings in Aramaic
i. e. 'covenant' and 'statute '-the former more frequently. The 
Hebrew translator wrongly rendered it by 'covenant', a ren
dering which -,,:i,;i and the context, as we have seen above, do 
not admit of. An analogous Aramaic phrase has already 
occurred in 68, -,c:,N ;i::ipn:, 'to make a stringent interdict' imme
diately after O'i' no•p:, 'to establish a statute'. Hence we con
clude that the original Aramaic was N'N'li!' 2 :,l} ;s

1
pn• t:l'i't The 

Hebrew translator here punctuated the verb as a Pa'el instead 
of as a Qal. Hence his doubly wrong rendering. We should 
render, 'And a stringent statute shall be issued against the 
many', i. e. against the mass of faithful Jews. This statute is 
explained by what follows. 

1 Modern scholars regard this text as corrupt and emend it. It is at alI 
events older than the book of Daniel. 

2 S is used in Hebrew after many verbs denoting hostility. Hence I take it 

her: as a rendering of the Aramaic :,l}. 
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And so for the half, &c. This clause and the rest of the verse 
deal with the second half of the last week, which embraces the 
period from the 15th of Chisleu 168 to the 25th of Chisleu 
165 B. c. (see 1 Mace. 154 and 452 •q·), during which period (see 
814) the Temple services were suspended. But this period does 
not coincide with the three and a half years referred to in ?25, 

127, during which the entire persecution was to last. This 
period may have begun with the expedition of Apollonius against 
Jerusalem earlier in 168 (1 Mace. 129 ; 2 Mace. 524). On the two 
different periods given in 1211,12 see notes in loc. 

Shali cease. Here with the LXX, Th., and Vulg. dp0~1urn, we 
should correct the MT n1:;i~: into r,j~~- The sacrifice and 
meat offering include all kinds of sacrifice; cf. 1 Sam. 229, 314 ; 

Ps. 407• The latter was the proper accompaniment of the 
former. Exod. 2940,41• 

In its stead. Here Van Lennep, Kuenen, Bevan, Kamp
hausen, Driver, Prince, and others emend the unintelligible 
;:p::, ,JJ 'on the wing' into ,~::, :,y 'in its stead'. The LXX and 
Th. have the equivalent of W1~iJ ,l!. The metaphor ' on the 
wing of desolation' is wholly out of keeping with the context. 
We have parallel passages in 813 and u 31 • In the former, 
'How long shall be the vision, while the daily burnt offering is 
taken away and the transgression that maketh desolate set up?': 
in the latter, 'They shall take away the daily burnt offering and 
set up a horror that appalleth '. 

It has been suggested by some earlier commentators (and this 
suggestion has been revived by Montgomery: see his Comm., 
pp. 387sq,) that 9~::, should bej rendered 'pinnacle', i. e. -ro 
rrr<p1.rywv Tou lEµou (Matt. 45 = Luke 49). Lightfoot (ed. Pitman: 
vol. xi, p. 83) is inclined to identify this pinnacle with the o,,~ 
or porch of the Herodian temple in this passage. In the present 
case the porch would of course belong to the earlier temple. 
But, as Driver observes, 'there is no evidence that the Hebrew 
or Aramaic 9~::, acquired this sense'. 

Shall be a horror that appalleth. Here for tlDt!ID tl'"l'i't!I we 
should read tiot::io ript:t: cf. n 31• The o was by a slip wrongly 
repeated, and then m-'i't!' was written fully as tl'"l'i't!I: or rather 
with 1211 read tl??.W r~j;ilj. 

A horror that appalleth, i. e. the altar and image of Zeus.1 

1 Cf. Taanith iv. 6 S::,,;,~ l:l~llt i'Ol/i'1: 28b, 29": also Jerome on Dan. II 3 1 
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Here tltlW yipw, as Nestle (ZATW, 1884, p. 248) has shown, is 
a deliberate play or pun on tl'l:iW :,l):::i, 'Baal of heaven', the title 
of the supreme heathen deity. It is found often in Phoenician, 
Palmyrene (C/5. r. 7, 132 B. c. t:ltlW ?l/::J? )1~?: I. 139: Lidz
barski, Eph. i. 2481 n.: Euting, Nabataische Insc. 4. 2), and 
Aramaic inscriptions: Nestle points out that the Syriac version 
of 2 l\"lacc. 62 actually renders z,u~ 'oXvµ.,no~ by j'tll:' :,l)J. In 
Eusebius, Praep. Evang. (ed. Gifford, 1903, vol. i. 46) i. 10, 

Philo of Byblus is quoted: Toiirnv yap, ,:p1Jui, 8,ov iv6µ.,[ov µ.ovov ovpavoii 

KVp,ov, BE~A<Tllµ71v Ka/\olJvrES', 0 f<TTl. 1rapU ct>olvt~, KVpior oUpuvoV, ZE'U~ af 7rap, 

•En'l,,-'· Cf. Plaut., Poen. v. 2. 67 : Balsamen = jtlC' ?l/::J. Thus 
yipt::i is substituted for ?l/:l, just as n~:!l = 'shame' is substituted 
for :,i,•:i in Hos. 910 ; J er. 324, u 13 ; cf. Ishbosheth, 2 Sam. 28, 

which is the equivalent of Eshbaal in 1 Chron. 733• Next, tlt,?t::-' 

' causing horror ' is likewise a pun on tl't.::C' or j!JC'. Thus the 
heathen Semitic 'god of heaven' or the Greek Olympian Zeus 
is for our writer merely' a horror that appalleth '. 

The LXX and Th. have here {3eiD\Vy/La .,-&,v •i''1/Lwcr£wv ( cf. r r31 , 

1211 ; 1 Mace. 154)-an impossible rendering. 

A consummatt'on and strict dect'ston. The phrase ni:im, n:,:i 
is borrowed from Isa. ro23 , 2822 • See 92n, n 36 also of our text. 
iWiMJ and nllim are taken by Barth, Nominalbildung 90 (Oxf. 
Heh. Lex. 358) to be infinitives construct. 

Shall be poured out, i. e. =P3J:l is frequently used of the pouring 
out of anger or fury: see 911 above. 

SECTlON X 

i. e. Chapters 10-12-the fourth vision of the Seer in the 
third year of Cyrus, King of Persia. For short summary, 
see below. 

Chaps. ro-II1. Prologue to the vision ef the Seer. 
This introduction to the Prologue is concerned wholly with 

the MT, the LXX, and other Versions, and the help rendered 
by the latter as well as by the MT towards the recovery of the 

mentions this interpretation : ' ab Antiocho missi sunt . . . ut . . . in templo 
Jerusalem Jovis Olympii simulacrum ... ponerent '. 
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original Hebrew version, or, in occasional passages, of the 
original Aramaic. 

§ r. Hebrew renderings of the Aramaic: 
in 108 n•nl!'r.b ''Y 1t1m ,,,,, recalls in an intensified form 11•r 

''Y j'l)f11!'' in ?28
• 

§ 2. Aramaisms in the Hebrew Version: 
ro17• !JliJ-only elsewhere in O.T. in I Chron. 1312• This is 

Palestinian Aramaic. The older Aramaic of the fifth century in 
Babylon and in Egypt was 1'N just as in Hebrew. 

1021 . JlJ:p an Aramaism not earlier than 400 B. c.-found in 
Ezra, Chronicles, Esther. t:l~~-a loan word from the Ara
maic-here only in O.T. 

§ 3· 
1012• 7:iS n~ l;llJ~. Only in I and 2 Chron. and Eccles. The 

translator of chap. 1 8 uses quite a different and rare Classical 
Hebrew phrase :iS Sy tl'I!' to express the same idea. 

1016. n::i i~Y--not earlier than I and 2 Chron. 
1021 • tll,l i'tnf1il = 'holdeth with me': in this sense only m 

1· Chron. n 10 : cf. 2 Chron. 169• 

§ 4. lnterpolatfrms. 
104• • Which is Hiddekel '. 
1010• ' Upon my knees and the palms of my hands.' 
1020, The interrogative il before 1;1¥"!;. 

§ 5. Loss of particle. 
105• ::i is to be restored before t:''N. 

§ 6. Corruptions in the MT. 

1010• '~V.'~l;ll, 'caused me to totter,' should with LXX and Th. 
and the sense of the context be emended into ')i'Ym = 
'waked me'. 

105,13• See notes £n lac. 
106• SSv nt:-'m j'l,'::J. Based on Hebrew of Ezek. 1 7, which was 

already corrupt? See note £n lac . . 

§ 7. DislocaHon of text. 
rn20-n 1• Here no words require to be emended or excised, 

but a clause needs to be restored to its original position. See 
notes z'n lac. 

§ 8. Use of vav apodosis. 
104• 'JN1. 
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ro9 b. The vav here before •)~ is to be rejected with the 
LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. 

Chapter ro forms the Prologue of this section ; the revelation 
itself (n2-124) consisting of a survey of the world's history so 
far as it affected Israel from the beginning of the Persian 
period down to the later years of Antiochus Epiphanes. The 
Seer foretells the death of this king and the immediate advent 
of the kingdom of the Saints. This was to be accompanied by 
the resurrection of the pre-eminently righteous and the pre
eminently wicked Israelites that they might severally receive 
their due recompense of reward (121- 4). Then follows the 
Epilogue in which the time of the advent of this kingdom was 
deferred in the hope that history might confirm the words of 
prophecy. 

IO-II 1• Introduction or prologue to the revelation made to the 
Seer. His conversation with the angel. 

ro1• In the third year of Cyrus. This is the latest date in the 
book. The LXX reads 'in the first year of Cyrus'. See I 21, 
which is restored after 2 49 a in this commentary. 

Kz'ng of Persia. This title was used of Cyrus only before his 
conquest of Babylon. After this event the title of Cyrus and 
the other reigning members of the Achaemenidae was 'king of 
Babylon', 'the king', 'the great king', 'the king of kings', or 
the personal name preceding the title king (as in Ezra 48 

• Artaxerxes the king'}, 'the king of countries'. If it so pleased 
the king, he might designate the Crown Prince as 'the king of 
Babylon', in which case he reserved for himself the title 'king 
of countries'. This holds true of Cambyses, who for nearly 
a year was named ' King of Babylon' by Cyrus, as well as of 
the earlier Belshazzar, as we have seen in eh. 5. After the fall 
of the Persian empire the title king of Persia was used of its 
kings to distinguish them from their Greek successors. See 
Driver, Introd. LOT.9, 545. 

On this question I may quote the valuable notes of Driver 
(Introd. LOT.9), p. 546 n. 'In the extant royal inscriptions 
" King of Persia" . . . is used once . . . of Cyrus, where there 
is a reason for it, viz. after his conquest of Persia, when he had 
just before been called "King of Anshan." ... In some 1,600 

contracts of the Persian period, which have been examined, the 
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title, "King of Persia" (alone), occurs once only under Xerxes.' 
And again on p. 554 n.: 'Out of some r,560 contracts dated 
under Cyrus, Cambyses, Darius, and Artaxerxes, known in 
1904 (see statistics in R. D. Wilson, Princeton Theo!. Rev. 1904, 
266-9; cf. 1905, 565 nn.), all have one or other of these titles, 
and not one has "king of Persia" : only under Xerxes, out of 
eleven known in 1905 (£b. 1905, 560 f.), and thirty-five known in 
1908 (ZDMG. 1908, p. 642 f.), the king's name is followed once 
(ZDMG. No. 23) by " King of Persia" (alone}, and once (No. 9) 
by "King of Persia (and) Media''; elsewhere his usual title is 
"King of Babylon, King" (or "and King") of lands", preceded 
sometimes by "King of Persia and Media".' 

Unto Dant"el. Daniel is here spoken of in the third person. 
See note on ]1, where the same usage occurs. 

The thing or 'word': cf. 923• The LXX inserts before this 
word 'the vision and '. 

True, i. e. 111.:lN as in 826• 

And a hard service. On this use of NJ~ cf. Isa. 402
; Job ]1, 

1017, 1414. 

Understood: i. e. r::i perf. Qal. for I~. Cf. •i:i~•~ in 92• nr~, 
which follows, is a substantive, i. e. 'understanding' as in 1 20, 

85, 922• The LXX, though it mistranslates the latter half of 
this verse, yet practically presupposes the text of the MT, with 
slight variations. 

ro2• The ground for Daniel's mourning is not mentioned, but 
from ro14 it is clear that it was due to his concern as to what 
should befall Israel in the latter days. The fasting prepares 
him for the vision that follows just as did the fast in 98 • 

Three whole weeks: lit. 'three weeks, days'. For this 
pleonastic use of l:l''?~ cf. Deut. 2113 ; 2 Sam. 1323, 1428 ; 

J er. 283,11 ; and Ges.-Kautzsch, § 131 d. The reason for so 
prolonged a fast is given in 1013• 

Was mourning. Cf. T. Reub. 110 rfµ1Jv 11'•v0i:iv, which is derived 
from our text as the next verse proves. 

103• I ate no pleasant bread. mir.:,n l:ln> as opposed to 1;,P, l:ln:, 
'bread of affliction', Deut. 163• The whole phrase is quoted in 
T. Reub. 1 10 11'aVTa ,!prov ,m0vµ,iaf ovK lif,aynv. The Seer did not 
fast absolutely, but avoided all attractive food. 

Neither came flesh ... t'n!o my mouth. Quoted in T. Reub. 
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Ka, Kp<M ovK ,laij>..0o ,11 -r.-;; <rrop,a-rl µvv. Nor wi'ne. Cf. T. Reub. r 10 

Kal olvov ... 01~,c. frrmv. 

Neither did I anoint myse!f. In fasting all pleasant food and 
self-indulgence were avoided. So anointing, which was of the 
nature of a luxury, was likewise shunned. The omission of 
anointing 'was a sign of mourning, the resumption of the 
practice a sign that mourning was over': 2 Sam. 1220, 142 ; 

Judith ro3 
: cf. Isa. 6r 3 ; Eccles. 98 (Encyc. Bib. i. 173). 

ro•. The first month. That is Nisan, Neh. 21, or as it was 
earlier called, Abib, Exod. 2315• Daniel, therefore, with his 
companions (ro7) kept this fast in the month to which belonged 
the great festival of the Passover (i. e. the I 4th day) and that of 
the Unleavened Bread (15th-2rst)-during which the Law pre
scribed that 'bread of affliction ' should be eaten, Deut. 163• 

I was: i. e. 'n",1 •.i~~- We have here a form of the vav 
apodosis. 

The great river [ wht'ch i's Hiddekel]. I have with Behrmann 
and Marti bracketed the explanatory clause as a mistaken gloss. 
The H iddekel, i. e. the Tigris, is mentioned only here and in 
Gen. 2 14. But 'the great river', according to Gen. 1518

1 

Josh. 14, and also 'the river', Gen. 3121 (cf. Isa. 720, J er. 2 18), 

is without doubt the Euphrates, and not the HiddekeL Further
more Daniel's companions were with him in Babylon, and Baby
lon was on the banks of the Euphrates, whereas the Hiddekel 
was at least fifty miles distant. There is no question, therefore, 
of both Daniel and his companions bet'ng translated to a distant 
river of purely secondary importance such as the Hiddekel. 
This river is again referred to in 126,7, though not by name. 

ro5- 0 • The appearance of the heavenly messenger. 
ros. The vision follows the fast, as in 2 Bar. 57 {see note in 

my edition), 92, 125, 211, 4?2; 4 Ezra 520, 635, 926, 21 , 12°1. 

Lifted up mine eyes. Cf. 83• 

And looked, and behold. On this and kindred forms of apo
calyptic expression see the note on 41 in my Commentary on 
Revelation. 

(One lt'ke unto) a man. The MT supported by the Versions 
here reads 1il~ t!I'~, which means merely 'a man', some man or 
other. If we translate this apocalyptical symbol into ordinary 
speech it means 'an angel', some angel or other. But the 
magnificent description that follows is absolutely against this 
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view. The being here referred to is not only a supernatural 
being, but one holding a pre-eminent dignity amongst such 
beings. He is not to be identified with Gabriel, though in the 
two preceding visions Gabriel had appeared to the Seer and 
instructed him: see 816- 18, 921- 23• In the latter Gabriel is called 
'a man', just as in Ezekiel's visions 92,3,11, ro2• But, as I repeat, 
it is not Gabriel that appears to the Seer in this vision. Not 
only does the description of this unnamed angel transcend 
immeasurably that of Gabriel in chapters 8 and 9, but the effect 
of his appearance on the Seer is far more profound. In 817, 

when Gabriel appears, the Seer is affrighted and becomes 
unconscious, but recovers immediately on being touched by 
Gabriel. In the next vision the Seer is not affected at all by 
Gabriel's appearance, 921, whereas in this third vision, where we 
should expect him to be similarly unaffected, if i't were Gabriet 
who appeared, the Seer is continually overcome ~nd requires to 
be quickened three times, ro3,9,I5,I6,I7. 

But this is not all. The vision in this chapter is one vision, 
and mediated by one and the same being.1 And yet when the 
Seer mentions this being he does not venture to name him. 
He designates him as 'one like the similitude of the sons of 
men', ro16, and in ro18 as 'one like the appearance of a man'. 
Hence, since he is not the archangel Gabriel and yet one tran
scending Gabriel in majesty, I conclude that we should for "In~ t:'1~ 

(= 'a man', cf. Exod. r633 ; r Kings r94, 229 ; 2 Kings ?8, &c.) 
read 8

~ i!''!-:t?, In the Aramaic the Hebrew translator found 
i~J.:J. The initial letter which has been preserved in ro16,18 

was early lost here as in J9. Thus in the three passages, where 
this mysterious being is referred to, he is not named, but is 
described as 'one like unto a man', 'one like the similitude of 
the sons of men', and 'one like the appearance of a man'. In 
the Test. of XII Patriarchs there is also a nameless angel who 
is simply called 'the angel of peace', whose office is to 
'strengthen Israel' (T. Dan. 65) : to 'guide the soul' of the 
righteous man (T. Benj. 61), and at death 'to lead him into 

1 Thus, this being states that he has been sent in consequence of the Seer's 
prayers, 1011, 12, to make him understand what should befall his people in the 
latter days ro14• The Seer is again overwhelmed and again revived by his 
supernatural visitant ro17, 1~. It is one and the same being who quickened the 
Seer and came to tell him 'that which was inscribed in the writing of truth', 
1019-21, 

326£ s 
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eternal life' (T. Ash. 66). Who is this mysterious being, who 
is an angel and yet is carefully distinguished from both Gabriel 
and Michael? In the Test. XII Patr. the nameless angel is 
the guardian not only of Israel but of all the righteous. See 
the note on T. Levi 56• 

A man clothed in linen. The phrase is suggested by Ezek. 
92,3, &c. As a man in apocalyptic technically denotes an angel, 
so here the linen garment may represent the angelic body as 
composed of light (cf. Ps. ro42) : see Gressmann, Ursprung d. 
t'sr.-fad. Eschatologt'e, 344 sqq. 

Fine gold of tUphazt : i. e. l~~N tii:;i;;i. The second of these 
two words is bo'rrowed from Jer. 109, where it is generally 
acknowledged to be a corruption of i!?iN. So Ewald conjec
tured. The corruption in our text may, then, be due to the 
corrupt text in J er. 109• But seeing that the LXX has in place 
of these two words the meaningless phrase '" µfoov aurov cpws- = 
-,,N t:nno, and also that in ,:i,no we have the word tin:i though 
the letters are disarranged, we may not unreasonably conclude 
that "liN points to i!?\N rather than to tem-1. 

106• Cf. Rev. 1 14h- 15• 

His body: ,n!1~. The word occurs in Ezekiel's vision in 1 11,23• 

Beryl. The LXX renders t!"Clin by xpv<ro? ... IJos in Exod. 282 i, 
3913, and so also Josephus, Ant. iii. 7. 5. 

As the appearance of lightning, and hts eyes as torches of fire. 
Cf. 2 Enoch 421 (B), 'their faces like extinguished lamps' is said 
of the fallen angels, whereas of the righteous angels it is said, 
15, 'their eyes too were like a burning light'. 

The words in our text were suggested by Ezek. 1 13, 'The 
living creatures ... their appearance ... like the appearance of 
torches ... and out of the fire went forth lightning'. 

His feet lt'ke the gleam of burnished brass. From Ezek. 1 7• 

'Their feet . . • shone like the gleam of burnished brass'. Cf. 
Rev. 1 15, 01 mla,s- Ql!TOV oµoiot xaAKOAt/3avce. But ,,p nivinJ j'J}:l is 
against the LXX and Latin, which require, as Cornill suggests, 
ni,p (tlil'!:1:J.:)i) ne,im l'Y.:). In this case our text follows the corrupt 
text of Ezekiel. 

Voice of a multz'tude. Cf. Isa. 134, 333• 

ro7• Daniel alone saw the vision: cf. Acts 97, where Paul alone 
saw the vision which led to his conversion. Here the MT reads 
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i11$7P for 'vision' as in ro16, but in 816,27, 923, ro1 it uses i1~"!Q in 
the same sense, while in 815, 106,18 it means I appearance'. 

Fled to hide themselves. The Hebrew ~~i:iQf is peculiar here. 
We should expect "n~ as in I Kings 2225• The LXX ,v urrovl!j 

and Th. ,v rf,&f3<p presuppose i1~Q~~ as in Ps. 7833 = 1 in terror'. 
108• With the effect of the appearance of the angel on the 

Seer, cf. 817. 
There was left no strength i'n me. Cf. r Sam. 2820• 

My comeliness was turned into corruption. The Hebrew 
literally = 'my comeliness was turned upon me {')¥) into cor
ruption'. The words 'upon me' represent a dative of advantage 
or disadvantage, and cannot really be translated into English, 
unless in the way of paraphrase-'to my sorrow'. This idiom 
has already occurred in 21, 56,9, 728• In some passages it can be 
translated as in 2 1• This idiom is found frequently. Thus in 
Gen. 487 (cf. 3313, Eccles. 2 17) Jacob says, 'Rachel died upon 
me', i.e. 'to my loss'. 

My comeliness, &c. The Hebrew n 1neir.b 1;,l,' 1Eli1J 1,in recalls 
the Aramaic '~V, ji~1:1~: 'r! in 728• 

Corruption: i. e. n1ne,r.,. In Isa. 5214 we have the exact 
parallel to this use of the word in!tiO • , , n)J~)?-;::i, 1 his counte
nance was so marred'. The distich in which this expression in 
Isaiah occurs is however rejected as a later interpolation by 
some of the best modern scholars. 

[ I retat'ned no strength.] I have with Behrmann and Marti 
excised this clause from the text, as a gloss drawn from 1016 

(where see note), as repeating in a weaker form what has already 
been said in this verse. 

109• I fell into a deep sleep with my face to the ground. With 
Th., Pesh., and Vulg. I omit 'J!ti of the MT. The LXX omits 
the l. If this expression (1JNl) is retained, we should explain 
the whole clause with Bevan as circumstantial and inserted 
parenthetically. But 818 is against the MT and against this 
interpretation of it. The unconsciousness in both cases is 
a result of the appearance of the angel. 

With (literally ' upon') my face to the ground (i. e. i1~i~ 1ni-Sl,'). 
So the MT save that with the LXX (iirl rrpou,,nrov µ.ou Errl T~V )'ijv) 

and Pesh. I have omitted 1~~l after 1JEl ;,y, The clause, when this 
phrase is omitted, corresponds exactly with that in 818• Some 
copies of Th. contain the same reading, though the bulk of them 

S2 
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{ = ,cru TtJ 11"p6,n,nr6v µov lrrl T~v yij•) presuppose 1)El' instead of 1)El ,y. 
The MT is conflate. 

1010• Some scholars identify the angel in 1010 seqq. with the 
angel in ro5- 6 : others regard them as distinct. It is the same 
being throughout. 

Waked me. So I emend alike on the grounds of the context 
and the attestation of the LXX and Th. the extraordinary text 
of the MT: t' Set me tottering upon my knees and upon the 
palms of my hands.'t This I take to be corrupt. The incident 
here in ro9- 11 corresponds very closely and at times verbally 
with that recorded in 817 - 18• In 817 the Seer, on seeing the 
angel, falls on his face to the ground, and while the angel talks 
to him 818, the Seer falls into a deep sleep with his face to the 
ground (n-;,~ 1)::i-,y •rir.ii,)). Thereupon the angel touches him 
and causes him to stand upon his feet (•1r.,y ,v 'J110l/'\): or possibly 
'(waked him and) caused him to stand upon his feet'. 

So much for sn-18• Here we have evidently (or should have, 
as becomes evident on a study of the context) a corresponding 
series of events. In 1011 the Seer, seeing and hearing an angel, 
falls into a deep sleep with his face to the ground (t:ii,J •r,••n 
m:,~ ')El ,:11). In 1010 the angel touches him and tsets him 
tottering (1):1)1)T1') on his knees and the palms of his handst, and 
in 1011 bids him to stand upon his feet (so MT). Now, save in 
the words that I have bracketed as corrupt, the series of events 
correspond exactly. 

The context is thus against the words in brackets. ' Seeing 
that the Seer is in a deep sleep with his face to the ground, we 
should expect the angel to awake him 1010 before he bids him 
with his own powers to stand upon his feet, 1011• Hence 
instead of 'JJNm we should expect •n.•~1;11 'and he waked me' (as 
in n 25). And this is exactly what we find in the LXX and Th., 
i. e. fr«pi µ,. Thus here we have three events, i. e. 'touched 
me', 'waked me' (1010), and the command 'stand upon thy 
feet' (1011, 7ioy ,v 1r.iy), which the text in 818 compresses into 
two, 'touched me and made me to stand upon my feet' (')1'0'.I.'''), 
though even there it is possible that we should restore 'and 
waked me' after 'touched me'. In Ezek. J 28, 2 1 we have a good 
parallel. On seeing the vision Ezekiel falls on his face. Whilst 
prone on his face (though not asleep as in our text) the heavenly 
being said unto him: 'Son of man, stand upon thy feet'. In 
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our text the Seer is first awaked and then bid to stand upon 
his feet. 

Instead, therefore, of 'set me tottering '-a most grotesque 
result of supernatural intervention on the part of the angel, 
I restore the reading 'waked me', Since this is evidently the 
original text, it is easy to explain the origin of the addition 
'upon my knees and (upon) the palms of my hands'. When 
once 'Ji•im was corrupted into 'JJ,"Jrl, this word called for ex
planation. Hence •:ii:J ,v was a redactional addition or a gloss 
incorporated from the margin added by one scribe in the 
margin (LXX bri .... yovaTWV: Th. brl TU yovara µov), and ,,, rll!:l::J by 
another scribe-possibly in a different copy in the LXX. While 
Th. only recognizes the former addition, the LXX incorporates 
both, but without a conjunction £1TL T. yovarnv £1TL Ta txv11 TWV 1rol3wv 

µov. This is in itself a sign of conflation-the conflation of two 
glosses ! The LXX omits also the first µov after yovaTwv. The 
third stage in the corruption of the text appears in the MT 
(Aq. and Sym.), which inserts the copula between the two 
phrases, but does not repeat the Sv before nu::i:i. The final 
stage is reached in the Pesh. and Vulg., which presupposes the ,v omitted by the MT. Various minor variations in these 
glosses appear in some of the Greek manuscripts and the Syrh, 

1011• Man greatly beloved. See note on 923• 

Stand where thou hast stood: i. e stand as thou didst before. 
On this late Hebrew idiom see note on 817 • Now that the Seer 
is waked he is bidden to stand upright by virtue of his own 
powers. 

Trembling: i. e. ,,y-,D-intransitive as in Ezra 109 • 

1012• Set thine heart (i. e. 7::iS n~ nnJ)- a late idiom found only 
in r Chron. 2219 ; 2 Chron. r r 16, and five times in Ecclesiastes. 
In 1 8 we have a different idiom to express the same meaning, 
i. e. ::i, ,v tnw (which is classical Hebrew). Both Hebrew 
idioms are probably renderings of one and the same Aramaic 
phrase ~::i cm;,, c. inf., which occurs in 615• In 1012 the LXX 
has i'awKa, To 1rpoa-w1r6v 1Tou llwvo~Gijvm = j':Ji1S "J'JD l'1~ !;ltl~-the 
same idiom that occurs in our text in 93, 1015-solitary occur
rences, so far as I am aware, in the OT. Is the MT in 1012 an 
alternative rendering of the Aramaic or a substitution of a later 
synonymous idiom ? 

To understand, i. e. what was in store for Israel. 
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To humble thyself (n1.iyni1~)-i. e. by the various forms of morti
fication accompanying a fast as in Ezra 821 • The cognate noun 
n•.iyn (Ezra 95) may mean ' fasting' -a meaning it bears normally 
in the Mishna. The usual OT. expression is ' to afflict the 
soul' : Lev. 1629 ,31 ; Ps. 3513, &c. 

ro13• Prince of the kingdom of Persia. The doctrine of angelic 
patrons of the nations appears definitely in r Enoch 20 (which 
is pre-Maccabean), then in our text: cf. 1020,21, n1, 121, and next 
in r Enoch 8959 seqq. (where see my note). How the idea arose 
does not concern us here, as the reader can consult the art. 
'Angel' in the Encyc. Bib. and Hastings's B.D. It appears in 
Sir. 1J17 <KCl<TT<f .811.i KaTE<TT'1"o fiyov,-uvov: Deut. 328 (LXX) E<TT1/<T<v 

Jpm ,Bvwv KaT(t dp,Bp.ov ayyil\,,w 8f0v. But whereas Sirach and 
Jubilees 1532 speak of God as the immediate ruler of Israel, con
temporary and later authorities designate Michael as the patron 
of Israel. The destinies of these nations and their angelic 
patrons were closely interwoven, and no nation was punished 
before the fitting judgement was meted out to its angelic patron : 
cf. Isa. 2421 ; Jubilees 1532 (in my edition); Weber, Jad. Theo/., 
p. 170. 

Wt"thstood me one and twenty days. This explains why the 
Seer received no answer for the three weeks during which he 
prayed and fasted. See 102• 

Michael. This angel is the patron of Israel. So he is first 
described in 1 Enoch 205 (yet only as yet of the saints of Israel), 
and towards the close of the second century B. c. in the T. 
Levi 56 ; T. Dan. 62, though in the last two passages a still 
higher role is assigned to him. See also my note on Rev. 127 

for the later developments in the conception of Michael's 
functions, and Luecken, Michael, 23-30. See also Bible Dic
tionaries on this angel. On the phrase ,,.i~ ioy see note on 121• 

I left him alone there with r the prince o/1 the kings. I have 
followed Meinhold, Behrmann, Marti, and Loehr with the LXX 
and Th. (avTov KaT<At1ro11 [KaTiAmrov Th.] ,.,,) in emending 'T;171Ji.l 
into 11T;17!:lii1, and restored i~ after S~t/$ with the same authorities. 
Since ahuv precedes the verb in LXX and Th. it may be best 
to emend •n,nu 1:it-t1 into 1n,n1;i 1nN1. The guardian angel of 
Israel does not contend with the kings of Persia but with their 
guardian angel. The MT reads 'I remained there with the 
kings'. Bevan with some hesitation follows the traditional 
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text, and, taking 'm ,n,n,, •)~l ' as a circumstantial clause 
describing the previous situation of the speaker', renders: 
'whereas I had been left alone there (contending) with the kings 
of Persia.' Driver objects, however, that this verb means not 
to leave simply, but to leave remaining: 'so that it is doubtful 
whether it would here be suitable.' If this objection is valid it 
would be possible to take 11n,ni;, as a corruption of 11nmi1. But 
this seems unnecessary; cf. Gen. 3225 ; Exod. 1015• 

1014• I am come. Here the closing words of 1012 are repeated : 
cf. 92s. 

To make thee understand. Cf. 8 16, 923• 

What shall befall thy people in the latter days. Almost a 
quotation from Gen. 491• 

Yet a vtst'on for the days: i. e. there is yet another vision 
relating to the last days. The LXX by reading ,1s ~µ.ipao sup• 
poses tl'!;)~~: i. e. 'the vision is yet for days '-a distant period : 
cf. 826• 

1015• Set nry face toward the ground (•)ti •nnJ. See note on 
1012). Daniel does not fall prostrate but fixes hi_s eyes on the 
ground and remains silent. 

1015-u 2 a. The Seer's conversation with the supernatural being. 
1016• One like the simiWude of the sons ef men. This is the 

same supernatural being as that mentioned in 105, where see 
note. The LXX has here ws oJJolwu,s xnpos av0pwn-uv = 11 nlti1:J 

o,~. But the MT. is supported by 1018• 

Touched my lips (i. e. •ntit::1 Sy im). This phrase is suggested 
partly by Isa. 67, where a hot coal touches the prophet's lips 
with a view to cleansing them, and Jer. 1 9

1 where the Divine 
hand touches the prophet's mouth and so inspires him to deliver 
his message. Here the touch of the angel's hand restores to the 
Seer his power of speech. 

My pangs have come suddenly upon me: lit. 'turned upon me ', 
1Sl/ 1i 1'l i::ie:im. This expression is found in I Sam. 419 (l:JElilJ 

Q'11 i11S!1), though there it is used of the pangs of a woman in 
childbirth, In Isa. 21 3 the prophet adopts the phrase meta
phorically as the Seer in our text : 'pangs (01i 1'l) have taken 
hold of me as the pangs of a woman in travail'. 

Retai·n no strength. This idiom n::i •ni'l!I is late, and does not 
occur elsewhere in the O.T. save in 10(8), n 6, and 1 Chron. 2914 ; 

2 Chron. 2 5, 1320, 229• 
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1017• How: i. e. ,Jin only in 1 Chron. 1312 elsewhere in the 

O.T. This form is Palestinian Aramaic: see Targums on 
Gen. 39 ; Job 21 34• The older Aramaic form is :)1;-$: see A ram. 
Pap. (Cowley) r67 ; AJ:i. 37; and 'j :J'~ Beh. 52-which is also 
Hebrew: cf. Gen. 4434 ; 2 Sam. 1 5,14, &c. 

How can the servant, &c.? The first 'this' (i"ll) is to be taken 
with 'servant', where it has a contemptuous meaning as in 
r Sam. ro27, and the second 'this' with 'lord' with an honorific 
meaning as in Gen. 529 (Behrmann). The sense then is: ' How 
can so mean a servant of my lord talk with so great a one as 
my lord?' 

For as for me tstraightwayt there remained no strength, &c. 
Since Daniel had already deplored his total lack of strength, 
he cannot well state that 'from now on' (ilI;l~t?,) he had no 
strength. If we keep to the MT we should translate: 'from 
now there remained, &c. 1 Since the LXX reads ~,,.0,111/,,.a ,mi, 
Bevan suggests that it found •n'lyt, in the text and adduces 
Ps. r837, where this rendering is found. To this we may add 
Ps. 261• If this is right, we may render: 'For I tottered : there 
remained, &c:' Bevan prefers to take this verb to be a corruption 
of i1J;1Vf'? 'from terror', and compares 817• It is just as possible 
that 1n-,yt, is a dittograph of -,t,y• which follows. Both the 
Pesh. and Vulg. omit it. If this was so, then the rendering 
would be: 'For as for me there remained no strength in me'. 

ro18• Touched me again. Cf. 1010,16• 

One like the appearance ef a man. Cf. 1016, 813 ; Ezek. 113,14, 
&c. It is one and the same angel whom the Seer saw throughout 
this vision, and apparently this angel is not Gabriel. It was 
Gabriel who instructed the Seer in 816, and likewise Gabriel 
who gave him further instruction in the vision in 921 • See note 
on ro5• 

ro19• Greatly beloved. Cf. rn11 . 

Be strong, and of a good courage: the MT reads Pm,l i'!r) = 
'be strong, yea be strong'. But the repetition of the imperative 
with a conjunction is exceptional. \Vhen the imperative is 
repeated the conjunction is omitted : c£ Judges 512 ; 2 Sam. 167 ; 

Isa. 519, 521,11• Since six Hebrew manuscripts read Y9~I i'!r) and 
the LXX and Th. read avlJpi(ov Kat LU"XVUaL (ta-xv£ Th.), and the 
Pesh. and Vulg. support this reading, I have with Bevan and 
Buhl restored it in p,lace of the MT, and accordingly translate: 
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'Be strong and of a good courage.' The latter expression is of 
frequent occurrence: Deut. 317,23 ; Joshua 1 6,7,9,18 ; 1 Chron. 
2213, &c. Marti, on the other hand, points out that in Ps. 9017 

the conjunction is used as in our text. But the cases are not 
parallel. 

1020 - 21 • The text of this passage is confused, weak, and 
illogical. It is very weak for the divine messenger to say 
' Knowest thou wherefore I am come?' seeing that in 10H he 
had definitely stated that he had come to make the Seer under· 
stand what should befall Israel in the latter days, and that his 
coming had been due to the Seer's prayers, 1012• The Seer, it is 
true, had prayed for three weeks without receiving an answer, 
102• The reason for this delay, the messenger tells him, was 
the opposition of the prince of Persia for one and twenty 
days, 1013• 

This passage, then, should deal with two leading facts : 
(1) The coming of the messenger to instruct the Seer as to the 
destinies of Israel. (2) The need of despatching this task with 
all haste, seeing he had to return to his war with the prince of 
Persia-a war which he had for the moment forsaken on the 
Seer's account. 

Now by dropping the foolish note of interrogation and by the 
restoration of the words n~~ .::in.:i.::i 1:::n~iil-n~ ,, i•)~ immediately 
after nm1,, and the relegation of :,.::i~ from the beginning to the 
close of this clause, we can recover a sane and, I believe, the 
original order of the text. Thus we have (102na) ' Then said he, 
Thou knowest wherefore I am come unto thee. And now (ro2la) 
I will tell thee that which is inscribed in the writing of truth. 
Howbeit (I must not linger). (1020 b) I am returning to fight with 
the prince of Persia : and when I have done with this task (lit. 
"go forth"), lo, the prince of Greece shall come. (ro21 h) And 
there is none that holdeth with me against these, but Michael 
your prince.' 

Marti had already recognized that ro21b should follow imme
diately on 1020 h. But his and Behrmann's excision of u 2a as 
an interpolation and their substitution of ro',Ja in its place seem 
to me quite unnecessary and unjustifiable. 

1020• The text reads: 'Knowest thou', &c. A rhetorical 
question (cf. r Sam. 2 27 ). But such a rhetorical question here 
after the definite statements in 1012,14 is so incredibly weak and 
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unlike our author that I have omitted the interrogative Cl, and 
rendered: 'Thou knowest wherefore,' &c. 

1020 a. And now (1021a) I will tell thee that which is inscribed in 
the wn"ting of truth. Here 'inscribed' (t:m!'"'l) is a loan-word from 
the Aramaic. The Hebrew would be p1pn. The reference is 
to the heavenly tablets. These tablets, which are mentioned in 
I Enoch 811,2, and which Enoch read, contained an account of 
coming events. They are constantly mentioned in Jubilees, 
and their contents relate mostly to other than future events, 
but according to 513, 2i0- 32

1 3021- 22 future events also are 
recorded in them. See the notes in my editions of I Enoch 473 ; 

Jubilees i 0 ; T. Levi 54 ; T. Ash. 2 10, ?5. These tablets 
according to Jubilees contained (r) Laws, Levitical and criminal; 
(2) A contemporary heavenly record; (3) Predictions and pre
destined events. 

The wn·tmg of truth. JlJ:P is an Aramaism : cf. 57 ,8,15, 69,10,11, &c. 
Howbeit I am returning to fight: i.e. cn;n, :ii.:,~ S::iN. For 

this restoration of the order of the text see note above. It is 
just possible that Jlt:tN is a weak rendering of the Aramaic 
::ino, = 'I must return', or 'I have to return'. This idiom 
occurs in the Aramaic of Ezra 68 and four times in the Aramaic 
of Daniel. See I ntrod., § 20. t. It is also a Hebrew idiom. 
With our text compare Rev. 127, where Tov 1roh•p.ijum = ' I must 
fight'. This unnamed angel declares that he must return to 
resume the conflict mentioned in 1013 • 

When I go forth, lo, the prince of Greece shall come, i. e. 'when 
I have done with the war against Persia, that with Greece will 
then begin'. The Hebrew verb N:r appears to be used here in 
the sense of 'when I am free from' or 'done with' as in 
1 Sam. 1441 ; Eccles. ?18• So Berthold, Hitzig, Bevan, &c. 
Other scholars take it in its more usual sense 'when I go forth ', 
i. e. to fight with the angel of Persia : cf. Judges 929 ; 2 Sam. 
rr1 ; 2 Kings 921 • The parallel verbs express the appearance 
of the angel of Greece on the scene the moment that the name
less angel has triumphed over Persia. For the use of the 
participles(N1l1 alld N:J) in this' idiomatic and forcible construction' 
cf. Driver, Tenses, § 169. 

1021 b, H oldeth with me; i. e. 11.)Y Pmi;i;:i, as in l Chron. II lO i 
2 Chron. 16~. 

rr 1• And as for me. The LXX omits 1~N, but it is attested 
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by Th. and the Vulg. The Pesh. also retains it, but connects 
it with the close of 1021 •J~O □::iit::1 "o-□N •::,, 

In the first yea;, of Darius the Mede. So Pesh. and Vulg. For 
the last three words the LXX reads Kvpov Tov /3a,nAloo~ and Th. 
simply Kupov. It is hard to determine which is the older 
reading. But several scholars, such as Robertson Smith, 
Bevan, Behrmann, Marti, regard the whole phrase as 'the 
fragment of a heading which was wrongly introduced here by 
a scribe' after the analogy of ]1, 81, 91, 101• Next it is urged 
that the LXX and Pesh. represent the speaker as receiving 
help and not as giving it-in other words, the latter half of n 1 

may read as 'standeth (emending •ir-11 into it,?il) as a strengthener 
and a defence to me' (•, instead of 1,).1 It is further urged that 
the date so given is unsuitable in an account of wars in heaven 
among the angelic princes. 

But the date may be original so far as these objections are 
concerned. They do not appear to be justifiable. The fortunes 
of any nation on earth were according to the beliefs of the 
time the immediate reflection of what occurred in heaven. 
Indeed every event on earth was either inscribed from of old in 
the way of predestination or contemporaneously (see note on 
1020 a) on the heavenly tablets. There is thus no objection of 
any kind to the date on this ground. In the next place the 
speaker, who is the nameless angel (see note on 105), states that 
in the first year of Darius (or Cyrus) he came forward to support 
Michael. The implication is that it was through his intervention 
that Darius (or Cyrus) became friendly henceforth in his relations 
to Israel. 

The evidence of the Jewish books of the 2nd cent. B. c., which 
enforced strongly the immediate relations between each nation 
and its patron angel, and which taught that the history of 
nations was recorded in the heavenly books or else determined 
in advance, justifies every clause in II1- 2, though a change of 
a letter may be required in one or two words! 

1 Since the LXX renders ,folv µ01 where the MT has ,, .. t''lt:ll/t Bevan 
rightly concludes that '"ION was a corruption of iol), but wrongly that the 

,, is a corruption of ''· For, when once it.:il/ was corrupted into '"11:N 

( = <t1rfv), the correction of the MT ,S into '' followed inevitably, in order 
to give sense to the passage. The reading '"It?~ wonld account also for the 
omission of 1Jli-C in the phrase 1JN1 at the beginning of the clause. 
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SECTION X (contt'nued). 

INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER XI. 

This is the most difficult of all the chapters in our author, 
so far as the text goes. The Hebrew throughout this book is 
late. But in this chapter it is not only late but bad. In former 
chapters we have remarked the absence of certain classical 
idioms and their replacement by those of late Hebrew and 
Aramaisms. In this chapter we recognize not only the absence 
of certain classical idioms but the actual misuse of certain 
others-a misuse which does not occur throughout the rest of 
the book. Finally the text is very corrupt. 

I do not propose to deal with the historical questions 
involved in this chapter, seeing that they are for my purpose 
sufficiently dealt with in the notes that follow. My concern is 
rather with the text and its recovery from a study of the general 
method of apocalyptic writers and of our author in particular, 
next from a study of the context of the corrupt passages, and 
lastly by a critical study of the versions which repeatedly pre
serve the original text, or at all events an older text, where the 
MT is itself corrupt or meaningless. 

§ 1. Characteristics of the text of ihts chapter. 

(a) Bad Hebrew. Jussives are used as simple futures in 
n4,10,1e,11,1s,rn,2,0,28,30 in this chapter, and not once throughout 
the remaining five Hebrew chapters of our author. The 
apparent example in 812 (see note) is absolutely discredited by 
the LXX and Th. These facts undoubtedly suggest the hypo
thesis of a Hebrew translator distinct from the translator or 
translators of the other five chapters. 

(b) Late Hebrew. 

(a) 11 7,20,21 ,38• ,~~ >ll = 'in his stead' = class. Hebr .. i•rinri. 

This phrase occurs only in this chapter in our author and not 
elsewhere in the OT. On many grounds (see notes in loc.) it 
would appear that the original Aramaic read •;:iirihr;i, which the 
Hebrew translator rendered by ,j~ >i, in II(7), 21 ,38, but in II 20 by 
il~nri> (where the LXX has d~ dvaa-ma-,v) owing to a corruption of 
the Aramaic into Nm1nri~. Since Th. presupposes ,o,po >ll we 
may conclude that ,j~ >ll was not the original rendering in all 
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four passages II 7,20,21,38, but that the text was normalized by the 
Massoretes. · 

n 8• Oi??.l?il from l'i?~ 'a molten image' here only in this sense. 
It properly means 'a libation'. But possibly the word is a mis
punctuation for o,;J'~9~ from 19~. 

rr 15• nr,1:io i'l/ = 'a fortified city'. But Class. Hebrew uses 
il:JO i'll to express this idea. Jer. 517 uses the plural masc. 
once in this expression. But the fem. plural is found here and 
here only with i'll to express this idea. 

n 43• 11"J~~f 'in his steps'. Here only literally used: in 
Ps. 3i3 ; Prov. 2024 used figuratively of course of life. In the 
older Hebrew 1'??°lf (Judges 410) is used. 

u 45• 1';,n~ y~1,. Here only in O.T. in this sense, which uses 
il~) 'to spread out' instead : cf. Gen. 128, 2625, 3521 ; Judges 
411, &c. The nearest use of l/~) is in Isa. 5116, where it is used 
of spreading out the heavens as a tent. But JJ~J means 'to 
plant'. Hence Duhm, Cheyne, Marti reject ~b1> in Isa. 5116, 

and rightly as a corruption of nti1> = 'to spread out the 
heavens'. 

II 7• on:i ilz!ll 'to deal with in hostile fashion': cf. J er. 1823• 

Contrast the Hebrew translator's phrase OJJ ile!'l/ 1 13 (cf. 2 Chron. 
2 2) 'in hostile fashion or otherwise '. 

(/:I) II 10,25• ili)nil = 'to wage war', only in Dan. u 10•25 used 
absolutely in this sense. In Class. Hebrew 'to excite oneself 
against', Deut. 2 5,19, 

r 1 24• illJ' = 'shall scatter' : only here and in Ps. 683• 

u 32• n•iJ 'll'~i0 = 'those who deal wickedly against the 
covenant'. This intransitive use of Hiph'il not earlier than 
400 B. C. 

(y) n 10,u. ~,:i ten. This idiom is used contrary to gram• 
matical usage. When the inf. abs. follows the verb it implies 
repetition or continuance. 

(3)- u 21 ,32• tnip;p,n:it = 'with flatteries'. On various grounds 
I regard this form as a vox nulla for n,p,n:i in this sense. See 
note on 11 21 . 

(c) Aramaisms. 

u 11• 7';,o oy ioy on,Jl-where the repetition of the !!ill is a pure 
Aramaism, exactly as in 512• 

u 12• niN::l"J-an Aramaic form of the Hebrew n,:i:i,. 
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u 16• Here the LXX has Tijs tkl,~rr,oos == Nl"\1:11, where the 
Hebrew has ':l1il. This passage as do many others show that 
there were alternative renderings of the original Aramaic. 

II17• 9pn:i-an Aramaic phrase. About ten derivatives from 
this root are found in the Aramaic chapters: in late Hebrew it 
occurs as noun, verb, or adjective in Job 1420, 1524 ; Esther 92\ 

102 ; Eccles. 412, 610• 

r 1 20• LXX has Els avarrrn,nv. On the implications involved see 
under I (b) (u) above). 

II 24 • li:11 131 (= Eoos Katpov Th.). But the LXX has ,ls fUIT'lv, 

which =NWi', a manifest corruption of 1"13/C'' (cf. 36015, 41u,3o, 55)

a pure Aramaism, but adopted in later Hebrew. The Masso
retes or rather earlier revisers of the text replaced this Aramaism 
by a Class. Hehr. phrase. 

1143• o•~D.:m. This is from an Aramaic root. 

§ 2. Emendati'on of the text of chap. II. 
( a) Restoratt'on ef the symbols which were used by the author for 

denoting indiviauals, nations, countries, but which the Hebrew 
translator in some passages and the translator qt- the LXX t'n many 
passages replaced by the individuals, nations, and countries so 
symbolized. 

Thus in 11 8 where the MT reads 'into Egypt' we should 
restore the original text 'into the south': in II 42 where the 
MT reads ' land of Egypt' we should restore 'land of the 
south', and in n 43 where the MT reads 'things of Egypt' we 
should restore 'things of the south'. This use of definite geo
graphical terms is contrary to our author's usage: cf. n 5,6,7 ,8,9 , 

ll(bis),l3,l4,I5(bis),25,29,4o(bis),44. So also in the vision in 89• 

In the LXX this replacement of symbols by th~ things which 
they symbolized has been much further developed as in u 5,6,9, 

11,14,I6,25(bis),29,4o. Th. in these passages reproduces the MT save 
that in 1124 he too introduces Irr' Atyvrrrnv owing to his having 
found !:l1"WD ,y in his manuscript instead of 0 1"\1:!D :,31, See 
note on 11 8• · 

(b) National designations must be excised. If the nations so 
designated have any part in the vision, they could only appear 
under certain symbols: in the interpretations the symbols could be 
,·nterpreted, but not in regard to recent history. See note on n 8• 

In 11 30 tl'l"\:1 tl"1 'ships of Kittim' must be unhesitatingly 
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rejected in its present form. In any case l:l'n::i-a gloss-as 
a national designation cannot appear in the vision. On the 
probable original text see note on r r30• l:l•n::, was already in 
the text when the translator of the LXX did his task, but 
neither he nor Th. found l:lW:i. 

On like grounds we must reject n 41 d, 'Edom and Moab, and 
the chief ( or "rest") of the children of Ammon '. This interpo• 
lation, which was possibly a marginal gloss to begin with, makes 
nonsense of the entire verse. As they stand, they evidently 
define the peoples who were to be delivered out of Antiochus' 
hands. But Edom and Ammon were professed and loyal 
confederates of Antiochus. 

For the same reason the final clause of u 43 must be excised 
as an interpolation. It too may have originated in a marginal 
gloss. The object of such a gloss was to heighten the contrast 
between Antiochus with all the east and south at his feet and 
his wholly unexpected overthrow. But this passage belongs to 
the province of prediction and not of history. 

A comparison of 1 Enoch 83-90 (before 161 B. c.) confirms the 
above rule. There the nations are symbolized by wolves, wild 
boars, foxes, and Israel by sheep. 

(e) Corruptions of the text. These can be emended (r) by studying 
the requirements of their respective contexts, where both the 
MT and the versions are corrupt: or (2) by the help of LXX or 
the LXX with the further support of the other versions. 

(1) n 4. For 11,:,y::, with Graetz and other scholars read ltl~l/:J 

as in 88• 

u 6• For jnm read tm1;1 = 1 shall be rooted up'. This reading 
harmonizes with the metaphor in the preceding clause. 

For i'11?iiJ (MT) I read with Von Gall, Marti, and others i=l1?~ 
'her son'. This is indirectly supported by the Pesh. and Vulg. 
which presuppose ' her sons '. 

1118• See note in foe. 
u 22,26• Read 9i~rpry with Bevan for 9~~0, and compare II 2" 

where 9i~~~ is to be emended into 9;:?W\ 
1139• l:l~ should be emended into l:l)!. 
1140• n\:t1~,:; can hardly be right. See note in toe. 
u 41. For ni!l"J. ='many' of the countries, read with De \,Vette, 

Bevan, &c., nb") 'tens of thousands'. The punctuation of the 
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MT is due to the corrupt reading nr~-,~::i in the preceding verse. 
(2) (a) Emendation of the MT by means of the LXX. 

n 13• For ~,::i read l:J with many manuscripts and the LXX. 
Cf. I 1 10• 

n11_ Omit ,, with LXX. 
11~4• With the LXX read inj:):,n::i ,n~ (01::i,, -,iy::i) t:r::i-,. See 

note in lac. 
(b) By the LXX and Th. 
n 2,15. See notes in lac. 
(c) 1126• By LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. 
n 17• Read 0 1-,~o instead of 01,e-11. 

(d) By LXX, Th., Vulg. 
n 5• See note in lac. 

§ 3. Late revt'sion of the text by the Massoretes or earlier scholars. 
Among such passages I would reckon II 18,25- 26, n 30 (011~), and 

many others. 

II1• The first year of Darius the Mede. There appears to be 
no valid objection to the mention of a date in this connexion; 
for the events of human history are according to our author but 
reflections of what is occurring in heaven. We can now return 
to the question with which this note began, did the original 
speak of Darius the Mede (MT, Pesh., Vulg.) or of Cyrus (LXX, 
Th.)? The combination of the LXX and Th., when they are 
clearly independent of each other, is of equal, if not much 
greater, weight than the combined evidence of the MT, Pesh., 
and Vulg. That Aquila and Sym. support the MT is what is to 
be expected. In this conflict of documentary evidence we must 
fall back on the context and the chronological views of the time. 
The vision with its prologue and epilogue in Chapters ro-12 

takes place in the third year of the reign of Cyrus (101). Now, 
in the view of our author, Cyrus is the successor of Darius on 
the throne. Hence, since the reference in II1 is obviously to 
a date anterior to this vision, which is ascribed to the third year 
of Cyrus, and, since further in our author's view the Jews first 
came into favour in the reign of Darius 625 - 28, it was natural to 
conclude that this change was due to the intervention of the 
nameless angel, when he 'stood up ... to strengthen ' Michael, 
the prince of the Jews. On these grounds 'Darius the· Mede' 
is to be regarded as the original reading. But the later reading 
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'Cyrus the king' (LXX) or 'Cyrus' (Th.) could hardly have 
failed to suggest itself to scribes well read in the earlier books 
of the 0.T., which connected the return of the Jews to Palestine 
with Cyrus and none other. The reading ' Cyrus the king' is 
therefore secondary and 'Darius the Mede ' original. 

I stood up. For 1ioy read it,?31, of which ,o~, which the LXX 
,lrr,v presupposes, is a corruption. Or read 1nioy (with Th. and 
Vulg.). If we read it,?v we should restore 1~~ after the vav at 
the beginning of the verse. See foot-note, p. 267). 

To confirm and strengthen hz"m. So also Th. (save that it 
omits 'him') and Vulg. The LXX implies rt:i~nn,, prnnn, = 
'to be strong and of a good courage'. 
u 26-r24. The revelation given to the Seer. 

rr2• And now I wt11 show thee the truth. Here the heavenly 
being partially repeats what he had said in 1021 a. But this is in 
keeping with his previous repetitions of 'unto thee am I now 
sent' ro11, 'I am come for thy word's sake' ro12, 'now I am 
come to make thee understand ' 1014, 'thou knowest wherefore 
I am come' ro20• 

There shall stand up yet three kings. Who are the four kings? 
Since Cyrus is still reigning, he is necessarily included in the 
four. Cyrus (558-529) is, therefore, the first of the four. It is 
no less clear that the fourth referred to in this verse is Xerxes 
(485-465), who invaded Greece. But who are the second and 
third? The second should be Cambyses (529-522), and the third 
Darius Hystaspes 1 (522-485). But Bevan, Marti, and others 
are probably right in thinking that the four kings mentioned in 
Ezra 45- 7 are here referred to, but in the order Cyrus, Darius 
Hystaspes, Artaxerxes, Xerxes, since these are the only four 
names of Persian kings that occur in the 0. T., and since the 
O.T. was at all events the principal source of information 
accessible to the writer. If this is right, the reckoning of 
Xerxes as the successor of Artaxerxes would be one of the 
historical errors of the book. The author would thus take 
account of five kings-the first being Darius, of whom we have 
already treated, and who is regarded by our author as the pre-

1 Our author probably distinguished the Darius, whom he makes king after 
Belshazzar and before Cyrus, as 'Darius the Mede , 581, r 1 1, or as 'Darius .. of 
the seed of the Medes ', 91, from 'Darius the Persian', Neh. r222, or 'Darius 
king of Persia', Ezra 4 5, 24• Wright (Dan. and his Prophecies, p. 244) 1inds six 
Persian kings in the O. T. 

3266 T 
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decessor of Cyrus ; for the visions are given in chronological 
order: the first and second being in the first and third years 
respectively of Belshazzar, ?1, 81 : the third and fourth being in 
the first year of Darius and the third year of Cyrus respectively, 
91, 101, 

When he is waxed strong: i. e. Xerxes. Cf. Herod. vii. 20-99 
on the immense forces which Xerxes raised against Greece. 

Shall stir up tall against the realmt of Greece. The expedition 
which terminated so disastrously for Xerxes at Salamis in 
480 B.C. 

Shall stir up tall against the realmt. The MT-nN S:in "1'Y' 
11' ni:iSto-is here most unusual Hebrew, and is without the 
support of the versions. The LXX and Th. read ,rravacrr~u•rm 

,ravrl {3acr,Aii (n-acra,s /jau,A,im~ Th.) 'EXA~vrov. Here these two 
versions diverge from each other-the former implying 1,0, 
the latter m•:iSto (so also the Pesh.). Again l,ravaur~u•rn• ,raumr 

/3au,>..,,ms presupposes n11:iSo ,:i ,v ilY:'.. The loss of ,lJ before S:i, 
or possibly after "11lJ' would explain the Pesh. ni•:i,o S:i "1''.111• 

This latter fact favours the originality of the LXX or Th., or 
at all events their greater antiquity, which of course cannot be 
disputed. In the next place since Greece in the age of Xerxes 
consisted of many independent states, the reading of Th. and 
the Pesh. 'kingdoms of Greece ' is preferable to kingdom or 
realm of Greece (MT). But, if the text presupposed by Th. is 
original, it should help to explain the extraordinary Hebrew of 
the MT. Like the text presupposed by the Pesh. the MT has 
already lost ,v. The difficult nN could be explained as a ditto• 
graphy of the closing letters of n,1:i,01 i. e. nN rw:i,o. which 
words were then transposed into n,1:i,o nN, and ,:i read as S:in. 
If Th. is right, then we should render: 'When he is waxed 
strong through his riches, he shall rouse himself against all the 
kingdoms of Greece '. 

But if we retain the MT we have to explain n~. Driver 
renders nN ,:in "1'Y' 'shall stir up all (in conflict) with', and 
refers to n 20 ; Isa. 1317 ; J er. 509, but in these three passages 
"1'll' is followed by the normal preposition ,y. Behrmann and 
Marti simply take l'lN to be the equivalent of Sy, and quote 
J er. 385 -,:i, o:inN S=i,1 1Son i'N in support of their view. But 
even here n~ has to be taken in a pregnant sense as meaning 
'in dealing with', 'towards' 1 as in Isa. 6614 ; Ps. 6]2; Deut. 288, 
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or rather with the LXX o.:,ni:-t has to be emended into t:1.:i~>K. 
Does n~ ever mean 'against' unless after verbs of fighting ? 
Bevan conjectures nK["'li']> 1il/1 'he shall array (his armies) 
against the kingdom of Greece', and compares I Sam. 42• 

Hence we conclude that the MT is corrupt, and that the text 
presupposed by Th. is the best we can get. Here Greece can be 
mentioned definitely and not under a symbol at this early date. 

n 3• Alexander the Great (336-323 B. c.). 

Do according to his wit!. Cf. n 16,36, 84• 

114• When he is waxed strong. I have here with Graetz, 
Bevan, Marti, Driver, taken the MT 1,031.:, 'when he shall 
stand up ' to be a corruption of m~y.:,, which has already 
occurred in 88. The point of the writer is that the moment 
Alexander achieved his greatest success he was cut off. 

Toward the four winds of heaven. The same words are used 
in 88 regarding Alexander's empire and its division into four 
kingdoms. 

And shall be dt"vfrled: i. e. r,;il)1. We should here expect 
i1~,;ir:i1. The jussive (Niph'al of n~n) is used here 'without any 
recollection of its distinctive signification' (Driver, Tenses\ 
§§ 171, 175, Ohs.). Other instances of this misuse of the jussive 
are to be found in this chapter: u 10,28 -=ibi:l: n 16 i:-'l/~1: 1017 

0;;';1, instead of 01i?;1: u 18,19 -=it?:1 : u 25 iP.:1 (where however 
see note): n 30 P!1, On p. 218 (foot-note} Driver remarks: 'The 
Hebrew of the book of Daniel is late; and in other respects 
also the syntax of chap. 11 is much inferior to that of the usual 
prophetic style.' Only one other example of the misuse of 
this idiom occurs in our author : i. e. in 812, where, however, 
:J.?~JJ1 is as the LXX and Th. show a mispunctuation for :)~~;01. 

Not to ht"s posterity: i.e. WinK:, K:,. But the LXX reads 
ov Kara rryv M.-YJv avrov = ln.:JJ 1h. Alexander, the posthumous 
son of Alexander by Roxana his wife, and Herakles, his ille
gitimate son by his mistress Barsine, were both murdered some 
thirteen years after the death of Alexander. It is to these facts 
that the MT refers, if it is original. On the other hand the 
reading of the LXX = 'not with his power' (i. e. in.:,_:i tb) is 
supported by the parallel expression which follows 'nor 
according to his dominion wherewith he ruled'. Furthermore 
the same phrase 'not with his power' is applied to Alexander's 

T2 
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successors in 822• But there is no reason to suspect the MT, 
and I cannot explain the LXX. 

For it shall be rooted up. These and the words that follow to 
the close of the verse I have restored to their original position 
after 'not to his posterity'. I have also transposed , that 
follows int::,:,r., before it. Thus the text reads t::1nm ,:, IT1'ir7K:, K:,, 
:,t::10 it:!IK 1:,t::10:i K:,i n:,K i:i:,o tl•inK:, ,n,:i:,01 instead of the confused 
order of the traditional text. But there are other grounds than 
the sense of the context which call for this restoration. C/Tll is 
used of the plucking up of individuals and nations, Jer. 1214, 
15,17 ; 1 Kings 1415 ; Deut. 2927, where the object is expressed, 
but not of the plucking up of an empire, unless where the object 
is understood. It is once used of the plucking up of a city, 
Ps. 97• Hence it seems right to connect the verb here with the 
posterity of Alexander. After dealing with the fate of Alex
ander's posterity, the writer next tells of the destiny of his 
empire and its diminished glories : 'his kingdom shall be for 
others besides these, but not according to the dominion with 
which he ruled.' This restored order of the text corresponds 
exactly with the order of events in 822, where the same subject 
is dealt with. 

His kingdom shall be, &c. We must here understand K'M or 
n•nn, as Bevan suggests, referring to 819,26 ; Ps. 168• 

For others bestaes these. The 'these', i. e. Alexander's 
generals, have been already implied in connexion with the 
previous clause 'his kingdom ... shall be divided toward the 
four winds of heaven'. The 'others' are 'the dynasties which 
arose in Macedonia, Thrace and Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt 
during the century and a half that followed upon the death of 
Alexander' (Bevan). Hitzig and Marti interpret the 'these' as 
referring to Alexander's posterity, and the others to be Alex
ander's generals. Hence they take i::i:,o to mean 'to the exclu
sion of', though it means elsewhere in the O.T. 'in addition to'. 
But could it mean ' apart from these ', and be a rendering of the 
(Targum) Aramaic if? i~, and so = 'irrespective of these', i. e. 
Alexander's children? 

u 5- 12• The Ptolemies and the Seleucidae before the time of 
Antiochus Epiphanes. These two dynasties contended for the 
possession of Palestine, which was dominated mainly by the 
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former during the third century B. c. In 198 B. c. it passed 
under the control of the Ptolemies at the battle of Panion. 

I 15• King of the South : i. e. the king of Egypt, Ptolemy I, 
son of Lagus, one of Alexander's ablest generals, who secured 
Egypt on the partition of Alexander's empire and ruled it as 
satrap from 322 to 3o6 B. c., when he assumed the royal title. 
He reigned as king from 306 to 285 B. c. 

The South. In the O.T. the Negeb (:m) generally means the 
southern part of Judah (Gen. 129, 131). But in this chapter 
(n5,6,9,11,u,15,2s,2s,4o) and in 89 it denotes Egypt as opposed to 
Syria, with its capital Antioch, which is denoted by' the north'. 
In n 8,42,43 the Hebrew translator or a subsequent scribe has 
interpreted this word by 'Egypt'. 

But one of his princes shall be stronger than he. So I render 
with the LXX and Th. and Vulg., and for i'ln'' read i'tn\ There 
is here no vav apodosis as in 104, where the LXX and Th. 
attest it. The vav is a dittograph. The Massoretic accentuation 
is here wrong: it requires us to render: 'And the king of the 
south shall be strong and one of his princes ; and he shall be 
~tronger '. For ~y after ptn in the above sense cf. 1 Chron. 21 4• 

One of Ms princes: i. e. l''"'I~ ,~. Cf. u 7 ; Gen. 2811 ; Exod. 
625 ; Jer. 411 ; Ruth 2 20 ; Neh. 1328• This prince or captain is 
Seleucus Nicator, who was one of Alexander's companions and 
of Ptolemy, and at the convention of Triparadisus, 321 B. c., 
was rewarded with the satrapy of Babylon. When required to 
give an account of his administration in 316 by Antigonus (who 
in 323 had been placed over Phrygia ·and two adjoining pro
vinces), he fled for refuge to Egypt, where Ptolemy made him 
a general and four years later helped him to win the battle of 
Gaza in 312. With this year, when he recovered also the 
satrapy of Babylon, begins the era of the Seleucidae {Oct. 1), by 
which the Jews in later times reckoned their historical events : 
cf. 1 Mace. 1 10 ; Josephus, Ant. xiii. 6, 7. 

His dominion shall be a great dominion. By his crowning 
victory over Antigonus at lpsus (301 B. c.) Seleucus received 
vast accessions of territory stretching from Phrygia, Cappadocia, 
and Syria on the W. almost as far as the Indus on the E. 
His empire, with Antioch founded as its capital in 300 B. c., thus 

· became the most powerful of those which had been formed out 
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out of the dominions of Alexander. He was the true heir of 
Alexander. 

But in the redistribution of the provinces, Coele-Syria, 
Phoenicia, and Palestine, were long under the domination, now 
of this, now of that successor of Alexander. ' At Triparadisus, 
in 321, Syria was assigned to Laomedon ; but Ptolemy got 
possession of it in 320, only to lose it again in 3r5 to Antigonus, 
to recover at least the S. part of it after the battle of Gaza in 
3121 and to relinquish it a second time to Antigonus in 31 r. 
After the battle of Ipsus in 301, Ptolemy, as a matter of fact, 
obtained Coele-Syria and Phoenicia; but his right to these 
provinces became a subject of protracted dispute between the 
later Ptolemies and Seleucidae. On the one hand, it was alleged 
that after the victory it had been distinctly agreed that Seleucus 
should have "the whole of Syria" ; on the other, it was claimed 
that Ptolemy Lagi had only joined the coalition against Anti
gonus on the understanding that he should receive Coele-Syria 
and Phoenicia (Polyb. v. 67; cf. also the quotation from Diodorus 
in Mahaffy, Empire of the Ptolemtes, p. 66). Upon the whole, 
during the period in question, Palestine remained, with short 
interruptions, in the hands of the Ptolemies till the battle ot 
Paneion in 198, after which it was retained permanently by the 
kings of Syria' (Driver). 

II6• Ptolemy II, Philadelphus, 285-247 B. c., and Antiochus II, 
Theos, 261-246 B. c. Antiochus I, Soter, 28o-261 B, c., the son 
and successor of Seleucus I, is here left out of account. 

About the year 249 B. c. Ptolemy II gave his daughter 
Berenice in marriage to Antioch us I I on the condition that he 
should put away his wife Laodice and deprive his two sons, 
Seleucus and Antiochus, of the right of succession. On the 
death of Ptolemy two years later Antiochus II divorced Berenice, 
and took back Laodice. The latter, distrusting the constancy ot 
Antiochus, poisoned him and procured the murder of Berenice, 
her child, and attendants. 

At the end of some years, i. e. thirty-two years after the death 
of Seleucus I Nicator to the event described. For the phrase 
!:l1lt., rP~ cf. 2 Chron. 182• 

To make an agreement. For C1it.,10 ='equity' (LXX and 
Th. o-vvl1')1ea~) cf. Ps. 989 ; 1 Chron. 2917, 'Thou hast pleasure in 
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equity' (i"l'S'in "o). Hence here it means an equitable arrange
ment, cf. r Mace. ]12 for the use of rilKaUl. 

But she shall not retaz"n the strength of her arm. This would 
mean that Berenice would not ultimately prevail against Laodice. 
Graetz and Bevan, observing that in the phrase n:i i'S'l/ the word 
n:i is always in the absolute state, and that 11,,r is employed 
metaphorically in II15•22,31 and comparing 2 Chron. r320, would 
render 'but this support shall not retain strength'. 

Ne#her shall he stand nor his arm. Here Th., Sym., and Vulg. 
read 1P7l instead of il/'11~- This gives excellent sense 'neither 
shall his seed stand' : i. e. endure. The reference then would 
be to the children of Antiochus by Berenice. 

She shall he rooted up. The MT reads here 1mn, and many 
scholars assign to it the meaning of' shall be given up to death'. 
But the word without 11,oS, as in Ezek. 3114, cannot bear this 
meaning. 

Hence I have (with the indirect help of the LXX-see below) 
emended 1mn into l:!'m11 'she shall be plucked up '-a verb 
which has already occurred in n 4• This harmonizes well with 
the metaphor in the preceding clause. The same metaphor is 
used in the verse that follows, r 17• But this is not all. The 
LXX has here vapKq<m = 111:!'~11, which is an easy corruption of 
l:!'m11-the original text. The converse corruption is found in 
J er. r814, where for the MT ,l:!'m1 we must with Cornill, Giese
brecht, &c., read 1111:!'~1 : cf. Isa. 195• Again in Gen. 3233, where 
the MT has i"ll:!'~i"I ii) ( = 'the sinew of the thigh vein'), the LXX 
has -ro vEvpov a lvapK1Jfif, which presupposes 11~~0 i 1~i1. 

They that brought her: i. e. her suite. 

Her son. Here I follow Von Gall, Marti, and others in 
reading i=11~: instead of the extraordinary i=11~iiJ of the MT, 'he 
that begat her'. There are a few sporadic examples of this 
abnormal combination of the article with the participle when 
the participle has a suffix. See Ges.-Kautzsch, § I 16 f. Some 
of these abnormalities have been removed by modern scholars. 
The LXX unfortunately omits the word. Hence we must fall 
back on the other versions. The Pesh. and Vulg. indirectly 
support the above emendation, since they presuppose O'':l~: 
'her sons'. Furthermore, Berenice's father, Ptolemy II, died 
an old man, possibly of shock at Berenice's fate in Egypt about 
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this time, and was succeeded by Ptolemy III. See Bevan, 
House of Seleucus, i. 183. Thus on every ground the text of the 
MT is impossible. On the mysterious disappearance or death 
of Berenice's son owing to the plots of Laodice see Bevan, i. 
181-183. 

He that obtat'ned her: i. e. Antiochus II her husband: cf. u 21 

for this use of the verb. If we render it 'he that supported her' 
then we must interpret the phrase of Ptolemy III Euergetes. 

117- 9• Ptolemy Ill (Euergetes I), 247-222 s. c., and Se!eucus II, 
Callinicus, 246-226 s.c. Ptolemy III, with a view to his 
avenging of the murder of his sister Berenice, invaded the 
northern kingdom, seized Seleucia, the port of Antioch, overran 
the greater part of Syria and Babylonia, and returned to Egypt 
with an immense booty. But his return to Egypt was due to an 
insurrection there. See Bevan, op. dt. i. 189 sq. Two years 
later Seleucus II invaded Egypt, but sustained an overwhelming 
defeat and returned with only a handful of his troops (240 B. c.). 

n 7• The text of this verse is uncertain as the earliest versions 
show. 

A shoot from her roots. Since the LXX reads <pVTov <K. Tijs f,lC11s 
aliTov, Bevan, Behrmann, and Marti (comparing Isa. n 1) read 
' a shoot from her roots ', i. e. 01~WI? .,t! instead of 0'~1!!? ,~~I? = 
' out of a shoot from her roots'. But the MT could bear the 
same meaning as the LXX (cf. rr5). 

A shoot: i. e. Ptolemy III, brother of Berenice. 
In his place: i. e. ,J:,. Ptolemy Philadelphus is referred to by 

the suffix. Bevan and other scholars hold that lJ:l is here used 
adverbially with the same meaning as i,:,~;,y n 20,21 ,38• But it 
does not appear that the translator of the LXX had this word 
before him. He renders Ka8' iavT611 = ~;,;r.,~1, while Th. has '"' rijs 

fratµ.mr,as a&ov = m:,r., ;i, (as in Ezra 2 68, Ps. 88(89)14, and the 
Pesh. = ,J:,-;,y. Now the translator of the LXX knew how to 
translate lJ:l ;,y, since he renders it ,,,t Tov T6irov al!Tov in 1121 ,38, as 
also does Th. (,ir, T6irov auTov in u 38). 1 If the LXX is right, 
we should render : 'And one of the shoots of her roots shall 
arise like unto him', i. e. Ptolemy III, brother of Berenice was 
to be like her father, Ptolemy II. On the remarkable rendering 

1 But Th. has brr [n1 om.] Tijs (T~v) ho,µ.acrfas (-av), in u 7, 20- 21• This points 

apparently to m:,o ;,y in these passages and gives rise to the idea that the 
Massoretea have normali~ed the Hebrew considerably. 
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,l~ avaO'Taa-.v of the LXX in n 20, where the MT has ,)::i ,v, 
see note in loc. 

March against the (Syn"an) army: not 'march unto the army', 
i. e. his own army to place himself at its head. If there was any 
thought of the latter it would be naturally expressed with his 
army (,1nn::i), as in u 13• Ptolemy marches against the Syrian 
forces and the Syrian fortress. But Bevan, followed by Kamp• 
hausen, prefers ,~ti [O]v~!'; l:(~!1 'and he shall bring an army 
against them ' (i. e. the Syrians). 

The fortress: i. e. Seleucia on the coast of the Mediterranean, 
which remained long in the possession of the Ptolemies. 

Deal wi"th them : i. e. Oi1J i1~ll. In J er. 1823 ; N eh. 924 (nl~ll, 
O)l:-li::J Oi1J) the same phrase is employed with the same hostile 
significance. In 1 13 of our text the verb is followed by o~, 
where the treatment is to be hostile or otherwise according to 
the issues involved. 

And shall prevail: i. e. j:)1tni1l. Here only in O.T. used abso
lutely in this sense. 

118• According to Jerome (following Porphyry) Ptolemy 
brought back to Egypt the statues of Egyptian gods carried off 
by Cambyses 280 years before, On this ground his subjects 
conferred on him the title Euergetes. In all he brought back 
2 1500 precious vessels including the images of the gods, and 
40,000 talents of silver. For this and other services the title of 
Benefactors was conferred on the king and queen. This state
ment is confirmed by the Decree of Canopus (238 B. c.) in which 
Ptolemy and his consort are described as 'Benefactor Gods' : 
see Mahaffy, Empire of the Ptolemies, pp. 205, 230. In this 
Decree, l. 7, the king and queen are designated as e,o, Ev•pynw. 

Molten images. Here only does 111?~ mean a molten image, 
unless 0\}1;;,1?1 is simply a mispunctuation for 0\}1?;19~ from :)~~, 
'a molten image', Isa. 4129, 484, &c. 

Their goodly vessels: i. e. OJ.;11'?0 1.~f-the same phrase as in 
2 Chron. 3227, 3610 ; Hos. 1316• 

Of si'lver and gold. Better with Bevan render 'in silver and 
gold '-not in apposition, since this would require the articles, 
but used as 'a term of specification '. 

The south. The MT 01,:-:0 reads 'Egypt'. This is not a 
translation of the original but an interpretation. On a variety 
of grounds I have restored in its stead the phrase 'the south', 
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In the apocalyptic visions of Daniel as in that of the contem• 
porary writer of 1 Enoch 86-<)o proper names whether of 
individuals, nations, countries, or empires are, as a rule, not 
mentioned. This rule holds rigidly in 1 Enoch 86-90, and also 
in the visions of Daniel, and even in the interpretations of these 
visions given by Gabriel or some other angel especially when the 
interpretation is dealt"ng with recent events. 

The vision in i-a is interpreted by an angel, but the symbolic 
terms used in the vision are reproduced in the interpretation 
i 7- 28• The vision described in a2-u is interpreted by Gabriel 
in 820-26• When the symbols refer to ancient events Gabriel ex
plains the symbols: thus the ram with the two horns is said to be 
kings of Media and Persia, 820, and the he-goat to be a king of 
Greece. But when the vision deals wilh recent or contemporary 
events, the interpreter refrai·ns from giving any definite information 
as to name or country; for it was quite needless. Though 823 - 26 

is highly symbolical, every Jew in Palestine knew the person to 
whom these verses referred. Again in 922- 27, when Gabriel is 
solving Daniel's difficulties as to the seventy weeks of which 
Jeremiah prophesied, the strictest reticence is observed as 
regards the name and nationality of Antiochus, who is, as in 
former visions, the subject of these disclosures. And yet his 
ambitions and aims were a question of life and death for 
the Jews. 

Naturally the use of symbols varies somewhat in the different 
v1s10ns. In 74- 7 the four empires are symbolized by animals
a lion, a bear, a leopard, and a monstrous beast : the ten kings 
by ten horns 77 : Alexander the Great by 'a notable horn', 85, 
and in 821 by 'the great horn' : Antioch us Epiphanes by 'a little 
horn' 89• 

Similarly in 1 Enoch 8955 the Assyrians and Babylonians are 
symbolized by lions and tigers, in 8915,55 the Egyptians by 
wolves, but m 902,11,13 by vultures and kites, in 908,9,12 the 
Syrians by wolves, while in' 902,4,13,16 the M acedonians are 
symbolized by eagles. 

Passing on now to the disclosures in n 2- 45 we observe that 
the same, if not greater, reticence is practised in regard to recent 
history. The kings of Persia are mentioned and the expedition 
of Xerxes against Greece in 48o B. c., n 2• Now, though there 
is a survey of oriental history from this date to that of Antiochus 
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Epiphanes, there is not a single name mentioned, nor, when we 
recover the original text, even a single country. Alexander the 
Great is described simply as 'a mighty king' r r3, and the 
Seleucid kings as kings of 'the north', while the Ptolemies are 
described as the kings of 'the south'. Wherever anything 
more definite appears, we can without hesitation brand it as 
an £nterpreta#on or else as an intrusion into the text. 'The 
south' II 8,29, 'the land of the south' n 42, is of course Egypt : 
'the king of the south' u 5•6•9,u,14n 5i,25chisJ,4o is one of the 
Ptolemies: 'the king of the north' u 6,7,8,u,i3,i5,4o one of the 
Seleucidae. 

Having now observed this practice of the period in regard to 
visions, and the interpretations of them in our author, let us now 
turn to breaches of this practice in this chapter. Here the 
interpreter is at work. As a rule, it is the Greek translator who 
.has interpreted 'the south' by 'Egypt•, but even the Hebrew 
translator had already intervened in the present verse and 
rendered :m;, by t:11"110. It is no doubt he also that in u 42 

renders the Aramaic No,-,, l/"1l/ before him by t:11"110 Y"1N 'land 
of Egypt', instead of by :m;, ,,~ 'land of the south', and No,-,, 

in 1143 by t:11"1':lr.l. Again in the closing words of 1141 the use of 
the proper names 'Edom and Moab and the chief of the 
children of Ammon' is wholly against this convention of our 
author and of his time. 1 He would have used symbolic terms if 
he referred to these nations. Besides the clause is very 
meaningless in itself. Another similar interpolation occurs in 
1143. See notes t"n loc. 

The practice thus begun by the Hebrew translator in u 8,42,43 

was developed on an extensive scale by the LXX. Thus in 
addition to the three above interpretations which appear in the 
Hebrew Version, the translator of the LXX renders :U.lil by 
Ai'.'}'V1M"o~ in u5,6,9,n,14,i5,29,4o_ If we turn from the LXX to Th., 
we find that he reproduces the present Massoretic text, save 
that in 1124 he evidently found t:11"110 ,11 instead of t:11"11.:1.r.> ,v, 
which he rendered by l1r' Aiyv,rTov. 

Refrain some years from: 1,00 iOl/\ i. e. from attacking the 
king of the north. Cf. Gen. 2935 ; 2 Kings 46• Others render 

t In Test. Joseph r9, 2 Bar. 53 there is a similar use of symbols and con
stantly in 4 Ezra, as well as in other Apocalypses-not to speak of The 
Apocalypse. 
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1 continue alive longer than', and others 'continue stronger 
than '. The last renderi~g is that of Th. u-r~rr..,-," inrip fja,nMa. 

n 9, When Seleucus Callinicus re-established his power in 
Asia (242 B. c.) he invaded Egypt, but was forced to retire with 
only a remnant of his forces. 

u 10- 19• The next ten verses deal mainly with the times of 
Antiochus III, the Great. Seleucus Callinicus left two sons, 
Seleucus III Ceraunos and Antiochus. The former after a reign 
of two years (226-223 B. c.) was murdered during a campaign in 
Asia Minor. He was succeeded by Antiochus III the Great, 
223-187 B. c. Soon after his accession Antiochus attacked 
Palestine, which was then subject to Ptolemy Philopator, king 
of Egypt, and in the course of two campaigns conquered the 
greater part of it. But in 217 B. c. Ptolemy met Antiochus at 
Raphia and defeated him with great loss. Palestine was there
upon reannexed to the empire of the Ptolemies. 

n 10• Ht"s son. So the Kt. ,)::i, i. e. Antiochus. The LXX, as 
the Kt., reads o vlor au-rov (though it reads ical before the verb 
that follows), and uses the singular throughout the verse, and 
herein I have followed its guidance. So Von Gall, Marti, and 
others. Does the ical • • • icai = 'both ... and'. This is in 
keeping with the usage in 1011,12,13 sqq., where the king is the 
subject, and not the army. Since the Kt. reads the plural ri)n' 
towards the end of the verse, the plural is explained by treating 
c,,,n 110n, i. e. the army, as singular or plural as the uncertain 
MT text requires. This is very unsatisfactory. The Pesh. 
throughout uses the plural, whereas the MT, Th., and the Vulg. 
use sometimes the singular and sometimes the plural. 

If we accept the Qr. 11)~, then we must regard the campaign 
of Seleucus in Asia Minor as the first part of an organized 
attack of Syria on Egypt. Seleucus himself never invaded 
Egypt. 

Shall war and shall assemble : i. e. 90~, il".)_~J;i;. So the LXX, 
whereas the MT, Pesh., and Vulg. read l5lC~1 ~,~i;,;. In this 
sense n,)nil is used absolutely only in this chapter of Daniel. 
Cf. u20_ 

And he shall come on. Antiochus attacks Egypt. Seleucus 
is already dead, having been assassinated by one of his officers 
during his campaign in Asia Minor. The text could also be 
taken of the great multitude Just mentioned I it shall come,' &c., 
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but the context, as I have pointed out in the first note on this 
verse, is in favour of a single leader, i. e. Antiochus being 
the subject. For ~,::i ~~~ thirteen manuscripts, and Pesh. 
read 1::i ~:it So also the LXX though it erroneously reads 
KaT' avT~v for 1<aT' avTot•. The same phrase recurs in u 13, where 
many manuscripts and the LXX again read ,::i for ~,:i. When 
the inf. absolute follows the verb it elsewhere implies continuance 
or repetition: cf. Num. 2311, 2410 • Hence b may be right here. 
In that case we should render: 'he (Antiochus) will attack him' 
{the king of Egypt). 

Overwhelm and pass over: i. e. "'l:ll1' l=Jl'.11!1, borrowed from 
Isa. 88• Antiochus's first invasion of Egypt was in 219 B. c. 

And he shall again carry the war even to his fortress. Here 
with the LXX, Th., and the Qr. I read n)~J;l;, where the Kt. 
has ,i)tl1 , and take :lt:!'' in the sense of 'again'. There is a 
reference to Antiochus returning to complete the conquest, after 
having wintered in Ptolemais and left garrisons in Phoenicia and 
Coele-Syria (Polyb. v. 66). Some scholars take the subject of 
the last five verbs of this verse to be the army, which, accord
ingly as it is treated as a singular or plural, takes a singular or 
plural verb. 

His fortress. Antioch us after rest in winter quarters marches 
his forces to the south. The fortress is taken by Driver to be 
Gaza, the strongest Palestinian fortress in the south. In favour of 
this view Driver recognizes a play on the name of Gaza, i. e. i'1tlt, 

in the Hebrew word used here for fortress, i. e. ntl,'O. But this 
word is used in this chapter of different fortresses: cf. n 1,10,19, 

:n,33_ Besides the verb i"l"'lJtl1 presupposes that the fortress in 
question is the objective of Antiochus's attack. But as Gaza 
belonged to Antiochus, we must take the fortress to be Raphia, 
which was Ptolemy's. 

n 11• King of the south. Ptolemy Philopator. 
Shall be moved with choler (cf. 87, where the same verb is used 

of Ptolemy) and go forth and fight with him to resist the advancing 
forces of Antiochus. But according to Polybius (v. 68-69) 
a large Egyptian army led by Nicolaus was the first to take the 
field and march through Palestine, where between Lebanon and 
the sea it was completely defeated by Antiochus. 

Fight with this same king of the north: i. e. ll~1i"l 1,0 1:IY ioy on,,. 
This is a pure Aramaism-in fact the customary idiom where 
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the following word is expressly emphasized. See 512 ; also 
Kautzsch, Gr. d. Bibi. Aram., § 81 e and § 88. It is true that in 
Joshua 1 2 we have ,~,1!'1 1~:1S on, : cf. N um. 3233 ; Judges 217, 

&c. (Ges.-Kautzsch, § 131 n.). But most of these examples from 
the standpoint of Hebrew are textually doubtful. There are of 
course in the later books several such Aramaisms. 

He shall rai·se a great multitude, &c. The subject of the verb 
here is Antiochus. Hitzig takes the subject to be Ptolemy. 

But the multi'tude shall be given into his hand. Here clearly 
the same force is mentioned as in the preceding clause, since 
llt:i,i,, must refer to :i, ll0,1. This army is that of Antiochus 
which was defeated by Ptolemy. On the expression li':l jm, cf. 
1 Kings 2028 • 

Another interpretation is given to the above clauses : 'And he 
(Ptolemy) shall raise a great multitude and the multitude shall 
be placed under his (Ptolemy's) command.' In support of this 
meaning of 11:i rm Gen. 394, 2 Sam. rn10 are adduced. But the 
sense is very unsatisfactory. 

I 1 12• The multitude shall be swept away. Here as in the pre
ceding verse the pt:in is the army of Antiochus. For the use of 
the verb NW~ cf. Isa. 4024, 4116 ; Job 3222 ; also 2 35 in our text. 
Hitzig, as in the preceding verse, interprets this verse of 
Ptolemy: 'the multitude shall stand up (to fight), its (or 
Ptolemy's) heart being uplifted.' Here N~~ is used in the same 
sense as in Isa. 3310, and the clause ,::i::i, Ol'i1 is circumstantial. 

And ht"s heart shall be uplifted: i. e. Ptolemy's. ,:i:i> m,1 can 
be taken as a circumstantial clause, but it is best to read 011 with 
the Qr., LXX, Th., and Vulg. On the Hebrew phras~, cf. 
Deut. 814

, 1720 : also 520 (Aram.) in our text. 

Shall cast down: i. e. at Raphia, where, according to Polybius 
(v. 86), Antiochus was defeated by Ptolemy with the loss of 
almost 10,000 infantry, 300 cavalry, and more than 4,000 

prisoners. 

Tens of thousands. :nlN:J'i is ·an Aramaic form instead of the 
classical Hebrew :ni::i::i,. Contrast the Hebraism proposed by 
the Qr. in the Aramaic in ?1°, 

Shall not prevail. After his victory at Raphia, Ptolemy IV 
Philopator recovered Coele-Syria (Polyb. v. 86), but failed to 
follow up his success. Owing to his effeminate and dissolute 
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character he had not the energy to complete the overthrow of 
Antioch us. See Bevan, House of Seleucus, i. 318-320. 

u 13- 16• Twelve years after the battle of Raphia, i. e. in 
205 B. c., referred to in the preceding verses, Ptolemy IV 
Philopator died, leaving only one son, aged five years, who 
succeeded his father as Ptolemy V, Epiphanes, 205-181 B. c. 
Antiochus seized on this opportunity of attacking Egypt, and 
formed a league with Philip of Macedon for this purpose (Polyb. 
xv. 20). After varying fortunes Scopas (see Bevan, House oj 
Seleucus, ii. 36-37), the general of Ptolemy, recovered possession 
of J udaea in 200 B. c., but two years later was utterly crushed 
at Panion (Josephus, Ant. xii. 33) i. e. Paneas, now named 
Banias, the Caesarea Philippi of the Gospels), and forced to take 
refuge in Sidon, where he was besieged and forced to surrender, 
but dismissed unhurt.1 Antiochus invaded Phoenicia and Syria 
and captured Gaza (Polyb. xvi. 18, 40). On this battle of 
Panion, Bevan (House of Seleucus, ii. 37) rightly observes: 'The 
battle is the landmark denoting the final and definite substitution 
of Seleucid for Ptolemaic rule in Palestine'. 

1113
• And again ... shall raise. Here 'l't!JJi11 • • :i~, is to be 

so rendered, as Bevan and Driver do, and not 'and ... shall 
return and shall raise'. Antiochus does not return to the south 
and raise a huge army, but again he raises an army in order to 
take advantage of the weakness of Egypt. 

Shall attack him. Here with many manuscripts and the LXX 
I read 1J N\:11 instead of the MT ~\J Ni:!'. Cf. 11 10• The MT = 
1 shall come on repeatedly'. 

At the end of years. t:I'"~ [t:11mm] 1pS. The t:11l1JJ is omitted 
as an intrusion from the next clause. The number of years was, 
as we otherwise know, twelve. The close of these is definitely 
referred to in n 14• 

Great army. I have here followed the LXX in reading :i, 
instead of ~liJ. See note on u 25• 

Substance. Apparently ci~::i7 'camp-baggage' as in Gen. 1411 ,12 ; 

2 Chron. 2114, &c. 
I 1 14• There shall many stand up, &c. These words refer to 

1 Antiochus besieged Scopas in Sidon, where he had taken refuge with 
IO,ooo men ; Cum decem millibus armatorum obsedit clausum in Sidone ... 
donec fame superatus Scopas manus dedit et nudus cum sociis dimissus est. 
Jerome, Comm. on Dan. u 15• 
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Antiochus, Philip of Macedon, and the many insurgents in Egypt 
itself owing to the oppressive measures of Agathocles, the chief 
minister of Ptolemy Philopator, whom Polybius designates 
o ,Juv3mfrp01l'os IfroX~µ.aiou (xv. 25). He was ultimately put to death 
by some soldiers, and thereby rescued from the far worse fate 
which befel his family (xv. 33). 

The children oj the violent among thy people. These constituted 
a faction amongst the Jews, i.e. Tobias and his followers. To 
Schlatter (ZATW., 1894, 143-151) this identification is due as 
Marti points out. Ptolemy alienated the affections of the Jews 
by supporting Joseph, the head of the Tobiadae, by a garrison in 
Jerusalem. This family got hold of the high-priesthood and 
robbed the nation by their endless exactions and taxes. With
out intending it they contributed by their conduct 'to establish 
the vision', i. e. to bring about the end foretold, while the result 
for themselves was no less unintentional, i. e. their own destruc
tion. Bevan regards l:)l'!ll"1£l 1):1 as impossible Hebrew, but this 
faction (tl''!l1"1£lM 1):1) was a corporate body, a troop of robbers, 
and Marti compares with this expression tl1~•:i)n 1):1. Y1iEl 

denotes a robber: hence in J er. 711 'den of robbers' tl"'!l1"1El nil,lo. 
n 15• Earthworks (lit. 'a mound'). 
A wellfanced dty. This is Sidon, where Scopas with rn,ooo 

men, after his defeat by Antiochus at Paneas (Jerome, Comm. on 
Dan., rr 15 : Polyb. xvi. 18; xxviii. 1), had taken refuge, and 
which Antiochus captured (198 B. c.). n,i'!l::io "11!,1 is late 
Hebrew: it is unique in the O.T. The proper Hebrew is i'l,I 

i'!l:10 : c( 1 Sam. 618 ; 2 Kings 319, 102 ; J er. 1 18, &c. Only once, 
i. e. in J er. 517, does the plural of i'!lJO follow "11!,1 or 'il,I (the 
construct), and then it is the masculine plural and not the 
feminine as in our text here. The translator uses the plural 
masc. in I 1 24,39, but not in the phrase we are dealing with. 

rr 15a-16• Complete overthrow of the Egyptz"an suzerainty over 
Syria. 

The forces (cf. n 22•31 ) of the rking of the1 south shall make a 
stand, even the eHte ef ht"s troops, but the strength to make a stand 
shall be lacking. The one assured conclusion to be drawn from 
a study of the MT and the LXX, Th., and Vulg. is that not one 
of them represents the original. The MT = • the arms of the 
south shall not withstand, neither his chosen people, neither 
shall there be any strength to withstand'. From a comparative 
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study of the MT and Versions it is possible to secure a more 
ancient and authentic text. First of all we should restore 1,0 
:Jm'I with Th. (roil ~a<TtAEOl~ TOV vornv) and the LXX (~a<TIAEO,~ Alyu-

11'1"0V), Next with the LXX, Th., and Pesh. (which is conflate) 
we should omit the negative t<b before iiol/'. Only the Vulg. 
herein supports the MT. This negative, therefore, appears to 
be a late intrusion. Omitting then this 1:b, what are we to make 
of what remains? The last three words ioy, n.:, j'N of the MT 
may be taken as free from corruption (though possibly defective), 
seeing that the LXX, Th., and Pesh. reproduce them, and also 
the Vulg., though defectively. The LXX adds ,, after n.:,, and 
the Pesh. l:ln,. 

There remain therefore only the words 1 l111:9!? l:1)/). Here 
the LXX (µm'i TWV lJvva<TTWV avrnii Kal) read 1 i11~n~ l:l~ : Th. (Kal ol 

<KA<KTal alimii Kai} read , i 1·nn.::n. The Vulg. agrees with Th. save 
that it omits the second 1<al. The Pesh. is conflate and corrupt 
but has a phrase= l:ll/1'1 inJo. Thus Th. and the Vulg. omit 
l:ll/. But since this word appears in the LXX and MT, as a 
preposition in the one case and a noun in the other, and since 
it has thus the ancient testimony of the LXX, we may reason
ably conclude that it was omitted by the late versions. The 
text thus appears to have been 1 i110~I? l:li!), or regarding the O 

as a dittograph we may read 1 i11~n~ l:li/). So practically Th., 
Pesh., and V ulg. In favour of the latter form is the fact that 
inJt, is not found elsewhere in the plural in the O.T. It is 
also possible that the LXX may be right : 'the arms of the king 
of the south ( Alyv1rTov is an interpretation of Jl)/'l, i. e. Tov v,frov) 

shall withstand with his strongest troops, but he shall have no 
strength to withstand him'. Marti makes a good emendation. 
He omits the o and the , before j'N as dittographs, and thus 
reads j'N ,1,inJ l:ll/ 'but his best troops shall have no strength 
to withstand'. The text I arrive at omits N' with the LXX and 
Th. and takes the , before b:11 as explicative, and gives a good 
sense with a minimum of change. 

n 16• But he (Antiochus) that cometh agat'nst ht'm (Ptolemy). 

None shall stand before Mm: i1)b' ioiy rN, i. e. 'be able to with
stand him'. See note on 1 5 on the different meanings of this 
phrase in our author. 

The glort'ous land: i. e. 9ft' )""IN, Palestine. See note on 89• 

3266 u 
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The LXX renders •::i~il by .-ijs iJ,).ry,HIDs here (Syrh) and in u 45, 

thus deriving it from the sense of the root in Aram. Cf. ~n,:i.~. 
And in Ms hand shall be annihilation. Cf. 927 for :i,::i. Both the 

LXX and Th. (T•AruiJryu.,,-m) take il?f as a verb= 'shall be des
troyed', but there is a dittography in the LXX_,..-,..uiJryu,,-m mivm 

= ,::i n,::i,. The destruction .is directed against the Jews or the 
Egyptian garrisons in Palestine. If for M?f we read i'l~~- the 
above clause would run: 'with all of it in his hand (Bertholdt) '. 

u 17• Set Ms face: i. e. i•j~ t:l\?:1 • make it his aim': cf. Gen. 
3121 ; 2 Kings 1218 ; Jer. 4216,17• 

To come with the strength, &c. Antiochus will march with his 
entire forces against Ptolemy. Antiochus in 197 s. c. mustered 
his fleet and all his forces to attack the cities on the coast of 
Cilicia, Lycia, and Caria, which were in Ptolemy's possession. 
Driver (in loc.) quotes Livy, xxxiii. 19: 'omnibus regni viribus 
connixus, cum ingentes copias terrestres maritimasque com
parasset.' He did not persist in this attack, but made a treaty 
instead with Ptolemy. 

But shall (instead) make an agreement with him. The MT, 
which reads M¥'V1 iw~ tl'7~'1 'and the upright ones with him ; and 
he shall do', is undoubtedly corrupt. We should with the LXX 
(..rol uvviJ1)1<as ,,..,.. avrnv 'ITOtl)ITETm), Th. (t<al .M.,a 'ITllVTa Jl-ff' avrov 'ITOll)U«), 

Vulg. read M~l/' ioy t:l'.,t!''tii. For o•-,~•o in the sense of• agree
ment' or' equitable conditions', cf. n 6• It is possible that t:i•-,~• 
is the plural of.,~, 'uprightness'. 

With power: 9~r,:i-an Aramaism: cf. 2 37, 427, &c. 
Shall give him the daughter ef women. ti1e.'ji"l r,:i is peculiar, if 

it is genuine. Can it mean 'the woman' par excellence, just as 
~t!/j~ -,:i • the man'? When Antioch us abandoned his designs 
on Egypt owing to the intervention of Rome, he made an 
alliance with Ptolemy Epiphanes and gave him his daughter 
Cleopatra in marriage, with the provinces, or rather the revenues 
of the provinces, of Coele-Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine as a 
dowry. The Egyptians understood the dowry in the former 
sense, but Antiochus in the latter (Polyb. xxviii. 17). Mahaffy, 
however (op. cit. 306), upholds the claim of the Egyptians. This 
marriage took place 194-193 B. c. at Raphia (Livy, xxxv. 13). 

To destroy it: i. e. Egypt. Antiochus' real motive in giving 
his daughter to Ptolemy was at once to protect himself against 
Roman interference and to gain a footing in Egypt, which he 
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could turn to his own purposes when the opportunity arose. 
The rendering • to corrupt her' (;:ii:,1,:i~iJ?) gives no tolerable 
sense. Cleopatra adopted the cause of her husband, advised 
him to maintain an alliance with Rome, and lived happily 
in Egypt. Ptolemy accordingly retained the friendship of 
Rome, while Antiochus forfeited it wholly. Antiochus was 
moved by no friendly spirit towards Egypt, but was simply 
biding his time in the hope of securing it for himself. 
Hearing at Lysimacheia a false rumour of Ptolemy's death, 
he set out forthwith to make himself master of Egypt (Livy, 
xxxiii. 41). 

But £t shall not stand neither shall it come to pass: i. e. '1t,lln ~, 

1'"N1n [,,] N,t Here we have the later Hebrew reproduction (cf. 
Ps. 3311) of the same expression as in Isa. J7 1w,n N'l bli'11 N': 
cf. 1424• '1'-'ll is used as the equivalent of bli' in the sense of 'to 
be established', 'to maintain itself' here and in Esther 34• The 
plan of Antiochus will not succeed. I have with the LXX 
against the MT, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. omitted ,,. It originated 
most probably as a dittograph of~,, and then it won the support 
of the Massoretes, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. owing to their wrongly 
conceiving Cleopatra to be the subject of these two clauses, 
whereas it is clearly the plan of Antiochus that is the subject. 
Of course it is possible to incorporate ,, into the second clause, 
but it weakens the impressiveness of the old prophetic words, 
and the author is not culpable in this respect. 

n 18• The historical facts behind this verse are, shortly, as 
follows. In 197 B. c. Antiochus made an expedition into Asia 
Minor. This expedition was attended with great success, and 
most of the cities made their submission to him. In the same 
year he made himself master of the Thracian Chersonese, and, 
when he had consolidated these conquests, he effected a landing 
in Greece in 1921 and seized parts of Greece north of Corinth. 
But here his successes came to an end. In 191 his forces 
were routed by the Romans at Thermopylae, and in the fol
lowing year his huge army of 80,000 men sustained such an 
overwelming defeat at Magnesia by the Romans under Lucius 
Cornelius Scipio (Livy, xxxvii. 39-44: Mommsen, Hist. ef 
Rom., Book III, chap. ix, 270 seqq.) that he had to relinquish 
his claims to all his European possessions or conquests as well 
as to all parts of Asia Minor west of the Taurus. The latter 

U2 
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half of II 18 deals with this catastrophe. On the events behind 
this verse see Bevan, House of Seleucus, ii. 88-n2. 

Turn ht's face: i. e . .:l.W:1, Here the Qr. reads tl!?:1 as in the 
LXX 1<al a&i,m, and in n 17 of our text. But, as Bevan remarks, 
the Kt. is to be retained, since here it is not a question of 
purpose but of actual movement as in II 19, where we have the 
same phrase repeated. The expedition referred to here is that 
of Antiochus against Asia Minor. See preceding note. 

To the tcoast landst: i. e. 1:J11~,, the islands and coastlands of 
the Mediterranean. But the LXX here reads e'1Tl ,-~v 0&>..a,T<Tav = 
tl:? (' to the west'), which is either a corruption of tl11t,C' or 
vice versa. If the LXX is right the 'many' that Antioch us 
captured would probably be prisoners. Both on sea and land 
Antiochus fought against Rome for the independence of the 
East. If the MT is right, then the 'many' would mean coast 
lands and provinces on the Mediterranean. But Antiochus' 
att~mpts ended in failure. 

The two following clauses are very difficult. The foremost 
scholars turn down the MT absolutely. Their emendations 
fail, however, to account for the texts presupposed by the 
LXX and Th. I have attempted a fresh departure and offer 
two restorations of the text, both of which keep close to the MT 
and account in the main for the LXX and Th. The second 
appears the more justifiable. 

But a chief shall put an end to his contumely : i. e. ii¥~ n~~i'.11 
in~7Q . On the Roman commander see first note on this verse. 
Antiochus offered hospitality to Hannibal, and told the Romans 
that they had no more business with his doings in the East 
than he had with theirs in the West: 'Asiam nihil ad populum 
Romanum pertinere: nee magis illis inquirendum esse, quid 
Antiochus, quam Antiocho, quid in Italia populus Romanus 
faciat' (Livy, xxxiii. 40). 

So that he (Antiochus) shall not requite his (the Roman chiefs) 
contumely upon him. The Roman victory was to be so over· 
whelming as to exclude the possibility of further resistance on 
the part of Antiochus. The above translation requires the 
omission of one letter in the MT, and indirectly it serves to 
explain the variants in the LXX and Th. The MT, LXX, Th., 
Vulg., and Pesh. run as follows: 

MT. ,, .:i.11!" 1nt1in 1n,.:i. ,; 1ne:i,n r~P n1:il!'m. 
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LXX. .real oriurpE,j,H Jpr,11 J11E1t1uµov al,rw11 l11 lJpsc'I,) 1<ara ro11 6vnt,uµ.o 11 
, -avTov. 

Th. r<al 1<ara1raVCTfl lfp)(OIITUS 011.it,uµov allrw11• 1TA~IJ 611na,uµ.oi. ahov 

£.,,,aTpio/n aVrcp. 
Vulg. Et cessare faciet principem opprobrii sui et opprobrium 

eius convertetur in eum, 
Pesh.= xal 1eaTa1raVcrEL -rOv llpx_ovra T0v OvniHuaVTa alrrOv Kai Ov£ta1.uµb1, 

aVroV En,CTTpf\j,u airrip. 

(1) Now first of all we observe that mDin occurs in all the 
authorities in some form twice-in the Pesh. once as a participle. 

(2) Next in the LXX opYTJ" = 1111'!', which is an obvious cor
ruption of flliti'. 

(3) In all the authorities there are two verbs expressed or 
implied, i. e. n•:it!lil and ::i•t,,, except in the LXX, which reads 
::l't!lil for n•:it!m, at,d omits :i•~. But, as Bevan suggests, 
lmurpl,/m al,r,e r<al could have easily been lost through homoiote
leuton before •'ll'•urpb/m at the beginning of u 19• 

(4) The LXX reads ,,, 8pic'f where the MT has •nS::i ,, and Th. 
'11'>..qv, but the Vulg. and Pesh. have no equivalent. Now, it is 
generally assumed, but wrongly as I believe, that ,,, i)p.rc'I.' here 
presupposes i1¥~~~, which Bevan takes to be a corruption of 
tl~IJ¥~~ 'sevenfold'. Thus we have' he shall requite his insults 
sevenfold'. Marti seeks to improve on Bevan. He reads 
:i•t!lil'l (with the LXX), and omitting several words reads :i•t!lm 
c1nv:i~ U'l!:lin riirp ,, • But this is rewriting the text and not 
emending it. Besides it furnishes no explanation of the genesis 
of the MT text. To return to Bevan's suggestion: how can we 
accept c1nv:i~ as a corruption of •nS::i ,,, or how can it in any 
way account for it? Moreover there is not a trace of this 
proposed Hebrew word in any of the other versions. The 
conjecture is, I think, not only a counsel of despair, but impos
sible under the circumstances. 

(1) My first proposal. What then does ,,, lJpicrp represent? 
Possibly nSN::i 1 (cf. Prov. 2923 ; Gen. 2441, Lev. 51), which comes 
very close to •nS:i. It also is a vain attempt to translate a 
corrupt original. The '11'>..qv of Th., which='~~, is another 
emendation of •nS:i and an attempt to make something of the 

1 When ilSN and il)J::l~ occur together as in Num. 521 ; Neh. 1030, the render
ings are apa and lip1<~;-' (!v6p1<,ov). But il'N is occasionally rendered (op1<or, 
op1<1uµ6,) and it alone serves to explain the MT. 
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corrupt text. For •n>:i cannot be rendered 'only' with Ewald, 
or 'certainly' with Hitzig or 'nothing but' with Drechsler. 

What, then, are we to make of the MT ~n,:i, M>N:i (LXX), and 
,:iN (Th.)? My first proposal is to read •l;l~:;i?, of which •n>:i ,, 
is a corruption. This, though generally a preposition, is used 
also as a final conjunction: cf. Exod. 2020 ; 2 Sam. 1414 (cf. )O 

in this sense in Deut. 3311), and so also in the correct text in 
J er. 23U (l:lt:I' 1n>:i>), 2718 (lN:l' •ri>:1>}. We should then translate : 
'And a chief shall so put an end to his contumely that he shall 
not requite his contumely upon him'. The discomfiture of 
Antiochus was to be crushing and complete. The above 
restoration keeps very close to the MT and is indirectly sup
ported by the LXX and Th. By thus keeping close to the 
documentary authorities we are obliged to take the first m::iin 
as referring to Antiochus and the second to the Roman consul. 

(2) My second proposal. If it appears unsatisfactory to take 
ll"l!:l"ln as referring to two different persons, it is possible to make 
the two refer to Antiochus alone by emending •r,S,:1 ,, into 
n?~~ 1 'for annihilation' (cp. 927, 1116, Ezek. 1313). M>:i> would largely 
explain the corrupt readings presupposed by the LXX (,,:,N:1} 
and Th. (>::lN) and give an excellent sense. In 1116 Antioch us 
was master of the situation. He had in his hand M,:i, i. e. 'the 
annihilation' of Palestine, &c. The tables are now turned. 
The Romans shall effect the annihilation (M>:i) of Antiochus. 
We should then render: 'And a chief shall put an end to his 
contumely (even) unto annihilation (ii>:,:,): (yea) he shall requite 
him with his own contumely.' This emendation does more 
justice to the context: the former is closer to the text of the MT. 

The last three words,, :i•t:1• lr1!:l"lni are derived from Hos. 1214• 

II19• In order to meet the vast fine imposed upon him (Polyb. 
xxi. 14 : Livy, xxxvii. 45) Antiochus retired to the fortresses of 
the East. He had to levy contributions where it was possible, 
and temples were not exempt from his exactions. After plun
dering the temple of Bel in Elymais he and his followers were 
attacked by the inhabitants and slain in 187 B. c. See Bevan, 
House ef Seleucus, ii. 120. 

n 20• Seleucus IV Philopator, 187-175 B. c. This king im-

1 Even possibly n•S,:,r, which means 'utterly' Job. n7, 288, but it is not so 
close to the MT form. 
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pressed himself on the memories of the Jews by his attempt to 
rob the Temple through the agency of Heliodorus. The full 
account is given in 2 Mace. 31 - 40• With this we deal later in 
this verse. Driver, on the other hand, thinks 'the allusion may 
be of a general kind : Seleucus had to pay for nine years an 
annual sum of 1,000 talents to the Romans ... the reference 
may be to the "exactor" who visited Palestine regularly for this 
purpose'. An officer of Antiochus Epiphanes who had duties 
in Judaea was called ilpx<-w cf>opo>..oy!as- (r Mace. 1 29). 

Shall stand up i"n his place one that shall cause an exactor to pass 
through with royal splendour. The text is doubtful, and the 
versions of little or no help, save that they presuppose some 
form or other of the MT though diversely and corruptly. The 
LXX reads ical avaUTl]UETUL ••• .Zs- avaUTau,v, avqp -nnrrwv l!o~av {3au,

AEws = 1,0 "l"'lil :im 1!'1~ "'IOlh • • • "'IOl/L Here we observe that the 
LXX omits ,).J?l/ 'in his place', that "'IOl/S replaces "l'::ll/01 and 
l)l)I!'•~ replaces l!'l). But ,).:i ?l/ of the MT is original. It is 
supported by Th., Pesh., and Vulg., as well as by the context. 
Hence this phrase must be retained. Th. reads avaa-Tqa-rTa, ••• 

lrrl T. fro,p.auiav avrnv 7rapa/31/36:(wv, 7rpauuwv lM~av /3aa-,AEtaS = ' ' ' "'IOll' 
tn.:iSo i"'lil l!'l) "l1::ll/O m.:io S,y, which, though rather meaningless, 
supports MT in the main. The Vulg. is hopeless, but the Pesh. 
is clearly based on an emendation of the current Hebrew text. 
It = n,•.:i?o "l"'lil, ll'il "ll.Jl/0 ,).:i ,11 "'IOll' 'there shall stand up 
in his place one that shall cause the strength and splendour of 
kingdoms to pass away'. 

From the above examination we may reasonably conclude that 
the MT is trustworthy. All that remains to do is to determine 
its meaning. tim clearly means 'an exactor '. The difficulties 
lie in the last four words of the Hebrew, which are usually 
rendered 'one that shall cause an exactor to pass through the 
glory of the kingdom'. But in no other passage in the O.T. 
has this verb two accusatives. "l"'lir should be preceded by 
a preposition S:v or J. Furthermore the analogy of nd,o ,,;, in 
the next verse shows that we have here not a concrete con
ception 'the glory of the kingdom' but an abstract one. It can 
then be translated as an adverbial phrase 'with royal splendour', 
or with Bevan transpose "l'.Jl/0 and tim, and render 'Then 
shall stand up in his place an exactor who shall cause royal 
splendour to pass away'. Bevan attaches the same meaning 
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(cf. 2 Sam. 1213 ; Esther 83) to ,,:1310 that the Pesh. does. He 
would take the 'exactor' to be ' Seleucus, who made himself 
unpopular by his avarice; Livy speaks of this king's reign as 
"otiosum, nullis admodum rebus gestis nobilitatum"' (xli. 19). 

But the 'exactor' is clearly Heliodorus (2 Mace. 31- 13,22- 30). 

Simon, a Benjaminite, who was at variance with Onias the high 
priest, and had charge of the Temple, gave information to 
Apollonius, the governor of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia, that the 
treasury was full of untold sums of money, and that, as they 
were not assigned to the maintenance of the Temple sacrifices, 
the king could secure them. When Seleucus learnt this he at 
once sent Heliodorus his chancellor (rov lrrl rwv rrpayµarrov) to seize 
these treasures. But, according to the writer, Heliodorus was 
prevented from carrying out his sacrilegious purpose through 
a supernatural appearance. 

This account is confirmed by two inscriptions on the bases of 
two statues erected to Heliodorus before 175 B. c. Of these 
inscriptions a full account is given in Deissmann's Bibelstudien, 
Eng. transl., 303-307. In the second of these inscriptions 
Heliodorus is described as being a relative of this king (cf. l. 3 
r~u avyyiv£1a11 alirov), and in both of them as .his foster-brother 
(<T6vrpocpot). In both also he is called the chancellor or first 
minister of the crown (cf. 2 Mace. 1011, 132

) in the phrase lrrl rwv 

1rpayp.arro11 r£ray,,,.i11011, exactly as in 2 Mace. 37• 

Few days : twelve years-short in comparison with the longer 
reign of Antiochus III. Otherwise the 'few days' are to be 
reckoned from the mission of Heliodorus to the murder of the 
king, or from the inception of the plot to its execution. 

Shall be destroyed: (lit. 'broken '). Seleucus is the first of the 
three horns mentioned in 78 of our text. According to Appian, 
Syr. 45, Seleucus met his death owing to a conspiracy set on 
foot by Heliodorus (!~ err,{3ovXijr 'HX,o/1&.pov). See Bevan, House 
of Seleucus, ii. 125. 

In anger (i. e. t:11!:lN:l). It is objected that we should expect 
l:JN:l in this sense; but the dual is used in the sense of anger in 
such phrases as t:1 1!:lN 7iN: cf. Prov. 1429, 1518

, &c.: also in 3033 

t:11!:lN ro 'the forcing of wrath'. But, as Behrmann points 
out, 'not in anger' is not what we expect here. Hence he 
suggests that t:1•!:l~J is used as )l!:lJN:l in Aramaic(= the Hebrew 
t:11~!:l, cf. Deut. 54). Hence the phrase would mean 'not openly•, 
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'not in a fair face to face encounter'. This would agree with 
the fact that Seleucus was the victim of a secret conspiracy. 

u 21--45• Antiochus IV, Epiphanes, 175-164 B. c. This 
Antiochus was the son of Antiochus the Great and the brother 
of Seleucus Philopator. For fourteen years he had been a 
hostage at Rome in accordance with the treaty concluded by the 
Romans with his father, and was treated then, as he afterwards 
boasted, 'pro rege, non pro obside, omnibus ordinibus' (Liv. 
xiii. 6). At the request of Seleucus IV the Romans released 
Antiochus in his twelfth year and took in his stead Demetrius, 
Seleucus' own son. On his way back to Antioch Seleucus IV 
was murdered by Heliodorus (u20}, who sought to become king. 
But by the help of Eumenes, King of Pergamum, and Attalus, 
Antiochus seized the throne, which belonged legitimately to his 
nephew Demetrius. 

u 21• A contemptible person. These words express the Jewish 
verdict on Antiochus IV. The term may be applied to him in 
derision of the title he assumed, e,os- lmrpavi/,-' God manifest', 
of which e~os- lmµavi/s- is a fitting and well-deserved parody. 

On whom had not been bestowed, &c. Here ,,n 11:,31 ,~m tot,, 
nt:i,o is to be taken as a relative clause with '"le'~ omitted. The 
same phrase is found in I Chron. 2925 ; cf. Num. 2i0• 

In time ef security: i. e. shall take them unawares. Cf. r 1 24, 825• 

By flatteries : i. e. tnip:,1-,;n.:it. This word recurs in n 34 with 
the same meaning, but in n 32 as n,p:,n.:i. The question arises: 
Were both these forms, bearing the same meaning, used by the 
Hebrew translator? Th. either found one and the same form 
in all three passages, or else he identified the form in n 32 with 
that in n 21 ,34 so far as the meaning is concerned. But the 
LXX, though corrupt, supplies evidence for the decision of this 
question. In u 21 ,34 it renders lv KAf/poaoui~ av'Tov (av'Tov omitted in 
u 34) = np,n.:i or inp:,n.:i 'in the (or "his") portion'. In II32 

its rendering is ,,, uKXfip~ 'llacji, which is a corruption of,,, KA,,poaoul~ 

through a confusion of A and A and a transposition of c : i. e. 
KAHPOAOCIAI is a corruption of CKAHPOIAAOI, Thus the LXX 
in all three passages attests the same Hebrew text. Th. does 
the same, but does not help to determine which of the two 
Hebrew forms nip:,n or nip:,p:,n should be read in the three 
passages. But the LXX does. Its rendering was in the three 
passages i1~?'J¥ or il1R?O~, which, since they are meaningless in 
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II 21 ,22, are corruptions of n~j;J~!.';I~ and not of n,pSpSn:1. Hence 
the latter word in the MT should in r 1 21 be corrected into 
n,p:,n:1, and in 113• into ,npSn:1 (see note in loc.). There is thus 
no evidence that the longer Hebrew word ever bore the 
secondary meaning of ' flatteries ' or ' fine promises'. It appears 
in the 0. T. (Ps. 356 ; J er. 2312) only in its original sense ot 
' slipperiness ', and, when the LXX of Daniel was translated, it 
had not yet displaced the shorter form n,pSn:1. nir?!.';1 is an 
exceptional pointing for niP?Q (Isa. 3010). 

n 22- 24• Events in Syrt'a during the first five years oj Anti'ochus' 
reign, IJJ-IJO B. c. 

n 22• Armies shall be utterly swept away. Here with Marti and 
others I follow Bevan's emendation of l=ll;?~D 1 into l=)bf;:J, an 
infinitive strengthening the finite verb which follows-~El!p~~
The armies in question were those of Heliodorus and other 
domestic enemies. The MT 1=19WiJ nnnr 'the armies of the 
flood' (i. e. overwhelming forces) 'would be a singularly inappro
priate designation for the armies defeated by Antiochus '. Some 
scholars interpret this verse of the forces of Egypt and of 
Ptolemy Philometor, the son and successor of Ptolemy Epi
phanes. But there is no express reference to Egypt before n 25-

A nd shall be broken; yea also the prince of the covenant. Marti 
proposes tll iJi:!11\ instead of bl\ \i:lt:-'''· This would connect the 
verb with the final clause : 'And the prince of the covenant also 
shall be broken '. The prince, as Theodoret observed, was the 
Jewish high priest Onias III, who was removed from his office 
by Antiochus in 175 B. c. and murdered at Antioch in 171. 
See note on 926, where Onias is described as 'an anointed one'. 
Cf. r Enoch 908• The text of this verse is uncertain. Th. 
supports the MT save in respect of one phrase: see note below. 
The LXX-Ka, rovs [:/paxiovas rov~ avvrp,/3.!vrar avvrp1'{,E< a11"0 11'poa&nrov 

aUTOV Ka, p,,ra Tryf tia0~Kl)S-preSUpp0SeS \l~E),0 j:]1!,'1 n,jJl!,'~il nw-itil\ 

n1,:1 bl)\. The first four words of this Hebrew when compared 
with those of the MT suggest independent renderings of a 
corrupt Aramaic text. 

From before ht'm : i. e. ,1)tiSo-a rendering of the Aramaic 
1,:iio1r11? : cf. ]10. 

1 Th. ( Tou Karn1</\.v(ono~) punctuated this word as ~l;lt9(:I the participle : 'The 

armies of him that swept down'· 
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1123• Antioch us outwitted all his friends and confederates. 
From the time they shall make a league with him. ii? here used 

in the same sense as in 925• n~i:pcn;i;:i is an Aramaized infinitive: 
see Ges.-Kautzsch, § 54 k: cf. n~lll;l~CI in Ezek. 2426 • The 
subject is not expressed just as in Ps. 424• Contrast 4211• 

We could also translate: 'by means of their league with 
him.' The first half of this verse refers to Antiochus over
reaching his friends-whether his allies in general, or Ptolemy 
Philometor, or Jason (see 926). 

u 23 h-24 a, He shall take the field and become strong wz1h a small 
force. And in time of securityt he shall attack the fattest places oj 
the provincet. So the MT, save that with Bevan, &c., I have re
moved the vav before 1)0C'O:J and placed it before the preceding 
word. For i1~:II being used absolutely in the sense of 'to take 
the field' without a preposition or defining word following, cf. 
Isa. 21 2

• The MT is uncertain, and, since the versions differ so 
much, it is quite impossible to be sure what the original was. 
However, as 824,25 also refer to the earliest acts of Antiochus, 
these verses may be helpful. Thus in 824 we have 01011v n1nc-m 
and in 825 01:::ii n1nc-1 n,:,c-:::i. These two phrases suggest that in 
our text we should find two statements: first, that Antiochus 
would destroy mighty ones; and secondly, that he would do it 
unexpectedly. Now the LXX reads ,cal b,l Wvoi; luxvp,\v ;,, 6'11youT<e 

t0vfl (u 24) lEa1nva •P'l/-1.,<FE< 1roll.w. Here these two ideas are repro· 
duced. But n:,y ( = dva{:lqurTm) easily fell out before the succeeding 
o,~ 1u ~V, as Jahn recognizes. The loss of n~v led next to the 
deliberate removal of the vav which either preceded or followed 
ni:,c-:::i. The LXX then presupposes 11l DVO:J tn1:11 1U :,y n:,:i,, 
m1,o o,~c-1 m:,w:::i 'and with a small force he shall take the field 
unexpectedly against a mighty force and lay waste a province'. 
In this case oo~, would either be the original or a corruption of 
1)0C'l~ in the MT. But Th., Pesh., Vulg. support the MT. 
Here as in 824 we could interpret the first clause of Antiochus 
overcoming his political rivals, and the second of his onset on 
Palestine. The 0,1:i, Ill are the oit~l~l,' of 824• But for 11l we 
hould expect Dl,' as Bevan remarks. Where the MT has 01:11, 

and the LXX presupposes m'lrll 1\l ,v, Th. presupposes tli10 01l)l. 

If we retain the MT we must at all events transpose the vav 
before m:,c-:::i and translate : 'And in time of security he shall 
attack the fattest places', &c. 
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Bevan prefers to render m•io 1)01!'0 by ' the mightiest men of 
(each) province•, and compares Isa. 1016, Ps. 7831• The words 
ZJ•owy n•nl!'ni in 824 appear to support Bevan, 

The MT is thus wholly uncertain. If the translator of the 
LXX had found ~,:i, m1io •)r.,~r.,::i, it is inconceivable that he 
should have left an easy word like ~,:i, untranslated, unless we 
regard him as incapable of translating 'Jr.ll!'r.l. 

n 24b. He shall do that which his fathers have not done, &c. If 
these words stood alone, they could refer to Antiochus' attempts 
to Hellenize his subjects"and to put down all religions but his 
own. But if they refer to what follows, they may be explained 
by Antiochus' prodigal generosity. Cf. r Mace. 380 : ' He 
feared that he should not have enough, as at other times, for 
the charges and the gifts which he used to give aforetime with 
a liberal hand, and he was more lavish than the kings that were 
before him.' Cf. Livy, xli. 20: ' Spectaculorum quoque omnis 
generis magnificentia superiores reges vicit.' According to 
Polybius, xxvi. ro, he was for ever giving presents of all kinds, 
even to strangers. In one of his campaigns in Egypt he gave 
a piece of gold to every Greek in Naukratis (Polyb. xxviii. 17. 
n), This characteristic is marked by Livy, xli. 20: 'vere regius 
erat animus in urbium donis et deorum cultu; ' and Polyb. xxvi. 
Io : fp aE "Ta'iS' 1rp(n; rRr 1rOAru· Bvaiu,s- i<at rais- 7rp0s- ToVs- 6toVs -riµa'is, 1r&vras

vrrcpl/3aAE roi,s /3,/3ou1A£VKOTUS. 

Among them: i. e. his adherents apparently. For this vague 
use of the plural, cf. n7. 

Shall scatter: -,11:i1, Only found elsewhere in the O.T. in 
Ps. 6831 • The form is Aramaic, a synonym of the Hebrew -,!El. 

The usual form in Aramaic is ,,:i. 
Prey, spm·t, and substance. Cf. I Mace. 119 : tA.a/30, ra o-KiiAa yijs 

AlyvrrTov. 

Devise his devices against, &c., i. e. against the strongholds of 
Egypt, such as Pelusium-' the gate of Egypt' (Claustra 
Aegypti, Livy, xiv. II), Cf. 1 Mace. 119 : KarEM[3ovro ras rroAm 

Tar oxvpas £P rr, AlyvrrTq>, But Antiochus' ambition reached 
further; he sought to be king of Egypt: 1 Mace. r16, 

For a time: i. e. ny ii, and Th. ews Kaipoii : i. e. the time fixed 
in the counsels of God. But the LXX has Eis 1.1artJv. How did 

this last rendering originate? It clearly is a rendering of ~1~? 
(cf. Ps. 41 6, 12]1-2(iris); Jer. 2 30, 430), which cannot be other than 
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a corruption of m,~,. The fact that this word is Aramaic (cf. 
36,15, 416,30, 55) is not against it. It was used also in late Hebrew 
(J er. Talmud). From this it follows that n)tii? is a late 
replacement of an Aramaism by a classical Hebrew phrase. 
The time is that fixed in the counsels of God: cf. u 27 ,35• 

1125- 28• Antiochus' first Egyptian campaign. In this cam
paign Antiochus defeated Ptolemy Philometor near Mount 
Casius, captured Pelusium, the key of Egypt, and with Ptolemy 
in his suite proceeded to Memphis. Pretending to act in the 
interests of the latter, Antiochus made himself master of Egypt 
(r Mace. 1 18- 20). In the meantime the Alexandrians had made 
Ptolemy's brother king under the title of Ptolemy Physcon. 
Antiochus next besieged Alexandria, but, after many ineffectual 
efforts to capture it, withdrew to Syria on the approach of three 
Roman envoys, who had been appointed by the Senate to put 
an end to the war. On his return Antiochus plundered the 
Temple in Jerusalem: 1 Mace. 1 20- 24 ; 2 Mace. 511- 21• Cf. 
Mahaffy, Empire of the Ptolemies, p. 333. 

We have thus adopted the view of Wellhausen (Israels- und 
Jud. Gesch.3, 1897, p. 246 n), who maintains that Antiochus made 
only two Egyptian campaigns, the third, that of u 40- 41, being 
an unfulfilled prediction. So also Mahaffy (Empire of the 
Ptolemies, p. 494 seq.), who contends that what are commonly 
regarded as the two distinct campaigns of 170 and 169 B. c. are 
really two stages in one and the same campaign. Driver favours 
this view, but points out that, since the persecuting edict belongs 
to the year 168 B. c., Antioch us' attack on Jerusalem must have 
taken place in 170 B. c. owing to r Mace. 1 20,29,54• Mahaffy (op. 
cit. 495) says that Antiochus 'paid his first hostile visitation to 
Jerusalem ..• in 169 B. c. at latest'. 

King of the South: i. e. Ptolemy VI, Philometor. 
r 1 25• Shall stir up. The MT reads '1)!!, a jussive form wrongly 

used = .,,~:. See note on I 1 4, where other examples of this 
misuse of the jussive in this chapter are given. But since the 
LXX (ly,p0ryuera,), Th., Pesh., and Vulg. presuppose '1\])_~, it is 
probable that this is a corruption of the older text .,,~:. 

With a great army. The LXX has the rendering £JI 8xXp 
'll"oXXce here as in u 13, whereas Th. has £JI avvaµei µeyaXy in both 
passages. In the LXX we find that 'Jl"oAUi; in twelve passages 
out of fifteen is a rendering of :Ii {the exceptions being u 13,25, 
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28, 1 where it seems to be a rendering of ,,,l if ,,,l is right. In 
Th. rroXv~ in this chapter is in every passage save two (u28,44) 

also a rendering of ::i,. On the other hand µe-yas is always 
a rendering in Th. of ,,il in the Hebrew of Daniel save in u 5, 

where it renders ::i,. 
The all but universal usage, therefore, is clear. But why, 

then, have we lv tixXcp rro;\Xc;i ,c:a, lv xp~µarn rro;\;\o,s in n 13, where 
the MT has ::i-, t::tl~"l::11 ?1il ,1n::i? How are we to explain the 
repetition of rroXvs in two adjoining phrases, if there were 
different adjectives in the Hebrew? Since the translator of 
the LXX is to some extent a stylist and tends therefore to 
avoid the monotonous repetition of the same adjective rather 
than to perpetrate the contrary offence, i. e. of reproducing 
different Hebrew adjectives in adjoining clauses by one and the 
same Greek adjective, it seems reasonable to conclude that the 
Hebrew text before the translator of the LXX was :ii , 1n::i 
:ii t::'1~"1:Jl. If this is right, then it follows that the variation 
:ii ' • • ?lil in the MT (followed herein by the Pesh. and Vulg,) 
was introduced subsequently for the sake of variety in the 
manuscript from which ultimately the MT was derived. Hence 
the rendering I have given. 

But this is not all. Again in n 28 the LXX has lv xpfiµarn 

rroXXo,s and Th. iv b1r&pg<1 rroXXy. On the united attestation of the 
LXX and Th. here we emend ?lil ~~,::i into :J"l t::'1~"1:J. 

Finally in n 25, since the LXX reads lv tixX<e 1roXX4'> (supported 
by the Pesh. = N:J"1 N?1n::i)1 it appears that we should read ,1n::i 
:J"l. If these conclusions are right, it follows that where rroXvs 

occurs in the LXX of Daniel (Hebrew section) it always repre
sents :Ji, and that only once in Th. (i. e. 1 r 44) does rroXvs 
represent ?m . 

He shall not stand, for they shall devt"se, &c. Ptolemy Philo
metor could not maintain the contest owing to the treachery of 
his followers. Antiochus defeated him near Pelusium and got 
possession of the border fortress of Pelusium by dishonourable 
means. 

n 26• They that eat ef ht"s meat, &c. Possibly Eulaeus and 
Lenaeus, whose ill-judged advice led to Ptolemy's attempt to 
reconquer Syria. Ptolemy fell under their influence after the 

1 In the latter part of this note I hope to prove that where 110J..ve occurs in 
the LXX of Daniel, :Ji stood before the translator. 
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death of his mother Cleopatra in r74 B. c. Cf. Bevan, House 
of Seleucus, ii. 134-136: Mahaffy, Empire oj the Ptolemies, 
332 seq. But the MT text is more than doubtful. 

Let us place the MT, the LXX, and Th. in parallel columns : 

MT. LXX. Th, 

Kal KaTavaA©uovutv Kal <faci;ioJJra, Ta aEoVTa 
aVrOv µEp,µ.vat a-VroV Kai airro-U Kai uvvrpl'\Vomnv 

J7rorrTpl-V,ovrr,v aVrDv. a'Ur6v. 

First of all let us deal with the second clauses in the LXX 
and Th. Here d11"o<TTp•tovu1v (corrupt for drrnTpitovu,v) avr6v and 
<TvVTpltavuw avT6v are legitimate renderings of ii11"1:le'\ In the 
next place both the LXX and Th. read ,n~~~) and not '.?1t<1, 
But there is no connexion of any kind between 1l:lnti and the 
LXX and Th. renderings p,ep1pva1 mlr,,v and TO <J,oVTa OVTOV. On 
the other hand, it is possible to show a connexion between the 
originals of the Greek renderings. Thus the LXX is a free 
rendering of 1'"1lJ'S' (Mishnaic Hebrew) or ''l:i'°1¥ (Classical Hebrew), 
while Th. = 1'~7Y. It is, therefore, impossible to explain the 
MT from th'e two oldest Greek versions. We must, therefore, 
conclude that if the MT truly represents the original Aramaic, 
then the LXX and Th. attest a corruption as early as the 
middle of the second century. 

In 1 5,8,13,15,16 on the other hand the Greek translators of the 
LXX and Th. found il:lnti, and rendered it either by rlf'i'll"vov 

or Tp611"fCu-that is, they gave what they regarded to be the 
general sense of the first part of the word, i. e. n;i = 'morsel ' 
of bread, and ignored the rest of the word. Since there is 
no like attempt to render l:JnEl or anything like it here, it seems 
conclusive that they did not find it in their Hebrew manu
scripts. The MT reading il::lnEl appears, therefore, to have been 
suggested by ,,:iN. The Massoretes found a very corrupt text, 
and tried to make something out of it. Here then the guidance 
of the LXX and Th. should be followed. In the original text 
this and the preceding verse were taken closely together. We 
should then have ' For they shall devise devices against him ; 
(n 26) ,m-,:::ii.:,i i•n-,y in1,:iNl and his anxieties shall wear him 
away and work his ruin'. After the defeat of Ptolemy Philo
metor's army on Mount Casius 'all was given up for lost. 
The young king was hurriedly packed on board ship to escape, 
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if he could, to the sacred island of Samothrace.1 It was a foolish 
step. Ptolemy was intercepted by the Syrian vessels, and fell 
into the hands of Antioch us.' (Bevan, House of Seleucus, ii. 136.) 

Shall be swept away. .for 9it:lo/~ (cf. rr22) 'shall overflow', we 
should with Bevan and others read 9!:?\V! 'shall be swept 
away', i. e. Ptolemy's army. The MT would naturally refer to 
that of Antiochus. 

Many shall fall down slain. In r Mace. r 18 practically the 
same words are used of the same events : l1mmv Tpavµ,aTim 7roXXoi. 

rr 27• Their hearts shall be to do mischief, &c. When Antiochus 
conquered Ptolemy Philometor, the Alexandrians raised his 
brother, under the title of Ptolemy Physcon, to the throne. 
Antiochus, thereupon, took Philometor under his protection, 
Antiochus on the one side professing that he did so solely in the 
interest of Philometor {Livy, xlv. rr : 'cui regnum quaeri suis 
viribus simulabat '), and Philometor, on the other hand, pro
fessing that he believed in his uncle's disinterestedness. 

Mt'schtef: i. e. ll1P. in pause from !111;?, Hiph'il part. treated as 
a substantive. Cf. n1,:i~~ in ro8• 

It shall not prosper: i. e. his subjugation of Egypt, which shall 
not take place until 'the time appointed'. See rr43• But 'the 
end' in the verse may refer not to this matter but to Antiochus' 
death. 

rr28• Antiochus' attack on Jerusalem at the close of his first 
Egyptian campaign on his way back to Antioch. See Mahaffy, 
Empire of the Ptolemies, p. 495. 

With great substance: i. e. 'the spoils of Egypt', Ta o-1evXa 1ijs 

Alyv'll"Tov, 1 Mace. 1 19 : Sibyll. iii. 614 seq., 
plyn fj' A1yv'll"TOIJ Ba,nA~,011' £/(_ a. TE 'll"(ll/Ta 

l(.T~µ,a0' eAow E'll"OXEITm l(.T°),., 

The holy covenant: i. e. the Jewish religion. Cf. 921 note. 
Return to his own land. Cf. 1 Mace. 1 24 ; 2 Mace. 521 • 

1129- 39• Antiochus' second Egyptt'an campat'gn z68 s. c. and 
his persecution of the Jews. This campaign was directed against 
the two brothers Ptolemy Philometor and Ptolemy Physcon, 
who were now reconciled. 

n 29 • At the tt'me appot'nted: i. e. in the counsels of God. 
Cf. u 27• 

Polyb. xxviii, 2r; Diod. xxx. 17. 
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But it shall not be in the latter time, &c. This campaign shall 
have a very different issue from the former. On the Hebrew 
idiom m1'"1nN.:,1 m~N'"l.::i, cf. Josh. 1411 ; 1 Sam. 3024 ; Ezek. 184• 

u 30• Those who go forth from the west: i. e. t:110 0IN~i1. This 
is an emendation of the MT which here reads t11n::, ow~ 'ships of 
Kittim '. There are several objections to the MT. The chief 
is that individuals and nations are not mentioned in a vision. 
They are denoted by some symbol taken from the animal 
world as in chapters 8-9, or by some geographical description 
as king of the north, king of the south, &c. The second is that 
01n.:, is used as an adj~ctive only here in the 0. T. It seems to 
have arisen as a marginal gloss. The third is from the Versions. 

The LXX reads 'Pooµaio1 ,cal •~wuavow: Th. ol £1C1rapEvoµ•vo1 Kina,: 

Pesh.= 1 acies Chittorum': Vulg. 'trieres et Romani'. We 
should observe that the LXX in I 118 presupposes Mlf~? = ,,,., T7J11 
86.Xauuav, where the MT has 011~:,. The text, therefore, cannot 
be discovered by textual means alone. We shall see reason 
presently to infer that the Greek translator found 0:1? instead of 
tl11lr. But, if we bear in mind that proper names in such visions 
are either later interpretations or interpolations, the possibility 
of recovering the original is not so hopeless. The interpretation 
as to the quarter from whence the fresh attack on Antiochus 
comes is no doubt right : it is from the west, and it emanates 
from Rome; but 01n.:, is not used of Rome in any 2nd cent. B. c. 
authority. See later on. We may, therefore, dispense wholly 
with the Pesh. and Vulg., and confine our attention to the MT, 
LXX, and Th. Since our author is constantly using the geo
graphical designation in order to symbolize the individuals and 
nations appearing in this vision, we may reasonably conclude 
that 'the west' was part of the designation of our text: they were 
'from the west', tl!I? : cf. 84- 5• Next Th. with his ol l1<1rop•v6µevo,= 

tl'Nll'i1 completes the needed phrase-tl10 0INlNI I those who go 
forth from the west'. This phrase was rightly interpreted ot 
the Romans by the LXX and Vulg. As regards the proper 
name 1::i1n.:, it has nothing to do with the original text. It is 
a late attempt to emend it. For its existence there is no 
evidence before the 2nd cent. A. o. This emendation of the 
MT is possibly to be traced to Num. 2424, t11n.:, , 11:) t11llt It is 
noteworthy that here the LXX, Vulg., Pesh. imply 1Nll11 instead 
of tllll1, Again, the LXX rendering of our text ,ea, •~wuovuu, could 

X 
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be a rendering of ,~1':rlm, which is closely allied to the text 
presupposed by Th. 

In further confirmation of the above restoration of the text, 
there is no evidence that a Roman fleet invaded the east. 
There was simply an embassage composed of C. Popilius 
Laenas and his suite-who may have come in a single ship. 
When Antiochus demurred to the demands of the Roman envoy, 
the latter summarily required Antiochus to leave Egypt. On 
this notable meeting of Antiochus with Popilius Laenas, see 
Polyb. xxix. II; Appian, Syr., 66; Livy, xiv. 12; 1 Velleius 
Paterculus, i. 10. 

Finally, it is rather far-fetched to identify the ' Kittim' with 
the Romans. This word originally denoted a town in Cyprus, 
then generally the inhabitants of Cyprus (Gen. ro4 ; Isa. 231 ,12), 

and later the isles and coasts of the Mediterranean (Jer. 210 ; 

Ezek. 276). In 1 Mace. 11, 85 ; Jubilees 2428,29, 3?1°; Josephus 
(Ant. r. 6. r) it is used of the Macedonians. Even 1 Mace. and 
Jubilees late 2nd cent. B. c. books do not use this word of the 
Romans. If the above restoration of the text is rejected, possibly 
we should read tl10 tl1i 1'lr 'envoys from the west', herein adopting 
Michaelis' suggestion of t:Jli1'lr. • 

And he shall be cowed: i. e. mcm. Cf. Ps. 10916 ; Ezek. 1322• 

The words of Polybius, xxix. 27, form a remarkable parallel to 
the MT. When Antiochus accepted the ultimatum of Popilius 
Laenas after the expiration of the time appointed for the with
drawal of his troops, according to this historian he did so in 
the following manner: ,hrijy, Ta~ Bvvaµ.nf El~ Ti/V "'Svplav, {'Japvv&µ.n,or 

µ.iv Kal ,rrivwv, •iKwv a, TOtf Kmpo'ir KaTa To 1rap6v.2 See foot-note also. 
The LXX, however, reads Kal •143p1µ.ryuovm, = ' and shall threaten 
him'= ~i1~1:;i'n1. The Pesh.=~i1~~i'.l1: Vulg. reads 'et percutietur' 
= il~~). It seems therefore that there were different readings 
here from the 2nd cent. B. c. onwards. 

And he shall return. This is the second occurrence of this 
verb in this verse. The first refers to the retirement of Antio
chus from Egypt to J udaea. The present to his march from 
J udaea to Antioch. 

And have regard o;;i:1 jussive wrongly used for imperfect) unto 
1 Popilius .•. virga, quam in rnanu gerebat, circumscripsit regem : ac, Prius

quam hoe circulo e.xcedas, inquit, redde rtsponsum, senatui quod referam. 
Obstupefactus tarn violento imperio parumper quum haesitasset, Faciam, inquit, 
quad censet senatus. Livy's account is based on that of Polybius. 
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them that forsake the holy covenant. On his return to Antioch, 
Antiochus kept up communication with the apostate Jews. It 
was not Antiochus that took the initiative in the attempt to 
Hellenize the nation. Before his time a party had arisen 
among the Jews who, under the renegade Jason, subsequently 
high priest, had made this their object, and, after the accession of 
Antiochus, these approached the king and obtained his sanction 
to construct a gymnasium in Jerusalem and introduce Hellenic 
customs. 'They had themselves uncircumcised and they forsook 
the ho! y covenant, ( broiTJCTav EaVTo'ir aKpo/3V(JTlav Kai O'lrE(JTT)(JaV a,ro lJ,aB~KTJ!, 

ayias: r Mace. 1 15): cf. 2 Mace. 41- 17 : Assumpt. of Moses 81- 5• 

II 31. Armies: i. e. t)\:t,iT with masc. plural ending : contrast 
nw,r n 15• On the forces brought by the chief collector of 
Antiochus (i. e. Apollonius, 2 Mace. 524), see 1 Mace. 1 29• 

Profane the sanctuary. On the profanation of the temple, see 
au. Cf. l Mace. 1 37 lµoll.vvav TO J.ylacrµa. 

The fortress. The Temple is so designated in 1 Chron. 291,19 

i1;\'.lli}. Cf. Neh. 2 8, ?2 on the use of this word for a fortress 
near the Temple. It had fortifications at this period as we may 
infer from their being afterwards rebuilt according to 1 Mace. 
4 60, 67• See I Mace. 1 29 sqq_ 

And shall take away: i. e. ,~or,;, ~,1t;,iJ\ Cf. 1211 -,,or,:, "10li1. 

A similar statement is made in au, where, however, instead of 
li'Oi1, the Hebrew is "j\Onl"I tli1l"I. These may be alternative 
renderings of one and the same Aramaic verb, '"illi1 (Haph'el), 
which is used in the A ram. Papyri (Cowley, 306, 31 6) in a like 
connexion as well as in later Aramaic : cf. Targ. on 2 Kings 184• 

In r Mace. 1 41- 53 there is an enumeration of the religious rites 
and usages of the Jews, the observance of which was henceforth 
forbidden by Antiochus. 

Shall set up a horror that appalleth : i. e. the heathen altar 
that was built on the altar of burnt offering. This was done 
according to r Mace. 1 54 on the fifteenth day of Chislev 
(December) 168 B. c., and on the twenty-fifth of the same month 
they offered heathen sacrifices on this altar which had been built 
on the altar of God (cf. l Mace. 1 59 : 0v(Jta(ovTE!, lrrl TOV {3wµov tr ;v 

lrrl Toii 0v(J<aCTT')plov). In 1 54 of the same book we have almost the 
same words as in our text-4'coll6µ'1crav {3/lill.vyµa lpTJµwcrHiJr; lrrl To 
BvcrwcrT~piov. With regard to the peculiar expression 'a horror 
that appalleth ', see note on 927

• 

X2 
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This phrase, which also appears in 1 Mace. 1 51 as {3lt,?uryµa 

lp'}µrururo,, was first applied to the heathen altar and then probably 
to the image of the Olympian Zeus beside it. For according to 
Taanith iv. 6 (:,::i1n:::i thl i103m) a statue of Zeus was set up.1 The 
Greek rendering in the LXX and in 1 Mace. 1 64, ~aD\lryµa lp11µ&,

rnro,, is at once an incorrect rendering of the Hebrew, and proves 
that the translator failed to recognize the grim jest designed by 
our author. 

The prophetical writings of the O.T. and many of the Jewish 
Apocalypse are full of puns. Bevan quotes one on b10C' in the 
Ber. rabba (Sect. 4), where the sky is called b10W I because the 
people are astonished at it ' (ln1:,y b100'1'JWO Ml 1"'1::Ji1W). 

With regard to the grammar of the phrase, we have already 
corrected bOW yeitin into bOW/"1 ywtin in 813 ; in 927 tlOCIO tl1'flPW 

into coe,o y1pe, (see in loc.). Here in n 31 tlOCIO yipr,:,:, should be 
corrected into tlOC'il "i::m or cowon "wn, or else the article should 
be excised in 1131 since it is not found in 1211, which is a con
tinuation of the same vision. 

n 32• Such as do wickedly against the covenant: i. e. n1,::i 'l/1C'"'IO 

(cf. 95, 1210). This intransitive use of the Hiph'il of l/C'"'I is not 
earlier than 400 B. c. or thereabouts. Contrast tl1:l"'lil 1p1i10 in 
123• These offenders are the apostates mentioned in II30• 

Bevan prefers to take the Hiph'il transitively and renders I those 
who bring guilt upon the covenant' (i. e. the covenanted people), 
and contrasts it with tl1:::l"'l/"1 1p1i10 in 123 • 

Shall he pervert: i. e. (91m1) into still more evil ways, into 
sheer irreligion: cf. J er. 39, where the Hiph'il should be read 
'shall pervert the land'. These are the apostates referred to 
in II30• The expression here, therefore, would imply the 
degradation of character that follows upon the deliberate 
abandonment of high religious principles. It is out of keeping 
with the context to render the verb 'make apostates' (Bevan 
and Driver), seeing that these men were such already. 

By flatteries (i. e .. r,1p:,n:::i: see note on u 21). Cf. I Mace. 218 

which enumerates the advantages to be won by those who 

1 Cf. the quotation from Philo of Byblos in Eusebius, Praep. Evangel. I. 10. 

TOUTOI' -yap, q,11aiv, 9EOV lv6µ,(ov µovov ovpa.vov 1<vpwv, BHht1aµ11v 1<aJ..oiivns, 5 Ef1n 
,rapi'J. if!o[v,f, 1<vpws ovpo.vov, Z1vs a, rrap' "EAA11111, Also Plautus Poenulus, v. ii. 67. 
Gunebel balsamen (ed. C. H. Weis). The speaker is Hanno, the Carthaginian, 
whose words are here transliterated into Latin. 
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renounced Judaism. But these perverts have already done so. 
Antiochus by his flatteries seeks to make them his mere tools, 
and members of a religion of which he is himself one with the 
chief deity. 

The people that know their God shall be strong (i. e. ~Pt!},~). Cf. 
r Mace. r 62 : 'Many in Israel were fully resolved (lKpa-rmoo811uav 
~ V) and exerted their strength (<lxvpw811uav ,., av-ro'i, probably = 
tli1•n1~!l~:i ,prnnn) ... so as not to profane the holy covenant '. 

And do. This absolute use of the Hebrew verb has already 
occurred in 812,2\ 919, II 28,30• This meaning is found occa
sionally in the O.T., 2 Chron. 3121 ; Jer. 147 ; Ezek. 209• 

n 33• They that be wise. These are not the teachers, but the 
godly-the Chasidim. They were strongly opposed to the 
Hellenizing party, and constituted the Hasidaeans referred to 
in r Mace. ?13 ; 2 Mace. 145• Around them were gathered the 
soundest elements in the nation. On this party and its attitude 
to the Maccabeans, see I Enoch 906- 9• Cf. 1 Mace. 2 42-43, 

ITVP~x8',uav rrpo~ av-rov, (the Maccabeans) owayooy~ 'Autlfo{.,.,, luxvpa 

avv&µn d1rO 1 lupa~A, rriis- 6 £1r.ova,aCO,uvo~ -r<f v&p.<f- ,ea} fl'llVTE~ ol cf,uyaaEVovr-Er 

ci1rO Tldv Ka,ci:Jv 1rpnU£TEBquav aVroi'r. 

Shall i·nstruct the many (i. e. ci,:i,~ \~\:11) : i. e. 'cause them to 
understand alike by their teaching and example'. Here 
the ~ with the acc. is a mark of late Aramaized Hebrew: cf. 
2 Chron. 353• 

Shall fall by the sword, &c. See I Mace. 1 60, 63
1 2 31- 38

1 341, 513 ; 

2 Mace. 610,11,13- 31, 7. These persecutions are referred to later 
in Heb. II 36- 38• 

II 34• A little help. The help here referred to is that of the 
Maccabees. The rising of Mattathias and his sons assisted by 
the faithful in growing numbers, and their early victories, are 
described in I Mace, 2 42- 48, 311,12,23- 26

1 412- 10, but to our author 
the greatest victories won by the arm of man are only ' a little 
help'. He looks for deliverance not from this source but from 
the Lord. 

In I Enoch 83-go {written before 161 B, c.) the rise of the 
Chasidim and from amongst them the Maccabees is thus 
,described symbolically in a dream vision, 906

-
12 , 'But behold 

lambs (i. e. the Chasidim) were borne by those white sheep (i. e. 
the faithful adherents of the Theocracy), and they began to open 
their eyes and to see and to cry to the sheep. Yea, they cried 
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to them, but they did not hearken to what they said to them .... 
And I saw in the vision how the ravens (i. e. the Syrians) flew 
upon those lambs, and took one of those lambs (i. e. Onias III), 
and dashed the sheep in pieces and devoured them. And I saw 
till horns grew upon those lambs (i. e. the rise of the Macca
bees-the horned lambs) and the ravens cast down their horns, 
and I saw till there sprouted a great horn on one of those 
sheep (i. e. Judas Maccabaeus) .... And it cried to the sheep, 
and the rams saw it and all ran to it. . . . And those ravens 
fought and battled with it and sought to lay low its horn, but 
they had no power over it.' 

The writer of r Enoch 83-90 loosely includes Onias III 
among the Chasidim, and also the Maccabean family. The 
Chasidim are distinguished from the Maccabees and their 
immediate followers in r Mace. i 3, They formed an organized 
body before the Maccabean outbreak, r Mace. 2 42, 313• They 
generally supported Judas, but were at times antagonistic on 
legal grounds, r Mace. ?13- 14• It was only after much indecision 
that they cast in their lot with the Maccabean party, because 
this movement brought them into opposition with the high-priest 
of the time, the legitimate and religious head of the nation. 

And there shall joz'n them many r z"n the dty and many 7 z'n r thei'r 
several1 homesteads. The MT reads' and many shall join them
selves unto them with flatteries'. These words are taken to 
indicate that many joined the national cause from sheer terror, 
because of the ruthless severities practised by Judas and his 
party. See r Mace. 2 44, 35- 8, 619•21 •24, 76,7,24- 32 (where Judas 
takes vengeance on those who had deserted), 923• But the 
context, as the following verses show, is against the idea, that 
the Maccabees had as yet attained much power. In u 35 of 
our text it speaks only of martyrdoms on the part of the faithful, 
and in u 36 the successes of Antiochus during the time allotted 
to him. The same conclusion follows from the almost contem
porary account (before 161 B. c.) in I Enoch 9016 : 'All the eagles 
and vultures and ravens and kites (i. e. Ammonites, Edomites, 
Syrians) ... came together and helped each other to break that 
horn of the ram' (i. e. Judas Maccabaeus). It would not, there
fore, be natural to pay court to a cause struggling for a very 
doubtful victory. The MT is, therefore, corrupt. Th. is of no 
assistance here as it is a literal reproduction of the MT. But 
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the LXX appears to have preserved the original text. It 
supplies the right. thought, and it explains how the corruption 
in the MT arose. It reads as follows : Kal ;,mruvaxB~,,-onm ,.,.., 

avrnvs iro>.i\ol lrrl rroi\£oor 1<al rroi\i\ol twst ;,, KATJpol!o,,-[g = C!,,,,v ~,?~1 
in~?t)f inN ro•:i,, ;•3r:i7 ti•:i,. Here tl':li i'V:l was lost through 
homoioteleuton. Next o>r is a corruption of Efr = inN. The 
corruption of £ls into C:,s led inevitably to the excision of ailTaii 

after "i\TJpol!oulg. Finally n,p,p,n::i is as we found (see note on 
II 21) a corruption for nip,n::i or rather ,n~?t)f = ,,, K">.ripol!o,,-lg 

(aliToii). Jahn suggests that oos lv KATJpol!o,,-lg = n,p,n::i:::,, where the 
:::, is a dittograph of the following :i. We should then have: 
'and there shall join them many in the city and many in the 
fields'. In my restoration the in~?!) (' his portion') is the definite 
portion of ground assigned to each individual : cf. Deut. 3321• 

n 36• Some of them that be wise, i. e. the faithful. This phrase 
rendered 'the wise' (cf. r 1 33, 123,10) could just as well be rendered 
'the teachers', i. e. those that make wise, as in 922 and possibly 
in 123• 

tShall fallt: i. e. \'~f~· According to the MT (followed by 
Th., Pesh., and Vulg.) some of the teachers or wise should fall, 
but that was to be no excuse for despair-their martyrdom 
would have as its effect the disciplining and perfecting of the 
faithful wherever found. 

But the text of the LXX l!,avoriB~uaVTm presupposes ~,•~¥'~
We should then translate 'some of them that be wise shall be 
wise'. The words that follow in the LXX refer not to the 
faithful generally but to this pre-eminently faithful minority-

' \ 11 , r , , , ' •• '\ ... [ , .. , .ll i'.I"' J Th flS' TO Kaoap,um £UVTOVS ,ea, TO £J<J\EY'JVUI KUI EIS TO 1<auaptCT0'7VUI , e 

pre-eminent among the wise will take special measures ' to refine 
and make themselves pure '-until the time of the end. Thus 
the LXX presupposes i·wi;ii:i?~ OJ;)N l:)1iib 1,•:ieo•. The rendering 
i,c">.,y~vm is only justifiable in the chronicler's use of i"1:l 'to 
choose', 'to select'. Now though Th. presupposes the ,,ei:i• 
of the MT, yet it supports the LXX in two out of the three 
verbs that follow: TOV 1rupwuai UVTovr (ed. aiirovr) ,cal TDV tK">.,farTBai 

(ical Tou a1roKaAvq>B~vm (corrupt for a1raA£u,cav8i)vat)]. For ,,ci\,~acrBai we 
should expect /,ci\,yijvat. It is noteworthy that these two verbs 
recur in 1210 in the passive, and there also it is the wise who 
are the subjects of the three verbs-the personalities who are 
spiritually disciplined. Hence I suggest that with the LXX 
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(and in part with Th.) we should render as follows : ' And some 
of the wise shall be wise so as to refine and make themselves 
pure.' Cf. 1210• 

So as to refine and make themselves pure : i. e. cn,~ 9,,~~ 
ii:Jnn,,. This, I am convinced, was the original text. The MT 
is very late p,,, ,,::1,, tli1:J 9li'.'lr' = 'to refine amongst them 
and to purify and to make white '. The grounds for the above 
conclusion are as follows. The LXX reads dr To l(a8apia-a, 

fovTovs Kai El$ .,-/, ilCA.yijvai [ l(ai El$ .,-/, 1<a8ap1a-8,jvai]. Now it is obvious 
that To l(a8apla-ai and .,.;, ica8ap1u8ij11a1 are here duplicate renderings 
of one and the same Hebrew phrase. To confirm this conclusion 
we have only to turn to the MT (1210) where the same combi
nation of three Hebrew verbs recurs but in a different and 
corrupt order. But the LXX in 1210 has only two verbs ;.,~ &11 
timpau0wu,t 1<al ay,aa-tlwu,. Here 7mpau8wa-, is an obvious corrup
tion for =p0l8wu, as we see in Th., and thus the LXX pre
supposes ~Ell~: "'I~: cf. 1210• Next dytauBwa-, in 1210 (LXX) is 
a rendering of lii:Jnl. Thus according to the LXX there were 
only two verbs in each passage. It is to be noted that the Pesh. 
also presupposes only two Hebrew verbs in u 35• 

It is not till we come down to Th. that we find three Hebrew 
verbs presupposed as in the MT. In u 35 Th. reads .,-oi, =p&,a-ai 
EaV'l"OV$ l(ai 'TDV lir.llifau0ai 11.al TOV t,iiroical\vqi0ijvmt (corrupt for a1rol\£V• 

ir.av8ijvai: some manuscripts have iir.llro1<av8ijva1). In 1210 Th. has 
lir.l\f')'filG'll/ 11.al fK'Atcvir.avBroa-111 ir.a, 'lrVpOl8roa-tv; Bab A add 11.ai aytau8wuw 

which is an alternative rendering of 1"'1i:Jn' and may be borrowed 
from the LXX. In both passages Th. supports the MT. But 
the oldest authority is against the MT and Th. in three respects. 
(1) It has only two verbs, and these two are closely connected 
with each other. !:Ji'.'lr means 'to smelt', 'to refine', so as to 
get rid of the dross (cf. Isa. 1 25). The metaphor is taken from 
one who works in metals and is used of God in Zech. 139, 

Ps. 6610• In many passages of the prophets God is the Refiner 
(cf. Mai. 32, where the refining is done with fire). When men 
are so refined in the fire of affliction ' they are made pure ' 
lii:Jn\ and the change is an inward one. (2) The LXX retains 
the right order in both passages : first comes the smelting away 
of man's impurities, then comes his purity. But, though the 
MT and Th. preserve the right order in u 35, it is wholly con
fused in 1210, where the many are to purify themselves, make 
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themselves white and refine themselves (i. e. undergo the pre
liminary spiritual smelting-last of all !). (3) The LXX is free 
from the weaker expression 'make themselves white'. r::i,n is 
used metaphorically in the O.T. of the outward whiteness that 
follows on inward cleansing. The other two verbs deal with the 
spiritual transformations of the faithful. Moreover this outward 
'whiteness' follows on the internal smelting, rightly, in II35, but 
precedes it in 1210 ! The metaphor originates with the smelting of 
metals. Has this external whiteness any real raison d'etre here ? 

In both passages r 1 35, 1210 the LXX alone appears to attest 
the original Hebrew version. I may add here that 9i'!r is good 
Aramaic as well as good Hebrew: cf. Cowley 57, 2811, 383• 

To refine them (i. e. cn::i 19,i'lr,), Here ::i in cn::i, if we hold fast 
to the MT, is to be taken in the sense of' among': cf. Exod. 1428• 

But we must emend into CJ:,Jk: see preceding note. 
[To make wMte.] For the contracted Hiph'il P~?~ (i.e. m?O?) 

Hitzig and other scholars read l~??. The Pi'el does not not 
occur in the O.T., but is frequent in post-Biblical Hebrew. 
This verb, however, is omitted by the LXX, and appears to be 
a late gloss. 

To purify : i. e, i':9?. Read ,,:inn, with the LXX. 
To the time of the end, According to the MT the martyrdoms 

were to persist to the time of the end : according to the Hebrew 
text presupposed by the LXX the sense would be : they that 
endure to the end-the same shall be saved. 

End . .. time appointed, iP,lo • • • n~. These words are found 
in the Hebrew of Sir. 368• They have already occurred in our 
text in II27• In Sir. 3i we have possibly an echo of Dan. u 368 

'Wake up indignation and pour out wrath' (non 1DIU'I li'jN i'l/il). 
When the Jews took this ultimate measure of sacrificing 

everything to their religious ideals, it was clearly a moment of 
transcendent importance in their spiritual life, and Bevan (House 
of Seteucus, ii. 174) rightly emphasizes it: 'Under the stress of 
those days numbers of Jews conformed ; those who held fast 
generally forsook their homes and gathered in wandering com
panies in desolate places. But there also shone out in that 
intense moment the sterner and sublimer qualities ... of uncom
promising fidelity to an ideal, endurance raised to the pitch of 
utter self-devotion, a passionate clinging to purity .•.. It was 
an epoch in history.' 
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u 36 - 39• These verses characterize Antiochus, his measureless 
arrogance and impiety, and show how he set at naught the 
various national religions, in order to establish the cult of his 
own god-with whom he identified himself. 

II 36• According to his wt7l. This phrase has been used in 84 

of the Persian empire, in 113 of Alexander, and in 1116 also of 
Antioch us. 

Exalt himself (i. e. or.,in•). The LXX reads rrapopyur0{i,mai = 
ir.,ir.,rr as in n 11 • In Hos. 1215(14) Ka, 11"apwpy1u•11 implies ')'1'11:)~ of 
which the MT 01,,,r.;n is a corruption (Marti). 

Magnify himself. Again in n 37 • Cf. Isa. 1015• 

Above every god. Cf. 523, where Belshazzar lifts himself up 
against the Lord of heaven. On the coins of the early years of 
the reign of Antiochus the inscription was simply /3au,).,oo, 

Avr1oxov with representation of Apollo. Later a star appears on 
his forehead, which betokens his claim to divine honours, but 
Apollo is not represented. Still later the star disappears from 
the coins; but these now bear the inscription {3au1).,r.o~ Avnoxov 

e,ov Emcpavovs, or else represent his head as surrounded by 
a diadem of rays in attestation of his divine dignity. During 
the closing period Zeus is represented on the coins and not 
Apollo, and the inscription claims the honours of Zeus himself: 
Bau1X,r.os Avrioxov e,av Emcpavov, N1"'1cf,opov, the last epithet being pecu
liar to Zeus Olympius. See Driver t'n toe., whence I have drawn 
these facts, and the Catalogue of Coins in the National Library 
in Paris (Babelon, Les Rois de Syrie, 1891, pp. xcii-iv). Nestle 
(Margi'nalten, p. 42) calls attention to the fact that Babelon in 
the work just mentioned (p. xlviii) states without any conscious
ness of this passage in Daniel: 'Apollon assis sur l'omphalos 
disparait presque completement de la serie des monnaies Seleu
cides apres le regne d' Antioch us IV Epiphane; il se trouve 
supplante, a partir de ce moment, par le type de Zeus Olympien '. 
See also Gardner's Coi·ns of the Seleudd kings of Syria, xi. 2, 

xii. 13, xi. 9, xii. II. But to return to Nestle (op. cit. p. 42) who 
further cites Babelon : 'Der olympische Zeus hatte sich schon 
auf den Milnzen der 3 ersten Seleuciden gefunden; aber-um 
wieder Babelon reden zu lassen : "a partir d' Antioch us ce type 
disparait pour ne faire sa reapparition que sous Antioch us IV Epi
phane a !'occasion sans doute de !'inauguration de la statue colos
sale de Zeus Olympien a Daphne." Man sehe nur die wun-
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dervollen Tafeln bei Babelon; erst auf der zwolften, eben unter 
Antiochus Epiphanes, erscheint wieder der olympische Zeus, und 
es sollte eigentlich keinen Daniel-Kommentar geben, der nicht 
von diesen M unzen aus eine Abbildung des "Greuels der Ver• 
wustung " bringen wurde.' 

Bevan (House of Seleucus, ii. 156 seq.) emphasizes the fact 
that Antiochus identified himself with Zeus and turned this 
claim to practical purposes. For as Zeus Olympius whom he 
identified with the God of the Jews (2 Mace. 62) he naturally 
appropriated the treasures of the Temple (1 Mace. 1 21 seq.), while 
'at Hierapolis where the deity was feminine, but identified with 
Hera (Lucian, De Syria Dea), he claimed the temple treasures 
as his wife's dowry'. The entire chapter ii. 148-16! should be 
read. Polybius (xxxi. 4, rn) states that 'he plundered most 
temples' (ra 'ITAii<Tm Twv kpwv), and his death was due to an un• 
successful attempt to plunder a temple in Persia (r Mace. 61•4). 

Speak marvellous things. Cf. i, 'a mouth speaking great 
things': ?25, 824• 

Against the God of gods : i. e. IJ''N ,N, the God of Israel : cf. 
2l7 j1i'.1?~ "'?~, where the phrase is used by an idolator. Contrast 
the full form in Deut. 1017 t:11n,Ni1 'il'N. 

The indignation be accomplished (i. e. t!Yt n,.:i ). Cf. 819 and Isa. 
1025, whence the phrase is derived. Since both the LXX and Th. 
have ❖ opy~ we should perhaps correct t!Yt into t!Yfil, In Isa. ro25 

the word should probably be read ,,,yr or t1Yli1 (with the LXX). 
That which i's determined shall be done (i. e. nr,1;1y, i1~"1m). The 

first word is borrowed, as in 927, from Isa. ro23 and 2822• The 
divine will must be carried out. 

rr 37• The efforts of Antiochus to bring about uniformity in 
religion and custom throughout the empire (cf. r Mace. 1 41 ,42 : 

Kal lypatEv O f3arn.AE1n rrllun rfi {3cunA.Elg. aVroii rlvai rr&vTas- d.!.· AaOv £11a, Kal 

i'yKaraAfi'!TEtv f/W<TTOV ra vaµ,µ.a avrov), and his supreme devotion to 
the Olympian Zeus-no less than his identification of himself 
with this god in his later years-led him to discredit the local 
deities, even those whom his fathers and he himself had wor
shipped. Amongst these was the Greek Apollo, whose form, 
represented on the coins of his fathers, and on his own coins at 
the beginning of his reign, was subsequently wholly displaced 
by that of the Olympian Zeus. 

Nor the desi're of women. Probably the Phoenician deity 
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Tammuz, the equivalent of the Greek Adonis, whose cult had 
been popular in Syria for centuries, especially among women 
(Ezek. 814, where the prophet beheld within the precincts of the 
Temple 'the women weeping for Tammuz '). The XV Idyll of 
Theocritus is entitled 'All6>vti:!Cova-ai, 'Women keeping the festival 
to Adonis '--re\ 'Allwvm. According to Hippolytus, Rejut. Haer. 
v. 9, the Assyrians called Adonis the thrice desired, rpmo0r)ro5". 

Nor any god. Since Antiochus identified himself more or less 
with Zeus Olympius, he was superior to all other gods and their 
treasures were his. It is true that he erected great temples to 
some gods. They shared with him the rights of divinity. The 
LXX omits ni,N ,:i ,31,. 

1138• The god of fortresses. This is apparently Jupiter Capito
linus, to whom Antiochus erected a magnificent temple in 
Antioch : cf. Livy, xli. 20, 'Antiochiae J ovis Capitolini magni
ficum templum, non laqueatum auro tantum, sed parietibus totis 
lamina inauratum '. According to Livy, xlii. 6, Antiochus sent 
to Rome golden vessels of 500 pounds in weight, which were dis
tributed amongst such temples as the Quaestors thought fitting. 

A god whom his fathers knew not: i. e. Zeus Capitolinus. The 
preceding Seleucidae recognized Zeus Olympius, indeed as 
their coins prove. But Zeus in Antiochus' conception of him 
claimed all the attributes of the Roman Jupiter Capitolinus. 
This seems to be the most reasonable explanation of the text. 

11 39• He shall tdeal with the strongest fortresses by the helpt of 
a strange god. The beginning of this verse in the MT is, as 
Bevan declares, unintelligible. Besides the meaning extracted is 
unsatisfactory. Hence Meinhold, Hitzig, Bevan, Marti, and others 
change l:llJ into t:ll,I and render: 'he shall procure for the strong 
fortresses the people of a strange god'. The reference would 
be here to the heathen colonists and soldiers settled by Antiochus 
in the fortified cities of Judaea and in Jerusalem: 1 Mace. 1 33, 

336,40• Driver regards the rendering •procure' for l'1~31 very 
questionable here, and objects that the parallels quoted in support 
of it in 2 Sam. 151 ; 1 Kings 1 5 are hardly parallel. If Driver's 
objection is valid, we can find in 1 Sam. 816 (in:i~,o, n~y, = 'will 
use for his service') ; Exod. 3824 excellent parallels to the idiom 
in our text and an idiom that is also suitable to the context: 
' He shall use for the strongest fortresses the people of a strange 
god' ; i. e. as their garrisons, as I Mace. 336,45 state. 
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People cif a strange god. With this emended text compare 
!t'10:P t:ll/ N um. 21 29• 

Strange god. Cf. Deut. 3212 ,::i~ ,N as here. 
Whomsoever he recognizes, he shall honour ht"gh/y. , 1:p::i {which 

after ieiN does not need to be changed into ii:p~ with Qr., cf. 
Deut. 15H ,, jnn 11;b~ illl'l\ 1:::ii:i ,ei~) bears the same meaning 
as in Ruth 2 10,19• But the same words could also be translated: 
'Whosoever acknowledgeth him, he shall honour highly'. 

Cause them to rule over the many and divide the land for a price. 
The chief offices and confiscated lands were divided amongst 
the king's adherents, as in I Mace. 925, rcal ,!!D..•En, Barcxla11r ·rovs 
au,{3,1$ cfocJpar, ,cal KUTEITTTJITEV Ut!TOVS ,cvplovr Tijs xoopar. Jason purchased 
the high priesthood, and he was soon displaced by Menelaus, 
who offered a higher price, 2 Mace. 48- 10,24• 

u 40- 45• Transition from history of the past in disguised lan
guage to actual prediction of the future. Three different inter
pretations have been given to these verses. {r) They have been 
regarded as a recapitulation, and as giving a brief sketch of the 
course of events from about 171 B. c. to the death of Antiochus. 
But the introductory words, 'at the time of the end', exclude 
the assumption that we have here a recapitulation. The present 
belongs to the time of the writer. The time of consummation 
referred to in u 35, with a view to which the faithful would make 
preparation (so text of LXX), had now actually begun. (2) They 
have been taken as relating to historical events following on 
those already mentioned, i. e. after the year 168 B. c. But our 
historical authorities know nothing of an expedition against 
Egypt after this date.1 The chief events of the reign of Antiochus 
in 167 B. c. are his institution at Daphne of a great series of games 
lasting thirty days and rivalling in magnificence those just cele
brated by Aurelius Paullus in Macedonia, and his reception of 
the envoy of the Roman Senate, whose suspicions he succeeded 

1 In dealing with II,0-41 Jerome speaks of another expedition against Egypt 
on the authority of Porphyry: ' Et haec Porphyrius ad Antiochum refert: 
quod undecimo anno regni sui rursus contra sororis filium Ptolemaeum Philo
metorem dimicaverit.' Further on Jerome says that the clauses in question 
refer not to Antiochus but to the Antichrist. Returning to the exposition of 
Porphyry he writes: '(Antiochus) festinans contra Ptolemaeum regem Austri, 
Idumaeos, et Moabitas, et Ammonitas qui ex latere Judaeae erant, non tetigit: 
ne occupatus alio praelio, Ptolemaeum redderet fortiorem.' But there is no 
foundation in history for Porphyry's view, 
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in placating.1 In the following year, 166 B. c., he started on an 
expedition in the course of which he perished. It is true that 
Porphyry, according to Jerome, does speak of another expedi
tion to Egypt, but the incidents recorded by Porphyry, apart 
from one or two details, could all have been drawn from the 
text of Daniel, and the mention of Antiochus pitching his tent at 
Aped no is due evidently to a misunderstanding of the Hebrew 
word b7~~ in n 45 • (3) Hence the third hypothesis alone is 
tenable that this passage is not a description of the past but 
a forecast of the future. As Driver (p. 197) writes, 'the author 
draws here an imaginative picture of the end of the tyrant king, 
similar to the ideal one of the ruin of Sennacherib in Isa. 1028- 32 : 

he depicts him as successful where he had previously failed, viz. in 
Egypt; while reaping the spoils of his victories, he is called away 
by rumours from a distance; and then, just after he has set out on 
a further career of conquest and plunder, as he is approaching 
with sinister purpose the Holy City, he meets his doom '. 

II40• At the time of the end. The period spoken of in n 35 has 
now come to its close. The author clearly expected another 
invasion of Egypt after 168 B. c. See last note. 

The king of the south : i. e. Ptolemy Philometor. There was 
no third invasion of Egypt. See Mahaffy, Empire of the 
Ptolemies, pp. 494 seq. 

Make a thrust against hz"m : i. e. i~V nm,1, tlV = ' against ' when 
it is used with verbs such as tlnSl, :i~,, &c. In 84 it is used of 
the butting of the ram in the vision, where the ram is a symbol 
of the Meda-Persian empire. Here the king of the south is the 
ram. The very same symbol is used to denote the Chasidim in 
r Enoch 9010,11 and Judas M accabaeus in 9013,14,16-an almost 
contemporary apocalypse. 

1 At the close of the games Tiberius Gracchus with a suite was sent from Rome 
to determine the attitude of Antiochus and his alleged ambitions. But as Polyb. 
xxxi. 5, states, Antiochus received them with such an extraordinary display 
of friendliness as not only wholly to disarm Tiberius of all his suspicions, but 
to cause the latter to visit with his disapprobation the persons who had set 
such suspicions on foot : Ols (i. e. the envoys) oiJTw, Etr1a,[,ws a1r~vT1/<f<v 

'AvTfoxos 1<al <f,il>.o<f>pavws, iii<fTE µq oiov TOVS 'tr<pl TOV T,/3,pwv li1ro1'TEV<fai Tl 1repc 
ai/Tov 1rpa-rµaTi1<lw, 1j 1'apaTpt/3ijs <µcpa<l,v <XW El< TWV J<aTcl T~v 'A/1.,(ci.vlip«av 
a]\;\a 1<al TWV AE"fOVTWV Tt TOIOVTOV 1<aTa-yww<f1<E<v, li,cl T1)V lm,pBol>.~v Tijs 1<a.Td T~V 

a1rd11T1/<f"' <f,<l>.av0pw,rias. And yet Polybius adds that Antioch us was al>.l>.oTptwram 
om1<,[µ,vo~ ,rpos 'Pwµaiovs. Antiochus was a past master in the worst forms of 
diplomacy. 
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Storm agat'nst him (i. e. iv.J;l~~). Antiochus will advance like 
a whirlwind against Ptolemy. For this use of the kindred verb 
"1l/O, cf. Hab. 3H, 

Come into the countries. This is taken to mean the countries 
that lay between him and Egypt. If the text which is supported 
by the Vulg. is right, then this clause summarizes proleptically 
what is expressed in detail in un-43 , But the LXX, Th., and 
Pesh. read }""iN:! here and not m~iN::l, the LXX and Pesh. 
omitting i::111, i:it:i~,. In rr10, where the same three verbs N::ll 

i:ill'I !:jt:11!"1 • • occur, the textual authorities differ as to what 
followed N::i,. Taking together the uncertainty of the text and 
the unsatisfactory sense of the MT, it is possible that the 
Aramaic original read l'l'tlW7~ 'according to his pleasure', which 
was corrupted into Nf'\lliN::l = niY;~~ of the MT, which, if the 
suggestion offered is right, should be emended into bl7~: cf. 
84, r 1 3,16,36• Antioch us shall go where he pleases. This thought 
is in keeping with his imperious and overweening character. 
This suggestion has the merit of explaining the corrupt accen
tuation of r,i::ii in the next verse. 

Shall overflow, &c. Borrowed as in rr10 from Isa. 88 • 

rr41 • The glorious land. See rr16, 89 notes. 
Tens of thousands. Here for rii:,n ='many' (lands) fem. we 

should obviously with De Wette, Bevan, Behrmann, Kamphausen, 
Prince, &c., read tii::!"'! = 'tens of thousands'. Cf. rr12, N eh. ?71• 

The feminine accentuation ofnl::li in the MT can be explained as 
due to the corrupt reading of m~iN::l in the preceding verse. 

But these shall be delivered out ef his hand [ Edom and Moab and 
the chief of the children ef Ammon]. As we have already pointed 
out, the designation of nations by their actual names, especially 
when the events occur near or in the time of the writer, is con
trary to the usage of Apocalyptic. On this ground alone we 
excise the phrase 'Edom ... Ammon'. But independently of 
this fact, the history of the time is against its inclusion. For of 
these three peoples, two are specifically mentioned in 1 Mace. 
51-s as taking up arms against Judah in furtherance of the 
policy of Antiochus, i. e. the Edomites and the Ammonites.1 As 
enemies of the Jews they are mentioned in Ps. 838- 9 (7- 8) and in 
Judith ?3, 17, 18, the latter and probably the former being composi-

1 In 2 Mace. 4 °•, 57 Jason the apostate high-priest twice found sanctuary 
with the Ammonites. 
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tions of the second cent. B.c. John Hyrcanus conquered the 
Edomites in 109 B.c. and compelled them to adopt Judaism. 

Hence they~cannot be regarded as other than confederates of 
Antioch us, and to speak of them as 'being delivered out of his 
hand ' is absurd. Of the Moabites we have no mention. They 
were, however, hereditary foes of Israel,1 and, though they had 
long disappeared from the stage of history, this is enough to 
explain their inclusion in an interpolated gloss. 

But if we excise, as we must, the mention of these three 
nations from the text, how are we to explain the clause that 
precedes? They cannot naturally refer to the interpolated 
words that follow in the MT. Hence they are to be explained 
in reference to the words that precede. The writer expected 
Antiochus to make a third expedition. In the course of this 
expedition, whose ultimate goal was Egypt (u42), Antiochus 
would overthrow tens of thousands of Judah. We have, there
fore, to interpret this victory of Antiochus as a victory indeed, 
but not as a victory of annihilation. Cf. I 134 where the same 
verb with the same nuance occurs. The clause 'but these 
shall be delivered out of his hand ' is designed to teach the 
readers of the book that in some way the main body of the 
Jews should be delivered out of the hands of Antiochus. This 
is in keeping with the expectations of the writer. It would of 
course be possible to take n,N as an emendation of an original 
n,No ( = 'some of these') made after the incorporation of the 
false gloss above referred to. 

[ The tchieft ], i. e. n•~~,. If this is right, then it means the 
principal part of Ammon: cf. Amos 61 ; Jer. 4935• But Buhl 
and Marti with the Pesh. emend n•~N, into n1")~~ = 'the 
remnant of the children of Ammon'. J:his certainly improves 
the sense of the interpolation. 

1142- 43• Conquest of Egypt after the reduction of Palestine. 

1 The ancient Moabites had long disappeared, and their place been taken by 
Nabataean Arabs, to whom even Josephus gives this designation: Ant. i. r r. 5; 
cf. xiii. 13 ; xiv. r. 4. It is significant that Moab is never once mentioned in 
I Mace. On the other hand, in Isa. 24-27 (assigned by many modern scholars 
to the 2nd cent, B. c.) Moab--only now a name with a religious significance
is mentioned in 2510, probably as typical of Israel's enemies. If the reference 
is not typical, and the present context is against its being so regarded, then the 
Nabataean Arabs may have early been regarded as identical with Moab as in 
Judith 18 and Ps. 837• 
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rr 42• Stretch forth ht's hand: i. e. to seize: cf. Esther 87• 

The land ef the south. MT and versions have wrongly inter
preted the original phrase into 'the land of Egypt ' : see note 
on 118, 

Shall not escape: i. e. ilU1Stb n1,,n NS. The LXX-•11 xrupq 
Alyvrrrov 01JIC £<TTUI €11 UUTY a,ua-oo(6µevo~makes a far stronger state
ment : 'in the land of Egypt there shall not one escape '-thus 
reading u1>9 i'lf instead of n9•>~>- The phrase nu1,!:l, · • • il1iln 
is from Gen. 329(8). 

rr43• Precious thi'ngs. The word tl1)t,::lti is a cl1r. ;\,y., and is 
derived from the Aramaic i~f-

The south. MT has wrongly as in preceding verse interpreted 
the original phrase into 'Egypt' ; see note on n 8• 

[The Libyans and Ethiopians, &c.] This is another interpola
tion like that in rr41 • Since the Libyans and Ethiopians dwelt 
W. and S. of Egypt and are mentioned as following 'in his 
train' {lit. 'in his steps' ,1,y::n.,:i = ,1,J'1:!, the classical phrase: 
cf. Exod. 118 ; Judges 410, 85 ; I Kings 2010, &c : only here in 
this literal sense in the O.T.: figuratively in Ps. 3?23 ; Prov. 2024), 

Egypt is represented as being beset on all sides. The Libyans 
and Ethiopians are mentioned in Nahum 39 and Jer. 469• The 
interpolator by such an addition seeks to intensify the contrast 
between Antiochus with his highest ambitions all but achieved 
and his sudden overthrow. 

nM. Tt'dings out of the east. As tidings (MYltiC-') drew away 
Sennacherib from Palestine (Isa. 377 ; 2 Kings 197), so tidings 
(MiY'2~) from the east and north shall cause Antiochus to retire 
in haste from Egypt. 

To destroy and extermi'nate: i. e. tl1'1nil,, i 1i;i1,;,:,, The LXX 
has here poµrf,ui'!- arf,avia-ut ICU< U1rOICTEivai = i1i;i1,n,1 J:ll'1ni1, :i,n:i 
(or n•t,n:i,). Cf. Deut. ?2- l'1Ml is then a dittograph of tl1'1Mil. 

The two verbs which occur in this order in 2 Chron. 2023 would 
then mean 'to ban and to destroy'. But are not the Hebrew 
and the LXX here renderings of the Aramaic expression 
il1;liM?~ n7~rti?, which has already occurred in ?26 ? If this is 
so, it is best to render as these 'to consume and to exterminate'. 
Th. roii a<fiuvia-ai (+/CUL roii ava0cµaria-u, A Q) support this latter 
order as found in 726, where it renders roii a<J>uviuu, Kai Toii a1roAeU'a1. 

So also the Vulg. 'ut conterat et interficiat '. 
rri5• Shall plant: i. e. Y~~. used only here in the O.T. in this 
3268 y 
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sense of pitching a tent, instead of i"1~~- Cf. Eccles. 1211 for 
a related use. Duhm, Cheyne, Marti, &c., take :Pb~> as corrupt 
for nb;,> where 'the spreading out of the heavens' is the idea, 
not 'the planting' of them. 

The tents of his palace : i. e. b7~~ \~r!~- But the LXX, Th., 
Pesh., and Vulg. do not support this text. All four read ,~n~ = 
'his tent'. Th., Aquila, and Vulg. regard i),tt( as a proper 
name. Though this word passed into Aramaic from the Persian 
and occurs frequently in Syriac, the Syriac translator could not 
render it. The LXX reads .-&TE = Aramaic r,~. The word is 
derived from Persian apaddna = 'treasury' or 'armoury', but 
'palace' in Syriac. Text uncertain. 

Between the seas and the glorious holy mountain. T,l;ie ' seas' 
here is a poetical plural (cf. Judges 517 ; Deut. 3319

) for the 
Mediterranean Sea. The mountain is of course Mount Zion. The 
text here implies that Antiochus died in Palestine between the 
Mediterranean and Mount Zion, whereas he actually died at 
Tabae in Persia in the winter of 165-164 B. c. It was a reason• 
able expectation on the part of the Jews that their greatest 
persecutor should fall amid the scenes of his greatest crimes. 
According to 825 he was to perish I broken without hand'. 
Moreover, the old eschatological expectations of the prophets 
fixed on the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. This is emphasized 
in Ezek. 38-39 according to which the nations that were hostile 
to Israel were to fall on the mountains of Israel: cf. 3814- 16,21, 

392,i; Joel 32 ; Zech. 142 sqq. ; 1 Enoch 9013- 19_ Even the 
throne of judgement was to be set up 'in the pleasant land•, 
1 Enoch 9020, and the wicked judged according to what was 
written in the sealed books. 

Yet he shall come to his end. Antiochus made a fresh attempt 
to get hold of the treasures in the Elymaean temples. He tried 
to break into a temple of I star or Anaitis, but the people of the 
place filled with religious frenzy succeeded in driving off his 
forces. Soon afterwards he died at Tabae in Persia (Polyb. 
xxxi. n; 1 Mace. 61- 4 ; 2 Mace. 91- 2), as above mentioned. 
See Bevan, House of Sekucus, ii. 160 seq. 

INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER XII. 

The conventional division of this chapter from the preceding 
one is based on a sound judgement Both chapters constitute, 
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it is true, one vision, to which chapter ro forms an introduction. 
But chapter rr is wholly concerned with human history already 
past, rr 2- 39, or on the eve of realization, rr4o-45, whereas 
chapter r2 passes from temporal to eternal things. 

In this introduction I shall briefly draw attention to the 
methods pursued in order to recover the original Hebrew 
version and thereby in the main the Aramaic original. In the 
study of the text it has been found necessary to reject phrases 
and entire clauses as very early or late additions to the original 
text : and in the next place to emend by means of the versions
above all by means of the LXX-many corrupt passages in the 
text. There is a third point which is of no little interest to 
the student of religious development. In 122 owing to the mis
understanding of an Aramaic expression a new conception of 
the nature of the joys of the righteous and the sufferings of the 
wicked arose, helped no doubt by the occurrence of this 
expression {in part) already in Isa. 6624 • 

I. Interpolations. 

122• m!:)"ln, is to be excised as an explanatory gloss on j1M"li,. 

The LXX actually incorporates three renderings of ;ii:-t"li,, one 
of which ,ls- 3w<T1Topav is reasonably correct. The other two, ,ls 

rlvn3urµ.6v and ,ls- ••• ai<TXV'"J", are further efforts of the translator 
to render in the margin this difficult phrase, both of which 
unhappily were incorporated subsequently in the text. Th. is 
here very unfortunate. He rejects the real rendering and adopts 
the two glosses into his text. 

1210• Excise ,~:J,ri~ as the gloss of an unintelligent scribe in 
rr35 and here. In both passages the LXX knows nothing of it. 

1211 ,12• When the original date fixed for the advent of the 
kingdom was not realized, either the original author-the style 
is quite his own, or a reviser in the year 165-164 B.c. in the 
second edition, added 1211•12 to correct the original prediction 
and adapt, if possible, its forecasts to actual events. Possibly 
1211 was added in the second edition and 1212 in the third. It 
so, we have the remarkable fact that three editions of Daniel 
appeared in the vernacular, i. e. Aramaic in the course of slightly 
over three years. 

;r:;?13• E:ii:cise rill.? with LXX, Th., and context. See note in loc. 

Y2 
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II. Emendations (a) ancient and at the same time incorrect. 
(b) Emendatt'ons of the present corrupt MT under the guz"dance 
of the versions, mainly the LXX. 

(a) r26,8. When 1211,12 were added in the second and third 
editions, Jewish scholars after the Christian era (?} recognized 
their incongruity with the statements in 126,81 and so changed 
-,r.,Ni (so LXX and Vulg.) in 126 into -,oN1l-a change which 
made the text questionable Hebrew, and n1inN (so LXX) in 128 

into n1-,nN. A further result of this addition led to the attribu
tion of an unparalleled meaning to ioy in 1213

1 i. e. 'to rise in 
the resurrection ' = t:np. 

(b) 122• For -,Ely noiN read with (LXX, Th.) Pesh. and 
Vulg. nr.,ii,c -,Ely. • 

124• For the very corrupt text ny,n n:i-,n, ti1:i, mf;)C!11 read 
under the guidance of the LXX ny-,;, n:i-,ni tl':!"1i1 (if;)01} ,f;)~• iy. 
See notes in toe. 

126• For -,oN1i read with LXX, Vulg., and some manuscripts 
of Th. iON). 

128• For r,1-,nN with LXX read n1inN-another Aramaism like 
j'N.,, in 122• It is found in 512• See note £n toe. 

1210• For l!:li~1, l)::tSn11 ,-,-,:in• read with LXX ,-,,:in1, l!:l.,~1 iy. 
Cf. 1 r35, where again the LXX is right. Here Th. supports the 
restoration of the iy. See note t"n toe. 

II I. A ramaisms. 
122. /IN.,,. See under Interpolations above and the note tn toe. 
128• nSN n•1nN = rSN n1,nN. Cf. 512• 

1211• nnS, • • • -,cm nyo. Here S with inf. appears to be a 
continuation of the preceding finite verb : cf. 2 16• But it could 
be justified by Hebrew parallels. The Aramaic was possibly 
rmoS, .•• 1•w1:11:1 ii-10. 

IV. The Hebrew verb ioy. This verb is a maid-of-all-work in 
our author. In 121 it appears with Sy in a new construction = 
'to protect', whereas in 825, rr14 the same phrase= 'to with
stand'. In 84,7, II16 with 1)!:lS it bears the latter meaning, while 
this same phrase in 1 5•19 = 'to serve'. Again in 1213 owing to 
the interpolation of 1211•12 it comes to mean unjustifiably 'to rise 
from the dead '. 

V. A characteristic of Gehenna--i. e. that the wicked should 
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suffer in the presence of the righteous arose from a false etymo
logy of p~,,. See note on 122• 

VI. Hebrew renderings of Aramatc phrases ef our author. 
127. thnm \o =N9?~ 'IJ, 431(34>. 

12
7

• •~Ml tJ1i1m~ i:UlO = /i:U J':'l1 r~i:u, Jill, 725• 

VII. Very late use (or misuse) ef a Hebrew word. '1N~ which in 
all OT. writings before 200 o.c. is used only of the Nile, is in 
12

5
•
6

•7, 104 used of' the Euphrates. In Isa. 3321 (assigned to 
163 B. c. by Duhm, Bickell, Marti ; by other scholars to the 
middle of the 4th cent. B, c.) it means' watercourses'. In very 
late Hebrew and late Aramaic it bears the same meaning. 

121- 3, These three verses form the close of the revelation of 
the angel, and belong to what precedes. In fact n 40- 45 and 
121- 3 form a unity, being a description of the last times of all, 
i. e. the destruction of the great heathen power, n 40- 45, followed 
by tumults and troubles throughout the world, out of which, 
however, the faithful shall be saved, 121. Then shall follow the 
resurrection of the pre-eminently righteous Israelites as well as 
of the apostates, and the age of everlasting blessedness on the 
present earth, 122 - 3• 

121• At that time, i. e. the period of the overthrow of Antioch us. 
Mt'chael . . . the great prince. See 1013,21 • 

Shall . . . stand up: i. e. io:u\, which the LXX read as '1::1:U', 

since it renders by 1rap<A<uaera,: just as. in n 1 it read io:u as '10~ 
(i. e. d1r,11). 

Which standeth for the children of thy people, i. e. 'protects ' : 
cf. Esther 811, 916• This phrase ,:u io:u has exactly the opposite 
meaning in 825, n 14, where it = 'to withstand ', and is therefore 
there used as the equivalent of il)' io:u in 1013, or l):J' io:u in 84, 7, 

n 16• For quite a different use of the last phrase see note on 1 4 , 

A time of trouble such as never was, &c. This phrase consti
tutes a technical description of the last times : cf. J er. 307 'Alas ! 
for that day is great, so that none is like it' : 1 Mace. 927 Kal 

<y<VETO 0X,,Jns ,-,.•yo.A'] .... T~ 'lCTparyA, rjn~ O~K •Y<VETO acp' i)S ~,-,.ipar OUK ,l',cp0-r, 

1rpocp11n1r avrn'is : Ass. Mos. 81, 'ira quae talis non fuit in illis'; 
Mark 1319 : Matt. 2421 : Rev. 1618 u«a,-,.os •y•••ro l'•yas, olo~ ovK 

•y<PETO a<p' oi llv0poo1ro~ <y<VETO <1rl Tijt yijt Tl]AU<OVTO~ a,ia,,.ot OUTO> ,.,. • .,a~. 

It should be observed here that Rev. 1618 adheres more closely 
to Th. than to the MT or LXX, as Th. reads {JX{,ftis, ofo oi, ylyov•v 
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atp' ~s YEY<ll'JTaL .Ovos lv T!/ 1'11 EWS TOV KaLpov ilCELVOV. So far as the 
phrase in itself goes, it occurs in a non-technical sense in 
Exod. 918,24• The phrase 'time of trouble' (i"l"i'l Ml.') has already 
occurred in Jer. 307• It refers here of course to the gathering 
of all the Ge,p!!,~ers against Jerusalem. 

Thy people: tbe true Israel. 
Written in the book, i. e. of life. See note on ?1° : also my 

notes on r Enoch 473• This book of life, which originally was 
a register of the actual citizens of the theocratic community on 
earth, has in the present passage become a register of the citizens 
of the coming kingdom of God, whether living or departed. 

122
• In Pss. 491 73 there are probably the first intimations of 

the immortality of righteous souls. These psalms are the 
utterances of mystics. It is probable also that in Ps. 17 we 
have just such another utterance, while in 39 (i. e. omitting the 
interpolated verses 399(8),n-14(1o-13l)1 though the writer is con
vinced that every man is at his best estate altogether vanity, 
yet there is the expression of an unconquerable hope fa God : 
'And now Lord what wait I for? My hope is unto thee' 398(7). 

These psalms were probably not written earlier than the 
3rd cent. B. c. and possibly towards its close. · They avoid all 
definition of the nature of the life beyond. But the time came 
when thought busied itself about the nature of the future life. 
In r Enoch 22, which is pre-Maccabean in date, there is an 
elaborate account of Sheol and its different divisions corre
sponding to the moral distinctions between the different classes 
of men. From this Sheol only the pre-eminently good and bad 
were to be raised, just as in our text, but the mediocre folk of 
both classes were to remain for ever in Sheol. Thus in our 
text and in r Enoch 22 there is taught a doctrine of the resur
rection which in certain respects is morally conceived. 

But this is a comparatively late form-that is logically-of 
the original doctrine. In the O.T. the resurrection was derived 
from a synthesis of the hopes of the righteous individual and 
of the righteous nation. By the resurrection the righteous 
individual was to be raised to a higher communion (a) with God 
and (b) and to be restored to communion with the righteous com
munity. Thus the communion of the righteous individual with 
God was not temporally conditioned, because it was unbroken 
by death. This is a truth too generally lost sight of-not only in 
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Judaism but also in Christianity, and particularly in the case of 
our Lord. In His case there could be no breach wrought by 
death in His full and perfect communion with the Father. But 
to return to our immediate problem. Though the communion 
of the righteous individual with God is not temporally condi
tioned, restoration to communion with the righteous community 
is temporally conditioned as regards its external and complete 
consummation, but not in its spiritual essence; for the spiritual 
resurrection can be and is experienced in the present alike in 
respect to God and man. Hence this life is for the faithful the 
resurrection life, though but in its beginnings. This is the 
teaching of the later Pauline Epistles, but as a fact of experience 
it was true all along. 

Thus in Judaism 1 the resurrection in its original form was 
the prerogative of the righteous, as it is also in the N.T. save 
in a few J udaistic passages. 2 The doctrine in its essential and 
pure form-a resurrection of the righteous only-appears in the 
comparatively late section in Isa. 261- 19, But in our text, in 
1 Enoch 22; Test. Benj. 108 ; 2 Mace.; 2 Bar.; 4 Ezra there are 
declensions from the original conception. In these writers the 
spiritual essence of the resurrection has been lost sight of, and 
the resurrection-instead of being regarded as at once a Divine 
gift and a personal achievement-came to be used as a sort of 
vehicle for bringing certain classes of the righteous and of the 
wicked before the Final Judgement, and, last stage of all, for 
bringing all men before the Judgement Seat for the General 
Resurrection. As generally conceived these latter develop
ments are not Christian. 

Many. Not all Israel but many in Israel. See preceding note. 

Sleep i'n the dust: i. e . .,El:tl 1:,c,1 : cf. Isa. 2619 iEl:tl 1,:ie, ' those 
that dwell ', &c. 

That sleep t'n the dust of the earth. This rendering of the R. V., 
though it has the support of the LXX, Th., the Pesh., and Vulg. 
is not a rendering of the MT, which reads .,O:tl no,~ ,,~, = 
'those who sleep in a land of dust '. Marti explains 'the dust' 
as defining the term 'earth', i. e. earth which is dust (G.-K., 

1 Cf, Pss. Sol. 316, 147, 1511• There is no mention in these Pss. of the resur
rection of the wicked : Sheol is their inheritance, 146•,e, 151', 162, 

2 See my Eschatology 2, pp. 397 seq., 407, 410 seq., 428-30, 444, 448-54 : 
Comm. on Revelation, I, p. cxvi: II, 194-198. 
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§ 128 o). Driver renders 'the dusty earth', which is simply 
impossible here, where abodes of the departed are spoken of. 
We must either, then, take '"lE:-l/ as a synonym for Sheol as in 
Job 721, 1]16, 2011, 2116, and render 'in a land of dust'. The 
Babylonian Hades, which is the same as that of the ancient 
Hebrews, is described in the Descent of Ishtar, as 'the dark 
house ... the house from which he who enters nev~ emerges
where dust is their nourishment, clay their food'. For '?.!?~!? 
the usual form would be '?.!?1~ (Ges.-Kautzsch, § 102 b). 

Otherwise we must for i!:lY l"l011't read i1t:l11'ti1 '"l!:lY. Cf. Gen. 1316 ; 

Exod. 812,13, where we find yii-ti1 '"ltil1 ( =Aram.1-t:i.t'"li:,t"l i-t'"l!:ll1), which 
the LXX in the two latter passages renders To xwµa Tij, yij, as Th. 
in the present passage. This is the better of the two methods 
of dealing with the text; for the LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. 
presuppose this order. There is a difficulty in the text of the 
LXX but not in the order-.'v rep 1rAan, Tij, yij,. Since 1rMTo, is 
a rendering of 'l"lti in Dan. 31 ; Ezra 63, the corruption may have 
arisen in the Aramaic original, i. e. i:,tf'lt:l"ll't"l ~1n::.:i, where i-t'l"l::J 1 

may be corrupt for '"lE:-1,1. But the divergence is too great. 
Shall awake: i. e. 1~1P\ Used in Isa. 2619 in the same sense. 

In this verse of Isaiah three verbs are used of the resur
rection: i11n, tlli', ti'i1, Our author uses the third here (and 
owing to the interpolation of 1211, 12 ioy becomes a synonym for 
t:i1p in 1213). 

Everlasting life. Here only in the 0. T., but of frequent 
occurrence in Apocalyptic literature, in the Targums, the 
Talmuds, and other Jewish writings. It is found in 1 Enoch 
154,6, which is older than our author: Pss. Sol. 316(12). 

Everlastt'ng refection: i. e. t:i,il/ J11'ti"l,. Here the MT retains 
f'l1!:l'1n, (? i1!:lin,·: so LXX and Th. as Jahn recognizes) without 
a copula before lli-t'"l"l~, as also does the V ulg. ' ut videant 
semper '. n::.,n, was originally a marginal gloss explaining 
pi-tii,, and was subsequently incorporated in the text. Here 
the MT and Vulg. preserve the first stage in this act of incor
poration, before t:he copula was inserted. The LXX contains two 
renderings of il!:l'"ln, and one of /11-tii,. It reads o, a. £1, l.v«l3urµr5v, 

ol aE d. lJm,mopav ~a, aifIXVV']V alrovwv. Th. reproduces the renderings 
of the two glosses and omits the rendering of the original word 
of which they were glosses : oorn, ,l. OPE!lJ,,rµtw Kai aluxuvrw alrovwv. 

1 See Aram. Pap. (Cowley, 84, 792-•, 261s-20). 
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The Pesh. with )..,~ll = 'in interitum' as its first phrase appears 
to attest 1,1:-c,,~ as that phrase, while it paraphrases the second 
phrase as 'et opprobrium sociorum suorum aeternum '. 

Rejecting, therefore, the explanatory gloss (or glosses) we 
arrive at the original Hebrew version 1,1:-c,,, n?Nl O?ll,' "M? il?N 

O?ll/, the terse antithesis ='some to everlasting life and some 
to everlasting rejection'. 

Much interest attaches to the Hebrew phrase l:J?H/ Jltt"li, which 
the LXX, when the glosses are rejected, rendered by fh 3ia
a-,rnpav. Here it is manifest that the translator derived in~,, 
from the Aramaic 1.,, (the Syr );,) = 13,aarrfipm• (= Hehr. il"lt), 

and the etymology may be right. At all events n,1 is used of 
the punishment of the wicked in Prov. 2026, and of wickedness 
208

1 and of wicked nations Ezek. 2912, 3026• The word is 
generally derived from N"li, of which the Arabic equivalent 
root means 'to repel'. Thus it comes in any case to mean 
'scattering', 'rejection'. This word occurs only once elsewhere 
in the 0. T., i. e. Isa. 6624, where the LXX renrlers 1,1:-c.,,, by 
d~ opaa-w, the Vulg. by 'ad satietatem visionis '. Since the Vulg. 
renders the phrase C?ll,' 11~,,, in our text by 'ut videant 
semper ', it clearly follows that the LXX and Vulg. translators 
of this phrase in Isa. 6624 and the Vulg. in Dan. 122 derived 
jlttii from the Hebrew ilNi 'to see'. The Targum on Isa. 66240 

takes the same view and paraphrases as follows : 'And the 
wicked shall be judged in Gehenna until the righteous say over 
them, We have seen enough' (NJltn noo). The same interpre
tation of the Hebrew phrase appears several times in I Enoch 
273 'In the last days there shall be unto them the spectacle of 
righteous judgement in the presence of the righteous for ever' : 
489 'So shall they burn before the face of the holy' : 6212 'They 
shall be a spectacle for the righteous and for His elect './From 
the above facts we learn that for nearly 200 years B. c. Jewish 
scholars derived this rare word in our text from il~"I 'to see', 
and from this mistaken etymology concluded that Gehenna was 
to he a place of punishment in the presence of the righteous. Thus 
the chief characteristic of this Jewish and subsequently Christian 
conception was derived from a false etymology. 

123• This verse refers to the teachers and leaders of the 
faithful. Amongst them would naturally be the martyrs and 
confessors of Judaism, who with the teachers would be distin-
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guished from the rest of the faithful Israelites. Cf. I Enoch 1042 : 

' Be hopeful; for aforetime ye were put to shame through ill 
and affliction ; 

But now ye shall shine as the lights of heaven : 
Ye shall shine and shall be seen, 
And the portals of heaven shall be opened to you.' 

Cf. also 4 Ezra 797,125, 

They that be wise. Cf. II 33,35, 

Shall shine : i. e. Wi'.J}~. This verb is found nowhere else in 
the 0. T., though the noun ,;:ii = 'brightness' occurs once: i. e. 
in Ezek. 82• The root has this meaning in some Aramaic 
dialects and in Arabic. 

As the brightness of the firmament: i. e. 3rp-,n ,m::i. But the 
LXX has Wi' rpr,)crrijp•i' ruv ovpavov = 1)101:!'il 1,n~o::, 1 'as the lumi
naries of heaven ', i. e. the sun and moon. Does this imply 
a different text or is it an interpretation of the above phrase in 
the MT? This question is in part connected with the other 
suggested in the first note on this verse. Are two classes of the 
faithful referred to? or only the two forms in which their 
loyalty to God displayed itself-in the faithfulness alike by 
precept and example in the days of persecution ? The things to 
which the faithful are compared favour the former; for 'the 
brightness of the firmament', i. e. the sun and moon, are clearly 
distinguished in glory from the stars. 

It is hard indeed to divide them into two classes, and yet the 
context on the whole favours such a division. 'The wise' or 
'the teachers' are of course faithful in their lives; but t_heir 
distinguishing characteristic is that they are the teachers of the 
true faith. The rest who are likened to the stars have as their 
distinguishing characteristic their loyalty to the God of Israel 
even unto death. They too teach, but more by example than 
precept. Indeed they may not be more than silent but faithful 
disciples of the teachers. 

To return now to the text. The text of the LXX is at all 
events a very old one, and not improbably a literal reproduction 
of the Hebrew version. If so, then 111p-,n ,m may have been 
suggested by the verb ,,,m1 in the preceding clause and be due 
to a reviser or the Massoretes. -,Df which literally means 
'shining' is far from an apt expression in this context. In 
Ezek. 82-the only passage elsewhere in the O.T. where it 
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occurs-this meaning is quite apt. But this is not all. When 
the Aramaic equivalent of -,;,r occurs in the Mishnah of the J er. 
Talmud, it is used only of the moon and not of the sun: see 
NHWB. i. 516. 

They that turn many to righteousness : i. e. 0 1~'J.Q 1i?.1°'!f P. It is 
noteworthy that the LXX has here o! 1<a-rurx11anH roil~ i\6yov;- µov, 

which apparently goes back to (or 1'1Ji) 1,:i,:i 1p•rno = 'they who 
hold fast my words'. The text it presupposes should then be 
rendered not 'they who strengthen my words ' but 'they who 
hold fast my words'. The two classes referred to then would 
be : 'they who are wise', i. e. have a deep insight into matters 
like Daniel and are teachers like him : and they who hold fast 
such teaching at whatever cost. 

Turn many to righteousness: i. e. not justify them technically 
but lead them to righteousness alike by precept and example as 
in Isa. 5311• The same idea is conveyed by the Aboth v. 26 

(Taylor's ed.): 'Whosoever makes the many righteous (il=itOil 

tl1J'1il l"lN), sin prevails not over him ; and whosoever makes the 
many to sin, they grant him not the faculty to repent'. 

124• The angel's last commission to Daniel. 
Shut up the words and seal. The book was to be concealed 

and sealed. The words are repeated in 129• With the former 
injunction cf. 826. 

To the time of the end. The entire book, as it has already 
been said in 817,26, was written in the time of Antiochus' perse
cution. In that reign the seals were to be removed and the 
book understood: cf. Isa. 2911,12,18,19• Contrast Rev. 2210, which 
is not a pseudepigraph, and was written at the time of the crises 
with which it deals. 

tMany shall run to and /rot: i. e. ,orpw:. The verb is 
admitted by many modern scholars to be an enigma or a cor
ruption.1 Two explanations are advanced. The first is that 
the words signify t~at many shall run to and fro in the book, 
i. e. shall diligently study it. But this verb could not be used 
of an earnest study of the book, but only of a superficial reading 
of it. Besides, how could it be studied, if it was sealed and 

1 In support of the MT Amos 812 ' Many shall run to and fro ('OOU~••) to 
seek the word of the Lord ' is quoted. But the word in our text is used 
absolutely and metaphorically, and not so elsewhere in the O.T. Cf. Jer. 51 ; 

Zech. 410 ; 2 Chron. 169• 
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hidden? The second explanation is that many generations 
would be perplexed as to its meaning, and that only alter many 
generations would its meaning leap to light. But neither 
explanation meets the difficulty that the book was not to be 
made known till the very crisis it dealt with had arrived. Nor 
does either agree with the universal and literal use of this verb 
elsewhere. Recently, Wright (Daniel and his Prophect'es, p. 322) 
abandons the metaphorical use of this verb and suggests : 'Why 
should it not refer to the Jews ... running to and fro through 
the world, and gradually increasing in learning the ways and 
works of God by their weary wanderings ? By those wander• 
ings they are even now being prepared more fully to learn the 
meaning of the visions which so deeply concern them.' But 
this suggestion also fails to explain how they are to learn the 
meaning of visions which are not to be disclosed till the hour of 
the actual events has struck. 

Moreover there are still further difficulties. The LXX reads 
l"'s liv arroµavwaw ol 1ro"A.Aoi. The true explanation, if we can arrive 
at it, should account for the MT and the LXX. The LXX = ill 
t:l'.:liil ~~~; • Behrmann, following Schleusner, suggests that for 
,or::n:,•1 we should here read \l:)i:11, and compares the LXX Ps. 405 

where ,_.avlas ,J,evte'i, is a rendering of :lt:l ,~·~. This rendering 
may have been suggested to the translator by the Aramaic t(l:)i,j, 

the participle of which 1;?~ is found frequently and means 
'unreasonable', 'foolish'. Perhaps the confusion arose in the 
Aramaic original, which read (?) t(1~1lt::' l\l:)t::'1 iv. Here l\t:ii:11 stands 
for 1,00,. If this were so, then the rendering should be 'till the 
many become apostates'-at all events in Targumic Hebrew. 
The nearest to j\1:)01 in Hebrew would be \0\1!11, which the LXX 
translator wrongly rendered by drro,..aivrn,. The MT m~l!/1 could 
then have arisen from an accidental duplication of the o in \Oll!I'. 

Th. has lMax.Si:,aw, which is a corruption of tiax8wcnv (as in 
Isa. 5512), a bad rendering of the MT. The Pesh. renders the 
MT metaphorically and the Vulg. literally by 'pertransibunt '. 
The one thing certain is that the text is uncertain. 

tAnd knowledge shall be increasedt, i. e. ni11D Mf7t11- Here 
Bevan takes these words as corrupt. He thinks that the LXX 
,ml 1rX11u0_;; ~ yij dtu<ias supplies the solution, which (omitting 1 y~) 

presupposes n~1Q n:t)J:11, This he renders 'and many shall be 
the calamities'. If the singular verb with a plural noun is 
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unsatisfactory, we can read nv,n m1.:i,m. But Bevan adduces 
similar constructions in Isa. 3413 ; J er. 414, &c. In support of 
this restoration he adduces 1 Mace. 19, which refers to the evils 
wrought by the Seleucidae and Ptolemies on Palestine : Kal 

l-rr"A~Bvvav 1<a1<a iv rfi yfi = 'and they multiplied evils in the earth'. 
This conjecture is regarded favourably by Driver, Wright, and 
others. It is attractive, but these scholars have failed to recog
nize that in the LXX rriµ,1rA'l/·" is never a rendering of any mood 
of n.:i,. rr"A.,,rrB;,vm means 'to be filled', whereas n.:ii = 'to be 
multiplied'. Hence (1) rrA1Jr:TtJfl may be a corruption of 1rX.,,evn 
or of 1rX.,,tJvvtJ.~ as in Th. We should have ~,~ instead of n.:ii, if 
the LXX were right : cf. Gen. 611 c,~r, yiNn N,~nl and the LXX 
,ea, ;rrA~rr0'1 {i yij J.a11clai:. Perhaps the LXX represents the original 
text and the MT is only an editorial substitute. 

Hence for 'and knowledge shall be increased' we might read 
'and evils be increased' or 'and the earth be filled with iniquity'. 
But here again the only certainty is the uncertainty of the text. 

125- 7• Vision of the two angels, one of whom states the dura
tion of the troubles just foretold. 

125• Other two, i. e. in addition to the glorious being who 
appeared to Daniel in ro5, clothed in linen, and who had 
imparted to him the revelation in 1011- 14,19-124• 

The river: i. e. ,~;::i, an Egyptian loan-word, elsewhere in the 
0. T. the regular name for the Nile. In Isa. 3321 it is used, 
however, of watercourses, and in Job 2810 of mining shafts. But 
where ,~; means 'a river' in the O. T., and especially where 
this word is preceded by the article, it is used only to designate 
the Nile. Hence its proper use was forgotten when Daniel 
was written or translated from the Aramaic. In keeping with 
this fact we note that in the Talmud and Rabbinic writings it 
bears the general sense of river alike in Hebrew and Aramaic. 
See Levy, NHCW. i. 213. In ro4, where the same river is 
referred to, the Hebrew designation is right, i. e. ,mn. In the 
note on that passage we saw just grounds for identifying this 
river with the Euphrates and not with the Tigris, as apparently 
is done universally. 

126• And r I 7 said to the man. The speaker according to the 
MT is one of the two angels mentioned in 126• But not only is the 
form of the Hebrew, which should have been Oil~ "!MN ,~Nil or 
the like, against the above rendering, but from 128 it appears that 
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Daniel is no silent auditor as in 813 seqq, but asks for an explana
tion of the angel's answer. The very form of the words 'And 
I heard but I understood not: then said I, 0 my lord, &c.', imply 
that Daniel has already spoken but wishes for more information. 
There is no nuance of remonstance in Daniel's words, even 
though they express deprecation of the angel's refusal. Thus 
both the form of the Hebrew and the context require not '"lONl1 

but~~?- Now the LXX ,7tra attests this reading: so also the 
Vulg. and the manuscripts A Q of Th. The passage in 813,14 is 
not a true parallel. If the dialogue between the two angels in 
that passage is correct in form, as we may reasonably suppose 
it is, Daniel does not intervene in any part of it. But he does 
certainly intervene in 128 here, and no doubt in 126 also. 

The man clothed in linen. The same being who is described 
in 105,6• 

The wonders: i. e. n,N,~il the things prophesied in n 31 ~ 36, 

121• The same word is used of the boastings of Antiochus in 
824, 1136. 

127• He held up hi's right hand, &c. The lifting up of the 
hand as an appeal to heaven in confirmation of an oath is 
mentioned in Gen. 14211 ; Exod. 68 ; Deut. 3240 ; and in Rev. 105, 

where the speaker is an angel as here. Here both hands are 
lifted up by the angel in confirmation of this solemn oath. 

Him that lt'veth for ever: i. e. o,nm 1n. In 434 we have the 
Aramaic equivalent No,l,' •n. The expression is a late one, but 
it is based on a 6th cent. B. c. one : Deut. 3240 tl~ll~ 1.;,~~ 'IJ. 

For a ft'me, #mes, and a half: i. e. •~n, t:11,im~ iy,o. Here again 
we have the Hebrew rendering of an Aramaic phrase of our 
author riY 2,~, r~iyi jiY in i 5, where see note and on 814• The 
three and a half years define the limit of the reign of the 
Antichrist. 

t And when they have made an end of breaking in pieces the 
power of the holy people, all these tht'ngs shall be endedt. We have 
here a fresh time determination, and it is entirely vague. It has 
no apparent connexion with the definite time determination just 
given by the angel, who has defined the period of evil as limited 
to three years and a half. But this is not all. The statement 
is not true in itsel£ The power of the holy people was not 
wholly broken in pieces, nor did our author ever expect that it 
would be. There is also a grammatical difficulty. Elsewhere 
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when Mi)~ is followed by an inf. the inf. is preceded by ?
Furthermore, the fact that the Versions take different directions 
shows that the Hebrew text is secondary. The LXX, as Bevan 
recognized, shows the way to recover the original of the 
Hebrew version. The LXX-,; ovvrD,mi XE'P""' t<lcpio,6lst 1 Xaoii 

dyiov Kal rrv,.,..,X,oB,;o,rnt mhra raura-is so meaningless as regards 
the first four words that Bevan reasonably regards them as 
a literal rendering, and concludes accordingly that the translator 
found )"!lJ i1 and not , 1 }'!lJ. By reading ~1P tJ~ ;'!?) ,~ ni,~-?1 
under the guidance of the LXX he arrives at the following 
clause : 'And when the power of the shatterer of the holy 
people shall come to an end, all these things shall be ended '. 
Antiochus is to be the last of the oppressors of Israel. The 
preceding clause defines the temporal limits of the oppression : 
this clause all but names the oppressor. Bevan thus recovers 
the thought but not the form of the text. For this use of }'ElJ 

he compares Judges i 9 ; Jer. 51 20• For the,~ ni,~:p cf. Ps. 719 

'/J!I n,,::i::i, For "11 in the sense of power cf. Joshua 820 ; Deut. 
1617 ; 1 Chron. 183, &c. The above combination of the three 
times and a half with the oppression of Antiochus has already 
occurred in i 5-a fact which confirms Bevan's restoration of 
the thought but not of the form 1 of the text. 

128. Daniel, as living at the time of Cyrus, is represented as 
not understanding this time determination, and as therefore 
seeking more explicit information. To the readers of the book 
in the time of Antiochus the meaning of 127 (as it then stood) 
was of course quite clear. This is the usual interpretation of 
these words, but it must be confessed that it is not quite satis
factory that Daniel should (as in the MT) again ask 'What is 
the end of these things?' when he has already been told it most 
definitely. Thus, when in 126 he asked 'How long shall it be 
to the end of the wonders?', and has in 127 been told their 
actual duration and all but the actual name of the last oppressor 
of the Jews, he cannot reasonably again ask 'What shall be the 
end of these things?' {n,N l"11"lMN MT and Th.). Driver seeks 
to get over the difficulty by representing that, whereas J>P. (126) 

1 For drpl,rn»s, which cannot be a rendering of )"El.:J, as Bevan assumes, is 

apparently itself a corruption of drpa{vl)o,o,s, or even of &.,pavl(ovros. Hence read 
}'t,) and cf. Jer. 426 ~rpavlt1071rtav (LXX)a rendering of ~li:);l~, or)"~~ (='hammer' 

or 'shatterer': cf. Jer. 51 20) of which J>~t may be a corruption. 
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means the absolute end of a thing, n1,n~ means the closing or 
latter part of it, and compares Job 87, 4212• But the opening 
words of 128 prepare us for quite a different question. Daniel 
says 'I heard but I did not understand'. He had heard per
fectly what the angel had said, but failing to understand it, he 
would naturally ask for an explanation of the angel's words. 
On these grounds I cannot but regard the MT, which Th. 
supports, as corrupt. The translators of the LXX, Pesh., and 
Vulg. either found a different text or emended the existing one. 
The Pesh. and Vulg. = n?N ~,nN ni, 'what will be after these 
things?' This question, as it appears in Pesh. and Vulg., 
might apart from its context be reasonable enough. But it 
is inexplicable alike from what precedes and what follows. 
Daniel does not want to know what follows the Jf years of distress 
but to have further disclosures on this period, which he is 
unable to understand. But the angel in 129 definitely refuses to 
make them. Nor does the reading of the Pesh. and Vulg. 
accord with what follows ; for, if 1211,12 were original, which 
they are not, they would be no answer to the reading of the 
Pesh. and Vulg. Hence we must fall back on the only remaining 
authority, but happily it is the oldest and at the same time the 
most satisfactory. The LXX reads TI~ ~ Av,,.,~ roii Myov rovrov; 

Daniel in these words asks the angel to explain more clearly 
the words he has just uttered. What then stands behind ~ },..,,,.,~ 
T, Myav Tourov? Either (1) the loan-word (n?N) mnN=' declaration 
{i.e. an explanation) of these things'. mnN is found in Job 1317, 

and is Aramaic both as respects its root and form {an Aram. 
Aph'el Inf.). Or (2) there may have stood here the actual 
Aramaic M?N 11~!.-~~, which we find in 512 of our text /\"'11n~ n1,nt-t = 
'the solving of riddles'. Either word would serve as the original 
of the LXX and account for the two divergent forms of the 
text presupposed by the MT and Th. or the Pesh. and Vulg. 
The Hebrew translator, being perfectly acquainted with the 
meaning of this Aramaic word and knowing that the Aramaic 
verb 11n (see Cowley, 3016, 3116, &c.), had been borrowed and 
used in the Pss. and Job, allowed it to remain in his version. 
How long it maintained its place we do not know. In the 
2nd cent. A. o. at all events, if not earlier, two attempts were 
made to transform this Aramaic word into a Hebrew one : one 
survives in the MT and Th., and the other in the Pesh. and 
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Vulg., as we have seen above. Accordingly I have adopted the 
rendering of the LXX into my translation. ,,,N n1lnN (or tnnN) 
explains the corrupt MT ;,'N n•ini,: and the ;,,i-e 1inN which the 
Pesh. and Vulg. presuppose. X.vcr,~ hears in Classical Greek the 
meaning of 'interpretation ' : frequently in Aristotle : cf. also 
Orph. Arg. 37 "TJP.•fo,,, ••. 'Avcrm. 

129. The angel refuses to give any explanation of his oracular 
disclosures as to the things belonging to the end. They are 
not for the prophet but for the readers of the distant future. 
The same view of prophecy is expressed in r Peter 1 10- 12• 

1210• This verse combines two statements already made. In 
124 the words of the book are to be shut up and sealed 'to the 
time of the end, till the many become apostates and the earth is 
filled with iniquity (so LXX): and in n 35 'some of them that 
be wise shall be wise so as to refine and make themselves pure 
to the time of the end' (on basis of LXX text restored). 

Till many refine and make themselves pure: i. e. l"11:lM1l l!:l"l'l:' iv, 
instead of the corrupt MT. See note on n 35• Here as in 124 

we are to insert iv (LXX lwt tiv) at the beginning of the sentence 
under the guidance of the LXX. Even Th. appears originally 
to have had the same conjunction, seeing that it is not possible 
otherwise to explain the subjunctives i1<.'l<,ywaw 1<.al i1<.Aw1<.av0waw 

1<.rA. Qmg inserts rn, lw~ before i1<.X.•ywmv, while Q°' agrees with 
LXX in reading only two verbs. 

The object of the final woes is twofold-to discipline the 
faithful so that they may come nearer their highest ideals, 
and to afford the wicked full opportunity to give full rein to their 
wickedness. 

Here the Niph'al l!:l"l'l:1 is used reflexively just as the Hithp. 
which follows it. See Ges.•Kautzsch, § 51 c. 

If we omit the 'till', then the sense of the text is changed, and 
the duty of deliberately choosing suffering and martyrdom is 
emphasized by our author with a view to the purification of 
character. But the oldest form of the text is decidedly against 
this thought. 

None of the wicked shall understand, but they that be wise shall 
understand. The nemesis of wickedness is blindness and self
delusion : but the faithful shall grow in understanding. 

Daniel, who in 128 deplored his total lack of understanding, 
is here promised full understanding of the mysteries mentioned 

32£6 z 
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by the angel in 127• Since in 122 he has been given the promise 
of everlasting life and here in 1210 a divine wisdom in all 
things that concern the Kingdom, the book naturally comes to 
a close here. The additions in 1211 - 13, though called forth by 
the emergencies of the time destroy the unity of the book, and 
contain a misuse of a Hebrew verb or else represent the author 
as forgetting his role as a writer of the sixth cent. B. c. 

Here the Book ends, and ends not with the promise of future 
blessedness to a solitary individual; for that had already been 
declared to be the guerdon of all those who had been faithful at 
a great cost (122): but with the additional promise of spiritual 
enlightenment to the divinely wise on the dark questions ot 
God's dealings with the faithful and with the world at large. 
Even in 1 17 the beginnings of wisdom were already given to the 
faithful. 

Two EARLY ADDITIONs-1211 and 1212, 13• 

1211 ,12• Gunkel (Schtipfung u. Chaos 269) was the first to 
suggest that 1211,12 were two successive glosses designed to 
prolong the term of n50 days predicted in 814• This suggestion 
is obviously right, and is accepted by most leading modern 
scholars. In 129 the angel definitely refused to give Daniel 
any further information on the meaning of his disclosures (so 
restored text). But the Massoretes or some earlier reviewer 
introduced quite a different sense in 128

1 and thereby represent 
Daniel as again asking 'what shall be the end of these things'. 
To this point we shall return later. In the meantime we find 
in 1211,12 two new and different reckonings given by the angel
reckonings, too, which are in direct conflict with the reckoning 
of n50 days already furnished in 814• In 814 n50 days were 
to elapse, from the doing away with the daily burnt offering, 
till the cleansing of the sanctuary. These two reckonings start 
from the same date, i. e. from the removal of the daily burnt 
offering. Cf. 814, 927, II'n. Both verses are without doubt to 
be regarded as later additions, which were made successively 
and possibly by the author himself with a view to bringing the 
text into accord with history, by adjourning the date of the 
fulfilment of the prophecy. As such, these additions, therefore, 
must have originated about 165 B. c. Their style accords also 
with that of our author. The period mentioned in 1211, i. e. 
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1290 days, is easy to explain. It obviously defines the duration 
of the 3½ years. If in the 3½ years ( = 42 months = 1260 days: 
cf. Rev. n 3, 12G) we insert an intercalary month, we have 43 
months in the 3½ years, and ifwe take these months as consisting 
of 30 days each, we arrive at the number 1290. How the 1335 

days is to be explained otherwise than on the ground of practical 
necessity, i. e. the fact that the prediction as to the 1290 days 
had not been fulfilled, I do not see. It amounts to 45 days or 
r½ months more than the 1290 days. 

To return now to the relations existing between 128 and 1211,12- 13• 

We have seen in the note on 128 that the reading of the Pesh. 
and Vulg., 'What shall be after these things?' is a late attempt 
to make something of a corrupt text, and likewise an attempt 
which is at variance with the context. In the same note also 
we saw that the reading of the MT and Th., 'What shall be 
the end of these things?' was not the question that Daniel would 
naturally put in accordance with the context, seeing that Daniel 
had already put this question in 126, and in 127 had received 
an answer, but in 128 confessed that he could not understand. 
What Daniel wanted to know in 128 was the meaning of the 
angel's disclosures in 127• But owing to the additions made 
subsequently in 1211,12- 13 it was recognized later in the 2nd 
cent. A. D., or shortly before, that the text in 126•8 needed to be 
adapted to the additions in 1211,12- 13, Hence the question in 126 

was transferred by the Massoretes-but not by the LXX nor 
the Vulg.-from Daniel to one of the angels mentioned; and in 
128 the original question, ' What is the interpretation of these 
(difficulties) ? ' was changed into 'What shall be the end of these 
things?' These two changes helped in some degree to account 
for the addition in 1211,12-rn. 

FIRST ADDITION-BY THE AUTHOR (?)-1211• 

t211• From the time, &c.: i. e. '"l~~n nv.~, For the construction 
cf. J er. 362 11;'17~1 Cli')?. 

And a horror that appalleth set up: i. e. nl")?]. Here S with 
the infinitive appears as a continuation of the perfect '"ltm1 
in the preceding clause as in Aramaic jmo,, • • • 11¥1_:l~ •1-;'?. Cf. 
2 16 for a like sequence of verbal forms but with a different nuance. 
On this sequence in Hebrew, see Driver, Hebrew Tenses§ 206. 

A horror that appalleth. Cf. 813, 927, n 31• 

Z 2 
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SECOND ADDITION-BY A ScRrnE-1212, 1a. 

1212• Blessed is he that waiteth. Cf. Pss. Sol. 187• These 
verses contain a further extension of the time limit, the first 
extension having already been inserted in 1211• Thus 1212 

belongs to the third edition of the Apocalypse. · 
The thousand three hundred and five and thirty days. This 

term of 1335 days reappears in the Ascension of Isaiah 412, 

from my Comm. on which I repeat the following note. In 412 

we read : ' He shall bear sway three years and seven months 
and twenty-seven days.' 1 Computed according to the Julian 
reckoning this period amounts . . . to 1335 days, the actual 
number found in Dan. 1212 and adopted therefrom by our 
writer. This period points back to the "time and times and 
half a time" in Dan. 725, 127 ; Rev. 1214 ; in other words, three 
and a half years. The same period is otherwise described as 
forty-two months in Rev. u 2, 135, or as 1260 days in Rev. II 3, 

126, in which case the month was reckoned at 30 days, or as 
1290 days in Dan. 1211 and in the t:ua0~K~ 'E(eKiov. 

' The above three and a half years has a special significance in 
apocalyptic literature as the period of the Antichrist, or the 
period of the last and worst woes; cf. Rev. 135, 126,14, ••. This 
apocalyptic period has affected ... Luke 425 and James 517• 

For though the famine in Elijah's time lasted, according to 
1 Kings 181, three years, it is said in Luke 425 ; James 517 to 
have lasted three and a half years.' 

1213• The book closes with words susceptible of two quite 
different interpretations. That this verse is an interpolation 
see lntrod., § 14 k. 

Go thou thy way. Here the MT adds t'l;l) 'to the end'. But 
since both the LXX and Th. omit this phrase, and since 1t 1s 
completely otiose, seeing that a few words later we have all 
that it imports asserted in the fuller phrase O'O'il ;p~, I have 
excised it from the text. Bevan takes it as synonymous with 
this closing phrase. It is, therefore, tautologous. Robertson 
Smith, according to Bevan, supposed I that the first ;p, was 
wrongly introduced by a scribe, whose eye, passing from the 
preceding 1,, caught the last letters of 1~ilS in the second half 
of the verse '. 

Rest: i. e. in thy mind, not in the grave as in Isa. si, or in 
Sheol as in Job 317• 
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Both the LXX and Th. add here : ETI -yap •lu,11 ~µ.ipat ,cal &pat 

(Th. omits last two words) •111 a11a1rA~pwu,v uv,,,,.•>-•ia11. These may 
go back to the original. They imply that Daniel hopes to see 
and to share in the new kingdom of God on earth, and that in 
the flesh. Since the first edition of the book was written some 
time before the re-consecration of the Temple, such a statement 
as that in the LXX and Th. is perfectly justified. See note 
on 8H. 

Shatt stand: i. e. shalt live to see and share in the coming 
kingdom and inherit thy lot therein. io!) thus retains its normal 
meaning in Hebrew. But, when 1211 •12,13 was incorporated in the 
second and third editions by revisers in 165 B. c., and when the 
predictions they contained were not realized, then an abnormal 
and unjustifiable meaning, 'thou shalt arise', came of necessity 
to be attached to this verb. There is, so far as I can discover, 
no example of this meaning in Classical or late Hebrew: nor in 
Aramaic. Indeed it is not an Aramaic verb. Here the inter
polator abandons the author's role as a write~ in the sixth cent. 
B. c. and writes as a contemporary of the early Maccabees. 

In thy lot : i. e. the Seer's lot in the kingdom whose advent 
was all but due. This was the original meaning of the 
words. Even St. Paul and the first generation of the Christian 
Church hoped to enter into life without passing through physical 
death. 

But when the expectations of the Seer or his revisers were 
not fulfilled a secondary meaning came to be attached to this 
phrase-' thy lot'. After death he was to arise to share in the 
kingdom when it was established on the earth. 

End of the days : i. e. tl'01i1 Yi', which is not synonymous 
with c,o,,, n,,r,i,t in ro14 or N101' n1int-t in 2 18, much less with 
Yi' ny 'end of the days', which phrases have an eschatological 
reference to the advent of the kingdom. See note on 1213 

(Trans!.). 



TRANSLATION 

SECTION I 

i.e. Chapter I i-19, in the third year of Jehoiakim. 

I. 1-2. Jehoiakim in the thz'rd year of his reign earned captive 
to Babylon and also other members ef the seed royal and ef the 
nobles. 3-4, 5b, 5", 6-7. Nebuchadnezzar orders Ashpenaz to 
educate certain noble Jewish youths as pages for the king's service, 
whom Ashpenaz renamed. 8-17. Daniel and his companions 
out ef loyalty to the Law refused the food assigned by the kzng, 
and on a diet ef pulse and water proved their superiority physt'cally, 
mentally, and spirz'tually to the other youths who accepted the royal 
regimen. 18-19. When brought before the king, he found none 
like them, and so they served as pages in the Court of the king. 

I. In the third year of the reign of J ehoiakim king of Judah 
came Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon unto Jerusalem 

2 and besieged it. And the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of 
Judah into his hand. And part of (the seed royal and 
of the nobles and part of) 1 the vessels of the house of God 
he carried into the land of Shinar: 2 but the vessels he 

3 brought into the treasure-house of his god. And the 
king commanded tAshpenazt the master of his eunuchs, 
that he should bring in certain of the children of rthe 

4 exiles of1 3 Israel both of the seed royal and of the nobles; 
youths in whom was no blemish, but well favoured and 
skilful in all kinds of wisdom, rand literature 1, 4 and cun
ning in knowledge, and understanding science, and such 
as had ability to stand in the king's palace ; and that 
he should teach them the literature and the tongue of 

5b the Chaldeans : * And that he should nourish them for 

1 Context requires the restoration of these words, lost through homoio-
teleuton. See Comm. p. 7 sq. 

2 MT adds against Syrh and context 'to the house of his god'. 
3 Restored from Th (and LXX here corrupt). See Comm. p. r2. 

' Restored from LXX: cf. r 17, 
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three years, that at the end thereof they should stand 

5& before the king. And the king appointed for them a daily 
portion of the king's meat, and of the wine which he drank.1 

6 Now amongst these were, of the children of Judah, Daniel, 
7 Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. And the prince of the 

eunuchs gave names unto them : unto Daniel (the name 
of) Belteshazzar; and to Hananiah (of) Shadrach; and 
to Mishael, (of) Meshach; and to Azariah, (of) Abed-nebo.2 

8 But Daniel purposed in his heart that he would not defile 
himself with the king's meat, nor with the wine which he 
drank: therefore he requested the prince of the eunuchs 

9 that he might not defile himself. Now God made Daniel 
to find favour and compassion in the sight of the prince 

10 of the eunuchs. And the prince of the eunuchs said unto 
Daniel, I fear my lord the king, who bath appointed your 
meat and your drink : lest he should see your faces worse
liking than the youths that are of your own age and so ye 

11 should make my head forfeit to the king. Then said 
Daniel to tthe Melzart rthe prince of the eunuchs who 
had been appointed1 3 over Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, 

12 and Azariah : Prove thy servants, I beseech thee, ten 
days; and let them give us pulse to eat, and water to 

13 drink. Then let our countenances be looked upon before 
thee, and the countenances of the youths that eat of the 
king's meat; and as thou seest deal with thy servants. 

14 So he hearkened unto them in this matter, and proved 
15 them ten days. And at the end of the ten days their 

countenances appeared fairer, and they were fatter in 
flesh, than all the youths which did eat of the king's meat. 

16 So tthe Melzart kept taking away their meat, and the 
17 wine that they should drink, and gave them pulse. Now 

as for these four youths, God gave them knowledge and 
skill in all literature and wisdom : and Daniel had under-

18 standing in every kind of vision and dreams. And at the 
end of the days on which the king had commanded to 
bring them in, the prince of the eunuchs brought them in 

1 With Marti I have transposed 5b before 5•. This change regularizes the 
grammar and improves the sense. 

2 Text reads Abed-nego-an obvious corruption of Abed-nebo. 
3 So LXX. MT reads 'whom the prince of the eunuchs had appointed'· 
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19 before Nebuchadnezzar. And the king spake with them ; 

and among them all was found none like Daniel, Hananiah, 
M ishael, and Azariah : therefore stood they before the 
king.1 

SECTION II 

i.e. Chapter II r-49a, I 20-21, II 49\ in the second year 
of Nebuchadnezzar. · 

II. 1-2. Troubled by a dream Nebuchadnezzar summons ht"s wise 
men to make known to Mm his dream and its interpretation. 
3-u. They reply that they are ready to interpret the dream, if 
the king makes it known to them, but that they cannot meet both 
demands. 12-16. Thereupon the king orders them to be slain, 
but at the request of Daniel, who with his companions belonged to 
the guild of the wise men, the decree is stayed and Daniel promises 
to meet the demands ef the king. 17-23. In answer to the prayers 
of Daniel and hz"s companions the secret is revealed to ht"m and 
thanksgivings are offered to God. 24-30. Daniel is brought at 
his own request before the king and declares his readiness to make 
known both the dream and its interpretation. 31-5. The dream. 
36-45. Its interpretation. 46-7. Homage rendered by the 
king to Daniel. 48-98 , I. 20-1, II. 49h. Daniel made chief 
governor over all the wise men ef Babylon. Since Daniel owed 
so much to the intercessions of his three brethren, he requests the 
king to reward them also. The king does so and, setting them 
over the affairs of the province of Babylon, finds them ten times 
wi·ser than all the other wise men of his realm. Daniel appointed 
to be the chief governor next to the king. 

II. And in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, 
Nebuchadnezzar dreamed dreams: and his spint was 

2 troubled, and his sleep brake from 2 him. Then the king 
commanded to call the magicians, and the enchanters, and 
the sorcerers, and the Chaldeans for to tell the king his 
dreams. So they came in and stood before the king. 

1 I have restored 1 20- 1 to their original context after 2•a.. See Comm. 
pp. 52-4. 

2 So with other scholars I have restored the text as in 619 C181. Sym. 
renders both passages alike. MT has 'was done for '-very questionable 
Hebrew. See p. 26 sq. 
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3 And the king said unto them, I have dreamed a dream, 
4 and my spirit is troubled to know the dream. Then spake 

the Chaldeans to the king aad said,1 0 king, live for ever: 
tell thy servants the dream, and we will show the inter-

s pretation. The king answered and said to the Chaldeans 
the thing tis gonet 2 from me : if ye make not known unto 
me the dream and the interpretation thereof, ye shall be 
cut in pieces, and *your houses* be made a dunghill. 3 

6. But if ye declare the dream and the interpretation thereof, 
ye shall receive of me gifts and rewards and great honour: 
therefore declare me the dream and the interpretation 

7 thereof. They answered the second time and said, Let 
the king tell his servants the dream, and so will we show 

8 the interpretation. The king answered and said I know 
of a certainty that ye would gain time, because ye see the 

9 word from me is sure : That if ye do not make known 
unto me the dream, the judgement upon you is inevitable : 
for lying and corrupt words ye have concerted to speak 
before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me the 
dream, and so I shall know that ye can show me the 

ro interpretation thereof. The Chaldeans answered before 
the king and said, there is not a man upon the earth that 
can show the king's matter : forasmuch as no king, be 
he never so great and mighty, hath asked such a thing of 

r r any magician, or enchanter, or Chaldean. And it is a 
difficult thing that the king requireth, and there is none 
other that can show it before the king, except the gods, 

12 whose dwelling is not with flesh. For this cause the 
king was angry and very furious, and issued a command-

1 So Haupt, Kamphausen, Marti, &c., emend the corrupt MT text 'in 
Aramaic ', See p. 28 sq. 

2 Better render 'the thing from me is sure', i. e. shall certainly be carried 
out. See p. 30 sq. 

3 So MT, but the LXX 'your possessions be confiscated to the crown '. 
Here the LXX is supported by the Vulg. Seep. 31. The same rendering 
is given in 329 i.e. 71 0/1</a mhou li11µwll~oua, and in Ezra 6n, both by the 
LXX and Vulg., though in slightly different words, and again in r Esdras 631 

Ta v1rapxona avTOV ilvm /3a<IIAU<a. In 25, 329 of our text Th. renders 'your 
houses will be destroyed (omprra'Jl?iaovrn,) '. Jensen, K.B., vi. 363 suggests 

that i~m (l\llJ) is a word from the Assyrian namtilu (nawtilu) 'ruin'. The 
text is uncertain. 
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13 ment to destroy all the wise men of Babylon; So the 

decree went forth that the wise men should be slain ; and 
1Daniel and his companions were sought to be slain 1 1 

14 Then Daniel returned answer with counsel and prudence 
to Arioch the captain of the king's guard who had gone 

Is forth to slay the wise men of Babylon. He answered 
and said to Arioch the king's captain, Wherefore is the 
decree from the king so severe ? Then Arioch made the 

16 thing known unto Daniel. And Daniel went in and im-
plored the king to give him time, and so he would make 
it his task to show the king the interpretation.2 

I 7 Then Daniel went to his house and made the thing known 
18 to Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, his companions: and 

*so they made it their task 3 to implore compassion from 
the God of heaven concerning this secret; that Daniel 
and his companions should not perish with the rest of 

19 the wise men of Babylon. Then was the secret revealed 
unto Daniel *in a vision on that self-same night."' Then 

1 So LXX and Vulg. Seep. 34. The MT has a conflation of constructions : 
'sought Daniel and his companions to be slain'. Th. and Pesh. have the 
active construction: 'sought Daniel and his companions to slay (them)'. 

2 In my note on this verse I have rendered this clause 'and (so) it would 
be his task to show'. But the rendering above reproduces the peculiar 
idiom t(11Mi1' N1~!:l1 in the text with sufficient accuracy. The idiom 
expresses intention' and so he would show'. Here the 1 = 'and so' as in 
2 4, 9, 24, 49, 62• illl.:1 ·is never followed by , and the Inf. in Ezra or Daniel, but 
by,-,. Cf. 216, 

3 In my note I have followed the MT and sought to make the best of 
a very difficult construction, and to bring it into line with the same idiom in 
2 16• But the idiom in 2 16 follows after a request, whereas in 2 18 it follows 
after a simple statement of fact. Now our author uses 1 to express an 
intention: after a command in 2 13, 52, 69, or after a request 2 49, in which 
case it can be rendered 'that', but apparently not after a mere statement of 
fact. The LXX reads Kai 1raph-yflllE ••• (1/Tf/a'a< i. e. t(y::i::,, , , , ii;,~, 
'and bade (them) ... implore'• In 34 where 1rapa-ry,lll\o, recurs in the LXX 
it is a rendering of 101/(. See Intro d. § 20, t . 

• So LXX •v opaµo:r, EV avTy Ty VVKT< = t(l'I' i"1J l!mnJ. This is a 
familiar idiom in our author. Observe also how forcible this text is. Daniel 
and his companions receive an immediate answer to their prayer, whereas in 
1013 owing to strife between the angelic patrons of the nations the vision is 
delayed three weeks. We cannot conceive the translator recasting the text in 
this fashion. In 72 there is a parallel expression t('''' t:lll i-mn.:i (MT, Vulg, 
where the LXX and Pesh. have the ordinary expression 'in a vision of the 
night'. Th. omits the phrase). But in 77 (LXX, Pesh., Vulg.: Th. omits), 13 

(LXX, Th., Vulg.: Pesh. omits) the ordinary expression 'in a vision of the 
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Daniel blessed the God of heaven. Daniel answered and 
said, 

20 Blessed be the name of God 
From everlasting to everlasting; 
For wisdom and might are his : 

21 And he changeth the seasons and the times : 
He removeth kings and setteth up kings-: 
He giveth wisdom unto the wise, 
And knowledge to them that know understanding. 

22 He revealeth the deep and secret things: 
He knoweth what is in darkness, 
And the light dwelleth with him. 

23 I thank and praise thee, 0 thou God of my fathers, 
Who hast given me wisdom and insight 1 

And hast now made known unto me what we besought 
of thee; 

For thou hast made known unto us the king's matter. 

24 Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king 
had appointed to destroy the wise men of Babylon,2 and 
said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise men of Babylon : 
bring me in before the king, and so I will show unto the 
king the interpretation. 

25 Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, 
and said thus unto him, I have found a man of the children 
of the exiles of J udaea that will make known unto the 

26 king the interpretation. The king answered and said to 
Daniel, named Belteshazzar, Art thou able to make known 
unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpreta-

27 tion thereof? Daniel answered before the king and said, 
The secret which the king hath demanded, it is not wise 
men, enchanters, magicians, or determiners, that can show 

28 (it} unto the king; but there is a God in heaven that 

night' appears to be original. Our author thus appears to use two forms to 
express this thought but never the third which the MT has in 77, 13 'in the 

night visions' (~'''' 1itM.:l). Moreover the context is against the plural. 
7 contains but one vision, not a series of visions. 

1 So LXX pp6v.,,aw, as the context also requires. MT reads 'might'. 
See note on p. 38. 

2 MT and Pesh. add 'he went' against LXX, Th., and Vulg. 
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revealeth secrets, and he bath made known unto the king 

29 Nebuchadnezzar what shall be in the latter days. As for 
thee, 0 king, Thy thoughts came (into thy heart) 1 upon 
thy bed, as to what should come to pass hereafter : and 
he that revealeth secrets bath made known to thee what 

30 shall come to pass. But as for me, this secret is not 
• revealed to me for any wisdom that I have more than any 

living, but to the intent that the interpretation may be 
made known to the king, and that thou mayest know the 

28° the thoughts of thy heart. [Thy dream and the visions 
of thy head upon thy bed, are these J. 2 

31 Thou, 0 king, sawest, and behold a great image. This 
image was great and its brightness was excellent : it stood 

32 before thee; and the aspect thereof was terrible. As for 
this image, his head was of fine gold, his breast and his 

33 arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of brass, his legs 
34 of iron, his feet part of iron and part of clay. Thou 

sawest till the stone was cut out rfrom a mountain 1 3 

without hands, which smote the image upon his feet 
that were of iron and clay, and broke them in pieces. 

35 Then was the *clay, the iron, 4 the brass, the silver and the 
gold, broken in pieces together, and became like the chaff 
of the summer threshing-floors; and the wind carried them 
away, that no place was found for them: and the stone 
that smote the image became a great mountain, and filled 

36 the whole earth. This is the dream ; and we will tell the 
37 interpretation thereof before the king. Thou, 0 king, 

art the king of kings, unto whom the God of heaven hath 
given the kingdom, the power, and the strength, and the 

38 glory; and wheresoever the children of men dwell, the 
beasts of the field and the fowls of the heaven bath he 

1 Restored. See note, p. 41 sq. 
2 I have restored this clause to its natural position if it belongs to the 

original at all. It is omitted by the LXX. In any case it is wrongly read 
at the close of 2 28• It is noteworthy that neither here nor in 42 (5), 7 OO), 

71, 15 does the LXX contain the non-Semitic expression (see Comm., p. 42) 

'visions of the head'· 42 b (ob>, 7 (lDJ occur in the large interpolation42 h C5 b)-7 <10>. 
3 Restored with LXX, Th., Josephus, and 2 45 where in the text definite 

mention of' the mountain' presupposes the prior occurrence of the indefinite 
phrase 'a mountain'· So Justin, Dial. 70. 

4 So the order in Th., whereas MT, LXX, Vulg., read 'the iron, the 
clay' wholly against the sense of the context. See 2 45• 
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given into thine hand, and hath made thee to rule over 
39 them all: thou art the head of gold. And after thee shall 

arise another kingdom inferior to thee ; and another, 
a third kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over all 

40 the earth. And the fourth kingdom shall be strong as 
iron : forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and shattereth 
all things 1 so shall it break in pieces and crush 1the whole 

41 earth 7 •2 And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part 
of potter's clay, and part of iron, it shall be a divided 
kingdom; but there shall be in it the strength of the iron, 
forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay. 

42 And as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and part of 
clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and partly 

43 broken. And whereas thou sawest the iron mixed with 
miry clay they shall mingle themselves with the seed of 
men, but they shall not cleave one to another, even as 

44 iron doth not mingle with clay. And in the days of those 
kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall 
never be destroyed, nor shall the sovereignty thereof be 
left to another people ; but it shall break in pieces and 
consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever. 

45 F orasmuch as thou saw est that a stone was cut out of the 
mountain without hands, and that it broke in pieces the 
clay, the iron, the brass, the silver, and the gold ; a great 
God hath made known to the king what shall come to 
pass hereafter : and the dream is certain, and the inter-

46 pretation thereof sure. Then the king Nebuchadnezzar 
fell upon his face, and worshipped Daniel, and corn• 
manded that they should offer an oblation and sweet 

47 odours unto him. The king answered unto Daniel, and 
said, Of a truth your God is 3 a God of gods 3 and a Lord of 
kings, and a reveale_~ of secrets, seeing that thou hast 

1 MT adds a dittograph on ·the preceding words: 'and as iron that 
crusheth '· LXX defective and corrupt. See note on p. 47. 

2 On this phrase see note on p. 47 seq. Supplied from the LXX: cf. 723 • 

lliT reads corruptly 'forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and shattereth all 
things: and as iron that crusheth all these, shall it break in pieces and crush'. 

3 Not to be rendered 'the God of gods'· The emphatic forms are not 
used. Daniel accommodates his words to the views of Nebnchadnezzar. 
See note on 1I36 (Transl.) where the Hebrew repeats the same indefinite 
phrase 'a God of gods'· In 2'5 we have the unemphatic phrase 'a great 
God '-not 'the great God' as the R.V. renders. 
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48 been able to reveal this secret. Then the king made 
Daniel great, and gave him many great gifts, and made 
him to rule over the whole province of Babylon, and to 
be chief governor over all the wise men of Babylon. 

49"' And Daniel requested the king to appoint 1 Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abed-nebo over the affairs of the province 

I. 20 of Babylon. And in every matter of wisdom and under
standing, concerning which the king inquired of them, he 
found them ten times better than all the magicians and 

21 enchanters that were in all his realm. 2 * And Daniel 
II. 49b continued unto the first year of Cyrus the king.3 But 

Daniel was in the gate of the king. 

SECTION III 

1. e. Chapter III. 1-301 in the eighteenth year of 
Nebuchadnezzar. 

III. r-7. In ht"s eighteenth year Nebuchadnezzar dedicates a 
golden image to do honour to his god and to celebrate his con
quests from India to Ethiopia-including the conquest of Jeru
salem in this year (seep. 56 seq.), and summons the rulers of 
all the subject states to worship the image. 8-12. Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abed-nebo accused before the king of refusing to 
render this worsht"p. 13-18. Despite the king's threats they 
maintain their loyalty to the God of Israel. 19-27. Therefore 
they are cast into the burning fiery furnace, but are delivered 
unharmed therefrom. 28--30. The king then recognizes them as 
servants of the Most High God and issues a decree against any 
natt"on that speaks against their God. 

III. 1 rin the eighteenth year14 Nebuchadnezzar the king, 
r when he had brought under his rule cities and provinces 
and all that dwell upon the earth from India to Ethiopia 1, 5 

1 Literally ' requested the king and he appointed'. This Aramaic idiom 
where the following coordinate clause expresses the fulfilment of the request 
or command in the preceding clause recurs in 529, 6 2, 17, zs. See notes on 
2Ie-,1S. 

2 On the necessity of transferring , 20- 21 to their original position here, 
seep. 52 seq. , 

3 This is probably a later addition. 
4 Restored to text in accordance with LXX and Th. 
5 Restored from LXX. These clauses supply th,;, reason for the er,;,ction 

of the great image by the king. 
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made an image of gold, whose height was threescore 
cubits, and the breadth thereof six cubits: he set it up in 

2 the plain of Dura, in the province of Babylon. Then 
Nebuchadnezzar sent to gather together the satraps, the 
deputies, and the governors, the judges, tthe treasurerst,1 

the counsellors, the sheriffs, and all the rulers of the 
provinces, to come to the dedication of the image which 

3 Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up. Then the satraps, 
the deputies, and the governors, the judges, tthe trea
surerst, 1 the counsellors, the sheriffs, and all the rulers 
of the provinces were gathered together unto the dedica
tion of the image that Nebuchadnezzar the king had set 

4, 5 up. Then the herald cried aloud, To you it is commanded, 
0 peoples, nations, and languages, that at what time ye 
hear the sound of the cornet, pipe, harp, sackbut, psaltery, 
dulcimer, and all kinds of music, ye fall down and worship 
the golden image that Nebuchadnezzar the king bath set 

6 up : But whoso falleth not down and worshippeth shall 
the same hour be• cast into the midst of a burning fiery 
furnace. 

7 Therefore at that time, when all the peoples heard the 
sound of the cornet, pipe, harp, sackbut, psaltery, and all 
kinds of music, all the peoples, the nations, and the lan
guages fell down and worshipped the golden image that 

8 Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up. Wherefore at that 
time certain Chaldeans came near, and brought accusation 

9 against the Jews. They answered and said 2 : 0 king, 
10 live for ever. Thou, 0 king, hast made a decree that 

every man that shall hear the sound of the cornet, pipe, 
harp, sackbut, psaltery, and dulcimer and all kinds of 
music, shall fall down and worship the golden image : 

I r and whoso falleth not down and worshippeth shall be 
I2 cast into the midst of a burning fiery furnace. There are 

certain Jews whom thou hast appointed over the affairs 
of the province of Babylon, Shadrach, Meshach, and 

1 Rejected by many scholars on various grounds. See p. 62. 
2 MT and all versions but the LXX (Th. is defective) add' to Nebuchad

nezzar the king', but the idiom of our author requires ' before' and not ' to' 
where a Divine or semi-divine being is addressed. See p. 65 ; also 
Introd,, § 20. w. 
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Abed-nebo; these men, 0 king*, have not hearkened unto 
thy decree: 1 they serve not 'thy god ', 2 nor worship the 

13 golden image which thou hast set up. Then N ebuchad
nezzar in his rage and fury commanded to bring Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abed-nebo. Then these men were brought 

14 before the king. Nebuchadnezzar answered and said 
unto them, Is it true,3 0 Shadrach, Meshach and Abed
nebo that ye serve not my god, nor worship the golden 

15 image which I have set up? Now if ye be ready at what 
time ye hear the sound of the cornet, pipe, harp, sackbut, 
psaltery, and dulcimer, and all kinds of music to fall down 
and worship the image which I have made (well) : but if 
ye worship not, ye shall be cast the same hour into the 

1 So with Th. (and also LXX and Vulg.) we should read N:i,~ ,v~~ N' 
1~l1t:i, and not as the MT 'have not regarded thee'. See p. 66 sq. 

9 So Qr. ':JQ?N.? i. e. Bel. (Kt, 1'il'N'): so also read in 318 • In 31< read 
1iJ?N.~ with Erfurt MS. (MT 'iJ?N.~): cf. 46 'i'.f?ti• Next in 45, 6, 15,511 nr1 
J't.;:/1'7j:I j'i"l,N= 'spirit of the holy gods'· Here Nebuchadnezzar speaks as 
an idolator. (Grotius, Driver, Behrmann, Marti, &c.). But Montgomery 

(p. 153), maintains that p<1SN means 'god' and not 'gods', and quotes 

Sachau's edition of the A ram. Pap., i. e. A\1. 126 (where the plural has a sing. 

verb). But Cowley always takes tn,N (whether in its absolute, construct, or 
emphatic forms) as a plural, and adopts Perles' suggestion that, in this soli

tary case out of twenty or more, N'M'N is a corruption of Ni1,N. Mont
gomery quotes the Phoenician inscription of Eshmunazar (fourth to third cent. 
B, c.) CIS. I. 39, 22 1:it.;:1'7p,, t:1J,Ni'1, which (p. 227) he recognizes as poly
theistic), yet he refers to A\1, II5 (Cowley) as supporting the sing. meaning 
of ;n;,N, and claims Lidzbarski, Eph. iii. 255 and Epstein as maintaining 

the same view, though he does not quote the Aramaic phrase. But Lidzbarski, 
Epstein, and Cowley agree in rendering this word as a plural: the first of the 

three translating j1"1,N 1:i'Mi by 'gi:itterliebend', Noldeke, Epstein, and 

Cowley by 'beloved of (the) gods'. Similarly in 325 !'il'N i::l means 'son 
of the gods'. Montgomery finds that the plural ildni' gods' is used as a sing. 
in Akkadian, and tries to trace the like supposed use. But this fact still further 

strengthens the grounds for taking in,~ as a pl., seeing that in Al,1., which 
was translated into Aramaic under Akkadian influences, the word is always, 
save in one corrupt passage, i.e.l. II5, treated as a pl. Bauer and Leander, 

Gram. d. Biblisch. Aram., p. 305, writes: 'Hier bedeutet !M'N und ~ 1n,N 
immer "(die) G~tter", nur 617, 21 hat eine Lesart (unrichtig) 1'il'N =" dein 

Gott"'· Ginsburg in both these passages reads the sing. form in,~ and Ni1,N, 
3 See note on p. 67, where Lidzbarski is quoted as showing that N"i~i! 

('true') is an Aramaic word and not of Persian origin, 
3266 A a 
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midst of a burning fiery furnace; and what god is there 
16 that can deliver you out of my hands? Shadrach, 

Meshach, and Abed-nebo answered and said to 1 king 
Nebuchadnezzar, 1 We have no need to answer thee in this 

17 matter. rFor12 there is a God whom we serve who is able 
18 to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace; and he will 

deliver us out of thine hands, 0 king.3 But if not, be it 
known unto thee, 0 king, that we will not serve thy god, 
nor worship the golden image which thou hast set up. 

19 Then was Nebuchadnezzar filled with fury, and the form 
of his visage was changed against Shadrach, Meshach, 
and Abed-nebo: (wherefore) he spake and commanded 
that they should heat the furnace seven times more than 

20 it was wont to be heated. And he commanded certain 
mighty men that were in his army to bind Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abed-nebo, (and) 4 to cast them into the 

21 burning fiery furnace. Then these men were bound in 
their mantles, their trousers, and their hats, and their 
other garments, and were cast into the burning fiery 

22 furnace. Therefore, because the king's commandment 
was urgent and the furnace exceeding hot, the flame of 
the fire slew those men that took up Shadrach, Meshach, 

24 and Abed-nebo.5 Then Nebuchadnezzar was alarmed, 
and rose up in haste: he spake and said unto his coun
sellors, Did we not cast three men bound into the midst 

25 of the fire? They answered and saiq tuntot 6 the king, 
True, 0 king. He answered and said, Lo, I see four 
men loose, walking in the midst of the fire, and they have 
no hurt ; and the aspect of the fourth is like a son of the 

1 I have followed the LXX, Th., and Vulg. in connecting the two words 
'King Nebuchadnezzar'. The MT separates them 'to the king: 0 N ebuchad
nezzar '· 

2 So LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. The MT reads corruptly 'if' and spoils 
the force of the reply of the three Confessors. See p. 68 sqq. 

3 So LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. MT reads 'hand'· 
• Restored on Marti's suggestion. See p. 71. 
5 The MT adds here against the LXX and the context 'And these three 

men Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nebo, fell down bound into the midst of 
the fiery furnace'· Seeing that they were 'hurled' into the furnace, it is 
more than gratuitous to add that they 'fell down bound'. See p. 72 sqq. 

6 Here our author's usage requires 'before'. See In trod., § 20. 
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26 gods. Then Nebuchadnezzar came near to the mouth of 

the burning fiery furnace : he spake, and said, Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abed-nebo, ye servants of the Most High 
God, come forth, and come hither. Then Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abed-nebo came forth out of the midst of 

27 the fire. And the satraps, the deputies, and the governors, 
and the king's counsellors, being gathered together, saw 
these men, that the fire had no power upon their bodies, 
nor was the hair of their head singed, neither were their 
mantles changed, nor had the smell of fire passed on 

28 them. Nebuchadnezzar answered, and said, Blessed be 
the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nebo, who 
hath sent his angel, and delivered his servants that trusted 
in him, and have changed the king's word, and have 
yielded their bodies rto the fire 1,1 that they might not 
serve nor worship any other god except their own God. 

29 Therefore, I make a decree that every people, nation, 
and language which shall speak anything amiss against 
the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nebo, shall be 
cut in pieces, and their houses shall be made a dunghill: 
because there is no other god that is able to deliver after 

30 this sort. Then the king caused Shadrach, Meshach, 
and Abed-nebo to prosper in the province of Babylon. 

SECTION IV 

1.e. Chapter IV and III. 31-3, in the eighteenth year of 
Nebuchadnezzar-the same year of his imperial con
quests-the nemesis following quickly on the heels of 
his self-glorification. 

IV. r--2. Nebuchadnezzar £n the midst of Ins prospert"ty has a 
dream, which 7b (rob)-15 (18) he recounts and requests Dant"el, 
the chief of his wise men to interpret. r6 (19)-25 (28). Dant"el 
gives the £nterpretatzon. 26 (29)-30 (33). Its fulfilment witht"n a 
year. 31 (34)-34 (37). The king's repentance and restoration. 
[ Here the text has been so drastically revised that the recovery qj 
its ort°ginal form is impossz"ble, though the substance may be 
accepted as trustworthy]. lII. 31-33 (MT=LXX iv. 34 c) The 
king's Edict-closing the section as in III. and VI. 

1 Restored from LXX and Th. Cl. 1 Cor. 133• 

A a 2 
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IV. I (4) r1n the eighteenth year of his reign 11 Nebuchadnezzar 
said : I Nebuchadnezzar was at rest in mine house, and 

2 (5) flourishing in my palace. I saw a dream which made me 
afraid; and rfear fell upon me.12 

?1> (rnb) Upon my bed I saw and behold a tree m the midst of 
the earth, 

[ And the height thereof was great:] 3 

8 (II) And the tree grew and became strong, 
And the height thereof began to reach unto heaven 
And the sight thereof to the end of all the earth. 

9 ( 12) The leaves thereof were fair and the fruit thereof much 
[ And in it was meat for all : J • 

1 This note of time is preserved only by the LXX. It is in keeping with 
our author's method throughout the book. See note on 31 : also I ntrod., § 4. a-e. 

2 Restored from LXX: IV. 2h-7~ (5h-ro'). The MT and the Versions de
pendent on it make the following interpolation which is omitted by the LXX and 
contains idioms at variance with our author's usage, to which attention is drawn 
in the notes on pp. 79-82, 87-9. Observe the flagrant misuse of 'before' in 
4• (7J, 6 <8J ad fin. The inlerpolatororredactor has also thrown the text into confu
sion by abandoning the order of events observed in chapters J and 6, in both of 
which the prescnpts of the king are preceded by a large body of narrative. The 
LXX whick knows nothing of 4'1.h-7 a (IW-lOa) preserves the original order if the 
text, according to which the king in his difficulty at once consulted Daniel, 4 18 <18l, 
and not first Daniel's subordinates and then Daniel. Again the LXX preserves 
the narrative form and adds the imperial prescript at the end of the chapter as 
in J and 6, whereas the MT attempts to cast the entire chapter into the form oj 
a prescript, but lhe redactor carelessly forgets in 416, 25 - 3o (10, 28 •eqq.) to transform 
the narrative form in the third person into that of the prescript form in the first. 

IV. 2L7• (5b-10•). 2b (5h) And thoughts upon my bed and the visions of my 
head troubled me. 

3 (6) Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise men of Babylon 
before me, that they might make known unto me the interpretation ot 

4 (7) the dream. Then came in the magicians, the enchanters, the Chaldeans, 
and the soothsayers: and I told the dream before them ; but they did 

5 (8) not make known unto me the interpretation thereof. But tat the lastt 
Daniel came in before me, whose name was Belteshazzar, according to 
the name of my god, and in whom is the spirit of the holy gods : and I 

6 (9) told the dream before him: 0 Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, 
because I myself know that the spirit of the holy gods is in thee, and no 

7 (ro) secret troubleth thee, rhear7 * the visions of my dream that I have seen, 
and tell the interpretation thereof. And the visions of my head. 

0 Bracketed as a dittograph of 8 (u)-y. A gloss from 418 <21J. 
4 Bracketed as a dittograph of 9 (12) •· 

* Here with Th. I insert 'hear', i. e. a1<ov<1ov ( = YQ~)- Even the inter
polator of 4 s-1a s-10 •J could not make the author represent the king as 
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The beasts of the field were sheltering under it, 
And the fowls of the heaven dwelling in the branches 

thereof, 
And all flesh was being fed of it. 

10 (r3) I saw* in the vision 1 of my head upon my bed and 
behold a watcher, even a holy one, came down from 

II (14) heaven. He cried aloud and said thus, 

Hew down the tree and cut off his branches 
Shake off his leaves, and scatter his fruit : 
Let the beasts get away from under it, 
And the fowls from his branches. 

12 (15) Nevertheless leave the stump of his roots in the earth, 
Even with a band of iron and brass, in the tender grass 

of the field, 
And let it be wet with the dew of heaven, 
And let his portion be with the beasts in the grass of 

the earth: 

13 (16) Let his heart be changed from man's, 
And let a beast's heart be given unto him; 
And let seven times pass over him. 

14 (17) The sentence is by the decree of the watchers, and by 
the word of the holy ones is the decision,2 to the intent 
that the living may know that the Most High ruleth in 
the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will, 
and setteth up over it the lowliest of men. 

1 So Th. LXX reads' in my vision' (?) (,v Tij, iJm1<p µov) : MT, Pesh., and 
Vulg. corruptly 'in the visions ("vision" Pesh. and Vulg.) of my head 
upon my bed '-from the same hand as 4 2 b <6 b) apparently. Perhaps the 
LXX is simply an abbreviation of the text preserved by Th. Cf. LXX 71 

for a like use of ii1rvo,. See § 14. f. 
2 Montgomery (p. 237) appears to be right in assigning this meaning to 

Nn~Nt!?. He compares 1'l'i n~1Nt!' in the Targ. of Jer. I21 where it 
renders t)l~E)e't). Its parallel above NO~nEl 'decree' supports this ren
deriug. 

requiring Belteshazzar to tell him the dream in 41& (lo •J seeing that the king 
begins forthwith in the next clause, 410 0 , to recount his dream. Seep. 89. 
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LXX (see MT in foot-note). 

IV. 15-

15 (18) I was greatly alarmed at these things and my sleep 
departed from my eyes. And I rose up early from my 
bed and called Daniel, the chief of the wise men and the 
master of the interpreters of dreams. And I told him the 
dream and he made known to me all its interpretation.1 

16(19)Then Daniel, whose name was Belteshazzar, was appalled 
for a while, and his thoughts alarmed him. The king 
answered and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream or the 
interpretation alarm thee. Belteshazzar answered and 
said, My lord, the dream be to them that hate thee, and 
the interpretation to thine adversaries. 

17 (20) The tree which thou sawest, which grew and became 
strong, whose height began to reach unto heaven, and the 

18 (21) sight thereof to all the earth; whose leaves were fair and 
and the fruit thereof much, and in it was meat for all ; 
under which the beasts of the field were dwelling and 
upon which the fowls of heaven were having their habita-

19 (22) tion: it is thou, 0 king, that art grown and become strong; 
for thy greatness is grown, and bath reached unto heaven, 

20(23) and thy dominion unto the end of the earth. And whereas 
the king saw a watcher, even an holy one, coming down 
from heaven, and saying, Hew down the tree, and destroy 
it ; nevertheless leave the stump of the roots thereof in 
the earth, even with a band of iron and brass, in the tender 
grass of the field; and let it be wet with the dew of heaven, 
and let his portion be with the beasts of the field, till seven 

21 (24) times pass over him; this is the interpretation, 0 king, 
it is the decree of the Most High, which is come upon my 

1 For 41' (18) I have given a rendering of the LXX. The MT reads as 
follows: 'This dream I King Nebuchadnezzar have seen: and thou, 0 Belte
shazzar, declare the interpretation; forasmuch as all the wise men of my 
kingdom are not able to make known unto me the interpretation ; but thou 
art able, for the spirit of the holy gods is in thee'. 

On p. 93 I have shown that the MT here stands or falls with 42°-7 • C50- 10•). 

It contains the form ~u,,n mi 'this dream' a solecism in our author who 
elsewhere always places this pronoun after its noun (II times). Further it 
contains another example of the late order' King Nebuchadnezzar' instead 
of' Nebuchadnezzar the King'. Here, however, it may be the Massoretes 
to whom this late order of the words is due, since the Pesh. and Vulg. 
support the older order 
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22 (25) lord the king: that thou shalt be driven from men, and 

thy dwelling shall be with the beasts of the field, and thou 
shalt be made to eat grass as oxen, and shalt be wet with 
the dew of heaven, and seven times shall pass over thee; 
until thou know that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom 

23 (26) of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will. And whereas 
commandment was given to leave the stump of the tree 
roots; thy kingdom shall be sure unto thee, after that 

24 (27) thou shalt have known that the heavens do rule. Where
fore, 0 king, let my counsel be acceptable unto thee, and 
break off thy sins by righteousness, and thine iniquities 
by showing mercy to the poor; if there may be a lengthen-

25 (28) ing of thy tranquillity. All this came upon Nebuchadnezzar 
26 (29) the King. 1 At the end of twelve months he was walking 
27 (30) on the roof of the royal palace of Babylon. The king 

answered, Is not this great Babylon, which I have built 
for a royal dwelling place, for the might of my power, and 

28 (31) for the glory of my majesty? While the word was in the 
king's mouth, there fell a voice from heaven, To thee it is 
spoken, 0 Nebuchadnezzar the king : the kingdom is 

29 (32) departed from thee. And thou shalt be driven from men, 
and thy dwelling shall be with the beasts of the field; 
thou shalt be made to eat grass as oxen, and seven times 
shall pass over thee; until thou know that the Most High 
ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever 
he will. 

30 (33) The same hour was the thing fulfilled upon N ebuchad
nezzar : and he was driven from men, and did eat grass 
as oxen, and his body was wet with the dew of heaven, 
till his hair was grown as eagles' feathers, and his nails 
as birds' claws. 

1 The A.V., R.V., and even the latest Commentary-that of Montgomery 
-misrepresent the MT, Th., Pesh., and Vulg, by transposing the words 
and rendering' King Nebuchadnezzar'. This point is important since the 
latter order is late. The Aramaic of our author gives the late order once in 
three times, but there is no justification for wrongly exaggerating the lateness 
of the Aramaic. The offence is repeated in the A.V. and R.V. in 428, 
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MT 

The MT IV. 31-4 (34-7) with the Versions in agreement with it can only 
be regarded as a redaction of the original. It reads as follows. The LXX 
varies greatly but observes the idioms of our author, whereas the MT does not 
always do so. 

IV. 31 And at the end of the days I Nebuchadnezzar lifted up mine eyes to 
(34) heaven 

And mine understanding returned to me, 
And I blessed the Most High, 
And praised and honoured him that liveth for ever. 
For his dominion is an everlasting dominion, 
And his kingdom from generation to generation.1 

32 (35) And all the inhabitants of the earth are as persons of no account : 
And he doeth according to his will in the army of heaven, 
[ And among the inhabitants of the earth] 2 

And none can stay his hand, 
Or say unto him 3 What doest thou? 

33 (36) At the same time mine understanding returned unto me; 
And for the glory of my kingdom my majesty and my splendour returned 

unto me, 
And my counsellors and my lords sought unto me; 
And I was established in my kingdom, 
And excellent greatness was added unto me. 

34 (37) Now I Nebuchadnezzar praise and extol and honour the King of 
heaven:• 

For all his works are truth, and his ways judgement: 
And those that walk in pride he is able to humiliate. 

1 If this couplet came from our author we should expect (though it has 
some support from 7H, see below), 

' And his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom 
And his dominion from generation to generation ', 

as it occurs in 388 MT, the genuineness of which is unquestioned. See 
p. roo for a possible restoration of the text. In 714. however, we find: 

'His dominion is an everlasting dominion which shall not pass away, and 
his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed.' 

But see note on Transl. 714• 
2 An obvious dittograph and a weakening of the context. See line 1. 
3 Our author's usage here would require: 'say before him'· 
4 This title is not assigned to God by our author elsewhere. Is it also due 

to the redactor? Our author uses the phrases • God of heaven', 2 18, 19, H or 
'Most High' 4H (24J, 78, or 'God of gods• 2 47 , or 'Lord of kings' 2 47, ' Lord 
of heaven' (523), 'Most High God' 32e, 51s, &c. 
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LXX 

There is nothing in the MT IV. 3r-4 corresponding to the following clauses 
in the LXX. And yet all the clauses or expressions save two or three are 
those of our author. There is no misuse of his idioms such as we find in the 
MT IV. 31, 32. I have given Swete's nnmbering, but rearranged the order of 
the clauses. There is no hope of recovering the original form of IV. 3r-4. 

IV. 30• I Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, was bound for seven years. 
They made me eat hay (x,;pTov) as an ox, 1 and I eat of the grass of the 
srt~ · 

30< And my hair became as the t wings of an eagle, my nails as (the 
claws) of a lion.t 2 My flesh was changed and my heart (also).3 

I walked naked along with the beasts of the earth. 4 

30b And after seven years I gave my soul unto prayer and I made suppli
cation regarding my sins before 5 the Lord the God of heaven e-yea 
I prayed regarding mine iniquities 7 to the great God of gods. 8 And 
at the end.of seven years 9 the time of my redemption came, and my 
sins and mine iniquities were paid in full before the God of heaven.6 

30d I saw a dream and thoughts took hold of me, and after an interval 
a deep sleep 10 seized me and a heavy slumber 11 fell upon me. And 
behold an angel called unto me from heaven 12 saying Nebuchadnezzar 
serve the holy God of heaven 6 and give glory to the Most High. ' 3 The 

33 (36) sovereignty of thy nation is restored unto thee. At that time my 
kingdom was restored unto me and my glory given back unto me. 

34 (37) To the Most High 14 I give thanks and praise. 

I Cf. 430 (33)_ 

s Cf. 41s crnJ, 521_ 

5 I. e. l(aT1i. 1rp6uwrrov, i e. i:l'ij:l. 
blunder in MT 4s2 (35J. 

6 Cf. 2 1s.t rn1 ::11, 44. 

8 Cf. 2 47• 

2 Cf. 4SD (88). 

, Cf. 4" ,1sJ, 22 <25J. 

Contrast this correct idiom with the 

1 Cf. 4 2, c21J. 
C f. 4 13 (18), 2S (26). 

10 Cf. ro9. 11 Cf. ro•. 12 Cf. 423 ,2sJ. 

14 Cf. 4 33 (86J. 1:1 Cf. 326, 417 (2DJ, 2i (27J, &c. 
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(Edict of Nebuchadnezzar the 
King.) 
MT 

II I. 31 Nebuchadnezzar the 
King, unto all the peoples, 
nations, and languages that 
dwell in all the earth : 32 
Peace be multiplied unto you. 
It hath seem~d good before me 
to declare the signs and won
ders that God the Most High 
hath wrought towards me. 
33 How great are his signs! 
And how mighty are his 

wonders l 
His kingdom is an everlasting 

kingdom, 
And his dominion is from 

generation to generation. 

LXX (third form of this Edict. 
Seep. 103). 

LXX IV. 34c, i.e. MT (Ill. 31) 
Nebuchadnezzar the King, 
unto all the nations and lands 
and all that dwell therein ; 
(III. 32) Peace be: multiplied 
alway. The deeds which the 
great God hath wrought to
wards me, it hath seemed good 
to me to declare unto you and 
to your wise men that he is 
God and that his wonders are 
great. 
(III. 33) His kingdom is an 
everlasting kingdom, and his 
dominion is from generation 
to generation. And he sent 
letters concerning all that had 
befallen him to all the nations 
which were beneath his sove
reignty. 

SECTION V 

i. e. Chapter V. r -30, in the last year of Belshazzar. 

V. r-4. Belshazzar's feast, 5-7 a, r 7 b 7, 8 a, 9, rs b 1, 7 c, 8 c
handwriti'ng on the wall : the king's alarm : wise men summoned 
but retire when they prove unable to interpret the wn~ing : the 
king then offers extraordinary rewards : wise men return and 
agai·n fail to interpret the wn'tt'ng. ro-16. The queen-mother 
summoned, by whose advice Daniel, as the chief of the wise men 
under Nebuchadnezzar, i·s brought before the king. 17-24. Daniel 
reproves the king for his pn'de, though he knew what had befallen 
Nebuchadnezzar for the same offence, and for his idolatry. 
25-28. The wr#ing and t'ts interpretation. 29-30. Daniel re
warded and Belshazzar slain. 

V. Belshazzar the king made a great feast to a thousand of 
2 his lords, and drank wine before the thousand. Belshazzar, 

whilst he tasted the wine, commanded to bring the golden 
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and silver vessels which Nebuchadnezzar his father had 
taken out of the temple that was in Jerusalem; that the 
king and his lords and his wives and his concubines, 

3 might drink therein. Then they brought the golden rand 
silver 7 ' vessels that were taken out of the temple 2 of the 
house 2 of God, which was at Jerusalem ; and the king 
and his lords, and his wives and his concubines, drank in 

4 them. They drank wine, and praised the gods of gold, 
and of silver, of brass, of iron, of wood, and of stone.8 

5 In the same hour came forth the fingers of a man's hand, 
and wrote over against the candlestick upon the plaister 
of the wall of the king's palace: and the king saw the 

6 palm of the hand that wrote. Then the king's countenance 
was changed and his thoughts alarmed him; and the 
joints of his knees were loosed, and his knees smote one 
against another. 

Restored Text of V. 7~-roa MT dislocated, interpolated, 
and defective. V. 7"-10"'. mainly on the basis 

LXX and Josephus. 
of the 

7a The king cried aloud to 
bring in rthe magicians 7, • 

the enchanters, the Chal
deans, and the soothsayers, 5 

i, rthat they should make 
known the interpretation of 

8" the writing7
•
6 Then came 

in all the king's wise men: 
but they could not read the 
writing, nor make known 
to the king the interpreta-

9 tion. Then was king Bel
shazzar greatly alarmed, 

7a The king cried aloud to 
bring in the enchanters, 
the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers. The king an
swered and said to the wise 
men of Babylon : Whoso
ever shall read this writing, 
and show me the interpre
tation thereof, shall be 
clothed with purple, and 
have a chain of gold about 
his neck, and rule as one 
of three in the kingdom. 

1 Added in accordance with Th., Vulg., and context. 
2 The Pesh. end Vulg. omit, the last omitting 'of God' also. 
3 The LXX here adds and probably rightly: 'but the eternal God they 

praised not, in whose hand is their breath' or 'who has power over their 
breath'· See note in loc. 

• Restored from the LXX. 
5 The MT adds 'And the king answered and said to the wise men of 

Babylon'. The LXX does not admit of this clause and Josephus omits it, 
6 Restored from the LXX and Josephus. 
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and his countenance was 
changed, and his lords were 

8b confounded. rThen the 
king made a decree, say-

7c ing 1 1 : Whosoever shall 
read this writing and de
clare to me the interpreta
tion thereof, shall be clothed 
with purple, and have a 
chain of gold about his 
neck, and shall rule as 2 one 
of three 2 in my kingdom. 

7d r And the magicians and en
chanters and soothsayers 
came in, but none could 
read or make known the 
interpretation of the writ-

10a ing 1.1 fThen the king called 
the queen 1 •3 (And) the 
queen 4 came into the ban
quet house, and said, 0 

8 Thtn came in all the king's 
wise men: but they could 
not read the writing, nor 
make known to the king 

9 the interpretation. Then 
was king Belshazzar greatly 
alarmed, and his counte
nance was changed, and his 
lords were confounded. 

IO Then the queen by reason 
of the words of the king 
and his lords came into the 
banquet house. 

king, live for ever ; let not thy thoughts alarm thee, nor 
II let thy countenance be changed : there is a man in thy 

kingdom, r whose name is Daniel1, 5 r one of the exiles of 
Judah 1, 6 in whom is the spirit of the holy gods ; and in 
the days of thy father 7 light and understanding and 

1 Restored from LXX and supported by Joseph. Ant. x. n. 2. 

2 For a valuable note on the original expression 'one of three ' see 
Montgomery, p. 256 seq. He writes: 'We are dealing here, then, with 
a customary official title, the numerical denotation of which has been lost. 
The Aramaic has preserved the two Akkadian case-forms of the noun talt/1 

and talti, by true reminiscence, . . . •n~n is not emphatic but absolute ; 
hence ••. we might translate "Thirdling ''. We have thus here a title 
which had lost its original significance, like " tetrarch "-in English.' If we 
accept this explanation ' it disposes with speculation as to the person of 
" the second" ruler'. 

3 Restored from LXX To TE {, /3au,ll•v• i1<allEUE -r~v /3au,J..uruav. 
• MT adds 'by reason of the words of the king and his lords'. The 

queen could not enter the banquet-chamber unless invited by the king. 
Seep. 127. 

~ I have restored this clause on the evidence of the LXX and Josephus. 
6 Restored on the evidence of the LXX and Josephus: cf. Th. r3, 515 • 

7 LXX adds 'the king'. Hence correct note on p. 130. 
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wisdom, like the wisdom of the gods, was found in him, 
and the king Nebuchadnezzar thy father, made him 
master of the magicians, enchanters, Chaldeans, and 

12 soothsayers ; forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and know
ledge and understanding, the interpreting1 of dreams, and 
the solving 1 of riddles, and the loosing of spells were 
found in the same Daniel.2 Now let Daniel be called, 
and he will show the interpretation. 

13 Then was Daniel brought in before the king. The king 
spake and said unto Daniel, Art thou Daniel, which art 
of the exiles of Judah, whom the king my father brought 

14 out of Judah ? I have heard of thee that the spirit of the 
gods is in thee, and that light and understanding and 

15 excellent wisdom is found in thee. And now the wise 
men, the enchanters, were brought before me to read this 
writing, and they made it their task to make known unto 
me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show 
the interpretation of the thing. 

16 But I myself 3 have heard of thee, that thou canst give 
interpretations, and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst 
read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation 
thereof, thou shalt be clothed with purple, and have 
a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be as one of 

17 three in the kingdom. Then Daniel answered and said 
before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give thy 
rewards to another; nevertheless I will read the writing 
unto the king, and make known unto him the interpretation. 

18 As for thee, 0 king, the Most High God gave Nebu-

1 On this emendation see note in loc. 
2 MT adds an incorrect gloss : ' \Vhom the king named Belteshazzar' 

against the LXX and Josephus. 
3 Since the text has here lil/01:!1 m~ I have taken the pronoun to be 

emphatic and not pleonastic. The pronoun is not inserted in 514, since the 
king speaks with little assurance, but, as he speaks with Daniel, he becomes 
assured, and so in 516 he says 'I myself, &c.' Cf. also 46 19J, 27 c30J, where 
the same emphatic use of the pronoun oc-curs. This emphatic use of the 
pronoun with an inflected verb is found often in the Aram. Pap.-not only 
in the business documents when clear definition is indispensible ; cf. Cowley 
2 9, 11, u, 53, &c., but even in AJ:i. 52, '' 1.:ll,',. p ,, ili.:ll,' m~ ,1,.:ip, Ji)~ jl/.:) 
'Now do thou as I did to thee : do so to me'. Here the pronouns are 
certainly emphatic. But where the inflected verb is used (and not the 
participle) the pronoun is otten omitted even iu business documents. 
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chadnezzar thy father the kingdom, and greatness, and 
19 glory, and majesty : and because of the greatness that he 

gave him, all the peoples, nations, and languages trembled 
and feared before him: whom he would he slew, and 
whom he would he kept alive; and whom he would he 
raised up, and whom he would he put down. 

20 But when his heart was lifted up, and his spirit was 
hardened that he dealt proudly, he was deposed from his 

21 kingly throne, and they took his glory from him : and he 
was driven from the sons of men ; and his heart was 
made like the beasts, and his dwelling was with the wild 
asses; he was fed with grass like oxen, and his body was 
wet with the dew of heaven : until he knew that the 
Most High God ruleth in the kingdom of men, and that 
he setteth up over it whomsoever he will. 

22 And thou his son, 0 Belshazzar, hast not humbled thine 
23 heart, though thou knewest all this; but hast lifted up 

thyself against the Lord of heaven ; and they have 
brought the vessels of his house before thee, and thou 
and thy lords, thy wives and thy concubines, have drunk 
wine in them; and thou hast praised the gods of *gold 
and silver,1 of brass, iron, wood, and stone, which see 
not, nor hear, nor know: and the God in whose hand thy 
breath is, and 2 whose are all thy ways, him thou hast 

24 not glorified.2 Then was the palm of the hand sent from 
25 before him, and this writing was inscribed. And this is 

the writing that was inscribed, MEN E, TE KEL, PERES. 3 

26 This is the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God 
hath numbered thy kingdom and brought it to an end. 

27 TEKEL; thou art weighed in the balances and art found 
28 wanting. PERES; thy kingdom is divided, and given 

to the Medes and Persians. Then Belshazzar 4 com-
manded them to clothe 4 Daniel with purple, and to put 

1 So Th. and Pesh. MT reads 'Silver and gold'. Cf. 52, where all the 
authorities give the right order. 

2 So Th. (and LXX). MT reads 'whose are all thy ways, thou hast not 
glorified'· See note in loc. 

3 So LXX, Th., Vulg., and Josephus. MT reads MENE, MENE, TEKEL, 
UPHARSIN. See note in loc. 

• Literally 'commanded and they clothed'. See note on 2 49• (Transl.) 
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a chain of gold about his neck, and make proclamation 
concerning him that he should rule as one of three in the 

30 kingdom. In that night Belshazzar the Chaldean king 
was slain. 

SECTION VI 

1. e Chapter VI (V. 31-VI), in the first year of Darius. 

VI. I (V. 31). Darius receives the kingdom. 2-4 (1-3). Darius 
resolves to set Daniel, who was already over all the satraps, over 
the whole realm. 5 (4)-ro (9). The satraps therefore conspire and 
approaching Dartits prevail on him to z·ssue a decree forbidding the 
worship ef anydetry. rr(ro)-18(17). Daniel, detected t'n the breach 
ef this decree, t's accused by hi's enemies, who do not leave the 
king's presence till at sunset the king yields, and Daniel is cast 
into the den of lt'ons. 19 ( 18)-25 (24). Daniel rescued therefrom, 
and ht's enemies cast therein. z6 (25)-28 (27). Edict of Darius. 
29 (28). Daniel at last set over the whole kingdom. Darius dies, 
and Cyrus reigns t'n his stead. 

Vl. 1 (V. 31)And Darius the Mede received the kingdomt being 
2 (r) about threescore and two years old.' It pleased Dariust 

and he set over the kingdom an hundred and twenty 
3 (2) satraps, which should be throughout the whole kingdom; 

and over them three presidents, of whom Daniel was one; 
that these satraps might give account unto them, and that 

4 (3) the king should have no damage. Then this Daniel was 
distinguished above the presidents and satraps, because 
an excellent spirit was in him, rand he prospered in the 
king's business which he carried out1 ; 

2 and the king 
5 (4) *thought to set him 3 over the whole realm. Then the 

1 Here the LXX reads 1rAiJP'J< Twv fiµepwv Ka< lvSofos •11 "t1IP"· That the 
lllT is l1ere corrupt seep. 148 seq. The LXX is itself uncertain. 

2 Restored from the LXX. Sec p. 150. 
3 So MT, LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. Th. read 'set him' (1mdt1T~,re11 aim,11 ). 

But MT, Pesh., and Vulg. combine two conflicting types of text, i. e. those 
of the LXX and Th., which in themselves are consistent. But the LXX is 
undoubtedly right. The king's intention to set Daniel over the kingdom 
brought about the plot against Daniel. When the plot was defeated, the 
king carried out his intention (LXX 629 (28 ) Kai L>.ae,~A 1<aTwTa071 '"1 Tijs 

8a<T1A<<a<. Hence the MT is corrupt in 62• (28), See p. 151 seq. 
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presidents and the satraps sought to find occasion against 
Daniel as touching the kingdom : but they could find 
none occasion nor fault; forasmuch as he was faithful. 1 

6(5) Then said these men, We shall not find any occasion 
against this Daniel, except we find it against him con-

7 (6) cerning the law of his God. Then these presidents and 
and satraps r drew near 7 2 to the king and said thus 

8 (7) 'before 7 3 him, Darius, the king, live for ever. All the 
presidents of the kingdom, the deputies, and the satraps, 
the counsellors and the governors, have taken counsel 
together that the king should establish a statute and 
make a strong interdict, that whosoever shall ask a 
petition of any god 4 for thirty days, save of thee, 0 king, 

9 (8) he shall be cast into a den of lions. Now, 0 king, establish 
the interdict, and sign the writing, that it be not changed, 
according to the law of the Medes and Persians, which 

10(9) altereth not. Wherefore the king Darius signed the 
II (10) writing and the interdict. And when Daniel knew that 

the writing was signed, he went into his house; now his 
windows were open in his chamber towards Jerusalem ; 
and he was wont to kneel upon his knees three times 
a day, and he prayed and gave thanks before his God as 

1 MT,Pesh., and Vulg. add gloss' neither was there any error or guilt found 
in him ' against LXX and Th. 

2 So LXX, Th., and Pesh. Hence I suggest that tl,'"li' originally stood 
in the text. 1!::'~ii1 ( MT; has no support from any version or other at1thority 
before the fourth century A. D. for the sense 'came tumultuously'. In 
Aramaic two meanings are found (r) 'to be enraged or in tumult': (2) 'to 
spy upon'. The former is the older: cf. Cowley, AJ:t. 29: the latter is not 
attested before the time of our author: cf. 612 (11l. The presence of 1!::'Jii1 
in 616 (U) is against the entire sense of the context, This Aramaic verb was 
adopted by the Psalmist into Hebrew in Ps. 2 1 and nouns from the same 
stem in 5515, 648• Montgomery (p, 272 seq.) following in the wake of Briggs 
discusses this word and concludes that it may be translated ' They acted in 
concert'. But is there any foundation for this conjecture? The old Aramaic 
and the Arabic support the meaning usually assigned to this word in Ps. 21, 
a meaning also which is upheld by the parallelism of the context. Neither 
does 643 ( cf. 833 ) afford it any countenance. 55m, it is true, is difficult, but 
Duhm is probably right in rega,·ding the MT as hopelessly corrupt. 

3 Here the LXX preserves the original text, where the MT and later 
versions read' unto him'· See my note on p. r54 seq.: Introd., § 20. w. 

4 MT adds 'or man' against the LXX and Josephus and also against 
common sense. See note in foe. 
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12 (rr) he did aforetime. Then these men 1 kept watch,1 and 
found Daniel making petition and supplication before his 
God. 

13 (12) Then they came near and spake before the king [ con
cerning the inderdict of the king] 2

; Hast thou not signed 
an interdict, that every man that shall make a petition 
unto any 3 god within thirty days, save unto thee, 0 king, 
shall be cast into the den of lions? The king answered 
and said, The thing is true, according to the law of the 
Merles and Persians which altereth not. 

14 (13) Then answered they and said before the king: Daniel, 
which is one of the exiles of Judah • obeyeth not thy 
decree, 4 nor the interdict that thou hast signed, but 
maketh his petition rbefore his God1 5 three times a day. 

15 (r 4) Then the king when he heard these words was sore 
displeased, and set his heart on Daniel to deliver him : 
and he laboured until the going down of the sun to 

16 (15) rescue him. Then these men" said unto 7 the king, Know, 
0 king, that it is a law of the Medes and Persians that 
no interdict nor statute which the king establisheth may 

17 (r6) be changed. Then the king commanded them to bring 
Daniel, and cast him into the den of lions. The king 
spake and said unto Daniel, Thy God whom thou servest 

r8 (17) continually, he will deliver thee. And a stone was brought 
and laid upon the mouth of the den ; and the king sealed 

1 See note on 67 (flJ for this meaning of ltt')iil. It appears in modern times 
to be always wrongly rendered either as 'assembled together' or 'came 
tumultuously' in Daniel. 

2 This bracketed clause of the MT is not supported by LXX, Th. or the 
Pesh. : only by Vulg. 

3 MT and Th. add 'or man'. See note on 68C7J. 

• So Th., but LXX omits. MT, which is corrupt, reads 'regardeth not 
thee, 0 king'. See note on 31'. 

6 So LXX and Th. MT, Pesh., and Vu!g. omit. 
6 MT adds the impossible clause 'came tumultuously (or ' came in 

concert') to the king'. It is omitted by Th. and what is more the LXX and 
Josephus (as well as Th.) represent the satraps as present throughout the entire 
interview which lasted all the day, 612- 16• Even in the MT 616 (HJ, the words 
'the king laboured till the going down of the sun' presuppose Daniel's 
adversaries as present all the day . 
. 1 Daniel's enemies now become disrespectful to the king, since the king 

is convicted of seeking to break ' the law of the Medes and Persians which 
altereth not', and so they say 'unto' instead of 'before' as in 613 <12>, 14 (13!. 

2366 B b 
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it with his own signet, and with the signets of his lords; 
that nothing might be changed concerning Daniel. 

19 (18) (a) Then the king went to his palace, (d) and his sleep 
fled from him, (b) and he spent the night fasting: (c) neither 

20 (19) were instruments of music brought before him. 1 Then 
the king arose very early in the morning, and went in 
haste unto the den of lions. And when he came near 
unto the den to Daniel he cried with a lamentable voice : 
the king spake and said to Daniel, 0 Daniel, servant of 
the living God, is thy God, whom thou servest continually, 

22 (21) able to deliver thee from the lions? Then spake Daniel 
23 (22) unto the king, 0 king, live for ever. My God hath sent 

his angel, and hath shut the lions' mouths, that they have 
not hurt me: forasmuch as before him innocency was 
found in me ; and also before thee, 0 king, have I done 

24 (23) no hurt. Then was the king exceeding glad, and com
manded that they should take Daniel up out of the den. 
So Daniel was taken up out of the den, and no manner 
of hurt was found upon him, because he had trusted in 

25 (24) his God. 2 And the king commanded, and those men 
were brought which had accused Daniel, and were cast 
into the den of lions, they and their wives and their 
children 2 ; and the lions had the mastery of them, and 
brake all their bones in pieces, or ever they came at the 
bottom of the den. 

26 (25) Then king Darius wrote unto all the peoples, nations, 
and languages, that dwell in all the earth ; Peace be 

27 (26) multiplied unto you. I make a decree, that in all the 

1 By transposition of clause (d) immediately after clause (a) the text is 
made intelligible. 

2 With the Vulg. (adducti sunt) for '\tl~iJ, I have read ~\lJiJ ' were brought' 

and for IO""! I have read with LXX, Th., Vulg., Josephus, ,\o! 'were cast'. 

Thus !U~ . ( = ' they'), which only occurs elsewhere in th~ 'nominative, is 
read as a nom. and not as an acc. as in the MT ( = 'them'). See p. 161 sq. 

The MT reads 'And the king commanded and they brought those men 
which had accused Daniel, and into the den of lions they cast them, their 
children and their wives'. In reading 'their wives and their children (so 
LXX, Pesh., Vulg., Cyprian, Test. iii. 20) I have followed the usual O.T. 
order. The order in the MT and Th. ' their children and their wives ' is 
Greek rather than Jewish. For the Semitic order 'wives and children' ; 
see Cowley 301~, 2s, 311<. 
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dominion of my kingdom men tremble and fear before 
the God of Daniel : 
For he is the living God and steadfast for ever, 
And his kingdom one which shall not be destroyed, 
And his dominion (one that shall be) for ever: 

28 (27) He delivereth and rescueth, 
And he worketh signs and wonders 
In heaven and in earth ; 

(Even) he who hath delivered Daniel 
From the power of the lions. 

LXX 
rso Daniel was set over the kingdom of Darius. King 
Darius was gathered to his people and Cyrus the Persian 
received his kingdom 1 . 1 

SECTIONS VII-X 

The Visions of Daniel: i. e. Chapters VII-XII. 

SECTION VII 

i. e. Chapter VII, in the first year of Belshazzar. 

VII. 1-8. Daniel's vision oj the four beasts, i. e. the four suc
cessive world powers. 9-14. Divine judgement on these powers. 
15-28. The interpretation of the vision by an angel. 

VII. r. In the first year of Belshazzar king of Babylon Daniel 
saw a dream, [ even visions of his head] 2 upon his bed : 
then he wrote the dream, even a complete account. 3 

1 So the LXX save that I have changed the order of the first two clauses. 
The intention expressed in 64(3) is here carried out. In 64 Th. represents 
this intention as already carried out, and so omits 29b (28h) but the MT, 
Pesh , and Vnlg. represent a medley of the two types of text : see note on 64C3) : 

also p. 151 seq. 
Instead of the text in the LXX, which I have adopted, the MT, Pesh., and 

Vulg. read : 'So this Daniel prospered in the reign of Darius and in the 
reign of Cyrus the Persian.' 

2 Not in LXX. An interpolation. 'Visions of his head '-a non-Semitic 
expression. See note on 2 19, zsc (Transl.): Comm. p. 42, ad init. 

3 MT adds 'he told' against the LXX (and Th.). 

B b 2 
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2 I 1 saw in r a vision of the night7, 2 and, behold, the four 
3 winds of heaven *stirred up 3 the great sea. And four 

great beasts came up from the sea, diverse one from 
4 another. The first was like a lion, and had eagle's 

wings : I beheld till the wings thereof were plucked, and 
it was lifted up from the earth, and made to stand upon 
two feet as a man, and a man's heart was given to it. 

5 And behold another beast 4 like a bear, and it was raised 
up on one side, and three ribs were in its mouth between 

6 its teeth : and it was said unto it, Arise, devour much 
flesh. After this I beheld, and lo another rbeast7 5 like 
a leopard, which had upon the back of it four wings of 
a fowl; the beast had also four heads ; and dominion was 

7 given to it. And after this I saw in r a vision of the night 16 

and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible and 
strong exceedingly ; and it had great iron teeth : it 
devoured and brake in pieces, and trod the residue with 
its feet : and it was diverse from all the beasts that were 

8 before it; and it had. ten horns. I was observing the 
horns and, behold, there came up among them another 
horn, a little one, before which three of the first horns 
were pluckf'd up by the roots: and behold in this horn 
were eyes like the eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking 

9 great things, rand it made war with the saints 7 •7 I 
beheld till thrones were placed and (one like unto) 8 an 
ancient of days did sit: 

His raiment was as snow, and the hair of his head was 
spotless as white 9 wool ; 

1 MT prefixes against LXX, Th., and Vulg., 'Daniel answered and said'. 
2 So (Th. rA J, Pesh. Cf. 2 19 'a vision of the night'· MT and Vulg. read 

'my vision in the night'· LXX here only uses 'visions' in the plural in this 
peculiar phrase. Ka8" iJ1rvov, vv1<To, : always elsewhere it uses the sing. But 
the LXX seems corrupt here as in 410• 

3 On this rendering see note on p.175. Otherwise render 'brake forth upon'. 
4 MT adds against LXX and Vulg. 'a second'. 
5 So LXX, Th., and Pesh. MT omits. 
6 So LXX, Pesh., Vulg. MT reads 'the night visions '. Th. om. 
7 .Restored from LXX : Cf. parallel statements in 7~1, 25, 

8 I have of necessity restored these words simply by reading P'T'lV:l 
instead of i''T'lV. See note in foe. There has been a like loss of this letter 
in 105• Clem. Alex. Paed. ii. 10 preserves the original reading : cl,cr,/ 1ra,\m,lr 
-fiµ•pwv : also the LXX in 713 clis 1ra,\a,os ijµ,pwv. But contrast 722• 

9 In tlie MT 'white' precedes ' as snow '. See note in loc. 
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His throne was fiery flames, the wheels thereof burning 

fire. 
10 A fiery stream flowed 1 from before him: 

Thousand thousands ministered unto him, 
Yea, ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him : 
The judgement was set, 
And the books were opened. 

r r I beheld at that time because of the voice of the great 
words which the horn spake,2 till the beast was slain, and 
its body destroyed, and it was given to be burned with 

12 fire. And as for the rest of the beasts, their dominion 
was taken away: yet, their lives were prolonged for a 
season and a time. 

13 I saw in 'a vision of the night7, 3 

And behold there came r on 14 the clouds of heaven one like 
unto a son of man, 

And he came even unto an ancient of days, and they 5 

brought him near before him. 
14 And there was given him dominion, and glory and a 

kingdom, 
That all peoples, nations and languages should serve him: 
6 His dominion is an everlasting dominion which shall not 

pass away.6 

And his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed. 
15 And my spirit was pistressed 'therewith 17 even the spirit 

of me Daniel, and tthe visions of my headt 8 troubled me. 

1 Only one verb appears in the LXX and Th. The duplicate arose through 
an explanato,ry gloss on a rare word. See note in foe. 

2 MT adds • I beheld ' against LXX and Th. 
3 So LXX, Th., and Vulg. as in 2 19, 77• MT 'the night visions' 

Pesh. om. 
4 So LXX and Pesh. MT, Th., and Vulg. read 'with'· Seenoteonp. 186. 
5 LXX, supported by pre-Theod., Tertuilian, and Cyprian, reads,' they 

that stood before him '· 
6 Since T. Jos. xix 12 appears to quote this verse as follows : ,> /3a11,>..,ia 

avToii <11Ta1 a1&,.,.os l]T" ov 1rap,>..,v11<T<u, is it possible that for' dominion' in this 
line we should read 'kingdom', and 'dominion' in the next line for' kingdom'. 
This would bring the phrasing into harmony with that on 338, 727 of our 
text. The contrast, however, in 7'2,17 may have led our author to make 
this change. But in ')17 the usual order is unquestionable. 

7 So LXX and Vulg. MT reads' in the midst of the (or its) sheath'· See 
note on p. 188 sq, 

8 Read 'my thoughts' ol liu1>..o-y111µ0, µov with LXX. 'Vision of my head' 
is non-Semitic. See note on 2 28 c (Trans!.). 
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16 I came near unto one of them that stood by and asked 
him the truth of all this. 1 And he told me, 1 and made me 

17 know the interpretation of the things. These great beasts 
[ which are four] 2 are four kings which shall rbe destroyed 

18 from 7 3 off the earth. But the saints of the Most High 
shall receive the kingdom, and possess the kingdom• for 
ever and ever. 

19 Then I desired to know the truth concerning the fourth 
beast, which was diverse from them all, exceeding terrible, 
whose teeth were of iron, and its nails of brass ; which 
devoured, brake in pieces and trod the residue with its 

20 feet; and concerning the ten horns that were on its head, 
and the other horn that came up, and before which three 
fell; even concerning that horn that had eyes, and a 
mouth that spake great things, whose appearance was 

21 more stout than its fellows. I beheld, and the same horn 
made war with the saints and prevailed against them ; 

22 until the Ancient of Days came, and (judgement was set 
and dominion) 5 was given to the saints of the Most High; 
and the time came that the saints should take possession 

23 of the kingdom. Thus he said, 
The fourth beast shall be a fourth kingdom upon earth, 
Which shall be diverse from all the kingdoms, 
And it shall devour the whole earth 
And shall thresh it and break it in pieces. 

24 And as for the ten horns, 
Out of this kingdom shall ten kings arise : 
And another shall arise after them ; 
And shall be diverse from the former, 
And he shall put down three kings. 

25 And he shall speak words against the Most High, 
And shall wear out the saints of the Most High: 

l LXX reads a:rro,cp,O<l, Ii, Af"/EI /J,01 i. e. 1, ;oi:-t, mv, ' And he answered 
and told me '. 

2 LXX omits. 
3 So LXX and without doubt correctly. MT reads' arise out of'. Th. is 

conflate. See note on p. 189 sq. 
• MT Pesh. and Vulg. add 'for ever and' against LXX and Th. 
5 Restored on Ewald's suggestion. Most scholars accept this restoration, 
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And it shall be his intention to change times and law; 
And they 1 shall be given into his hand until time and 

times and half a time 

26 But the judgement shall sit, 
And his dominion shall be taken away, 
So that it may be consumed and destroyed for ever. 

27 And the kingdom and the dominion, and the greatness of 
the kingdoms under the whole heaven, 

Shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High: 
Its kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, 
And all dominions shall serve and obey it. 

28 Here is the end of the matter. As for me Daniel, my 
thoughts alarmed me much, and my countenance was 
changed upon me : but I kept the matter in my heart. 

SECTION VIII 

r. e. Chapter VIII, the Vision of the Seer in the third year 
of Belshazzar, in which he sees the victory of the 
Greek over the Median and Persian empires, the 
persecution of the Jews, and the suspension of the 
Temple worship by Antiochus. 

VIII. 1-8. Vist"on of the ram and he-goat, i: e. Alexander. 
9-12. ' The little horn,' i. e. Antiochus IV. 13-14. Dialogue 
between two angels overheard by the Seer who learns therejrom 
that the time of this tyranny will last IIJO days. 15-27. Gabriel 
appears to Daniel and interprets the vist"on. 

VIII. 1. In the third year of the reign of Belshazzar the king 
a vision appeared unto me, even unto me Daniel, after 

2 that which appeared unto me aforetime. And I saw in 
the vision ; 2 and I was in Shush an the palace, 3 which is 
in the province of Elam; 4 and I was by the 'water-gate 1 5 

1 i. e. the saints. 
2 MT adds against LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. 'and it was so when 

I saw'. 
3 Or 'fortress'. 
t MT adds against LXX, Th. 'and I saw in the vision'· 
5 So LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. 6t:i~ Aram.) here and in 86• LXX and 

Pesh. have same reading in 83• MT in each case reads ~::i,~ ('river'). 
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3 of the Ulai. Then I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and, 
behold, there stood before the r water-gate 1 a single ram 
which had two horns : and the two horns were high ; but 
one was higher than the other, and the higher came up 

4 last. I saw the ram thrusting 2 westward, and northward, 
and southward ; 2 and no beasts could stand before him, 
neither was there any that could deliver out of his hand ; 
but he did according to his will, and magnified himself. 

5 And I was observing, and behold, ran he-goat 1 3 came 
from the west over the face of the whole earth, and 
touched not the ground : and the goat had 4 ta notablet 4 

6 horn between his eyes. And he came to the ram that 
had the two horns, which I saw standing before the 
'water-gate7

1
1 and ran upon him in the fury of his power. 

7 And I saw him come close to the ram, and he was moved 
with choler against him, and smote the ram, and brake 
his two horns; and there was no power in the ram to 
stand before him : and he cast him down to the ground, 
and trod upon him : and there was none that could deliver 

8 the ram out of his hand. And the he-goat magnified 
himself exceedingly: and when he was strong, the great 
horn was broken; and there rose up r others 7 • (even) four 
rhorns 1 6 in its stead towards the four winds of heaven. 

9 And out of one of them came forth 7 another horn, a little 
one,7 which waxed exceeding great, towards the south, 

1 So LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. (,t:iN Aram.) here and in 82• LXX and 

Pesh. have same reading in ss. MT in each case reads SJi~ ('river'). 
2 LXX reads: eastward and northward and westward and southward'. 
3 So LXX and Th. against MT which reads' the he-goat'. 
• So MT J1ltn. Th. omits: LXX reads fv, i. e. nn~. i. e. i,ipa, ,v. Hence 

render 'a hor~ '· Vulg, supports MT by its rendering insigne. But the 
description 'notable' lit. 'conspicuousness' is not justified till the horn over
throws the ram, 'magnifies itself exceedingly ' and ' becomes strong' (88). 

Thus it is rightly called nSil ' great' in 88, 21• 

5 So LXX i.e. fr•pa=l11iil~. Th. and Vulg. om. MT nirn corrupt= 'four 
notable (horns)'. But is there any justification for calling Alexander's 
four successors 'notable'! Even Antiochus Epiphanes is at the outset 
called ' a little horn' which afterwards 'waxed exceeding great', 89). The 
text is not to be translated • four other horns' but as above, the 'others' 
being in apposition. Otherwise we shall expect ni;n~ l11lii' l)JiN: cf. 125: 

Gen. g10, 12 : 41s,19. 

6 So LXX, Th., Vulg. MT omits. 
7 Emended by Bevan. See p. 203. 
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and towards the east, and towards the glorious land. 

10 And it waxed great (even) to the host of heaven; and some 
of the host, even of the stars, it cast down to the ground, 
and trod upon them. 

Emended Text of VIII. rr-12 

(see pp. 204--g) 
rr Even unto the prince of the 

host it magnified itself, and 
by it the daily burnt offer
ing was taken away, and 
the place cast down and 
the sanctuary laid desolate. 

12 And the transgression was 
offered on (the altar of)' 
the daily burnt offering; 
and truth cast down to the 
ground, and it did (its 
pleasure) and prospered. 

13 Then I heard a holy one 
speaking; and another holy 
one said unto that certain 
one which spake, How long 
shall be the vision while 
the daily burnt offering 'is 
taken away 12 and the trans
gression that appalleth 'set 
up and the sanctuary 
laid waste to be trod-

14 den under foot ?7 s And 
he said unto 'him 1,4 Unto 
two thousand and three 
hundred evenings and 
mornings; then shall the 
sanctuary be justified. 

MT. VIII. rr, 12 

II Yea, it magnified itself, 
(even) to the prince of the 
host; and it took away 
from him the daily burnt 
offering and the place of his 
:5anctuary was cast down. 

12 tAnd the host was given 
over (to it) together with 
the daily burnt offering 
through transgression; and 
it cast truth to the groundt 
and it did (its pleasure) and 
prospered. 

MT 
tto give both the sanctuary 
and the host to be trodden 
under foott. 

15 And it came to pass, when I, even I Daniel, had seen the 
vision, that I sought to understand it; and, behold, there 

16 stood before me as the appearance of a man. And I 
1 Text appears to require this addition. See p. 204 sqq. 
• Restored by help of LXX and Th. (ap0,,<Ta). 
3 Restored by help of LXX and Th. See p. 210 sq. 
\ So LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. MT"= ' to me'. 
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heard a man's voice between the (banks of) Ulai, which 
called, and said, Gabriel, make this man to understand 

17 the vision. So he came rand stood1 1 near where I stood ; 
and when he came, I was affrighted, and fell upon my 
face: but he said unto me, Understand, 0 son of man; 

18 for the vision belongeth to the time of the end. Now as 
he was speaking with me, I fell into a deep sleep with 
my face to the ground : but he touched me and r made me 

19 to stand7 2 where I had stood. And he said, Behold, 
I will make thee know what shall be in the latter time of 
the indignation : for it belongeth to the appointed time 

20 of the end. The ram which thou sawest that had the 
two horns, they are the kings of Media and Persia. 

21 And the he-goat 3 is the king of Greece: and the great 
22 horn that is between his eyes is the first king. And as 

for that which was broken, in the place whereof four 
arose, four kingdoms shall arise out of his 4 nation, but not 

23 with his power. And in the latter time of their kingdom, 
when rtheir transgressions are MT 
come to the fulll 5 a king, inso- when the transgressors are 
lent and skilled in double come to the full. 

24 dealing shall stand up. And 
his power shall be mighty, 6 

and he shall *devise presump
tuous things. 7 

And shall prosper and do (his 
pleasure): and he shall destroy 
the mighty ones. 

25 And 8 against the holy people 
shall his policy be directed, 
and he shall cause craft to 
prosper in his hand ; • 

1 Restored with LXX, Th., and Vulg. 

MT 
24b-25a 'And he shall destroy 

the mighty ones and the 
holy people. And through 
his policy he shall cause 
craft to prosper in his 
hand.' 

2 LXX reads 'Waked me '. Perhaps we should read • waked me and 
made me stand'. Seep. 215. 

8 MT adds against LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg. 'the he-goat' ,1y31:, thus 
expressing the same idea in both Aramaic and Hebrew. See p. 2;6, · 

4 LXX, Th., Vulg.; but MT and Pesh. read 'the'. 
~ So LXX and Th. MT reads as in marg. See p. 217 sq. 
~ MT and LXX add' but not by his own strength'. Seep. 218. 
7 Emended. Seep. 218. MT reads 'tdestroyt wonderfully'. 
8 Emended by Graetz, Bevan, &c. See p. 219 sq. 
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And he shall magnify himself in his heart, and in (their) 

security shall he destroy many: 

He shall also stand up against the prince of princes; but 
he shall be broken without hands. 

26 And the vision of the evenings and mornings which hath 
been told is true : 

And shut thou up the vision ; for it belongeth to many 
days (to come). 

27 And I Daniel 1 was sick certain days ; then I rose up and 
did the king's business : and I was astonished at the vision, 
but none understood it. 

SECTION IX 

1.e. Chapter IX, in the first year of Darius, being the 
explanation of J eremiah's prophecy of the seventy 
years given by the Seer. 

IX. 1-2. Daniel reflects on Jeremiah's prediction and prays for 
an interpretation. [ 4-20 an early interpolation which takes no 
account of what precedes or follows, but contains a confession of 
the sins of the nation, and prays for the restoration ef Jerusalem. 
20 serves to connect 4-19 wi'th what follows.] 21-27. In answer 
to Dant'el' sprayer Gabriel comes to him and explains the prediction 
ef the seventy weeks. 

IX. r In the first year of Darius the son of Ahasuerus, of the 
seed of the M edes, who was made king over the realm of 

2 the Chai deans; in the first year of his reign I Daniel 
understood by the books the number of the years, which, 
according to the word of Uod 2 which came to Jeremiah 
the prophet, were to be accomplished in the desolations 

3 of Jerusalem, even seventy years. And I set my face 
unto [the Lord] God,3 to seek by prayer and supplications, 

4 with fasting, and sackcloth, and ashes. [ And I prayed 

1 MT adds 'fainted and', which appears in the Hebrew to be a dittograph 
of the word that follows. It is omitted in the LXX. 

2 Emended by help of LXX. MT reads' Lord' (nlil1). 

3 The interpolator of the prayer 9'°"20 inserted ' the Lord' before 'God '· 1~,~ occurs frequently in the prayer, but not elsewhere in our author save 
in 1 2 • 
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unto the Lord my God, and made confession, and said, 
0 Lord, the great and dreadful God, which keepeth 
covenant and mercy with them that love r thee 11 and keep 

5 rthy 7 1 commandments; we have sinned and have dealt 
perversely, and have done wickedly, and have rebelled, 
and turned aside from thy precepts and from thy judge
ments : neither have we hearkened unto thy servants the 
prophets, which spake in thy name to our kings, our 
princes, and our fathers, and to all the people of the land. 

7 0 Lord, righteousness belongeth unto thee, but unto us 
confusion of face, as it is this day; to the men of Judah, 
and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and unto all Israel, 
that are near, and that are far off, and in all the countries 
whither thou hast driven them, because of their unfaithful
ness wherein they have dealt unfaithfully against thee. 

8 0 Lord, to us belongeth confusion of face, to our kings, 
to our princes, and to our fathers, because we have sinned 

9 against thee. To the Lord our God belong compassions 
and forgivenesses ; for we have rebelled against him ; 

10 neither have we obeyed the voice of the Lord our God, 
to walk in his laws, which he set before us by his servants 

II the prophets. Yea all Israel have transgressed thy law, 
and have turned aside, so as not to obey thy voice : 
therefore hath the curse been poured out upon us, and 
the oath that is written in the law of Moses the servant 

12 of God ; for we have sinned against him. And he hath 
confirmed his words, which he spake against us, and 
against our judges that judged us, by bringing upon us 
a great evil: for under the whole heaven hath not been 

13 done as bath been done upon Jerusalem. As it is written 
in the law of Moses all this evil is come upon us: yet we 
have not entreated the favour of the Lord our God, that 
we should turn from our iniquities, and have discernment 

14 in thy truth. Therefore hath the Lord watched over the 
evil and brought it upon us : for the Lord our God is 
righteous in all his works which he doeth, and we have 

15 not obeyed his voice. And now, 0 Lord our God, that 
hast brought thy people forth out of the land of Egypt 

1 So LXX, Th., Vulg. MT reads 'him' and 'his• respectively. 
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with a mighty hand rand a stretched out arm 7,1 and hast 
gotten thee renown, as at this day; we have sinned, 2 we 

16 have done wickedly. 0 Lord according to all thy righteous 
acts, let thine anger 2 and thy fury, I pray thee, be turned 
away from thy city Jerusalem, thy holy mountain : because 
for our sins, and for the iniquities of our fathers, Jerusalem 
and thy people have become a reproach to all that are 

17 round about us. Now therefore, 0 our God, hearken 
unto the prayer of thy servant, and to his supplications, 
and cause thy face to shine upon thy sanctuary that is 
desolate, for tthe Lord's saket.3 0 *my God~ incline thine 

r8 ear, and hear ; open thine eyes and behold our desolations, 
and the city over which thy name has been called : for we 
do not present our supplications before thee for our own 

19 righteousness but for thy great compassions. 0 Lord, 
hear ; 0 Lord, forgive; 0 Lord, hearken and do; defer 
not for thine own sake, *0 my God,5 because thy name 
hath been called over thy city and thy people. 

20 And whiles I was speaking, and praying, and confessing 
my r sins 7 • and the r sins 7 6 of my people Israel, and pre
senting my supplication before the Lord my God for the 

21 holy mountain ofmy God] And whiles I was speaking 
in prayer rbehold7,7 the man Gabriel, whom I had seen 
in the vision aforetime 8 when I was sore wearied, 8 touched 

22 me about the time of the evening oblation. And he 
instructed r me 1, 9 and talked with me, and said, 0 Daniel, 
I am now come forth to make thee skilful of understanding. 

23 At the beginning of thy supplications a word went forth, 
1 Preserved in LXX, which omits' with a mighty hand'. 
2 Perhaps with several MSS. and the rendering in I Bar. ii 12 we should 

translate 'We have done wickedly, 0 Lord, despite all thy righteous acts. 
Let thine anger'. 

3 So MT. But read 'thy servants' sake, 0 Lord ' with the LXX. (So 
Bevan suggests): or 'thine own sake' with Th., Vulg., and I Bar ii. 14. 

See p. 233 seq. 
4 MT and Th. LXX reads Kvp,E and 1 Bar. ii. 16, 

5 LXX reads ailTTToTa. 
• So LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. MT reads 'sin'· 
7 So LXX, Th., .Vulg. MT omits. 
8 Such seems the best rendering of MT. {So Meinhold, Keil). Other 

scholars refer the words to the angel and render ' being caused to fly swiftly'. 
(Cf. LXX, Th., Vulg.), or' being sore wearied'. Seep. 235. 

9 Restored with Th. and Vulg. 
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and I am come to tell rthee 1 ; 1 for thou art r a man 1 i 

greatly beloved : therefore consider the word, and under-
24 stand the vision. Seventy weeks are decreed upon thy 

people and upon thy holy city To complete the trans
gression, and to bring sins to the full, And to rblot out1 3 

iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness: To 
seal up vision and prophet, and to anoint a most holy 

25 place. Know therefore and discern that from the going 
forth of the word rto rebuild7 • Jerusalem unto an anointed 
one, a prince, shall be seven weeks : and threescore 
and two weeks, it shall be rebuilt with square and moat.° 

26ab r And at the end of the times, even 1 6 after the threescore 
and two weeks, shall an anointed one be cut off and 

26c the shall have nothingt : 7 and MT 

the city and the sanctuary 260 And the people of the 
shall be destroyed,8 rtogether prince that shall come 
with 7 9 a prince, and rthe end shall destroy the city 
shall come 110 with a flood, and and the sanctuary, and 
even unto the end shall be his end shall be 
war; - that which is deter-

27"' mined of desolations. And 11 a 
stringent statute shall be issued 
agais.st the many 11 for one 

MT 

27"' And he shall make a 
firm covenant with the 
many. 

1 Restored with two MSS., LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. MT omits. 

• Restored with Th., Vulg., and Sym. Cf. 1011,19• 

3 So LXX and Vulg. = nino,. MT reads i!:l.:,, (so Th., Aq.: Pesh.) 

'treat as covered'. See p. 238 sq. The spurious work De Pascha Compu
tus r3, attributed to Tertullian by its rendering, ut •.. deleantur ..• inju

stitiae et expientur iniustitiae ( = '1!:l.:l,i , • nino,) attests the earlier 

Hebrew phrase as well as the later that displaced it. 
4 So Pesh. and Vulg. Hence I emend :l'l!m, to :Ji~,. MT is by some 

scholars rendered 'to restore and build'. But MT gives no satisfactory 
sense. See p. 242 sq. 

6 See p. 243 sq. 
a So LXX and Pesh. MT reads, ' even in troublous times. And 1 : 

seep. 244. 
7 Seep. 247. 
8 So Bevan, Marti, and others, emending n1n~: into nt:itf> 
9 So one MS. and five versions. See p. 247 sq. 

10 Emended by Von Gall and Marti on the basis of the LXX. See p. 248. 
11 On this restoration of the text see p. 249 sq. 
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27b week: And so for the half of 
the week the sacrifice and the 
meat offering 'shall cease 1 : 1 MT 

27c and 2 in its stead 2 shall be a 

horror that appalleth ; and that 
until the annihilation that is 
already determined shall be 
poured out upon the desolator. 

27° On the wing of horrors 
shall be one that appalleth. 

SECTION X 

i. e. Chapters X-XII, constituting one vision accorded to 
the Seer in the third 3/ear of Cyrus. 

SECTION Xa. 

i. e. Chapters X-XI. I. 

X. 1-3. In the third year of Cyrus the Seer prepares himself by 
prayer and fast£ng to receive a revelation on the future destinies 
ef Israel. 4-8. An angel-not Gabriel-appears to the Seer, 
who forthwith falls i'nto a deep sleep. 9-14. Thereupon the angel 
touches the Seer and wakes him to full consciousness, and tells 
him that owing to his prayer he has come to declare to him what 
shall befall Israel in the latter days. 15-XI. r. But the vision 
makes the Seer dumb. Then the angel touches the Seers' s lips 
and removes ht"s dumbness, and by touching him again enables 
him to receive the revelation he is about to make to him. 

X. r In the third year of Cyrus king of Persia a thing was 
revealed unto Daniel, whose name was Belteshazzar ; 
and the thing was true, and a hard service: and he under
stood the thing, and had understanding of the vision. 

2 In those days I Daniel was mourning three whole weeks. 
3 I ate no pleasant bread, neither came flesh nor wine into 

my mouth, neither did I anoint myself at all, till three 
4 whole weeks were fulfilled. And in the four and twentieth 

day of the first month, I was by the side of the great 
5 river,3 and I lifted up mine eyes, and looked, and behold 

1 So LXX, Th., and Vulg. MT reads 'he shall cause to cease'. 
2 So most scholars emend the MT which reads 'on the wing of'. See 

p. 251. 

s MT adds a wrong gloss' which is Hiddekel '• 
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( one like unto) 1 a man clothed in linen, whose loins were 
6 girded with 2 gold, yea with fine gold : 2 his body also was 

like the beryl, and his face as the appearance of lightning, 
and his eyes as torches of fire, and his arms and his feet 
like the gleam of burnished brass, and the voice of his 

7 words like the voice of a multitude. And I Daniel alone 
saw the vision : for the men that were with me saw not 
the vision ; but a great quaking fell upon them, and they 

8 fled to hide themselves. So I was left alone and saw 
this great vision, and there was no strength left in me : 

9 for my comeliness was turned into corruption,S Yet 
I heard the voice of his words, and when I heard the 
voice of his words i' fell into a deep sleep *with my face 

rn to the ground. 4 And behold MT X. 10b 

a hand touched me, and 'set me tottering upon my 
II r waked me 1 .6 And he said knees and upon the palms 

unto me, 0 Daniel, thou man of my hands.' 
greatly beloved, understand the words that I speak unto 
thee, and stand upright; for unto thee am I now sent : 
and when he had spoken this word unto me I stood 

12 trembling. Then he said unto me, Fear not, Daniel; 
for from the first day that thou didst set thine heart to 
understand, and to humble thyself before thy God, thy 
words were heard : and I am come for thy words' sake. 

13 But the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me 
one and twenty days ; but, lo, Michael, one of the chief 
princes, came to help me: and I left him 6 there with 'the 

14 prince of1 7 the kings of Persia. Now I am come to make 

1 I have here restored the ::i before i::,•~ • Cf. ro16, 18 , where it has been 
preserved. See p. 256 sq. 

2 Behrmann (followed by Montg.) rightly emends MT rtii~ 'Uphaz '
a vox nu/la-into TE:i1 : cf. Cant. 511 where with the LXX we should read 
TElc1 tli1::l. Mention of gold from a definite country of this world is against 
the character of Apocalyptic in such a context. 

3 The text adds here 'and I retained no strength '-a gloss drawn from 
rol6 which weakens what has been already said. 

• So LXX and Pesh. MT reads 'on my face with my face to the ground'
a conflate text. 

~ So LXX and Th. See p. 260 on the corrupt and conflate text of the MT, 
and the translation given alongside above. 

6 With LXX and Th. and most scholars I have emended 'tlit11) into 
,,n,nin. See note in loc. 

7 Restored with LXX and Th. 
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thee understand what shall befall thy people in the latter 
15 days: for there is yet a vision for the days. And when 

he had spoken unto me according to these words, I set 
16 my face towards the ground, and was dumb. And behold 

one like the similitude of the sons of men touched my 
lips : then I opened my mouth and spake and said unto 
him that stood before me, 0 my lord, by reason of the 
vision my pangs have come upon me, and I retain no 

17 strength. For how can the servant of this my lord talk 
with this my lord ? for as for me tstraightwayt 1 there 
remained no strength in me, neither was there breath 

18 left in me. Then there touched me again one like the 
19 appearance of a man, and he strengthened me. And he 

said, 0 man greatly beloved, fear. not, peace be unto 
thee, be strong, *and of a good courage. 2 And when he 
spake unto me. I was strengthened, and said, let my lord 

20a speak; for thou hast strengthened me. Then said he, 
2J a s Thou knowest wherefore I am come unto thee. And 

now I will tell thee that which is inscribed in the writing 
20b of truth. Howbeit 3 I am returning to fight with the 

prince of Persia: and when I go forth, lo the prince of 
21 b Greece shall come. And there is none that holdeth with 
XI me against these, but Michael your prince. And as for 

me in the first year of Darius the Mede, I stood up to 
confirm and strengthen him. 

SECTION Xb 

1. e. Chapters XI. 2-XII. 4. 
XI. 2-4. The Kings of Persia and the overthrow ef the kt"ngdom 
of Persia by Alexander the Great; his empire divided on his 
death into four kingdoms. 5-20. The Ptolemt'es and the Seleu
cidae before the ti'me ef Anti'ochus Epiphanes. Their conflicts/or 
the possessi'on of Palestine. Utter defeat of Antiochus Ill the 
Great by the Romans, and his death z'n 187 B. c. His successor 
(187-175) dies through a conspiracy. 21-39. Rise of Antiochus 
Epiphanes: his first Egyptian campaign (25-28)-the second 

1 Pesh. and Vulg. om, 
2 So 6 MSS, LXX., Th., Pesh., Vulg. MT ' yea be strong'· See note 

in loc. 
3 See p. 265 seq. for a recovery of the right order of the text. 

s2ss C C 
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i·n z68 B. c. (29-39), and Ms attempts to pervert the Jews. 
40-45. Transitt'on from ht"story to prophecy. 
XII. 1-3. The final woes and triumph ef the righteous accom
panied by the resurrection ef the pre-eminently righteous and 
wicked. 4. The angel commands the Seer to seal and conceal 
the book. 

2 And now will I show thee the truth. Behold there shall 
stand up yet three kings of Persia; and the fourth shall 
be far richer than they all : and when he is waxed strong 
through his riches, he shall r rouse himself against all the 

3 kingdoms 71 of Greece. And a mighty king shall stand up, 
and shall rule with great dominion, and do according to 

4 a, b his will. And when he is waxed strong/ his kingdom 
shall be broken, and shall be divided towards the four 

4 c winds of heaven : 3 but not to his posterity, for it shall be 
4 e, f rooted up ; and his kingdom shall be for the others 

4 d besides these: but not according to his dominion where-
5 with he ruled. 3 And the king of the south shall be strong, 

fbut one of his princes shall be stronger than he 1,4 and 
6 have dominion ; and his dominion shall be a great 

dominion. And at the end of years they shall join 
themselves together; and the daughter of the king of the 
south shall come to the king of the north to make an 
agreement : but she shall not retain the strength of her 
arm, r neither shall his seed stand7 ; ~ but she shall be 
rooted up, 6 and they that brought her, and her son, 7 and 

1 So Th. and practically LXX. MT reads 'tstir up the realm 'tor 'tstir 
up all against the kingdom of Greece 't 

2 Emended with Graetz, Bevan, Driver, &c. MT reads 'shall stand up'. 
See note p. 275. 

• Emended by transposition of clause (d) after (f) and of the vav from 

before ciin~~ to the word that precedes it. MT reads 'but not to his 
posterity nor according to his dominion wherewith he ruled ; for his kingdom 
shall be plucked up, even for others beside these'. Seep. 276. 

~ So LXX, Th., Vulg., MT reads 'and one of his princes; and he shall 
be stronger'. Seep. 277. 

6 So Th., Vulg., and Sym. MT reads 'neither shall he stand nor his 
arm'. 

6 So I emend the text with the help of the LXX. MT reads ' she shall 
be given'. Seep. 279. 

7 So Von Gall, Marti, &c., emend the corrupt MT which reads ' jie that 
begat her'. Seep. 279. 
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7 he that obtained her in those times. But out of a shoot 
from her roots shall one stand up in his place, who shall 
march against the army, and shall enter into the fortress 
of the king of the north, and shall deal with them, and 

8 shall prevail : and also their gods, with their molten 
im:1ges, (and} with their goodly vessels of silver and of 
gold, shal1 he carry captive into the south; 1 and he shall 

9 refrain some years from the king of the north. And he 
shall come into the realm of the king of the south, but 

10 he shall return into his own land. And his son shall 
war, and shall assemble a multitude of great forces, and 
2 attack him,2 and overwhelm, and pass beyond : and he 

1 r shall again carry the war even to his fortress. And the 
king of the south shall be moved with choler, and shall 
go forth, and shall fight with this same king of the north : 
and he shall raise a great multitude, but the multitude 

12 shall be given into his hand. And the multitude shal1 
be swept away, and his heart shall be uplifted: and he 
shall cast down tens of thousands, but he shall not prevail. 

13 And again the king of the north shall raise a multitude 
greater than the former; and he shall 3 attack him 3 at the 
end 4 of years, with a great army and with great a substance. 

14 And in those times there shall many stand up against the 
king of the south : also the children of the violent among 
thy people 6 shalJ lift themselves up to establish the 

15 vision ; but they shall fall. So the king of the north 
shall come, and cast up earthworks, and take a well
fenced city. 

I MT interprets and so reads: 'Egypt'· 
2 So 13 MSS., Pesh. (and LXX), Cf, u 13 • MT reads' come on and on' or 

' come repeatedly'. 
3 So many MSS. and the LXX (though corrupt) ,1a,J..,v<1ETat [ E<< avT~V J 

;,,• almlv where the words in square brackets are a duplicate rendering. 
Cf. u•,10• MT reads 'come repeatedly'. 

4 MT adds 'of the times'. 
8 So LXX. MT reads 'much'. See note on r 1•~ (Comm.). 
6 e. g. Tobiadae. Montgomery takes them to be a party of Zealots. 

C C 2 
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Restored Text 
15d-e And the forces of rthe 

king of 7 1 the south shall 2 

make a stand, even the 
el£te of his troops, but the 
strength to withstand shall 
be lacking. 

MT 
15d-e And the arms of the 

south shall not withstand, 
neither his chosen people, 
neither shall there be any 
strength to withstand. 

16 And so he that cometh against him shall do according to 
his own will, and none shall stand before him : and he 
shall stand in the glorious land, and in his hand shall be 

17 annihilation. And he shall set his face to come with the 
strength of his whole kingdom, rbut shall instead make 
an_ agreement with him :1 3 and he shall give him the 
daughter of women, to destroy it ; • but it shall not 

18 stand, neither shall it come to pass. After this shall 
he turn his face to the isles, and shall take many : 

Restored Text MT 

r 8 c-d rbut a chief shall put 18 c-d But a chief shall cause 
an end to his contumely the reproach offered by him 
(even) unto annihJJation: yea to cease : tyea moreovert 
he shall requite him with his he shall cause his reproach 
own contumely 7.~ to turn upon him. 

19 Then he shall turn his face toward the fortresses of his 
own land : but he shall stumble and fall, and shall not be 

20 found. Then shall stand up in hi~ place one that shall 
cause an exactor to pass through with royal splendour: 
but within a few days he shall be destroyed, neither in 

21 anger,• nor in battle. And in his place shall stand up 
a contemptible person, upon whom had not been bestowed 
the honour of the kingdom : but he shall come in time of 

1 So Th. (also LXX though corrupt). 
2 MT adds 'not ' against LXX and Th. 
3 So LXX, Th., and Vulg. MT reads corruptly 'and upright ones with 

him and he shall do'. See p. 290. 
4 ' Destroy it'. Seep. 290 seq. 
6 So by means of the Versions I emend 18",d. For a discussion of this 

difficult passage see p. 292 seqq. Bevan's emendation does not account for 
the MT nor for the Versions, nor yet does that of Marti. 

• Rather 'not in a fair face to face encounter'. See p. 296 seq. 
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22 security, and shall obtain the kingdom by flatteries. 1 And 
2 armies shall be utterly swept away 2 from before him, 
and shall be broken ; yea also the prince of the covenant. 

23 And from the time they shall 
make a league with him he shall 

23b work deceitfully: for he shall 
take the field tand become 

24 strong with a small people. In 
time of security he shall attack 
even the fattest places of the 
provincet; 3 and he shall do 

Restored Text 23b-24• 
based on the LXX. 

'And he shall (take the 
field) with a small force 
unexpectedly against a 
mighty force (and) Jay 
waste a province.' 

that which his fathers have not done, nor his fathers' 
fathers; he shall scatter among them prey, and spoil, and 
substance: yea, he shall devise his devices against the 

25 strongholds, even for a time. And he shall stir up his 
power and his courage against the king of the south with 
a great army ; and the king of the south shall war in 
battle with an exceeding great and mighty army: but he 
shall not stand, for they shall devise devices against him, 

26 and 'his anxieties shall wear him out and shall work his 
ruin 1 , 

4 and his army 5 shall be swept away 5 
: and many 

shall fall down slain. 
27 And as for both these kings, their hearts shall be to do 

mischief, and they shall speak lies at one table : but it 
shall not prosper; for yet the end shall be at the time 

28 appointed. And he shall return into his land with great 
substance ; and his heart shall be against the holy 
covenant; and.he shall do {his pleasure) and return to his 

1 The MT word is here a corruption of the original and shorter form 

n,p~n.J. · 
2 So Bevan by emending l:ll;?l?i1 into !:jb~;:t- MT reads 'with the arms of 

a flood shall they be swept away'. See p. 298. 
3 So MT. In the margin I have given a possible restoration of the text 

based on the LXX. This would probably mean that Antiochus with a small 
following of the people would reduce the entire people and lay Palestine 
waste. The reference to Palestine, if correctly interpreted, would be 
proleptic here. See p. 299 seq. Bevan transposes the vav in 24• and 
renders 'and by stealth he shall assail the mightiest men of (each) province' 
(comparing 825). Text uncertain. 

4 So LXX and Th. MT corrupt: 'yea they that eat his meat shall work 
his ruin.' See p. 302 seqq. 

5 So Bevan, Driver, &c. point the text. MT reads 'shall overflow 1• 
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29 own land. At the time appointed he shall return, and 
come into the south; but it shall not be in the latter time 

30 as it was in the former. For MT 
' those who go forth from the Kittian ships. 
west 1 shall come against him ; and he shall be cowed 
and shall return, and have indignation against the holy 
covenant, and shall do (his pleasure): and, he shall return 
and have regard unto them that forsake the holy covenant. 

31 And armies sent by him shall make a stand, and they 
shall profane the sanctuary, even the fortress, and shall 
take away the daily burnt offering, and they shall set up 

32 a horror that appalleth. And such as do wickedly against 
the covenant shall he pervert by flatteries : but the people 
that know their God shall be strong, and do (well). 

33 And they that be wise among the people shall instruct the 
many: yet they shall fall by the sword and by flame, by 

34 captivity and by spoil (many) days. Now when they shall 
be overthrown they shall be holpen with a little help : and 

34h 2 there shall join them many MT 
rin the city and many 1 in rtheir 34 b' Many shall join them-

35 several homesteads 1. 2 And selves to them with 
35b some of them that be wise flatteries.' 

s shall be wise so as to refine MT 35b shall fall, to refine 
and make themselves pure, 3 to amongst them and to 
the time of the end: because purify [and to make 
it is yet for the time appointed. them white.] 

36 And the king shall do according to his will; and he shall 
exalt himself and magnify himself above every god, and 
shall speak marvellous things against • a God of gods : 4 

and he shall prosper till the indignation be accomplished: 
37 for that which is determined shall be done. Neither 

shall he regard the gods of his fathers, nor the desire ~f 

1 See note on p. 305 for this emendation of the corrupt MT. 
2 See note p. 310 seq. for this emendation on the basis of the LXX. 
3 See note on p. 3n-12 for this emendation of the text on the basis of 

the LXX. See 1210• 

• I. e. 01,~ ,~. Contrast Deut. 1017, Ps. 1362, where the article before 

tl1i1?~ gives the sense 'the God of gods', i.e. tl1i1,Ni1 ,;,,N. The Seer 
is writing from the standpoint of Antiochus, just as in 2 47 (see note on 
Transl.) he is writing from that of Nebuchadnezzar, and so describes the 
God of Israel as a 'God of gods', i. e. p,1,N n,~. Cf. 2 4 ~ also. 
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women, nor regard any god : for he shall magnify himself 
38 above all. But instead thereof shall he honour the god 

of fortresses : yea, a god whom his fathers knew not shall 
he honour with gold, and silver, and with precious 
stones and pleasant things. 

MT 
39 And he shall use for 39 And he shall deal with the 

the strongest fortresses 1 the strongest fortresses by the 
people 1 of a strange god ; help of a strange god ; 
whomsoever he recognizes, he shall honour highly: and he 
shall cause them to rule over the many, and shall divide the 

40 land for a price. And at the time of the end shall the king 
of the south make a thrust against him: and the king of the 
north shall storm against him with chariots, and horse
men, and with many ships; and he shall enter into the 
tcountriest 2 and shall overwhelm and pass through. 

41 And he shall come into the glorious land, and 3 tens of 
thousands 3 shall be overthrown : yet these shall be 

42 delivered out of his hand,• He shall stretch forth his 
hand also upon the countries : and the land of the south 5 

43 shall not escape. And he shall have power over the 
treasures of gold and silver, and over all the precious 
things of the south.• 

44 But tidings out of the east and out of the north shall 
alarm him : and he shall go forth with great fury to 

45 destroy and exterminate many. And he shall plant the 
tents of his palace between the sea and the glorious holy 
mountain ; yet he shall come to his end and none shall 
help him. 

1 Seep. 316 seq. for the above emendation. 
2 On a possible restoration of this unsatisfactory text see p. 319. 
3 So De Wette, Bevan, &c. emend the MT which reads' many (lands)'. 
• MT adds here against the universal usage of apocalyptic the names of 

the contemporary and immediate enemies of the Jews, when they were 
warring against Antiochus. The addition is: 'Edam and Moab and the 
chief of the children of Ammon.' See pp. 3r9-20. 

6 MT interprets this word and reads ' Egypt', see p. 321 and note. 
6 MT and Versions add the gloss 'And the Libyans and the Ethiopians 

shall be in his train ', a gloss as unjustifiable in this literature as in that in 
r 141• Here also all the authorities have interpreted the word 'south' as 
Egypt. See note on n 8 • 
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And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great 
prince which standeth for the children of thy people : 
and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was 
since there was a nation even to that same time: and at 
that time thy people shall be delivered, every one that 

2 shall be found written in the book. And many of them 
that sleep in the 1 dust of the earth 1 shall awake, some to 

3 everlasting life, and some to 2 everlasting rejection.2 And 
they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the 
firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness as 

4 the stars for ever and ever. But thou, 0 Daniel, shut up 
the words and seal the book even unto the time of the 
end : tand many shall run to and fro and knowledge 
shall be increasedt. 3 

SECTION X 0 

i.e. Chapter XII. 5-10. 
5-7. Vision ef other two angels, one of whom states the duration 
ef the troubles just fore told. 8-9. The Seer declares his inability 
to understand the thi'ngs wht"ch he has fust heard and asks for an 
explanation of them. But the angel refuses save in that he repeats 
what has been already said in XI. 35, that the time of the end 
would be a time of trial and probation. [rr-13. Two later and 
successive additions designed to extend the period of IIJO days, 
which were to elapse before the advent of the Kingdom on earth, 
first to 1290 .and then to 1335, in order to bring the prophecy 
into accord wz'th history. 13. Promt'se to the Seer that he w11t 
live to see and inherit ht"s lot in the coming Kingdom.] 

1 So LXX, Th., Pesh., Vulg. MT reads ' land of dust'. 
2 For the grounds for this text see note in /oc. The MT and the Versions 

take different directions. The difficulty arose from the word ~Nii. MT= 
'to shame (and) everlasting rejection'. Here the first word was a marginal 
interpretation of the second, which was incorporated into the text without 
a copula. The LXX gives three interpretations of this word, one of which 
is right : Th. omits the right interpretation and reproduces the two wrong· 
interpretations. See p. 328 seq. T. Benj. IOs supports in using this passage 
the contrast of only the two opposites 'life' and ' rejection'. See Introd., 
§ r4. h. Comm., p. 323 ad med. : 328 sq. 

3 So MT. This thought seems wholly out of place. If we follow the 
LXX we obtain a text which is absolutely in keeping with the eschatological 
thought of the time: 'till the many become apostates and the earth is filled 
with iniquity.' The darkest hour ushers in the dawn. See p. 331 sqq. 
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5 Then I Daniel looked, and behold, there stood other two, 

the one on the brink of the river on this side, and the 
6 other on the brink of the river on that side. And I said 1 

to the man clothed in linen, which was above the waters 
of the river,· How long shall it be to the end of the 

7 wonders? And I heard the man clothed in linen, which 
was above the waters of the river, when he held up his 
right hand and his left hand unto heaven, and sware by 
him that liveth for ever that it shall be for a time, times, 
and an half; 2 and when the power of the sbatterer of the 
holy people shall came ta an end 2 all these things shall be 

8 finished. And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, 
0 my lord, what is the interpretations of these things? 

9 And he said, Go thy way, Daniel : for the words are shut 
10 up and sealed till the time of the end : • rtill7 many refine 

and make themselves pure; 4 And the wicked shall do 
wickedly; for none of the wicked shall understand : but 
they that be wise shall understand. 

Here the book ends, and ends-not with the promise of 
future blessedness to a solitary individual ; for that had already 
been declared to be the guerdon of all that had been faithful 
at a great cost (122). The book closes with the further promise 
of spiritual enlightenment to the divinely wise on the vexed and 
dark questions of God's dealings with the faithful and the world 
at large. It marks a great advance. As God is sole ruler of 
the world, all history is one and all the kingdoms of the earth 
subserve His will, and eternal life and divine wisdom are the 
heritage of all that render Him pre-eminent service. 

1 So LXX-a reading required also by the context. MT = ' (one) said'. 
See p. 333 sq. 

2 Text as emended by Bevan on the basis of the LXX, which needs 
however to be corrected otherwise than he assumes. MT = 'And when 
they have made an end of breaking in pieces the power of the holy people'. 
According to the emended text the duration of the oppression-a½ years
and the oppressor are here mentioned together as in 725• See p. 334 sq. 

s So LXX. MT=' end'· See p. 335 sqq. 
4 So LXX. MT ' Many shall purify themselves [ and make themselves 

white] and be refined'. Here as in u 85 there is an interpolated clause in 
the MT. But the order of the words here is likewise wrong. The 'smelting 1 

or 'refining' should precede as in uSli 'the purifying'. Seep. 337. The 
' till' is preserved in the LXX and implied in Th. 
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(First Appendix XII. 11 added by the Author to brt'ng his predictz'on 
into accordance with h£story by ad.fourning the date of its 
fulfilment.) 

11 And from the time that the daily burnt-offering shall be 
taken away, and a horror that appalleth set up, there 
shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days. 

(Second Appendix XII. 12-13 made by a contemporary interpotator 
on the failure of the emended prediction i'n XII. I 1.) 

12 Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand 
three hundred and five and thirty days. 

13 But go thou thy way 1 and take thy rest, for thou shalt 
stand in thy lot,2 at the end of the days. 

1 MT adds against LXX and Th. 'to the end ', i. e. till the end be. 
2 I. e. shalt live to inherit everlasting blessedness in the coming Kingdom 

on earth. Even S. Paul thought, according to his earlier Epistles, that he 
would live till the actual second Advent of Christ, and without passing 
through the gate of death become a citizen of the everlasting Kingdom of 
Christ. The words ' stand in thy lot' imply that the Seer will survive the 
coming of the Kingdom : not that he shall rise to share in it as it is uni
versally taken. Seep. 341. Here the interpolator has fallen from the role of 
one writing as it were from the 6th cent. B.c., and writes as a contemporary 
of the Maccabees and the real writer of the book. Hence the promise to 
the Seer that he will survive to inherit the Kingdom. 10ll is not used of the 
resurrection from the dead. The interpolator should have used fi' Till 'time 
of the end ' which in our author is always used eschatologically, as the 
following notes will show. 

It is important for the student of Daniel to recognize these facts, as no 
lexicon or commentary has hitherto done so. 

r•. 'End of the days' (tiio•;, nip, 1 18 : cf. r~, 15 : in Aramaic N'O'' niri' 
431 (34l). This phrase is never used eschatologically in our author and never 
refers to the advent of the kmgdom. But the interpolator did not recognize 
this fact and took this phrase to be synonymous with 'the time of the end', 
i.e. fi' ny. See 4° below. Our author always uses the phrase 'end of 
the days' to mark the close of some definite crisis in the lives of the 
personalities with whom he deals. 

2°.' End of years' (tl•~V fi'l• This phrase has no eschatological meaning 
in our author but is used practically in the same sense as phrase 1°. 

3°. 'The latter days' (N'O'' n•'1nN 2 28 : tl'tl'1"1 Ti•'1nN 1014). This phrase 
is used eschatologically in our author, as embracing the final period of history 
preceding the advent of the kingdom ; also the emended text of 926 • 

ti•ny;, ri':1 : see p. 3s2 n. 6. 
4°. 'Time of the end' (fi' TiY). This phrase is always used eschatologi

cally in our author and refers definitely to the advent of the kingdom : 
cf. 817, u 86, '", 12•, •. This is the phrase the interpolator would have used, 
had he been familiar with our author's usage. 



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA 

The Prophets were not thinkers but mystics and forthtellers 
of the will of God, and dealt mainly with the present duties and 
destinies of man. The Apocalyptists were thinkers and sought 
to expla£n all history as a un£ty. The greatest of them, as our 
author, combined the teachings of Prophecy and Apocalyptic. 
So far as we know, he was the first to recognize this unity. 

Owing to their lack of metaphysical gifts and their belief that 
the gifts of Prophecy had died out before the second century B.c., 
the educated Jews set no value on the lessons of Apocalyptic. 
The book of Daniel, written by the Great Unknown, was not 
recognized by the Massoretes as having a place among the 
lowliest of the prophets: even amongst the Hagiographa he was 
generally placed by them amongst the last three writers. In 
short the Massoretes were unable to appreciate Apocalyptic and 
were in fact ignorant of its gifts and character. 

In profound contrast stands the judgement of the Early 
Christian Church. Not only did it admit this Great Unknown 
among the prophets, but dividing the prophets into two groups
the Four Major and the Twelve Minor-they actually included 
the Great Unknown in the first group. Who was answerable 
in the Christian Church for this? The Christian Church was 
right. Daniel is the only prophet who dealt with life both 
here and hereafter. 

P. 283, I. 8 for us,29 read u8,29,42,4s_ 

P. 283, I. 18 delete the arti'cle before b'i~o. 

P. 287, I. 13 ab imo for 1J1n11 read 01ny;i. 

P. 3n, I. 10 ab imo for oi:i~ read b3:J~. 
P. 3u, I. 6 ab imo for ed. read rd. 
P. 313, I. 13 ab imo transpose Sir. 377 and Dan. n 36 e. 

P. 315, I. 19 for the read a. 
P. 315, I. 21 add: see note on n 37 (Trans!.). 
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P. 324, I. 4 ab imo for Again in 1213 owing to the interpolation 
of 1211, 12 read In 1213 which is also as 1211 , 12 interpolated. 

P. 328, I. 18 for itll,' read ~iEl:l/. 

P. 328, 1. 22 for 'iol,' becomes a synonym ' read ' iol,' wrongly 
becomes a synonym'. 

P. 328, Il. 4, 8 ab imo for i!Elin:, read n,~,n:,. 

P. 329, I. 10 for cnropav read 0"11"0pav alwvwv. 

P. 341, I. 12 for in read after. 
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281-8, 305, 319-21 

as distinguished essentially from 
prophecy, Introd. § 3. b 

Apollonius, governor of Coele-Syria 
296 

Aramaic, eastern and western, origin
ally one and the same : Introd 
§ 18; 20-30 

Aramaisms 1 10 (ti:,r), 13, g2, 5
1 10111 21 (bis), 

11 11,12~11,24(?), 122ts(so LXX): lntrod 
§ 22 

Arbela, battle of 201 
Arioch 2 14 

Artaxerxes 273 
Ashpenaz 1 3 t 
Assumpt. of Moses 170 
Astyages 138 
Azariah 1 6 al. 

Baal of heaven 252 
Babylon, conquest of 112 
Babylonian Historical Texts (ed. 

Sydney Smith) 108 
2 Baruch 171 
Bath-kol 90 
bear, symbol of Median Empire 75 

beast, fourth, i. e. Greek Empire 77, 11 

beasts, the four, from the sea 73 

'before' a divine or semi-divine being, 
'to speak' 67 (6J (so rightly LXX), 
11 (lOJ, 12 cnJ, 14 (13J &c. : Introd. 
§ 20. W. 

but when respect is lacking' to speak 
to' 616 <15J ; Introd. § 20. w. 

Bel, temple of, in Elymais 294 
Belshazzar, son of Nabuna'id, vassal 

king of Babylon 51, 108-113 
Bel teshazzar I 7 , 2 26 al. 
Berenice, daughterof PtolemyII, Phil., 

married to Antiochus II 278-80 
Berosus 4, 110, 141 
Beryl 106 

* Although the words in brackets have been lost in the MT and Versions, 
they are preserved in Clem. Alex. Paed. ii. ro ciur.l rraJ..aiv, 7Jµepwv: also in LXX, 
Dan. 713• In any case they must be restored. 

t The form !J!:lCt( appears in an incantation text found in Nippur as Montg. 
in his Aram. Incant. Texts 145 shows. 
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bibliography : lntrod. § 27 
book of destinies of the world to be 

shut up and sealed 121, 9 

life 121 n. 
books of judgement 710 n. 
Books, the, i. e. the Canonical Scrip

tures 9 2 n. 

Cambyses 145, 273, 281 
Canopus, Decree of 281 
Captain of the guard 2 11 

Carchemish, battle of 4 
Chaldeans, as an ethnic designation 

1• n., 5so, 91 
denoting astrologers 2 2, al. 

Chasidim 309 sq. 
'chief princes' (i. e. archangels) 1013 n. 
Chronological Tables : Introd. § 23 
chronology of O.T. between Exile and 

Daniel incorrect 244 sq. 
Cleopatra, sister of Antioch. Epiph., 

married to Ptolemy Epiph. 290 sq. 
clouds, on the 713 n. 

twitht the 713 n. 
Coele-Syria and Palestine-source 

of strife between Syria and Egypt 
278, 285 

Commentaries, recent, on Daniel : 
lntrod. § 27 

concubines 52 n. 
cornet 35 

counsellors 3• n., 24, al. 
covenant, the holy 1128, 927 n. 
Cyaxares 138 
Cyrus 121, 629 (28J, iol 
conquests of 84 n. 
'King of Persia '-a wrong designa

tion after his conquest of Babylon* 
101 n. 

Annalistic Tablet of, § 26 
Cyrus Cylinder 141 : Introd. § 26 

Daniel written originally in Aramaic: 
Introd. § 6. After undergoing dis
location from its original context 
after 2 49 • and other evils incident 

to its secret origin, its secret re
production by skilled and unskilled 
copyists, and its circulation, it was 
in part rendered into Hebrew 
between 161-153 B.c. by three 
translators, to whom we owe res
pectively 1-240, 8-ro, 12, and 11, 
l-3,195sq., 268-9: In trod.§§ 9-11 

date of: Introd. §§ I. a, 16, 17, 20 

allusions to, in later literature : in 
Sibylline Oracles, 1 Enoch, 1 Mace., 
Test. XII Patriarch, Jubilees, Pss., 
Solomon, Wisdom, Zadokite Frag
ments, 2 Baruch, 4 Ezra, N.T.: 
Introd. § r6. 2. 

Aram., misuse of apocalyptic forms 
in: Introd. § 14. m, 372 n. 8 

didactic aims 18, 57-8, 84, 113-14, 
146 

dislocations of text : In trod, § 14. g: 
Introd. § 14. l 

divided into ten Sections each defi
nitely dated : lntrod. § 4 

doctrines, characteristic, of: Introd. 
§ 24 

firstto recognize the unity of all history 
-and not a Greek or any other 
historian: In trod. § 3. a, p. xxv 

interpolations in MT of: Introd. § 14. h 
lacunae in 8, 591 86, 129, 150 (?), 

163 
master of the magicians 4 6<9J, 511 

misuse of Hebrew words : Introd. 
§ r4. k 

wrong order of words in MT: Introd. 
§ I. 

narratives and visions-dated : In
trod. § 4 

pseudonym of, chosen by our author 
-not to be identified with any of 
the three Daniels in O.T. 1 6 n. 

replacement of one word by another 
in MT, having a different or wrong 
meaning: Introd. § 14. i 

textual authorities of, in genealogical 
table : Introd. § 15 

* Cyrus King of Anshan became ' King of Persia' in the ninth year of his 
reign (See Annalistic Tablet, cxxii sq.). He and his successors were called 
' Kings of Persia' only according to Hellenistic usage in order to distinguish 
them from the Greek dynasties that took their place. 
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Theology of: lntrod. § 24 
Versions of: Introd. § 13 

Daphne, games at 317 
Darius Codomannus 201 

Hystaspes 144, 148, 198, 273 
the Median Darius-a mythical per

sonage 139-46 ; seeks to set Daniel 
over the empire 64(3) 7 and succeeds 
in doing so 629(28) 

days, the latter, 2 28 • 

determinism in apocalyptic: Introd. 
§§ 3. d: 24. d 

decision 357 n. 2 

deputies 32,3,27, 68 

determiners or soothsayers 227, 44, 57, 11 

dualism in D. : Introd. § 24, d 
dulcimer (or bagpipe)= uvµ,pMJEa 3 5 n. 
Dura 31 

Eagle 74 

edicts, royal 329-30, 331-33 (4s'°, p. 362), 
626-27 (211-26) 

[Edom] r r 41 n. 4 
tEgyptt-an interpretation of the 

symbolic term 'south' u 8, 42 ,<' 

Elam 82 

Elymais invaded by Antiochus 203 
empire, the fourth- the Greek 167-8 
later but wrong interpretation of 

168-72 
empires, the four-Babylonian, Me

dian, Persian, Greek 166-72 
enchanters 2 2 n. al. 
'End of the days '-in non-eschato

logical sense ltl'O'il r,~p) r18, 

481(34) 

- years r5, n 13 

wrongly used tJIOln n, 1213 

in eschatological sense (tl'O'il r,1inN) 
1014 (Hehr.), 2 28 (NIOl' r,1int-t 
Aram.) 

'End, time of the' (=advent of the 
Kingdom) ri' nl/-eschatological 
sense 817, u 35,•0, _r2 4, 9, 394 n. 2 

I End of the times' (tl'nl)n l'i' MT) 
n 19 , 387 n. 4 

Enoch, r and 2 91, 168, 179, 181-3, 
184,185,187,221,262,266,309, 
310, 326, 327 

l' Entreat the favour of'] 913 n. 
[Ethiopians] u•s 
Eulaeus 302 
Evil-Merodach 57, 110, 114 
Ezra Biblical--much earlier than D.: 

Introd. § 17 
Ezra, Fourth 169, al. 

family, solidarity of the-entailing 
community of punishment 6 25<24 > n. 

fasting as a preparation for a vision 
g', Jos. 

foods, unclean ,s-io 

Gabriel 815- 19 n., 921 

interprets the 70 weeks 923 ·-•7 

Gaza, battle of (3r2 B. c.) 278 
'gate ' of the king 55 
Gehenna, specific character of, due to 

a false etymology 122, 329 

God, i. e. the true God (tl1il,Nil always 
with the art.) r 2, 9, 17 g",[111 

God of gods, a (l'il'N n,t-t), i. e. the 
God of Israel fromNebuchadnezzar's 
standpoint 2 47 

(O•,~ ,t-t) * the God of Israel from 
Antiochus's standpoint rr 36 

God of heaven, the, (N'OC' il'N) t 
218 n. 

god, a strange n 3• 

god of fortresses rr 38 

governor 32 al. 
Grammars ( Semitic) of Daniel: lntrod. 

§ 27 
Greece, King of, 821 

glorious land, the 89, rr1~, 41 

holy mountain, i. e. Mt. Zion u 45 

Gubaru or Gobryas 112, 144, 145, 149 

Hananiah r 6 al. 
hand = power rr16 

harp («/Oapi<) 35 

hats 321 

* Contrast Dent. ro17, Ps. 1362 t11n,Nil 'il'N 'the God of gods'. 
t The same phrase occurs in Cowley 302, 27- 28, 323-5. 
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[head, vts1ons of the J 228°-non

Semitic expression, 349 n. 2--
22s, 42(5), 7(10), 10(13) 71,15 

heart=intellect 413(16), 74 

heavenly tablets 266 : n. on 1021 

heavens= God 4 28(2i) n. Here only 
inO.T. 

Hebraisms 210, 4"<87>, 523 

Hebrew, late, of 11, 268-9 
Hebrew sections of Daniel from three 

translators of original Aramaic : 
Introd. § ro 

Heliodorus 173, 295 sqq. 
Hellenizing party 249 sq., 307 
Herald 34 

he-goat, i. e. Alexander the Great 
85-7,21 

[I_Iidde½:el] 10'-

'holy gods, the, [4°(8), 6(9), lo(JSJJ, 511,1, 
'holy one'= angel 410<1s), sis 
'holy ones' or 'saints' = glorified 

Israel 718 · 

Hophals 433(36): 9 times in D : once 
in E. : Introd. § 20. / 

horn, great, the, i. e. Alexander the 
Great 85, 8, 21 

little, the, i.e. Antiochns Epiphanes 78 

horns, the ten 77-172 sq. 
'horror that appalleth' 9S1 n. (251-2), 

n 81 (307-8), [r211] = image and 
altar of Zeus in Temple. 

host of heaven =the people of God 
810: cf. 718118 nn •. 

prince of the, i. e. God 811 

'hour, in the same' 55 n.: Introd. 
§ 20. q 

'house of God 1 = late for ' house of 
Yahweh' r•, 10 

houses to be made a dunghill 26 

images erected by Babylonian kings 
56-7 

interpolations. See under ' Daniel ' : 
Introd. § r4. h 

Ipsus, battle of, (3or B.c.), 202, 278 

Jason, high-priest 246, 307 
Jehoiakim r1 

Jeremiah's prophecy of restoration 
after seventy years 9?., 225-6 

Jewish chronology, errqrs in, 244-6 
Judah, exiles of 225 ; cf. 1 3 n. 
Judas Maccabaeus 309-10 
Jupiter Capitolinus 316 (11 88). 

Justin Martyr 183 : preserves frag
ment of pre-Theodotion Version: 
Introd. § 25 

J ussives in eastern and western 
Aramaic: Introd.20.s, 416(19), 5l0(bi,J 

misuse ofjussivesin Hebrew (9times) 
II 4 n .. 

King=kingdom 8 20 n. 
King of kings, the- a Persian title 

237 n. 

Kingdom of God-an everlasting one 
2'-4, [ 481(34)), 627(26) 

the Saints which is God's kingdom
an everlasting one 718, 27 

Kingdoms, the four : see 'Empires ' 
tKittimt a late gloss or a corruption 

1 r30 n. 

Labynetus, i.e. Nabtma'id 109 
Land, the glorious 89, u16, 41 

Latter days, i.e. end of the days 228, 

1014 : 394 n. 2 

Law, the, i. e. the Jewish religion 
66(5), 725 

Leopard, symbol of Persian empire 
169 

[Libyans] n-13, 391 n. 6 
life everlasting 122 

[liveth for ever, He J 4 3'(S4) 

Living God, the 620(19) 

Maccabees, the 309 (u34) 

Macedonian empire, the, 46 (2•0), 49, 
277 sq. 

divided into four empires 49 (:a41 ), 

277 sq. 
Magicians 22 al. 
Magnesia, battle of (r90 B. c.) 29r sq. 
'make it his aim• -contrast Hebrew in 

18 and II 17 

mantels 321 

marriages of the Seleucidae and the 
Ptolemies 49 (243), 278 (n6), 290 
(n17-text corrupt), 388 n. 3 
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Massoretic text-wholly secondary
a medley of conflicting revisions 
4-6, 79 sqq., 119-28, 146 ad.fin.: 
lntrod. § r4, 151 sqq. 

corrupt in at least 46 passages : 
lntrod. xiv. a-j 

conflates two distinct types of text in 
64C3), 29 : see p. 150 sqq. 

dislocates the text often : Introd, 
§ r4. a and references 

interpolates the text very frequently : 
Introd, § 14. hand references 

interprets text where it should re
produce the original rr 8, 29,4z," 

misuses words and phrases: Iutrod. 
14. k, m and references : 341 ad 
fin. : 372 n. 3 : 394 n. 2 

uses phrases in later or wrong order : 
Introd. § r4. l 

Mattathias 309 
Medes designated as Persians by 

Greek writers 137 (528 n.) 
regarded by our author as conquerors 

of Babylon 139 sq. 
Media, sketch of history of 138 

Median empire, mythical, of Darius 
the Mede 46 (239 n.), 139-46, 
177 

tMelzart=' steward'? rll, 16 

mene, te~el, peres 5115- 28 , 133-7 
Menelaus of Benjamin 247 
Meshach, i e. Mishael 1 7, 249 al. 
Michael 101S n., 421 , 121 

Mishael 1 6, 7, 11, 19 

[Moab] u•1, 320 n. 2, 391 n. 4 
Most High 4uc11J, 21(24) al., 71s, 2a 

God 316 n., 5 18, 21 

most holy place 924 n. 
mourning precedes vision 102 

N abopolassar 4 
Nabu-balatsu-ikbi, father of Nabun'aid 

who was the father of Belshazzar 
116 

Nabuna'id (Nabonnedus, Nabonedus, 
Nabannedochns) last native king of 
Babylonia 84, 110 

name changed on special occasions 
l8(1 7 n) 

namesofthetrueGod: Lord (~J,~) 1 2 

only 
See 'God', 'God of gods, a', 'God 

of heaven, the' 
'named N.'-In all earlier writings= 

i'IOei N. or conversely N. i'IOei-an 
id·i~m unknown in D., which ;_yould 
render ' N. i10t!/ ~,' : cf, 2 26 , 45, 1•, 

ro 1 points to yet another idiom : 
Introd. 20. z 

national, instead of symbolic, designa
tions cannot Le ·used in visions, 
only when the reference is to times 
long anterior to the actual time of 
the Seer 270-1, 281-3 

Nebuchadnezzar the King-invariable 
order of words in Older Aramaic, 
i. e. before 250 or possibly 200 a.c. 
Converse and later order once in 
three times in Dan. t 60 (31 n ) : 
Intro d. § 20. dd * 

Nergalsharezer, i. e. NeriglissarllO 
North, king of the-one of the Seleu

cidae 288, n6,7,s,u,13,l5,<0(2) t 

'obeyed thy command' -an emenda-
tion 3 12 614 (66 sq., 158)! 

officers of the king-eight classes 77-9 

' on the clouds ' J13 

One like-sons of men rol6 

the appearance of a man 1018 

* Bauer-Leander is here wrong. 'King David' (i\"l 1,r-1,1) is early classical 
Hebrew, but not classical Aram. In the later books of the O.T. the Hebrew 

order is usually' David the King' (1'Di1 "'l). 
t Observe that the translators of lhe Aramaic never interpret ' King of the 

North ' as one of the Seleucids, though they interpret ' King of the South' four 
times as 'King of Egypt'· . 

! It would be wiser to read ll1r-lnt!I~ t-i:, in both _these passages instead of 
ll1r-lt!I t-i, which I have proposed in the sense of 'they have not obeyed '-which 
the Versions require, 

3286 nd 
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(one like unto) a man I05 

(one like unto) an ancient of days 79, 

372 n. 8 
Onias III 204, 248-7 (926) 

Order of verb in relation to subject or 
object late in D. : contrast Older 
Aram. : Introd. § in 

Order of words, wrong in 415(18): 

Introd. § 14. l 

palace (11"'\\:::l)-or rather ' fortress' 82 

Paneion (Fanion, Paneas), battle of 
(r98 B, c.) 278, 287 

' Peoples, nations, languages' 34, 7, 19 

al., 7H 
Persian Empire 46 (239), 167 sqq. 
Persian words 61 sq. 
Participles used very frequently as 

finite verbs in D., a sign of late 
origin : lntrod. § 20. ee 

petition or rather 'decision ' 357 n. 2, 

4H(l7J 

Philip of Macedon 287 
Philo Biblius quoted on divine names 

78 
pipe 35 n. 
Popilius Laenas 306 ( 1130) 
Porphyry 318 
prayer-three times a day towards 

Jerusalem 611 (lO), H(l3) 

presidents, the three 63(2) 

prince, i. e. an angel 1 2 1 

of the kingdom of Persia 1013 

of the covenant, i. e. Onias III 11 22 

of the host, i.e. God 811 

of princes, ,, ,, 325 

prophets alone of all the official classes 
never blamed in our author 910 n. 

psaltery 35 n, 
Ptolemies and Seleucidae contend for 

possession of Palestine 276 sq. 
Ptolemy I Lagi 277 sq. (n") 

U Philadelphus 278-80 
(11 6) 

III Euergetes I 280-81 (II 
7-8) 

IV Philopator 284-86 ( II 
10-12) 

V Epiphanes 287-90 (11 
13-18) 

VI Philometor 301, 302 al. 

Ptolemy Physcon (i. e. Euergetes II) 
304 (rr 27) 

Preposition with suffix before noun to 
give emphasis: Introd. § 20. q 

repeated with suffix before noun : 
In trod. § 20. q 

proleptic use of suffix introducing 
genitive : lntrod. § 20, p 

pronouns peculiar to D. : Introd. 20. h 
adfin. 

Ram with two horns-symbol of 
Persia and Media 83 

Raphia, battle of (217 B. c.) (u1~) 

Rejection, everlasting (!:l,ll!t il!!t"'\i) 122 

wrong derivation of this phrase leads 
to false doctrine of Gehenna 329 

'received the kingdom '-a phrase not 
implying delegated authority 140 

resurrection H12• (131, 326-9, 341 
'riddles• 512 

righteous, two classes of the pre
eminently 330-1 

righteousness-its meaning of alms
giving in late Hebrew and Aramaic 
42<(s1J, 97 sq. 

river, the ("'\l!t11'1), i. e. the Euphrates
not the Nile-in our text 10', r25 n. 

frivert Ulai-rather 'water gate of 
the Ulai ' 82 n. 

sackbut 35 n. 
saints (or 'holy ones') of the Most 

High, i. e. God's people as distin
guished from the other peoples of 
the earth 714,18, 25 ; 187-8, 191 

satraps 32 n. al. 
Scipio, Lucius Cornelius 291 (118) 
Scopas 287 sq. al. 
sea, the, the source of the world 

empires 7', 189-91 
seas, the, i.e. the Mediterranean u'5 

Seleucidae and Ptolemies, inter
marriage of the 49 (2431 11s, 11) 

Seleucus I Nicator 277 
II Calliuicus 280, 284 

III Ceraunos 284 
IV Philopator 294 sq. 

seventh week 926- 7, 244 sqq, 
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seventy years, interpretation of the 92 

i. e. weeks of years 9 24- 27, 242-52 
Shadrach 1 7, 18 
tsheath, itst read ' therewith' 71G, 

188 sq., 373 n. ? 

sheriffs 32 n. al. 
Shinar 1 2, 10-11 
Shushan 82 n. = 'fortress' 198 
Sibylline Oracles quoted 167 
Sidon-' a well-fenced city' 288 
Solomon, Pss. of 170 
' Son of man' • one like unto a' 

(t:'JN iJ.:J), i. e. the glorified Israel 
713, 187 

(J:l"!~ jJ), i.e. Daniel 817 
soothsayers 511 

sorcerers 2 2 n, 
South-symbol for Fgypt rr 8,29,•2, 4S 

South, king of the, one of the Ptolemies 
u5, a, 9, 11, 14, (15), 25 (bis), 40, (42), (43), 

281-3 
'spells, loosing of' 511 n, 
stars-symbolizing glorified Israelites 

122 

stand ("!OJ1) before= to attend on and 
other meanings, 16, 324 ad fin. 

Suffix ending in m never occurs in 
D., though frequently in earlier 
writings and the more often the 
earlier the writing : Introd. § 20. i 

symbols used in Apocalyptic 281-3 

Tabae in Persia 322 
tablets, the heavenly 288 sq (1021 •) 

Tammuz 318 (n37) 

t~.\<el 5 211- 28, 133-7 
Temple, desecration of the a11-1s, 

204-11 
Ten Tribes, apostasy of, unknown to 

our author 12 sq. 
Textual authorities of D. in genealogical 

table: Introd. § r5 
Thermopylae, defeat of Antiochus at, 

291 
thousand, two, and three hundred 

evenings and mornings 814, 212 
Thracian Chersonese 291 
'three, one of' 57, 126 

Tiberius Gracchus, embassage of 
318 II. 

time of the end, (Yi' nv = n1,nN rw 
Aram. ?) used eschatologically 817, 

19 l"ll.'10), us;, •o, y2 <,9, 11sJ, 394 n, 2 

time of trouble 121 

times= years 4 13<16l 
times, i. e. set times for Jewish worship 

(r:iol) 7'2", 194 
times, three, and a half 725, 127, 

Tobiadae 288 
transgression that appalleth 813 : see 

'horror that appalleth ' 
trousers 321 n. 
transformation of t into "! final and 

complete in D. : Introd. § 20. e: 
p. lxxxv 

Ulai 82,16, i. e. the Eulaeus, 199, 213 
unclean meats 19 
unity of all history-recognized first 

by our author and not by Greek, 
Roman, or other historians: In trod. 
§ 3• a, p. XXV 

tUphazt Io5, 384 n 2 

vav apodosiswith Impf. three times in 
1-24• but not once in 8-12, 6-9 

Versions of Daniel: Introd, § 13 
Pre-Theodotion Fragment preserved 

in Justin Martyr § 25 
vision by night 72 

to be shut up 826 

visions, four, of Daniel 164-341 
tvisions of the headt 2•sc, 42(5), 7(10), 

lO(lSJ, 71,15, 349 n. 1: Introd. § 14.f 

watcher 410(13), 14(17) 

water gate 82• 8•", 198 sq., 1J75 n. 5 
wise, the n 13• 86, 123, 10 

twitht the clouds 718 

'wives and children' 625(24), LXX, 
Pesh , Vulg., 370 n. 2 

Xerxes 273, 282 

Zadokite Fragments: Introd. § 16 
Zeus Olympius 315 

nd2 
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Some Aramaic and Hebrew words and phrases. The Hebrew appears to be 

from different translators of the Aramaic. Erroneous uses of both Aram. and 
Hehr. words due to the translators, Massoretic revisers as well as to the errors 
incidental to transmission. The brackets used have the same significancx they 
have earlier in the book, 

ti!lY-J'\OiNt 392 ll, I 

iUiir.-t 61 

iir.-t 44 

t'JlNt cviii, 199 

tl!llNt 2581 384 n, 2 

r.-t,tN 30, 346 n. 2 

(i'i'MN) Tl'lMl.'t 130, 365. 

1iMl.'t 46 

tn•,nr.-tt 335 

N'lDiie'nr.-t 61 

e-i,,e-nr.-t 224 

•lno•r.-t 179 

•n•N c, Part-use in D 68 sqq. 

r.-t•n;,N sing.(?) in Old Aram. 353 n. 2 

l:l'~l.'t ,r.-t = 'a God of gods' 390 n. 4 

rn,i.-t n,i.-t ,, ,, 350 n. 3, 

390 n. 4 

l~N 42 

r,r.-t 'these I peculiar to D: Introd., 

§ 20. h, lxxxvii 

il.JlN 90 

llilN 32 

)UN (Qr.) (Kt. jllN) only in nom.in D: 

Introd., § 20. h: 161 sq., 370 n. 2 

Nt'lN (Kt. Ne'lJN) 92 

tl'e'JN (Heh. due to error. Rd. ~i:':IN) 
93 

il:IN 155 

piDN 318, 322 

tl'!lN 296 

;,~N 201 

NJ1l1N 125 

,,r.-t 42 

NTl11iN 156 

ilJ'\J:l"lN (but 'nl:liJ in 611) 119 

ilJ"lN 98 

10 NlMl.'t (contrast jO r.-t;,l) 150) 46 

ill/Oe'N 209 

!:je'l.'t 27 

no;, 1e'N = lest (Aramaisms) 3, 20 

0011'\e'N (Hebraism) 94 

JlTlN ' furnace ' 64 

J'\ 1iJMN 188 

liPllTlN 179 sq. 

j'iNJ 34 

l~J (Old Aram.) 189 

j'J l 224, 236, 255 al, 

11'\ll'.J 224 

ili'J 198 

1 This verb is very variously used in our author by the translators. Thus in 
817, 1012 (Hiph.) it means' to understand'; in 85, 9" (Hiph.) 'to give heed to'; 
in 1 17 (Hiph.) J 'to understand' but in rn8 (Qal) 'to hear I but not' to under
stand I c. ; in 827

1 922 (abs.) ' to teach' ( abs.). It has also other uses in the six 
Hebrew chapters. 



'.l 159 

INDEX II 
r,n 21a 

ilNl:!',::i: Introd. § 6. n. a 

t'n,.Jt 204 

fli1'N iJ 76; cf. 350 n. 3 

Ni'in:i 159 

.JJ 156 

il'Jl (Kt.): ilJl (Qr.) 178 

i'i.JJ 'certain' only indefinite in D. : 

Intro d. § 20. v: see Cowley 3016 al. 

1'N N'iJJ (emphatic) 'these men' 
353 (ad init.) : Introd. lxxxvii 

J:ill 28 

Ni'J 118 

''J 36 

j'iNi 46 

trinit 160 

,, = /5n recitativum : Introd. § 20. u 

j.li 'these': In trod. § 20. h 

mi only after its nom. (n times) : 

corrupt in 415 (18) 93, 358 n. r 

ni 'law',' judgement' 32 

• Jewish religion ' 152, 194 

N'iJni 'counsellors ' 62 

,,.:i-t.:i1 ' even as' 49 

tn•i.J jl.JJilt 249 Sq,, 382 n. II 

r,:i,n 75 

c,n 31 

ni::i,o ;in 295 sq. 

NJnl)iii1 38 

(iCmiJ 339 

1'il (late) 264 

,,n,;, (Hephal) 67 

,,n,;, (Haphel) in 53 . ,-
[ ., ] 625: rd, ~'IJ'\} with Vulg. 161 sq. 

n1n1n (Hophal ?) 159 

t7?iJ 62 

N:lJ'0i1 Qr. 125 

li1 ' if', frequent 

tJ,it rd. 'i 'for' with M SS. 69 sq., 

354 n. 2 

l'7j,0Ji1 161 

-~?V.i'..l 39 

nSvn 125 : er. 87 
TT••• 

Nili1 67, 353 n. 3 

(nS:i:n) 150 

tll:!''liilt rd. lJ'ii' 67 (6> with LXX, &c. 

152 sq., 368 n. 2 

(lr:!''lii1J om. in 616 (lS) 

,, ='kept watch' in 612 <11J, 

153 sq., 369 n. r 
nn::il:!',i (cf. 2 04 niTlni1) 39 

n11Jnnn 200 

mprlil Hoph'al 102: (Introd. § 20. /: 

almost peculiar to D.) 
ntiOiil1i1 (5'3) Hebraized form of verb : 
T : - : • 

cf. 433 

j'l/NT 132 : cf. 2 38 n. 

,,r 42 

rr 63 

t!:N)l/lt ( rlO) 20 

c•,;i:t, tl'Jl/il 22 

i1l/JI:!' in (Old Aram.) 70 

[ ,pin] In trod. § r4. h: 256, 319 sq., 

391 nn. 4, 6 
,n,,n 42 

:nn (Old Aram,) 21 

mn ' fitting' 70 

N'>'''i 1:-tltn Introd. lxi, 36, 372 n. 6, 

373 n. 3. 

N'''' (i1J) NUn{J) 347 n. 4 
[N'''' 'ltnJ rd. sing, and not plural 

347 n. 4 

ti1Vil[Jt 00 
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n,p,n 'flatteries' 308 sq. 

i-n,p,pSnt u 21• 34, 297 sq. 

m,,on W'N 1011, 19, 237 

o•oc,n 27 

N:SiM 118 

jlJlt:'M (N') 100 sq. 

JNC 161 

n,c I fasting I 160 

iNI 126, 6, 7 ' Nile ' but in our author 
' = ' Euphrates 1 333 

1,nJJI (Jussive, Old Aram.: Introd. 
§ 20. s), 416 (W), 5100 

N~J• (Old Aram.) 'to wear out' 193 

tlCCl:7't rd. U~e"' Hehr. i.e. lCO• 
332,392 n. 3 

i1i1' 'Judaea' 39 sq. 

,J• ( = ,n:,) Use in D, differs from 

that in earlier Aramaic : Introd. 

§ 20, }I 

t1,t:'J't rd. 1';,•Jtt• 311 

[NMO'] 101 

1m• 34 

Nliov• 217 

t9V't 235 

NJ~• 192 

t01i!.:''t II17 rd. 01,w,o as in II6 

n• 66 

JT;l~ 194 

J (with temporal meaning where Older 

Aram. has ') 161 

JiJ (Old Aram.) 32 

,nJ Introd. § 20. y 

J'1J 156 

iliMJ ' together ' 44 

,:, with suff. in Old Aram. but not in 

our Author : Introd. § 20. r 

N,:, = demonstrative pronoun 98 

,Jp-,::i Introd. § 20. fl 

N.~~ 238 

1lJ 295 

j'011 p•nY(J) 372 n. B 

[iElJ] used by Massoretes to replace 

Ml MO as LXX and Vulg. prove, 238, 
382 n. 3 

1M1ElJ 71 

NOiJ 132 

t:1•ir.:,:, 13 sqq. 

[1:11!.:1!:IJ 321 

[1:11MJJ 305 sq. 

, c. acc. very frequent in D., but not 

often earlier : Introd. § 20. x 
, c. Inj. = finite verb in D. 216,1s, 515 : 

Introd. § 20, t 

[l:l'J'] 321 

tNli,t 188 

rJ•ein n,(J) 100 sq. 

Nin, Jussive: see Introd. § 20. s 

cn, 115 

ilMln, 117 

[P,,] 313 

ti:s:,t (? rd. ,y) 193 

N1ltNO 'balances' 137 

N'lNO ' vessels' 115 

IM1l0 'stirred up' 175 

Y,O 13 

1o•no 152 

r:,,no 75 

i11?0 (c. suff.) cf. NM?, for Nt,NP. 62 

NCIP 'kept alive' 132 

[NMO 'strike'] 101 (cf. 2s•, 95) 

l:J1it'10 'agreement' 278 

l:J'lOJO 321 

01Elt'JO 27 

M1N,O(' '"lt'N) 225: Introd. § 20, t 
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.. l N::J:,r.i this order of words always j'IM':,:l"'IO 71 

earlier than third century B. c. J'::l"lC 150 

60 sq. : Introd. § 20. dd 
l tm•i:J31t 18 

'::J;,r.l 'my counsel ' 97 
:,:,r.i (c. l:131) 

161 
ii31 (Aram. for 1'1P,? 394) 194 

"'111) ' watcher' 91 
Nlr.l [Nlr.l) 133-137, 366 n. 3 

N~W 1:,31r.i 159 

tl:\~~t 235 

"'lt!'Elr.l (Inf,) 130 

ttl'"'l:i:r.lt an interpretation 1 of ::lll 
281, 321, 391 nn. 5, 6 

1'1:tj:)r.l see 1'1:tj:) 

N"'lr.l 51, 96 

tlr.ll"lr.l (see 1:11"'1 132) 102 

]1"'11::l 304 

1'11"'1::l 131't!l"'lr.l 308 

N"'I~ (Inf.) 130 

Nfi'i'l"'IWO 63 

ti'W::lht!'Ct 124 

rint!'r.l 119 

Nnr.l 62 

MJl::ll 32 

Nht!l"'l::ll 118 

[ill] 183 sq., 373 n. I 

tn:iilt see Nl1:, 188 sq. 

['1'111i1lJ 221, 379 n. 1 

t 1ninut lrd. 11'1"'1hli1 262 

nY"'IMJ (Niph. Constr.) 248 

l"!N:ll (Niph.) 306 

cn1::icJ 281 

lj:)Ell (but Qr. l"lj:)Ell) 117, 184 

NJi:lYl 49 

P"l:tl 212 

j'llO (J"'I) 51 

N1JElr.llO (Qr.) 64 

r:,:,31 ext. i 87 

1:131 (with temporal meaning) 175 

ttl31t ( corrupt for :,31) 186 

'lEl:, '1031 'to serve' 15,19 

'JEl:, ir.i31 'to withstand I a•,7, ul6 

:,y ,r.iv 'to withstand 1 825, 1 rH 

[10:11] wrongly interpreted 'to rise in 

the resurrection' owing to an 

interpolation 341, 394 n. 2 

'"19~ 214 

[jl0l1J 319 sq., 391 n. 4 

l1ll1 98 

i11El31 90 

"'li?l! 92 

1:131 i1Wl1 22 

:l i1Wl1 281 

1'111:131 'thought 11 i.e. (=Old Aram. 

Hithpa'el) 151 sq. 

Yi' np (advent of kingdom) used 

eschatologically 394 n. 2 

=Aram. n 1"1i1N )'ll1?) 

j'Ol' j:)1hl1(::1) 372 n. 8 · 

nnei 61 

1in1w1~ei 71 

1JlO:,El 210 

l'"'lnlCEl (see 37) 63 

C'}~ 133-7 

(110"'1!:l~] 136, 366 n. 3 

j:)"'IEl 97 

l:l'On"'IEl 13 

lJnEl 17 

1 Not · rn h" h · so rn 9 , w 1c 1s a late, not an early interpretation as in r 18,n,,s. 
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tNJY{')t (rd. Nil'?) 1 204-9 

,J~ 159 

ti"llt rd. )-'i?. 244 

tl~~ (an artificial form) 70 

"1101 200, 376 n. 3 

rr.ittp (Kt.) 46 

!,Jp and compounds : In trod. § 20. ff ., T: 

tiip 2 (technical use in D.) 'before' 

divine or semidivine beings-hence 
it is interpolated in 39, 4<(7),5(SJ, 32(S5J; 

Introd. § 20. w 

r)ii,11 1w,,p 191 

j'i~p 118 

c,in1p (Kt.) 63 

!,,p 258 

rip 292 

r,yp 10, 394 n. 2. 1° 

N),p 63 

tl')ip ( dual) 199 

i'i11Y'ii' 65 

N1MJl::i Ji 34 

n•.J; 96 

(li~7) 184 

(l't.:li) (MT lt.:li) J.61, 370 n. 2 

N:JJti 63 

tnr.ib't 159 

Nn~~t& 93, 357 n. 2 

NJ1Jt:! 72 ,~r& 116 sq. 

,,~ 133 

:i•rw 68, 11 

n!,t!i (Kt. ,,w Qr.) 77 

m,t!i 220 

1111:,t 98 

N1t.:lt 'heavens'-' God' (very late) 97 

tlt.:ll!-' 210, 251, 308 

t'MUtit rd. 1n,S:11 /')t:-' 118 as in 59 

nml!-' 161 

NM'.IM 64 
,,w 119 

i~ii1M ('N) 2 24• Jussive. See Introd, 

§ 20. S 

•n:,n 126 

i•r.i11{i1) (late for i1r.ir,;, r,:,,:11) 205, 

307 
NIZ,!)11 62 

'l?.t;l 133-7, 366 n. 3 

il!lPM 155 

9pr, 99 

ilN"\1"1 22 .. :• 

1 Seep. 377 n. 3 for text emended by help of Versions: p. 204 sqq. 
2 In 67(6), l4'(1S) tl'lp to be restored on evidence of LXX. If a subject ignored 

4m or was disrespectful to the king, (contrast 614<13l), he used :, and not tl'li' 
after it.:lN. See 369 n. 7, 
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